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THE REVENUE ACTj OF 1971

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1971

CoMiniirrEE ON FINANCE,
iWeshington, D.C.

The committee miet, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.in. in Room 2221,
New Senate Office Bluildig, Senator Russell B3. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmnadge, Byrd of Virginia,
Nelson, Bennett, Curti", Miller, Jordan of Idaho, Fanini, and Haniseni.

The ChAi~RMA).,N. This hearing will come to order. The committee is
pleased to have before us today the h-onorable Jacob K. Javits, U.S.
Senator from New York. Senator Javits hias down through the years
demonstrated a very thorough and sophisticated interest in all matters
involving foreign trade and ~economic problems generally, and we are
plea sed, to have your views, Senator Javits.

STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB X. JAVITS, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, I ami here
to present what a. group of my colleagues and( I consider an innovative
idea to the committee in respect of whatever it may decide to do on
the investment tax credit. I have a prepared statement which I ask
to have printed in the record.

On October 1, 1971, together with 19, other Senators, I introduced
S. 2632, which has been referred to the committee. The idea behind
5. 262is to establ ish a tax credit for the creation of additional j obs-
a direct increased employment tax credit. The cosponsors of S. 2632
are Senators B1rooke, Cook, Hlatfield, Mathias, P~ackwood, Percy,
Randolph, Saxhe, Schweiker, Stafford, Taft, and Williams.

The tax credit proposed by S. 2632 would be in addition to, not iii
substitution for, the investmntA tax credit which has come over to us
from the other body and is sought by the administration.

The fundamental brief which we'lhave, miy cosponsors and 1, is
twofold. One(,, that generally speaking, through the economy the in-
vestment tax credit as asked for by the administration is not a job
development tax incentive, essentially, it is a modernization incentive,
and I would say I certainly am all for that, and I believe that those
cosponsoring this measure with ine are for that, but we do have a
serious unemployment situation in the country, ,and about haflf of all
employment is in service fields, which is not heavily capital impacted,
and, therefore, the idea of having a direct tax initiative, for job creation

* seems to us to be attractive.
(409)
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This is the esseceIQ of the idea.
The techniques which we use, the technical situation which we pre-

sent to the Committee ill the bill, canl very well be worked out by the
committee.

This should be put inl the category of a suggestion. The basic idea
which we present to you is, will you or -will. you not crank into the
package a, proposal which will have a, direct effect in initiating because
of tax advantages the creation of new jobs?

That is the essence of what I would like to p resent.
Senator TA-MIADGE. Will the Senator yield at that point? Last year

during the consideration of the family assistance plan in the Senate,
I offered a somewhat similar amendment, primnarilyV to implement, the
WIN program inl which people of limited skill -and limited education
had difficulty in procuring jobs.

This comm~iittee approv'-ed the amendment at that time unanimously.
The Senate also aplprovec it by a vote of 81 to zero. We never went
to conference with the House oin the bill last. year, and, as the Senator
knows, my amendment nev-er had anl opportunity of becoming law.
Therefore. I intend to offer the saine amilendment to this bill.

As the Senator also knows, President Nixoni in 'his campaign in 1968
strongly urged such 'a program.

Senator IiNNTTfay I ask the Senator a question?
Are you going to offer'it to this bill or the welfare bill?
Senator rfLIMA)GE. I intend to offer it to this bill.
Senator BENNETT. Senator Talmadge, this proposal of yours. is di-

rected essentially and primarily to low-income people; is it not?
Senator TALMNADGE. That is correct..
Senator JAVITS. The measure which we present. to you is directed

across the board to an increase in the opportunity for jobs regardless
and without regard to economic status of the individual who would
get such aj ob.

I would hope, Senator Talmadge, in view of your interest. in the
.subject, that you would study this carefully.

Senator TALMADGE. I will be glad to take a look at it. My interest
was primarily in those people with few skills and limited education,
who have made a career of welfare. They are able bodied and capable
of working, but they lack the. necessary skills. I am of the opinion
that this is where we ought to make the first thrust.

As the Senator knows, we have some 19 different Federal agencies
and subagencies conducting some 39 job training programs. Many of
them consist of classroom training for nonexistent jobs, and they have
not been very successful.

I share fully the Senator's concern. The way to make a productive
employee is to put him on a. piece of machinery or equipment and
teach hiim how to use it.

Once, hie learns to use it, hie is a self-sufficient citizen and a taxpayer.
Senator~~~~~~ pAis sIsy.Ia eyIleased with the. Senator's con-

tinuinig interest in this field. I thiik we will find that the bias of the
idea we have in mind is to favor the relatively low skilled, and,
therefore, I ami rather hopeful -when hie studies'this he nmay decide
that it rolls into a broader pattern of what he himself had in mind,
and I was going to add substantively that no one would be happier than
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1, and I believe the cosponsors Of our bill would feel the same way, if

the Senator decided as a member of the commiiittee to espouse the

whole theses.
So I welcom-e very much the Senator's 'interest and the Senator's

lioughtf ul utilization p~erhapils of this design.

Now, the bill seeks to ac-comlplishi its purpose by)ivn a credit

of $4 per mal-ay for additional emli)loynulivt which is created(ve

anid above the employment, in a base period.

Now, again I repeat, thie various scales of how much aiid the

techniques are a suggestion. The basic idea is to give, a credit for job

creation. Our schenie, is 4 dollars per miani-day , which comes to about

a thousand dollars per mian-year, and we estuinate, and we ran it

through computerized estimates in the Joint Economiic Commiittee's

facilities, which has at computer available to it, we estimate based upon

whiat I have just told you that .500,000 additional jobs can be created

by the. cud of the fiscal y-ear; that that would involve the first year

cost of the tax rolls of $1p800 million, and that would ta per off very

sharply thereafter.
Now, We've juxtaposed that concept of the $4 per mnan-day credit

to other proposals now in the mill'. -My credit, for exaniplte, has been

calculated as a constructive 4 percent, corporate tax rate reduction.

So what would hia peni if you reduce the corporate income tax byr 4

points, and chianneled the additional cashi flow ito let u sy, itha

spending?49 ,i that assumpiltioni we find that 300,000 jobs would

probably be encouraged, which would cost us about '.-2 1bi~l ion.

So we juxtaposed a $3,600 cost per job on ouir basi. as ao'aiinst a

'6,600 cost per job if you reduced the inome tax by say 4 points

with a corresp~ondcing rise in capital spending.

Now our thought is to comnpleinent, not to replace. thev tax credit

which the administration seeks. Anid we believe that the approach

which we have is very likely, to encourage emnploymnit rather than

overtime because we lay h rdto h basis of a 7-hiour day.S

that you could not get the credit by working people overtiine, wh-lichi

is a big consideration.
Also we feel that it has a, very strong effect of getting people in the

less skilled and lower paid levels because a flat rate benefit is greater

for low-wage, employees -and I think that goes very much to Senator

Talmadge's point in giving an inducement to get people who mnay need

some training because -you have a beiiefit with which to give then

some training, carry them along even for a short time. Their work may

be uneconomic in terms of production.
Finally, naturally, we are deeply interested in increasing productiv-

ity and I am, as I think you all know, one of the prime movers of that

idea including a major bill to establish local and plant productivity

councils.
It is logical to assume that this type of employment would not be as

productive as normal employment. There would be a certain discount

which an employer could avail himself of because these people are not

as productive. Ilut you have to balance that off against the fact that

we are materially underusing our facilities today and that we are

anxious to have a direct impact for social reasons upon employing

more people, and, therefore, in the trade off we believe that it is very
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much to the advantage of this kind of inducement, even though I am
thie first to say that these people may be somewhat less productive.

That is the matter we would like'to lay before you and hope very
much that it may stimulate thinking in the committee.

Senator Talmadge. already has indicated his interest so that we have
a balance in the Senate to the administration emphasis.

I will say this: It, is so ob~viouls it almost surprises me. Half of our
economy is ca Lpital goods impacted industries, rel ati vely speakilig
lNue. collar workers. Malf of our economy is in the, relatively speaking
service industries. We are trying to encourage, says the President, job
development in the capital impacted industries.

It certainly seems to inc that to balance out the package you have to
(10 something about encour aging employment in the service industries
where you don't have thle input of capital goods and, therefore, wNhere
they will really get very little, if anything, except perhaps for type-
writers and things like that, out of the capital goods tax credit.

I have just one other piece of evidence, Mr. Chairinan, I would like
to lay before the committee and then I am through. Our researchers
discovered a very interesting, not analogy, but parallel with our situ-
ation, in the United Kingdom.

The United Kingdoin has passed at bill which is now in effect called
the selective employment, tax, which was introduced in 1966. Thlis
imposes a heavy tax on employment, all employment,, but rebates the
tax to employers in the manufacturing industries in depressed areas.

The theory being there to shift if they can employment f rom- services
to manufacturing, and the report which has been made onl the opera-
tion of the bill indicates that it has been quite effective in its operations.

That was a, problem for apparently the British economy. They were
draining people away from the blue collar jobs to white collar jobs
and they wanted to recapture some of them.

Tle, analogy it seems to me is anl interesting one with our own situa-
tion. It shows that a tax measure can be effective. in a. shift of emnploy-
mient, and that is whyv I think that we have a right to consider seriously
this tax measure if 'we want to build up employment in ain area. of the
economy which contains half of the total employment.

That is all, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very munch. It is at very interesting idea,,

we will certainly look into it.
Senator CURTIS. Senator, I have read your statement even though

I arrived late. I think it has interesting p)ossibilities. I Avoulld like to
ask you if you have an opinion with reference to a proposal that wages
paid for nonbusiness p~urposes be regarded as a deductible iteml for
the person who pays the wages?

Senator JAVrrs. Wages paid for nonbusiness purposes?
Senator CURTIS. Yes; if you hire someone, to work about your house
orjant your house or to do anything else, build you a driveway. work
isdit is not a tax deduction. It is if it, is a business. I ami thinking

of a, great many retired people whvlo might be employing individuals
to perform. work for them with this incentive.

Senator JAvITS. Senator Curtis
Senator CURImS. After all, they take pa rt of their income and pay it

to somebody else in wages.
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Senator JAV1'rS. Theoretically I would say that sounds logical. Prac-
tically I see two great, difficulties with it and I (10 have an opinion. One
is that in that particular area of nonbusiness compensation one of the
difficulties, is in ability to get that kind of help. And the, second Jprob-
lvin as I see it, it, doe;; run counter to the whole philosophic concept
ol our tax system that, you are entitled to deduct, from what p~rodluces
ill(ollC.

Ill other words, you arie inl a sense as a taxpayer inl business for
youl-self. If you 1produ1ce income then you are enititled to deduct, gen-
era ily speaking, whatever you spend in order to produce it.

That. is not, produicedl inicome which you have inl iiiil(l. Whereas
(ht.I amtsiying to (does produce 1iwioiiie. therefore, we- give a

iecal advantage to eiii'rage a ggve result ibut it does produce
inconie,10 it, is counterbalanceed onl thle other side.

I don't, rule out, Nvliat, y )ou saidl.
Senator Cuirris. Wehave not followed that theor-y absolutely. An

individual taxpayer is eiitle(1 to a deduct ion for interest paid and
the interest, inigoht have been paid for any kind of a debt, one foolishly
incurred or even money borrowed to pay a gambling debt.

The interest is deductible.
Senator J~kvirs. That is very valid. But the genlerality of borrow-

ing is for, some coiistriicti ye purpose 01r liiyill a house or Sonmc other
purpose. which contributes to thle totality of thev national resources.

So I canl see some justification for that. But I night, th ink it over and
decide I am with you but immediately those two points came to mindl.

TeCiIR1lI.\. I.'t mIe illulstrate, the same ioit where it appeals to
tinc. We have had tile good fortune right now to have somebody to help
MTi..Long~o with thle hollsework . J thinkl anyvbody oug-ht to feel fortunate
if lie eanl get help thiese( (lay s. I v:,ould be perfectly coi-iteuit if I Cold
dledullicttat expense and l)assthat savincrs inl taxestalongu to that worker.

1mm other words, if you are inl a -')-perent hi-acketl ' oul can afford to
paYv a person1 30 or- ;15 lpccellt immom-e thli vonl call pay otherwise, anld the
though-It occurs to ille that Nvowild he a, des; riilie goal if we could tinid a
wvay to assure that all or ilmost of tihe tax lm(va1tage". 'would, go nlot to
theo employer but to tile cliipiovee. There are- a iii illhio and a hal f lo-
wagre eM})lovees ill tis .oluntl iN-ho are working inl dIomiestic servil-e
where it is n~ot deductible avid' vou reall V canit li'elP them by redmici ix
their tax be -alse they don't pay iiuch ill tax a iivl ow.

But if yolu redlice the other: fellow's tax oil (0Ililitioii lie passed the
tax savings, onl to ticmim it. could have some of the samie, a(lvalltages you
areftalking a.,bout here.

fIisofa- aIs cal help those less foitimiate lbv 'em . olo.
else's tax 1)rovided that lie wouldI pass5 the tax ad(1 ll tasme oil to time (ili-

ploeetIat I'isomle apelto ie tidIaii m oii-t spgest soiinetiii
a 1 oug th-lit ]lne which I tliiii k is 1)11,- I](,li] t) whliat vonl an, SvigXm~eSti1 vi&1.

Selator J~r-.I thlinkl tile concielit of anl ('oi-t to us-, a c-redlit foi-.
thle purpose. of stimiulatingo irlo-mease ( employment is a very vali i(l n
avi'l that is the( (evlti'al idlea that I wvant to lay for iivsel f anid the 12
other Seiiators before thle cowulittee.

We think that, our plani, lbevallmse it does follow- time basic p~atternl of
tile tax s'ystemi, to wvit, it seeks a(lWitloivil credit bult anl incentive '-i-edit
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buvt in ani are,. where income is produced is consistent with the tax
schleme.

These. other plans mnay very well, based on the facts, produce addi-
tional income. I think thev are less adlvanta-eous rather than more, be-
c-n use of that f undanienta].

The CuTiA.Thank you. very much. You have made a very good
presentation for your suggestion and it hias a, lot of merit.

Senator J IT.You were very kind, Mr. Chflirinan.
(Senator Javits' prepared sta,. tement and a subsequent stfatemnent of

Senator Javits received by the committee f ollowvs:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACOB K. JAVITS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
NEwV YoRl-

The full Employment Act of 1946 expresses the policy of the United States to
provide "conditions under which there will lbe afforded useful employment op-
portinities, Including self-employment, for those able, willing, and seeking to
work, and to promote maximum employment, production and purchasing
power."

W~e are far short of the goal of full employment today-several million jobs
short of it-and given the most Optimistic estimates there is little chance that
we shall achieve It in the near future If we must operate withh!) the general
parameters of the Administration's current economic and tax prolposalso.

.My purpose I appearing here today Is to urge you to Include within the
tax package you are shaping as a part of 'the President's New Economic Policy,
a direct Incentive to every businessman in America to increase his work force
through the use of a tax credit based on net additional employment. The basic
concept of such a tax credit Is embodied In S. 2632, a bill which with 12 other
Senators I introduced en October 1. 1971. Under it, during the next two years.
any employer in America whose employees work more nian-days in the current
year than in the previous one- will be eligible for a tax credit in the amount
of $4 per man-day, or about $1000 per muan-year. The credit is structured In
such a wvay as to discourage use of overtime andl part-time employees. Als-o, be-
cause it is fixed in amount at $4 per man-day rather than calculated as a per-
centage of wages, it would operate as a greater incentive in the case of low-
wage, marginally skilled employees.

On the basis of computerized estimates prepared by the staff of the .Joint
Economic Committee, I believe that this kind of tax credit could be expected
to generate at least 500,000 additional jobs by the end of the first full year,
at a total cost to the government of $1.8-billion during the first year, tapering
off sharply thereafter. That sounds like and Is a great deal of money. but it Is
actually much less expensive ($3600 per additional man-year) than other pro-
lpossls such as the investment tax credit ($6600 per additional muan-year) or
public service employment ($5000 to $7000 per mian-year) designed to create
additional employment.

This employment incentive credit Is designed to complement, not to replace
the Investment tax credit. The latter may well be needed to encourage American
business to modernize its facilities and as a general adjustment of the corpo-
rate tax rate in order to permit American businessmen to c'onipete fairly with
their foreign competitors. But at best-given the fart that our Indus frlai plant
is presently operating at only 73 percent of capacity-it will directly stimulate
activity only in capital-inten'sive industries and in some cases may even encour-
age 'the elimination of jobs through automation. And, the Investment tax credit
will have very little effect on service industries which nowv employ about 50
percent of all American workers.

What is needed is a more broadly-based measure which i.s addressed directly
to the creation of additional jobs in all industries, and that is the purpose of
S. 2632.

To put the Issue in its proper perspective. T think it is useful to focus onl the
number of additional jobs we need to create to reach an unemnplovmment level
of not over 4 percent. According to the Bureau of Lab~or Statistics. during the
coming year over 2 million additional Jobs will have to be created to reach 4
percent unemployment by the end of 1972.
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That is the goal which we should seek, and my p~rolposal is dlesignied to fit in
as part of ain overall plan designed to achieve it.

I recognize, of course, that What I am suggesting is an entirely newv approach
to the problem of expanding eimployiment. But I ami convinced it is one which
deserves a trial. I am submitting herewith a favorable report from the staff of
thle Joint E4coonmic Committee, as Well as a il'ghly favorable study by economists
at the University of California of a similar tax credit proposal. I have also asked
time Council of Economic Advisors, as well as Other economic forecasters, to ex-
amine our p~rolposal and we should lbe able to submIit additional economic analysis
to you shortly.

Until very recently we have sought to achieve the goal of full employment,
and at the same time contain inflation, primarily through the use of overall
bulgetary and fiscal policy. What the past decade has shown. however, is that
thc ie traditional weapons of economic management are inadequate or, at best,
clumsy tools to achieve that objective. With them we have not bee-n able to
move to contain Inflation without producing a substantial amount of ulnm-
ploynent; nor have we been able to reduce unemployment below about 4.5
percent without losing price stability.

We are now at the point of searching for more effective tools of economic
management; in particular this Committee is concerned with Shaping a new
tax policy which will help to stimulate economic activity, yet assure the avail-
ability of the revenues which we will need to enable us to continue to deal with
our pressing social problems. Indeed. the President's economic stabilization pro-
grain offers a unique opportunity to take newv economic initiatives.

A tax credit along the ies I have proposed can furnish a powerful niew
tool to stimulate additional employment without increasing inflationary pres-
sures. It would provide a direct incentive for additional emplloyment. yet be-
cause it would do so by ?-educing costs it would avoid putting any upward pres-
sure onl prices in the way that a simple increase in gov-ernmnent spending would.
Furthermore, it would have the added virtwue of reducing costs in the one area--
labor-where our foreign competitors generally have had their greatest amd-
vantage over us.

I urge this Committee to give the muest serious consideration to invtuding the
kinid of tax credit proposed in S. 2632 as an extremel-y powerful device to help
us achieve full employment with price stability. 1 am not, of course, committed
irrevocably to the exact terms of S. 2632, and I hope that the Committee WiLli
carefully examine possible variations onl the same theme, including a credJit
based on a percentage of wages, and the p)ossible use of a trigger device to end
or reduce the credit as we approach full employment. In that connection. I and]
my staff have been working on some technical aspects of the credit, andI I will
be furnishing you with additional technical comments in the next few (lays.

STATEMENT OF lION. JACOB K. JAVITS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THlE STATE OF
NEW YORK

I urge the committee to Include in the legislation it reports the prolvisions" of
S. 8(09, a bill I introduced] onl February 17th to provide the disald for the cur-
rent year ain income tax deducation of up to $6:50 to cover transportation to and
from work and to allow them the same additional $650 income tax deduction as
is now given the blind. This amount Would increase as the personal deduction
sumn increases under the lawv.

This measure is, in part, similar to the amendment to the Tax Reform Act
of 1969 which was sponsored by the distinguished Senator from Ariz~ona. 'Mr.
F'annin, of which I wvas a cosponsor. The amendment provided for a tax deduc-
tion of up to $600 to the disabled] for transportation and was approved by the
Senate on December 4, 1969 Unfortunately, the provision was lost in conference.

This proposal is a logical sequence to a series of enactments by the Congress of
le: gislation designed to help) the handicapped become useful and productive citi-
zens. The Civilian Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1920 provided granits in aid
for such services as job training andl artificial limb-s. The Vocational Rehlabilita-
thon Act Amendments of 1943 broadened the program to Include, among other
things, corrective surgery And the 1954 Amendments further broadened the law
to enable Federal grants to be utilized for equipping rehabilitation facilities and]
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for sheltered workshops. In 1968, the scope of the prog ,rani wa's further broad-
cited. My proposal Is now a logical next step).

The nation is now expending more than $1 billion annually for rehabilitation
programs. Th~le economic Incentive envisioned by S. 8091 would further help these
Ipeolple to liell) themselves andl aid them to achieve some personal Independence,
fromt institutions, from overburdenedl families, and front local and State govern-
mnents.

It has long been evident that our handicapped citizens are capable of being
productive workers, contributing to the Nation's economy instead of being de-
ptendent upon. it. But their di,4abilities impose upon them adIditionlal expenses in
pursuit of their livelihoods which are not fully deductible, such as special. orthope-
(lie (devices, extra travel costs because they are unable to utilize routine methods of
transportation. expensive additions to shop or home to facilitate their movements,
special prosthetic devices, higher insurance costs, and the costs of hiring help to
perform t he simple tasks which the nonhiandicapped perform for themselves. In
addition, rising costs of these items and1( services are particularly burd ensome.

H~undredls of thousands 'of American-s have endeavored valiantly to transform
their physical handicaps from stumbling blocks to building locks. They wish to
use their crutches to move on, not to lean on. This legislation Ns ill htelp) them to
(1o juist thalt. It is as practical in econonic terms as it is humanitarian. It is, !i
effect. ai practical bill to benefit those who have no alternative than to be
loracticl.

I aIsk thaIt there he included in my statement a letter addressed to me( fromt tihe
Depart meant of the Treasury giving estimates of the cost of this proposal and
lie numbilers of individuals, whoml the lDepa rtment (deems would lie eligible:

OFFICE, OF'TiE -,EC'RFTARY or 'm'm TREAxSURY,
l1,stin~t on. D.C., Fcbritary, 12, 1971.

1loi1. JTACOB K. .LxviTiS.
U.";% Now,i(t
117asliiflqtrm . D.C.

Dm:Auk .SrNA'ron *lAVI'S : Mr. 'Martin Klein of your staff requested ( estimates of
the revenue loss and mnmleri (f to xj~ayeis affected by S. 1(0). which you intro-
duced February 18, 1969, if it were updated to reflect tile provisions of the Tax
Reformi Act of 19(49. Tli, origi nal lull ortwid(A an aItemizedl deduction for tranis-
portaition expenses to and~ fr01n1 work, not to exceed $600, for persons who have
lost, or lo)st time u1se of omme or more extremities to such ili extent that they cold
not use public tralnspiortationl without undlue danger or ha rdship, or wxho are
blind. It further provided aim extra pem'sonall exempitionl of $6iOO for persons who11
have lost, or lost the use of their extremities.

It is estimated that tile Itemized deduction would affect about 850.000 tax-
l1iyers. '111d w~old cost $63 million !in 1971, $70 million in 1972. and $75 million
in 1973. Thme exemption would be available for nonworking spouses andl for re-
tir'ed p(e15o1s as well as, for those wvho w~old take fte deduction, and] would aIf-
fect. in estimated 1.250,000 taxpaye-rs. The cost is estimnatedl at- $150 million !in
1971. $1605 million in 1972. ,in(] $180O million !in 1973. Estimates reflect b)0th
cliii ages in) the Size of the personal exemption, to which thle itixiinum 'Illowql)'
(lediletioli is also to be tied1, amd changes !in population and] income levels.

Sincer-ely.
Jonr. SEG~ALL,

D cpiltty A ssbiatf t Rcretair/.
,rile CIM .n i Te next wiitness; if be is here is tile I1lorale

Ern-lest F. Itollilmgs. Senator from Sonthi Carolina. Ts Senator IHoh-
illi'5 here ?

(No lcspollse.)
Tihe ( A i A.I the I10oroable Join G. T~owver of 'I~ea here ?
(No responsee)
Theymc were scheduled to appear before us this morning. Perhaps they

will be ill shortly.
'Irl. JToel Barlow' collilsel 'of tbe 'National MVacliine Tool Bllildlcr's

Association and -American Mfachine Tool Distributor's Association.
We are pleased to have .\oil here, Mr. Barlow.
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STATEMENT OF JOEL BARLOW, COUNSEL, NATIONAL MACHINE
TOOL BUILDERS ASSOCIATION AND AMERICAN MACHINE TOOL
DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

11~r. BAlmWm. 11y name, is Joel Barlow and I ami a pa uttier inl the
Washington, I ).(. law firmly of (1 ovingtonl & Hur1lingo. I aml Pleased ill-
dee(1 to appearP once-( agyaii before this (list ii igislied commlittee onl the
very important and~ perenn11ial subject, the inadeqjuacy of ouir (lel)Iecia-
tion allowances, which w'e have all dliscuissed a number of times before.

It is lmy mnderstandiig,.\ Mr. ('Iiai iman. that tit\, eatie( statvement will
be included inl thev record.

Ph'le ChIM hiat we (10 in all cases. It is not necessar-y rono
to request, it.

MNr. BAlmnow. I aiii speaikinig todaY oil lbehll 1 of the M aclli i e Tool0
Industry whichl is iepivrseuted by the N ntional M1achine TIool Builders
Association and by the Aierical Mfachllme TIool I )istribiitors Asso-
ci ation.

First, 1\1'% (Th1aiiini, 1 want to commndl~ the conilnittee for eXpe-
(liting action Onl this very\ imlpoltanit tax bill, andl I also Nvanit to coin-
miend thle committee for: its 1 )Iolibitioli on readbncy long~, repet itious
statements.

I shall iiot even take the-imhe of the conunittee to rea(l all ofill mv Suvii1-
mary, statements. instead, I would like to replY, in the(, 14) miniites T
have, to some of the charges against this tax bill that have been made
within the past few days, and( in addition refer to -i few of the points
in my state~-mnt, that hiaver not, been emlillasized in fthese hiearing~s.

TI'lrou11ghou0tt, these tax hearings in tlie I louse and the Senate. asser-
tions have repeatedly been made, andI again yesterday by the AFT,
C10, thiat there is no sense at all in stiumulatingo investment in 1)roduc-
tive; facilities when 73 per'lcenit of our- industrial capacity is excess
and idle capacity.

These assertions, of course, beg the( whole question. Thel( fact, of the
matter is that. we have all of this excess and idle capacity simnplv be-
caulse so muchel of it is so obsolete and( such1 highI-cost capacity that 1 .S.
indlllstry canl11 no lnger compete effectivelyv in world mia kets, or evenly
in our own domestic market for that mantter.

For example, the U.S. department of Coummnilerce has just reported
that over 60 percent of the nmchine tools in the U nited Statos 11ay* be
obsolete ; and these tools, as nearly everyone now knows, are the basic
,onil master tools that, keep A merica comnI~et itive.

TIhe A FL-C() claimed y ester-day th at ;,() pelcenit of all mnacli imerv
in the United States is less than ) veals old. Th'lis is vei v iislading.
For example, nunmeric' a ly cont rolled maclinme tools that were thle
wonder of the world just -5 years algo are nowx obsolete. ('omiputter-
controlled miaehine tool teelnolog. has moved so fast as - to make mny
machline tools Onlly ))Yea rs 01(1 complLletely obsolete.

Yesterday, I also listened to the AFL (NT() witnesses in what I have
to chiarac-terize, unfortunately as a wholly sinipl istie anlalysis- of' t his
crit-lcally sell oits problem.

'I'll i -in. msre1) resell tat ion s and assertions were quiite incredible. 'Ifli
used all of the familiar labels and~ characterizations of the "raids" this
committee would be miakilng onl the 'reasiiry byN "favoring the rich,
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and opening loopholes of special tax privileges for thie wealthy." But
the plain fact, of the matter is that, they simply begged all of the quoes
tions that were asked by the committee as to ist, how UT.S. industry
will be able to compete and provide jobs with the most obsolete high-
cost. machinery of all of the industrial nations in the world, and with
the highest labor rates in the world.

Their. simplistic solutions, as I listened to them, would have the
Government keel) on using our inadequate depreciation1 allowances to
discourage all investment in cost-reducing, job-mnaking facilities, and,
in addition. they would have the Government further reduce individ-
mal income taxes to increase consumer spending so that, industry would
have to use all of this obsolete, excess capacity, no matter hiow much
money it, lost or how it failed to compete with foreigners iii otir owni and
world markets.

This, of course, as we all know (and as a very distinquishied and
esteemed partner of mine. Dean Acheson, wvould1 have characterized
it,) is utterly silly and the sheerest nonsense.

These labor spokesmen simply do not seem to realize that we no
longer live in a completely self-sufficient, insulated island economy
in the Unlited States, and they don't seem to understand that jobs de-
penld on our ability to compete for our own domestic market, and for
the other great markets of the world, including the European Economic
Communiity.

We simply cannot complete unless we modernize our plants to over-
come our much higher labor costs: and the evidence, it seems to me, is
crystal clear thiat we cannot d10 this unless we have tax laws like those
of other nations to encourage moderniization and replacement of
facilities.

The AFL-CIO yesterday* talked about the inequiity and unfairness to
individuals and to the working man of the. tax reduction provided in
this bill. Secretary Connally and a host of witnesses have given a com-
plete answer to this very irresp~onsilble assertion. As we all know from
the reliable statistics of *the Tr-easury, for the 5 years 1969-73, tax pay-
ments for individuals will h1ave been reduceed by over $36 billion an~d
tax payments for corlporatioiis under this bill and the 1969 Tax Ref ormi
Act, will actually have been increased over $-3 billion.

Yesterday, the spokesman for the German and American Chamber
of Commerce contended that 11.S. machinery does not neved the protec-
tion of the tax credit in excluding foreig-)n made machinery.

He priesented a great many statistics which purported to support. this
postin, utlieletout, te iglmost important statistic, which. it,

seems to me, thoroinhly dIiscredi ts hii argument.
I -e failed to point out that West Grmaniy and Japanese machine

tools can be delivered in thie Ilnited States at, something like 60 or T0
percent of the cost of a comparable American-made machine tool, and
that this is possible simply because of the lower labor rates in these for-
eign countries, and the tax and other subsidies these nations give to
these exports.

The Department of Commerce Midyear 1971 Economic Report
stresses the dependence of 1U.8. industry tind the entire UT.S. economy
on thie advanced technology of machine tools.

As voni gentlemen know, the machine tool industry has increasingly
come to be regarded by, economists, by business publications- and Gov-
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eriniienit agrencies as a kind of barometer or indicator of the industrial
health of the United States.

If the present economic plight of the machine tool inldulst ry-anid 1
have set out in detail in mny staiceinent, the facts and statistics to shiow
the serious depression in the machine tool industry-if this is aniy indi-
cation at all of the predicament that may befall other inidustriies be-
cause of their inability under our tax laws to modernize, increase pro-
dluctivity, anid met fore,,igni coinlpetition, then the handwritig and the,
wra rnino is on the wall.

I wilthave a word to sav about that in just a, minute, but first let mIe
summiiarize for the committee very briefly the position of the machine
tool industry on this peding bill.L

We believe that this is a most essential tr-ansitionial step, anid I emi-
phiasize transitional step, toward a really effective, capital recovery tax
systemn comparable, to that of other industrial nations. But the reduc-
tin of the credit from 10 percent to 7 percent, and the adoption of a
20-percent, class life reduction, instead of thme 40-percent, reduction that,
was recommended by the President's task force last September 1970,
still leaves the United States with an inferior system that will continue
to put U.S. industry at a disadvantage in world competition.

I want to point out also that the figures that Secretary Connally
presented on the much higher after-tax cost, of capital investment inl
the United States as compared with the cost in foreign countries is very
conservative indeed and does not really tell the whole story.

Other nations in actual practice, (and this is true also when U.S. comn-
panies go abroad) permit much faster writeoffs than are provided inl
their statutes and in their regulations, whereas in the Uited States,
the opposite is true.

The comparisons in Secretary Connally's anialvsis assume, for exam-
ple, that U.S. companies are all using tile 1962 guidelines lives, when
the fact of the matter is that surveys in some of the mietalwvorkinig in-
dustries, show that more than 830 percent of the companlies-prinicipJally
small companies-do not and cannot use, the guidelines because. they
cannot meet the reserve rate ratio test, or they were afraid inl the be-
ginniing they could not, meet the test. IN many instances, thley said thle
reserve ratio test was so comlplicated that they couldn't understand it.

This bill before uls does htave the. great. merit of discrediting the un-
realistic anid unworkable reserveP ratio test,mwhich will help small com-
lpa i -ies particularly. It also has the merit of adoptig a standardized
class life system that miove(s to~x-ard the coinventionalized capital recov-
ery systems used so effectively by other industrial nations and recoli-
mienided by the Presiden-t's task force ill 1970.

The failure of the bill to rid itself completely of the outmi-oded ac-
Coiitinx depreciation concept anid prohibit the application of the re-
serve ratio test to all years (and not just to 1971 and to future year -)
are deficiencies that-, sooner or later will hav-e to he corrected.

Thle history of the 7-percenit credit in the 1960's makes it clear that
thiis bill will provide a very Coiisiderable stimullus to modernization
and replacement. The 'graph of the machine tool industry experiences
(1962-71) which is included in the House report confirms tlii ,. It
also shows very clearly' th-at this bill imust be enacted promptly to
start orders fiowino' eveni if thie 7-nevrcent- credit anid the 20-percent

elslife reductions are niot increased.
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MNr. (1iiai rinan), is Ily 1Ili i ites 1nw III Onl the rinig of 0he bell ?
T11e ChfAIRMAN. Yes.
im\r. 13ARLnow. I will conclli(le my stateiiit theni, and I ap~precialte.

the opportunity to appear before the committee.
The CHAIRMTAN. Thnkt you, Mr. Barlow.
I believe y ou were a little too critical of the labor p~eople. A fter all,

their beginning p)oinlt for negotiations is e\,ervthiiig for their crowd
and niothinir fo anllodi, else. That is niot unusual for somleonle rep
i-eselitinig his people, is it?

Doit. you soitneiimes represent, your client that way?
Mr. BARLioow.. Chairmiani, I have a way of saying( tht we ar al

equallY 111nsel fishi. bilt I think we have to speak the truth.
The0 CHATRAIM~N. I'hiank you very much.
Senator IANN.Just 'one (fliestlon. yon arc talkiiior about wh-lat the

Japanlese call (10 as far as imorts are coiwerned-thiat they can i-
Iport comparable inachinie tools at, 630 to 70 percent of our cost heeinl
tbhis countryv. Is that what voii say?

MNr. BARFAWLo~ . Yes, I said that* Japanese muachie tools, for example,
and other machinery and~ equip)me1it. can lbe laid downl dockside in
New York City at 60 to 70 percent of the cost in this country 1-o :n
A inlerican-1 bulilder nu iatrn nlsellinig inl comlpetitionl with these

fol(rebr companies.
SeinW-Oor FANN IN,. 'Phat is whaft I uderstatid. T was trying to comn-

phlicate tha,,t. W1hat is the labor p)ercentage of production cost of machine
tools? TI other words, I amn trying to determine how can we bring
about at balance. *We know that there aire many other inequities. bilt
wve knlow there, their labor costs are one-fourth of ours. What. per-
enltagev?

r.BAR LOWV. Your que1stion is \-'Vri surujifieant beOCause the mnacllile
tool industry h ,fas a very- high percentage of labor content in cost. As
imich q,; 40 or .50 percent of the cost of the malfine tool represents
labor. You have 11m(lerscored the very point, that makes this kind of

le~slaionvey important to labor as well as to l)lsinC5Ss in mod-
emi zing.

Senator FAkNNIN.- I realize that., but our 10-percent surcharge and
this 7-percent investment, tax credit and a few items like tha-t (,re not
going to add np then to the differential we are talking about, so they
would still be in a very enviable position as far as shipping i aIto thlis
voi~ltr7 tandl iii(lerselling us.

MVr. BMILow. I agree with you, we will still be at, a disadvantage
(even with this new kind of tax structure; and I want to make it per-
fectly clear that the machine tool industry labors under no illusion
that, all of the. productivit-Y problems we fatc can lbe, solved by this tax

bil. Bt w thnk t i vey important that we make a, start liere.
But there are other factors, as you know, Senator. For example, the

capacity of the machine tool industry abroad is not unlimited, and
when they are busy filling uip their 'own markets, we have a better
opportunity to compete with them. But they aire increasing their ca-
pacity, and the o)Portunity for competing with them is less and less.
There are times when our American machine tool industry is so busy
trying t~o meet the demands at home, par-ticularly in a, wartime. econo-
my, that -we can't exploit foreign markets to help our balance of pay-
mnents and our balance of trade.
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There are many other factors that enter into this. But the basic
p~rob~leml, it seems clear to me, is that if we keep this tax structure of
ours the waty it is, with dleprecition allowances that represent only a
fraction of the allowances prIov'ided by the, prilipal industrial na-
tions, we tire in deep trouble, just, as the aiciinie tool industry is inl
trouble today.

Senator 1FAINNIN. I'VelI, thlaak You very much, fr. Barlow.
III other words1, you are. talking"' about, brvingino' (costs (lown to where

we Nvol(1l he inl at 'omllj itive, 1 ositioil. lDo you feel. that the labor per-
eniitage call he reduced if we iaodma'iizo this eqjuiment that we have
iere ill the U nited States ?

A11% BAuIom'. Yes, of c (ourse. Tha~t is precisely the thesis of thle mna-
('111110 tool industry. O ur oaaly hope is to so anloderijize anld so automate
that wve canl redue'e labor costs; ud be CoIlietiti ye.

If there is it triaiiisitioal dislocationl itid uiemaploymiit, as there
wNIHS, I gue(.ss, Air. ('laa1iriaiaiail, whenl they stojpOed l asking lhlggy whips
alld stoppledl makdig Nvagonls-if there is at, (1islocatiomi, if peei )lo are
puat, out. ot Jobs, wve ha,1v to (to soaaaethilig ab~out. that., too.

Acvt llaally,9 euaaploainleat, in ~thlis aelaitivel'y small naclaicl toul industry
of relative ly sinlai I con a pai aues hals gone.1 ta'onl a 11 8000( inl 1 9(16 to 81 ,000
today. Ul('55s wve hlave this ('latigo in tax legislation to put together
wvith1 the compaJetitive' jaigelaiit 'y of' thlidlsaeIeilflyel.oC s
workers will not, tak~e lacie. TIhese specuil skills wall 6e lost. because
thlo.-e people itac titemi1 )eraiialaloaitly di'ai aied oil' to largrer colinpalies

hliat. are not, is dlepressed as t live tapital-ititeisi ~,('y'l ical latch i ie
tool industry.

0On the l)o int of incrleaising jobtll([an reomnployiig people, if the mia-
cihte tool industry moves on(e again inito its lipwa'cl cycle with at
benlevolent, tax lawNN, youl will inld there will be 118,000 1)eop)1 or more
('ill(l on e11)mce again. Some are being r.eempjloyed at the p)resenlt time
vit tI t 10, passage, of thle billI inl thle House.

Sen1ator BEN NE"'1. Mmi'. (I'liailI'M11n, inl the precedig colloquy, f
think theo w~ord(s costst" alnil "price" got anixeoc ilup. I would 11lik to
make the record clear.

Whenl vonl saiy that J a imiese m1acl ae tools laid (lowl inl New York
i i t a ost of, (60 to TO lvm'''it ol A nierica n tools, youl neaai thlit

thle prices for those tools av me0t to TO j)('r('ent of' the prices for the
._a1i1( A mneri('aai tools, miot thIat the iy are 60( to 70 pleiat of' t lie ('fst
of' produlcinlg the tools'?

Mr.% I ~ mA a. 'Whant I 1ai cai is thlit tlv e oall biIe l aid low' ai ta lower.
cost. 1 111 mu a 1 ing abolt, ('fst allo(t alot I )ice.

S011,t001' lEN Nm'l. ( OSI to wlioaii
Ma'l. ll.tnmow. C ost to the *J11alwaise allnd ('fst to tilie ( i('illis. Thaeim'

('fst is onl1ly 010 to T0 pea'eit of' tlie ('ost to Aaaiei'icai builde's and.
Alla ilaica i aann fa1111ltt ireris. hIt ts. t hey ('tal a ed iev t lie ii prices. Th leit'
'iice5 are niot nieessarily 1o~~'ea' by t lie Salie perceit liges because theyV
('tall ('lt, liic('5 to get. iito thiis a alk(t ial still se't, 1i) iiew 5('-i'iev o'ga-
nlizatiolls. Th'ley ('li sell much ('lieapJeI', that is naly lpoint, becatuse tliti
cost is onlly 60 or 70 percent.

Senator BE1'NNE'rr. I wilted to nmak-' sure yo, 11''cm~)rmgth
same things in both cases. You aire comparig cost of product ion to
thle American manufacturer as related to the Giermanl manufacturer ?

Mr. BARLOW. Yes.
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Senator BEN N E'T. And not thle prices at, which they sell here.
Mr. BARLOW. I ami not talking about prices because they will sell

it, at any price they need to, with such low costs, to invade our markets
andl~ set up service, organizations. I should say this: The machine tool
industry is not a protectionist industry. Many of the U.S. companies
in the mach1ine tool industry are, producingic abroad, but they do believe
thiat free trade ought to be fair trade, thiat wve ought to get rid of nion-
tit iff barriers, aid we ought to have (an opportunity to comnpete onl anl
e(lal footing.

SVclator BENNE'r. Thlat, is fille. Th'lank von. Mr. Ch1alimlan1.
(i~r Balow' prpare ~; ateaeiT ollowNs. II ea ring contin tes.

PREPUAREDI 'NTATWIMICNT OF JOEL BAR(LOW, ON 111-AALF o rurm NATIONAL. MACIIINI:
TOOL. Bu iiww~s' ASSOCIATrioN AND1 'rill' AMEICAN M\IACHTINEC TOOL l)DITIM11'iolls,
ASSOCIATION

My 1),1v is' J .1oel Barilow. I am n a imn It ner in! (' vi igto n & Bo ii ug, at iaiw tirmin 
WANshingtonl, D).C.

I am11 sloielking today (mI ilelilf of I h( unijI dsi ttvs machine tool Iidustry,
wh'iib Is i'Plr'5011e(l by 1Ow National 'Maclimit Tool Bilders' A ssocia I on
(NMTBA ) lwud the Amercicani M iciiie Tool I listribit ors' As'soeiai ion (AMAl)

These t wo 11:11 oliil olga Ilizit ions hanve ).-)0 nlier ( (Iipic uls 10(010(1 In 40
states of the 1I1niouw.

TPut' MACHiI NE TOOL I NDUSTRiY'S. POSlIION ON H.R. 109)47

Briefly silted], It, I"; tie positionl of tile industry hliat 1.11, 10947 is ;jinost,
('8s('tia I, rallsitiolm~l step'I toward it really effecIive (inlItl rOcover'y t ax systoi11
colllparailie to that o1' other idistriil nations.

13ut it al1s( Is the il(lustry'xs positon thit the re(liwt lol of the cre(lit 'ront 10%l
to 7%. a1nd( the adoption of at 20% class life rediictioii Instead of the 40% 10(110-
t1(11 recotnlendel tin 1970 by the President's Task Force,3 still leaves thle Uni1ted
States with an Inferior systeii that will ('oninu* to put U.S. industry lta

dlisadlvantage ]in worldl completitionl.
However, H1.R. 10947 does have the great merit (of discrediting the unrealistic

and mrllvorkablv reserve ratio test. anid of adopting a standardizedl class life
systems that moves toward tile conventlinalized capital recovery systems used so
effectively by other' industrial nations andl recommended by the Prosident's Task
Force.

The failure of the bill to rid Itself completely of the outmoded depreciation
life concept, and prohibit the application of the reserve ratio test to all years
(instead of just to 1971 and future years) are deficiencies that sooner or later
will have to be corrected.

IThe Department of Conmmerce In Its Au gust, 1971 "The Economy at Midyear 1971 with
industry Projectlons for 1,972"1 (pp. 25-28) stresses the dependence of U.S. industry and
the entire U.S. economy on the advanced technology of macli ine tools (the masterr tools of
all industry"), to achieve the productivity required to meet foreign competition with Its
mutch lower labor and material costs. The report points to the high cost of Industrial
obsolescence In the U.S., the slowdown In facility Investment, the deterrent to moderniza-
tioni In our tax laws, the economic plight of the machine tool Indlstry and the threat thiR
poses to national defense. See PP. 570-572, llearings Before the Committee on, Ways and
Meansf, 92nd Cong., 1st Session, September 14. 1971.

2 The NMTIIA has 800 members building machine tools In the United States. Europe and
Jrapan. The AMkTDA has 250 members distributing both U.S. and foreign machine tools In
the United States.

Practically all distributors and many builders fall within the Government's clasification
of "small business." Sixty-seven peent of the builders have sales of $10 million or less.
only 7%al have sales above $50 m~illion.

As one Indication of the recent Inroads of foreign competition, In 1955 there were 32
AAITDA distributors representing foreign builders. Ina 1971, 164 AMTDA distributors were
representing 145 foreign builders. Imports of machine tools decreased in 1970 aind exports
incr'easedl because consumtfption of machine tools decreased In the United States and con-
tinued at a relatively high level In Europe and Japan.

3 The Report of tlie P'resident's Task Force on Bilsinesq Taxation (September 1970) at
pages 10. 11, 28 and 29 shows In detail Just how much smaller capital recovery allowances
are In the United States than In other Industrial nations. The Report recommended the
adoption of a conventional ized capital cost recovery system to replace our Individualized
(depreciation allowances, with 40%11 shorter periods than those In the 1962 Guidelines.
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The history of the 7% credit in the 1960's makes it clear that H.1R. 10947 will
provide a very considerable stimulus to modernization and replacement, and
thus it should be enacted promptly even if the 7% and 20%1 allowances are
not Increased.-

It Is, of course, absolutely essential as the 'Treasury has proposed (and as
-the Treasury earlier proposed and promised in the Kennedy and Johnson
Administrations) that the tax credit be made a permanent part of our capital
recovery tax structure, and not just a spigot to be turned off and on with every
change In the politi~jal and economic winds.

If, as the House Committee has suggested, a basis adjustment is ultimately
required to give permanence to the credit (and silence those who cry "subsidy"
because of a write-off in excess of cost), basis adjustment may ultimately be a
sensible Solution. However, as the House Committee has also suggested, no
adjustment should be made in time first two years since this would blunt the
intended Impact of the credit. Actually, no subsidy is really Involved, since the
credit allowance amounts to nothing more that at partial "catch up" on the
inadequate depreciation allowances of prior years.

The Committee is to be commended for expediting action on the bill. America's
competitive posture in world markets is so desperate, 'and this corretive tax
change is so urgent, that It would be tragic if H.R. 10947 is delayed or lighted
up on the S4enate floor into a Christmas tree full of tax relief amendments with
.the usual green lights for individuals and red lights for business. This would
thwart the singleness of purpose of H.11. 10947 to Increase lan~t investment,
jobs and productivity to make America fully competitive. It would also postpone
the day of return to a free market economy and the end of wage and price
controls.

Increased p~roductivity is the only effective antidote for Inflation ; and until
that productivity is achieved, Increased consumer spending from further tax
reductions can raise the temperature of a renewed Inflation. Secretary Connally
in his testimony has mnade- a conclusive. case that the equity and balance of
the tax reduidtion In the bill should not be changed to favor Individuals.

Finally, It Is the industry's position that unless we make a start In 1H.R. 10947
to Improve the economic health and strength of America, there is no hope at
all that solutions will be found for the distressingly long list of social and
political problems that confront us. That is the machine tool industry's greatest
concern,

TiE PLIGHIT OF TILE INDUSTRY AS AN EXoNoMIC INDICATOR

Thme machine tool industry hias increasingly come to be regarded by economists,
business publications and government agencies as a kind of barometer or in-
dicator of the industrial health of the U.S. economy.' If the present economic
plight of the machine tool Industry is any indication at all of tile p~redicanment
faifeng other Industries because of their inability under our tax laws to modern-
ize, Increase productivity, and meet foreign conijeti'tion, then tile handwvriting
and the wvarning is clearly on the wall.

1,oss Or JOBS AND SKILLS IS CRITICAL PROBLEMS

Althoup1l U. S. machine tool manufacturing ea cmpa iles (better known t hrotigll-
out the( industrial world as "machine tool builders") are leaders in advanced
eligineerillg and1 production technology, they are nevertheless relatively small
companies, usually with less than 500 employees. One of the industry's greatest
concerns Is that following the repeal of thle 7%/l credit more than 1/ of its highly
trained and highlly skilled production workers 'have had to be laid off In 1970
and 1971 because of the "sagging" expeditures for- machine tools referred to In
House, Report () 533

IThe machine tool industry Is under no Illusion that the Inadequate depreciation allow-
ances of our tax laws are solely to blame for our productivity crisis, or that changes in these
laws will alone solve our problems of Inflation, productivity, and foreign competition. But
the evidence Is conclusive that our tax laws are a principal cause of our economic crisis, and
that their Immediate revision is mandatory If we hope to avoid repeated extensions of our
Goverinoerit-controlled economy.

2 The House Report on H.R. 10947 uses, it machine tool industry graph at page 6 to 0how
the Impact of the enactment and repeal of the 7% 'Investment credit on the machine tool
industry from 1962 to 1971, and "the close correlation of machinery orders and the avail-
ability of the Investment credit." H. Rep. 92-533 (pp. 5-6).

3Total Industrv employment has dropped from 11e,000 In 1967 to 81,000 In 1971. T1n the
major metal cutting sector of the Industry. employment fell from 79,000 In January 1970 to
49,600 In July' 1971. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Employment and Earnings Sta-
tistics." (1971)
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It is not only concerned for its workers, and for the econloilic health of the
niany sniall local commiuni ties dependent onl these machine tool jobs, but it is

miso concerned that, after years of costly spcial training, this unique reservoir
of' skilled workers, so absolutely essential to anl advanced technology industry,
may once again lbe permianently' lost to larger companies not so depressed at the
llresent time.

'Thus the tax proposals of the President and thie House as set out in H-.R.
10947, to spur job development, job training, and rapid reemployment, become
tremenmlollsly important to this small but vital Indlustry, and to the whole spec-
trun of the metalworking industries so dependent uipon its tools and technology
to stay competitive wvith foreign manufacturers.

U.S. INDUSTRIAL AND DEFENSE BASE Is TiIIIEAENED

As concerned as the machine tool industry is with the losses it has already
sustained in the past two years in Jobs, markets, sales and profits,' and as dis-
astrous ats these losses have been for the Industry, its workers and the niany
industries dependent upon it, its greatest concern at the moment is for the
bleak tomorrow that threatenn, Ilot only tils industry but all U.S. industry, andl
even the defense posture of tile United States."' Withl the highest labor rates Ill
the world, the prospect is hopelessly bleak unless tax allowances are made
available to U.S. industry comparable to those provided by our foreign coml-
petitors.

Consider for a niolilelt just what hans hlapplened to U.S. industry p~rincipially as
a consequence of tile lowest capital recovery tax allowances of any of the prinl-
clpal nations:

1. The United States has the lowest rate of investment ill new lahnt and
eqlhilent in relations to GNP of any of the leading industrial niationis.

2. he United States has the hlighiest percentage of over-age, obsolete
Production facilities of any of the leading industrial nations. Sixty per-
cent of all mnacihine tools are obsolete.

3. Tile United States in 1970 had a Sm~aller percentage increase in in-
vestment in production facilities than Japan or West Gerniany, our prin-

('iltil competitors in world trade.
4. The~ United States Ilow ranks 20thl (Japan is first) in productivity

growth, with less than a 3%ll average annual growth rate of gross domestic
product peir emlll~oyee for tile peCriod 1959-1969. .Tapan's growth rate wvas 10%.

Our basic tax iiolelii is, of course, that we rely miore than any of these other
industrial nations onl the income tax which puts a premium Oii iniefficienicy-onl
higil-cost production. Tile hlighler the (costs, tile lower the tax. Inefficient, mar-
ginal conipanies, losilng money with obsolete facilities, are rewarded. Tlley payI
no0 inc(Olne tax at all.:,

FOitEIGN NA~riONs HAVE BEEN GIVING UTs A TAX LESSON

Forveigaii nations hav-e been wvise enloughl to discarId ouitworni (d recia ti on
accou utinmig conce; nts anid lwroce(Iures tilat chain taxpayers to tileir historicall
reldalevileilt, pracUti'es",' and( to tile tax collectors' arbitriariy guesses abloult "all-

'Machinie tool shipmlents for 1971 tire estimated at $1.1 billion, a 27%/e decrease from
1970 shipments of $1.5 billion. The backlog of orders In. 1970 was $700,000,000 as-- compared
with $1.701,000,000 in 1966, a, (decrease of 60%1. The Industry for the year to (late has,,
received order,, totaling $550.850,000, off 23%, from last year's 8-month total of $1,009,-
650,000. Shipments for the year 1971 to (late were $008,850,000, (Iown 34% from thle
previous year's total of $1,009,.050,000.

After-tax profits in the Industry averaged] less than 2% onl both sales and( Investment fin
1970, with may ompanies, large and small. sustaining severe losses.

2 The Department of Comamerce states in its 1971 iaid-year review of the machine tool
Industry (See Exhibit A, p). 20):

''The indlustI' faces a (lilemna of continuing or abandoning the manufacture of some
machine tools it canl110 longer p~rodluce economically. This possibility Is of serious con-
cern to indust4ry an(l Government. which recognize that some baiIc machine tools
necessary to thle counti'y's future defense nleeds could be put In jeopardy because of
the import impact.''

1 Sooner or later' the United States to stay competitive will be forced to rely less on] tile
income tax all(] follow more closely the realistic patterns of taxation of other Industrial
nations, particularly those in tile European Economic Commuinity which now provides agreater market than the United States. Basic tax revision will almost certainly mean, the
adoption of a value-addedI tax to put a premium on efficiency, and to permit a tax, rebaite on
expor'ts and( a border tax on imports. Under GATT tils Is not possible with the income tax.It is most Important to iiote that purchases of machine tools and other production equip-mienit are almost invariably exempt from the valuec-added tax. This has given our foreigncompetitors another tax advantage by providing a further stimulus to investment.
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ticilpated useful life"'-a concept that still remain,,, unfortunately, in II.R. 10047.
These nations have been well aware for a long timie of the unpredictable impact
of technological change; and they have been entirely realistic about the abso-
lute necessity of providing tax allowances that w~ill sure the installation of
all the Industrial facilities they require. Accordingly, nearly all of then adopted
somie years ago the same kind of conventionalized ca'lpital recovery tax system
that the President's Task Force rccommnended in 1970.'

For somie time now foreign nations have been giving us a tax lesson in just
how capital cost allowances can stimulate productivity at homne and exports
abroad. In 1970, the Preident's TaA~ Force inadle -a diligent effort to get the
Government to heed the less, on, but to no avail. Not until the ADR proposal,
111nd the President finally look emergency action in Aug-ust was there any indi-
cation that anyone in (iovernnent really understood the tax lesson and the
reason we were losing out in world mnarkelts. Just 20 inouths earlier in December
19639, Congress had repealed the 7%/ credit upon its expressed conviction and
the prior T'reasury Secretary's quite ridiculous representation that inflation
could be slowed by discouraging investment in the very facilities that would
have reduced costs, increased productivity and fought inflation in 1970 and

,)71.2
Understanding this tax lesson has seeie to be completely beyond the coin-

*Jetence of those who so bitterly fought the AIDl system tooth and niail onl
tove thneitae otiaon tha s ouho, no matter how flimsy. They s,_eemy

to hve te, ii~sake noton hat oinhow r oher .S.indlustrywilbre
sourcefuil and ingenious enough to work miracles of competition evemi in a
straitjacket of Inequitable taxation. They simply do not realize that the age
of such miracles is over, that we canl no longer be coniplacent, andl that industry,
to a very considerable extent, has run out of capital and the investment nio-

iinn provided by the 7%/ credit in the 190's.
The necessity for economic growth,, and even survival, has taught our foreign

competitors another lesson-that they can no longer afford to play politics with
their tax structures by pitting individuals against business. Even the more so-
cialist nations -have learned that in a ruthles,,sly competitive world, individuals
and business, labor amid management, have a common interest in evolving a tax
structure that will assure the requisite private investment for full employment
and maximum productivity.

PLANT INVESTMENT AND JOBS AnE, MOVING AnnOAD

If essential industries like the machine tool industry continue to be shackled
by U.S. tax laws in their efforts to increase their productivity and meet the
competition of Europe and Japan, there will be a continuing loss of traditional
world markets, and a loss of thousands of jobs that will continue to be "exported"
abroad as this and other industries keep on transferring their Industrial base
abroad.' Unless the job development credit and the class life reduction are
adopted immediately, American industry will simply have to continue to move
abroad to overcome the double handicap of the highest labor rates in the world.'

1 Some of those who continue to oppose thc ADR system and H.R. 10947 In these hearings
do not seem to realize that we no longer live In a self-sufficient domestic economy. Whether
or not we favor or oppose tax credits, or Initial allowances, or amortization, or aceelerated
depreciation, or asset depreciation ranges, or class lives, or accelerated capital recovery
allownncei-or even tax subsidies, the United States really has no choice but to adopt a
system, or a combination of systems, of tax allowances equivalent to those allowed in other
Industrial nations If U.S. Industry Is to compete on equal terms. This is as true for research
and development allowances as it Is for capital cost allowances.

2A strong case can be made that the repeal of the 7%/ credit in the Tax Reform Act of
1969 not only had no counterintlationary effect, hut actually marked the beginning of the
end of the free market system as we have known It, and the advent for the first time in
peacetime of Government controls over wages and prices. Many believe it triggered the
events that led to the capital famine and crunch. Business confidence wats severely shaken
by the loss of the 7% credit and the bias against Investment in the 1969 Tax Reform Act.

' Thirty-one U.S. machine tool companies bad plants in Europe in 1970 as compared with
nine companies In 1965.

Sixty-two U.S. machine tool companies had granted licenses covering patents and know-
how to European and Japanese companies In 1970 as compared to 28 In 1905.

"Time 1970 schedule of comparable machine tool industry wage rates compiled by the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that total hourly compensation in the United States was
$4.84 as compared with $2.18 in West Geramany and $1.11 In Japan. See also Inldfstrjj Week
for October 4. 1971, "The Wage Gap Widens .. "(pp. 5-17) and graphs comparing the
average total hourly cost per worker (1970) in time principal Industrial nations.

68-333-71-pt. 2-3
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and the lowest capital recovery tax allowvances.'
During the past ten years, a very high percentage of the machine tool in-

duStry's new plant expansion has had to be installed abroad to meet the grow-
lng competition of foreign builders, not only for foreign markets, but also for
our own U.S. market as well.

Under the more realistic and benevolent tax laws of these foreign countries,
much of this recent U.S. investment abroad in both buildings and machinery has
already been completely written off. For example, Instead of writing off machine
tools over a 12-year period as in the United States, U.S. builders abroad write
them off over five years or even much shorter periods-and more often than not-,
on an entirely optional basis so as to synchronize writc-off., with earning..

It will be evident that it is the inducement in the foreign tax iw's, a1n1
not just the lower labor rates. andl the avoidance of non-tariff barriers, that has
persuaded UJ.S. industry that it. must move aibroa(l.

There are knowledgeable people who have been predicting for sonmc time thii
unless this 92nd Congress change-s our come lax structure to encourage in-
vestment In industrial facilities, just as other leading- nations (10, the Unitedl
States wvill fast become a service-orienteti nation instead of a mnanufactiriig

nation, adneialitsod-lass industrial and military power.'

FOREIGN NATIlONS AuREOUTSTANDING THE UNI'FDi STATES'

Foreign governments and our own Government have been well aware for many
years that a strong machine tool industry is absolutely Indispensable to ain
Industrial nation and its defense base. T1hle Soviet five-year economic plan after
World War 1I, andl the IndIustrial rehabilitation of Japan, West Germany and
the other European nations, all focused very shar~ply on the establishment of a
strong, sophisticated and self-suifficient machine tool Industry. Aided Initially
by hundreds of millions of dollars in Mlarshall Plan funds, these foreign nations",
have been dramatically successful in their pmrograis to be self-sufficient both
In the quantity and quality of their machine tool production.

The tremendously increased productivity and accelerated technological ald-
vances that the Russian, German and Japanmese machine tool industries geni-
erated, has enabled these nations to become fully competitive with the United
States across the whole spectrum of commercial products and military hard-
ware. Now they are actually beginning to outdistance us; and principally be-
cause their governments have consistently adopted tax policies and tax laws
that make possible the constant replacement of machine tools and] other lpro-
ductive facilities in all Industries. They have learned very quickly, indeed, the
lesson the United States once knew so well in its formative years, that encour-
aging the consumption of machine tools at home is just as essential as eni-
couraging the sale of machine tools abroad.

The preeminent position that the United States has held throughout this Cell-
tury In the production and consumption of machine tools, and in machine tool
technology, has now been seriously threatened by West Germany, Japan amid
the Soviet Union.

RUSSIANS AND W. GERMANS P~ASS U.S. IN MFACIIINE TOOL PRODUCTION

In 1970 for the first time West Germany produced a larger volume of na(-liine

tools than the United States." Present statistics Indicate that Russia will pass

ISee footnote 1, page 1. suprao.
2 Althioughl Section 167 of our tax law -provide- for "a reasonable allowance for wear ma

tear and obsolescence" It has seldom been granted. From the standpoint of "wear and tear"
taxpayers are Ilit In the straitjacket of their past dlepreciation practices, no matter how
enlightened or what the cause. The obsolescence resulting from the rapid pa,2e of techntoloi-
cal change gets scant recognition. For example, manny numerically controlled inachinos thant
were the wonder of thme world five years ago aip now obsolete. Yet their dlepreciable livo~z
under thel 1962 Guidelines will coniaue to be 12 years, or approximately 91/_, years under
tile newv class life sy-stem.

3 See "Is Thero, Sill1 Timie to Save U.S. Industry," Industtry Week, October 4, 197 1
(P.le .S shore of world automobile production In 1960 was 76% ; last year It dronod

to 33%. And the plunge Is continuing. Our share of world steel production -was' 47' , In
1950. Last year It was only 20%.", These are only two examples ; the list Is long. Indli.q fry
Week ' October 4, 1971, p. S-1. See also "W~hy the Japanese Prosper," The Washingtov Posqt,
October 7, 1971, p. 11.

r- 'For decades the U.S. was No. 1 builder of machine tools-the master tools of Inf]11,try.
B3y the end of this year we likely will be In fourth place-behind Russia, Japan and West
Germany." Industry Iveck, October 4. 1971, p). 8-1.

See' aiso Anlericalb Machinist, March 8, 1971, p. 72, "Germany Edges Into Tool Lead"
reproduced at page 575, Hearings Before the CoMmittee on W~ays and4 Means, 92nd Cong.,
1st Sess., September 14, 11971.
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the iUited States In the total lproduction of maitchinle tools in 1971, and Japan
may very well be in third place by '1972. Thus, it i,: almost, a certailit'y that
the United States will soon be relegated to fourth place In this most essential
defense and peacetime industry unless this 9-9nd (o1Igrec,-. Changes its tax poli-
cies and tax laws to enable industry to get ridI of its obsolete and high-cost
facilities.

EXCESS U.S. CAPACITrY Is LARGELY OBSOLETE Jun l-COST CAPACITY

Throughout these tax hearings in the House and S.enate assertions have
repeatedly been made that there Is no sense in stinoullatilig investment in pro-
ductive facilities when 73% of our industrial capacity is excess and idfle
capacity. These assertions, of course, b~eg the whole question. The fact of thle
matter Is that we have all of this excess and Idle capacity particularlyy In heavy
Industry) simply because so imuch of it is so obsolete an11d suchl high-cost capacity
that U.S. industry can no longer compete effectively i world markets or even in
our own market. For example, the U.S8. Department of Commerce has reportedI
that over 60% of the machine tools in the Unitedl States are obsolete, and these
aire the basic and master tools that keep Amierica competitive. The even higher
level of obsolescence in the steel Industry, andl iany other Industries, Is so well1
known that It needs no dlocumevntation. The whole purpose of the tax legislation
before us Is to turn that obsolete, excess capacity into modern cost-saving pro-
ductive capacity to make the UnitedI States fully competitive once again.

ELIMINATING THE RESERVE RATIO TEST FOR Au.i YEARS Is ESSENTIAL

One of the principal reasons for stressIng the fiedilate and urgent need for
enacting H1.11. 10947 is that the day of reckoning for applying the restrictive
reserve ratio test has finally come (lespite the understandable and admirable
efforts of this Administration, andI the Kennedly and Johnson Administrations,
to p~ostpone and avoid enforcing the test. They have all been concerned, and
properly so, at the prospect of a complete n(lmninistratlve breakdown If the test
has to he mathematically applied. Thie Treasunry is now~ uincoinfortably on the
'verge of disallowing millions of dollars in dlepreciation allowances (that are
already Inadequate), and determining millions of dollars In tax deficiencies by
applying the test. Revenue agents are telling taxpayers they have no choice but
to apply the test for years prior to 1971.

No one can have any doubt at all that assessing all these tax deficiencies will
clearly have the effect of blunting the intendedI stimulation of H.R. 10947. This,
of course, canl be avoided if the Treasury (1('(ides (perhaps on the basis of the
legislative history nowv being made) that it can rely p~rinlcipally onl the "facts
and circumstances" provided In thme 1962 Guidelines, and bypass a rigid applica-
tion of the test. Thus, the prompt enactment of IX.R. 10947 is of the greatest
imlportance to clarify this question, and] to lay the dust onl the political con-
troversy over the ADR, thus foreclosing any further argument onl the application
of the reserve ratio test to 1971 and futur-e years.

NEW CLASS LIFE SYSTEM WuiLL IM\PRtOVE T.,x AiDMINISTRATION

Even w-ith the elimination of the reserve ratio test, the reqjuisite degreo of
permanlence and comnparability to foreign systems will not lbe built Into thue
U. S. systems Until outmoded accounting concepts of "depreciation," "erca1
illves," and even "class lives" are finally relegated to the ash heap, an(l tHie
conventionalized capital recover-y tax system recommended hy the Presidcat','
Task Force in 1970 Is adopted.

Perhaps the greatest weakness of II.R. 10947 is this rentention of t-ime
depreciation concept, and the authority, andl latitude the Treasury is given to
change class lives from time to time by engaging once again inl the guessing gamle
of determining anticipatedl useful lives," on the basis of studies of taxpayer
exp~erience in Indlustry group~s. In this age of unpredictable and accelerating
te('hnologicall change the past is seldom, If ever, prologue to the future.

Nevertheless, (h'soltf this weakness, the adoption of the class life system in
11R1. 109-17, willi mean. that, for the first time. U.S. Industry will have statu-
tory, allowivan('(s that are not tied to each individual taxpayer's replacement
practices. These have almost invariably been very bad, and principally because

,of the inadequacy of tile depreciation tax Allowances themselves. For the first
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time, depreciation deductions for industry will not depend entirely onl guesti-
mates by revenue agents an l horsetrading upon audit. This1 will mean a tre-
mendous improvement in audit procedures and the administration of the tax
lawvs.

NEW CLASS LIFE STANDARD Is ENTIRELY REASONABLE

Despite all the furor and legal arguments over the ADR, and the criticism that
has subsequently been leveled at the new class life system, the plain fact of
the matter is that no Supreme Court decision has held or imnpliedl that the Ii-
dividual taxpayer's past experience must always be determinative; nor has the
Court held that the Treasury cannot change its regulations (as it did Ill 1962
and 1971, and as it Is authorized to do in 11.11. 10047) to set a sensible standard
in an industry-wide range or class life, to provide the "reasonable allowance"
to which industry is entitled under Section 167.1

TI* he proof of the pudding that the 201%o reduction in guideline lives Ii the
ADR. and in the newv class life system, is an entirely reasonable standard and
allowance from the standpoint of protecting thet revenues, rests Solidly onl the
fact that many enlightened managements aire already replacing and depreci-
ating onl that basis. The principal mnerit of the 20(/, reduction Ii the newv class
life system, and the elimination of the reserve ratio test, mnay very well he the
-opportunity this gives to companies with traditionally had dlepreciation and
replacement practices, and p~articularly smaller amid miedium-size comipanmies, to
get out of the straitjacket of their had practices amid become more Competitive.

The Committee onl Ways and M.Neans and the House of Representatives are
to he commlended for resolving the controversy over the ADR by adopting its
essential elements to reassure the business community that some certainty and
pem-manence has finally been built into our depreciation tax structure.

AN EXCESS PROFITS TAX WOULD NULLIFY THlE CREDIT

The intended stimulus of hIR. 10947 would be largely nullifled if Congress
were to listen to some of the current speeches of labor and political leaders and
adopt the worst of all taxes for an industrial economy-tme so-called excess
profits tax. It puts a premium onl high costs and inefficiency, and it is notoriously
unfair to the capital-Intensgive cyclical industries. It tends to skim off the top
layer of profit periodically realized at the top of the cycle, that would other-
wise be used for modernization and for research and development.

As the Treasury and the tax-writing Committees have repeatedly acknowl-
edged over the years, the excess profits tax is practically impossible of admnin-
istration. It has to be so cluttered with complicated relief and appeal provisions
that only lawyers and accountants get any real benefit out of its enactment. Only
Ii wartime when industry Is operating under forced draft with fortuitous vol-
uime, fortuitous profits and labor shortages, is there any justification at all for
ain excess profits tax. That is certainly not the situation today.

XYiiE, LIMITATION ON FOREIGN-MIADE FACILITIES Is NECESSARY

The proposed limitation of the credit to Amierican-made property will be very
helpful to the machine tool industry and many other industries Injured by foreign
competition. The machine tool industry is not a "protectionist" industry, but
it believes that free trade must be fair trade, and that U.S. Industry should not
be constantly barred by unreas-onable non-tariff barriers abroad. There are those
Ii the machine tool industry wvho have great conviction that the limitation on
foreigni-made property should be continued until our foreign competitors re-
move the many non-tariff barriers that arbitrarily shut out American machine
tools and other products.

H-owever, the industry supports the transitional limitation in H.R. 10947 be-
cause it believes that the President's surcharge and tax proposals may be per-
suading our foreign competitors that their unreasonable non-tariff barriers
must come down. F3or the first time there seems to be some prospect that this
will happen. The machine tool industry also is persuaded that the accelerated
modernization of U.S. industrial capacity which will result from the combined

I The transcript of the Hlearings Before the Committee on Ways and Means sets out at
pp. 579-589 the legal brief on the ADR system prepared by Covington & Burling and sub-
mitted to the T1reasury on April 12. 1971 by the National Machine Tool Builders' Associa-
tion and the American Machine Tool Distributors' Association. The brief supports the
Treasury's position that It had ample authority under Section 167 to adopt the ADII system.
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effect of the proposed tax credit and the class life reduction, may obviate the
need for any permanent preferential treatment for U.S. manufacturers.

USED MACHINERY SHOULD BE EXCLUDED

As Secretary Connally pointed out in his testimony before the Committee on-
Ways and Mleans, the whole purpose of the tax credit is to get rid of industrial
obsolescence so as to increase productivity and jobs. Encouraging the acquisition
of less efficient used machinery will not serve this purpose, even on the limited
basis proposed in H.R. 10947.

The IHouse report states that the purpose of the limited inclusion of used'
property "is to make the credit available to small business that does not have-
the financial ability to acquire new property." Although the machine tool indus-
try does not strenuously oppose this limited eligibility for used property, it feels
constrained to have the record show that many small businesses are unable,
to compete effectively, principally because they buy obsolete, igh-cost, used
machinery on the basis of its lower Initial price, when they actually do have
the financial ability to buy new, efficient, cost-reducing machinery that would
keep them competitive.

THE INDUSTRY SUPPORTS THE TREASURY PROPOSALS

I will not comment at length on the remaining tax proposals before this Com-
mnittee. We, support repeal of the automobile excise tax for the inany reasons
that have been stated so ably by Secretary Connally and, others.

JWe -also support the individual Income tax relief provided in the bill because,
it will minimize hardship to the lower income group, and will result In increased
consumer purchasing power which will in turn create jobs and stimulate busi-
ness activity in general. We oppose any further tax reduction for individuals in
this bill for all the reasons we have mentioned and Secretary Connally ex-
plained so well In his testimony.

Finally, we support the DISC proposal as originally presented by Secretary
Connally instead of the almost meaningless version in H.R. 10947. The Treasury's
proposal would provide the requisite tax deferral for export sales to enable
U.S. companies to compete more effectively with foreign companies which already
enjoy DISC-like tax benefits with respect to their export activities. In addi-
tion, a DISC with a substantial tax deferral provision would encourage U.S.
companies which might otherwise establish or maintain manufacturing facili-
ties abroad, to retain their manufacturing activities in the United States and
sell their products abroad through the DISC mechanism. The limited DISC in
H.R. 10947 Will not achieve the Intended goal of substantially increasing invest-
ment and jobs in the United States.

We see in the enactment of a truly meaningful DISC as proposed by the.
Treasury, ain opportunity for our Government to improve its bargaining position
In persuading foreign governments to make the subsidies and inducements in
their tax laws less, prejudicial to the interest of the United States. The DISC in
H.R. 10947 would be of little help on this score.

ADDENDUM ILLUSTRATING TILE ADVERSE I-MPACT OF INADEQUATE DEPnECATIOX
AL~LOWvANCES ON THlE RELATIVELY S-MALL COMNPANIES IN THlE MACHINE TOOL
INDUSTRY

* Traditionally, machine tool companies have opposed mergers and acquisitions,
and until recently they strenuously resisted take-overs by conglomerates and
other larger corporations.

However, in the 1960's many machine tool companies have been acquired by
larger companies, principally because of the adverse impact of the Income tax
and the estate tax laws. As the Committee is well aware, this has happened In
many other industries, too.

Most of these relatively small coiilpanivs-maniy of them closely held-were
faced with the prospect of liquidation of assets or stock to pay death taxes.
Also, they were, in effect, in gradual liquidation as a consequence of being
forced year after year to pay taxes on income that was unavoidably overstated
as a result of the Treasury's Insistence on inadequate and unrealliqtic deprecia tion
allowances.

Cash flow and profits were gradually dIrying uip. These relatively small com-
panies were running out of the funds that were critically -needed for replace-
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inent of obsolete facilities, and for research and development, the life blood of
this high technology industry.

Their overstated profits-phantom profits-also put these companies at a
-great disadvantage In wage negotiations with union leaders who pointed to
these overstated profits as clear justification for wage increases. The spiraling
wage rates that resulted made It difficult or impossible for these U.S. companies
to compete with their foreign competitors, or even with their more formidable
conpetltors at home. Costs went up, productivity and profits went down.

Like most of the companies in the capital-intensive Industries, these smaller
companies were caught in the capital "crunch." They had been running out of
capital for years. Too often Section 531 of the tax lawv (or just the fear of it)
had forced them to distribute dividends that should have been retained for
modernization. Twice in the 1940's and 1950's under the excess profits tax laws,
and repeatedly under the Renegotiation Act, their profits had been taxed away
as "excessive" when In fact they actually were the only reasonable or adequate
profits they had earned in years.

Finally In the 1960's, and particularly after the 7% credit repeal In 1906, It
became crystal clear to many of them that they would no longer be able to pro-
vide from cash flow and profits the funds needed to meet the tremendously In-
creased and Inflated costs of research and development and plant moderniza-
tion. They would not be able to meet the reserve ratio test (which would mean
substantial tax deficiencies) ,' and they would not be able to meet the competi-
tion of the larger companies at home and abroad. These companies had exten-
sive research and engineering capabilities, more modern plants, and ready access
to bank credit and the security markets.

More of these companies will have to merge, liquidate or move abroad unless
(a) the job development investment credit Is quickly adopted to "make up" for
the inadequate tax allowances of prior years, and (b) the new class life system
(with at least a 20% life reduction) Is also adopted to prevent the application
of the reserve ratio test and the assessment of hundreds of millions of dollars:
In tax deficiencies.

Some of the remaining small companies In the Industry are now looking for
merger partners, some of them are drawing plans for foreign plants to move
abroad, and others are already breaking ground for new plants In Europe and
,Japan. This means a further and critical loss of U.S. machine tool capacity and
skilled Jobs so essntial to our defense base and the entire U.S. economy.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. While Mr. Barlow was tes-
tifying, Senator Hollings appeared in the room. We will call him at
this point.

STATEMENT OF HON. ERNEST F. HOLLINGS, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator HOLLINGs. I have 15 minutes at least?
The CHAIR.MAN. You have 10.
Senator HOLLNGS. Just trying to cut it short and get right to the

point, I wish some of the fols could see my mail, because the preced-
ing w"-itniess just brings in Scope how you 'talk< about an investment
credit and creating jobs at the same time is just impossible to me. I
have been studying it and watching it closely.

In investment credit, I just can't help but remember back in July,
just 2 years ago, a former member of this committee and the distin-
guished minority leader, Everett Dirksen, took the well in the floor
of the Senate and said, "Giiet rid of this thing, it is really causing us
trouble, it ~s aggravating inflation and cutting out jobs." I can't for-

' Surveys at the time In the metalworking Industry revealed that more than half of these
small companies could not meet the reserve ratio test because of a lack of funds to replace;
and that nearly Y3 of the companies had not even elected the 1962 Guidelines because of the
complexity of the test, their concern that they would not be able to meet It, and that they
would be Involved In tax controversies precipitating other disallowances.
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gYet, that. Your Goverinmient one minute says investment credit is caus-
11ic inflation and the next minute says since it is job investment credit,
it is going to create jobs. And, gentlemen, one witness said, let's do it
for German machinery and to create jobs over there. le gives us the
horse-and-buggy example and tells us something has to be done.

I believe if you and 1 aiid the President want to make sure we can
eliminate jobs fast, the qui -kest way to do it is put in investment cre-
dit to buy all of those computers to eliminate all of the jobs as fast
as we canl.

The only reason we have progressed f rom. the horse-and-buggy days
is that we always develop technology, but in the last 15 to 20 years
in America, we have exported all of this technology to Germany and
4apan 'and elsewhere. rIlierefore, it has not created new jobs at home
in order to compete.

But this is what disturbs me about the President's program. The
ox was in the ditch. Someone had to act. T1h1e President acted, and I
support his wage-andl-price freezes. I support his cutback onl spend-
11ng, his cutback of Government employment,, the 10-percent surtax,
and all the other parts of the program. With respect to twvo parts, I
don't say you have to take either or, but I do have a substitution for
the investment credit and automobile excise tax. You can pass a
House version. Let me emphasize this. You canl pass the House version
of the investment credit and automobile excise tax and still be within
the President's proposed budget cuts with the adoption of the rec-
omimendations, Ihave.

Specifically onl the investment credit, about 2 years after it was
instituted in 1962, the Council of Economic Advisers said, and I quote,
the "Credit was still to be realized 'because of substantial lags in the
investment clecisionmiaking and spending process."

I wonder if we are g-oing to wNait around until 1974 for business to
get this multibillion- dollar tax break and then have no real measur-
able impact in the next 24 months? That is what we are trying to do. Of
course, this investment tax credit has been in for some 7 of the past 9
years; we just repealed it in late 1969. The Finance Committee said
in their report that year:

After careful consideration of the sources of the present Inflationary pressures,
the committee concluded that the stimulus to investment which is provided by
the credit contributes directly to these pressures.

Now, looking at the automnible, excise tax, the idea is that you have
to buy a $3,000 car in order to get a $200 tax break. Isn't that a great
plan? We are going around with the distinguished Senator from
Wisconsin, trying to eliminate pollution, and he says the greatest cause
of pollution is th e American automobile, so what we want to do here is
sell more automobiles to cause more pollution, to appropriate more
money to eliminate the pollution.

That is the vicious circle and that is., supposed to stimulate the eco-
10V1 Newvsw'eek says, but, if yvou look at it this morning, they have

notempoye anoneextra il Detroit. They put out. a lot of nice
stories in Life magazine, but unemployment there is still 8.9 percent.
The industry would rather give overtime than employ anybody else.

That is -%vliere we find ourselves, unfortunately, involved in the
argument between AFL-CIO and the chamber of commerce. The
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haves and have-somes, not the have-nots. The have-nots have yet to
come to bat. They never got a chance at all on the House side, and
that is what we want to speak to this morning.

Specifically, I propose first, a direct payment, to each poverty house-
hold in the form of sales tax relief based upon the amount of sales
tax paid in the purchase of food. That is just reimbursing them for
the tax paid.

Second, I propose property tax relief to every poor household to rc-
imburse it for State and local property taxes paid either as a home-
owner or as a renter. Thlirdl, I propose tax relief for American families
in the form of reimbursement for the cost of trying to provide Tor a
child's trade school or other higher education. I travel, as you do, to
different countries where they have education free, but in the land of
education, the United States, we are still paying through the niom. I
am trying to catch up with this, the highest cost we have, and at the
same time, I am trying to get to the heart of the problem, develop con-
sumerismn, develop purchasing power to get t~o the American man oper-
ating not at 73-percent capacity, but nearer to 100-percent capacity.
When you put this money into these low-income and poverty groups,
when you put that money into the family paying for that postseconl-
ary education, you are really putting spending power there that will
have an immediate impact on the economy. This completes the Presi-
dent's well-intended program of August 15.

This is a program of human investment. I believe it forms the basis
of a program which the Congress and the American people can
support. I would like to go over each aspect of the plan.

The first aspect of this plan~ would provide food sales tax relief to
every household whose income is at or below the poverty level as de-
termined annually by the Bureau of the Cenisus. The impact of sales
taxes is far greater on those in poverty, since a great percentage of
their income is used to provide food and shelter. Indeed, in 1965, sales
taxes took a 6.1-percent bite out of f am-ily incomes that were less than
$2,000, whereas a family of over $15,000 pays approximately 1 percent
in sales tax.

A State and/or local sales tax is levied on all food purchased for
consumption off the premises in 30 States, including Alaska, where
the tax is solely local. Sales taxes on food, therefore, cost those poor
persons who live in three-fifthis of the States, between 2 and 6 percent
of their limited funds for food. The food sales taxes eats into their
ability to purchase an adequate diet. Food stamp program families in
New Yrork, who are informed lby the Departmnent of Agriculture that
they need $108 to purchase the barest nutritional minimum, find in-
stead that they can buy as little as $100 worth of food. Trhe State and
local government pockets the remaining $8, which was intended to
alleviate human malnutrition.

Against this background, it is reasonable and just for the Federal
Government to assume the responsibility for giaramiteeing that the
poor have enough purchasing power (in'stamps or money) to afford
the food they must have to subsist. This should be after, and not merely

bfrtaxation by other levels of goyerniit n tep oehi
nate hungaer before taxes must fail by definition.

At the same time, State and local. governments are hard pressed.
They ought not to be deprived of such a valuable source of revenue.
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The food sales tax relief proposal -would eliminate fiscal dependence
onl the poor, without imipairing State and local sales tax receipts. Tio
this extent, the relief contained in this proposal would represent in-
direct revenue sharing.

The sales tax relief would be in the form of anl annual Federal
payment equivalent to the State and local sales taxes onl food con-
suimied at home by members of poor households. Beginning taxable
year 1971, anl application would be filed by each family at or below
the poverty level. The Internal Revenue, Service would first deter-
mnine the combined State and local sales tax rates effective in the
houisehold's area, of residence, assuming a, 4-percent, rate in the four
States having no sales tax. This 4-percent, rate, for no-tax jurisdic-
tion is based onl the fact that the rate in 23 States falls between 4
and 6 percent, while the tax rate in the 12 other States with a tax
lies between 2 and 4 percent. Tule IRS would multiply the tax rate
by tile cost of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, low-cost food
plan for that household's composition. The result-ing amount would
be sent to the household by check.

Tihe lo-w-cost food plan, $138 per month for a, family of four,
is the most reliable measure of food expenditure because of tile ad-
mulnistrative, difficulties involved in requiring poor persons to re-
tain all of their receipts for food p~urchases. Tule Department of
Agriculture labels this plan "a reasonable measure of basic money
nleeds fora, good diet."

Going right down to exactly how it would work, I will include,
if there is no objection, my entire statement for the record.

A family of four living in Detroit, Mich., would receive $66. Be-
cause tile tax bite is greater in Jackson, Miss., the same family
would get approximately $100. A young couple anticipating a, child
would be entitled to $75' in New York City, while tile samne fain-

ilH in Butte, Mont., would receive $43. The relief for a household
0T cig-llt persons, including six children, would amount to $112
throughout South Carolina.

For those poor persons not actually subjected to food sales- tax-
e'S, the relief would be a, modest, but vital, boost for their food budg-
ets. In California, which does not impose a tax on food, the relief
contemplated would be $84. Assuiniig that every eligible household
applies, we would be turning anl additional $420 million of direct tax
relief back into the economy~. This is based oilaan average tax rate
of 4 percent anid, 25.5 mnill ion recipienit poor1 persons.

The second aspect of myi) planl would provide property tax relief
to every household whose income is at or below the C"ensus Bureau's
poverty level. A s with the sales tax relief, it would take the form
of anl annual p~aymnt throuill the luiternial Revenue, Service. The
paymplents -would be equal to tile State and~ local property taxes aIc-
tually paid by homeowner households. We all kno1w that persons
whio pay i'eiit pay prol)Criv taxes indirectly. Consequently, for those
whio l,;aN rent the relief would be 20 percent of their annual pay-
mienits. In operation,. this proposal would mean that a household
of. four paying $380 in rent per month ($960 per year) would re-
ceive a $192 payment.

The property tax is universal. It acecounits for more thian one-
fourthl of the revenues raised by State aiid local governments from
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their own sources,,. But its impact is inequitable, falfling hardest upon
the poor. Families with over $15,000 in total annual income require
only 1.4 percent of their income to meet property taxes. Famif1 e,.s
whose income is less than $2,000 are compelled to spend an aver-
age of 8.5 percent of their meager incomes on property taxes, while
3.1 million low-income nonfarm homeowners pay over 10 percent
of their income for this purpose.

Already in several States to offset, the regressive nature of the.
property tax, California, Kansas, Minnesota,, Vermont, Wisconsin,
they have adopted so-called "circuit-breakcer" statutes, which has
been recommended by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmen-
tal Relations.

Assuming that all eligible households apply, this form of tax relief
would total approximately $1.25 billion. This .projects an atveragre rent
fora. family of four of $80 per month, or slightly over $190 in 'a~nnal.
relief per family.

W~e have written in to bo0th payinents a phaseout, pr~ovisioni.
The third aspect of my plan provides relief to f families trying to

provide higher education for their children. A tax credit would be
given for part of the expenses paid by the taxpayer for his dependent's
school tuition, books, and equipment. The credit would be calculated
on at sliding scale with a $325 maximum.

You have had hour.,, and weeks of hearings on this particular pro-
posal. I sponsored it this year, Senator Ribicoff sponsored it in 1969,
the last time the Senate passed it. You are completely familiar with
this proposal. t. wasun ovnatelv kniocod out. by the Houlse both
times it passed the Senate. The cost would be $1.8 billion.

This really is the human investment, rather than automobile excise
tax and invesment credit. This is how to get money directly back, de-
servedly back, to the people-on the basis of the sales tax, property tax,
and education costs that they have paid.

Now, Mr. Chairmani, let's look at the whole picture. The revenue
effects of my plan are entirely in keeping with what the President
has suggested as an economic programi-. Even if you adopt it on top
of HI.R. 10947, the total over the next 3 years, would still not cost the
Treasury atny more than what the Presidient has already indicated lie
wants to have deducted from the tax liability of lusiiwsses aind
individuals.

Back in January he announced changes in the calculation of depre-
ciation that would save business $11.7 billion through 1973; $40 bil-
lion by the end of the decade. In Auigust hie proposed another $17 bil-
lion in tax savings for a total of approximately $29 billion over the
next 3 years.

Now, the ITouse Wavs and Means bill is under $27 billion. So if
you add mny plans maximum cost, slighitly in excess of $3 billion, you
would still be within the President's budget. You don't have to eli-
minate. It is not ain either/or proposition of excise or investment
credit, but certainly myK proposals a positive way to start the Amer-
ican machine going again. It makes human and economic sense.

I would be glad to try to answer any questions that you may have.
ThieCHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, Senaitor. I think you

have made a very interesting suggestion to us.
(Senator Hollings' prepared statement follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERNES3T F. HoLJINGos, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

'Mr. Chairnman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished
committee this morning.

Since the end of the Second World War, tile United States has spent $,130
billion Ii reconstructing the world, and $1 trillion 200 billion to defendl it. lDur-
itig that time, our gold supplly has dwindled from $24 billion to $10 billion, anid
the demands have Increased to $51 billion.

While the dollar has thus been jeopardized, the American economy was fur-
ther weakened by Imports increasing find then overtaking our exp~orts. Amlerica 's
long-standing trade surplus-the surplus which helped finance all those etforls
ait relbuildlig after the( wvar-has vanished. And until now, the problem has not
been faced upl to fin the(- Executive Branch. Instead, the focus has consistently
been onl thle politics of the p~rob~lem rather than oin the problems themisevles.

While our former advantages have disappeared, the countries who were r'e-
built thanks to American largess have spurted ahead. Generally speaking, their
financial position Is sound. And comparatively speaking, the are not faced with
the urban, welfare, orime, drug and oilher problems that we In this country
must contend with every (lay. Nor (10 they have the problem of wvar to conlteld
with.

It wats long since time, 'Mr. Chairnian, that someone acted. Onl August 13th,
President Nixon (1(1 tict.

Generally, I support his Initiatives. I support tile surcharge. I support the
wvage and price freeze. I support the cut Ii government spending, although not
the (discrimination against government employes.

I dlisagree, however, that tie( business incentives proposed by the President
will iticourage the( SiieCey rest oriion of prosperity. I am of the school of tlioul-lit
tihat the ha 1tt he against Inflation wvas being wvon, and thiat the only real spurt thle
VC0iioii*1 needed i was pubi c coiidoence that, someionle fit Washington wats inldinig
tile store. The 1'resdent's speech of August. 15th helped revive confidence. The(,
decisions to forego thle volunteer army ait at cost of $8 billion, to delay welfare
reform ait a cost of another $8 billion, andI to postpone revenne-shihring at $5
ii iolu (llolistr'dted thaimt fiscal restrinlit and( responisibility had1( not entirely
(lis:ih)hearedl. Tihe wvage anld lui ramigettnents en~visioined by the. LPresidlent have
already helped alleviate the dangerous psychology of Inflation from which we
have suffered so long.

Butt In facIng upl to the problem of unenildoylntent find( undler-iltilizaticll of our
industrial po(tenil, the PreslI(lt has1 not goiie forward-but b~ackwvard. Ile ilas
shown himself to lbe the prisoiier of that (ol( shibbOoleth--the Percolator Theory
of economics progress. According to that shopworn find( anitiquated uncjlept. thle,
wily to p~rosp~erity Is to enrich thle wetal tily few ait the top aind then wait until'
the wealth slowly Nfiliters down to the rest of the population. Look ait tI e P~re.i-
deit.s purogramn for 1972-the dehpreciatiomn allowance of $3.9 billion. ThIe 1ivest-
ment credit of $4.5 billion. The elimination of the automobile eXCIse tax, wichl
will benefit big business far more thain the (*onsimner, at at cost of $2.2 billion.
With these wve aire supposed to create jobs. With these wve lire supposed to fin-
crease the( wvealth iind1( well-belig of the country.

The needle, Mr. Chairman, Is nlot so nmuch tIL 8I lmnl1lationl of the business mainem
through tax incentives. Thle needle is to get those factory furnaices burning because
of Increased consumer demand. Our Amierican l)usiiess machine Is operating. at
73%, of (capiteity. H ow n~iode(riilzing tihat Machinery and making it more lprodluc-
tive Is going to restore prosperity Is lbeyvonmllte. Are wve going to enlarge our
prioductive capaculity so thait listed( of 27% of It standing iffle, we call have 40%l
or 50%/ of It uinused?

The I"nvestment tax credit, wats put 11110 effect In 1962. Two years latter, the
President's Council of Ecvonomic Advisors reportedly to tile Amnerican people thlat
thle full effect oif the credit wats still to be realized because of "substantial lags
Inl the Investmnt leeiioui-lillakimig and~ Spendilng irocess." Will we be told fil 1974
that we gave lisiiess at mlult i-lbillioil dollar tilx break without any nmeasurabile
eCOnonl1ie inipaict? WVill we have to wait another two years to discover tihat wve
hmav legislalted Ill ain1 onlce aig: in?

Th'le Invest meant tax credlit hIms been a part of our tax laws for seven of the
past ine years. That Is almost a decade Ii which business has supposedly been
encouraged to modernize by the lure of tax Incentive. But tile economic problems
remain. Unemployment Is at 6 per cenlt. Inflation ilas gobbled up wvage increases.
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I remember well when our late and esteemed Minority Leader, Everett Dirksen
,of Illinois, led the fight to repeal the investment credit. Now Mr. Nixon changes
the name to "job development tax credit" and says it will solve our problems.
That is like using "full employment budget" to disguise a deficit. Or "Family
Assistance Plan" to camouflage a guaranteed annual income. You cannot run an
economy simply by changing the definition of words.

Mr. Nixon also proposed repeal of the excise tax on automobiles. To help the
tax-p~ayer? Hardly. Why should the tax-payer be iput in the position of having
to buy at $3000 car in order to take advantages of a $200 tax break? That may
help the high income taxpayers who can afford a new car. But it provides no
relief to the people who have been really hurt by our inflationary ills. And besides
not helping them, we are creating a ridiculous vicious circle. On the one hand,
we are encouraging the public to buy more cars, which in turn creates more pal-
lution, so that we then can turn aroundI andl ap~prolpriate more money to clean
the environment of the automobile's pollution. That may make sense to someone
else-but the logic of it e'scap~es me!

There is nothing new for the taxpayer in the bill before this committee. Except
for the low Income allowance, the tax reductions for the average taxpayer pro-
vrided in this bill are simply speed-ups of changes passed by Congress In 1969.
And I would suggest that we look a little more closely at that $300 Increase
In the low Income allowance. What that does9 is establish that families living
in poverty simply will not have to pay Income taxes in 1972 and thereafter. That
is all well and good, Mr. Chairman-but as you know so well, that p~rincip~le
was agreed to three years ago.

And when you clear away all the rhetoric, you can see that for a family
of four with an income of $4300--the poverty level-this bill is only going to
save that family $20 this year. For meaningful tax relief and a boost for the
t conwmy, $20 Is a drop in the bucket.

If Mr. Nixon is looking for a meaningful Investment in the future, he ought
to take a look at developing a sound oceans p~rogram. The oceans offer not only
a challenge, but the potential of the Last Frontier. The development of the
,oceans means food, jobs, industry-and even survival for the species. Earlier
this year. I introduced the National Oceanic Act of 1971. It would authorize
an immediate infusion of $1 billion over Administration requests for FY 1972.
This would prime the pump and set the stage for much larger Infusions in
the years ahead. I-low much better to create a meaningful job, where a Job
can do some real good, than to create made-work that offers little in the way
of personal fulfillment andl nothing in the wvay of planning for our nation'f?
future well-being. Either we -will ineet the challenge of the oceans and harness
them to the future-or others will reap the rewards and leave us far behiind.
We are already behind in the exploitation and utilization of the seven seas.
We dare not remain behind.

Ilut I am) obviously not here today, Mr. Chairman, to attach an oceans bill
to the revenue bill pending before this committee. I am here to propose for your
consideration racaures which will redress the harsh Imbalance of the President's
l)roloqsals. which will eliminate the big business favoritism that runs through
the Chiief 13xeutive's p~lan. I ami convinced that we must develop maximum
consumer buying p~ower. And I ain con vinced this cannot be accomplished
unless substantial mu odificati ons are made in the proposed legislation.

My proposals are on behalf of a large segment, of Americans completely for-
gotten in the President's economic package. I am talking about direct financial
relief for the little ian, the wage earner, those for whom there is no work,
and the poor. In all the debate tie ciproimmises and trade-offs have been. be-
tween the haves and the have, somie.s. Time have nots have Uponi cruelly forgotten.

Mly tax plan is a major sI Cl) toward direct, immediate relief for the most
hard p~ressed segmient of the American lpopulai~ofl-the poor and the low
Income American citizen. My tax plan will stimulate more demand for goods
and services. In turn, thiis will st-oke the fires of our productive Caplacity and
get them burning again. "My program focuses on three of man's basic needs-food,
s-helter and education. And to accomplish our goals, this plan would return
cash to eligible households for expendituree,, on these necessities. I have there-
fore level oped the following plan of positive relief.

First, I proposed a directt payment to each poverty hiou' ehiold in the formi of
sales tax relief based upon the amount of sales taxes paid in the purchase of
food.
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Second, I propose property tax relief to every poor household to reimburse it
for state and local property taxes paid either as a homeowner or as a
renter.

Third, I propose tax-relief to American families In the form of partial reim-
bursements for the cost of providing for a child's trade school or higher
education.

I call this a program of human Investment. I believe It forms the basis of a
program which the Congress and the American people can support.

If I may, I would like to take each aspect of my plan, and explain how I
envision it would work. I will submit for the record the specific legislative lan-
guage to accomplish this.

The first aspect of this plan would provide food sales tax relief to every house-
hold whose income is at or below the poverty level as determined annually by
the Bureau of the Census. The impact of sales taxes Is far greater on those in
poverty, since a great percentage of their income Is used to provide food and
shelter. Indeed, in 1965, sales taxes took a 6.1%1 bite out of family Incomes that
were less than $2,000, whereas a family of over $15,000 pays approximately 1%l'.
In all sales tax.

A state and/or local sales tax is levied on all food purchased for consumption
off the premises in 30 states, including Alaska, where the tax is solely local. Sales
taxes on food, therefore, cost those poor persons who live in three-fifthis of the
states between two and six percent of their limited funds for food. The food sales
tax eats Into their ability to purchase an adequate diet. Food stamp program,
families In N.Y., who are 'Informed by the Department of Agriculture that they
need $108 to purchase the barest nutritional minimum, find Instead that they
can buy as little as $100 worth of food. The state and local government pockets
the remaining $8, which was intended to alleviate human malnutrition.

Against this background, it is reasonable and just for the Federal government
to assume the responsibility for guaranteeing that the poor have enough purchas-
Ing power (In stamps or money) to afford the food they must have to subsist. This
should be after, and not merely before, taxation by other levels of government.
Any attempt to eliminate hunger before taxes must fail by definition.

At the same time, state and local governments are hard pressed. They ought
not to be deprived of such a valuable source of revenue. The food sales tax relief
proposal would eliminate fiscal dependence on the poor, without impairing state
and local sales tax receipts. To this extent, the relief contained In this proposal
would represent indirect revenue-sharing.

The sales tax relief would be in the form of an annual Federal payment
equivalent to the state and local sales taxes on food consumed at home by mmmcm-
hers of poor households. Beginning taxable year 1971, an application would be
field by each family at or below the poverty level. The Internal Revenue Service
would first determine the combined state and local sales tax rates effective In
the household's area of residence, assuming a four percent rate in the four states
having no sales tax. This four percent rate for no-tax jurisdictions Is based oil th
fact that the rate in 23 states falls between four and six percent, while the rate
In the 23 other states with a tax lies between twvo and four percent. The IRS,
would multiply the tax rate by the cost of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Low-Cost Food Plan for that household's composition. The resulting amount
would be sent to the household by check.

The Low-Cost Food Plan, $138 per month for a family of four, is the most
reliable measure of food expenditure because of thme administrative difficulties
Involved in requiring poor persons to retain all of their receipts for food pur-
chases. The Department of Agriculture labels this Plan "a reasonable measure
of basic money needs for a good diet." It counsels rejecting any lower level of
food spending as not conducive to nutritional well-being. Moreover,
there are differences in the plan based on the sex and age composition of the'
family. Accordingly, the application would set forth the household's address,
income, and the sex and age of each household member, including a notation as
to whether a member was expecting a child or nursing an Infant during the year.
The relief under this and the other two proposals would not constitute Income-
for Federal Income tax purposes, or for determining eligibility or assistance-
level In connection with any federally subsidized benefit program.

As an example of the result this sales tax payment would have, a family of
four living in Detroit, Michigan, would receive $66. Because the tax bite' isa
greater In Jackson, Mississippi, the same family would get approximately $100.
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A young couple anticipating a child would lbe entitled to $75 in New York City
while the same family In Butte Montana would receive $4.3. The relief for a
household of eight persons, Including six children, would amount to $112
throughout South Carolina.

For those poor persons not actually subjected to food sales taxes, the relief
would be a modest, but vital, boost for their food budgets. In California, which
does not Impose a tax on food the relief contemplated would be $84. Assuming
that every eligible household applies, we would be turning -an additional $420
million of direct tax relief back Into the economy. This Is based on an average
tax rate of four percent and 25.5 million recipient poor persons.

The second aspect of my plan would provide property tax relief to every house-
hold whose income is at or below the Census Bureau's poverty level. As with the
sales tax relieC", it would take the form of an annual payment through the Inter-
nal Revenue Service. The payment would be equal to the state and local property
taxes actually paid by homeowner households. We all know that persons who
rent pay property taxes indirectly. Consequently, for those who pay rent the
relief would be 20 percent of their annual payments. In operation, this proposal
would mean that a household of four paying $80 in rent per month ($900 per
year) would receive a $192 payment.

The property tax is universal. It accounts for more than one-fourth of all
revenues raised by state and local governments from their own sources. But its
impact Is inequitable, falling hardest upon the poor. Families with over $15,000
in total annual Income require only 1.4 percent of their income to meet property
taxes. Families whose income is less than $2,000 are compelled to spend an aver-
age of 8.5 percent of their meager Incomes on property taxes, while 3.1 million
low-income non-farm homeowners pay over 10 percent of their income for this
1pu1rpose.

To offset the regressive nature of the property tax, particularly where the
low-income elderly are concerned, five states-California, Kansas, Minnesota,
Vermont and Wisconsin-have adopted so-called "cir'cuit-breaker" statute-,.
These statutes provide a variety of income. tax credits or rebates for elderly
homeowners and In some Instances renters, whose Incomes fall below fixed
levels. In no case, however, Is full relief granted.

In other attempts to protect impoverished homeowners from property loss due
to nonpayment of taxes, seven states have homestead exemptions and sixteen
states have a modified homestead exemption tailored to veterans, frequently
limited to the disabled. However, none of these methods of relief is free of dis-
criminating characteristics.

Trhe Advisory Commission on I ntergovernmnental Relations advocates the 'vmr-
cult-breaker" approach as introducing "a badly needed element of modern eco-
nomic realiprm and social justice Into the administration of the property tax."
There is no reason for not extending such relief to a widow with a houseful of
children or an unemployed father with a family since they, too, are forced to
carry extraordinary residential tax loads in relation to their Income.

The 20 percent figure assigned in connection with rent was selected to gua ran-
tee all renters relatively complete relief. All the same time calculation of time
relief would be administratively simple. The Wisconsin "circuitbreaker" law
assumes that 25 percent of the rental payment goes for property taxes, while the
other four states apply the 20 percent factor.

Assuming that all eligible households apply, this form of tax relief would total
approximately $1.25 billion. This projects an average rent for a family of four
of $80 per month, or slightly over $190 in annual relief per family.

Written into my proposed legislation Is a phase out provision whereby the
relief payment for sales and property taxes would be reduced by 50 cents for
every $1.00 in Income over the poverty level.

The third aspect of my plan provides relief to families trying to provide
higher education for their children. A tax credit would be given for part of the
expenses paid by the taxpayer for his dependent's school tuition, books, and
equipment. The credit would be calculated on a sliding scale with a $325 maxi-
mum. Should the credit exceed the tax liability, a positive payment would be
received by the taxpayer. Room and board expenses are excluded and scholarship
assistance would be deducted.

The sliding scale favors those whose children attend low tuition schools. Credit
Is given, for a maximum of $1,500 as follows: 75 percent of the first $200, 25
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percent of the next $300, and only 10 percent of the remainder. The maximum
credit would be $325.

The credit also favors those In the lower tax brackets by providing for a
reduction in the credit by one dollar for each $100 of income over $25,000.

To illustrate, a family earning $4,000 and spending $800 to put a child through
it trade school or a public Institution, would receive a $175 credit. Since this
family would not pay income tax, It would receive a payment In this amount.
A f amilly which earns $15,000 and pays $1,200 toward a child's higher education,
would receive a credit of $295.

A similar provision has passed the Senate on two separate occasions. The most
recent was In December 1969, when the distinguished Senator from Connecticut,
Senator Itibicoff, sponsored It as an amendment to the tax reform act, Regrettably
it was deleted In conference.

The cost of that proposal was estimated to be $1.8 billion. To that provision,
1 have added the positive *Payment where the credit exceeds the tax. The Inclusion
of these low income fmailies should have only a slight Impact on the cost.

We must recognize the heavy financial burden borne by families in providing
this vital education for their children. This burden falls particularly hard on
low and middle Income families. It is appropriate for the federal government to
provide some measure of relief, and in doing so we will also provide an Incentive
for more students to extend their education beyond high school.

This, Mr. Chairman, is my plan. It goes to the heart of the problem and provides
direct stimulus to our ailing economy. It represents positive methods of putting
revenue in the hands of consumers who can use it and who will spend it. We can
be certain that amounts paid out by the government will be turned back into
the economy through the purchase of consumer goods. This, I maintain, is the
road to recovery.

Na addition, the revenue effects of my plan are entirely in keeping with what
i- he President has suggested is appropriate. My plan, even if added on top of
11.11. 10947. would, over the next three years still not cost the Treasury much
more than the President has already Indicated he wants to have deducted for
the tax liability of businesses and Individuals. Back in January, lie announced
changes In the calculation of depreciation that would save business $11.7 billion
through 1973 and $40 billion by the end of the decade. In August, he proposed
another $17 billion in tax savings for a total of approximately $29 billion over
the next three years. The House Ways and Means Committee has reduced this
overall package to under $27 billion, including the depreciation changes already
implemented by regulation.

My plan, at the outside, assuming 100%1 participation by every eligible family,
which highly is doutful where the poor are concerned, would add $3.7 billion in
tax relief. A more realistic cost estimate would be in the neighborhood of $2.5.
This, when added to the House's cost, would approximately equal the cost ap-
p~roved, Indeed ardently desired, by the President.

My plan thus makes fiscal as well as human and economic sense. I urge its
adoption.

ThIe CI.1I\.The next Nvitness, will be Mr. N. R. Daniehian, pres-5
idlent, of the International Economic Policy Association.

STATEMENT OF N. R. DANIELIAN, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMIC POLICY ASSOCIATION

MUr. DANWLIAN. I would like to hiave your permission to place ily
full statement in the record andI highlight its salient points.

The CHAIRMNAN. That wve do in all cases.
Mlr. DANIELIAN. W1e support the, President's program as submitted

to (Iongress, with certain further suggestions of our ownl.
With respect to the investment tax credit, wve approve the 7 per1cenlt

allowed in the I-ouse bill, hut would respectfully suggest the restora-
t(ion of the 10 percent, credit for the first, years in or(ler to give a par-
ticular stimulus to investluents in the immediate future.

Th'le repeal of the automobile excise tax is desirable at this time. It
would redress a serious5 cost disadvantage of thec domestic producers-
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and offset the large contribution that imports of passenger cars and
parts, have been mi aking to our balance of payments deficits. In 1970
this was $2.8 billion, and it was running at a $3.7 billion annual rate
up to June :30 of this year. Trhe elimination of the excise tax, the adop-
tion of the 10 percent surcharge on imports, and the investment tax
credit should go at long way to redress this imbalance. I should say I
disagree with Senator H-oll ings, with all due respect. One wa,,y of re.T-
ducing costs and fighting inflation is to produce increasedl amounts
of goods at lower costs and not buy the demand pool theory that has
been tried in tlie past and has proved rather unhelpf ul.

On the DISC proposal, we support the administration's recommen-
dations with certain amendments, but have reservations on the changes,
made i n the :House. The House version tries to l imit the advantages of
DISC to incremental. exports. This is not practical. All it will do is
encourage new and untried ventures, which most likely will take busi-
ness away from established exporters who have done so much in the
past to maintain our export position. We suggest, therefore, that the
committee restore the administration's proposal.

XVe are in favor of expanding the concept of I)ISC to include serv-
ice industries. The House of Representatives included among qualified
export receipts engineering and construction services. We suggest very
strongly that this principle should also be extended by amendment to
cover travel and tourism, including equipment used in'bringing foreign
tourists to the United States. Our deficit on tourist account is still $2
billion a year. It is better to deal with this problem, not by restricting
the right of Americans to travel abroad, but by giving incentives to
encourage foreigners to visit the United States. I suggest, therefore, in
section 993 (a) (1) of H.R. 10947 on "Qualified Export Receipts," a,
new subsection (I) as follows:

Gross receipts from the performance of tourist and travel services. for foreign
visitors to and within the United Stautes not in excess of the foreign exchange
earnings of such services.

In addition to these measures, we would recommend that the Internal
Revenue Code 1)e amended to permit repatriation of earnings from

,abroadl for eligible investments in the United States without imimedi-
ately incurring tax liabilities under the constru-tctive divid 'end concept..
This will probably bring more funds back to the United States than
will all the bureaucratic redtape of OFDI. It will also create jobs
here in this country.

Mr. Chiairian, this committee will remember that over the past dec-
ade our organizat ion has warned, before this committee as well as
others, that if we persisted along the policy lines of the postwar era,
and ignored the balance-of -payinents effects of those policies, we would
have a crisis and something would have to give--the value of the dol-
lar, or liberal trade policy, or foreign aid, or militar-y expenditures
abroad. All four of these things have miow happened. IMIF and GATT
are in disarray. The dollar has depreciated in world markets, we are
forced to cut foreign aid and retreat from our worldwide commit-
ments. Those who recently recommended benign neglect must now
have second thoughts.

The danger that we confront is of two kinds: on this one hand, a,
retreat into a, sel f-contained, autarchic, fortress Amnerican economic
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and military nationalisni; and on the other hand, continued coinl-
placency a-nd repetition of old mistakes.

Most of us would have preferred that the measures undertatkenion
August 15 would not have been necessary; but they were necessary and
the President must be commended for the courage hie showed in under-
taking them.

S. 2592, which is before this committee, raises the first danger. With
respect to the second danger, there are, already voices in the Country
who would like to force the President to give uip the 10 percent sur-
charge merely in exchange for revaluation of other currencies abroad.
If we settle for so little', without changing other policies, we could
have another crisis within the decade.

Our studies indicate that a, revaluation of a, few selected foreign
currencies in terms of dollars by 10 or even 15 percent would not re-
dress our trade position and would simply increase the dollar cost of
our military expenditures. The deterioration of our trade position is
due to cost differentials higher than any contemplated currency revainu-
attions; but more importantly, the causes are not picseitvuh
ais the EEC common agricultural policy, the Japanese reluctance to
import our manufactured goods, and the, evolution of conu-mon
markets, which by their very nature discriminate against us.

We must, therefore, focus on other issues beyond trade and exchange
rates. Minimum conditions for inore stable arrangements should in-
clude: An agreement on access for our agricultural products to for-
eign markets; an agreement for eliiniation of nontariff barriers and
border taxes anid rebates; an agreement for nondiscriminatory, recip-
rocal and niational treatment of foreign investments, which in'thie ca-se,
of the United States is the major breadwinner abroad; and ani agree-
ment for a, more equitable distribution of the cost of mutual defense.
To achieve this last point, we have proposed setting uip an Interna-
tional Security Fund to neutralize the ba lance of payments effects
of U.S. troop deployment in NATO. I hope in time this principle can
also be extended in the Pacific, with our allies, Australia, New Zealand,
and Japan. Cost sharing in defense is a, better alternative than with-
drawal of Amearican protection and better than unilateral rearma%-
ment by other countries; and, in addition, it will atmeliorate our bal-
ance-of-payments deficits and contribute to monetary as well as iii-
tary stability.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, a word on the international financial crisis
itself. The $60 billion in Euro-dollars, much of it created by U.S.
deficits, splashes around from country to country for quick specula-
tive gains in exchange rate gyrations or to benefit from interest rate
differentials. It is a new factor, and it will not be eliminated by any
increase in the price of gold, floating rates, crawling pegs, or cur-
rency revaluations. The international financial community faces one of
the most important challenges of our time to determine how this Inige
reservoir of investable, funds will be neutralized as a, speculative force
and guided into worthwhile and productive uses. Private companies
borrowing in this market for investment, purposes are probably mnak-
ing the best use of these funds. It should be a negotiating posture of
the U.S. Government that American companies should not be discrmn-
mnated against in their access to this market, and that exchange rates
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agreed up should be the same for current account as well as capital
account transactions.

Th usto fdeaun the olr by a change in the price of gold
mlay come to the 'Congress sooner or later. I hope our negotiators will
not accept an increase in the price of gold in addition to dropping the
10 percent surcharge, to get some revaluations of other currencies. That
would really be a bad bargain. What will be the actual effects of anl in-
crease in the price of gold? We know that the gold producers andl
hoarders (the committee knows the countries that are involved) would
be rewarded. They have probably $50 billion, both public and private.
We have $10 billion. Any increase in the gold price would be 5 to 1
against us.

Even beyond this, it would be well to know if we have "gold content"
guarantees in various swap arrangements and "offset" paper such
as the "Roosa"l type bonds. Such information in the "fine print" of
Treasury and Federal Reserve obligations, so far as I know, is not
available publicly. But it should be available to Congress. Any gold
price increase would uip these obligations. Our capital subscriptions
to international financial institutions, by the very charter, such as
the World Bank, involve maintenance of value guarantees in terms of
gold.

In short, if the dollar price of gold is raised, the Congress will sooner
or later be called onl to authorize and appropriate billions of dollars
to make good on these commitments. All the arguments in favor of a
gold price increase are self-serving for those who have it; but it is of
no conceivable benefit to uts. If other countries want to raise the price
of gold, let them; and then they canl merrily exchange gold amongst
themselves. We should stay out of it.

Thank you.
The ChAIR-MAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator BYRD. Could I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Doctor, the total world supply of gold is $50 billion,

is that correct?
Mr. DANIELIAN. It is about $60 billion. The official reserves are about

$40 billion. But it is estimated there may be another $20 billion in
Soviet Russia, in private holdings in F rance and Switzerland, anid,
of course, some stockpjile inl South A frica, and in India.

Senator BYRDn. The free world supply of gold is hlow much, $40
billion?

Mr. DANiEi,,,AN. The reserves, the official reserves in the. possession
of central banks is about $40 billion, $40 o $41.

Senator BYRD. That includes the $10 billion that the United States
has?

Mr. DANIELTAN. Yes, Sir.
Senator B3YRD. As President of the International Econiomic. Policy

Association you have kept, upl rather closely, I assumee, with conditions
in Latin Amnerica?

TMr. DANIELIAN. Yes; I travel there exery once in awhile to look
at conditions.

Senator BYRD. Someone mentioned to me the other day- that inl
addition to the lT~nited States. they now have some similarity with
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conditions that existed in Argentina at one point. I didn't fully under-
stand that. Would you comment. on that?

Mr. DANIETJIAN. Well, in mny travels I have observed that the eco-
nomic theory thutt one hears among very serious students there is the
echo of theories that used to prevail in this country in the 1930's;
namely, if you put purchasing powers in the hands of I"ople they

willgo t themarktplace and buy tihe products, industry willepn
to supply them, and then you1 are going to have prosperity. This has
become an article of faith in Latin Ameorican governmental policies.
They raise wages without regard to productivity in the hopes that
that is going to create demand for industrial products and lead to
industrialization. Instead, it hias led to inflation. It seems8 to me in
this country, too, the wage spiral that wve have 'gotten into without
regard to productivity is pushing us in the same direction.

In another respect, one- tight say that those who are engaged in this
power play in economic and wage negotiations are almost politicised
because tlhiey are really confronting tlhe national interest as a. whole.
This is exactly what hms happened in the case of Argentina where
they demand higher wages and they go on strike if the government
doesn't yield. It is almost a confront. ,ation between organized labor
and government.

Senator BYRD. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(Mr. Danielian's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED ' STATE-.[ENT OFD1). N. R. DANIELTAN, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL
EcooNOMIC Pomcv ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

1. The International Econoinuc Policy Association supports the President's
eonmic program.

2. "The problems facing the I.S economy which these measures are designed
to correct are of serious proportions.

3. The Administration's DISC proposal should be supported and made appli-
cable to all exports (rather than primarily fcr incremental exports), and] ex-
p~anded to include additional export rebates of all direct and some indirect taxes.

4. Considered In the broader international context, the specific legislative
items in H.R. 10947, the investment credit and excise tax elimination, are useful
and should be enacted.

5. Continued access of U.S. companies to Euro-dollars should be assured. ht
ways found to stabilize the Bauro-dollar market.

6. Foreign direct investment controls should be eliminated nnd newv restric-
tions avoided.

7. Section 956 of the Internal Revenue Code should be amended to encourage
repatriation of earnings abroad for reinvestment in the United States in eligible
facilities.

S. The price of gold should not be icreased, and the consequences of any
chan ige, studiled carefully by Congress.

Mr. Chairman: It is a privilege to appear again before this Committee: and
in keeping with your request, my remarks will be brief.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thei International E4conomic Policy Association anfalyzes international ceo-
noinic problemis-especially as they affect U.S. public po)ic.y ise. I wil not1
c(3mment in any detail, therefore, on the wage-price actions Awhich are closely
related to time parts of the President's overall programin cluded In the Revenue
Act of 1971.

rThlere is one obvious point, however, which neceds to be made. Controlling U.S.
internal inflation is vital to our international policy In two respects: first, the



inflation we have suffered has contributed to a loss of competitiveness and to th-e
deterioration In our trade balance; second, ;the erosion of the purchasing power
of the dollar is one of the reasons why other countries are not willing to accept
or. hold dollars. Those who have advocated benign neglect of our balance of
payments deficits have had their comeuppance on this Issue.

Both of these points are obvious; but I would like to add a caveat to the
first one about the role of inflation In our deteriorating trade balance. Our
research to date tends to show that many of the commodity groups, which figure
most critically in our trade deterioration are not highly sensitive to price-
whether price is seen as a result of Inflation or of the need for adjustment
In foreign exchange rates, or of costs of production. Various means of discrim-
ination against our exports limit them often without regard to their price; for
example, the EEC's variable levy system on agricultural imports and nontariff
barriers of various kinds.

With regard to Imports, the level is often determined by limitations on dome s-
tic supply, mostly on Industrial raw materials. Even in categories where demand
is relatively elastic, the differential between U.S. and foreign prices for many
items Is so large that an improved U.S. performance in controlling inflation,
exchange rate adjustments, or even the 10 percent surcharge may not make
too much difference. Those who want French wines p~rolbably will buy them any-
way. And the buyer of, say, a $4.00 Japanese shirt wvill not be likely to shift to
a $7.00 American shirt because the former's price increases to $4.40-or even
$5.00!

The point T want to make to this Committee is the danger of "anly single factor"
analysis of the cause of our problems and to emphasize the needle for remedlies to
cover a broad spectrum. For the most part, the President's program courageously
takes a broad-gauge approach. T am concerned, however, that in the negotiations
with our allies we may concentrate too munch on obtaining a re-evaluation of
foreign currencies in relation to the dollar. The belief that this alone will so)lve
our problems negates the importance of other vital questions, such as~ -sharing
the foreign exchange costs of U.S. military expenditures abroad, mniinimi7ing
the balance of payment effects of our foreign aid programs, and negotiat-ing.
the framework for genuinely reciprocal trade which accords with the realities
of the 1970's. Additional probl emns include reciprocal, national, lnond~ j5--rifll-
natory treatment of U.S. investments abroad, for this Is the brightest spot in
our international accounts.

Historically, as T have pointed out to this Committee In the past., the private
sector-Icluding foreign investment-hias earned a surplus. The very large defi-
cits in the public sector-mostly military and foreign aid-have created the(-
overall deficits which in turn have brought on the current U.S. andl world
financial crisis.

Ir. PROBLEMS FACING THE ECONOMY

Let me briefly recapitulate the problems which ledl to tile U.S. sitilatioll andl
forced the President's actions of August 15.

Domestically, we face:
1. A continuing rate of Inflation of 4 to 5 percent per year.
2. An unemployment level of 5.8 to 0 percent.
3. A plant capacity utilization rate of about 74 percent.
4. A slow rate of real economic gIrowthi of -0.6 percent in 1970 and about

0.2 percent over the past eighteen months.
5. A stagnant level of investment in n~ew plant and equipment since late 1969

alid a low rate of productivity increase.
In terna tion ally, we confront:
1. A basic balance of payments deficit in the current year running at ain annual

level of $9 billion.
2. A trade deficit running at the annual rate of $1112 billion which, if youl

eliminate aid-flinned exports, would probably reach $.31/- to $4 billion.
3. Liquid liabilities held by foreigners of nearly $60 billion, of whichi .400

billion are in official reserves constituting claims upon our total reserves of $12
billion.

4. A skittish International financial community whmichi has lost confidence ill
the stability of the dollar.

One must admit that in the various elements of the President's program are
designed to make a contribution in each of these areas. Tile question we must
ask ourselves is whether the President's program as announced] will be suffi-
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dient to reverse these conditions and restore stability of prices, improve produic-
tivity, expand the economy in real terms, restore our competitiveness in interna-
tional markets, eliminate the deficit onl trade and balance of payments accounts
and re-establish faith in the value of the dollar.

Thle means to these ends wvill have to involve bilateral negotiotions with
Europe and Japan on a number of outstanding issues, such as: an agreement
onl access for agricultural products to foreign markets; anl agreement for elimi-
liation of niontariff barriers against our goods; an agreement for niondiscrimina-
tory, reciprocal and national treatment of foreign investments; and an agree-
ment for a more equitable distribution in the costs of mutual defense. TPo
achieve the last, the Administration may well adopt the proposal to establish
anl International Security Fund to neutralize the balance of payments effects
of U. S. troop) deployments in NATO.

I hope that as oceasionh present themselves, this Comumittee will remind the
Administ ration of the need to pursue our international objectives on a broad
front. But within this context, I do support the President's economic program
In general and the proposed Revenue Act in particular. Let inc now turn to the
specifies of TLIR. 10947 and comminent, briefly on the investment tax credit, the
automobile excise taxes and DISC.

III. THlE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

The investment tax credit should have the salutary effect of increasing plant
Investment at a time when it is Vitally necessary to create employment In en-
terprise, to inil'ove productivity and expand production. T lo yield to foreign
complaints about the discriminatory effects of the requirement of U.S. sourc-
Ing, without negotiating a suitable quid iro quo, would defeat the key objec-
tive-n)a king 1U.S. industry more comp~eti tive. Onl the principal ways of fighting
inflation is to increase production at a lower level of cost; and the investment
tax credit will serve this purpose. One might raise the question, however, as to
whether it is necessary to reduce this credit to a -7 percent level in the first
.Year. I hope the Committee will retta-n the long range program for a 7 percent
credit, buit authorize for the first year a 10 percent rate as a temporary and
much needed shot in the armn.

We also support the proposed earlier application of the higher exemption
allowance from personal income taxes. T his would have a des.,irahle effect in
stimulating consumer purchasing power. I hope the Comiittee will not find it
necessary to curtail the Investment taix credit to achieve this dlesirable result.

Presidential action to freeze wages and prices was necessary, and anl effective
Phase 11 program to ensure relative stability of price"; must be implemented. No
wage and price control system will long survive. however. under the inflationary
pressures of a greatly unbalanced budget. One of the most important actions
this-- Comimittee and Congress canl take, therefore, is to set anl overall Federal
expenditure ceiling.

IV. AUTO'MOnILE EXCIS5E rAxE'S

The automobile industry, a large employer, has been pyarticularly beset by
price inflation and import 'omupetit ion. Thie (loficit in the balance of tdeIn
passenger cars and parts was 9$2.8 billion in 1970 and is running at a projected
annual (lelt of $3.7 billion this year. T1he elimination of the excis-e tax aInd
the adoption of a 10 Imrcellt surchrage onl import,. should go sonme way towards
offsetting the imbalance in cost of production. If We can hold the linle Onl cost
during Phase II of the President's program, the investment. tax credit maty help
the industry retain the advatattges provided by these actions,.

V. THE ISC PROPOSAL

This Committee is well aware that our exports are at a disadvantage inl a
world organized into trading blocs wvithi their tariff and nontariff barriers
against the external world, aswell as their export subsidies and tax rebates. The
DISC proposal, which we favor, is but a small contribution to rectify this
iibalance. Even if all of the income of a DIS8C is exempted from taxation by
Virtue of being invested in qlualified export -related activities, the advantage to
the exporter or 5 cents on the dollar is not enough to overcome the average 12
or 15 percent tax rebates of the EEC countries. We urge, therefore, that time
Committee give consideration to a more liberal and a more permanent treatment
of exports. This can be done in several ways: anl export rebate on all the in-
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direct state and local excise and sales taxes which may be attributable in the
cost of exported goods at the water's edgc; making a direct rebate of a portion
of direct Income taxes; or establishing a lower rate of taxation on I)Iofits
derived from exports.

The action of the House in limiting this incentive iii DISC largely to addi-
tional or incremental export sales still further dilutes its effectiveness. As this
Comilttee well knows, our exporters are having difficulty miaintaining current
levels of exports in the face of foreign coinpkition. As Secretary Connally has
already pointed out to this Cominnttee, to allow deferral primarily for imere-
mental exports would penalize those companies which contributed most to the
U.S. tira'de bahlince in the pa9t by exporting, and It may only result in shifting
exports f roin well established export operations to new ouitffts without an in-
crease in exports. We therefore recommneiffd that this Committee permit deferral
of all exports qualifying under the DISC proposal, as originally proposed by
the Adminltetation.

We (10 not understand the objections of those who insist that the solution
to our export problem and to domestic unemployment is to keep industry in the
Uifited Staltes and export from here, but at the same time oppose this measure.

We are in favor of expanding the concept of DISC to include service Indus-
tries. The House of Representatives, again this year, in its good judgment,
approved an amendment extending the DISC proposal to export of engineering
and construction Services. We suggest very strongly that this principle should
also be extended by amendment to cover- travel. and tourism, Including equip-
ment usedI in bringing foreign tourists to the United States.1 Our deficit onl
tourist account is still $2 billion a year. It is better to deal with thils, net by
restricting the right of Americans to travel abroad, but by giving incentives
to encourage foreigners to visit the United States. I suggest, therefore, in sec-
tion 993 (a) (1) of H.R. 10947 on "Qualified Export Receipts," a new subsec-
tion (I) as follows: "Gross receipts from the performance of tourist and travel
services for foreign visitors to and within the United States not in excess of
the foreign exchange earnings of such Services."

VI. CONCLUSION

Tile bill which this Comnmittee is called upon to approve is an essential part
of the President's p~rogram. We therefore support H.R. 10947, except that we
prefer the original version of the DISC proposal for the reasons just explained.

These specific legislative items, and need the package as a whole, must be
considered in the broader International context. As you know, we do not live
In an ideal economic world. It is true that the classical concepts of free trade
have been outmoded by the rise of trading blocs and the growth of noiftariff
barriers; divergent labor conditions and wages are exacerbated by government
subsidies and Inoiletary management limiting tile applicability of "comparative
advantage." But what we do n~ot need in seeking the necessary adjustments to
reality is a return to nmercantilismI, auftarchy and an economic fortress America.
Legislation recently introduced in Congress (S. 2592-referred to this Corn-
mittee--nnd H.R. 10914, H.R. 11057, HJ.R. 11094 and H.R. 11115) would be a
long step in this diretiomi if enacted, even in part.

For example: the United States is in trouble because of our balance of paiy-
men'ts deficit,;. One of the few bright spots Still remaining is the income from
foreign direct investmnents-even when mna thed against capital outflows-pius
royalties, patents and fees. Yet S. 2592 would have the effect of sharply cur-
tailing this national breadwinner! Even the present foreign direct investment
conftrols-in effect voluntary since 1965 and mandatory since 1968--are hurting
both U.S. investment income and exports. They should be eliminated.

The Internal Revenue Code should also be amended to permit repatriation
of earnings from abxroad for eligible Investments in the United States without
immediately incurring tax lI~bilities under thle constructive dividend concept.
This will probably bring more funds back to the Unaited States than will all,
the bureaucratic red tape of OFDI. It will also create jobs here In this country.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, a word on the international financial crisis itself. The
$60 billion in Euro-dollars, much of it created by U.S. deficits, splashes around

1We now sell American aircraft to a foreign airline with a 6 percent E4,xport-Import Bank
loan, and under thme provisions of DISC, would allow a tax deferral on It as well. An
American airline, however, serving exactly the same market must borrow money at 10 or
11 percent as has happened In the past year, without the advantage or any tax concessions.
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from country to country for quick speculative gains In exchange rate gyrations
or to benefit from interest rate differentials. It is a new factor, and it will not be
eliminated by any increase in the price oi.' gold, floating rates, crawling pegs, or
currency reevaluations. The international financial community faces one of the
most important challenges of our time to determine how this huge reservoir
of investable funds will be neutralized as a speculative force and guided Into
worthwhile and productive uses. Private companies borrowing in this market
for investment purposes are probably making the best use of these funds. It
should be a negotiating posture of the U.S. Government that American companies
should not be discriminated against in their access to this market, and th~at
exchange rates agreed upon should be the samne for current account as well as
capital account transactions.

The question of devaluing the dollar by ,a change in the price of gold may
come to the Congress sooner or later. I hope our negotiators will not at anly
stage of the negotiations accept anl increase in the price of gold as a measure
of settlement of our problems, because I do not see how this could help the U.S.
position in any manner whatsoever. As a minimum, this Committee should
obtain from the Treasury Department, on a confidential basis if necessary,
Information on the actual effects of such a change in the price of gold. We knowv
that the gold producers and hoarders (the Committee knows the countries that
are Involved) would be rewarded, that official reserves of gold would become
larger in terms of dollars and hence potential claims on U.S. resources. Even
beyond this, it would he well to know if wve have "gold content" guarantees
In various swap arrangements and "offset" paper such as the "Roosa" type bonds.
Suich information In the "fine print" of Treasury and Federal Reserve obligations,
so far as I knowv, is not available publicly. But it should be available -to Congress.
Our capital obligations to International financial institutions, such as the World
Bank. involve maintenance of currency value guarantees in terms of gold.
If the dollar price of gold is raised, the Congress will sooner or later he called
on to authorize and appropriate billions of dollars to make good these commit-
ments. To what end, I f all to see.

Thank you.
The CHAIRAMAN. The next witness will be M.Paul D. Seghiers, presi-

dent of the International Tax Institute.

STATEMENT OF PAUL D. SEGHERS, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL
TAX INSTITUTE, INC.

Mr. SEOHERS. I thank you, Mr. Chairman and the other members
of the committee, for this opportunity to appear here and speak on the
subject which is very close to my heart. Let me ask you if you would
kindly, on the summary of the ,;tatemnent, the last paragraph, there is
an error. After the word "penalizes"' should be inserted penalizes tile
U.S. owners of.

The CHAIRMAN. iRight.
Mr. SE.GIERS. If I may continue with my statement..
This institute is an organization of almost 400 members throughout

the United States. These members are business executives, attorneys,
adaccountants, who are specialists in the taxation of overseas income.

All are united by a, common concern regarding the economl-ic success
of the overseas commerce of this country.

This institute was organized in 1961 to meet the tax threat to U.S.
exports and foreign trade. That threat caine, not from foreign gov-
ernmients, but from the U.S. Treasury.

In 1962. the Congress was misled by a brilliant, theorist into impos-
ing a hitherto -unheard-of tax penalty on the export of U.S. products
and other income earned by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. manufacturers
selling their products abroad.
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The DISC proposal, which has been fully explained to this com-
muittee by others, is designed to remove, to some extent, those penalties
on U.S. exports and to provide help to U.S. manufacturers to meet
the ever-growing competition of foreign manufacturers in foreign
markets.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) We urge prompt enactment of DISC, without the "incre-
mental" limitation.

(b) We recommend repeal of section 9-541(d) of the Internial Rove-
iiue Code, or at least its amendment, so as not to penalize the export
of U.S. products.

What this institute asks of youir committee is to enact tax legislation
which would stimulate rather than penalize the export of U.S. manu-
factured products. What is needed is the removal of penalties and the,
enactment of incentives to help U.S. inaoAufacturers to overcome the
obstacles with which they must contend in selling~ U.S. goods in for-
eign markets. In addition to the competition of foreign manufacturers,
these obstacles include ever-higher U.S. labor costs per unit of pro-
dluction; transportation costs to overseas markets-, and increased for-
ei gn1 taxes.

To be effective, any tax incentive must confer a real benefit. DISC
would require the U.S. manufacturer to report a fair share of the
income realized on exports through a )IC.rThe0 DISC would be
allowed to defer payments of the tax on a portion of such income as
long as the funds representing that income continued to be employed
in the export of U.S. products. This seems to be fair to both parties-
to the manufacturer that risks loss of capital as well as income, in
exporting or expanding the, volume, of its exports, and fair to the
government that defers collecting the tax on a portion of that income
as long as the resulting profits are being used to produce more income.

DISC INCREASES EXPORTS

ISC would wvork-it would increase exports.
When we say that I)ISC will increase exports, we speak from

knowledge, and experience in this field. lExperience with Panama
corporations prior to 1963 (lramiaticaly demnonstrated that U.S. man-
ufacturers would eagerly grasp at the benefits to be obtained by de-
ferring, the tax on prolitts realized by exporting their products-.

The, ultimate result was an increase in the volume of their exports;
an increase ini their activities abroad in order to increase the volume
of sales of these U.S. products: an increase in their total export profits
and, eventually, an inflow of dividends to the United States far greater
than the origin-al cash outlay made to start these export businesses.

The trend to exporting t-hrouigh Panama was snowballing when it
was suddenly checked and lreydestroyed by the t962 U.S. tax
legislation.

In this institute's testimony before the Ways and.AMean~s Coimmittee
on June 4, 1961, we stated 'that then existing law had: "influenced
many smaller U.S. manufacturers to engage actively in exporting.
This has, especially in the past few years, resulted in increased exports
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of U.S. products, in the face of competition by increasingly efficient
foreign producers."

Remember-we said this in 1961-10 years ago.

ATTrACKS AGAINST DISC

This committee undoubtedly has heard and will hear brilliant
theoretical arguments against DISC. Do those who spin these theories
know what they are talking about-that is, business?,

American manuf acturers have, demonstrated the requisite skill and
organizing ability to sell great volumes of U.S. products abroad, in
the f ace of many obstacles and keen competit ion.

Academic theorists will not, cannot prlodluce the increased exports
we need. Only competent business organizations can produce that
result,.

False statements about DISC are being made by its enemies in their
attacks on it.

They say DISC w~oluldl exempt fr-om U.S. tax all income, fr-om
exports. This is doubly false.

DISC would not exempt from tax one, penny of incomei. It would
postp)one t1e time for payment of tax, but only so long as the DISC
earns 915 percent of its icome from exports andl 95 percent of its assets
tire employed in p)roduicing export income.

It is false to Say that iDlSC would exempt fromt T3. tax all the
)rofit on ex 1 )oits. As originally lpropIosedl and passed by the, House
last 17earI DISC would toto .fie tune for payment of tax on about
half the net, after-tax Jprotit fr-om exl)otts of 1.S. pr1odulcts. As cuit
down by the Ways andl Means Committee, the deferral would be
reduced to only 121/2 percent of income f rom exports not in excess of a.
1968-70 base period average, and plus1 about, 50 percent of any increase
over that avermore. Meanwhile, the balance of the profit would continue
to lbe subject to lmcdiate U.S. taxation.

THlE 1IMIATE VISIBLE LOSS OF TAX REVENUE

'IHlise w~ho theorize alout the "loss of tax revenue" f rom DISC" throw
around billion,, so carelessly ats to contradict, themselves.

One billion dollars of eXlports adds that mnch to the prosperity of
our country.

All of it goes to labor ud to the owners of the property that is u1sed
to produce the goods exported-most of it to labor. This is fact-not
theory.

One billion dollars of exports lplodluces more than that amount of
taxable income, because of thme multiplying effect, of payments to labor
and stockholders, whio in turn spend most of it, creatiing income for
others. This is not a "trickle-down" theory, buit fact as to tme taxation
of personal income.

One billion dollars of exports probably results in no more than 10
percent of taxable net income after deduction of all allowable costs
and expenses.

Failure to collect income tax immediately on that profit makes, our
country no Poorer-but the billion dollars of exports has added most of
that amount to U.S. payrolls.
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The enemies of DISC say that it would be ineffective in increasing
U.S. exports, and they say it would lead to retaliation against U.S.
goods entering foreign markets. This is self-contradictory. If DISC
would not be effective in increasing U.S. exports, would European
governments and industrialists be so concerned about it? The New
York Times-September 17-reports from Paris that DISC "*** * is
seen as an essentially powerful stimulus that would intensify U.S. com-
petition in the European market." This clearly indicates that those
most concerned and in a position to know, are convinced that DISC
would be effective in increasing exports of U.S. products.

WHAT THlE RECORD SHOWS

Let us look at the record of exports of U.S. products since 1963. Is
this committee happy with it? As this institute and others predicted in
1961 and 1962, our then very favorable balance of trade has gradually
shrunk until it has disappeared. No longer are American factories able
to export more of their products than we buy f rom foreign factories. If
U.S. manufacturers cannot overcome their foreign competition her~e
at home, think what it means for them to compete in foreign markets.

THE INCREMENTAL LIMITATION

We disagree with the theory that DISC benefits should be allowed
only or almost exclusively to those U.S. manufacturers that have not
heretofore been doing their best to export their products. That theory
is founded on the uninformed assumption that those U.S. factories
that have been exporting their products will "naturally" continue to
do so and need no help to increase the volume of their exports. This
theory ignores the facts. More than one-third of ths 100 U.S. producers
that export the greatest amount of U.S. products showed no increase
or a drop in the volume of their exports for the years 1965-67. Since
then, the trend of exports has declined, because of ever-increasing dif-
ficulties of U.S. manufacturers in exporting their products in the face
of European and Japanese competition.

INEQU-ITIES, DISCRIMININATION AND DIFFICULTIES OF ANY INCREMENTAL

LIMITATION

Obvious, glaring inequities that would result from any "simple"
formula for computing a base-period average would make'relief pro-
visions essential. That would impose further burdens on those in need
of relief, and involve complex administrative problems.

Inequity would result from the fact that most U.S. manufacturers
that have'been substantial exporters in the past will have great diffi-
culty in even equaling their 1968-70 export sales.

Granting more DISC benefit to those manufacturers who had
exported less in the base period would give them a, discriminatory
advantage over their competitors who had contributed more in past
years to employment and prosperity in the United States by exporting
more.

The administrative difficulties of any "incremental" limitation
scheme would be staggering.
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The, complexities of the original DISC proposal would be of con-
,cern only in connection with unusual situations. An "incrementatl"
limiitation, however, would cause numerous, burdensome and unpre-
dictable difficulties in very case.

When the Congress, in 1961, considered an "incremental" limitation
on the investment credit, it, was dropped for just those reasons-in-
equities, competitive disparities, and complexities.

A lack of confidence in the intention of Congress to enact a genuine
and meaningful tax incentive for U.S. exports would cause business-
men to hesitate in relying on any promised benefits. This would
lessen the value of D18C as an inc entire to U.S. manufacturers to
expend the necessary effort and money to enter the export field or to
increase, the volume of their exports.

U.S. INCOME TAX PENALTIES ON TILE EXPORT O t..s. PRODUCTS

SHOULD BE REMOVED

Since 1963, there have been U.S income tax penalties on the export
of U.S. products. Internal Revenue Code section 954 (d) has that
effect.

Before 1963, a U.S. manufacturer could use a single foreign corpo-
ration to sell its products worldwide and U.S. tax would be payable
on the overseas selling profit realized by that foreign Corporation only
when distributed by it to its U.S. parent corporation. This permitted
the foreign selling corporation to use its retained profits to expand
its sales promotion activities through employment of increased per-
sonnjel, more extensive advertising, carrying and warehousing larger
inventories, and other means.

Such activities of course resulted in increased volume of export
sales of the U.S. manufacturers' products, on which the entire manu-
facturing profit was subject to immediate U.S. incom-e tax-only the
payment of U.S. tax on the overseas selling profit of the foreign sell-
ing subsidiary could be deferred.

Since 1963 Internal Revenue Code section 954(d) taxes such profits
to the U.S. parent company as imaginary dividends, even though
such profits are earned abroad by a foreign corporation and retained
and used abroad by it in its business.

This tax result can be avoided by incorporating a separate selling
subsidiary in each country where sales are to be made. Only very
large U.S. manufacturers can afford this and even they are liandi-
c[tpped by this provision. They) are subject to the penalty tax if they
use,, in the normal way, distribution and warehousing points, such as
Panama, Brussels, Amsterdani, Hamburg, and Hong Kong to supply
buyers in other countries.

It is clear that this is a powerful deterrent to the distribution of
U.S. products abroad. Section 954(d) has had that effect. It should
be repealed, or at least amended so as not to be applicable to goods
produced in the United States.

HOW WILL THIS COMMITTEE DECIDE?

Unless something is done to remove the U.S. tax and regulatory
burdens on U.S. exports and to help U.S. manufacturers to meet for-
eign competition, the downward trend of our exports will be worse
in the 1970's than it was in the 1960's.
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Look at the record of our balance of trade for the 1960's. Is this
committee happy with it?

This institute and others predicted in 1961 and 1962 this result of
the tax policies so forcefully and effectively urged upon the Congress
by the then Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, the H-onorable Stan-
ley Surrey.

That brilliant advocate of ivory tower theories is the most persuia-
sively eloquent opponent of DISC.

Do you intend to continue to accept his theories, as you watch the
continuing decline in the volume of our exports? Or will you now
decide for yourselves how to increase the export of the products of
U.S. factories-and their payrolls?

Will you heed the message of U.S. manufacturers who have been
exporting their products despite European and Japanese competition
in foreign markets?

SUMM ARY

DISC, without the "incremental" limitation, would be a powerful
and effective incentive to increase the export of U.S. products.

DISC should be enacted and made fully effective without delay.
Section 954(d) of the Internal Revenue Code imposes a senseless

and needless U.S. tax burden on the export of U.S. products.
It should be repealed, or at least amended, so as not to apply to the

sale abroad of U.S. products.
These two measures are not the only'steps the Congress could take

to increase the export, of U.S. products. However, they are the simplest
and most desirable tax measures available for immediate enactment.
.They would increase exports, and thereby help our economy, result

in increased payrolls, and improve our balance of trade position in
world markets. There should be no delay in enacting these measures.
They are urgently needed.

We ask permission to have the entire statement published anid I
thank you for the opportunity. I hope that some of the S enators will
have a question.

The CHAIRMAN. We Will certainly study it, Mr. Seghers, and we
appreciate your statement here today.

Senator BN N ET T. Before you leave, Mr. Seghers, was his last state-
ment the answer to the question lie raised, that our present laws pen-
alize U.S. exporters?

Mr'. SEall1FIS. Well, under 9.54(d) I if a. U.S. manufacturer sells to it
foreign subsidiary for resale. in the foreign country where that cor-
pora'tion is incorporated, then there is no U.S. tax until the profits are
brought, home. However, if the U.S. corporation sells to a U.S. manu-
facturer, sells to a. single corporation, for example., in Panama, anid
that Panama corporation has branches all around, then immediately
because it is a Panama corporation selling to various countries in Latin
America or selling, shipping in the Far East, or shipping even to
Europe, then the U.S. manufacturer is taxed on ain imaginary divi-
dend measured by lt, profits oii the resale of V.S. pr-oducts abrroid.

Senator BrE.NNEIT. That is the explanation you gave us in the last
paragraph ?

Mr. SEOJI1ERS. Yes.
Senator BENNETT. And that is the answer to your statement?
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Mr. SEGIIERS. That is the -fact and no one has questioned the truth of
my statement that this is a U.S. income tax penalty on the export of
U.S. products.

Senator Bi1;NN1m1. Thiank yout very much.
(Mr. Seghers prepared statement fol lows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL D. SEGIIERS, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL TAX
INSTITUTE, INC., (FORMERLY, INSTITUTE ON U.S. TAXATION oF, FOREIGN INCOME
INC.)

INTRODUCTION

Since 1962, 11.5. tax policies have discouraged foreign trade, even penalized
exports of U.S. products. The DISC proposal is designed to remove to some ex-
tent those penalties. We know DISC would work-on the basis of knowledge and
experience.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) Prompt enactment of DISC without the "Incremental" limitation ; and
(b) Repeal or amendment of 1.11.C. Sec. 954 (d), so as not to penalize the

expor()t of U.S. products.
To be effective, any tax Incentive must confer a real benefit. DISC would per-

mit deferral of the time of payment of tax on a portion of export p~rofit. The U.S.
manufacturer would be taxedl at once on a fair share of the income realized on
exports through a DISC. This seems fair to both parties.

ATTACKS AGAINST DISC

Do those 'who make brilliant theories against DISC know what they are talk-
ing about-that is, business? Academic theorists can not produce the exports
we need. Only competent business organizations can produce that result. The
imliediate visible loss; of tax revenue from DISC would be offset by Indirect
increases in revenue due to the multiple effects of payments to labor and stock-
hmold(ers.

Is the committee happy with the record of U.S. exports since 1963?
"Incremental. theory"-is based on the uninformed assumption that tU .S.

factories will "naturally" continue to increase their exports. Any "incremental"
limitation would create inequities, competitive disparities and staggering com-
plexities.

'U.S. TAX PENALTY ON EXPORTS

I.R.C. Sec. 954(d) penalizes the U.S. owner of any foreign corporation which
sells U..products in any country except the one in which It is incorporated. It
should be repealed or amended so as not to apply to U.S. products.

INTRODUCTION

This institute is aui organization of almost 400 members throughout the
TThiited States. These members are business executives, attorneys and ac-
,countants, who are specialists In the taxation of overseas income. All are united by
,a common concern regarding the economic success of the overseas commerce of
this country. Taxes, foreign and domestic, constitute the heaviest expense of busi-
ness today. We are concerned by the fact that, since 11962, the actmail, tax policy of
this country has been to discourage foreign trade-even to penalize exports of
U.S. products. We hope that wve now see a light on the horizon for a brighter
,day-a clearer vision on the part of those wielding the power to tax.

In 1961, when the shape of things to come could be seen, this institute was
organized to meet the tax threat to 13.S. exports and foreign trade. That threat
came, not from foreign governments, but from the U.S. Treasury.

In 1962, the Congress was misled by a brilliant theorist into imposing a
hitherto-unhe~ard-of tax penalty on the export of U.S. products and other In-
come earned by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. manufacturers selling their products
ab~road.

The DISC proposal, which has been fully explained to this Committee by
others, is designed to remove, to some extent, those penalties on U.S. exports and
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to provide help to U.S. manufacturers to meet the ever-stronger competition of
foreign manufacturers Ii foreign markets. This would Increase payrolls Ii..
factories.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) 'We urge prompt enactment of DISC, without the "increme-ntal" limitation.
(b) We recommend repeal of Sec. 95i4(d) of thep Internal Revenue Code, or

at least its amendment, so as not to penalize thle export of U.S. products.
What this Institute asks of your Committee is to enact tax legislation which

would stimulate rather than penalize the export of U.S. manufactured products.
There is no question ahout the need to Increase exports-there has been plenty
of talk, talk, and talk about it. Government has urged business to enter the
export field and to expand its exports. However, what we need is action-not
talk-the removal of penalties and the enactment of incentives to help U.S.
manufacturers to overcome the obstacles with which they must contend in
selling U.S. goods in foreign markets. Ini addition to the competition of foreign
manufacturers, these obstacles include (but are not limited to) ever-higher U.S.
labor costs per unit of production; transportation costs to overseas markets, and
increased foreign taxes (which, In part, reflect the effect of U.S. tax policies.)

We stress that since 1962 the U.S. income tax law has penalized exports of U.S.
products. The 1962 U.S. income tax measures directed against foreign trade have
helped to wipe out our favorable balance of trade position and to Increase our
terrible balance of payments deficits. This result was predicted by this institute
in Its testimony before this Committee when that unfortunate legislation was
under consideration.

ARGUMENTS IN FAVOR OF DISC

It Is our opinion, based on our experience and knowledge in this field, that
DISC (without the "Incremental" limitation) would be an effective Incentive
to large U.S. manufacturers to Increase the volume of their exports and would
Induce relatively small U.S. manufacturers to engage actively In exporting their
products.

To be effective, any tax Incentive must confer a real benefit. DISC would not
reduce the amount of tax payable on the entire profit realized from the export of
U.S. products, but would permit deferral of the time of payment of the tax on
a portion of such profits. The U.S. manufacturer would be required to report a
fair share of the income realized on exports through a DISC, and the DISC would
he allowed to defer payment of the tax onl a portion of such Income a~s long as
the funds representing that income continued to be employed In the export of
U.S. products. This seems to be fair to both parties-to the manufacturer that
risks loss of capital as well as income In exporting or expanding the volume of
its exports, and fair to the government that defers tax on a portion of that
income as long as the resulting profits are being used to produce more export
incamne.

DISC WOULD INCREASE EXPORTil

DISC would work-it would increase exports.
When we say that DISC will increase exports, we speak from knowledge and

experience In this field. Experience with Panama corporations prior to 1963
dramatically demonstrated that U.S. manufacturers would eagerly grasp at the
benefits to be obtained by deferring the tax on profits realized by exporting
their products. Many small U.S. manufacturers organized and made uisp of
Panama corporations to postpone payment of U.S. income tax on the export of
their products,. Perhaps some of them deferred more tax than the law really
allowed, but they did start to export and to increase the export of their product.
At fir-*, such a U.S. manufacturer would use the Panama corporation as a mere
paper device. Soon the U.S. manufacturer would learn time advantages of carry-
ing a stock of goods in Palnma from which overnight air deliveries could be
made to overseas customers. Timis reduced their customers' requirements for Ii-
ventory stocks and thereby reduced the U.S. manufacturers' credit risk.s. The
ultimate result wvas anl icrease Ii the Volume of their exports; an increa,,z Ii
their activities abroad in order to increase the volume of sales of these U.S.
products; an inercase Ii their total export profits and, eventually, an inflow of
dlividends to the U.S. far greater than the original cash outlay made to start
these export businesses.

The trend to exporting through Painma was snowballing when it wais sud-
denly checked and largely destroyed by the 1962 U.S. tax legislation.
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In this Institute's 1961 testimony before the Ways and Means Committee (oil
June 4, 1961), we stated thact:

"We know that our present !systemn of taxing U.S. stockholders on Income
earned outside the United States only when received has influenced many smaller
U.S. manufacturers to engage actively in exporting. This has, especially In the
past few years, resulted in increased exlpoirts of U.S. products, ill the face of
competition by Increasingly eflicient foreign producers."

Rememiber-we said this in 1901-ten years ago!

ATrTACK~S AGAINST DISC

This Committee undoubtedly has hevard and will hear brilliant theoretical
arguments against DISC. Do those who spin these theories know what they
are talking about-that is, business?

American manufacturers have demonstrated the requisite skill and organizing
ability to sell great volumes of U.S. products abroad, in the face of many obsta-
cles and keen competition.

Academic theorists will not, can not produce the increased exports we need.
Only competent business organizations can produce that result.

Aineican business will respond if DISC is enacted as anl incentive for increased
exports.

Do you want theories-or increased exports?
False statements about DISC are being made by its enemnies In their attacks

onl it. Would they not be content to rely upon the truth, if they could find sound
arguments against DISC?

They say DISC would exempt from U.S. tax all income from exports. This is
doubly false.

DISC would not exempt from tax one penny of income. If that were true.
It would, indeed, rapidly and greatly Increase the export of U.S. products. How-
ever, It is false-DISC does not provide any exemption from tax. It does post-
pone the time for payment of tax, buW onl only a portion. of the Income from ex-
ports, and only so long as the DISC earns 95%l/ of its income from exports and
95%/ of its assets are employed in producing export income.

It Is false to say that DISC would exempt from U.S. tax all the profit on ex-
ports. As originally proposed and passed by the House last year, DISC would
postpone the time for payment of tax on about half the net, after-tax profit from
exports of U.S. products. As cut down 75%/ by the Ways & Means Committee,
the deferral would be reduced to 25% of 50%l, or only 121/%, of income from
exports not in excess of a 1968-1969-1970 base period average, plus about 50%
of any increase over that average. Meanwhile. the balance of the profit would
continue to be subject to immediate 1U.S. taxation.

Other statements of enemies of DISC, while misleading and believed to be
unjustified, can not be branded as false, since they are only opinions, guesses
and predictions-not asserted as facts.

THE IMMEDIATE VISInLE, LOSS OF TAX REVENUE

Those who theorize about the (Iinediate, direct, visible) "loss of tax rev-
enue" from DISC throw around billions so carelessly as to contradict themselves.

One billion dollars of exports adds that nnich to the prosperity of our country.
All of it goes to labor andl to the owners of the property that is used to produce

the goods exported-most of it to labor. (This is fact-not theory.)
One billion dollars of exports produces more than that amount of taxable

income, because of the multiplying effect of payments to labor and stockholders.
who in turn spend most of it, creating income for others. (This is not a "trickle-
down" theory, but fact as to the taxation of personal incomes.)

One billion dollars of exports probably results in no more than 10%11 of profit
(after deduction of all allowable costs and expenses other than Income taxes.)

Failure to collect Income tax ininedia tely onl that pro-fit mnakem our eountrY- no
poorer-but the billion dollars of exports has added niost of that amlolunt io
U.S. payrolls.

'The elnmies of DISC say that it would be ineffective in increasing U.S. ex-
ports, and they say it wouldl lead to retaliation against 1U.S. goods entering for-
eign markets. This is self-contradictory. If DISC (as originally proposed) would
not be effective inl Increasing U.S. exports, wvou1ld European governments andl
industrialists be so concerned about it? The New York Times (Sept. 17th) reports
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from Paris that DISC "...is seen as an essentially powerful stimulus that would
Intensify [U.S.] competition in the European market." This, clearly indicates
that those most concerned andI in a position to know, are convinced that DISC
wvould be effective in increasing exports of U.S. products.

Those with knowledge andl experience in the field of international business
,know that DISC would increase U.S. exports-quickly, In the case of smaller U.S.
manufacturers that have not hitherto made much, if any effort to export, and
more gradually, but in vastly greater volume iii the case of larger U.S. manu-
facturers already selling widely in foreign markets.

WIhAT TILE RECORD SHOWS

Let us look at the records of exports of UJ.S. products since .1963: Is this Comn-
mnittee hlapply with it? As this INSTITUT11 and others p~redlicted ill 1961 and
1962, our then very favorable balance of trade has gradually shrunk until it has
disappeared. No longer are American factories able to export more of their
p~rod(ucts than we buy from foreign factories. If U.S. manufacturers call not over-
comle their foreign comlpetitionl here at home, think< what it ineans for thein to
compete in foreign markets.

THE "INCREMI\ENTAL" LIMITATION

We disagree with the theory that DISC benefits should be allowed only or al-
most exclusively to those U.S. manufacturers that have not heretofore bceon (doing
their best to export their products. That theory is founded onl the uniniformied
assumption that those U.S. factories that have been exporting their products will
"naturally" continue to do so and need no help to increase the volume of their
exp~orts. This theory ignores the facts. More than one-third of the 100 U.S. pro-
ducers that export the greatest amount of U.S. products s showed d no increase or
a drop inl the volume of their exports for the years 101AA-5-fS-7. It is generally
recognized that, since then, the trend of exports has declined, because of ever-
increasing difficulties of U.S. manufacturers in exporting their products in the
face of European and Japanese competition. Many are unable to overcome that
competition here in this country.

INEQUITIES, DISCRIMINATION, AND DIFFICULTIES OF ANY "INCREMENTAL"
LI-MITATION

Obvious, glaring inequities that would result from any "simple" formula for
computing a base-period average would make relief provisions essential. That
would impose further burdens on those in need of relief, and involve complex
administrative problems.

A further inequity would result from the fact that most U.S. manufacturers
that have been substantial exporters in the past will have great difficulty in
even equaling their 1968-1969-1970 export sales.

Granting more DISC benefit to those manufacturers who had exported lesl
in the base period would give them a discriminatory advantage over their comn-
petitors who had contributed more in past years to employment and prosperity
in the United States by exporting more.

The administrative difficulties of any "Incremental" limitation scheme would
he staggering.

The complexities of the original DISC proposal would be of concern only in
connection with unusual situations. An "Incremental" limitation, however, would
cause numerous, burdensome and unpredictable difficulties in every case.

When the Congress, in 1961, considered an "incremental" limitation on the
investment credit, it was dropped for just those rea sons-inequi ties, competitive
disparities, and complexities.

A lack of confidence in the intention of Congress to enact a genuine and mean-
ingful tax incentive for U.S. exports would cause businessmen to hesitate in
relying on any promised benefits. This would lessen the value of DISC as an In-
centive to U.S. manufacturers to expend the necessary effort and money to enter
the export field or to Increase the volume of their exports.

U.S. INCOME TAX PENALTIES ON TILE EXPORT OF U.S. PRODUCTS SHOULD BE
REMOVED

-Since 1963, there have been U.S. Income tax penalties on the export of U.S.
products. Internal Rlevenue Code Section 954 (d) of the monstrous 1962 "Subpart
F" has that effect.
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Before 1963, a U.S. manufacturer, could use a single foreign corporation to
sell its products worldwide and U.S. tax would be payable on the overseas selling
profit realized by that foreign corporation only when distributed by It to its U.S.
parent corporation. This permitted the foreign selling corporation to use its
retained profits to expand its sales promoiton activities through employment of
increased personnel, more extensive advertising, carrying and wvarehousing larger
inventories, and other means.

Such activities of course resulted In increased volume of export sales of the
U. S. manufacturer's products, on which the entire manufacturing profit was
subject to immediate U.S. income tax-only the payment of U.S. tax oil thle
overseas selling profit of the foreign selling subsidiary could be deferred.

That Is no longer Ipossible since 1963-I.R.G. Section 954(d) really taxes Such
profits to the U.S. parent company as imaginary dividends, even though such
profits are earned abroad by a foreign corporation and retained and used abroad
by it In Its business.

This tax result can be avoided by incorporating a separate selling subsidiary
in each country where sales are to be made. Only very large U.S. manufacturers
can afford this and even they are handicapped by this provision. They are sub-
ject to the penalty tax if they use, in the normal wvay, distribution and wvare-
housing points, such as Panama, Brussels, Amsterdam, Hamburg and Hong
Kong to suply buyers in other countries.

It is clear that this is a powerful deterrent to the distribution of U.S. prod-
ucts abroad. Section 954 (d) has had that effect. It should be repealed, or at least
amended so as not to be applicable to goods produced in the United States.

HOW WILL TH 8 COMMITTEE DECIDE?

Unless something is done to remove the U.S. tax and regulatory burdens on
U.S. exports and to help U.S. manufacturers to meet foreign competition, the
downward trend of our exports will be worse in thle '70's than it was In the '60's.

Look at the record of our balance of trade for the '60's. Is this Committee
happy with it?

This is what this INSTITUTE and others predicted in 1961 and 1962 would
be the result of the tax policies so forcefully and effectively urged upon the Con-
gress, by the then Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, the Hon. Stanely
Surrey.

That brilliant advocate of ivory-tower theories is the most persuasively elo-
quent opponent of DISC.

Do you intend to continue to accept his theories, as you watch the continuing
decline in the volume of our exports? Or will you now determine to act as states-
men, and decide for yourselves how to increase the export of the products of
U.S. factories-and their payrolls?

Will you heed the message of U.S. manufacturers who have been exporting
their products despite European and Japanese competition in foreign markets?
Or, will you rely implicitly onl fine theories spun by a brilliant college professor
and others who feel and urge that business must be penalized if it is large, suc-
cessful and profitable?

How much of the good things of life as we knowv it could be enjoyed by the
people of this country, if not produced by business?

SUM MARY

DISC, without the "Incremental" limitation, would be0 a powei:ful and effective
incentive to increase the export of U.S. products.

*Df SC should be enacted and made fully effective without delay.
ISection 954(d) of the Internal Revenue Code imposes a senseless and needless

U.S. tax burden on the export of U.S. products.
'It should be repealed, or at least amended, so as not to apply to ehe sale

abroad of U.S. products.
These two measures are not the oniy steps the Congress could take to increase

the export of U.S. products. However, they at-c the simlels't and most desirable
tax measures available for immediate enactment.

They would Increase exports, and thereby help our economy, result in in-
creased payrolls, and improve our -baiance of trade position in world markets.
There should be no delay in enacting these measures. They are urgently needed.

68-388 0-7l-pt. 2-5
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The CHAIRMAN~. Now, the next witness will be Mr. George B. Koch,
chairman of the Federal Finance Committee of the Council of State
Chambers of Commerce.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. KOCH, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL FINANCE
COMMITTEE OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COM-
MERCE, ACCOMPANIED BY EUGENE F. RINTA, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

Mr. Kocii. My name is George S. Koch and I reside, at 57 Church
Lane, Scarsdale, N.Y. I am an attorney-at-law in New York and
appear here today as chairman of the Federal Finance Commnit-
tee of the Council of State Ch-ambers of Commerce. I am. accompanied
by Eugene F. Rinta, executive director of the council. Our statement
represents the views of the council's federal finance committee and
the member State chambers of the council which to date have endorsed
it. They are listed at the end of the statement.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to emphasize
the need for tax legislation as proposed by the President. We are cer-
tain that the economy needs the stimulus this program will provide;
and this seems to be the overwhelming view in the Nation as well. A
fundamental point here is that the anti-investment effects of the 1969
Revenue Act must be corrected. As stated in our paper, this would
encourage improvements in productivity that are needed to maintain
reasonable price stability and to improve the American competitive
position in all markets, foreign as well as domestic.

We have recommended to you in our paper that a comnp rehiensive
study of the entire depreciation area be made by Congress and the
Treasury to determine if there may be a better w'ay to achieve the de-
sired results of the ADR system and the restored inivestnient credit. In
the meantime we urge that the ADE system adopted by the Treasury
remain essentially unchanged until it is clear we know a better way
to accomplish the desired objcie

Some thing must be done to correct our large, chronic budget im-
balances. In our judgment this makes imperatie a program of effec-
tive spending control. 'We urge in our paper that Congress follow the
pattern of control established in the Revenue and E1xpenditure Con-
trol Act of 1968 and bring the 1972 budget into reasonable balance, at
least on the so-called full-employment budget basis.

We strongly disagree with the contention that the President's tax
proposals and the House bill are too heavily weighted in fam "r of busi-
ness. When one reviews the history of Federal tax legislation in the
1960's it becomes clear that a significant bias against business willI still
continue even if the President' proposals become law. 'We refer you
to our statement for an analysis of the development and size of this
bias.

Concerning specific issues which we see in the tax proposals, our
statement reflects our comments. We would like to emphasize, however,
that we believe the investment credit should begin at 10 percent aind
later drop to a minimum of 7 percent. As for the DISC proposal, the
change made by the House, to limit the tax deferment essentially to
new export business, seriously limits its potential. We urge that DISC
be enacted but without the House limitation.
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Although not included in our statement, I would refer you also to
the foreign tax credit provisions in section 502(b) of the House ver-
sion of DISC. Here is another exam pie of how the purpose of DISC
qn be defeated through reduction of its application to multinational

businesses.
We support the automobile excise tax provisions of the House bill.

These changes wvill directly aid consumers and will stimulate eco-
nomic activity and job creation in the automobile industry and its
many suppliers.

Wfe also support the President's proposals for acceleration of the
personal exemption and standard deductions for individuals. These
changes will improve purchasing power and increase economic
activity.

Gentlemen, it may be difficult to admit but most of us now see the
serious deterioration of American industrial efficiency that has devel-
oped. Our competitive position, both at home and abroad, has suf -
fered as a result and the symptoms of further worsening are appar-
ent. Why this is so includes a complex of f undamnental elements. But
one certain and major factor has been the slow pace of investment in
new plant and equip-ment and it is imperative that this be changed.

Last Tuesday, October 12, the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. ran
an advertisement in the New York Times and the WIashing-
tonl Post, among other papers. I hope all members of the Finance
Committee-indeed, all Senators-will read it because it very lucidly
and convincingly develops the imperative need to stimulate an up-
turn in American capital investment. The conclusion they reach, with
which we fully agree, is that the APR depreciation system adopted by
the Treasury earlier this year and the investment credit under con-
sideration by your committee are both vitally needed to help create
this stimulus for capital investment.

Thank you.
Senator MILLER. You recommend that the investment tax credit

be permited in case of computing minimum tax?~
Mr. KOCH. Yes.
Senator MILLER. I suggest to you that most businesses are not going

to be paying minmium tax because our research indicated that there
were only a comparatively small number that were not paying at least
as much tax as they had preferences in excess of $30,000. So since most
of them are not going to be paying minimum tax it would seem that
the application of the investment tax credit isn't particularly neces-
sary to most of them.

Mr. KOCH. Well, Senator Miller, this may be so but in canvassing
the position of our committee we found at least one case where their
normal income tax is going to be zero or practically equivalent because
of the sustained lack of profitability but they will have minimum tax.
I didn't see their calculations but they said this was so and I am sure
it is. As a result you can see that there would be an effect on minimum
tax.

Senator MILLER. Well, if they are in practically a zero regular tax
position then they have no particular incentive for the investment tax
credit.

Mr. KOCH. Well, with the carryover provisions they always hope
for profit.
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Senator MILL.ER. Well, they would still be permitted to carry over.
I think maybe you are getting at a very minor problems here at the
most and, then, of course,, as you know, the Congress really adopted
a policy in the case. of the minimum. tax that we want, people to be
paying tax at least equal to their tax preferences in excess of $30,000,
and there has been some. criticism, that there shouldn't have been the
$30,000 exemption in the first place, but that was a policy we adopted.
And if you indeed do find somec that would be affected adversely by
this, we are talking about a rather small percentage, 10 percent or
4 percent, or 4/10 of 1 percent, so T thiink you mnay be swatting a pretty
small fly.

Mr. Kocni. W~e would have. to agree, that this is -a minor provision
compared to somec of the things we would like to see you do to this bill.
We thought that it did represent an area in which there, could be anl
impairment of the credit and we thought that such impairment would
not be fair and, therefore, we thought we should point it out to you.

Senator MILLER. WAell, if this had an application, in other words, if
most taxpayers or even half of them were paying a. inlimumi tax I
think I would be inclined to go along with you, but I assure you that
this minimum tax affects onily, a relatively small number in the over-
all picture 'and indeed in the example you put if they have a zero tax
they are not going to get any benefit from the investment tax credit
although they could carry over a carryover anyhow.

Mr. KocH. Well, I think our purpose was simply to point out to you
a possible area where the credit was diminished and it p~erhiaps would
be an inadvertence. This was our purpose.

Senator MILLER. I appreciate your doing that very much.
Mr. KomH. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Koch's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. KOCH ON BEHALF OF THE FEDERAL FINANCE
COMMITTEE AND MEMBER STATE CHAMBERS OF THlE COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS
OF COM MERE

WITH RESPECT TO THE REVENUE ACT OF' 1971, HI.R. 10947

,My name is George S. Koch and I reside at 57 Church Lane, Scearsdale, New
York. I am an attorney-at-law in New York and appear here today as Chairman of
the Federal Finance Committee of the Council of State Chambers of Commerce.
I am accompanied by Eugene F. Rinta, Executive Director of the Council. Our
statement represents the views of the Council's Federal Finance Committee and
the member State Chambers of the Council which to date bave endorsed it. They
are listed at the end of time statement.

In general, we support the total fiscal program proposed by the President on
August 15. We believe that his tax proposals would provide a desirable and sub-
stantial stimulus to the economy. Moreover, they would Importantly correct the
adverse effects of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 on job-creating business invest-
ments, and thus would encourage the improvements in productivity that are
needed for maintaining reasonable price stability and for improving the Ameri-
can competitive position in world markets.

The expenditure reductions proposed lby the President are, in our view, not
only necessary but should be a very minimum if a resurgence of inflationary pres-
sures is to be avoided. Even with the spending restraint proposed by the Presi-
dent a unified budget deficit of about $28 billion in the current year nowv appears
probable, and even the so-called full-employment will be in a deficit position of
some $8 billion.

While we believe that the House Committee on Ways and Means, and the
House as a whole, did a commendable job in responding to the President's pro-
posals, we do have some comments and recommendations to offer with respect
to the bill, H.R. 10947, as passed by the House. First, however, we would like
to respond to charges that the Presiden'ts proposals and H.R. 10947 as well
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are too heavily weighted in favor of business. This requires some review of Con-
gressional tax decisions during the decade of the 1060' s.

THE PRESENT BIAS AGAINST INVESTMENT IN THlE TAX STRUCTURE

In enacting the Revenue Act of 1964 the Congress voted the largest tax reduc-
tions of all time. Tils Act had the effect of reducing income tax liabilities of
individuals by anl average of 20%l while at the samne time reducing corporate tax
liabilities by less than 8%. This smaller tax reduction for corporations was justi-
fied in both the House and Senate reports onl the legislation onl the ground that
the benefits from the investment credit enacted in 1962 and tile liberalized depre-
ciation provided administratively the same year served, together wvith the 8%
reduction ill the 1964 Act, to maintain tile relative balance between individual
and corporate tax burdens.

Actually, however, the cash flowv benefits of tile. investment credit and( the
depreciation guidelines of 1962 were largely offset in every year through 1969
by accelerations in corporate tax paymlenlts required by tile Revenue Act of
1964, the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966, wand tile Revenue amnd Expenditure Control
Act of 1968. With comlpletionl of tile speedups in corporate tax payments ill 1970,
corporation tax b~urdenls would have been ill tile relative position of balance
with individual tax burdens tilat wvas intended in the Revenue Act of 1964. Tis
balance was changed drastically, however, by thle Tax Reform Act of 1969 which
reduced individual income taxes substantially and at tile samel time increased
corporations in~comle taxes sharply.

Data presented by Secretary Connally in his appearance before this Committee
oil October 7 indicates that by the end of calendar year 1973 the 1969 Act will
have reduced individual income taxes ill the net amount of $22.7 billion and wviil
have increased corp~orationl income taxes $15.1 billion. Tile effect of the 1969 Act
in 1973 alone is a cut of $10.2 billion in individual tax liabilities amnd anl increase
of $4.2 billion in corporate tax liabilities. If a comparison were made of tile imi-
pact of the 1969 Act onl investment. with its imlpact onl consumption, tile disparity
of treatment would be even greater than tile disparity between treatment of
individuals and corporations. This greater disparity would be largely accounted
for by the adverse effect omm individual as well as corporate investments of repeal
of tile investment credit and changes in treatment of capital gains and real
estate depreciation.

As tile Treasury data submitted by Secretary Connally indicates, the provi-
510115 of H.R. 10947 would partially redress the gross imbalance caused by tile
1969 Act in tile relative tax burdens Of individuals and corporations. Combining
the revenue effects of the bill anld tile 1969 Act produces a net tax reduction of
$36.4 billion for individuals and a net increase of $3.2 billion for corporations
through 1973. The effect in calendar year 1973 is a reduction of $14.6 billion
for individuals and a cut of $1.4 billion for corporations.

We believe thiat tile tax b~ias against investment in the 1969 Act urgently needs
to be redressed, both for the iear-termn and tile long-term good of the economy.
Toward this end we urge prmplt restoration of tile investment credit as a major
step Additionally, for tile long-termn good of tile economy, wve urge the Congress in
conjunction with the Treasury to undertake a conmprehlensive study of the whole
area of depreciation, including the possibility of replacing the present concept
of depreelation with a capital cost recovery allowance systemn. In the meantime,
tile ADR depreciation system as now in effect should not ibe changed materially.

THE JOB DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT CREDIT

We were pleased by tile action of the House ill approving the President's recoin-
ilendation for reenactmemnt of ain investment tax credit We strongly opposed its
repeal in 1969 and wve urge its restoration at this tie for tile same reasons that
it was enacted in 1962.

The purposes of tile investment credit were concisely stated by former Secre-
tary of tile Treasury Henry H. Fowler ill April 1969 wh'len its repealwxas proposed
by President Nixon. Mr. Fowler said tilat the inlvestmlent credit "wvas designed,
adopted and 'has proven effective as a p~ermnent -structural feature of our tax
system-

"for increasing national productivity;
"for promoting competitive efficiency in our productive machinery oi1 the

scale practiced by tile countries competing in our markets at home
and abroad;

"for enabling business to offset rising cost.% that lead to cost-push inflation;
and
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"for encouraging the development of new products, processes, services, and
rewarding job opportunities."

When the Investment credit was enacted !in 1962, It was expected to provide
a stable and continuing Incentive for expansion and, particularly, modernization
of productive capacity ats the mneanis for enhancing economic prosperity and sup-
porting the growving commitments of government. The credit proved to be a vital
stimulant to the installation of modern tools, machinery and equipment. The
result was Increased production of goods, a better balance between supply and
demand, and lower production costs than would have been possible with old
and obsolescent tools, machinery and equipment. The effect was less inflationary
pressures than would otherwise have been encountered. We have no doubt that anl
adequate new Investment credit would produce the same desirable results.

SUGGESTIONS WITH RESPECT TO INVESTMENT CREDIT PROVISIONS IN H.R. 10947

It should be made abundantly clear that the Investment credit is intended
to be it permanent part of the tax structure so that taxpayers can rely on it in
making their Investment plans.

Rate of the credit
We stated before the House Ways anid Mleans Committee a month ago that

a first year rate of 10%y for the credit would be desirable but that a permanent
rate of less than 7% would hardly be adequate to meet the objectives of the
credit. We have noted that the Administration now takes the same position,
with Secretary Connally supporting the permanent rate of 7% Inl the House
bill but urging a first year rate of 10%. We fully support the Administration
In this position.
Carryover credits

The provision of H.R. 10947 which removes the special 20%y limitation onl use
of carryover credits that was imposed with repeal of the investment credit
in 1969 is highly desirable, as is the provision requiring the use of pre-1971
credits ahead of current year credits in regard to the maximium allowable
credits In the tax year. Without these provisions large amounts of these credits
would be lost to taxpayers with lowv earnings in recent years or, onl the other
hand, the need to use the carry-over credits as soon as possible to avoid losing
them could significantly reduce the economic stimulus of the restored credit.

Minimum tam
Under present law (Sec. 56 of the Code), for purposes of computing the 10%

minimum tax, the regular income tax liability-after reduction by the amount
Of the Investment credit as well as in certain other credits-offsets the items of
tax preference. In order for the investment credit to fully serve its incentive
purpose, the regular tax liability should not be reduced by the amount, of the
Investment credit for the purpose of determining the minimum tax.

Also under present law the investment credit cannot be applied against the
minimum tax which was adopted in the same (1909) Act that repealed the
prior credit. The restored credit would provide little if any prompt Investment
Incentive to the taxpayer with a minimum tax liability but a small, if any,
regular Income tax liability. Therefore, in order to preserve the full Incentive
value of ;the restored credit, it should be available to reduce the minimum tax
as well as the regular income tax liability.

Pollution control facilities
In enacting five-year amnortizacion for certified pollution control facilities, the

Congress In the 1969 Act denied the Investment credit for such facilities (Sec.
169 (1h) of the Code). The Hlouse provided !in H.R. 10947 for an election of
either five-year amortization or time investment credit with respect to these
facilities. We suggest that both the credit and rapid amortization should be
available for certified p~ollution control facilities wvhich add to costs but do
not produce earnings.

Class life depreciation
We strongly support tile action of the House in providing for a system of class

life depreciation which combines the present ADR system and thme guideline
lives. The House did eliminate one major feature of time.AJ)JIsystem, namely, the
three-quarter year convention wvhich would permit nlNe-mniotlis dlepreciation
for all property placed Into service (luring the year. This actioni will tend 'to
reduce the stimulative effect of the Presidenit s proposals amid It should be
reversed.
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PRESIDENT'S DISC PROPOSAL SHIOULD BE APPROVED

In dealing with the President's proposal to authorize deferment of Income
taxes on export sales made by qualified Doieqt~Ic International Sales Corpor-
ations, the House In H.R. 10947 retained the concept but largely removed its
Incentive value. We believe the need for the DISC legislation, as passed by the
House last year and recommended by the President on August 15 with one
mod Ifica tion, Is even more urgent nowv than it was a. year ago.

Over the past decade wve have frequently expressed our concern about the
recurring large deficits in the U.S. balance of p~aymuents. And had it not been
for our foreign trade surpluses, the international payments deficits would have
been much larger. But, unfortunately, our 'trade surpluses have shrunk from
an annual average of $5 billion in the 1960-67 period to a deficit in 1971, the
first in this century.

We believe that revision of the U.S. tax rules relating to foreign source income
Is not only a oresirable but also an essential action for long-term Improvement
of our foreign trade balance. Accordingly, wve supported the Administration's
DISC proposal last year and we continue to support It. We would prefer a more
direct income tax Incentive than the DISC approach but we recognize the ob-
stacles posed under compliance with the GATT rules. Onl the other hand, the
DISC proposal should provide a significant Incentive for expansion of export
sales of many companies and to arrest delines in export sales of others. Effec-
tive deferral of itax on the portion of export sales Income allocated to a DISC
would help export sales in three ways.

First, It would, in many Instances, make possible price adjustments to meet
foreign competition in overseas markets. Second, we are confident that it would
bring actively into the export field mnany firiis which are not nowv seeking foreign
markets for their products. Tihlird, It would encourage American firins to produce
in this country for export markets Insteadl of manufacturing abroad to get the
benefits of lower costs. We suggest that, In limiting tax deferral of a DISC only
to Income from export sales in excess of 75% of average base period (1968-70)
sales, the House bill would make the DISC0 concept far effective than is Intended
In the President's proposal. Accordingly, wve urge amendment of the bill to re-
move this limitation.

REPEAL OF EXCISE TAX ON AUTOMOBILES ENDORSED

We heartily support repeal of the automotive excise taxes as provided in the
House bill. Such action would produce broad economies beniefits-directly to
consumers and Indirectly for a wide range of business and Industry.

First, It would have a favorable effect on the cost-of-living Index. The auto-
mnobile manufacturers have promised that the tax saving from the excise tax
repeal wvill ibe passed on to their customers. Lower prices for new cars will, In
turn, tend to cause lower prices for used cars. The eff ect on the cost of living
would i)e significant.

Second, reductions in vew vehicle prices resulting from repeal of the excise tax
wvouldl mean added sales. Higher sales wvill generate more jobs, not only in the
motor vehicle industry but also in such major suppliers of the industry as steel,
glass; and copper, and in related Industries.

Third, repeal of the excise tax will accelerate the removal from service of
older cars which lack modern safety and emission control equipment. By modern-
izing the automotive fleet, progress toward achieving the country's environ-
mental quality and safety goals will be accelerated.

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX REDUCTIONS SUPPORTED

We support provisions In the House 1)111 advancing the effective dates of
presently scheduled Increases in personal exemptions and the Standard deduc-
tions. This action together with repeal of the automotive excise taxes would add

M substantially to consumer purchasing power and thus stimulate Increased eco-
nomice activity.

EXPEN DITURlE LI IMITATION IS NEEDED

Estimates of the effects of the President's economic program on the 1972 budget
indicate that expenditure reductions will exceed revenue reductions by $1.1
billion, with the prospective deficit being reduced by that amount. The data sub-
mitted by the Administration Indicate that revenue reductions of $5.8 billion
will be partially offset by a revenue Increase of $2.0 billion from the 1001
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import surcharge for a net revenue loss of $3.8 billion. Proposed expenditure re-
ductions total $4.9 billion.

We strongly support a spending reduction of this magnitude as the very mini-
mum. In addition, wve urge rejection of the general revenue sharing programs In-
stead of merely deferring It for three months as proposed by the President Onl
August 15. This wvould reduce 1972 expenditures an additional $2.6 billion beyond
the $4.9 billion total in the President's program. and raise tile total reduction in
1972 to $7.5 billion. This spending reduction would exceed the $3.8 billion net loss
in receipts f rom the various revenue measures by $3.7 'billion -and thus would re-
duce the prospective deficit by that amount.

The Administration now estimates that the 1972 unified budget deficit will be
about $28 billion as compared to the original budget estimate of $11.6 billion.
Moreover, even -the so-called full-employment budget is now estimated to be In
a deficit position of $8 billion instead of In balance as projected in the 1972 budget
document.

In view of the prospective budget deficit of $28 billion In 1972 following a $23
billion deficit In 1971 and a full-employment budget deficit of $8 billion in 1972,
we believe that an effective expenditure limitation Is Imperative. We suggest,
therefore, that the tax reduction legislation Include an expenditure limitation
which will assure a spending reduction of at least $7.5 billion. This would Include
the $4.9 billion proposed by the President plus an additional $2.0 billion from
rejection or tabling, Instead of deferring, the general revenue sharing program.

We further suggest that the expenditure limitation be similar to the limitation
Included in the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968. Such a limitation
would be far more effective In controlling outflays than would the highly flexible

limitations enacted In subsequent years.
We should note here that our recommendations onl budget reduction and the

expenditure limitation represent the views of the Council's, Federal Finiance
Committee. They have not been considered by and, consequently, cannot be
ascribed to the State Chambers listed as endorsing this statement. We are con-
fident, however, that most If not all of them subscribe to these views on expendi-
ture control.

This completes our statement, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate very much having
had this opportunity to present our suggestions for dealing with the program
presented to you by -the Administration and by the House of Representatives.

(Following Is a list of State Chamber endorsements.)
Of the council's 31 member State chambers of commerce, the following 28

organizations have to late endiorsedl the positions taken in this statement with
respect to the President's tax proposals and HIR. 10947. As thle footnote belowv
the list Indicates, some of the State chambers did not have a position on one or
more of the proposals.

Alabama Chamber of Commerce
Arlmnrsas State Chamber of Commerce
Colorado Association of Commerce and Industry
Connecticut Business and Industry Association
Delaware State Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
Georgia Chamber of Commerce
Idaho State Chamber of Commerce
Indiana State Chamber of Commerce
Kansas State Chamber of Commerce
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Maine State Chamber of Commerce
Michigan State Chamber of Commerce
Minnesota State Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Mississippi State Chamber of Commerce
Montana State Chamber of Commerce
New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce
Empire State Chamber of Commerce (N.Y.)
Ohio Chamber of Commerce
Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce
Pennsylvania Chamber of Commerce
South Carolina State Chamber of Commerce
Greater South IDakota Association
East Texas Chamber of Commerce
South Texas Chamber of Commerce
Lower Rio Grande Valley Chamber of Commerce (Tex.)
Virginia State Chamber of Commerce
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West Virginia Chambier of Commerce
Wisconsin State Chamber of Commerce

NOTE: The following State chambers of commerce (lid not have a position as
of October 12 on the proposal Indicated:

Arkansas-Excise tax repeal and personal income tax proposals.
Idaho-DISC.
Ml5issisip and South Carol ima-)I SC, excise tax repeal, and personal

lnconme tax lproposails.
Pennsylvamia-J)ISC an1(] personal income tax lirolosals.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gerald Ostrowski, director of services for the
National Constructors Association.

STATEMENT OF GERALD S. OSTROWSKI, DIRECTOR OF SERVICES,
NATIONAL CONSTRUCTORS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED, BY
CHARLES E. GOLSON OF INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING & CON-
STRUCTION INDUSTRIES COUNCIL

Mr. OSTROWSKI. My name, is Gerald S. Ostrowski, director of serv-
ices for the National Constructors Association. HIelping mne is Char~les
E. Golson. He is a director of government. relations for Arthur G-.
McKee, Co. He is appearing today in his representative capacity as
spokesman for the International tL nineering & Construction Indus-
tries Council.

In the interest of conserving time of this committee, we have sub-
mnitted the statements yesterday and we would ask that they be sub-
mitted in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. They will be.
Mr. OSTROWSKI. And we will gladly answer ainy questions that the

committee might have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
You might just briefly summarize what your position is.
Mr. Osmiowswl. Our position on the job development investment

credit essentially is that the facts as they existed in 1.969, wheni the
investment credit was repealed, that is the economic facts, have
changed. Today the economy is in a position where the unemployed -
ment is. high, industry is facing increasing deterioration of its posi-
tion in competition abroad with respect t~o foreign markets as well
as domestic markets; therefore, f romn our point of view the enactment
of the investment credit can do nothing but h elp in every respect. It
would help industry, labor, consumers, as wella] h netr.I
would create an investment climate favorable to the attraction and
retention of capital in the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. GoI~soN. In relation to title V, the DISC proposal, we would

like to summarize also on behalf not only of the National Constructors
but this is the whole engineering construction industries.

DISC when proposed to you 'last year and when proposed to you,
the Congress, by the administration Tis year was an attempt to obtain
"fair treatment" for Americani export ofgoods, and services. It would
be very much similar to qt measure which was passed by the Congress
in its wisdom 21 years ago, Western Hemisphere Trading Corp. It
would allow American exporters -to face the competition created by
the use of value added taxes or other taxe-s -which in effect subsidize
our competitors. As it has now reached you from the House -this
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measure is just about nullified. It will result, I would say, probably,
unfavorably for our industry 'and we ask you, and we recommend,'and
we urge 'that you restore it to its original intent of creating fair treat.-
ment for services industry which is quite sizable not oA'y in itself
but in the sales of goods which it entails.

Thbank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman.
Why 'don't you advocate expanding Western Hemisphere Traiding

Corp. provisions.
Mr. GOLSON. Apparently we have -a treaty obligation undel.- GA T

which forbids the reduction of any or remittance of any tax on income
or profits. However, GATT allows a remittance of tax on a 'product,
value added tax on a product. Value added tax is applied to a prod -
uct, such as services considered a product, and can be remitted when
exported'by value added tax countries. The DISC proposal does not
propose 'and does not violate the GATT agreement to remit the taxes
on profits'derived from export of services'but only to defer them while
they are used for exports.

'Senator MILLER. Well, that is the reason why I haven't been opposed
but I haven't 'been particularly enthusiastic about this DISC -pro-
posal because it isu' tax deferral. If it was a tax cut I could under-
stand your position that it gives us a better competitive position. But
if :it is just a tax deferral, about the only advantage I can see is the
savings on the 'interest on the money that would otherwise go for
taxes, and that is not very much when you are dealing with value
added tax competitors. That is why it seems to me that the Western
Hemisphere Trading Corp. approach would be far more meaningful
and I must say that I would like to get a good sound opinion on just
what GATT means in some of these, -areas, they are very fuzzy, and
I would think that you might advocate trying to get the Western
Hemisphere Trading 'Corp. a pp roach expanded as a p reference.

Mr. GOLSON. Senator, we did request this when DISC was intro-
duced last year. We did request it again when it was introduced before
the Ways and Means Committee, or we mentioned it, but apparently
we woulId run counter to treaty obligations that this country has.

If GATT is renegotiated, as apparently it ay be, then we would
very much prefer a Western Hemisphere Trading Corp. arrange-
ment applied to exports.

Senator MILLER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
(Mr. O0strowski's prepared statement and attachments follow:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GERALD S. OSTROWSKI, NATIONAL CONSTRUCTORS
ASSOCIATION

The National Constructors Association appreciates this opportunity to present
Its views In support of the proposed Job Development Investnent Credit (Title
I) and Domestic International Sales Corporations (Title V) of bill HI.R. 10947.

The Association, known as NCA, is composed of 35 internationally known firms
of engineers and constructors that design and erect large-scale Industrial com-
plexes within the United States and throughout the world, including oil refineries,
chemical plants, steel mills and power generating plants. Attachied to this state-
ment is an Informational folder describing the Association and listing its mem-
bers, officers and major committees.
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JOB DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT CREDIT

The repeal of the investment credit In 1969 was based upon the premise that
"sustained full employment has eliminated the need for this type of encourage-
ment to Investment." And, "In the period since the enactment of the credit, the
economy has been brought to full employment, the level of business Investment
has been raised, productive capacity has been expanded, and efficiency of pro-
duction has reached very high levels. Continuously expanding markets and high
profit levels should provide sufficient Investment incentive In the future even
without investment credit." Page 11 of Report No. 91-321, Committee on Ways
and Mleans.

The factual bases of the foregoing conclusions do not prevail today. Instead,
the American economy faces problems of a continually declining balance of trade,
lagging productivity, lowv profits and Increased unemployment.

The proposed credit Is not a panacea. It is equally true, In our judgment, that
enactment of this incentive to Investment would at least substantially resolve
these correlated problems.

The encouragement to develop and utilize the latest technology would re-
sult In a more competitive American industry at home and abroad, In the light
of increased foreign competition and competitors.

H.R. 10947 would create a healthier Investment environment conductive to
the attraction and retention of domestic and foreign capital. This factor should
not be minimized In view of the existing fierce international competition for fi-
nancing.

Unemployinent would be alleviated, Immediately and In the years ahead, by
the creation of many jobs In the design, production, Installation and operation of
modern equipment, leading to better products, greater productivity and an In-
creased standard of living throughout the world.

In summary, enactment of the Job Development Investment Credit would bene-
fit industry, labor, consumers and Investors.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATIONS

The National Constructors Association is a member of the International
Engineering and Construction Industries Council.

We endorse and submit herewith the statement of the Council, which generally
supports the DISC proposal and respectfully recommends certain amendments
thereto.
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National
Constructors
Association

DESIGNERS & CONSTRUCTORS

OIL REFINERIES
CHEMICAL PLANTS

STEEL MILLS
POWER PLANTS

OTHER INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES

1133 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, 0. C. 20005

(202) 466-8880

1971
ANNUAL DIRECTORY

Members

The Austin Cornp any
3650 Mayfield Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44121 216-382-6600
The Badger Cornp any, Inc.
One Broadway, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 617.492-7400
Bechtel Corporation .
50 Beale Street, San Francisco, California 94119 415-764-5000
Blaw-Knox Chemical Plants, Inc., Subsidiary of Blaw-Knox Co.
One Oliver Plaza, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222 412-263-2200
C F Braun & Co
1000 South Fremont, Alhambra, California 91802 213-570-1000
Burns and Roe Construction Corporation
80 East Ridgewood Avenue, Paramus, N. 1. 07652 201-265-2000
Catalytic, Inc.
1528 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102 215-545-7500
Chemical Construction Corporation
320 Park Avetde, New York, New York 10022 212-751-3900
Crawford & Russell Incorporated
733 Canal Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06904 203-327-1450
Dravo Corporation, Engineering Construction Division
One Oliver Plaza, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222 412-391.2600
Ehasco Services Incorporated
2 Rector Street, New York, New York 10006 212-344-4400
The H. K. Ferguson Company
One Erieview Plaza, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 216-523-5600
Floor Corporation
2500 S. Atlantic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90022 213-262-6111
Ford, Bacon & Davis Construction Corporation
3901 Jackson St. (P.O. Box 17621, Monroe, La. 71201 318-323-2281
Foster Wheelor Corporation
110 S. Orange Ave., Livingston, New Jersey 07039 201-533-1100
Kaiser Engineers,-2121
300 Lakeside Drive, Oakland, California 94604 415-2121
The M. W. Kellogg Company, Division of Pullman Incorporated
3737 Greenway Plaza Drive, Houston, Texas 77027 713-626-5600
Koppers Company, Inc., Engineering & Construction Division
K~oppers Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 412-391-3300
The Litwin Corporation
520 East William, Wichita, Kansas 67202 316-265-0731
The Lummus Company
1515 Broad Street, Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 201-893-1515
Arthur G. McKee & Company
6200 Oak Tree Blvd., Independence, Ohio 44131 216-524-9300
The Ralph M. Parsons Company
61 7 W. Seventh St., Los Angeles, California 90017 213-629-2484
J. F. Pritchard & Company
4625 Roanoke Parkway, Kansas City, Missouri 64112 816-531.9500
Procon Incorporated
1111 Mount Prospect Rd., Des Plaines, Illinois 60016 312-391-3700
The Rust Engineering Company
930 Fort Duquesne Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Pa. If _,J2 4,2-391-6400
Sanderson & Porter, Inc.
25 Broadway, New York, New York 10004 212-344-5550
Stearns-Roger Corporation
700 S. Ash St. (P.O. Box 58881, Denver, Colo. 80217 303-758.1122
Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation
225 Franklin Street, BostGo', Massrcb-osetts 02107 617-434-5111
United Engineers&S Constructor. hisv.
1401 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105 215-564.1800
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Associate Members
Combustion Engineering, Inc., Erection Department
1000 Prospect Hill Rd., Windsor, Connecticut 06095
Day & Zimmermann, Inc.
1700 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103
Ford, Bacon & Davis Texas, Inc.
2908 National Drive, Garland, Texas 75238
Hydrocarbon Research, Inc.
115 Broadway, New York, New York 10006
Northeast Constructors, A Division of Cives Corp.
214 College Avenue, Waterville, Maine 04901
Oberle-Jordre Company, Inc.
612 Tri-State Building, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Officers
Benjamin B. Frost, President
R. Eric Miller, Senior Vice President
John E. Quinn, Executive Vice President
E. D. Hoekstra, Vice President - Labor Rela
Gerald S. Ostrowski, Director ot Services

Executive Committee
R. Eric Miller, Vice President

Bechtel Corporation
William A. Jack, Vice President

C F Braun & Co
F. C. Culpepper, Jr., Senior Vice President

Ford, Bacon & Davis Construction Corporation
Paul S. Klick, Vice President

Foster Wheeler Corporation
R. G. Wilson, Vice President

Koppers Company
Benjamin B. Frost, Group Vice President

Arthur G. McKee & Company
S. R. Fleming, Vice President

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

Former Presidents
George B. McGuire, The Badger Company, Inc.
J. F. O'Connell, Bechtel Corporation
J. J. O'Donnell, Bechtel Corporation
P. L. Wetcher, C F Braun & Co
H. E. Lore, Dravo Corporation
J. M. Graney, Ebasco Services Incorporated
D. W. Darnell, Floor Corporation
W. R. Wood, Girdler Corporation
G. F. Bayes, The M. W. Kellogg Company
Gordon W. Jones, The M. W. Kellogg Company
H. A. Denny, Koppers Company, Inc.
G. R. Collins, The Lummus Company
Phii~p S. Lyon, J. F. Pritchard & Company
J. F. Pritchard, J. F. Pritchard & Company Id. 1966)
Carl B. Whyte, Procon Incorporated Id. 19671
C. D. Haxby, The Rust Engineering Company
W. L. Sheets, Stone & Webster Engineering Corporati
T. C. Williams, Stone & Webster Engineering Corpora

Labor Relations Committee
203.6881911 Chairman

V. 0. Van Horn
215-564-4141 Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation

214-278-8121 Vice-Chairman
R. F. Kibben

212-349-1480 The Lummox Company

207.872-2791 Hell B. McArthur, The Austin Company

513.381.5712 Rex Vermilyea, The Badger Company, Inc.
Bert V. Hartford, Bechtel Corporation

H. A. Holman, Blaw-Knon Chemical Plants, Inc.

P. L. Wetcher, C F Braun & Co

tos Wayne Call, Burns and Roe Construction Corporation

W. 0. Mclntire, Catalytic, Inc.

Paul E. Chovan, Chemical Construction Corporation

Carter Beach, Crawford & Russell Incorporated

J. S. Sexton, Dravo Corporation

0. A. DeMarco, Ebasco Services Incorporated

B. T. Cherry, The H. K. Ferguson Company

T. J. Richardson, Floor Corporation

B. 0. YeldeII, Ford, Bacon & Davis Construction Corp.

J. G. Hand, Foster Wheeler Corporation

Jack Walling, Kaiser Engineers

Edward Ryan, The M. W. Kellogg Company

J. G. Ri-hardson, Koppers Company

0I. 0. Givens, The Litwin Corporation
J. T. Woods, Jr., Arthur G. McKee & Company
Harry Hioe, The Ralph M. Parsons Company
W. R. McCahan, J. F. Pritchard & Company
P. M. Carroll, Procon Incorporated
Gary D. Jones, The Rust Engineering Company
George Hagelberg, Sanderson & Porter, Inc.
Ken Molleur, Stearns-Roger Corporation
R. J. Cunningham, United Engineers & Constructors Inc.
E. F. Jones, Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Hugh McCullough, Day & Zimmermann, Inc.
Frank J. Tobin, Ford, Bacon & Davis Texas
D. J. Gagnon, Hydrocarbon Research, Inc.

onEugene Roderick, Northeast Constructors
tion William S. Jordre, Oberle-Jordre Company, Inc.
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Ways & Means Committee
Chairman

J .O'Donnell, Bechtel Corporation

Accident Prevention Committee
Chairman
C. R. Mattson, The Badger Company, Inc.
Co-Chairman
J. A. Barton, Jr., Bechtel Corporation

Employee Relations Committee
Chairman
Bruce Cantwell, The Badger Company, Inc.
Co-Chairman
J. E. Reiter, Dravo Corporation

Insurance Committee
Chairman
Warren Johnson, Ebasco Services Incorporated
Co-Chairman
William Schmitt, United Engineers & Constructors Inc.

International Affairs Committee
Chairman
J. M. Lane, Stearns-Roger Corporation

Policy Committee
Chairman
John E. Kenney, Foster Wheeler Corporation

Regional Labor Relations
Committee Chairmen

East Coast
E. F. Jones, Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Great Lakes
B. T. Cherry, The H. K. Ferguson Company
Gulf Coast
Harry Hine, The Ralph M. Parsons Company
Mid-Continent
W. R. McCahan, J. F. Pritchard & Company
West Coast
T. J. Richardson, Fluor Corporation

Government Affairs Committee
Chairman
Jesse K. Taylor, Kaiser Engineers
Vice Chairman
William H. Thomas, Procon Incorporated

Serving Industrial Growth
Since its founding in 1947, the National Constructors

Association has performed group activities designed to in-
prove the services offered by its member companies at
home and abroad.

The Association is composed of 35 internationally known
engineering and construction contractors engaged primarily
in designing and building chemical plants , steel mills, power
generating facilities and oil refineries. It conducts concerted
programs to improve and stabilize field labor relations.
Acting through national and regional labor committees, it has
made significant contributions in this field which have been
recognized by industry, government and labor organizations.

Early this year the Association executed two historic
national agreements with the Building and Construction
Trades Department (AFL-CIO) designed to improve field labor
productivity and eliminate strikes and picketing over juris-
dictional disputes. In one agreement the General Presidents
of the National and International Building Trades unions
subscribed to a set of 11 standard work rules aimed at doing
away with feathcrbedding, standby crews, local restrictions
against use of tools and other costly work practices. The
agreement on work jurisdiction sets up for the first time a
system of heavy financial penalties against unions that fail
to take vigorous action to halt work stoppages and picketing
in jurisdictional disputes. Similar penalties are provided for
employers making unreasonable work assignments. Both
agreements provide that other contractors and contractor
associations can become parties by a simple procedure of
formal assent.

NCA has also sought to improve the industry in other
ways. It has been a leader in efforts to halt the inflationary
spiral of construction wage rates. Through membership on
the President's Construction Industry Collective Bargaining
Commission and the Construction Industry Stabilization Com-
mittee it supported moves leading to establishment of wage
and price controls for the industry It has also pushed for
legislative or other reform of the bargaining process through
area rather than local negotiations under multi-employer
multi-craft arrangements.

Creation of safe working conditions on industrial con-
struction p projects is a special concern of NCA. Its Accident
Prevention Committee annually carries out a number of pro.
g rams to enhance the safety of workmen and the public. The
Committee's work has been credited with achieving signifi-

cantly lower accident frequency and severity rates in the
operations of member companies.

Work of other NCA groups has proved beneficial to
Association members, the industry and the public. The Labor
Relations Committee includes representatives of all member
companies. Other standing committees are Accident Preven-
tion Committee, International Affairs, Employee Relations.
Insurance and Government Affairs. NCA publications include
a monthly Newsletter, a Safety Supplement and an Interna-
tional Directory of Engineeringand Construction Services.

General direction of the Asociation is in the hands of a
seven-member Executive Committee. The Ways & Means
Committee, composed of former presidents, is responsible
among other things for development of long-range policy.

NCA is an active participant in the International Engi-
neering and Construction Industries Council, and the Council
of Construction Employers, and it cooperates with other
groups to improve the work of planning and building for the

future.
9 71 IM
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INTERNATIONAL J4NGINEERING AND) CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES COUNCIL

The International Engineering and Construction Industries Council welcomes
this opportunity to present its comments on the subject of proposed legisla-
tion creating Domestic International Sales Corporations.

The Council is composed of the Associated General Contractors of America,
the Consulting Engineers Council of the U.S. and the National Constructors
Association. The first comprises almost 9,000 general contractors, the second
includes approximately 8,000 consulting engineers, and the N.C.A. is composed
of 34 firms of engineers and constructors. These three associations represent
the engineering and construction industry In the U.S.A. and abroad, with a total
annual volume of contracts approaching seventy billion dollars, 10%1 of which
are performeed abroad. Of this amount, more than 60% are actual exports of
goods, equipment and materials derived from U.S. engineering and construction
services.

We wvish to express our gratification of the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee report to the House of Representatives as to their intent in the formulation
of Section 993(a) (1) (g) with respect to consideration of engineering and arch-
itectural services for construction projects located outside the United States.
We hope that your concurrence will serve as guidelines for corresponding reg-
ulations to Implement this Intent.

We regret that income from royalties, license fees, or technical assistance fees
derived from the use of proprietary patents or knowv-howv connected with proj-
ects outside the United States has not been considered as qualified export re-
ceipts within the p~urviewv of the proposed DISC. In many cases such proprie-
tary patents or know-how are a decisive factor in the choice of an United States
engineer/architect or contractor by a foreign client.

The recent changes In the pending legislation have substantially reduced any
possible benefit that this legislation might have for our industry. Similarity be-
twveen this Bill and the one submitted to this Committee in 1970 appears to be
limited to the name of the proposed Domestic International Sales Corporation.
The House Ways and Means Committee report mentions the conditions which
present legislation and regulations impose on U.S. corporations engaged in
export trade and recognizes that disc riinatory effects of U.S. taxes on foreign
earnings has been one of the main handicaps which have had to be faced by
exporters.

As early as 1950 the creation of Western Hemisphere Trading Corporations
was an early recognition by the Congress that U.S. companies required an al-
leviation of these tax measures.

When the DISC was proposed by the Treasury In 1970, the fact that taxes
on certain foreign earnings were to be deferred, not remitted, was understood
to be necessary because of GATT provisions. Since our tax structure is a direct
tax on income, or profits, while that of our main competitors is an indirect tax
applicable to the sales of a product or service, the foreign tax could be remitted,
while ours could not. However, the DISC proposal under consideration is no
longer effective In restoring a measure of competition to our exp~orts, and Is so
surrounded by so many limitations as to restrict its effectiveness as an Incen-
tive to maintaining, let alone expanding exports of goods and services.

We submit that the present Balance of Trade, and its consequent effect on
the Balance of Payments require a return to the original concept of placing our
exporters in a more competitive situation when facing foreign entities. We sub-
mit that even If this were to be considered by some as a form of subsidy, that
the President of the United States in a recent statement recognized that such
might be required.

Reduction In tax receipts, which have been purposely exaggerated, will be
temporary and will be compensated by Increased production and exports and by
taxes derived from the income of employees profitably employed. This is a case
where the economy of the country will profit greatly, as has been borne out in
other countries where similar measures to promote exports have been adopted.

It appears to this Council that i s not only necessary at this time to promote
the expansion of foreign exports over those of the base period years of 1968,
1969, and 1970, but a question of providing a life-line to exporters drowning In
a sea of well-intentioned but discriminatory taxation. We therefore urge the
committee to provide the necessary legislation to give "fair treatment" to one
of America's largest service Industries and the greatest potential factor to an
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improved Balance of Payments and return to the Intent presented to the Senate
last year.

Weo appreciate the privilege of presenting these views to the Senate committee
oil Finance and hope that It wvill take the required action.

The CHAIRM AN. The next witness is Louis M. Stern, vice president
of government affairs for the Machinery IDealers National Associa-
tion. Is Mr. Stern here?~

We will print your entire statement and we invite you to summarize

STATEMENT OF LOUIS M. STERN, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE MA-
CHINERY DEALERS NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
RICHARD L. STUDLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF MDNA

Mr. STERN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committees. My name
is Louis M. Stern and I appear here today as a member of the small
business community and as the first vice president of the Machinery
Dealers National Association (MDNA). I am accompanied by Rich-
ard L. Studley, executive director of MDNA in Washington. On
behalf -of MDNA I wish to express our appreciation to the committee
for extending us the opportunity to express our views on the Presi-
dent's economic policy, particularly the job development credit. I re-
quest that our prepared statement lbe entered in the record. MDNA is
the spokesman for the used metalworking machinery industry. The
300 members of our association supply small and medium-sized metal-
working businesses with modern used machinery and equipment. We
are speaking on behalf of our Nation's 105,0 Jeawrigfrs
More specifically, we are speaking on behalf -of 90,000 of those firms
who employ fewer than 100 persons. Yet they operate 43 percent of the
2.8 million machine tools in use in this industryichepos0ml
lion persons.ywhcemls10il

We agree, with the H-ouse of Representatives action in approving an
investment credit which we see as an essential step toward improving
productivity. We endorse the I-louse action in making used property
eligible for the credit. ?

We vehemently disagree, however, with the action of the House
which will reduce the am-ount of used property eligible for the credit.
In the Hlouse measure, purchases of new property will offset pur,-
chases of used property, thereby reducing the amount of qualified used
property dollar for dollar f rom- a maximum of $65,000. Th is statement
will outline reasons for eliminating the "offset" provision contained in
H.R. 10947 ais being discriminatory and contraproductive for it works
to the detriment of small and medium-sized business firms. ITsecl prop-
erty was included to help these firms modernize, lblt the offset will
negate much of this benefit.

The House recognized that used property plays a1 vital part in the
modernization of smaller business firms. The administration accepted
this position by the House and altered its original policy of total ex-
clusion by r-ecommiienidinig alternatives for including liitied quantities
of used property. The resultant action taken by the h-ouse in establish-
ing this offset indicates its concern that competition exists between
used and new machinery. This is not the case in most instances in the
mnettalworking field, our field of expertise. Used and new niachinery
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compete in separate markets based on price, function, size, and degree
of sophistication.

To illustrate, most numerically controlled new machine tools cost in
excess of $50,000 while some cost upward of $1 million. Few small
and melitum-sizecl metalworkinig firms are in the market for new ma-
chine tools requiring such a heavy investment. The purchaser must
justify all capital equipment purchases in terms of the stability of his
order backlog and his ability to obtain capital for such investment.
Most small business firms are limited in both of these characteristics
and must purchase used machine tools to increase productivity. Con-
gress recognized this fact when the investment credit was enacted in
1962. At that time, $50,000 of used property was made available for the
credit and with no offset involved.

We do not wish to convey the idea that smaller businesses purchase
only used equipment, because this is not the case. There are items of
machinery and equipment which are not available on the used market
and must be purchased new. Treasury statistics bear this out. However,
we have many testimonial letters f rom such manufacturers stating
that the only way they can increase their basic productivity is with
used machinery.

There are two types of equipment which firms must purchase ne-w.
Federal regulations under the Occupational Health anld Safety Act,
of 1970 will require expenditure of capital funds to modify existing
facilities just to remain in business. For example, the necessary but
highly restrictive regulations will necessitate the replacement of every
electric motor in existing machine tools and related industrial equip-
mnent today. Of the first 82 metal stamping plants inspected in Michi-
gan, all were found to be in violation of the mandatory safety stand-
ards. Thus, plants rmust make the necessary modifications to their
equipment, regardless of the expense, and the se expenditures qualify
as new property purchases which would be subject to the offset.

The second type of equipment normally purchased new includes
furnaces and ovens, testing and ins pection equipment, paint spray
units, coineyor and material handling systems, cranes, plating and
degreasing systems, air compressors, electrical switch gear, and envi-
ronmnta 1 control equipment.

Much of the previously mentioned property is not productive and
in some instances will be conitraproduictiie. Eachl of these necessary,
though noniproductivec, iiew puirclises will reduce thie amount of credit
remaining available. for essential used m acihiiery purchases which are,
the key to increase productivity.

In 1962 the investment credit. allowed to used section 38 property
was limited to $50,000 annually. The inequity wNas recognized by the
House Select Committee on Small Business in 1964 when it reported
that this limitation excluded inaiiy businessmen from the operation
of the tax credit anid re,_ommnencled changes be considered so as to per-
mit the investment credit to be used to a. greater extent by small busi-
ness.

Since small business is vital to the free enterprise system, its needs
must be, recognized and interests protected. The high capitalization
requirement of metalworking and other manufacturig firms can per-
mit them to qualify as small- and medium-sized businesses based on

68-33 0-71-pt. 2-6
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employment and share of the market, even though their assets may
approach $5 million. These firms are part of the thousands of smal
business enter prises battling head to ead for a small share of the
market in fields dominated by a handful of giant corporations. When
one thinks of the computer industry, the name IBM immediately
comes to mind, yet there are 65 firms with assets under $1 million also
making various types of computers. The metal can field has 93 firms
in the same small asset bracket, fighting to remain competitive with
three dominant corporations and there are 111 small businesses coi-
peting against five giants in the farm implement industry. These are
only a few of the many cases of domination within our competitive
system.

Modernization of a plant or development of a production line re-
quires multiple purchase of machinery. Without a liberal investment
credit for multiple used machine tool purchases, H.R. 10947 would
take a long step in the direction of creating a corporate caste system
and would strike a crippling blow at the small- and medium-sized
manufacturer who wishes to grow and compete in a free and open
market.

Finally, the recent emergence of more sophisticated machinery on
the used market makes the $65,000 limit, even without an offset, totally
unrealistic. A recent survey of our membership indicated that a sub-
stantial number of used machine tools in current inventory are valued
in excess of $50,000 each.

We recognize that the House action was not an attempt to penalize
smaller businesses, but rather a sincere desire to help them. However,
the result is a serious penalty which provides a lesser degree of credit
than these firms had in 1962. To rectify the error in H.R. 10947 will re-
quire at the very least a return to the investment credit fo r used prop-
erty in 1962: $50,000 and no offset. To truly help small business will
require at least $100,000 with no offset to cover used property purchases
in a manner more adequate to meet small business modernization and
expansion needs.

The Treasury Departmnent has submitted a projected revenue impact
in excess of $300 million by extending a $50,000 credit to used property.
We are unable to comprehend Treasury's revenue estimates for the total
revenue impact in 1965 was $51.6 million. We find it incredible f or
Treasury to project a sixfold increase in eligible used property pur-
chases in 1972.

In summary, the MDNA strongly supports enactment of the 7-
percent job development credit as a permanent addition to the tax law.
We urge this committee to review the projected revenue loss caused by
extending the credit to used property. In 1965 used property eligible
for the credit accounted for only 2.6 percent of all eligible property.
We urge you to help small business modernize and expand their pro-
ductive capability by raising the limnit to $100,000 with no offset.

Mr. Chairman, MDNA is fully prepared to assist the staff of this
committee or the Treasury Departmnent in any way to resolve this
serious problem. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stern, for your state-
ment.

Mr. STERN. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Stern's prepared statement follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT or Louis M. STERN, VICE PRESIDENT, MACHINERY DEALERS
NATIONAL AsociATioN

INTRODUCTION

This statement is submitted to the Senate Finance Committee by the Machin-
ery Dealers National Association in connection wilth H.R. 10947, the Revenue
Act of 1971.

The Machinery Dealers National Association (MDNA) represents the Indus-
try which supplies small and medium sized metalworking firms with modern
used machinery and equipment. MDNA is composed of 300 members and Is the
spokesman for the used metalworking machinery industry. We are speaking on
'behalf of our nation's 103,000 metalwvorking fims. More specifically, we are
speaking onl behalf of 90,000 of those firms which employ fewer than 100 persons.
Yet they Operate 43% of the 2.8 million machine tools In use in this industry
which employs 10 million people.'

In summary, wve strongly support efforts to stabilize wages and prices, In-
crease employment, stimulate additional production and improve productivity.
Further, we agree with the House of Representatives' action in approving an
Investment credit which we see as anl essential Step toward improving produc-
tivity. We endorse the House's action in making used property eligible for the
credit. We vehemently disagree, however, with the action of the House which
wvll reduce the amount of used property eligible for the credit. In the House
measure purchases of newv property will offset purchases of used property there-
by reducing the amount of qualified used property from a maximum $65,000.
This statement will outline reasons for eliminating the "offset" provision now
contained in H.R. 10947 as being discriminatory and counter productive because
It works to the detriment of small and medium sized business firms. Used prop-
erty was Included to help these firms modernize, but the offset will negate much
of this benefit.

BASIS FOR HOUSE ACTION INCLUDING OFFSET

The House recognized that used propert.- plays a vital part in the Moderniza-
tion of smaller business firms. The Administration accepted this position by the
House and altered Its original policy of total exclusionm by recommending several
alternatives for Including limited quantities of used property. However, the re-
sultant action taken by the House In establishing this offset indicates Its con-
cern that competition exists between used and new machinery. Such is not the
case In most Instances In the metalwiorking field, our field of expertise. Used
and newv machinery compete in separate markets based on price, function, size,
and degree of sophistication.

To Illustrate, most numerically controlled new machine tools cost in excess
of $50,000 while some cost upwards of $1 million. Few small and medium sized
metalworking firms are In the market for new machine tools requiring such a
heavy investment. The additional productivity to be gained would so exceed
their normal requirement that it cannot be economically justified. Thle purchaser
must justify all capital equipment purchases in terms of the stability of his
order backlog and his ability to obtain capital for such investment. Most small
business firms are limited In both of these cha raceteri stics and must purchase
used machine tools and other equipment to Increase productivity. Congress recog-
nized this fact when the investment credit was enacted in 1962; at that time,
$50,000 of used propertly was made eligible for the credit and with no offset
Involved.

THE OFFSET IS DETRIMENTAL AND SHOULD BE REMOVED

There are items of machinery and equipment which are not available on the
used market and must be purchased new. We do not wish to convey the idea that
smaller businesses purchase only used equipment because this is iot the case.
However, we have many testimonial letters from such manufac.turers stating
that the only way they can Increase their basic productivity Is with used ma-
chinery. Treasury's own statistics for 1965, the last full year of tVie investment
credit for which statistics are available, bears this oill . For example, firms with
assets less than $5 million claimed 88% of the cre'lit taken on nsed property In
1965.2 Those same firms claimed 19.4% of the ne-v property purchases eligible for

'American Machinist, McGraw-Hill Pnblishirg Co., Tenth Inventory of Metalworking
HQUIpment-1968.

29 tatisties of Income-1965, Corporation TLicome Tax Returns.
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the credit. These statistics also demonstrate that smaller firms purchased both
new and used property in order to modernize.

There are two types of equipment which firms must purchase newv. Federal
Regulations under the Occupational Health aiid Safety Act of 1970 will require
the expenditure of capital funds to modify existing facilities just to remlainl in
business. These necessary but highly restrictive regulations will necessitate the
replacement of every electric motor in existing machine tools and related Indus-
trial equipment today. Of the first 82 metal stamping plants inlspected in Mlhl-
gati, all were found to be in violation of the mandatory safety standards. Thus,
plants must make the necessary modifications to their equipment, regardless of
the expense, within the next three years. These expenditures qualify as new
property purchases which would be subject to the offset. Other examples can be
cited such as: air and water pollution control facilities, waste disposal facilities,
and other abatement machinery which can only be purchased new.

The second type of equipment would Include unique single-purlpose machinery
which must be manufactured to satisfy the particular production requirement
of the purchaser and such machinery is obviously not available onl the used
market. Additional equipment normally purchased newv includes furnaces and
ovens, testing and inspection equipment, paint spray units, conveyor and material
handling systems, cranes, plating and degreasing systems) air compressors, elec-
trical switchgear and environmental control equipment.

Much of the previously mentioned property is not productive, and in some in-
stances, will be contra -productive. Each of those necessary, though non-prodIuc-
tive new purchases will reduce the amount of credit remaining available for
essential use machinery purchases which are the key to increased p~roductivity

,It is wholly unreasonable to restrict these smaller firms by penalizing their
efforts to modernize in tihe bevt way they call. The offset provision of HI.R. 10947
provides such a penalty.

THE $65,000 LIMIT IS INADEQUATE

In 1962 the investment credit a.Howcd to used Section 38 property was limited
to $50,000 annually, with no offset and no provision for a carryback or carry-
forwvard on purchases of used property in excess of $50,000 'annually. The In-
adequacy was recognized by the House Select Committee onl Small Business in
1964 when it reported and recommended that-

i* * * the House Small Business Committee in it finial report to the 87th Con-
gress pointed out that the linittations of $50,000 for purchase of used property in
any one year -and a property with a useful life of ait least four years, excludes
inany businessmen from thme opeation of the 7% tax credit. It was reconiniended
the changes onl these limitations be considered by the appropriate legislative
committee so ais to permit the investment credit to be used to,,a greater extent by
stmli business."

Since small business is vital to the free enterprise system, its needs must be
recognized and Interests protected. The high capitalization requirement of metal-
working and other manufacturing firms permits them to qualify as small and
medium sized businesses based on employment and share of the inarket, even
though their assets may approach $5 million. These firms are part of the thou-
sands of small business enterprises battling lead to head for a small share of
the market in fields (loi ated by a handful of giant corporations. When one
thinks of the computer industry the name IBM Immediately comes to mind,
yet there are 65 firms with assets under $1 million also maikinig various types of
computers. The metal can field has 93 firms in the same -small assets bracket
fighting to remain competitive with 3 dominant corporations. There, are 111 of
the same small asset group competing against 5 giants In the farin imiplemlenit
industry. These are only a few of the many cases of domination within our comn-
pdtitive sys'tenl.

Full modciliza don of a plant, or deveaopmnent, of a production line, requires
the purchase or multiple pieces of machinery. Without a liberal investment cred-
It for multiple used machine tool purchases,, this H.R1. 104047 would take a long
step in the direction of creating a corporate caste Wystemt and would strike a
crippling blow at the small and medium sized manufacturer who wishes to grow
and compete in a free and open market.

The recent emergence of more Sophisticated machinery onl the used market
makes the $65,000 limit, even without an offset, totajly unrealistic. A recent sur-
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vey of our membership indicated that, a substantial number of used machine

tools in current Inventory are~ valued in excess of $50,000 each.
iWe recognized that the House action wvas not an attempt to penalize smaller

businesses, but rather a sincere desire to help them and concurrently protect

against excessive revenue loss. However, the result is a serious penalty, one which

provides a lesser degree of credit than these firms had in 1902 even if the factors

of inflation and technological advance are Ignore(]. If this Committee wants, only

to rectify the error In JI.R. 109147, it should tit the very least return the Invest-

ment credit for used property to its status in 1962, $50,000 and no offset. If the

Committee earnestly wants to help small business, It should provideC at least

$100,000 to cover used property purchases in a manner more adequate to meet

small business modernivattiomi and expansion needs with no offset.

PROJECTED REVENUE IMPACT OF INCLUDING USED PROPERTY

The Treasury Department nas submitted projections covering the revenue

Impact in extendling the credit to used property. As we understand it, Treas-

ury has projected a revenue loss of $320 million If a limitation of $50,000 is

placed on used property eligiible for the credit. Further, Treasury estimates that

a $50,000 limit with the offset established in the H-ouse Bill will produce a rev-

enue loss of $300 million. Stated another wvay, Treasury estimates the effect of

the offset at slightly less than 61/2%l.

We are unable to c.ompIrehend Treasury's revenue estimates. In 1965 corpo-

rations purchased $947 million worth of used property which was eligible for the

Investment credit." Because many of those purchases were eligible for Only par-

tial credit due to abbrev~ ated useful life, the total revenue Imp~act in 1965 was

$51.6 -million. Although individuals entitled to the credit were not Included in

this Treasury analysis of actual returns- for 1965, we find it incredible for Treas-

ury to project a sixfold Increase in eligible used property purchases In 1972.

(Used machine tool sales in 195 were $413.3 which, in terms of total qualified

used Section 38 property, would represent 44%ll of eligible used property in 1965.

Applying the same percentage figures to Treasury's projections, used machine

tool sales in 1972 would reach $2.5 billion. 'Much as we would like to believe

Treasury's projections, we cannot because the biggest sales year In the used

machine tool Industry was 1907 with sales of $525 million. It seems perfectly

clear that Treasury's projections should be reviewed in light of past purchases
of used property.

THlE PROPOSED CREDIT SUPPLEMENTS THlE ASSET DEPRECIATION RANGE SYSTEM

1MDNA lands the strong steps taken in recent months by tihe Administration

to overcome previous inadequacies in capital investment recovery. The Asset

Depreciation Range (ADR) system recognizes the need to maintain our pro-

ductive capacity in a continuing regenerative cycle. We urge tis Committee to

reinstate fully the provisions of AMR for the long term benefit of our economy,

military preparedness base and Internlationlal trade position.

SUMMARY

MDNA strongly supports enactment of the 7% job development credit as a

permanent addition to tile tax law. We urge this Committee to review the pro-

jected revenue loss caused by extending the credit to used property. In light

of tile actual revenue loss in 1965o when usedl property eligible for the credit

accounted for only 2.6%1 of all eligible property, we urge you to provide smaller

businesses a reasonable nmode for modernization and expansion by raising the

limit to $100,000 with 11o offset. We feel that the revenue loss with the higher

limit still will not approach tile Treasury estimate of $300 million.

The CHAIRMAN. While we werO hearing Mr. Stern, Senator Trower

came in theo room. I know you are -busy, the Senate is in session. We

will call you at this time if you are prepared to testify.

4 Statistics on Income-1985, Corporation Income Tax Returns.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN TOWER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Senatcor TOWER. Yes, I am, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I read your statement while I was hearing other

witnesses'but the committee ~vill be plea-sed to hear you at this point.
Senator TowmjR. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I ami going to read a, brief version of my statement

and I would like to ask consent to have my full statement printed in
the record.

The0 CHAIRMAN. That we always do.
Senator TowER. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members, I am

delighted to have the opportuniity to appear. I am sorry I was late.
I was detained with and by the Se cretary of Defense, and I have more
Military installations in m~y State than any other State. That is very

The CHAIRMAN. At least you have this advantage over Georgia, you
didn't have to double-deck the place to get them all in there.
[Laughter. ]

Senator TOWER. I am not Dick Russell either. I am presenting for
your consideration today a bill, 5. 2273, that I introduced on July 14
of this year along within Senators Hansen, Pearson, and Stevens. I
have slightly modified this proposal, -%Ahich willI b(11 presented to the
committee in the form of an amendment to H.R. 10946, by my col-
league from Wyoming, Senator Hanser,. In the last fewv years, it has
become apparent that the domestic oil industry is in a. declining state
not only in the capacity of the domestic industry to produce petroleum
produces in proportion to our needs, 'but 'also there are fewer and
fewer jobs in this most vital industry. Where there used to be many
seismogmaph anid drilling crews operating in this country providing
substantli emloymenit, this number has in rec ent years declined
substantially.,A I will point out later, this is not due to the lack
of petroleum reserves in this Nation, but rather is'due to the declining
return on the investment in theo domestic Ftroleum industry.

In a study recently completed compi fing figures through 1970, the
Chase Manhattan Bank reviewed 28 selected petroleum companies.
The result of this study on the 28 companies, wvhidli I shiall r efer to
as rthe groupup" is truly alarming. To quote from the report:

For the past decade the growth of the net income has lagged substantially
behind the expamnsion of both end market and capital spending and in the last
two years while the market for oil increased by more than 18 percent the
Group's net earnings declined.

To illustrate this point, the group's net income from domestic op-
eration declined 4.4 percent between 1969 and 1970 and the rate of re-
turn on investment declined for the third consecutive year. The rate
of return was 12.6 percent in 1968, 10.9 percent in 1969, and 9.9 percent
in 1970. Thus, correspondingly, the investment donated to the search
for new petroleum reserves in the United States was at the lowest
level in 1970 of any of the past 4 years. And I have said before, the
decline in exploration and p-roduction in this vital industry means the
loss of jobs throughout the Nation, jobs that we can ill afford to lose.

Mr. Chairman, there is still another problem in the oil industry
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that is of great import to our continued economic health and our na-
tional security; that problem is the shortage of oil and gas.

I have warned repeatedly during the past few years that this Nation
would experience dangerous shortages of energy resources unless
corrective actions were taken. Much to my regret and alarm, few
such actions have been taken and these few have been inadequate.
Consequently, we continue on a collision course with dangerous energy
shortages.

The causes and dimensions of these shortages have been abundantly
documented in numerous recent reports and statements by representa-
tives of Government and industry. Because of these reports, there has
been a growing awareness that a serious national energy problem
exists,

I would like to focus -upon a particular consequence of our energy
resource shortages which I find appalling. That is our increasing reli-
ance upon Middle East sources of crude oil to make uip the growing
deficiency between our ability to produce and our consumer demand.

Estimates of the magnitude of our future reliance on Middle East
sources vary. But, practically all the reports conclude that during
the next 15 years we will be forced to rely increasingly upon imports
of crude oil from the Middle East to meet larger portions of our bur-
geoning energy demands.

Secretary of Interior Rogers C. B. Morton reached this conclusion
in his June 15 testimony before the Senate Committee onl Interior and
Insular Affairs. He estimated that by 1985 our total oil consumption
would approach 24 million barrels per day and that the United States
could be forced to import approximately 12 million barrels of crude
oil -per day from Middle East sources. He concluded that:

Unless a marked and early Improvement occurs In exploration and discovery
success and * * * Investment in oil producing activities in the United States,
there appears little chance that domestic production can keep up with the strong
upward trend in demand.

He further predicted that by 1985 we will be forced to rely upon
the Middle East for at least 45 percent of our supply of crude oil.

A more pessimistic view of our growing reliance on Middle East
oil wvas presented by Mr. M. A. WAright, chairman of the board of
Humble Oil & Refinling Co., on May 17. He told the Florida Gov-
ernor's Conference on the Big Swamp that-

After the next year or .so, essentially all of the growth in U.S. petroleum
demand wvill have to be met with imports from the Eastern Hemisphere. U-n-
less we make a substantial effort to increase domestic supplies of all forms
of energy, by 1985 foreign Imports wvill supply over half our demand for
petroleum and most of this will come from the 'Middle East.

We must not allow ourselves to rely on any foreign sources to
meet our needs for one of the foundations of our national security.

Our national security objectives regarding supplies of crude oil
were officially established in 1956 by Presidential Proclamation No.
3279. These criteria were reaffirmed by the President's Task Force on
the Oil Import Question in February 1970, and more recently by
the "Report onl Crude Oil and Gasoline Price Increases of November
1970" issued by the Office of Emergency Preparedness in April 1971.

The criteria mair' as follows:
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First. The need to guarantee supplies sufficiently to meet the needs
of U.S. military forces and defense' industries.

Second. The need for a sufficient supply of crude oil and its deriva-
tives to meet essential civilian demand's and sustain economic growth.

Third. The need to foster exploration and development so as to
insure a depletion of reserves to an extent which would not jeopardize
the capability of the petroleum industry to meet future demands,
without undue reliance on foreign sources of questionable reliability.

The Cabinet Task Force Report of 1970 also recommended that
imports from Eastern Hemisphere sources not exceed 10 percent of
our domestic consumption.

In summary, then, these objectives explicitly 'recognize that we
must encourage continued exploration in order to insure sufficient
producing petroleum reserves to meet both our military and essen-
tial civilian needs; that we should maintain a producing capacity
sufficient to guarantee future economic growth; -and that -we should
not -become overly dependent upon foreign sources of questionable
reliability.

These objectives were hammered out over an extended period of time.
They have 'been honored by several administrations. They recog-
nize that petroleum is a vital ingredient to our national defense
and to our continued economic health.

,Secretary Morton, in his testimony on June 15, projected that by
the year 2000, oil will still provide 35 percent of our energy needs,
down from the present 44 percent. Thlis translates into a, volumetric
increase in crude oil requirements from 15 million to 33 million bar-
rels per day, since our energy needs will rise substantially.

Secretary. Morton's projected decrease in the percentage of our
energy requirements which will be met by crude oil may be overly
optimistic, for his projections are based on assumptions which could
be erroneous. The projections assume that we will have developed
the necessary technology and machinery by the year 2000 to utilize
various exotic means for energy Froduction such as the breeder reactor,
solar and thermal cells, oil sha le, and coal gasification and liquefac-
tion, to name a few of the possibilities. Past estimates of the speed of
development of this type of technology and equipment have been
notoriously inaccurate, and we have no basis for assuming the new
estimates to be more accurate. Development of this type technology
and equipment often requires more time than at first anticipated.

I can appreciate the difficulty in making such estimates. Many of the
problems are unknown and unforeseeni at the time. But we should be
aware that these estimates may be too optimistic. If so, we may be
forced to depend upon crude oil for longer periods of time and in
greater quantities than presently estimated.

The essential point is that we are heading into an intolerable situa-
tion in which we are becoming increasingly dependent uponi Middle
East sources to supply our essential petroleum needs and that political
realities in the Middle East make this source insecure.

A recent event which increases doubts about the reliability of
Middle East oil was the signing of the 15-year treaty between the
Soviet Union and the Un~ited Arab Republic. Dr. Fayez A. Sayegh, a
permanent observer of the League of Arab States and a, leading
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spokesman for the Arab world, recently warned that the signing of
this treaty represented an indication of further deterioration of Arab-
American relations. lie stressed that the significant feature of this
treaty was that the United Arab Republic had abandoned its policy of
nonalinement, and hie implied that other Arab countries may be
temped to do the same.

Perhaps the single most important development which highlighted
the insecurity of Eastern Hemisphere oil was the dramatic display of
bargaining strength and unity by the members of the Organization
of P~etrole'um Exportig Countries in their recent negotiations with the
oil company concessionaires. This organization is often referred to as
OPEC, and is composed of the following countries: Abu Dhabi, Qatar,
Kuwait, Sandia Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Algeria, Libya, Venezuela, Indo-
nesia, and Nigeria.

This list includes practicaly all the major producers of crude oil in
the free world besides the United States. The importance, of this orga-
iiization is exhibited by the fact that we presently draw .55 percent of
our total imports, equivalent to about 11 percent of our total oil con-
sumption, f rom these OPEC members.

The tough and unified bargaining stance taken by the OPEC coun-
tries represented a reversal of several of our traditional. concepts con-
cerning Middle East oil.

First, this was essentially the first time that these countries united
to bargain for their common good. Iii the past, these countries had
bargained on an individual basis, often exhibiting a lack of trust in
each. other. Their overallstance had made it relatively easy for the oil
compnis to bargain effectively with one at a time.

Scnthe demands made by the OPEC countries and finally ob-
tained by them were extremely tough. They extracted large percentage
increases in their participation in the profits derived from the pro-
duction and transportation of oil within their own countries.

Third, 'their main bargaining weapon was the threat of an embargo
on all oil shipments f romi these countries. This was a most powerful and
effective weapon. Until 1970, few believed that any Middle East coun-
try would voluntarily r-educe or terminate its oil production. Most
believed that none of these countries would deprive itself of the sub-
stantial revenues derived from this production. But in 1970, LiLhva,
stopped producing a sizable percentage of its oil, and 'the myth was
shattered.

* In order to appreciate the relative bargaining strengoth of the OPEC,
*it is necessary to examine the increased reliance of western Europe,

Japan, and the United States oni Middle East oil. In 1950, the primary
source of energy for Western Europe and Japan was coal. Now, over
one-half of the total energy supplies of these large industrial nations
is supplied by Middle East, oil. As to the iagniitucle of this source, the
10 OPEC countries control over 80 percent of 'the known oil reserves
in the world.

The critical aspect of these negotiations was the use of the threat~ of
embargo on oil shipments from these countries. This threat can, and
probably will, be used again. Most of the oil-consuming countries will
he powerless 'to dom'aything but to capitulate to the demands of the
exporting countries.
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The United States does not have to cower before threats of embargo.
We have enough indigenous oil reserves to satisfy our needs for several
decades to come at projected rates of consumption. It has been reliably
estimated that there remains to be discovered more oil in the United
States than we have yet discovered throughout our history. Trhe U.S.
Geologic Survey has estimated that approximately 430 billion barrels
of recoverable oil await discovery in the LUnited States. It has been
estimated that we will consume an average of 21 million barrels of oil
per day over the next 15 years. If this estimate is accurate, we will con-
sume approximately 105 billion barrels of oil in the next 15 years. So,
we have adequate undiscovered reserves of oil to meet all our needs.

But, the mere possession of undiscovered oil reserves does not give us
a viable alternative to increasing reliance upon Middle E~ast oil. Our
undiscovered reserves must be converted into producing oil fields.

Converting undiscovered reserves into producing reserves can be
accomplished only through massive investments in exploration. Esti-
mates of the required investments range into the tens of billions of
dollars.

Yet, at the present time, our exploration investment is minimal and
the level of our domestic exploration activity is at 'a 28-year low.

The reason for the depressed level of exploration activity can be
attributed to the overall negative attitude of the public and government
toward the domestic petroleum industry. This negative attitude has
been manifested by a combination of government policies which appear
to have beven especially designed to inhibit and discourage domestic
exploration activity rather than encourage it.

For example, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 reduced the depletion
allowance from 271/2 to 22 percent. It has been estimated that this
placed an additional cost on the industry of approximately $700 million
per year. Thus, at the very time when the oil industry desperately
needed help, this tremendous tax burden was added. This dampened
domestic exploration.

At this very time, our producing reserves are declining more rapi dly
than they are being supplemented Our surplus producing capacity is
now less than our imports. Therefore, our own producing reserves are
no longer sufficient to sustain normal consumption should our imports
be disrupted. Our energy supply situation is bad and is worsening.

In providing policies designed to bring forth adequate supplies of
this essential commodity, we mnust not be overly cautious. If the rem-
edies we employ are later found to be overly effective in bringing
forth supplies of crude oil, we can adjust them. I amn proposing today
a tax incentive program to encourage the domestic production of oil.

Tax incentives encourage exploration. Our history has shown that
this form of incentive works. We must devise, new and imaginative tax
incentives -designed to stimulate exploration for new reserves of oil and
natural gas.

In this connection, the measure I am proposing today would estab-
lish a 7 percent domestic exploration investment tax credit. This tax
credit would reduce a year's income taxes by 7 percent of any money
spent that year in exploring for or developing new domestiic reserves
of oil and natural gas. The tax credit would be a temporary one and
would expire automatically 10 years from enactment of this bill.
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The intent of this legislation is to stimulate investments for explora-
tion of now domestic reserves of oil and natural gas. It is intended to
help reverse the present dangerous trends which would result in our
growing reliance upon insecure Middle East sources of crude oil and
to guarantee the consumer the energy supplies he requires.

May I add in addition to new exploration, I urge consideration of
newv secondary exploration, which is a very expensive process.

We must act now to reverse the depressed level of domestic explora-
tion activity so this Nation will not be dependent upon insecure Middle
East sources for the bulk of our crude oil supplies which are so vital to
our national security and our economic health.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committe, I think you for the oppor-
tunty to testify.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your statement. I agree
with you and I hope we can do something about that.

Senator MILLER. I appreciated your statement, Senator. You alluded
to the regressive approach by the Congress in the Tax Reform Act
of 1969 with resp ect to domestic development of our oil resources.

You may recal that -1 sought to achieve that purpose that you
have been talking about through my plowback amendment in which
I -proposed that the percentage depletion rate not be cut provided
the amount of depletion allowance was plowed back into the explora.-
tion and development of oil reserves.

In the case of those that had not plowed it back, then of course, they
Would have to have a cut in the percentage depletion. I still think
that this is a good policy to follow and I regret that we couldn't
get enough support to get it -passed.

Now you are proposing that we apply the investment tax credit to
explorati~i and development and these, as I understand, are currently
dedtible expenses. The ivcstment tax credit which we know has
thus far been limited to capitalize the whole'package of expenditures
and I am wondering if we are getting into an area which may cause
difficulty, because on the one hand industry can currently write off
these expenditures.

In the case of the items to which the investment tax credit has
heretofore applied and which are covered by the House-passed bill,
those items have to be capitalized and it is true their lives may be
5, 10, 15, or 20 years, but it seems to me that the policy thus far has
been to limit the investment tax credit to capitalizable type cost. If we
move from that to cover currently deductible exes, then there is a
question of where do we stop?2

I am wondering if we would be forced really, if we allowed the
investment tax credit the way you propose, to allow the credit also in
the case of research and development expenses which are currently
deductible?

I think there is a, great deal to be sai-d for allowing the investment
tax credit to apply in case of R. & D. expenses which have to be
capitalized but, query, if they should go to all currently deductible
R. & D. expenses?

Senator TOWER. What wve are timing here primarily is the inde-
pendent producer. The independent explorer. Most of the major oil
companies do capitalize exploration and as far as research and de-
velopment is concerned there is very little research'and development
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that goes on in the independent oil industry. This is largely by the
majors.

Senator MILLE.R. I understand. But if we allow what might be called
comparable type expenditures on the part of the independent, oil coi-

aiiiesq shouldn't we also allow the comparable expenditures for
&Dcurrently deductible R. & 1). for other types of businesses?

Senator TowEn. That is* a matter that I hiaven ~t considered and
would not be prepared to comment on it. I think it is a matter worthy
of consideration and might be an equitable thing to do.

This is not. a tried approach but I think we should try it. After all,
we are experimenting quite a bit in some of our legislative activities.
I felt that this was at better approach than trying to reraise the deple-
tion allowance, go this route rather than trying to get the depletion
allowance back to its original level.

The depletion allowance, has become anl emotional cry ami-ongst
those -who thought the oil industry was getting some kind of windfall
out of it. Domestic explorations are down, rigs are, being stacked every
(lay and wecannot, I think, allow ourselves to become inordinately
dependent on Mideast sources of oil because the Arab sheiks can turn
the screws on us at any time they want to.

Senator MiLLER. It mnay be you are correct in your assessment of
what is m-ore possible than something else. Although I think that in
view of what has happened in the record that can be built that a res-
toration of the cut in depletion allowances in the case of plowback
people might be indicated. But in lieu of that, you are proposing an
investment tax credit. I suggest to you that you might consider l imiting
that to those companies thiat do indeed plow back their percentage
depletion, then you see wve are. putting them onl all fours with the
policy of Conigress that the purpose- of the depletion allowance is to
get them to plow back to develop natural resources for the good of
the public in this country and we are allowing further the investment
tax credit to those who do SO.

Senator Towi. I think you want to go to a broader incentive be-
cause people go in the oil l)Lsiness to attem-rpt to make money. There.
are some who go in with the intention p~erhlaps of losing it for tax
purposes. But we are interested in the ones that are genuinely trying
to find oil and I think it should be made profitable to then.

I think you have to allow really a better prospect for profits in a
very higlh risk venture of this type than you do in something that is
relatively low risk, because you are virtually sure. of a return, you
have to iave a little bit of pot of gold at the end of th~e rainbow to
convince that guy hie ought to go out and look for the end of the
rainbow because hie is spending a lot of capital trying to get there.
Its high risky chances are better he w~ill lose than lhe will winl.

Senator MIrLII. I thoroughly agree with that, as you know, 1)lt 1
amn just suggesting conisider-ation of drai-Vng a line between a, little
better treatment of those who dto ideed plo0w back and-1 those who
don't.

Senator TOWER. I would certainly be, m illinig to give somic conisidera-
tion to studying that type of proposal ad, of course, now in the com-
mittee this 'is going to be, I think, lar-g(-ly under the sponsorship of
our distinguished colleague from Wyomng and I wold be inclined
to be influenced somewhat by his judgmnvnitn, omi this matter too.
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Senator MILLr~mj. Thiank you veary much.
rjpeCJIAIRMIAN. Tbluiik you very much, Senator Towver.
Senator Towi Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HANSEN. 1 would14 like t~o ask unanimous consent that there

could be included in the. record at the conclusion of the remarks of our

dsiguished colleague two articles from newspapers I have. I would
p)ut the whole articTe from the, Washington Post in the record, if I
mnay, but I want to point out that under d ateline of October 7, Vienna,
the story says:

The countries also demanded an increase in revenues from the oil companies,
to offset what they called the "de facto" devaluation of the U.S. dollar.

And further on it points out that these OPEC countries account. for
92.9 percent of all of the oil that is presently exported.

So I think that the testimony f rom. our colleague from Texas is very
much in order this morning. We do need to take some drastic steps,
it occurs to me, if we are not to get into the situation that everyone
fears where we have to become unduly dependent upon foreign sources
of supply.

Here is another story from the Washington I4,vcning Star dated
June 18-that is a long time ago-but it tells what is contemplated
in Venezuela. They are talking down there about confiscation. This is
the kind of attitude that we are submitting ourselves to if we don't
take steps to see that we firm up the domestic supplies and I think that
I agree completely with my colleague from Iowa that we ought to
study the ramifications of his proposal but I think, overall, our concern
should be to see that we take every step we possibly can so as to
assure ourselves of an adequate supply which will leave no question at
all about the security of this country, a nation that depends more than
99 percent upon oil and natural gas for all of its motive supply.

More than half of the tonnage shipped to Vietnam, as the Senator
from Texas knows, has been oil and gas, and this is the sort of thing
that I know he wants to secure this Nation against just as you and I
do. Thank you.

Senator TOWER. Thank you.
(Articles referred to and news release follows:)

OIL COUNTRIEs DEMANDING MORE CONTROL

(From the Washington Post, Oct. 8, 1971],

VIEN A1A, Oct. 7 (UPI) .- The countries which own 90 per cent of the world's
oil exports deniandbd a share in the local property and operations of the western
companies that extract the oil.

The countries also demanded an Increase in revenues from the oil compa-
nies, to offset what they called the "Ide jacto devaluation of the U.S. dollar."

In both cases, the countries called for negotiations with the oil companies--
not outright nationalization or legislative fiat. But they threatened "con-
certed action" If the companies balk.

The demands-issued by the Vienna headquarters of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC )--were framed Sept. 22 at a meeting
In Bierut of the 11 OPEC members. These members-Algeria, Libya, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Qatar Kuwait, Abut Dhabi and Nigeria-account for
92.9 per cent of world oil exports and acting together, could throttle western
Industry.

Last February, OPEC won larger tax and royalty payments for Its six Persian
Gulf members by 'threatening a boycott. The threat nearly caused a world oil
crisis.
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[From the Washington Star, June 18, 1071]
CURRENT OUTLOOK-FOREIGN OIL FIRMS AWAITINGT CONFISCATION BY VENEZUELA

JOARACAS (UPI) .- The suspense ha's ended for foreign oil firms with facilities
In Venezuela.

For years officials of the firms have wondered where they'd be when their 40-
year concessions ended in the 1983-84 period.

Now they know where they'll be-out In the cold.
rrhe way things look now, Venezuela is going to take over all the oil company

Installations without any compensation to the companies.
A'bill along these lines is now under consideration In Congress, with chances

Lair that it will become law by the end of 'the month.
Nationalization ha's always been a forbidden word In Venezuela, which owes

much of its spectacular growth in oil to the vacuum caused when Mexico na-
tionalized Its industry In 1988 and sawv It dwindle Into relative oblivion.

LARGER SHARE GOAL

A larger share of profits, which rose from $54,000 in 191 7 to $1.7 billion this
year, always has been the goal of successive governments, bii' nationalization wvas
vigorously rejected.

As a matter of fact, the country's oil, as well as other subsoil wealth, has been
owned by the state, making nationalization a ineaninglc,,s term Ii Venezuela.

Venezuela's role as a tax collector and overseer of the industryr, however, did
not. satisfy many political sectors of the nation, most aiotabiy Accion Denio-
cratica, the country's grassroots 'party that began to chal i'~nge oil company power
here as early 'as the 1940's, when most of the conces-r 'nis due to expire were
signed.

DICTATORSHIP REIGNS

When Accion Democratica, came to rule in 194.5 through a military coup, it
announced no further concessions would be granted.

Three years later, a dictatorship under Gemi. Marcos Perez Jimenez took over.
Output doubled in 1955 and again in 1957 when annual production topped

a billion barrels. Perez Jimnenez granted the nation's last concessions In 1956-57.
When Perez Jimenez was overthrown in 1958 and Accion Demioerati-ca's

founder, Romulo Betancourt, was subsequently elected in free l residential elec-
tions, the call for no further concessions wva's renewed.

During the 10 years in which Betancourt and successor Raul Leoni, ruled they
laid the groundwork for tipping the balance of power between the oil companies
and the state.

Taxes were Increased, a state oil company established and a new system of
service contracts 'posed to replace the discarded concessions.

,When Social-Ohristlan Rafael Caldera defeated Accion Deniocratica candidate
GonsRalo Barrios in the 1908 presidential elections, it was believed that a more
moderate Stand could be expected on oil.

'Under Caldera however, latent nationalism finally found its voice in almost
all political sectoms.

In December, Venezuela increased oil Income taxes. It also gave the chief
executive unilateral powers to fix price levels used for taxing the companies.

OIL REVERSION BILL

Early this year, a former mines ministry expert who had studied the problem
of reversion for years, finished the draft of an oil reversion bill which was
submItted to Congress by the "Moviiento Electoral del Pueblo" party, an offshoot
of Aecion Democratica.

The bill lay In the 266-man parliament until last week when it came to life
as iit was put under debate with overwhelming possibilities of approval before
the and of the month.

The measure provides that when the 40-year concessions end in 1983-84, all
equipment, installations and even Intangibles such as technical data used to
exploit concessions, go to the state without compensation.

The bill stipulates, moreover, the government may Immediately inspect and
control the properties to assure they revert in good working order. Additionally,
to guarantee the companies w-1ll comply, they must deposit a special fund in the
central bank.

The companies have called the bill confiscatory and "defacto nationalization."
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DEPARTMENT OF THlE INTiRIOR Nmws RELEASE,

DOMiESTIC ENERGY DEVELOPMENT A POLITIcAL. DECISION, MINERALS CHIEF SAYS

The United States has within its boundaries all the energy resources it needs
for any degree of self-sufficiency It chooses to maintain, but their development
will be more costly than purchasing energy from abroad, stated Hollis M. Dole,
Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Mineral Resources, before the National
Energy Foruni at a Session held September 24 in Washington, D.C. Because of
this added cost, "the choice of maintaining this self-sufficiency Is overwhelmingly
a political decision", hie said.

Dole addressed the participants In the two-day meeting on the general subject
of "Development and Utilization of the Nation's Energy Resources". Hie noted
the extensive intrusion of the Federal government Into the economic,,- of energy
production, transmission and use, and foresaw even greater government participa-
tion in the future, noting that in addition to controlling oil Imports, the Federal
government controls access to most of the remaining domestic energy resources.

The Interior official spoke of the need for early settlement of the environmental
issues preventing development of the large oil discoveries made on the Alaskani
North Slope and in the Santa Barbara Channel. He cited accelerated leasing of
Outer Continental Shelf lands as being the most promising prospect :6or getting
large quantities of oil and gas to market quickly, noting that oil andt gas from
coal and oil shale would not measurably affect the supply picture before 1980.

Dole expressed his concern over the fact that through a combination of circum-
stances, including the progressive failure of domestic natural gas supply and
tightening environmental restrictions on coal usage, the nation would Increase
Its dependence upon oil which could only be supplied by Eastern Hemisphere
sources. If the United States became excessively dependent upon these sources,
he predicted that foreign oil prices might well rise to levels above those In the
lUnIted. States. By that time, however, he added, it would be too late, for the
domestic industry would have lost its capability to respond quickly to increased
demand. He stressed the critical importance of time, and the need for public
decisions now which would make it possible to bring the large submarginal
energy resources of the United States to market when they are needed.

Dole held out small hope that significant reductions in the historic growth
rate of energy could be achieved. He pointed out that both the work force and
the general population will continue to rise for the next several decades, and
that Increased production of goods and services Is essential to provide the ma-
terial means for achieving the social goals the nation hias set for itself, including
restoring the environment.

The National Energy F orum, is sponsored by the United States National Com.-
mnittee of the WNorld Energy Conference, and was convened for the purpose of
generating free discussion among government and energy policy makers Involved
in solving today's energy problems.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tower, recently while discussing some
trade problems with. one of our Canadian friends, he pointed out that
if Canada wants to really put the pressure on the United States in this
trade struggle that is going on at this moment, the best way to do it is
to cut off the gas they are shipping into the United States. Of course
they are getting a big pricm for it.

Senator Towvim. Yes, sir.
Their CHAIRMAN. All they have to do is wait for the cold of winter

and cut the gas off.
Senator TowER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The people relying on it will coy 'ie uip scream ming

bloody murderiand there is not much we can do about that.
Senator TO-wTER. Of course when they do, maybe some of our friends

in the consuming States will understand what it's all, about.
The CHAIMAN. That is right. You and I know that our Arab friends

know as much as our Canadiani friends about how to put the pressure
on us, if that is what. they want to do, -qnd let us become completely
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reliant on their fuel. Cutting it off, particularly in. the cold of winter,
is a good way to make this Nation see it their way.

Senator TowExi. As the Senator well kniows, every foot of natural
gas in this country is already on contract and committed. Yo.u have
to go and find more new wants to serve new customers.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Semator Tower's prepared statement follows. Hearing continues on
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF I-ON. JOHN TOWER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE op TEXAS

It is my pleasure today to have the opportunity to speak before this most
distinguished Committee. I am presenting for your consideration today it bill,
S. 2273, that I introduced onl July 14, of this year along with Senator Hansen,
Pearson and Stevens. I have slightly modified this proposal, which will be
Presented to the Committee !in the form of anl amendment to IH.R. 10947, by my
colleague from Wyomning, Senator Hansen. In the last few years, it has become
apparent that the domestic oil Industry is !in a declining state not only inl time
capacity of the domestic industry to produce petroleum prodIucts declining inl
proportion to our needs, but also there are fewer and fewer jobs In this most
vital industry. Where there used to be many seismograph and drilling crews
operating in this country providing substantial employment, this number has in
recent years declined substantially. As I will point out later, this is not due to
the lack of petroleum reserves in this nation, but rather is due to the dleclininig
return onl the investment in the domestic p~etroleuin industry.

In a study recently completed compiling figures through 1970, the Chase Man-
hiattan Bank reviewed 28 selected petroleum companies. Time result of this study
on the 28 companies, which I shall refer to as the Group, is truly alarming. To
quote from the report: "For the past decade the growth of the net income has
lagged substantially behind the expansion of both end market and capital spend-
ing and !in the last two years while the market for oil increased by more than
18 percent time Group's net earnings declined." To illustrate this point the Group's
net Income from domestic operation declined 4.4 percent between 1969 and 1970
and the rate of return onl investment declined for the third consecutive year.
The rate of return decreased by 12.6 percent !in 1968, by 10.9 percent in 1969 and
by 9.9 percent ill 1970. Thus, correspondingly, the investment donated to the
search for new petroleum reserves In the U.S. was at the lowest level Inl 1970 of
any of the past four years. And I have said before, the decline inl exp~lorationi
and production in this vital industry means the loss of jobs throughout the
nation, jobs that we canl ill afford to lose.

Mr. Chairman, there is still another problem in the oil industry that is of great,
import to our continued economic health and our national security; that problem
is the shortage of oil and gas.

I have warned repeatedly during the past fewv years that this Nation would
experience dangerous shortages of energy resources unless corrective actions
were taken. Much to my regret and alarm, fewv such actions have been taken and
these few have been inadequate. Consequently, wve continue on a collision course
with dangerous energy shortages.

The causes and dimensions of these shortages have, been abundantly docu-
mented. In numerous recent reports and statements by representatives of govern-
ment and industry. Because of these reports, there has been a growing aware-
ness that a serious national enei gy problem exists.

I would like to focus upon a particular consequence of our energy resource
shortages which I find appall'ng. That is our increasing reliance upon Middle
East sources of crude oil to make up the growing deficiency between our ability
to produce and our consumer demand.

Estimates of the magnitude of our future reliance on Middle East sources
vary. But, practically a i the reports conclude that during the next 15 years we
will be forced to rely Increasingly upon imports of crude oil from the Middle East
to meet larger portions of our burgeoning energy demands.

Secretary of Interior Rogers C. B. Morton reached this conclusion inl his June
15 testimony before the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. He
estimated that by 1985 our total oil consumption would approach 24 million
barrels per day and that the United States could -be forced to import approxi-
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mately 12 million barrels of crude oil per day from Middle East sources. He con-
cluded that:

"Unless a marked and early Improvement occurs in exploration and discovery
success a-ad . . . Investment in oil p~roducing activities in the United States, there
appears little chance that domestic production canl keep up with the strong upl-
ward trend in demand."

He further predicted thai. !)v 1985 wve will be forced to rely upon the Middle
East for at least 45 percent of ott. supply of crude oil.

A more pessimistic view of our growing reliance on Middle East oil was
presented by Mr. M. A. Wright, Chairman of the Board of Humble Oil and Re-
finling Company on May 17. He told the PFlorida Governor's Conference on the
Big Swamp that-

"After the next year or so, essentially all of the growth In U.S. Petroleum
demand will have to be met with Imports from the Eastern Hemisphere. Unless
we make a substantial effort to inereasr' domestic supplies of aill forms of energy,
by 1985 foreign imports w~L1 supply over half our demand for petroleum and
most of this will come from the Middle East."

He attached a chart to his statement which showed that by 1985 imports of
liquid petroleum products could be 62 percent of our consumption.

I find these projections by the Interior Secretary and an eminent Industrial
leader most alarming. Unfortunately, these twvo projections cannot be considered
to be either unique or without foundation.

Increasing reliance on Middle East sources is a totally unacceptable solution
to our crude oil supply problems.

We must not allow ourselves to rely on any foreign sources to meet our needs
for one of the foundations of our national security. And because of its history of
turmoil and unrest, the Middle E~ast Is the least desirable of free world sources.

Our national security objectives regarding supplies of crude oil were officially
established in 1959 by Presidential Proclamation no. 3279. These criteria were
reaffirmed by the Presidents Trask Force onl the "Oil ImPort Question" In Feb-
ruary 1970, and more receiftly by the "Report onl CrudIe Oil and Gasoline Price
Increases of Novemnber 1970" issued by the Office of Emergency Preparedness inl
April 1971.

Thle criteria arc as follows:
First. The need to guarantee suplhies sufficient'to meet the needs of U.S.

JI military forces and defense industries.
Second. The need for a sufficient supply of crude oil and its derivatives

to meet essential civilian demands, and sustain economic growth.
Third. The 'need to foster exploration and development so as to Insure

a depletion of reserves to anl extent which would not jeopardize the cap~abil-
ity of thle petroleum Industry to meet future demands, without undue re-
liance on foreign sources of questionable reliability.

The Cabinet Trask Force Report of 1970 also recommended that imports from
Eastern Hemisphere sources not exceeds 10 l)ercent of our doimuestic consumption.

In summary, then, these objectives explicitly recognize that we must encour-
age continued exploration in order to insure sufficient producing petroleum re-
serves to meet 'both our military and essential civilian needs; thlat we should
maintain a producing capacity sufficient to guarantee future economic growth;
and that we should not become overly dependent upon foreign sources of ques-
tionable reliability.

These objectives were hanmnered out over an extended period of time. They
have been honored by several administrations. They recognize that petroleum is
a vital ingredient to our national defense amid to our continued economic health.

I cannot stress strongly enough the imimortance I place upon tile m'aintenlance
of these objectives. If the projections of the experts come true, we will have kni( w-
ingly violated these national security and economic goals. Unless we act now to
reverse the current trend, our military cap~ability and our national economic-
health will be seriously jeopardized, perhaps irrevocably.

Of course, the percentage of our total energy requir-ements which will be
satisfied by oil wvilli probably decrease in the future as other sources of energy
develop. Nevertheless, our need for oil will continue to be tremendous. Secretary
Morton, in his June 15 testimony, projected that by year 2000, oil will still
provide 35 percent of our energy needs, down from the present 44 p~ercent. This
translates into a volumletric increase in crude oil requirements from 15 million
to 33 million barrels per day, sinct, our ener=v needs will rise substantially.
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Secretary Morton's projected decrease Ini the percentage of our enegry re-
quiremnents whichli vll be iiet by crude oil may be overly optimistic, for Is pro-
jections are based onl assulmptionls which could be erroneous. The projections
assume that we will have developed the meces~ary technology andl machinery
by che year 2000 to utilize various exotic mleants for energy production such as
tVie breeder reactor, solar and thermal cells, oil shiale, and coal gassification and
liquifaction to name a few of the p~ossibilities. Past estimates of thle ';peed of
development of this type of technology and equipment have been notoriously Ii-
az,1curate, and we have no basis for assuming the new estimates to be more ac-
"urate. Development of this type technology and equipment of tenl requires more
tile than at first anticipated.

Ican appreciate the difficulty in making such estimates. MNany of the problems
are unknown and unforeseen at the time of the estimates. But we should be
aware that these estimates may be too optimistic. If so, we may be forced to
depend upon crude oil for longer periods of time and Ii greater quantities than
presently estimated.

The essential point is that we are heading Into an Intolerable situation In
which we are becoming increasingly dependent upon Middle East sources to
supply our essential petroleum needs and that political realities in the Middle
East mnke this source Insecure.

The Middle East has a long history of turmoil aid unreliability. I could com-
pile a lengthy list of uprisings which have resulted Ii the disruption of thle flow
of oil from this area.

In addition, there have been recent events iii the Middle East which could
make these sources even less secure than in the last.

For example, the Soviet Union has Increased its capability to disrup~t oil ship-
mnenits through the Med! terra nean Sea. Time magazine reported in Its June 28
issue that the Soviet Union had dramatically increased the size of its fleet there.
At the present time, the flcet of thme Soviet Union very nearly equals our own,
It was reported. This means that our strength in the 'Medi terra nea n is being
challenged. The MNedi terra nean senlanes are of vital strategic Importance Ii the
shipment of crude oil.

Another recent event which Increases doubts about the reliability of Middle
East oil wns the signing of the 15-year treaty between the Soviet Union and the
United Arab Republic. Dr. Fayez A. Sayegh, a permanent observer of the League
of Arab States and a leading spokesman for the Arab world, recently warned
that the signing of this treaty represented an indication of further deterioration
of Arab-Amierican relations, le stressed that the significant feature of this treaty
was that the UAR had abandoned Its policy of nonialinemnent, and hie Implied that
other Arab countries may be tempted to do the same.

Perhaps the single most important development which high-lighted the in-
security of Eastern Hemisphere oil was the dramatic display of bargaining
strength and unity by the members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries In their recent negotiations with the oil company concessionaries.
This organization Is often referred to as OPEC, and is composed of the following
countries: Abu Dhabi, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudia Arabia, Iraq, !ran, Algeria, Libya,
Venezuela, Indonesia and Nigeria.

This list Includes practically all the major producers of crude oil in thme free
world besides the United Stnttes. The importance of this organization Is exmibited
by the fact that we presently draw 55 percent of our total Imports, equivalent to
about 11 percent of our total oil consumption, from these OPEC members.

The tough and unified bargaining stance taken by thle OPEC countries repre-
sented a reversal of several of our traditional concepts concerning Middle East
oil.

First, this was essentially the first time that these countries united to bargain
for their common good. In the past, these countries had bargained on an Indi-
vidual basis, often exhibiting a lack of trust in each other. Their overall stance
had made it relatively easy for the oil companies to bargain effectively with
one at a time.

Second, the demands made by the OPEC countries and finally obtained by
them were extremely tough. They extracted large percentage Increases in their
participation In the profits derived from the production and transportation of
oil within their own countries.

Third, their main bargaining weapon was the threat of an embargo onl all oil
shipments from these countries. This was a most powerful and effective weapon.
Thatll 1970, few believed that any Middle East country would voluntarily reduce
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or terminate its oil production. Most believed that none of these countries would
deprive itself of the substantial revenues derived from this production. But Inl
1910, Libya stopped producing it sizable percentage of Its oil, and the myth was
shattered.

In order to appreciate the relative bargaining strength of the OPEC, it Is
necessary to examine the Increased reliance of Western "Hurolpe, Japan, and the
United States onl Middle Ea1,st oil. Inl 1950, the primary source of energy for
Western Europe and Japani was coal. Now over one-half of the total energy
suplies of these large iniitaa nations is supplied lby Middle E4ast oil. AN to tfle
magnitude of tis source, tile, 10 01I11C countries control over 80 percent of tile
known oil reserves in the world.

We presently Impllort only three poecnt of our needs from Middle East sources.
Tils figure, though sillall, Is deceptive. Middle E.'ast oil conittesC 93 ilerCenlt of
tile fuel oil Commuitted on the east coast of the United States. And I have already
stressed tile trend of increasing reliance upon imports fromn tile Middle East to
mneet future oil deficits, Some areas of tile Unlited States are already over-reliant
Oil Middle N'ast o1, illn it Is 110w predicted that we shlall become over-reliant as
an entire nationi.

Thle result of thle OPEC bargaining was tilat tile balance of power tippIed in
favor of tile oil exp~ortinlg countries. Under tile terlils of tile resulting conltract, oil
revenues to these countries will be Illereamed by approximately $8 billion over tile
next five years, Large portions of tilis increase in cost to the oil companies will
probably be passed onl to thle consunmers.

Tile critical aspect of tilese negotiations was tile use of tile threat of embargo
onl oil shipments fromt tilese countries. This thrneat call, aild probably will be used
ligiln. Most of tile oil con~sumlin~g ('otitip will be powerless to (lo anytin zg but to
capitulate to tile demands of tile exp~orting countries.

'rie UitAd States does not have to cover before threats of embargo. We have
ellougil llligonotix oil reserve.4 to satisfy our Ileedsi for several deeadesi to cone
at lprojetAd l'ltAm~ of exlu4Ulllpti01l. It has lxq-ll relibly esthlluitA(l thlat there
remaitis to be (liseov('red more oil ti tile United Stiltes than we have Yet dis-
covuirsl throughout our history. 'I'il U.S. G4(xioglic Survey 11im e-stilna'tte that
appr~loximately 430l( billion barrels of recoverable oil await (discovery ill thle
UIlliteI StaI*'S. It ht1 l hee 15etimlatedl thlat wo will1 conlsumle an1 average of 21
million barrels of oil lx'r day over thle, next 15 years. If thisH estilnlito is accurate,
we will (?ollsulll approximately 105 1110 bresooille, Il(Xt 5 y0arS. So
we have adequate uldiscovered. reeerves of oil to meewt all oYur Ileeds.

But, tile lll0rC lossetsion of uiiilscovore(i oil reservps does nIot give us a viable
alternative to iIertasig reliance ul1)n1 Middle Na.4t -oil. Our iuidlocovered re-
serveis inust be ('oliverted Into prxdueng Al fields.

,Converting u1n1discovered reserves. into p~rodlucing rese-rves Can ibe accomplished
only through massive investmients tin exploration. E~stliates of the required
Inlvestmlenlts railge Into thet tells of billions of (1ol1lars.

Yet, 'at tile present tulle, our exploration Inive-tiielit Is n1111~a ad, tie level
of our domestic exploration activity Is ait a. 28-year low.

Thei reilsol for tile (l)r(%ss4edl level of exploration activity can be aittributed to
tile overall Ilegattive attitude of tilt public and1( government, toward tile dlomestic
petroleum iIdustry. Tis negative attitude hlam beel nnnif('sted b~y a comlbinlation
Of gOVen1ll1lelt lo0les %Vlli01l alpl5'lr to ha~ve' beenl eslK-cially dt'slgiled to Inhibit
andt discoulragel (lollec activity rather thlan encourage it.

14or ex~amle1, tile% Tax Refoini Avt of 1909) l'eoVd tile d&'Ipletloll allowance
from 271/ to 23 percent. It hais beell (estimated( that tis placed an additional Cost
oil tile industry of appr-4xllately $700 illiionl Ix-r year. Thus, it the very time
wheii the oil llldugtry desperately needed h1e11, tis tremnelitouso tax lburdlefl was
added. Tis dalmpenled doiiiest Ic explora tionl.

At thIs very time,. our produlcinig reserves aire declinling miore rapidly than)
they are b~einlg sulpllelnieltedl. Our surplus producing Capacity is nliow less thlan

orIprsThrfroronproducing re*--rvt's are 110 longer suifficient to
sustlll normal comlsulnl)tiln should( our Imports be (disrupted. Our energy supply

il p~rovidinlg policiesq designedI to bring fort adleqluato s'uiplie" of tis essen.-
tial ('oiniodity, we mu9t; not 1)0 overly cautious. If the Ainedleng we employ aire
later found to be overly effective til br'inginig forth supplies of crude oil, we Cani
adjust them. I amn propoilng today a tax inlcentive prograin to encourg the
domestic production of oil.
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Tax Incentives encourage exploration. Our history has shown that this forni
of Incen'Itive works. We inust, devise new and Imaginative talx Incentives (de-
signed'( to) stimulate exp~loration for ne(w reserves of oil and natural gas.

fit this connections, the inleasue I am proposing today would estab~lishl at seWvn
perceilt (inllstic exJploraltion Investme(nt tax crvd~it. This tatx crediit. wold re-
(luce a., Yea r's Income taxes by seven percent of anly money spent. Cht t year Iii
explo(ring for or (eeloping ne0w (oleli('5 reserves of oil anld na1turlal gas. The14
tix ceelit would be at t('nlporllry 0110 1111(1 would expire' auitomiaticlely tell year's
front ('lact' inent of the bill1.

Th'i~s iiensure Is slitlar to at bill that I lad Inltroducwed onl July 141 of t his
yenar, S. 227:4, whic Ic s en riently pending before tis ( onlinittee. The only
dil f-rice bet weeli thle Iwo Is t1hat, illy originall 1l1('isul' called for at 121/ percent
cI1'e1it, and did(1( not Includ th1 le mecondlary recovery provisions of it)le(iil, t
ii Illolidillit I 1av 1111 VOell1ged Ow li'121/ ls'ix'eit, flginv to 0wli generalI sveii perceill
f~kguro flireaity a1pprovedl by M le Iluse and 1(1 l 1 15) relet loll liti( ev oilie ('o1-
vi iined t 1111 . Secondary r'eovery 11un51; lN! illel1(de to have ivel I-rounlde(1 Ili)-
lproll('h to our' eiiergy (c1is15.

The fintent of tibs legfisllit Ion is to si11101( Iiuliteiii'stiiP1'iiis for' eplJora1tion1 Of
no0w doniesti rese'~rvvs of oil 1 11111 H ilrail glis. It Is Iut elded, to hlpJ reverse the
preselit. dii ugerioiH trenols whlichl would result. Iii 01W gr'owinjg rellilc IW'upon
ingisoe Midldle East source ' of crudl( oil and1( to guiirantfev tile ('on.i11iil thle
energy suli es he requires.

I Iti-go prompt ('OlI1l1leri on of' 1111is Jrol)OSlil. We lu(ist, liit DOW to ( rverSe
thet (lelroe.'s( level of holiesI l( expjloraiit 101 at IiIt les sop 41. his ht ion wIll not. hN!
de~pendenit. upon iiiseeiire MN~idl( 14iist '4ollrces for 1he v)bulk of ourl criude oil
supplies whlich are so vital to ourl natioa butISeen rity 1111( our- eononiIc heatlthl.

1110~ CHIR~lMAN. D)110 to t-,e1 flief ftht he is wmhiale t'o appeal. thlis
11tfternoonl, Mr'. ClaIrellce Al. Ta ri', VIc e lsidlent-, Nalioiuil A ssoeiation
of Retdieol Federal Employees, haIs decided to 5111)111it- hiis s tenlielnt
101' thie record.

(mi.. ntnors IneI),tlQ(1 sttt('llllt, follows :)

PP~ARm- STATEMENTS OF CLATLHNCS AL TAint, VICE, PIDiEN'l', NA'lIONAL, Asso-
OIATIION o01' Rp.'l'iiwi) P"113)EIALEMiLY5

Mr. Chairman alid members of the ('onillIt tee, for' the record, T 1111 Thomas
GI. Walters, Presidenlt of the Naltional Association of Retired Federal Eluployes
(NARPFj). I amn acconpalii('( this morning by Mr. Clarence 10. Tarr, Vice Presi1-
dent of our organization, aimiollss Judith 1]. Park, Admuinistratilye Asaistant.
NARFI is nlow Ii its 50th year 1111( Is it nonprofIt, ilorilorated iisso-iatlon wvithita
mnemblership) of more than 150,000, coniposed exclusIvely of r('tir(ee5 of the Federal
(Thvernmnt. ill lio'I th'l suiivor's residing thIiroughiout- the( 50 States t's, Perto Rico,
the Canal Zone, andl( the Pllili1ppinles.

1 appear before tis Senate Coniittee oil Finlance today 011 behalf of our
membership to suggest soii( amlendinelits and liberalizations to H1.R. 10047,
especially tM It applies to annuitants find( survivors 1111( to senior citizens wvho
aire forced to live onl low insufflllent Iinehis.

Generally spea I ig, we( support President Nixon's legislative p roposals Ii-
eluded Ii his economic program re'leasedl onl August 15, 19)71,find 11.11. 10947 which
was approved by tlie House of Representatives 011 Wednesday, October 7, 1971,
but we (10 believe thalit the personal exemption should be further liberalized and
made effective as of Janiuary 1, 1971.

IIETIREES SUFFER

Mr. Chairman, I (10 not feel that any member of this committee neceds to be
persuaded of the fact that the retired persons of this country have been the one.-
most fiercely hit by the Inflationary economy of the, lpist several years. The
average retiree on at ftxed, limited inome has had to bear the brunt of ever-
increasing rents, consumer prices and srvices without the benefit of any sub-
stantial pension Increase. The cost-of-living Increases provided by law since
December 1, 1965, have been helpful, but at 4 percent or 5 percent Increase on at
base annuity of $100 or $200 a month, (does imot bring about enough Increase to
realistically aid In meeting such cost-of-living increas(es as a $25 rent increase,
or soaring food prices.
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The pension that at one time might have allowed lilim to maintain a decent
standard of living hias been eaten away to the poh-1t; that hie now find,,, himself
In dire financial needle, unable to afford even the basic necessities of life, such as
rent, food, clothing, and medical services. Wage Increases that have aided active
employees III coping wvith the Inflation lave not been reflected Ini the pensions
and auniuitieis of the majority of retirees, 1131( result lug p)rice Increases have simply
pushed1 the elderly closer to or further below at Pmoverty level existence.

We aire hopeful that the present wage-price freeze and the lproplosed second
stage of this economic policy will lprovidle till effective iieaus toward cheocking
inflation, particularly as the freeze appllies to rents and to prices o11 consumer
products 1111( services so essential for simplle existence.

The latest statistics available to uts sliowv thiat of the more than W00,000 Civil
Service retirees and survivors, sonme 273,O000 receive less than $100 per mouthi
more tian 511,000 receive less Ulan11 $200) per inonth ; anld 69)8,000) more thMan two
thirds, receive less than $300 per. mouthl. r1les(o figures- shiow gross anuils, and
(10 not take Into accottlit. deductions for health hilelefits, Mledicare, ci c.

III quoting these statistics, In t lie past we have often lienm conufronted1 with the'
argument, thlat, the majorityN of tReSe! lowv anuinity retirees Were shortt terin"'
employees, who, only spent it few years of their working careers hit the Federal
service, 1111( therefore, It would be only nat ural thiat I heir annuities would fall
Into a lowv-hncomp bracket. We have never agreed liat tis theory wvas fully
correct but were not- able to (leternei from ofliclal records just how namuy of
theii wvere' "short term'' employees. Th'lerefore, about live mionths4 ago wve began
encouraging ouar members with more thian fifteen (15) years of service and
monthly annuities of less than $350 to contact us ats to their years of service aind
resulting annuities, with the understanding thaft we would not p)ublicize their
names.

Slice requestig this Information from our niembersipl we have received more
thanl 15,000 letters onl the subject, 1111( I assure you that aill of timese letters aire
authentic 1111( signedi by Civil Service annuitants. Thle entire file is available lIn
my office 1111( could lbe lnade available to tis Commliittee ait. ainy time.

Thue letters have been broken dowvn Into categories of years of service and
resulting annuities. Included In this exhibit Nve have 1:3 memllbers with 14 to 1i)
years' service receiving less tlianu $100 per inont h, ranging from $19) foi- 14 years
through $52 for 19) years, and $09.20 for at fifteen-year annuitanit. lin the 20-25 '
year category, we show 15 members receiving less than $100, with one 23-year
retiree receiving $45.00 per month. E]vei lin the( 25-30 year group we find four
members reporting annuities of less than $100 per mionthi one such mnenmber
receiving $75.00 for 27 years' service. We also have at letter from at 37-year
annuitant who receives $78 per~ monthi.

Mr. Chairman, I don't Illeve an:, one will contest that. 40 years' Federal
service Is not, shortt term," till(] Ii tils category we have numerous members
receiving less than $300 per month. One retiree reports at $209. annuity b~asedl onl
45 years of service, and one wvithi 54 years' service receives a iacre $2912 mnonthily
annuity. One couple within more thn 50 years of service b~etweenl them receive less
than $250 per month. Among Ilhe survivor annutitants wve have heard fromt,
we have exhibits of $9)2 based on 39) years' service $74 on :Ns years ;$52 on 25
years ; and $27.50 onl 15 years (If service,

NAtFE strongly supports the general Ideam that. is containled Ini 11.1t. 101)47 to
advance tihe peona111 I exemptin b n plS3111lercent age st 111(111rd dleductions se0iledled
In tile! 1969 TIax Rcformnl Act. We strongly ilelleve, however, thlit today's, social
structure and present. economic situation wa rranmt s at firtlher increase Iil tile
personal exemption and1( percentiage standoa rd deduct ions, and1( we urge t his Coin-
mnittee to go beyond the P~resident 's proposal a id 1 .11R. 1094M's provisions a111(
grant a personal exemption (If $1000 and at 20 percent stanldaird deduction with
at $2000 ceiling effective January 1, 19)71. Such at provision would he of great
benefit to millions of American taxpayers and1( wvould be especially helpful to
tile elderly and low income people as tiose retirees (65 years (If age and1( over re-
ceive a double exempt ion. We strongly bel ieve that- ally senior clizenl whlo is
forced to live oil an income ait or below tile so-called poverty level should be
exempt from all Federal, State, 1111(1 mniciplal taxes, but, it! wve had( oil tile
statute hooks a $1000 personal exemplitionl and1( a 20 Ilelent standard deduiction
with a $2000 ceiling, the majority (If t hese needy elderly people would beC re-
moved f romn Federal Imicomne tax rolls.

Mr. Chairman and Members (If tile (Commnittee, 1 know thlat. eachl (If you aire
anxious to pass legislation tilat will give tax relief to oiir senior citizens 65
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years of age and older. This Is the group I am most concerned about, and I am
sure that you share'that viev. It Is my deepest hope that we call find some way
to exclude from Federal Income tax all of these retirees and survivors who are
being forced to live below the poverty level through no fault of their own.

I am sure you realize that because of age'thousands of annitants and survi-
vors who are living todlay will not be here next year. Our membership of
more than 150,000 Is made up of men andl women who range in age from 50
years to 100 plus years, and from this number we average 800 to 500 deaths per
month, so whatever we do to assist these, annuitant" anl(i survivors should be
done Voday-boniorrowv may be too late.

Though I speak today with special emphasis onl the plight of the elderly and
low-income p~eole ll.i today's "high-priced" society, I sincerely believe that the
proposals I have mentioned will be beneficialt to millions of Americans, rt-gar'dless
of their age, for cerhtibily every citizen has felt the bite of inflation. I trust that
in the near future tis., Committee and1( the Congress4 will psu*. and wild( to) thle
President for approval, legislation to ease, the financial burden of those who need
It so badly, and which will work for the common good of this country.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, may I again urge that ats this Committe~e works
upon this important legislation, it keel) uppermost in mind the necessity for
bringing under control the terrifying inflation that rapidly ruis those rettredl
onl at flxd Income. I have heard inflation spoken of ats debilitating, I have heard
It spoken of ats anl econlomlic Illness. Some seem to feel It should be treated as a
chronic disease of anl Industrial society. But may I direct the attention of tils
Committee to the fact that for at retiree on a fixed Income, inflation Is a terminal
economic Illness slowly repressing hIs freedom, his quality of life, and his, dignity
as at human being. It Is beyond his control. Thllere Is noting lie Cani do to alleviate
It or ease tile paini. It is anl economic leukemia that wastes his resources and1
finally destroys his economic well being. Hie has no cure. Mr. Chatimani, as you
proceeds with your (telliberations, we look to you and this Committee to leip cure
this Illness of Inflation. Above all, this Is our need.

Onl behalf of our entire NARFE membership I express to you, Air. Chairman,
andl~ to tlle Members of tis Committee our sicere'tilalnks for tils opportuniity
to present our story onl the need for correcting legislation for retirees and the
elderly. We also extend our deep aLppreciation to your most efficient staff for
the work and cooperation we have recived from them.

We shall be delighted to answer ainy questions you may have.

The C1IADMAI~N. We Wvill now stand in recess until 2 :30 due to the
fact some of us have commitments during the noon hour.

(Whereupon, at 12 :30 p.m., the committee was recessed until 2:30
p.m. of the same day.)

ATIT11NOON S1M5ION

Present: Chairman L~ong and Senator Miller.
The CIIAIIIMAN. The. next, Witness Wvill be Mr. John R.. Greenlee,

chiairmani, tax policy committee, the rThx Council.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. GREENLEE, CHAIRMAN, TAX POLICY
COMMITTEE, THE TAX COUNCIL

Mr. GitEENI.T. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We arL- pleased to have you.
Mr. GIIEEFNLIEEF. My name is ,John R.. Greenlee. I am director of taxes

for the H-anna Mining Co., Cleveland, Ohio. I appear here for the Tax
Council, of which I am a director and chairman of the tax policy com-
mittee.

We Welcome the opportunity to appear in these hearings. We. sup-

p ort, and ni-ge your appJroval of the provisions of H.R. 10947, the
Revnue110 Act -of 1971, Which would:

(a) Establish a 7-percent jot) development investment credit;
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(b) Create a new depreciation system retaining, except for the first
year convention, the major features of the asset depreciation range
(AI)R~)system~ adopted by the Treasury Department in June;

(c) Repeal the 7-percent excise tax on automobiles, and the 10-
percent excise tax onl smallI trucks; and

(d) Reduce, individual income taxes.
'We also strongly support enactment. of the l)ISC-Domrestic, Inter-
national Sales Corp.-prograin, but. urge that you substitute deferral
of tax on all D)ISC income for thie "1incremenital" approach of the
House bill as recommended by theo Secretary of the Treasury in his
testimony before you onl October 7. F urthier, we hope you will give
fatvorable conisiderationi to the adliniistl'ation 's proposal that the rate
of the job development. credIit he set tit 10 instead of 7 percent for the
first year, because we lbelimve this would meanm more, new jobs opening
tip att the earlie-st possible (late.

(a) The charge, that. thie investmnentt, credit and new depreciation
rules represent. at "trickle down" lx)li(-. is not just short on objectivity,
it is counltered lucat ioilal because, the~ benefits of capital formation are
no trickle; they aire the most, substantial economic benefits known to
luauII.

(b) The. corporationi is thie lriincipal means ini non-Communist coun-
tries for mnaxmizing for p~eop~le the benefits of capital formation.

(r) Mfore, capital formation first, put.s p~eop~le to work producing now
p~rodulctive facilities, and thien puts additional people to work using
those facilities-or keceps p~eop~le at work who otherwise would lose
their jobs5 to for-eignl competitors.

(d) As contrasted within cmnstimltion spending, capital formation
makes at conitinluing contribution to emnploymenlt, economic. product and
revenues. Over 10 years. a $1,000 marginal investment is estimated to
bring at total addition to national product of $3,346-of which Govern-
ment would take $1,305 (table 1).

PLANT UTILIZATION AND CAPITAL4 FORMATION

A third reason which currently might. be used to rationalize, but
certainly would not justify, the notion that, capital formation is a
"trickle down" process is the plant utilization rate of 73 percent.

It first should be noted that the utilization figures apply only to
manufacturing and manu facturing accounts for only about 40 per-
cent, of business expenditures for new plant. and equipment. Public
utilities account for 16.5 l)ercent, commnlic ationls 12.8 percent, mining
2.4 percent, railroads 2.3 percent, air transportation 3.4 percent, other
transportattion 1.6 percent, and commercial and other the remaining
21 percent. With utilization crowding capacity in public, utilities, comn-
munications major mining areas, commrca an transportation ex-
ce1)t for air, complacency about, the need for new facilities is hardly
warranted.

*A second point about utilization is that a great deal of manufactur-
inf capacity is ibsolt. perhaps as much as 10 percent, and then an-

1'fe perentage marginal. Of course, the situation will vary in-
dustry by industry.

A tird point about utilization involves economic balance. 'We have
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no experience which indicates we could have at fully operating, bal-
anced economy without business capital spending holdings up its end.
We know that when capital formation flourishes, so does tlie economy,
and when the economy flourishes it needs all the caitil formation it
can get in order to improve productivity and counterinflationary
forces. A step-up in capital formation is the best way 1)0th to increase
plant utilization and to assure a balanced and less inflationary economy
when we got back to high-level production and employment.

CAPITAL AND INTERNATIONAL, coi~mPETITION

A valid question is why America within its high stock of capital
per worker finds itself at at competitive dlisadivantage with nations
whose stocks of accumulated capital are substantially lower. We be-
lieve openiand frank discussion of this subject would be ai healthy edu-
cational exercise. Without p~retendling to delimit the subject, our think-

ingf turns up five major points affectin~g our ability to compete which we
believe deserve consideration:

First, the push of wvage and salary. levels for so many groups in the
United States b)eyondl the increases in real incomes made possible by
capital formation and increased productivity.

Second, it serious lag inl productivity ill re-enit, years.
Third, concentration of other nations in capital formation and( high

technology in export areas.
Fourth, at much faster rate of growthl of capital formation inl other

countries than here, so that a larger proportion of their capital stock<
is of the most modern technology.

Fifth, more restrictive tax I)Iovisions for capital recovery in the
United States than among our1 major coinpjetitors.

Some of the figures and facts wichl bear onl these points are most
illuminating. In the 5 years after 1965, average hourly earnings inl the
United States increased three times as fast ats productivity, with the
difference approximnatinig the, infation rate; w lieu p)rodu~ctilvity over
the 5 years was increasing 10 percent here, it increase(l 70 lperenlt
in .a pan and then rangedl downward from 40 to 18 percent inl Europe,
in 1970, West Germany passed the United States inl the l)Iohlct ionl of
machine tools and Ruissia anid Japan were not, farl behdid; and, inl
1968, capital formation as pel'cent. of GNP was only 13 percent inl
Amiericat but ranged upward to 18 per~ent. inl France anld Germany onl
to 27 percent in .lfqan.

For it vivid illustrations of the advei'se effects of Federal tax policy
onl business capital spending inl thle Ilnited States, as -olnIpared with
other nations, table I of Secretary Connally's testim-only onl October
7 could not be impIrovedl upon.

I would now refer you to table 2 of our statement.
(g) Over the past 18 years, there has been a, substantial decline inl

unemployment wl'hen profits increased b)y more, than 10 percent-S
years-and at substantial increase in uneiiploymnti whlen profits, de-
clined by more thian 10 pel'cenlt-2 years. (Table 2.)

(h) There was a profit gal) of $25 billion inl 1,970, and at cumulative,
gap) of $64 billion. usingy profits inl relation to GTNP in 1965 as the. base.
(Table 3.) The Januar;"y 1966 annual report of the Council of Eco-
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nomic Advisers attested to the fact that 1965 was a year of good
balance in the economy.

(i) From the same MIaSe, there was a cash flow gap) of $21 billion in
1970, and a cumulative gap) of $56 billion. (Table 4.)

(j) Comipared with the prlofit and cash flow gaps, estimated cor-
p)orate tax savings from the new investment credit and depreciation
rules are quite modest.

A GUIDE FORl POLICY

The facts and figures recited provide at clear guide for policy. They
indicate it would be i a n mistake" of veoioinic Policy fot' tison
inittee or the Senate to fail to go) along compl etely within thie new credit
and depreciation rules Iis p~assed1 by I h I louise. histeadl of cutting back
onl these measures, alter at year or, two of experiencee we thiik it may
well be found that fur-lthe easing of thie tax restr-ainits onl capital
formation is %'ery piunch ini order to serve thie public interest.

(mn) Althotigh the, economiic sittiationi is mnore serious now than in
the early 1960 s, the tax actions preceding the fihne Ibalanice, in the.
economy of 1060) included lower corporate tax rates ats well ats the
investment credit and liberalized dIelpreciation.

(n) Because (i) the problein today is lack of income of' people who
are-- unemp~loyedl and not, shiortage of- income, of people whio are em-
ployed; (ii) Federal stimnulus of demnd is out of hand with at fall
employment deficit of $5 billion up; (iii). of the profit and cash flow
gaps; and (iv) the need for revval of lusiess caitafil spending if we
are to move forward to at period of economic balance, there is no
economic case whatsoever for iinodi fyinig the butsiniess tax cuts in order
to make further tax cuts for. individuals.

The great co~ncernl which I express t~o you is that the mned
of the unemployed for new job opportunities not be subordinated in
ainy degree to putting wm money directly ito the hands of the
emp loyed.

(o)) More specifically, we emphatically urge upon you tile view
that none of thie potential for jobiuakin g of the' new investment credit
and depreciation rules comnbinied lbe traded for any kind or amount of
further personal tax cuts to aid those now en1i)loyedl.
itp) If the United States is to reverse the trend which jeopardizes
isworld economiic leadershIipj, thie release of tax restraints onl capital

formation provided ill 11.R. 10947 would be ai %,ery inodest beginning.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. 1 would like to ask you one, question about this. This

is anl impressiNve- tab~le over here that could really prove what you seem
to think it does.

Now, would you mind explaining to mne hlow that table demonstrates
your point. I would like to see if it supports it to the point that you
apparently think~ it does.

Mr. GREENLT. Well, we have used the figure of 25 percent of in-
creased or GNP generated by capital investments. As I recall, 20 years
ago the economists, as at general rule, were accep)tinig that as a foregone
conclusion. We have just picked up that samne 25 percent figure.

The CHAIRMAN. Give ine that again. You say you are relying upon
an assumption?~

Mr. GREEtNLEE ,. That is right.
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The CHAIRMAN. What is that assumption now? Would you restate
that?

Mr. GREENLEE. The assumption is one, at least I have heard econ-
omists, and I just use the term broadly, have used for the last 20 years,
that the resulting flow and the effect on gross national product from
capital investment as opposed to a substantial investment is in the
range of 25 percent. That is an assumption on which this table is based.
The other assumption is that some 14 percent of our gross national
product, in turn, goes into capital investment.

Now, the point we are making is that funds released, with funds
released that becomes at part of gross national product onl the consump-
tion area and will'be subject on ty to the 14 percent which wvill go as onl
the average into the area of capital investment, whereas the effect of
the additional job creation by capital formation has at factor such ats
25 percent added to it in addition to the 14 percent that will flow from
all expenditures that affect GNP. That is the basis for the, table and
it is based on those assumptions.

The CHAIRMVAN. I want to study this and ex plore. that assumption,
because it might be correct and, if it is, I wvoufId like to put it in the
computer and leave it there.

X .GREENLEE. Sure.
The CIAIIIMAN. I discovered all during the periods that we were

prosperous, that for the gross national product to increase by $1, the
total public and private debt, that is, the debt structure of public plus
private, had to increase by $2, and it did.

Mr. GRE:ENLEE,. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. That was our experience. Of course, you understand

that gross national product is a recurrn thing, it is an every year
thing, while the public and private deibt structure is a cumulative

Mh r. GREE.NiLE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. SO One is just a 1-year shot and the other is what

happens after it is 'all over. It doesn t. mean that you aire poorer be-
cause youlhave a bigger public and private debt structure, because after
all, we as at nation o6we it to one another. But it would appear in order
for the economy to produce and consume one moi'e automobilel, let's say,
than it had the year before-in other words, assuming last year it pro-
duced a million automobiles and you want to produce a1 milon and one
this year, if that were a $3,000 automobile, you are goig to have to in-
crease your debt structure by $6,000. Tha would mean, in effect, in
order to merchandise that one additional automobile beyond what you
merchandised the year before, that 'a mnan w~olli ave'to borrow -the
money from a bank to buy the automobile, or from GMC, and that,
they in turn would borrow that f romn an insurance company. So that the
debt structure had been increased by $2 to make that $1 increase in the
gross national product.

Now, please understand we are no poorer, what we owe is 'all owed to
one another. So the total economy is no poorer, but the debt structure
has increased in order to accommodate that additional auto. It might
be that we can keep the country prosper'ous without exp~andinig the
debt structure, although I know I have made some independent study
of every year that we were prosperous and every year that we were
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prosperous we expanded the debt structure by $2 for every $1 we in-
creased the gross national product.

Have you looked ut those figures?
Mr. GREENLEE. No, I have not. They are interesting. I will make at

point to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Please taken look at the figures that we put in the

record every time we raise the. debt limit. We have a whole group of
comparative figures, some aire in constant dollars, some are in current
dollars, and if you just get those figures together and look at your gross
national product and then look ait your public plus private debt-and
I am talking about the total, not ainy one segment.

Mr. GR 1-1EN1,E E. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. So that when 1 see all of that and hear someone

screaming about the fact that the Governmient owes more money, I
find myself saying, "While that may be bad, and taken 'alone it is, if
you want to be prosperous somebody is going to owe somebody some
more money because if the country is to grow the debt structure has
to grow. "

Cr GREENLEE. I agree with that, Mr. Chairman, and that is particu-
larly true 'as long as we can keep our country on the dynamic path. I
agree with you completely.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't want to go into any more debt myself, unless
I can afford it. I don't enjoy being in debtt. But as a pr-acti'cal proposi-
tion there is only so much gold around and so much currency and when
a bank reflects that one mnan has money in hiis account, it is usually be-
cause somebody owes money ait some point. Ane man's debt is another
mn 's asset.

Mr. GRE.ENiFFE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank( you very mnuchi. I appreciate your state-

ment and I assure you I will study it further. I parliculairly want to do
justice to the theory that you point out here on p age 4.

Senator Mua1mni. Before the witness leaves, as long as we are talking
economic theory, I would like to have him probe this point a little
f urther.

if, for exam pie, you bought a $3,000 automobile but you went down
to the bank to' borrow the $3,000, and that was the only transaction as
of the end of the year, I doubt if you would be talking about an in-
crease in your gross national product, or an increase in your real
economic growth because the one offsets the other.

Mr. GRRENLEEoF. That is perfectly right.
Senator MILLE.R. And in looking ait. it f rom it countrywide standpoint,

I suggest that you would look at Al~e same thing.
Now, of course, there is a lot of disagreement over what is true

economic growth, but it would seem to mne as at basic Principle, if the
true economic growth is offset, in whole by the addition to the national
debt, then we are just kidding ourselves I'f we think we have had real
economic growth.

Mr. GREENLEE. Senator, I would suggest, if you will, and T think
the point we are trying to make is that it is not just the car itself bit
the extra people that are put to work making that car, all the way f rom
the expanding machine tool industry to the job of suppliers all the
way tip the line.
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I quite agree with you on the one transaction. I have no quarrel at
all with your statement.

Senator MiLTJER. We could make it as many transactions as you
want. If you have had so much economic, true economic, growth for
the Nation.

Mr. GREEHNLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator lMiixxiz. And you have hiad an equal amount added to the

national debt or to the total b~orr'owed dlelbt, conisumner creditt, national
dlebt, the State and local increase, iii dlelbt$ lien I suggest to you you
haven't had ainy real economic growth, you have just stood still.

Mr. GitEENEI. Yes, sir'.
Senator, I would suggest, however, this is one of thle points we were

tryig to make to the extent, that. we can generate profit s, tnd I amn
talking about corporate profits, wvithi which to acquire.e new capital l
necessary for expanisioni and mnainininig additional technology. rnlis
does add t~o realI wealthy anid real income. To thalt extent, wve, are not
talking about at dlelbt acquired ini order to accomplish this goal1.

Senator M1imxitE. I am aill -for thiat, and I am all for borrowing money
in order to put more p~eop~le to work and make more profit. I just
want to warn, however, thiat if we for at period of time have found
an serious increase in economiic growvt1 and at thie samie, time anl equal
amount of increase in total debt, that, we are just kiddig ourselves
if we think- we have, iade ainy Jprog-ress.

You see, yout would have to allocate, it across the, hoard. How much
additional growth is there fromn every ni, womani and child in thiis
country ? And then how mnuchi of thie total debt for every mu an, Nv'omanl.
and child in the country, ail you get (down to the indivdual caise that
I mentioned to you.

So it seems to inc that we shouldn't, confuse. that situation with the
desirability of adding to debt if that will help us increase, I mean make
a genuine increase in ouir economic growth.

,So that I think whiat Seniator Lonig is talking about is this addition
to the national debt in relationship to the gro's's national product ac-
tually may be smaller this year than it wats 10 years ago.

Mr. Gia,m.NT 2E. That is correct.
Senator MmiLii. But, that doesn't, tell the whole story and I think

the whole story is you have to look into the true economic growth;
perhaps you have to sihik thie inflation out of it to get the real dollar
picture, not only on 1both sides of the ledger, on the plus side and on
the debt side, and see what thie picture is then.

'Mr. Gm~Ium.Surely, I quite agree.
Senator MimauI. Thank you.
(Mr. Greenlee's prepared statement, follows. Hearing continued on

p. 511.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN R. OREENLEE IN BEHALF OF THlE "VAX COUNCIL

1. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) Ena'ctment of p~rovisions of H.R. 10947 which would-
(1) establish a 7-pemicent job) development credit
(11) create at new depreciation system retaining (except for the first

year convention) the major features of the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR)
System adopted by tile Treasury Department in June

(ill) repeal the 7-percent excise tax on automobiles, and the 10-pezcent
excise tax on small trucks and

(tv) reduce Individual Income taxes
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Mb Enactment of the DISC (Domestic International Sales Corporation) pro-

gram, substituting deferral of tax on fill IISC Income for the "Incremental"
approach of the House bill as recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury
Ii his testimony on October 7th.

(o) Favorable consideration of the Administration's proposal that the rate ofjob development credit be set ait 10 Instead of 7 percent for the first year.

2. SUPPORING POINTS
(a) Tihe charge that the Investment credit aind new deprclation rules repre-sent at "trickle down" policy is not just short, onl objectivity, It is counter-educational because the benefits of capital forination aire no trickle; they are

the most Substantial economic benefits known to mtani.
(b) The Corporation is the p~rincilpal means litn on-Communist countries formaximizing for pecopie the benefits of capital formation.
(o) Mfore capital formation first pluts people t~o work producing new productivefacilities, find then puts additional people to work using those facilities (or keeps

people ait work who otherwise would lose their Jobs to foreign competitorss.(d) As contrasted with consumpltioni spendling, capital formation makes at con-tinuing contribution to employment, economic product. find( revenues. Over tenlyears, at $1,000 marginal Investment Is estimated to birng a total addition to na-tional product of $3,346-of which government would take $1,305 (Table 1).(e) The plant utilization rate of 73 percent Is not at reason to hold off on capi-tal formation because: 1) The p)ereentage relates onl1Y to manufacturing whichaccounts for only 40 percent of new exelmnditures on plant and equipmennt, andutilization crowds capacity lin most of the other areas; 2) at great deal of manui-facturing calacity Is obsolete, aind another percentage is marginal ; and 3) whencapital formation flourishes, so does the economy, afid when the economy flour-ishes It needs all the capital formation It c-an get ili ordler to Improve productivity
andi counter infla tiona ry forces.

(f) Despite its high stock of acciumulatedl capital, the U.S. ability to competewith other nations Is adiverseiy aff'ctied by, 1) time push of wage aind salary levelsfor so many groups here beyond time Increases lin real Incomes made- possible bycapital formation find Imicreasedl productivity ; 11) at serious lag lin productivity Inrecent years ; fit) concentration of oilher nations lin caipitall formation and hightechnology 1im export, areas ; iv) at much faster contemporary rate of growth ofcapital formation Ii other countries than here; and v) more restrictive tax pro-visions. for~ capital recovery here than aniong on r maiijor complet itors. Supportingfigures Include: in the five years after 19)65, average hourly earnings lin the UnitedStates Increased three tilmes its fast as p~rodluctivity, with the difference alplroxi-mnating the Inflation rate; w~henm productivity over the live years, wvas Increasing10 percent here, it Increased 70 percent lin Jalpan 1find then ranged downwardfromt 40 to 18 percent lin Euhrope lin 1970, West Germany passedl the UnitedStates lin time production of imacine tools find( Russ"ia anl(l Japan were not farbehind ; and(, lin 11)(08, capital formattion is percent of 61N1 was only 13 percent IiAmerica lbut ranged upwm rd to 18 percent fin France fid Germany onl to 27 per-cent Ii Japan. Also see T a'mble I of Secretary C onnially's testimony onl October 7th.(g) Over the past 18 years, there has beenia suibstantil decline In unemnlloy-nient when profitt,, Increasedl by more than 10 percent (five years) aind a substan-tial Increase Ii imuemploymnemit whieni profits declined Iby more than 10 percent (2years). (Table 2.)
(h) There was a profit. gap of $25 billion lin 1970, aind at cumulilative gap of $04billion, using profits lin relation to (INll In 1905 ats the base. (Table 3). TheJanuary 1900 annual report of the ('ouneii of Economic Advisers attested to thefact that 1960 was a year of good blnli lice InI the ev.coomy.(1) Fromt the samne base, there was a cash flowv gap) of $21 billion in 1070,aind a cumulative gap) of $50 billion. (Table 4).(j) Comnpared with the profit and cash flow gaps, e-stiated corporate taxsav11igs from the new Invest meant credit and depreciation rules-$2 billion In1971, $4.6 billion Ii 1972 find $5.4 billion Ii l973-are (uite modest.(k) Considering all the facts and figures cited, it would lie at major mistake ofeconomic p~olic-y for the Committee or the Senate to fail to go along completelywith the niew inve-stmient credit aind depreciation rules as. passed by the House.(1) Instead of cutting back on the credit and depreciation rules, It may well befound fin a year or two that a further- easing of the tax restraints on capitalformation Is very much in order.
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(mn) Although the economic situation is more serious now than in the early
1960s, the tax actions preceding the fine balance In the economy of 1965 included
lower corporate tax rates as well as thle investment credit and liberalized
depreciation.

(n) Because 1) the problem today Is lack of Income of people who are unem-
ployed and not shortage of Income of people wvho are employed, it) federal
stimulus of demand Is out of hand with a full employment deficit of $5 billion
up (compared with surpluses In 1962-1965), Iii) of the profit and cash flow gaps,
and iv) the need for revival of business capital spending If we are to move for-
ward to a period of economic balance, there is no economic case whatsoever for
modifying the business tax cuts Ii order to make further tax cuts for individuals.

(o) More specifically, none of the potential for job-miaking of the new Invest-
ment credit and depreciation rules combined should( be traded for any kind or
amount of further personal tax cuts to aid those now employed.

(p) If the United States Is to reverse thle trend which Jeop~ardizes its World
economic leadership, the release of tax restraints onl capital formation p~rovidedl
in H.R. 10947 would be a very modest beginning.

"THE BENEFITS OF CAPITAL FORMATION ARE NO TRICKLE"

The Council Is a non-profit, policy organization supported by business. Its
membership) Includes large, medium-size and small companies. The Board of
Directors Is a working board drawn largely from membership but Including some
distinguished people In the field of taxation without a memberships) connection.

We welcome the opportunity to appear Ii these hearings. We support and
urge your approval of the provisions of 11.11. 10947, The Revenue Act of 1971,
which would: a) establish a 7-percent job development Investment credit;
b) create a new depreciation System retaining (except for the first year coni-
vention) the major features of the Asset Depreciation Range (ADR) System
adopted by thme Treasury Department Ii June; c) repeal the 7-percent excise tax
onl automobiles, and the 10-percent excise 'tax onl small trucks; and d) reduce
Individual Income taxes.

We also strongly support enactment of the DISC (Domestic International
Sales Corporation) program, but urge that the substitute deferral of tax onl
all DISC Income for the "Incremental" approach of the House bil1l as recom-
mended by the Secretary of tile Treasury Ii his testimony before you onl Oc-
tober 7th. Further, we hope you will give favorable consideration 'to the Ad-
ministration's proposal that tile rate of tile Job development credit be set at
10 instead of 7 percent for tile first year, because wve believe this would mean
more new jobs opening up alt tile earliest p)ossib~le date.

Mr. Chairman, tile national problems of unemployment, Iunflation amnd low
productivity have not been thrust upon our nation iby external forces, they are
of our own creation. When we look for tile sources of our problems, we must
start with government ibut the challenge Is not to decide who Is responsible but
to work together to resolve them. All of us have got to display more under-
standing and a more cooperative attitude if we are to be Successful. We must
bring a high level of objectivity Inlto our discussions If we are serious about
a common effort to get our nation back onl tile track of Its great destiny. We
must avoid language which frustrates constructive dialogue.

"TRICKLE DOWN"

In tile doomn and gloom of tile great depression tile phrase "trickle down"
was coined as anl epithet against concepts attributing necessary function to
profits, savings and capital, but Its use0 was abandoned as tile economic dialogue
became more sophisticated Ii tile late 1950s and early 1960s. It was revived
early this year as time leading edge of tile attack on tile Asset Depreciation
Range (ADR) system initiated iby tile Admimnistration. More recently, It has been
used to attack tile job development credit, tile combination of the credit and
tile newv depreciation rules or Ii general tile concern for direct tax action to
re-energize tile capital formation process as reflected In tile Administrationl's
new economic program and now In HI.R. 10947. The phrase has becen used by
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union leaders, some Presidential hopefuls and other members of Congress, edi-
torial writers, columnists and college economists Including the head of the
Council of Economic Ad visers at the time the original Investment credit, the
1962 depreciation guidelines and the 1964 corporate tax reduction were Initiated.

Counter-educational
The charge of "trickle down" Is not just short on objectivity. It is counter-

educational. The benefits of capital formation are no trickle. They are thie most
substantial economic benefits known to man. The high real wages and salaries
Including those of government employees, and the high standard of living of
the, American people as a whole, all derive from high capital formation. When
wve compare real Incomes here with those inI other countries, we find ours are
way ahead for the basic reason that our stock of capital (accumulated total of
savings and Investment) ier worker or per citizen Is far higher than elsewhere.
The level of unemplloyment benefits here is far above the level of Income for
work in major industrial nations. Even welfare payments here are larger than
wages in many countries. It all stems from more cap~ital.

If union power, or government dispensation, could uplift the real wage and
living standards of at nation, the rest of tihe world would be as well off as
Americans. Unions find wvell-meaning governments are not peculiar to the
American shore. The wvell-being of a nation's p~eop~le advances on the disciplines
of saving, investment aind work, not onl the largess of government nor tile boasts
aind claims of union leaders.

When we look for reasons why capital formation would be downgraded by
use of the phrase "'trickle down", we find three which seeml tile most likely.

Vorporation8 and people
Tile first Is really only at ploy to attract the support of people whlo (0 not

understand their stake in the lprofltable op~erationl of corporations. Tile p~loy is
to make antagonists out of corp~orationls aid of peop~le. T1hme truth of course Is
that tile corporation is the prlicipal means in non-Communist countries for
maximizing for people the benefits of capital formation.

The bcnefiti of capital formation
The second major reason for tile "trickle down" attribution would appear to

be the tendency t~o appraise the results of tax reduction in all extremely short-
term aind narrow context. It's obvious that people who spend most of -their In-
come Immediately will do the samne with most of any tax reauction they get.
But It Is equally obvious that once spent the economic effect of such tax reduc-
tion tapers off except as there is a flow through to profits amld capital formation.
It also Is obvious there many be some delay In thle first effects of tax reduction to
further capital formation, but w~hat'., overlooked inI the "trickle down" frame
of reference Is the double Impact of more capital formation fin creating more
Job~s and inI Its continuing contribution to emplloyment, economic product aind
revenues.

As regards double inipact, capital formation first puts people to work iroduc-
lug newv productive facilities, find( then puts additional people to work using
those facilities (or keeps people ait work w~ho otherwise would lose their jobs to
foreign competitors).

As regards the continuing impact of capital formation, a reasonable estimate
of the economic yield from marginal capital Investment is 2.1 percent. That Is,
for every additional (dollar of capital Investment. tilere Is an annual addition
to national product of 25 cents. Onl this b~asis marginal capital Investment will,
compounded, yieldl its value tin current. conlslnpl til In less thaln four years.
with the annual yield thereafter being aill bonus for having saved and Invested
the original Inconme instead of using it. for Immediate consumplltion. Over- at 10-
year period. at $1,000 marginal capital Investment brings at total addition to
national product of $3,340--of which government would take $1,305. Table 1
shows how the figures Increase year-Iby-year.
Plant utilization and capital formation

A third reason which currently might be used to rationalize. but certainly
would not justify, tlhe notion that capital formation Is at "trickle down" process
is the plant utilization rate of 73 percent.

It first should be noted that the utilization figures apply only to iiianufactur-
Iug and manufacturing accounts for only about 40 percent of business expendi-
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tures for new plant and equipment. Public utilities account for 16.5 percent,
communications 12.8 percent, mining 2.4 percent, railroads 2.3 percent, air tranms-
portation 3.4 percent, other transportation 1.6 percentt. and conumercial aiid
other the remaining 21 percent. With utilization crowdilng capacity. lin public
utilities, communications,, major mining areas, commercial w11( t fO nslortltom
except for air, compilacency about~ time needle for new facilities is hardly warranmted.

A second point about utilization is, that at great deal of mainufmcturing capacity
Is4 obsolete, p~erlhaips its ic1d its tent percent, an1( them another percentage Is
marginal. Of course, the sit uationi will vary') industry by finflllstry.

A third point about utilization iiivolve-s (econlomic balan1ce. We hamve 110 txI)('l-
emice wichl Indicates we Could have at fully operating, baileIeP ecoioinly ivitliolit.
bmusimess capital spending holding ump Its endl. We know that whten caplitli fornma-
tionl flourishes, so does the economy, and when the economy floitrisies, It ned~s
till the capital formation It can get lit order to Implrove lprodluctivity mi11( counter
Inflationary forces. A step-up In capital formation Is the best way both to In-
crease p~lant utilization and1( to assure it balanced an(1 less Inflationary economy
when we get back to high level p~rodluctionl amid employment.

TABLE L.-1.YEAR YIELD IN ADDITIONAL PRODUCT (INCOME) AND REVENUE FROM MARGINAL CAPITAL
INVESTMENT OF $1,000

National product New capital
Marginal capital (income) generated investment f rom Total addition to Revenue yield

Investment, (25 percent (14 percent national product (30 percent
cumulative ol, 1) of cot. 2) (cols. 2+3) of cl. 4)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1971----------------$1,000 $250 $35 $285 1$386.50
1972 ....... 1,035 259 36 295 88.50
1973 ....... 1,071 268 38 306 91.80
1974 ........ 1,109 277 39 316 94.80
1975 ....... 1,148 287 40 327 98.10
1976 ..... .. 1,188 297 42 339 101.70
1977 ..... .. 1,230 308 43 351 105.30
1978 ....... 1 273 318 45 363 108.90
1979 ....... 1,318 329 46 375 112.50
1980 ..... .. 1,364 341 48 389 116.70

Total........................ 2,934 412 3,346 1, 304. 80

I Includes 30 percent of the $1,000 capital investment.

C'AP'ITAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMPI'TITION

A valid question is why Asnerica with Its high stock of capital per worker
finds Itself at a competitive disadvantage W~ith m11tiomls whose stocks of mtccunul-
latedI capital 'are substantially lower. We believe open and frank (lisetlssionl of
this subject would be a llealt1hy eduicatlollal exercise. Without llret emldlig to de-
limit the subject, our thinking turns tipl five nmjor points affecting our ability
to Compete whlich we believe deser-ve (comlside(ratioml:

First, tile ptu151 of wage and salary levels for so mim~y group,; lin time Uited
States beyond the increases lmm real Imeomo's made possible by capital formation
ando Increased productivity.

Second, a serious lag In productivity lin recent. years.
TPhirdl, concentration of other naitionls lin (ailt inl format loll 11(1 igh t eelnology

lil export areas.
Fourth, a mnuchl faster rate of growth of canlltnI formation ii other countries

tlman here, so that a larger p~rop~ortionl of their capital stock is of tilemilost, motlerim
technology.

Fifti, more restrictive tax provisions for capital recovery lit the Unmited States
thanl among our major -cosnlpetitors.

Some of thme figures and( facts which b~ear 011 these poimt s tire most illinimmatinig.
Imm time five years after 1965, average limorly earmimngs 1mm n10m-agriclmIturanl, pri-

v'ate employment lil the Umnited States Imireased by over 31 percent. 1In tile same
period, productivity Increased only ahout 10 percent. Tile difference of 21 per-
cemntage points ap~proxinmates the inflationl rate (consumer price increase) of 23
percent.
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InI the five years Ii which productivity was increasing only about 10 percent
in the United States, the Increases were over 70 percent in Japan, a 'little more
than 40 percent inI the Netherlands and a little less inI Sweden, 33 percent in
France and 27 percent in West Germany. Even In the United Kingdom the in-
cease was 18 percent, nearly double thle U.S. rate.

In 1970, WVest Germany passed the United States InI the production of ma-
chine tools and Russia and JTapan were not far behind.

In 1908, capital outlays inI the United States were 13 percent of gross national
product while among our competitors the percentages ranged upward from 14
percent inI the United Kingdom to 16 percent In Belgium, 18 percent in Frianice and
also in Germany, 21 percent InI the Netherlands and 27 percent Ii Japan.

Lor a vivid Illustration of the adverse effects of federal tax policy on busi-
ness capital pending In the United States, as compared with other nations,
Table I of Secretary Connally's testimony on October 7th could not be Improved
Up~on.

iMore capital formation may seem unimportant to Some here at home, but for
most of the years since World W'ir 11 the rest of the world considered the United
States a model of how to advance hitinan well-being through this process. Th'e
figures suggest, however, that the model may be getting a little wvorn around
the edges. Onl the opening dlay of thies,, hearings, Senator Bennett quoted from
anl Evans and Novak column inI the W'ashington Post transmitted from Japain
which I repeat here: "It Is a ~chilling experience to hear a top government econ-
oist say, with a broad smile: 'I am sorry to tell you this, but I think the
United States Is beginning its economic decline Just as Great Britain began
theirs 20 years ago. The decline is irreversible'." We stand with the Senator
inI his opinion that the decline can be reversed, but If we are to pull the trick
we must seek better public understanding of the critical role of capital forma-
tion and avoid such counter-educational inputs as "trickle down"

TOWARDS A BALANCED AND STRONGER ECONOMY

To reverse the decline in our competitiveness with other major nations, we
must achieve aI better balance Ii our economy thaii obtains today. The first
matter of balance which we must fac e is under-utilization of our labor force.
This is not just a natter of economics and national pride, it is a matter of con-
science. It may be difficult to agree onl a precise level of unemployment which is
tolerable, or whether and at what level there is a trade-off between unemploy-
mnent and inflation, but there's no room for disagreement that the six percent
zone of unemployment is mu chl too high. When we- look at the economics of the
matter, It is not hard t'o find cause and effect. Increasing the p~ay of the emn-
ployed more than justified by the productivity performance of the economy does
not just put inflationary pressure onl prices, It puts a deflationary squeeze on
p~rofits. The victims are those wvho lose their jobs or wvho can't find jobs III
anl econopnly Ii which profits are out of balance with other factors.

Union leaders may rail at profits when they are seeking wage increases unrIe-
lated to productivity Ii the economy, but to (10 so is as counter-educational as
the "trickle down" phrase. Profits are the mainspring of job-mnaking. Loss of
profits means loss of jobs and more profits means, more jobs. Aside from the
incentive to produce which profits provide, they are thle major source of new
business capital. If we are to avoid the fate of the Japanese economist sees for
us, the profit level has got to be adequate to thle task.

The connection between profit trends and jobs inay be verified statistically from
experience. Substantial variation from one year to another inI the volume of
profits usually is accompanied by anl opposite movement In the rate of uinemploy-
nent. InI time five of the past 18 years, for example, when net profits increased

by more than 10 percent over the preceding year, there was va substantial decline
iaI the rate of unemployment. InI the two years in which profits declined by more
than 10 percent, the rate of unemployment increased substantially. The figures
are shown in Table 2.

By the fourth quarter of 1970, net profits were downv to anl annual rate of
$.39 billion, and the unemployment rate wvas up to 0.2 percent-an increase of 2.0
percentage points or 70 percent over the fourth quarter of 1969.

68-333 0 - 71 - pt. 2 -- 8
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TABLE 2.-VARIATIONS IN NET PROFITS AND RATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Net profits Unemployment Profit variation Percentage-point
after taxes (percent of of more than 10 variation in rate

Year (billions) labor force) percent (billions) of unemployment

1953 ------------------------------ $20.4 2.9 ------------------
1954------------------------------- 20.6 5.5.........................------
1955 -------------- ---------------- 27.0 4.4 +$6.4 -1. 1
1956 ------------------------------- 27.2 4.1.........................------
1957------------------------------- 26.0 4.3----------------------------
1958------------------------------- 22.3 6.8 -3.7 +.
1959------------------------------- 28.5 5.5 +6.2 -1.3
1960------------------------------- 26.7 5.5------------------------------
1961------------------------------- 27.2 6.7 ------------------
1962------------------------------- 31.2 5.5 +4.0 -1.2
1963------------------------------- 33.1 5.7------------------------------
1964------------------------------- 38.4 5.2 +5.3 -. 5
1965 ------------------------- 46.5 4.5 +8.1 -. 7
1966------------------------------- 49.9 3.8------------------------------
1967------------------------------- 46.6 3.8 ------------------
1968------------------------------- 47.8 3.6.........................------
1969------------------------------- 44.5 3.5 ----------------------------
1970---- ------------------------- 41.2 4.9 -3.3 +.

The profit gap
It would be a mnistakce, however, to assume from these figures that all that is

needed to put the unemployed to work and regain some economic muscle in
International competition is a modest annual Increase In profits over the next
few years. The facts are that wNT have developed a serious Imbalance in the
relation between wages and profits since 19115 and the result is a rather frighten-
ing profit gap, or lag or deficiency in profits, both on an annual and a cumulative
basis.

In 1965, wages, salaries and other labor Income were 55.2 percent of gross
national product. By 1970, this had Increased to 58.6 percent. A large chunk of
the Increase was in the government sector, where the total moved up from
10.1 percent to 11.7 percent of GNP.

In 1965, net profits were 6.8 percent of GNP, but by 1970 had dropped to only
4.2 percent-a drop roughly comparable to the percentage increase in compeni-
sation. As wve noted earlier, the victims of this process are those who are un-
employed. The lag or deficiency in profits over the five years on an annual and
cumulative basis is shown In Table 3.

TABLE 3.-THE LAG IN PROFITS

IDollars in billions)

The profit record

Gross Reduction from 1965
National Profits ---------- -- -- ---

Year product after tax Percent GNP Percent GNP Current year Cumulative

1965 ------------------- $685 $46.5 6.8 ---------------------
'W6---------- 750 49.9 6.6 0.2 $1.5 -$1.5

1967------------------- 794 46.6 5.9 .9 7.2 8.7
1968------------------- 864 47.8 5.5 1.3 11.2 19.9
1969------------------- 929 44.5 4.8 2.0 18.6 38.5
1970 ------------------- 974 41.2 4.2 2.6 25.3 63.8

This table tells us that the profit gap In 1970 was $25.3 billion, and that the
cumulative gap over five years was $63.8 billion.

If we were this year to return to the profitability of 1965, net profits would be
In the order of $71 billion; next year, the figure would be some $78 billion. If
these figures seem startling compared with present profit levels, It should be
recalled that 1965 was one of fine balance In the economy.

The 1965 economic performance was eulogized by the Council of Economic
Advisers in Its annual report to Congress of January 1966. A major section wvas
entitled "The Balance of the Economy" and this wvas the theme which flowed
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throughout the report. After a number of years of economic lag and too much
unemployment, the economy was filled out and the unemployment rate was down
to the 4 percent zone at the end of the year.
The cash flow gap

While profits are the essential Incentive to produce, the most Important factor
In business capital spending Is cash flowv which is profits after tax plus capital
consumption allowances. The investment credit adds to profits, whereas both the
credit and larger depreciation allowances add to cash flowv. Even with the linger-
Ing effects of the 1962 depreciation guidelines, the cash flow gap Is nearly as great
as the profit gap. The figures are shown In Table 4.

As the table shows, there was a steady decline in the ratio of cash flowv to GNP
from 12.1 percent In 1965 to 10 percent in 1970. The annual deficiency in cash flow
in 1970 was $20.5 billion. The cumulative deficiency was $55.5 billion.

The job development investment credit and the new depreciation rules, as pro-
vided in H.R. 10947, would mean a tax reduction for corporations of roughly $2
billion In this calendar year, $4.6 billion In 1972 and $5.4 billion In 1973.

TABLE 4.-THE LAG IN CASH FLOW

The cash flow record

Reduction from 1965

Gross Cash flow Current year
national - ---- - - - - - - -

product GNP GNP Cumulative,
Year (bllions) Billions (percent) (percent) Billions billions

1965-------------------- $685 $82.9 12.1 ----- -------------
1966-------------------- 750 89.5 11.9 0.2 $1.5 $1.51967- ---- _---__-----------794 89.6 11.3 .8 6.4 7.9
1968 ---------- _---------864 94.6 10.9 1.2 10.4 18.3
1969-------------------- 929 95.8 10.3 1.8 16.7 35.0
1970-------------------- 974 97.4 10.0 2.1 20.5 55.5

As compared Nv4th the annual and accumulated deficiencies in profits and cash
flow, these totals are quite modest.

A guide for policy
The facts and figures recited provide a clear guide for policy. They Indicate

It would he a major mistake of economic policy for this Committee or the Senate
to fail to go along completely with the new credit and depreciation rules as passed
by the House. Instead of cutting back on these measures, after a year of two of
experience we think it may well be found that further easing of the tax restraints
on capital formation is very much in order to serve the public interest.

The record surveyed here re-enforces the findings of The Tax Council bulletin
of March 25, 1971, entitled "Investmient 'Credit Needed Now", In which wve stated
"The economy of 1971 is confronted with a mix of problems with much more
serious implications for economic health than was the situation in 1962 (when
the investment credit was enacted Initially). Reinstatement of the credit would
not be a cure-all, but there certainly Is much greater need for such a credit now
than In 1962." Instead of restating the various points made in that bulletin,
copy is appended to this statement.

When wve compare the present situation with that in the earlier period, we
should not forget that enactment of the Investment credit and promulgation of
the depreciation guidelines (which reduced property lives in some categories as
much as 35 to 40 percent as compared with the 20 percent overall reduction in
the new rules) was followed by a substantial reduction in the top rates of cor-
porate tax. In a discussion of the "Key role of business fixed investment" in
the January 1966 Economic Report, the tax measures were rated a major deter-
mninant of "investment denwnd" over the preceding two years Ii these words:
"the anticipated future returns from investment have been enhanced by the
prospect of continuing economic expansion and by the investment tax credit,
the liberalized depreciation rules, and the lowered corporate tax rates".

Wedo not understand howv itcan be argued that less Is needed now.
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THE DISC PROGRAM

By deferring tax onl profits of Domestic International Sales Corporations
(DISCS) when such profits are used in export-related activities, the Adminis-
tration's original DISC lpropo~sal would have IncreasedI the profitability of ipro-
ducing goods for export, thus not only creating new job opportunities in domnes-
tic industries, but protecting old ones. In modifying the proIposal to largely limit
deferral to increased or incremental export sales, H.R. 10947 essentially ellimi-
nates the role of protecting existing export-related jobs. In view of the mnomen-
tumi which foreign producers have achieved in increasing productivity, which
makes it ever more difficult for American Prodlucers to compete in their market,
we think it would be a mistake to limit the objectives of the DISC0 program
to creating new jobs, We urge this, Committee to accept the Administration's
suggestions for revision of the bill before you to carry out the objectives of the
orignal proposal.

REPEAL OF THE AUTrOMOnIL.E EXCISE TAX

Repeal of thle 7-percent excise tax onl newv automobiles would bring to anl end
a selective ando discrimnatory levy which, in our view, should have been off the
hooks a long time ago. We also concur in the House action -which would repeal
thle 10-percent excise tax Oilnlall trucks. These actions will add to the stream
of production, employment and consumption, and have a favorable effect on the
automobile component of the cost of living index. A fringe benefit from this move
would lbe Impirovemnent of the environment by more rapid replacement of 01(1,
pollution-prone cars with new cars which already reflect a great (deal of progress
in pollution control.

INDIVIDUAL INCOMfE TAX CUTS

Adding the personal tax reductions which will take place under existing law
and those Provided by the House bill, individuals will receive anl annual tax cut
of $8.6 billion effective in 1972. While wve would not. ask nor exi ' ect the Senate
to reduce this total, we (10 urge forbearance as regards going farther for three
reasons:

First, the problem today is lack of income of people who are unemployedl,
not shortage of Income of People w~ho are employed. There is still anl inflationary
potential from the excessive (in relation to productivity) wage and salary In-
creases of the past few years, but this potential is held iii check by thme unusually
low rate of current spending out of current income (less than 92 percent of dis-
posable personal income, whereas 94 plus is considered a norinal range). An
increase of 111,2 Percent in the rate of spending would add some $12 billion to
the consumption stream, reducing the flowv of current savings by a comparable
amount. These shifts could come abruptly enough over the months ahead to
cause quite a lproblein of digestion by the economy without ainy further stimulus
onl the demand side of the equation.

Second, using the full employment budget as the measure, federal stimulus
of demand already is out of hand as compared with the experience P~receding
the balanced year of 1965. A full employment (deficit of $5 billion up is nows
estimated for time current fiscal year, las complared1 with full employment sur-
piluses of $1 billion in 1905, $1.8 billion in 196(34, $9.0 billion in 1 963 and $4.4 billion
in 1962. In appraising the importance of investment demandl im achieving Ume
balanced economy of 1965, thme 1966 economic report observed that the experience
of the preceding twvo years had refuted the "Pessimistic as-sessiments of the
strength of private (demando" an(l continued "With stronger consumer markets
and higher after-tax profits, business fixed investment lins birokeni out of Its
earlier lethargy. Balance was restored in 1M;1'5 between pmriv-ate investment and
Private high-emiploymient, sa vinmg, demnonstratiIng that high employment w~as in
fact achievable without substantial, Permanment Government deficits".

Third, with the tremendous profit and cash flow gaps, and the Importance of
it revival of business capital spending to moving forward to a pieriodl of economic
balance and steady, less inflationary growth, there is no economic case what-
soever for modifying any part of the business tax cuts provided in the Pending
bill in order to make further tax cuts for Individuals.

The great concern which I express to you is that the need of the unemployed for
new jot) opportunities not lie subordinated in any degree to putting more money
(directly into the hands of the employed. More specifically, we emphatically urge
uPoll You tile view that none of the potential for job-mnaking of the new invest-
ment c'redlit aind depreciation rules combined] be traded for any kind or amount
of further personal tax cuts to aid those now employed.
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A CONCLUDING COMMENT

Mr. Chairman, the Japanese economist cited by Messrs. Evans and Novak may
well have found the courage of his convictions, in a piece by Andrew Stein which
appeared a week earlier, October 1st, in the Newv York Times, entitled "On to the
Poorhouse". Mr. Stein is a Democratic Stato Assemblyman from Manhattan.
The piece is not appended to my statement because the Times has not responded
for our request for permission to reproduce, but I have an original here if the
Committee wishes it placed In the record.

Mr. Stein recounts the figures which show that New York State's popula-
tion Is "increasingly dominated by the helplessly poor, by civil servants and
retirees" while a "dwindling number of middle-income taxpayers struggles to
cope with rising government costs" and the State's economic climate deteriorates
more rapidly than the climate of the nation as a whole, and concludes "Unless
the current movement is reversed, the next tcn years will push this state to
economic collapse".

The thought I would like to leave with you, Mr. Chairman, is that the kind
of pressures to beef up government at the expense of the private economy which
exist in New York also exist in Washington. The basic criticism of the new depre-
ciation rules and a new Investment credit is that they preempt money which
otherwise could be used in various spending programs. Table 1 of this state-
ment demonstrates the shortsighltedn ess of this view as regards to the nation's
economic strength and the tax base. If the United States is to reverse the trend
which jeopardizes its World economic leadership, the release of tax restraints on
capital formation provided in I1.R. 109,47 would be a very modest beginning.

THE TAX COUNCIL
March 25, 1971.

INVESTMENT CREDIT NEEDED NOW

1. Revival of the investment credit would be good for the economy
The credit would make an important contribution towards a faster growing

economy. This wvas the conclusion of a Council sponsored tax legislative con-
ference on revival of the credit on the morning of March 24th. In the afternoon,
the Council's Tax Liability Policy Committee decided to ask the government's
tax policy leaders to give top priority to seeking early re-enactment of the credit.

2. The economy of 1971 needs the investment more than did, the economy of
1962

In the summer of 1962, the Treasury Department revised depreciation rules to
reduce permissible property lives by an average of about 15 percent. Shortly
thereafter the Congress enacted the investment, credit as the second step of a
two-part program to, re-energie capital spending to induce, faster economic
growth and create more jobs in the private economy.

A new revision of the depreciation rules, providing a reduction of 20 percent
in property lives through the ADRt system, is nearing final promulgation. While
the new allowances fall short of those provided by some of our major competitors
abroad, they will be tremendously helpful in quickening the pace of business
capital spending and making more growth possible over the years ahead. The
need, however, is for a substantially greater release of the tax restraints on
capital formation. Trle economy of 1971 is confronted with a mix of problems
with much more seriou% Implications for ec-onoinic health than was the situation
in 1962. Reinstatement of the credit would not be a cure-all, but there certainly
Is much greater need for such a credit nowv than in 190W2. Some of the reasons
are:

(a) The labor force is inceasingq much more rapidly now thanz. in 1962.-In the
five years ending with 1962, the annual increase in the civilian labor force aver-
aged only a little over 700,000; but in the five years ending with 1970, the average
wag over 1,600,000. Faster growth in the labor force makes it more difficult to

]return to full employment, and to maintain full employment once achieved.
Strong growth In capital formation is indispensable to getting back to and stay-
Ing on the full employment track. Faster growth In the labor force, moreover,
requires faster growth in the stock of capital in order to maintain growth in
productivity.

(b) The rising aspirations of the American people result in much greater em-
phasis now than a decade ago not jast on jobs but on better and more remunera-
tive jobs. Unless underwritten by more and more capital, these aspirations end
up in the frustration of higher prices chasing higher wages.
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(o) The current unemployment Of scientific and professional people had no
counterpart in the early 1960'.-There can be little doubt that adequate'career
opportunities for these people, and for the highly-trained college people just en-
tering the labor force, are dependent on re-establishing and maintaining a higher
rate of capital formation Jn the private economy.

(d) The over-all need for capital is much greater in this period than it was
a decade ago.-Another way of saying this Is that any list of national priority
areas Is simply a list of' areas where more capital Is needed-housing, pollution
abatement and control, sources of energy, community facilities of all kinds, and
improved productivity, In addition to the over-all one of underwriting faster
growth and more new and better jobs.

While the contemporary easing In capital markets may make the problem
seem a little less urgent, most authorities seem to agree the United States, will
not escape In the 1970's the world wide problem of scarce capital.

(e) Financially, Amncrican business is in much tighter straits than in 1962.-
For example, net working capital of American corporations averaged only 22 per-
cent of gross national product In 1970 as compared with 28 percent In 1962; and
retained earnings of corporations In 1970 came to about two percent of GNP as
compared with three perce-nt In 1962.

(f) Despite the easing in capital markets, long-termn money rates for corpora-
tions are approximately double those of 1962.

(g) The wage-push inflation of 1971 had no, conterpart in 1962.-While noth-
Ing except abatement of excessive wage Increases will resolve the problem of
wage-push Inflation, the measure of excess Is the extent to which the Increases
exceed average productivity gains In the private economy. Because more capital
Is the primary force for greater productivity, release of capital from taxation
Is counter-inflationary.

(h) Foreign competition is more intense today than in 1962.--T~he U.S. trade
surplus was 0.8 percent of GNP in 1962, declining to 0.3 percent in 1970. It's a
hard race, and It's fought primarily with capital expenditures for modernizing
plant and equipment. Our competitors have tremendous advantage In lower wages,
as well as more favorable tax rules.

(i) Forbearance in consumer spending in 19,71 as compared with 1962 reflects
lack of confidence in economic direction and not lack of enough income among
the employed.-This point is especially significant In weighing reinstatement of
the Investment credit against tax relief designed to Increase consumer Incomes.
Consumers are now spending something less than 93 percent of their current In-
come as compared with over 94 percent In 1962. It seems evident that more un-
employed would be put to work by using a given amount of tax reduction dollars
to Influence and finance an uptrend In capital formation than to Increase the
Income of the employed.
3. Capital formation has a double effect in putting people to work

The first effect of more capital formation Is more jobs in the capital equip-
ment Industries, and the second effect is new and better jobs using the new
equipment
4. Time consuming controversies should be avoided in seeking reinstatement of

the credit
Other things being equal, a credit at a higher rate than the original seven

percent credit would have a more beneficial effect on the economy, and any limit
on life 'of the credit would be undesirable. However, the most Important thing at
this time would be to move as rapidly as possible towards re-enactment even
If this meant staying with the seven percent rate or even putting a time limit
on the life of the new credit.
5. Thorough study is needed of the burden of corporate taxation on capital for-

mation and economic progress
Instead of a sttutory time limit on a new credit at this time, a most con-

structive development would be a commitment or understanding by or among
the tax writing authorities that there would be undertaken a thorough review,
no later than 1973, of the burden of the corporate tax on capital formation and
economic progress. The objective of the review would he to provide a base for
legislative decisions on the continued place In the federal tax system of the In-
vestment credit, on a further reduction In property lives under time ADI{ system
and on goals for reducing the rate of tax on corporate profits.

J. R. GREENLEE, Chairman,
Tax Policy Committee, The Tax Council.
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NoTrE.-The substance of this bulletin has been transmitted by letter to Secre-
tary of the Treasury John B. Connally; Office of Management and Budget JDirec-
tor George P. Shl~ltz; House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Wilbur D.
Mills; House Ways and Means Commiittee Minority Leader John W. B~yrnes;
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Russell B. Long and Senate Finance Com-
mittee Minority Leader Wall-ace F. Bennett.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Reed Larson, execu-
tive vice president, National Right To Work Committee.

We are pleased to have you.

STATEMENT OF REED LARSON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL RIGHT TO WORK COMMITTEE

Mr. LARSON. Mr. Chairman, Senator Miller, I am Reed Larson,
executive vice president of the National Right To Work Committee.
Ours is a difizens' organization devoted exclusively to opposing the
abuses resulting when individuals are compelled to pay money to a
labor 'organization as a conditi-on of employment.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to be here today, and com-
mend this committee on its caref ul consideration of this important
problem at hand. We particularly appreciate the opportunity to give
our testimony because we acknowledge that the s6lution that we recom-
mend is not within the jurisdiction of this committee. However, your is
the only committee that is holding hearings at this time and giving
consideration to the present economic crisis in our country. We believe
that, in addition to hammer ing -out the details of the tax package, to
treat the immediate symptoms, it is very important that solutions be
considered to gt at the root causes that have brought us to the point
of economic crisis.

So thi swyw eti a prpit o hscmif oha
testmon onourview as to one of thie fundamental causes that has

created this economic crisis Which we are trying to solve in the in-
terests of all members of the public.

We believe that there is general agreement today on the part of
most economists and cetainly on the part of the general public that
a key factor that has brought ouir Nation to the present point of eco-
nomic crisi's is tihe excessive power concentrated in and wielded by a
few top unibn officials. One of the economists who has summarized
this problem in thislast few weeks, which I think is fairly represent-
ative of the opinion of many who have studied this question, is John
Davenport, a well-known journalist and formerly an ediorfFrtn
magazine. He wrote, and I would like to quote about three para-
graphs of his recent paper.

Mr. Davenport said:
For w,%hIle organized labor constitutes sonmotling less than 25 percent of the

U.S. working force, its grip on our basic In~dustries is wholly ceftical. It is this
monopoly power which forces producers to raise prices if they can, and If they

can't cult back piloductlon wvith resulting unemilfloyme1it. And it Js tis monopoly
power * * * whichb has thus far defeated all attempts to achieve stabilization
and high employment levels by traditional fiscal anid monetary means.

The wage price freeze in self does mwthing to get alt the tial roots of union
power and, indeed], controls if per-petuated may in the long run enhance that
power.

Mr. Davenport concludes:
The effective and coui4ageous way to deal with union monopoly power Is large-

scale revision of our present permIsgive labor lt ws and their administration.
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This is the missing ingredient from the President's program and had it been
undeftiaken in good time we might never have arrived at the Ipresent impasse.

Mr. Chairman, this summarizes the rel ationshipR that we see between
the need for a national ban on compulsory unioniismn, a root cause, in
our opinion, of the present economic problems and the current financial
crisis. This crisis certainly has to be dealt with by short-range measures,
but, we hope, combine with long-range measures as well. We believe
this is the time to seriously raise the~ prospect of a national ban on
compulsory uinioinism. which exists in this country because of the
sanction of Federal law.

The Federal law, the National Labor Relations Act and the Na-
tional Railway Labor Act, gives the authority of the Federal Govern-
ment to the practice of compelling workers to join and pay dues to a
union in order to work. An amendment is needed to remove from the
Federal law those specific sanctions of compulsory unionism. Such
an amendment, we believe, would contribute immeasurably to the
elimination of the root causefthat today has brought us to ain economic
crisis which is working to the disadvantage of the wage earner, business
and all aspects of our society.

I might comment further that all surveys and public opinion indi-
cate that the public is in accord with this concept and that the average
voter, the average citizen, including a large proportion of the members
of union families, would support a. ban -on' all forms of compulsory
unionism.

I will not go into any more detail. If you have any questions, I would
appreciate an opportunity to answer them. Again I thank you for
giving us a hearing in this forumn which I acknowledge is dedicated
primarily to hammering out very sticky economic details of a l)ro-
posal to solve a problem we have gotten ourselves into in this country.
I hope we will do something fundamental about solving it, as well as
something to treat the symptoms.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, sir.
I am afraid that on this Committee on Taxation, if we can solve

the part that falls into our lap, we will be doing more than anybody
has a right to expect from us, and I am afraid it is not within our
capability to solve the problem that you bring to us, which, as you
know, falls within the jurisdiction of another committee.

We are pleased to have your statement and we will make it available
to the Senate.

Mr. LARSON. Thank you, and I appreciate the opportunity to get
it on the record. I think it needs, to be.

(Mr. Larson's prepared statement and attachments follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRED LARlSON, EXVCUTIvE VICE. PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
RIGHT TO WORK(oMITE

Mr. Chairman, member.% of the committee; the National Right to Work
Committee is a single-l)urpose citizens organization, comprised of hoth employers
and employees, devoted to the concept that no Individual should be compelled
to pay money to any private Organization as a condition of employment. On
behalf of our members, I wish to thank you for the opportunity to submit this
statement.

Like most Americans, we are deeply disturbed by the economic woes confront-
Ing our Country today. Therefore, Mr. Chairman we compliment you for your
prompt action In holding hearings on the various legislative proposals outlined
1)y President Nixon on August 15 and those contained In HR 10947.
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These proposed measures are certainly commendable; however, they appear
to offer only short-range solutions. When looking at our economic ills in their total
context, the proposals in HR1 10947, in the judgment of many economists, tend to
treat only the syxnptons, not the disease.

There is widespread agreement by the public and by most respected economists
that excessive union power is the key factor In bringing our Nation to the
brink of economic disai;ter. Thus the root cause of this unhealthy concentra-
tion of power-compulsory union miembership)---nust be eliminated. Only this
course of action holds out hope for the long term; the remaining alternative
appears to be a totally regulated economy.

Tol( bring about such it solution wvill be difficult. Shrewvd union bargainers know
that most big concessions to compulsory unionism in the past have been wrung
from government and Industry as bribes to union officials to obtain their support
and cooperation with national policy in times of great emergency. History shows
that:

1. The federal government first sanctioned compulsory unionismn in most of
Industry with the passage of the Wagner Act during time economic upheavals
of the 1930's.

2. Compulsory unionism first fastened Its stranglehold onl munch of major In-
dustry during World War 11 when government w~age-price administrators rec-
ommnended forced uniontim clauses as the price of keeping union bosses from
fomenting lproduction-interruptlng strikes. Labor Department reports show that
of all employees covered by union contracts, only 20% were bound by com-
pulsory membership clauses before World War 11, whereas 77% were under
.such clauses in 1,946.

B. The only major federal legislative gain for compulsory unionism since
1935 came with the repeal of the Right to Work provision of' the Railway Labor
Act in 1951, sneaked through Congresis by union lobbyists under cover of the
Korean War emergency.

Expecting history to repeat Itself, CWA president Joe, Belrne-just four (lays
after President Nixon' s announcement of the wvage-price freeze-called onl Con-
gress to repeal Section 14 (b) of the National L.abor Relations Act.

Mr. Chairman, we must reverse this trend. Today our Nation is at the cross-
roads. It can face up to the problem of union imonop)oly power lby eliminating
compulsory unionism, thus setting a course toward freedom of choice economy ; or,
It can purchase the cooperation of union officials through concessions of even
greater union privilege, thereby Insuring the necessity of permanent government
controls of every detail of our economic system.

We believe the time has never been more appropriate than now to ask se-
riously of every 'Member of Congress and the President to remove the federal
sanction of compulsory unionism, first enacted in 1935. An outpouring of pub-
lic demand for such a National Right to Work law will point thle Nation in the
direction of real labor reform and away from the typical patchwork solutions
which have resulted in today's economic crisis.

.It is important to note that others share our view.
On December 5, 1970, Mr. Jenkin Lloyd Jones In a nationally syndicated cob-

uin entitled "Union Demands Could Signal End to Free Market," discussed the
enormous power wielded by union officials and noted that "am imbalance of the
lawv . . . makes thme abuse of union poxwer Inevitable....

In concluding Is article, Mr. Jones states that thle cure won'tt be simple but
the right of unions to cut off thle water Avas not handed down among the Tem
(Commandments, anld the compelling of a worker to join and obey a union In
order to hold a job is probably going to have to go."

More recently, Mr. John Davenport, a former editor of Fortune magazine
focussed onl our present economic (lifficultie-s in a cover article In the September
11, 1971 issue of Human Events titled, "Congress Must Curb Labor Union
Monopoly." Mr. Davenport states : "What ails the economy is not the free price
and profit system as such but time fact that it is afflicted in a single sector by a
powerful and pervasive monopoly element. I refer, of course, to the power of
labor unions.

Mkr. Davenmport goes onl to say, "Tme effective and courageous way to deal with
union monopoly power is large-seale revision of our present permissive labor
laws and their administration. . . . Unions should be whlat they set out to be;
namely purely voluntary orgatnizationms, purged of their present, coercive and
often violent practices."
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A copy of -ach article e is enclosed so that they may be included In the record.
The results of a recent Opinion Research Corp. survey show that an over-

wheliming majority of the American people share 'Mr. IDavenport's view con-
cerning voluntary unionism. These results indicate that 62% of the American
public favor labor legislation which would permit a man to hold a job whether
or not hie belongs to a union. It is significant that 53% of the members of union
families also favor such a lawv.

iln conclussion, 'Mr. Ghiairman, I would like to reiterate that our committee
is a single purpose organization concerned with the concept that all Americans
should have the right to join or to refrain from joining a labor organization. It
is not our role to express an opinion on the relative inerits of an economic sys-
temi based on voluntary exchange of goods and services as compared to a system
based on totalitarian regimentation of the market place. We do, however, feel
a deep obligation to point out that the decisions that will be made by this
committee, the Congress and the P~resident in the next few weeks will pro-
foundly affect the economy and the American people-probably for genera-
tions to come. We also feel a responsibility to bring to your attention the prospect
that failure to deal with the fundamental problem of unrestrained union power
will, in the opinion of many authorities, leave no alternative to long-term
totalitarian government regimentation of thme economny-an alternative we be-
lieve would be totally unacceptable to the majority of the American people.

We believe the proper course of action Is to eliminate compulsory unionism
and we call upon the members of this committee to assume the Initiative in
seeking congressional approval of a legislative measure which would repeal the
existing provisions In federal law that sanction comupulsary union membership.

Tils concludes my statement. I will be happy to respond to any qlqesttions.
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From a Column Syndicated Nationally by General Features Corp., December 5, 1970

Union Demands Could

Signal End to Free Market
By JENKIN tLaY?) JONES
IS LABOR union power in

America leading us all into an
economic strait-jacket? Could
be. And if it could be, the fault
lies not with
union labor or
even 'he most
ambitious labor
leaders, b u t 4%

balance of the
law that makes
the abuse of
union power
inevitable, and 1
the suppression Jones
of that abuse by government.
inevitable, as well.

The greatest unresolved prob-
lem in human economy is how
to make the laborer worthy of
his hire and the hire worthy of
his labor.

0 00
WHEN THE 19th-century fac-

tory system destroyed cottage
industry, it succeeded also in
breaking rural serfdom by otter-
log employment opportunities
other than scratching and har-
vesting the land. But as the
cities burgeoned and increasing
thousands depended for their
daily bread upon the opening of
the factory gates, the power of
the factory-owner grew enor-
mously. As his machines im-
proved and production increas-
ed, !ie was reluctant to pass on
a fair share of the benefits to
his hired hands.

Instead, the threat of the lock-
out became ever more devastat-
ing and the lightly taxed profits
to the few plus the spread of
wage-slavery to the many led
Karl Marx to assume the com-
log collapse of the whole
system.

650 0
THREE THINGS made Marx

a bad prophet. First were the
anti-trust laws. most stringently
enforced in America, which
made it unlawful f or in-

dustrialists to band together in
order to diminish competition.
rig prices and depress wages.
Second was the income tax.
putting the largest burden of
taxation upon those with the
highest ability to pay. Third
was the rise of union labor.

The union turned the feeble
power of the Individual worker
Into the collective clout of the
work-force. The power of the
boss met its match in collec-
tive bargaining.

The mistake was m a de.
however, tn not foreseeing that
union power, if subjected to no
regulation, could develop the
same evils that had been
demonstrated by unregulated
industrial power.

0 00
WHEREAS, once combina-

tionis of employers could say to
workers, "Take what we offer
you or you will not eat," now
union power can say t o
employers, "Give what we de-
mand or you will not produce."
and to the general public. "Un-
less we win, what you need
you will not have!'

It is unfair to curse union
leadership for unrealistic wage
demands. Indeed, the most
moderate wage demands are
likely to come from Mafia-
controlled unions where a cor-
rupt leadership is willing to
write "sweetheart" contracts
for a price. Honest union
leaders are under pressure
from the rank-and-file to equal
the highest percentage raise
obtained by any other union.
The result, quite naturally, is
mad escalation.

00 0

AND THIS feeds Inflation.
Unions understand this and in
the recent General Motors set-
tlement an unlimited 'cost-of-
living" wage increase was
achieved. It will be impossible
for the self-employed, the fari,.-

era, the retirees or most of
the people in the service in-
dustries to obtain for them-
selves similar protection from
rises in the cost of living.

Thus the UAW becomes the
be nefIi c ia ry of special
privilege--exemption from a
condition which its own action
will help produce.

The auto worker whose wage
increases outrun his produc-
tivity can be paid only by lower
profits or increased prices. The
UAW settlement will be a tax
upon all auto users. it may kill
the much-hoped-for American
minicar is its cradle.

The $18,00-a-year plumber
imposes a tax on all home
buyers. Tbhe $17,000-a-year
bricklayer shows up In super-
market prices. One railway
union, having made wage de-
mands that even it concedes the
railroads cannot pay, is now
suggesting fs-deral subsidies,
which means its intention to
charge part of its wages to the
taxpayers, who are everybody.

0 00
WHP.RE ARE we going? It's

pretty plain. Unions, havinR
priced more and more
American goods out of the in-
ternational trade and having
made foreign imports even
more alluring, are beginning to
demand high protective tarIffi
which could trigger InternatIon-
al retaliation a nd perhaps a
worldwide deptiession. Outrage4
consumers are beginning to de-
mand wage-price controls which
would mean thie end of- the free
market and fiee wage nego-
tiations.

The cure?
It won't be Oimple. But the

right of unions, 'to cut off the
water was no: handed down
among the Ten C ommandments,
and the copligof rker
to join and "N ~ i~i for
der t15 h~o fVfis probably
going to have tc go.

t0 allwalo Fres5l
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Wage-Price Controls Unneeded

Congress Must Curb
Labor Union Monopoly

ByJOHN A. DAVENPORT

Despite widespread acclaim in many
quarters, and an initial favorable reac-
tion from the stock market. President
Nixon's so-called new economic pro-

, i is neither entirely new nor inter-
ti.,v consistent.

In it% international aspects the pro-
grain deserves praise and support, since
it has been clear for some time that the
dollar is over-valued in terms of other
currencies and that a readjustment of
exchange rates is a prime necessity. But
in coupling dollar devaluation abroad
with a general price and wage freeze at
home the President has embarked on a
dangerous expedient where possible
short-term gains must be measured
against long-term losses both for the
economy and for the principles of the
free market which the President says
he is seeking to uphold.

With respect to short-term gains the
wage-price freeze may temporarily damn-
pen inflationary expectations which usu-
ally follow monetary devaluation and in
this case cutting loose fromt the fiction of
S35 gold. and one must charitably sup-
pose that this was the determining

I r in the President's decision.

Air Davenport is author of UI S Economy, a
former editor of Birron's and/vernter member of
the hoardol Fottune.

Moreover, if the freeze momentarily
slows the upward pressure on wages and
costs, which is the chief cause of our diffi-
culties, it may allow production, produc-
tivity and employment to expand and the
economy may well work its way onto
higher ground. But when these possi-
bilities are conceded, the fact stands
the President has no( come to grips with
the fundamental causes of inflation and
unemployment, and with every day that
passes the program will face new ad-
mninistrative difficulties.

As to that, Mr. Nixon now finds him-
self playing the role of King Canute bid-
ding the tides of inflation to recede and
even the little waves to be quiet. In their
hearts both he and his advisers know that
this cannot really be effected by govern-
ment ukase and the frenetic activity of
the pitifully unprepared Office of Emer-
gency Preparedness and the new Cost of
Living Council.

Already the price freeze has left the
steel industry in the curious position of
having raised prices, on structural steel
but now being denied contemplated
raises in the price of tin-plate products
and other items. Similar distortions are
appearing in textiles and other industries
and applications for exceptions are
bound to multiply both as regards prices
and wages.

If these exceptions are granted.
then price stabilization becomes just

another name ror unbridled govern-
mental discretion by officials who
cannot possibly know what a fair
price or fair wage for any particular
class of workers really is. If excep-
tions are not granted, then we may
confidently expect the emergence of
grey and black markets.

Large producers in the public eye may
officially adhere to ceiling prices. or as in
the case of automobiles. patriotically,
announce a roll-back. But especially
among smaller firms this semblance of
stabilization will be accompanied by
covert but perfectly legal readjustments
in trade discounts and extras that nullify
official orders and guidelines.

The truth is that an enterprise econ-
omy can no more function without con-
tinuous price and profit adjustments
than a gasoline engine can perform with-
out its vital timing and distributor
mechanism.

But the difficulties of enforcing con-
trols. and the harm done if they are en-
forced. is not the crucial point. The
crucial point is that the freeze is at best
an indirect and one might almost say
surreptitious way of dealing with what
ails the economy.

What ails the economy is not the
free price and profit system as such
but the fact that it is afflicted In a
single sector by' a powerful and per-
%asise monopoly element. I refgr

Reprintted by special permission from the Septembter 11, 1971 issute of HUMAN EVENTS.
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of course to the power of labor
unions to force up wages and costs
year after year without regard to
general productivity advance,
For while organized labor constitutes

something less than 25 per cent of the
U.S. working force, its grip on our basic
industries is wholly critical. It is this
monopoly power which forces producers
ito raise prices if they can, and if they
caint to cut back production with result-
ing employment. And itsis this monopoly
power (aided by unwise minimum wage
lass which has thus far defeated all at-
tempts to achieve stabilization and high
employment levels by traditional fiscal
and monetary means.

The wage-price freeze in itself doe%
nothing to get at the tap roots of union
power and, indeed, controls if perpetu-
aed may in the longer run enhance that
power. It should not be forgotten that it
was during a regime of controls in World

War 11 and during the Korean War that organized
labor gained some of its most costly victories-
notably the spread of union shop contracts which
force workers to pay union dues as the price of hold-
ing their jobs and which automatically swell union
treasuries with funds that can then be used for politi-
cal purposes. The explanation of this is not far to
seek.

Faced by a government control board, unions will
accompany exhorbitunt wage demands with "sweet-
eners" such as demand for the union shop, or the
closed shop, or changes in work rules. In an effort to
chip off a few cents from the wage package, the gov-
ermnnt agency will swiftly capitulate in other mat-
ters, the more so because such boards are always
politically motivated. Union muscle will thus be in-
creased rather than diminished for the years ahead
by thrbwing wage settlements into the arena of
politics.

The effective and courageous way to deal with
union monopoly power Is large-scale revislw.
of our present permissive Ilabor laws and their
administration. This is the missing Ingredient
from the President's program and had it been
undertaken In good time we might never have
arrived at the present impasse.

The objective of sound labor reform is not so
smash all unions, but to bring them back under the
sweep of the law as it applies to other private associa-
lions and to individuals. Unions should be what they
set out to be; namely purely voluntary organizations,

purged of their present coercive and often violent

practices. The scope of collective bargaining needs
sharp limitation to the end of preventing unions from
closing down whole industries, not to mention vital
state and municipal services.

The legal means for effecting these reforms are
various, but in general we need to apply to unions the
spirit, if not the lettcrof ourianti-monopoly laws to
the end of freeing upithe labor markesprosecting the
rights of working men themselves, and meeting the
needs of the long-suffeting public which is the chief
loser under present arrangements.

Combined with pruden; fiscal and credit policies.
such legislative reform would give the American
people what they want andi deserve; namely, price
stability and expanding job ospportunities for all able
and willing to work. Good for the economy at home,
such a program would also yield high dividends
abroad.

In seeking a realignment of world exchange rates
and in temporarily cutting the dollar loose from
S35 gold, the President has made a first step in re-
constructing a more rational international order. But
it is only that., If the effort is to succeed, whether
under a "floating" or fixed exchange rate system, it
is essential that the U.S. permanently conquer both
inflation and unemployment; and on the evidence the
wage-price freezeand controls will not turn the trick.

Foreign nations like Canada that have tried con-
trols and so-called "incomes policy" have had to
abandon these palliatives as wholly ineffective. In-
deed, "incomes policy" is really only another name
for evading the tough realities that now confront us.

Beyond all this, controls pose a symbolic issue
for the American people. 7he U.S. has grown great
by combining a philosophy of limited government
with a free market economy which allocates goods
and services through free choice and-tends to dis-
perse power and'-decision. Such a system requires
that government lay down the rules of the road and
provide among other things an adequate monetary
franiework. It is directly threatened, however, by
bureaucratic controls which in the end must lead to
the socialization of the economy and the endangering
of our higher liberties. Free men need free markets.

The President instinctively knows this. Itsis time
he translated principles into practice by redeeming
his pledge to lift the wage-price freeze promptly at
the end of 90 days, by resisting pressure to set up
permanent stabilization machinery and by setting in
motion now the reform of labor legislation which
would make controls wholly superfluous. The result
could be the strengthening *both-of he U.S. economy
and the world economy. It could be the beginning of
a truly new economic policy -a policy worthy of our
traditions-and legitimate expectations.
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FOREWORD

This report presents the findings of a personal interview research survey
conducted among 2,061 men and women 18 years of age or over living in
private households in the continental United States.

Interviewing for this Caravan survey was completed during the period
January 27 through February 20, 1971, by members of the Opinion Research
Corporation national interviewing staft. All interviews were conducted
in the homes of respondents.I

The most advanced probability sampling techniques were used in the design
and execution of the sample plan and the results, therefore, may be pro-
jected to the total U. S. population of men and women 18 years of age or
over*

Only one interview was taken per household, regardless of the number of
peop'Le 18 years of age or over in the household. Weights were introduced
into the tabulations to ensure proper representation in the sample.

As required by the Code of Ethics of the American Association for Public
,Opinion Research, we will maintain the anonymity of our respondents. No
information can be released that in any way will reveal the identity of
ja respondent. Also, our authorization is required for any publication
of the research findings or their implications.

Caravan Surveys, a division of Opinion Research Corporation, is a syn-
!dicated, share cost data collection vehicle. Caravan reports, such as
this one, are presented in tabular form. Interpretive analysis is
provided by Caravan, only if specifically .contracted for by the client.
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Which one of these arrangements do you favor for siorkers in industry?

1. A man can hold a job whether or not he belongs to a union
2. A man can get a job if he dIoesn't already belong, but has to join after he is hired
3. A man can get a job only if he already belongs to a union
4. No opinion

NUMBER OF
INTERVIEWS
UNWTD WYD 1 2. 3. 4.

TOTAL U.S. PUBLIC 2061 8012 62 27 4 7

MEN 1031 3854 61 31 3 5
WOMEN 1030 4158 64 23 4 9

18 - 29 YEARS OF AGE 528 1971 65 29 1 5
30 - 39 359 1282 65 25 5 5
40 - 49 348 1471 60 30 5 5
50 - 59 323 1313 59 31 3 7
60 YEARS OR OVER 498 1958 62 21 4 13

LESS THAN NIGH SCHOOL COMPLETE 747 3371 58 28 4 10
HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETE 679 2743 61 31 4 4
SOME COLLEGE 623 1848 72 21 2 5

PROFESSIONAL 290 946 76 18 2 4
MANAGERIAL 232 855 72 21 1 6
CLERICAL, SALES 261 1079 64 25 2 9
CRAFTSMANi FOREMAN 394 1515 59 33 5 3
OTHER MANUAL, SERVICE 421 1798 53 38 4 5
FARMER, FARM LAPORER 66 252 82 5 0 13

NON-METRO -- RURAL 263 958 75 15 1 9
URBAN 391 1655 63 25 4 8

METRO - 50,000 - 999,999 583 2223 63 28 3 6
1,000,000 OR OVGR 824 3171 57 32 4 7

NORTHEAST 464 2038 59 29 4 8
NORTH CENTRAL 611 2205 59 33 3 5
sOUTH 599 2447 68 20 2 10
WrST 287 1322 62 27 6 5

UNDER $5,000 INCOME 485 2427 64 20 5 11
$5,000 - $6,999 309 991 56 34 4 6
17,000 - $99999 421 1510 62 32 2 4
$10,000 - $14,999 492 1760 60 33 3 4
$15,000 OR OVER 311 1158 68 23 3 6

WHITE 1828 6968 63 26 4 7
NONWHITE 198 943 55 36 2 7

NO CHILDREN IN HOUSEHOLD 1032 4213 62 25 3 10
WITH CHILDREN UNDER 18 1026 3794 63 29 4 4

WITH TEENAGERS 12 - 17 463 1895 60 30 6 4

OWN HOME 1383 5185 63 27 4 6
RENT HOME 667 2790 61 27 3 9

UNION MEMBERS 319 1200 40 50 6 4
UNION FAMILIES 297 1170 53 39 4 4
NON-UNION FAMILIES 1423 5534 69 20 38

POLITICAL AFFILIATION
DEMOCRAT 910 3654 56 32 4 8
REPUBLICAN 467 1632 75 17 3 5
INDEPENDENT 515 1160 62 29 4 5
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EDITORIAL PAGE The Richmond News Leader
Friday, September 17,1971

NationaI Right to Work?
The National Right to Work Corn-

nittee, recognizing that union bosses
-nay demand many concessions in ex-
-hange for their co-ope'ration with the
:ut-rent wage-price freeze, has orga-
iized a drive for a national right-to-'
Fork law.
If such a law had existed in the

)ast, the state of the economy might
lot have demanded emergency action
n the nature of a wage-price freeze.
For years, especially in the States
without right-to-work laws, organized
abor has grown powerful through
.ompulsory unionism. Today a handful
-)f labor leaders can shut down entire
I dustries, at great inconvenience to the
public, to gain exorbitant wage in-

,kreases. And that same handful of
abrleaders can declare war on the

unitedd Stistes government and defy
presidential action aimed at rectifying
economic situations largely caused by
;he unions therruselves.

Public opinion finally may be rally-
ing against the unions. Even while
union leaders were denouncing the
freeze, public opinion polls were show-
ing that 71 per cent of union members

upotthe freeze. A similar public
opinion poll also shows that 62 per

'cent of the public and 63 per cent of
families with union members favor a
jiational right-to-work lawv.

*No doubt the Right-to-Work Corn-
4ymittee is right in expecting union

bosses to demand trade-off s in return
"or their co-operation, even though a
.;vast majority o~f union members favors
'the %reeze. Joseph Bierne, head of. the

! Communication Workers of America,

168-333 0 -71 -pt. 2-- 9

already has called for repeal of Sec-
tion 14 (b) of the Taft-Hartley Act
that permits States to enact State right-
to-work. ,laws. George Meany may be
.bargaining fo~r the compulsory unionism
of all farm workers.

Such trade-offs have occurred be-
fore.' At the beginning of World War
II, only 20 per cent of union members
were covered by- compulsory member-
ship provisions. During the war, when
wage-price freezes were in effect,
Union leaders won a number of com-
pulsory unionism concessions from the
Roosevelt-Truman Administrations in
return for their agreement not to
strike. At the end of the war, 77 per
cent of union members were covered
by compulsory membership provi-
sions. And during the Korean War
wage-price freeze, railroad workers
learned to their dismay that they had
lost their right to work through con-
gressional repeal of a clause in the
Railway Labor Act.

No doubt union leaders hope that
the current -freeze will give them
fresh opportunities to demand more
compulsory unionism as the price for
their co-operation. But the Nixon Ad-
ministration, however much it may be
tempted to smooth over its differences
with, recalcitrant union leaders, should
resist 'strongly any such compromise.
Far better, now that union leaders
have defied the national interest with
unparalleled arrogance, that President
Nixon should announce instead that he
intends to support a national
right-to-work law. Judging by the
polls, he would have the public behind
him all the way.
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The CHAIRMAN. That concludes the hearing until tomorrow morning
at 10 a.m.

(Whereupon, at 3 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
10 a.m., on Friday, October 15, 1971.)



THE REVENUE ACT OF 1971

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1971

UNITED STATES SENATE,
ComMLrEE ON FINANCE,

'Wa~shington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 o'clock a.m., in

room 2221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Clinton P. Anderson,
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson (presiding), Talmadge, Bennett,
Curtis, Jordan of Idaho and Fannin.

Senator ANDERSON. The committee will come to order.
Congressman Link, we will start now.

STATEMENT OF HON. ARTHUR A. LINK, A REPRESENTATIVE lIN
CONGRESS FROM THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Mr. LINK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate
Finance Committee. I wnt to thank you for the opportunity to appear
here today.

I wish to discuss the investment tax credit provisions of H.R. 1091:7,
the Revenue Act of 1971, and to suggest two changes that are needed
to provide greater equity for farm operators and small businessmen.

As a Representative of North Dakota, the most agricultural State
in the Union, I am keenly aware of the need for legislation beneficial
to farm operators and small business enterprises that serve agricul-
ture. I can also justify this position as a U.S. Congressman on the
ground that tax relief should be given where it is most needed and
that it would help solve the interconnected problems of rural renewal
and urban renewal, so vital to achieving a more rational po-pulation
balance in the Nation. The weak agricultural economy continues to
cause an exodus of people from rural America to our already con-
gested cities. This rural economic weakness infects the entire national
economy.

The vast majority of farm operators and small businessmen in my
State of North Dakota pay their taxes on a calendar year basis. It is
unjust to change the tax rules for those people in the middle of the
tax year. Therefore,, I recommend that your committee make the in-
vestment tax credit retroactive to January 1, rather than April 1, as
is provided by the House. bill.

If your committee should decide the revenue loss would be too great
by lengthening the retroactive period, I would suggest that it be- ap-

(523)
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plied on a limited basis only for the January to April period. This
could be accomplished by providing the full credit on just the first
$15,000 of capital investment. Such a provision would hold the rev-
enue loss down to approximately $175 million while giving meaningful
relief to those who most need it, such as the farm operators and small
businessmen I represent.

I wish to point out still another problem of considerable consequence
to farm operators and farm equipment dealers: The provision in the
House bill excluding all imported capital goods from the investment
tax credit.

As -a general proposition, I believe this provision, together with the
10 percent surcharge or imports imposed by the President under exist-
ing authority, invites retaliation from other countries, thus encour-
aging an international trade wvar.

In particular, I wish. to explain how the provision affects farm
operators and farm equipment dealers in my constituency.

Several leading farm equipment manufacturers now have factories
in Canada. In many cases a large proportion of the parts are made, in
the United States. Many farm equipment dealers have continued their
long association with their companies despite the fact that they have
plants across the border. Under the House bill these dealers would be
placed at a serious competitive dis-advantagethrough no fault of their
own, because farmers who wish to continue buying a certain brand of
equipment that may be manufactured in Canada will not be able to
take advantage of the investment -tax credit.

I speak with full knowledge of the effects in rural America. Similar
inequities in other segments of the economy can also be cited.

I urge your committee to write a provision into the Revenue Act
that would remedy this problem, as well as to extend the retroactive
feature of the investment tax credit to January 1, 1971.

I want to thank you for this opportunity to present this formal
statement and, Mr. Chairman, with the permission of you and the other
members of the committee, I would like to indicate the results of a poll
that we took just this last week, a representative poll of a substantial
number of farm equipment dealers in the State. They indicated to us
Ithat on a statewide average about 15 to 20 percent of their sales are
made in the first quarter of the year.

Under the provisions of the present bill, these purchasers, these
farmers who bought in the first quarter of the present tax year would
be denied the investment tax credit that will be forthcoming to those
who purchase after April 1.

All of these dealers expressed support of my suggestion that the
bill be amended to provide for the retroactive feature to January 1.

I would like to share just short excerpts from letters received. They
came yesterday. From S & S Motors at Watford City, N. iDak.:
"We and our customers are waiting for passage of an investment credit
bill which we feel would be beneficial to the economics of our region
and of the country. In anticipation of such a bill, we have put two
unemployed men to work.

"Approximately 15 percent of our machine business is done during
the January 1-March 31 period. We would like to see an investment
credit bill passed that would be retroactive to January 1, 1971."
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From another dealer: He indicates that their average sales for the
first quarter of the year are 14 percent and he concludes his letter
with this statement:

"I hope these figures will help you convince the Senate Finance
Committee that investment credit should be backed up to the farmers'
fiscal year of 1 January 1971."

Mr. Chairman, I again thank you and the members of your com-
mittee for giving me this opportunity to present my requests and
solicit your favorable consideration.

Senator ANDER~SON. Thank you very much.
Senator Long, the Chairman is now presiding.
The CHAIRMAN (now presiding). Is Mr. Mark Freeman here, and

Mr. Frank Costello? We will call them later.
Is Mr. John C. Williamson here?
Mr. WILIAMSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is nice to have you, Mr. Williamson.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. WILLIAMSON, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS,
ACCOMPANIED BY EDWIN KAHN, SPECIAL TAX COUNSEL, NAREB

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
myriame is John C. Williamson and 1 am speaking here on behalf of
the National Association of Real Estate Boards. With me is our Special
Tax Counsel, Edwin Kahn.

I am going to ask permission to file our full statement in the record
and I wlI taket a few minutes to discuss one section of the House-passed
bill and upon the conclusion of my remarks I would like to have Mr.
Kahn supplement my remarks and fill in some of the blanks which I
am suire I1 will leave.

I would like to address my oral'statement to Section 304 (a) of the
bill which appears on page 48 and 49.

By way of background, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 provided for
the disallowance of the deductibility of the excess of investment in-
terest over investment income, that is, a substantial portion of this ex-
cess would not be deductible under certain circumstances, and as 1
understand it the rationale for this is that in many instances invest-
ment interest is a charge for income which reflects a lack of business
activity on the part of the taxpayer, that it is 'passive income.

The 1969 act provided that net leases would invoke this disallow-
ance under the theory that net leases would reflect a lack of business
activity on the part of the lessor.

Then the act provides that a net lease would be considered to exist
if the section 162 expenses, that is ordinary business expenses are less
thaniS5 percent of the rental income.

Now, in the regulations which the IRS proposed they went further
and said that reimbursable expenses, that is expenses which are paid by
the lessor and reimbursed by the lessee, would not be considered as
expenses in determining the 15 percent.

Now, we protested this regulation as going beyond the stature and
apparently the theory behind the reguation is that if expenses are
relibbursed that reflects a lack of business activity on the part of the
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lessor; and we challenge that because the expenses that are paid by the
lessor, many of them d'o, inl fact, reflect a business activity. For example,
a lessor could be supervising a security service for which and the ex-

Senses would be reimbursed. Just because the expenses are reim-
ursed does not mean that there was no business activity with respect

to that expenditure.
So we 'think that the Internal Revenue Service was wrong and we

protested it and said that it went beyond the statute. But now sec-
tion 304 (a), in the House'bill, would provide for that-what 'the IRS
wants in the regulation would be provided in 'the law, that reimbursed
expenses would not be considered in determining the 15-percent test.
We strongly urge the committee to delete this provision from the bill.

Mr. K-an may have some remarks.
Senator CURTIS. May I ask a question right there?
What do you mean'by net lease? Is that, where a business place is

rented on the basis of the percentage of the profits?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. That could be. A basic rent and a percentage-
Senator CURTIS. To what do you refer when you talk about the net

leases?
Mr. WILLIAMSON.,Just a total, a net return to the lessor.
Mr. KAI-N. May I acid to that,, Senator Curtis? A net lease is usually

a lease in which some of the expenses of the lessor, but perhaps not all,
are to be charged 'back to the tenant.

A very good example would be real -estate taxes which change f rom
year to year. The ordinary commercial lease extends beyond- 1 year
and, therefore, when a commercial lease of several years is written it is
customary to provide that if the taxes in effect, at the time the lease goes
in-to effect are increased, the rent will be increased by a similar amount.

That does not indicate that there is a lack of activity on the p~art of
the landlord in maintaining the property, particularly where you have
multitenant properties such as anl office building or'shopping center.

May I add -to Mr. Williamson's statement, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Sir.
Mr. K'AHN. If I could just add briefly, we have several problems with

this provision: (1) As pointed out, in Mr. Williamson's filed statement,
it is not germane to the emergency situation to which the rest of the
bill is directed; and in this area there are a large number of technical
problems of which this is only one.

This association as well as others joined in a joint technical brief
to the Internal Revenue Service on the regulations in which around 18
different aspects of the regulations were protested as either without
statutory authority or producing very peculiar'and discriminatory re-
sults. This particular provision is one of the worst in the sense that, by
statute there is a definition of net lease that is arbitrary and does not
conform to whether there is business activity or not ;and, 'therefore,
under the statute and the proposed regulations two businessmen running
a shopping center or office building may find themselves in two entirely
different situations because of what is anl arbitrary rule not directed to
the amount of businesactivity.

The service and taxpayers have experienced in four other tax areas
as to when a landlord is deemed to be in a business and when hie is
not, and we are suggesting in the filed statement that that experience
is sufficient and this a ,-bit rary rule of the statute is not desirable.
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1Sf the committee has time to get into the problems to which sec-
tion 304 is directed, we suggest the committee should consider the en-
tire problem and not this little aspect. If it does not have time, we
suggest that the best approach is merely to delete this provision that
is unrelated to the much more important aspects of the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. I might say, Mr. Williamson, this is very seldom
I make this statement, but I. think 1 have one bone, to pick within you
that might come as a surprise. You are not tasking for enough and
you are one of the ve,,ry few witnesses to whom I would say that. It
seems to me that if we are going to have a program to stimulate the
economy, we ought to be doing more to help people to owvn their own
homes and we ought to be taking another look at some of those things
that we did with that so-called tax reform act 2 years ago when
we removed a great deal of the, incentive for people to build homes
and people to owvn them.

If I can, I am going to try to do something about those interest
rates. Aren't you concerned about that?

Mr. WI1AAAMSON. Oh,1 yes, but not-we didn't think this was the
forum to discuss the availability of mortgage money.

With respect to other provisions and the results of the T,'I: Re-
form Act of 1969, the industry is still reeling under the, Tax l~eform
Act; and in our statement we do address ourselves to some of the
language in the House report which would-could i'o~ klt in very
serious consequences. We do have-we know we were going to be
limited in our time-and we do have some other witnesses who will
follow in the real estate field who will probably discuss some aspects
which we would have discussed had time permitted.

The CHAIRMAN. I know we don't hiave-ordinarily it would be the
Banking and Currency Committee rather than this one that would
have some jurisdiction with regard to the Federal Reserve Board
and that is one area where you expect to have some help. But it, has
been my experience if you want the administration to help you get
something clone that you think is necessary that the time to talk
to themn about it is when they are asking you to do something. And
this bill right here is the one they want, to move the economy and I
want to help them. But in connection with this bill we ought to talk
to them about these interest rates because, f rankly, would you not agree
with me that a. lower level of interest rates would do at great deal more
than some of the other things in thi ilt epmv h cnm
ahead?hibilthepmvthecn y

Mr. WILLIAMSO0N. Well, Senator, we are encouraged by reports we
are receiving from all over the country that interest rates are easing;
and we think that they will continue to ease, and that is the position
of our Association at this time, which is that if you try to impose any
rigid interest rate ceiling that you might cut off sources of money for
real estate.. We think-

The CHAIRMAN. The Federal Reserve Board has the 'power to create
as much money as it wants to create. We gave them that power. Now,
it seems to me that one way to make the economy move, and I mean
really move ahead to whatever degree you want it to move ahead, is
to first put controls on so that, by widening the money supply, broad-
ening it and increasing it, that you are not going to have run-way
inflation or inflation to any degree that would be the cause of concern.
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And then having gotten your controls on to where you can hold a lid
on those areas of the economy-I mean both business and labor-
where certain people are in a position to write their own ticket and
get it, then proceed to ease uip on the money supply, make a. lot more
money available and at lower interest rates so it, would be attractive
for people to build homes as well as build plants and machinery.

'Why shouldn't we at least try to bring about the same kind of in-
centive to build a home that this bill provides to build a new plant
or machine?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Senator, that has not been the experience of con-
trols. 'When. we have had rent controls to try to keep rents down, you
discourage investment and you have less housing. And we have had
experience with rigid interest rate ceilings even in the FHTA and VA
programs. We would much rather take our chances on what will hap-
pen to the economy if the rest of the President's program is approved.

There are signs that the interest rates aire easing and we are hope-
f ul that they will continue to ease.

The CHAIRM AN. I will just refer you to some of the speeches I made
back at a time when I was advocating that we repeal or suspend the
investment tax credit. I put charts in the record at that point to illus-
trate that what was being done here was the use of tight money and
high interest rates to try to control inflation on the one hand, and a
tax incentive to build new plants on the other, with the result that
the mjrcorporations of the country were just muscling the poten-
tial homeowners away from the market by hogging up all the avail-
able capital. That led to high interest rates.

There was no parallel tax advantage for a homeowner; and the
high interest rates squeezed him out of the home market so that those
who wanted to build homes found it almost impossible to obtain credit
on reasonable terms while those who had the tax advantage, to build
new plants, had the economic muscle with their own people, sitting
right ti ,re on those bank boards to guarantee them they could get
the credit to build these new plants.

Now, I want to see a balanced, forward movement of this economy.
I don't want to see the homeowner left out of it and as it stands right
now he is going to be left out of it.

I am surprised you are not in here advocating that we do more than
what you are asking here. I thought, speaking for the real estate
board that you would be in here saying by all means let's puit the little,
prospective homeowner in on the act', let him have a piece of the
action.

Mr. 'WILLIAMSON. Senator, we are building 2.2 million housing units
this year. I don't think that we have reached that'level in the post-
World 'War 11 period. Rather than approach it from that angle, I
think it might be 'better to encourage more investment in real estate
-which, in turn, would create jobs if we could back up a little on some
of the provisions in the Tax Reform Act of 1969, -because it is the
construction of real estate that produces jobs. If the Treasury would
take a more realistic view toward the useful lives on real estate you
could neutralize some of the adverse 'aspects of the 1969 act.

Mr. Kahn and I could talk for a long time about some of the provi-
sions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 which do inhibit investment in
real estate.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this: Do you think that a repre-
sentative for the Association of Home Builders wvill testify the same
as you are testifying, that they are not concerned about th level of
interest rates and not asking us to do anything about it?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Well, Senator, we are concerned about the level
of interest rates. We want the interest rates to go down because every
time the interest rates go down it broadens the market for homeowner-
ship. We contend that there are signs that the interest rates are going
down. We are afraid at this time that the imposition of some interest
rate control would divert money away from home ownership and to
other sources of investment. This has been the history. AnN at this
point now-our convention is meeting in November-we are having
people from all over the countr y and we are going to review the sub-
jects of interest rate controls because it will be a matter of hearings
before the House Banking and Currency Committee next week; but
at this point the information that we have received from brokers all
over is that the interest rate, the structure situation is easing sufficiently
to avoid at this time any type of control.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, tight money brings high interest rates
in a free economy. We agree on that, don't we?

Mr. WIILIAMSON. That's right..
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, in a free economy if you tighten

up on the money supply you raise the interest rates; isn't that right?
Mr~. WILLIAMSON. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN. If the law o-f supply and demand operates anywhere

that is how it has to work. You tighten up on the supply, that raises
the price of the product.

All right, now, that can be defended as an anti-inflationary device-
it tends to slow the economy down; -isn't that correct?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Now, you don't need that device of tight

m1oniey and high interest rates if youi are going to put controls on prices.
At that point you can afford to keep your prices where you want them
with your controls and you can afford to ease up on the money supply,
and the Federal Reserve Board without even imposing any controls on
interest rates can push them down by just making money much more
-freely available; is that correct or not?

Mr. WILLAMrSON. Well, they could, yes; whether this would defeat
our antiiflationary objectives I don't *know.

The CHAIRMAN. But the point Mr. Williamson, is that you can
have low interest rates when you have controls on prices, and there
are only a few segments of the economy that are in position to write
their own ticket and get it.

Some of our friends in organized labor can do that. They can go
out on strike and just deny you the product unless you pay them what
they demand. A fellow who has a patent on a commodity can just
refuse to sell it unless you pay him the price hie wants under his
Government protected patent. But most Segments of the economy have
to sell for a competitive price.

Now, when you put price controls on what people can sell for, why
can't you also expand the money supply enough to bring interest
rates down to whatever point you wvant'it to be?
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I mean, some reasonable point,. I am not talking about making
them loan the money out for nothing or 1 percent; tilt suppose you
tire talking about a reasonable level of interest rates. Why can't you
push them back down?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Well, if it could be done without aggravating
inflation, fine. But what we have discovered-we have discovered that
lenders are putting ain inflationary premium on their rates because
Of tile anticipation of inflation..

Now we think that this is going to stop. 'We have hopes of it.
I went to a Minnesota convention recently and talked to a realtor

from Red Falls, Minn., and I asked him what the rates were for FlIA
and hie said banks were beginning to make 7 percent loans without
discounts. This is probably the most heartening thing I have heard,
because the lenders are starting to refrain from exacting this infla-
tionlary premium and I think that is gigto bring the interest rates
down; we hope it will.

The CIIRNA~N. Well, thank( you. I think I have your view.
Any further questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. 'Williamson
(Mr. Williamson's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOH-N C. WILLIAMSON, DiREc'ToR, DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENTAL
RELATIONS, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS

Mr. Chairman and members of he Committee:
I welcome this opportunity to testify on behalf of the National Association

of Real Estate Boards 'at this hearing on H.R. 10947, the Revenue Act of 1971.

BACKGROUND

.The National Association of Real 14'state Boards consists of approximately
1,600 local Boards of Realtors located In every state of the Union, the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico. The combined membership of these 1,600 boards
Is approximately 500,000 persons actively engaged In the business of brokering,
managing, and appraising residential, commercial, Industrial and farm real
estate.

COMMENTS ON H.R. 10947

Our remarks here today are limited to two aspects of H.R. 10947:
1. The alteration of the statutory definition of "property subject to a net

lease"-Section 304 (a) of the bill; and
2. The House Ways and Means Committee Report reference to useful lives

of real property-House Report 92-533, p. 35.
(1) "Property 8UbjeCt to a net lea8e"

Section 57(c) (1) (relating to items of tax preference subject to the minimum
tax) and Section 163(d) (4) (A) (1) (relating to the limitation on the deduction
of Interest on Investment Indebtedness) are similar provisions. One Imposes a
mnifimum. tax on excess Investment Interest for the years 1970 and 1.971, and
the other provides for a disallowance of a portion of such Interest for years after
1971.

The problem at which these provisions Is directed is not germane to the
President's Emergency Program, which is the subject of this '1)111. It appears
to us to lbe Inappropriate to Include this type of technical legislation in a bill
directed at an emergency situation. Careful study Is necessary for technical pro-
visions of this nature, and there may not be time for such study in connection
with this bill.

The problem 'at which both of these provisions are directed is the iroblerm of
the current deduction of 'Interest on Indebtedness used to carry investments.
These provisions are not supposed to be directed against business Indebtedness.
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Unfortunately, both statutory provisions contain an arbitrary rule that If
real property Is subject to a net lease, and If under the net lease certain de-
ductions are less than 15 percent of the rental Income, the property will thereby
be deemed to be Investment property whether or not the operation of he p~rop-
erty Is In fact a business. This statutory rule is particularly burdensome on
owners of large real property projects, such as shopping centers and office build-
ings, where most of the property Is subject to leases to tenants, and where the
owner of the property must perform substantial services In the operation of the
property.

There are at least four regulations which have directed themselves to the
question of when Income from real property operations is rental Income, that is,
passive or Investment income, and when such income Is In fact business Income.
These regulations have been Issued with respect to the Imposition of the self-
employment tax, which Is Imposed only on business Income and not on rental
Income (Regs. § 1.1402(a)-(4) (c) (2) ), the Impostlon of the tax on unrelated
business Income of exempt organizations, which Is Imposed on business income
but not on rental Income (Regs. § 1.512(b)-1(c) (2)), the determination of
personal holding company Income, wvhich will subject the corporation to a
personal holding company tax on Its rental income (proposed Regs. § 1.543-12 (d)
(2) (11) ), and the regulations with respect to Subehaper S corporation., which
cannot qualify as such If pasive Income such as rental Income amounts to more
than 20 percent of gross recepits (Regs. § 1.1372-4(b) (5) (vi) ). In each one of
these regulations no specific statutory test Is provided. Instead, a factual de-
termination Is made as to the amount of service activity required of the land-
lord. Taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service have developed considerable
experience under these regulations, and many rulings have been issued by the
Internal Revenue Service on this question.

On the other hand, neither taxpayers nor the IRS has any experience with the
specific rules relating to the 15 percent test Imposed In the determination of
excess Investment interest under the 1969 Revenue Act provisions. In issuing
the regulations under Section 57, the Treasury obviously had severe problems.
Proposed regulations were Issued, and these were the subject of vigorous pro-
tests by this Association as well as others on the ground that many of the rules
In these regulations did not have a statutory authority, as well as on the grounds
that many of these rules would produce distorted results and present very burd-
ensomie problems in record keeping and other compliance aspects.

Apparently, the point that some of the provisions In the regulations were with-
out statutory authority was well taken, since we find In H.R. 10947 retroactive
provisions designed to support the provisions of the regulations. Specifically,
these provisions would treat rent paid by the operator of a shopping center or
an office building (that is, ground rent) as not Includable for purposes of the 15
percent test. In addition, the proposed legislation would adopt the provision of
the regulations that expenses of the landlord which are reimbursed by the tenant
also may not be counted in determining whether the 15 percent test Is met. This
last provision Is particularly Inappropriate since it has no connection with the
amount of activity requirCed of the landlord. Obviously, any businessman Is going
to be reimbursed and, hopefully, make some profit on his activities. The fact that
he covers his costs by his Income does not go to the question of the extent of his
activity, and it is the extent of his activities which is crucial in determining
whether the operation is a mere p~assive Investment or is an active business.

It Is our position that the net lease provisions of the 1909 Act with respect to
excess Investment Interest are so poorly adapted to the prob~leml involved that
these provisions should be stricken from the lawv if any legislative action Is to be
taken at this time. Removing these provisions from existing law will leave the
matter as a factual question, so that the experience developed in the four other
areas of the tax law described above can be applied In this situation, and sensible
and appropriate results can be achieved.

On the other hand, If the Committee feels that the emergency nature of the
legislation Included in H.R. 10947 will not permit a non-germane technical
amendment of this type, then we further submit that section 304 (a) is also non-
germnane and should be stricken from the bill; In addition, it reaches imnprop~er
results and requires more study and analysis than is possible in a bill of this
importance directed at other urgent matters.
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(2) Reference to useful liv~es of depreciable pro pertyi in the House Ways and
Means Committee report

To the best of our knowledge, the Treasury Department has not made a thor-
ough study of what would constitute the proper guidelines for depreciable real
property since the 1942 edition of Bulletin F. The Treasury has an abundance of
experience with this subject, and this Association endorses the views of the Ways
and Means Committee that the Treasury Department should undertake a review
of guidelines for the useful life of depreciable real property. These guidelines
should provide lives which are much shorter than those which were originally
placed In effect in 1942 and in substance continued in the 1962 guidelines. The
considerable technological changes In the construction and use of real property
since 1942, as well as the economic changes that have occurred In the Interim,
make the longer guidelines of 1942 unrealistic today.

On the other hand, we strongly oppose the suggestion in the Ways and Means
Committee Report that further consideration be given to the question of whether
the depreciation recapture rules presently applicable In the case of real property
should be made more like those applicable to personal property. These recapture
rules as to real property have been the subject of Intensive study by both the
Treasury and Congress in connection with the Revenue Acts of 1902, 1964, and
1969. As the result of these studies, not only have recapture rules for real prop-
erty been adopted, but real property has -been subjected to a much narrower
allowance for accelerated depreciation than that allowable for personal property.

To a large extent, the recapture rules are a function of accelerated deprecia-
tion rather than of the actual useful life of the property. As noted above, the
Congress has already deprived real property of much of its right to accelerated
depreciation.

Furthermore, the re-enactment of the Investment credit, which will be aplil-
cable primarily to personal property and not to real property, will place real
property at a further disadvantage as a capital Investment wh'len compared with
personal property. In view of this, we strongly oppose reopening consideration
of the recapture rules for depreciation on real property.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the National Association of Real Estate Boards,
I appreciate this oportunity to present our views on these aspects of H.R. 10947
and respectfully hope that our comments will be of help to the Committee In your
deliberations.

The CHAIRMAN. Next we will call Mr. Fred Peel, American Mining
Congress.

STATEMENT OF FRED W. PEEL, CHAIRMAN, TAX COMMITTEE,
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

Mr. PEEL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Fred
W. Peel, chairman of the Tax Committee of the American Mining
C ongress, and I am appearing today to present the tax committee's
views on the House-passed bill.

We 'urgye the enactment of the job development credit. 'We think it
will be most effective if the credit is established at the 7-percent rate
on a permanent basis.

We were opposed to the temporary suspension of the credit several
years ago we were opposed to its elimination in 1969, and we feel that
to be most effective it should be on a permanent basis at a fixed rate
rather than on a temporary basis.

When we appeared before the Committee on Ways and Means we
pointed out that the 5 percent-1O percent proposal of the administra-

tion would not accomplish much during the initial 10-percent rate
peid, as far as the mining inudstry is concerned, because of the very

Flng oleadtime that is involved in making plans for new capital invest-
ment and getting that new capital investment either acquired or con.,
structed and in place. We suggested that, unless the period for the 10-
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percent rate was enlarged, a flat 7-percent rate would be preferable.
We suggest that the incentive effect not be diluted by any offsetting

adjustments in the tax system. In particular, we point out that if
the credit should be applied against the basis of assets, then the
credit's effectiveness would be cut unless there is a compensating in-
crease in the 7-percent rate.

We suggest that regular income tax should be subtracted from
tax preference items to arrive at the base to which the 10-percent
minimum tax is applied, before the regular tax is reduced by the in-'
vestment credit. Otherwise a taxpayer who has tax preference items in,
substantial amount-and the mining industry generally does have tax,
preferenie, items-will, in essence, have its investment credit discounted

If we take the example of a taxpayer who has $2,030,000 of tax
preference items, and an income tax liability for regular income tax
of $1 million, -and suppose that taxpayer earns a $100,000 invest-
ment credit under the 7-percent investment credit as passed by the
House, the effect of that $100,000 investment credit is to reduce his
regular income tax from $1 million to $900,000. So then when he
computes his minimum tax he subtracts the $30,000. exemption, and
instead of $1 million he subtracts $900,000 of regul ar income tax from'
the $2,030,000) of tax preference items, and as a result hie has an addi-
tional $100,000 subject to the 10-percent minimum tax. So, in effect,
lie has had his investment credit discounted by 10 percent; so that he
gets a 6.3-percent investment credit instead ofM 7-percent investment
credit. And aside f rom 'any question of fairness on that, it ju lst simply
means that so far the mining industry and some other industries are
contcernied, the investment credit won't be doing the job that Congress
anticipated that it would do.

So we suggest that in computing minimum tax liability the credit
not be taken- off until after that computation has been made.

We also suggest the credit will be more effective if it is available,
to be applied against any minimum liability the taxpayer may have
as well as being applicable against his regular income tax liability.

We suggest the credit not be denied on poll ution abatement facili-
ties because the taxpayer elects to deduct the cost of these facilities
over a 60-month amortization period. The House-passed bill requires
the taxpayer to make a choice. He can either have the tax credit or the
60-month amortization, but lie is not permitted to have both and the
effect of the investment credit is such that, as a practical matter it is,
just about a standoff, and the taxpayer will get no greater benefit f rom
the 6-month amortization.

We recommend that the asset depreciation range system be retained.
The statutory authorization for the ADR system as contained in
the House bill is desirable. We suggest that the study of the use-
ful lives of industrial buildings, which was requested by the Commit-
tee on Ways and Means in its report, should be broadened to include
consideration of making industrial buildings eligible for the accele-
rated depreciation methods such as the double declining balance and
the sum-of -the-years digits depreciation.
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Finally, we recommend that the IDomestic International Sales Cor-
poration provision be adopted. This will stimulate exports of a number
of minerals produced in this country.

We suggest that the deferral be permitted onl all of a DISC cor-
poration's income rather than being limited to the excess of the income
generated by exports over 75 percent of a base period.

If the deferral is limited, however, to the excess over 75 percent of
base period exports, we suggest that this 175-percent limitation be
applied separately with respect to each mineral exported, because the
theory of having ainy sort of a base period is to allow the deferral
where the taxpayer has increased his export of that particular item.

There is no logical reason to believe that a taxpayer will deliberately
cut down exports of one product in order to increase exports of another.
Hie would want to increase them all as much as possible.

But if circumstances are such that for some other reason exports of
one product decline, there is no reason why that should interfere with,
the taxpayer's eligibility to defer through a DISC the income gener-,
ated by exports of another product. In the case of minerals it would be
relatively simple to distinguish the minerals, one from another.

That completes the summary of our position.
The CHAIR-MAN. Thank you v-ery much, sir.
I have no doubt that under the pressure that this committee was

subjected to rush that 1969 act through, that we undoubtedly did a lot
of things in the bill-I don't, want to take all the credit for it in this
committee; the House was even worse in that. respect than we were-
but there were undoubtedly a lot of things in that so-called tax reform
bill which haye, served to stagnate this economy. And we ought to
be taking another look at some of those things.

The investment tax credit repeal undoubtedly played its part, but
the sort of thing that you make reference to here should also be con-
sidered in connection with thiat.

If you want to put people back to work and provide somebody with
a profit incentive to employ people and engage in new enterprises, we
ought to be taking a second look at some of those things we did with
that bill; and that is part of what you are suggesting -here.

Mr. PEEL. WVe would hope, thie committee will do that particularly
with reference to the minimum tax. I was describing its effect in re-
lation to this investment credit but it is really a built-in drag on any
attempt to stimulate the economy.

The CHAIRMAN. I hate to say it, and I am afraid nobody in that con-
ference when we put this minimum tax together could have told you
just exactly how it would have applied to your industry; and unless
somebody has analyzed it with regard to'each individual industry
and each segment of the taxpayers, it is not fair to say that it has been
thoroughly considered.

Thank you very much.
Mr. PEEL. Thank you.
The CHAIRT&AN. Now, the next statement will be from Mr. Clifford

Brown, executive vice president of the Federated Investors, Inc.
He will be accompanied by Mr. Edward L. Merrigan and Mr. Charles
H. Morin.
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STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD BROWN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
FEDERATED INVESTORS, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD L.
MERRIGAX AND CHARLES H. MORIN

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman -and gentlemen, I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before you this morning. I have already submitted a
written statement and in the interest of saving your time

The CHAIRMAN. We will print the statement.
Mr. BROWN. I would ask it be incorporated in the record.*
The CHAIRMAN. May I say for the benefit of all witnesses we do

print your full statements and we expect you to summarize it.
Mr. BROWN. I would like to introduce Mr. Charles Morin.
Mr. MoiN. Mr. Chairman, in an effort to again conserve the time

of the committee, I should like to offer into the record a letter from
counsel to the Joint Com-mittee on Internal Revenue Taxation which
goes into a great deal of detail on the matters that Mr. Brown will
now summarize, and I think it would be a great saving of time for us
to introduce this letter and also a fact sheet entitled "Federal Tax
Generation by Tax-Free Exchange Investment Companies." if I may
offer those for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine.*
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, our firm is an investment adviser to

15 investment companies registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission with assets of approximately $300 million, which are
invested mostly in the securities of American corporations, and we
represent 40,000 shareholders almost all of whom are individual tax-
payers. Our interest, of course, is in the security market, but more
importantly in the health of the economy and for that reason we
support the p~rovisions of the Revenue Act of 1971 because we believe
it will strengthen the economy. And we are especially interested in
the investment tax credit provision because it will provide, in our opin-
ion, additional revenues for business, additional jobs, additional con-
fidence in the economy..

However, these provisions are expected to reduce Federal revenues.
We address ourselves today to a, proposed amendment to title TI to H.R.
10947 which if enacted would permit individuals in certain extraor-
dinary circumstances to diversify their security hol dings without incur-
ring a premature capital gains tax and, at the same time, such an
amendment to section 351 would, in our opinion, produce additional
Federal tax revenues of approximately $25 million in fiscal 1972, and
$100 million in fiscal 1973.

The amendment i's a simple one since it, would restore section 1 of
the Internal Revenue Code to its status in 1966 and really to what
it was through the 40 years prior to that time.

Prior to the 1966 amendment to section 351, individuals in this coun-
try, individual taxpayers, were permitted to band together and ex-
change securities with an investment company, form a newv investment
company of which they would be the sole owners and in that way to
diversify their securities, their investment position without an im-mecli-

Nate realization o-f capital gain and capital gain taxes.
This was done in the period 1960-67 by 18,000 individuals in the

United States, in some 36 investment vehicles. However, in 1966 the

*gee pp. 538 ff.
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Treasury department took the position that they no longer felt that
individuals should be entitled to do that. So an amendment was pro-
posed in this committee in 1966 to make the point very specific in sec-
tion 351 that it would apply to the formation of investment companies.
That amendment was passed on the floor of the Senate, but in joint
conference committee, at the insistence of the Treasury, a compromise
was adopted so that this type of diversification for individuails was
permitted. only for a limited time, namely, through Junie 30 of 1967;
and the objection was based on the contention that the Joint Committee
for Internal Revenue Taxation had not had sufficient time to examine
the entire problem.

Since that time we have submitted voluminous statistics on this mat-
ter and met with members of the staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation.

We would like you to consider restoring Section 351 to its 1966 status
for two important reasons: First of all, it will increase tax revenues.
One of the theories for excluding individuals from forming investment
companies under this section was that the individuals will sell their
securities and pay their taxes right now and, therefore, there will be
more revenue generated by the individuals selling those securities; but
the experience of the entire investment community is that individuals
with a low ta.x cost basis in fact will not sell.

There are 82 million individuals in this country who own securities,
equities that the market value is some $700 billion. In our opinion, over
half these securities are in safe deposit vaults and they will never be
sold because the individuals have too high a tax liability.

The studies by the New York Stock Exchange have indicated that
the average tax cost basis of securities held by all individuals in the
United States is only 40 percent, 40 percent of market. Our own ex-
perience with the formation of some 36 investment companies was that
the individuals, 18,000 individuals who participated in these forma-
tions had an average cost, tax cost, basis in their hands of only 10
percent.

Now, these 18,000 people, and the 32 million people, do not repre-
sent the wealthy people of the country;- they represent the general
cross section, the general middle class of the country. There are not
only presidents of corporations who wish to exchange their securities
for shares in investment companies but also wve lha-d in our own funds
rather modestly employed employees of Seai.s Roebuck who had ac-
cumulated shares over a period of years in an employees' trust. We
have had steelworkers; we had all types of individuals.

But the pressure on the individual not, to sell is just too great. With
Federal taxes and State taxes, the individual with a nondiversified.
investment, with a low tax cost basis, stands to lose some 35 percent
of his capital when he sells.

I don't think many advisers in this country, investment advisers,
would ask a client to incur an immediate 35-percent capital loss for
the idea of protecting himself against some possible future loss in the
individual stock.

Our experience is that the individuals who come into these invest-
ment companies hanve held their stocks for quite a long time; 63 per-
cent of them- had held their securities over 5 years.
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The increased capital gains tax rates for 1972 will inhibit further
the securities sales. We believe that by amending section 351 many in-
dividuals would band together to form investment companies; the in-
vestment, companies would then manage the portfolios and sell the se-
curities and create capital gains taxes; we would create substantial
additional revenues in the first 18 months.

The other point is the point of public policy. The U.S. securities
market is the envy of the rest of the world and it is the envy because it
is a very liquid market; and that is so because we have great quantities
of stock; it is widely held and shareholders are willing to sell.

However, while 85 percent of the securities in the United States are
owned by individuals and institutions only own 15 'percent; almost 40
to 50 percent of the trading is now done by ii.stitutions. Institution'f
are becoming more dominant in the securities market and the ind:
vidual is becoming less of a factor because they will not sell their so
curities and reduce their capital through the tax'.

So the lessening participation by individuals is not good for liqui.'
ity; it is not good for a sound market mechanism and it is not good fo.
the brokers, the individual people who constitute the investment in-
stitution in this country, and make it possible to have a liquid secu-
rities market.

Allowing individuals again to participate in exchanges would free

up rather enormous quantities of securities. The potential tax liabil-
ity, in the securities held by individuals, the half that we believe they
would refuse to sell, the potential tax liability is $45 billion, an enior-
mous possibility.

One last point; in the formation of these new funds it would be
a help to the brokerage community which is very hard pressed these
days-they need new products. Investors want to participate in this
soft of diversification program.

And we have to remember that as we sawv in the stock market de-
edine -of 1970, the people who are affected are the 32 million people
in this country, not just a few people in Wall Street; it is estimated
that one out of -three households in United States has a stockholder
in the house. So things that happen to the securities market happen
to a large, number of people in the country, and diversification is
sound and is important for all of them; but they are prevented from
dMing that now.

We recognize the reluctance of this committee to consider amend-
ments to the present bill, but we hope that we can ask you to consider
this one because while it will apply to individuals it will not result
in less revenue but will result in more revenue and provide a great
benefit to the indivi-dual securityiolders in this country.

Thank you very much. We auppreci ate it.
Mr. MoRiN. Before the witness loaves, may I please introduce, sir,

for the record, a proposed amendment so that it will appear in the
record?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; it will appear in the record at this point.
(The proposed amendment follows:)

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 351 OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

Section 351 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to transfers to
corporations controlled by the transferors) is amended to read as follows:

68-333 0 - 71 - pt. 2 -- 10
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"SEC. 351. TRANSFER TO CORPORATION CONTROLLED BY TRANSFEROR

"(a) GE~NERAL RUJLE.-No gain or loss shall b~e recognized if property Is
transferred to a corporation (including a regulated investment company as de-
fined In Section 851) by one or more persons solely in exchange for stock or
securities in such corporation and immediately after the exchange such person
or persons are in control (as defined in Section 368(c) of the corporation. For
the purposes of this section stock or securities issued for services shall not be
considered as Issued in return for property."

Section 351 (d) is repealed in its entirety.
Section 351 (e) is redesignated Section 351 (d).

Senator ANDERSON. What percent of stock is held by individuals?
Mr. BROWN. Stock in this country is-85 percent of the stock in this

country is held by individuals and 15 percent by institutions, but in-
stitutions do more of the trading.

Senator ANDERSON. What is the source of that information?
Mr. BROWN. Well, the New York Stock Exchange, sir, their annual

fact book. The recent releases indicate that the individuals own $700
billion worth of stock; those are SEC figures put out in the Depart-
mnent of Commerce monthly survey and the total 'of all stocks in the
country is estimated at somewhere around $900 billion.

Senator ANDIMRSO0N. It is estimated; aren't there some facts' Doesn't
some information actually show what it is?

Mr. BROWN. Well, in the New York-the American exchanges-
it is possible to calculate that. The over-the-counter market is not
quite as definable as that. I think the SEC characterizes their calcula-
tions as estimates. You can tell how much stock there is but the prob-
lem is who owns it. They can sort of tell the changes that are made
each year, but for people who have held stock 20 or 30 years-it is
pretty hard to do it on a national basis. I think the SEC is probably
the best figure on that aiid the New York Stock Exchange.

Senator ANDERSON. But you do have somne authority for your state-
ment earlier?

Mr. B3ROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Will you submit that for' the record, please?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We will take a

look at this problem.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
(Mr. Brown's prepared statement, letter, and fact sheet follow.

Hearing continues on p. 550.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CLIFFORD BROWN. EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT. FEDERATED
INVESTORS, IN.-

Mly name is Clifford E. Brown, and I am Executive Vice President of Fed-
erated Investors, Inc., Whose address is 701 Wi11l,111 Penn Place, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

Federated Investors Is in the business of managing people's money through
the medium of some 13 investment companies, all of which are registered with
the Securities and Excl-mnge Commission. Wle have presently under management
some $360 million. mosil of it invested in equity securities issued by hundreds
of the Nation's lpubliely-beld corporations.

As money managers, we are. of course, Vitally interested In the perform e
of the stock markets of the Nation. 'more importantly. however, we are con-
cerned with the health of the economy within which these corp~orations exist,
since It Is the strength of the country's economy which is eventually reflected
In the performance. of tine stook markets.
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I appear, therefore In support of the Administration's 1971 Tax Program,
which we believe will have the ultimate effect of greatly strengthening the econ-
oiny as a whole by providing necessary tax relief to many now struggling seg-
ments of the business community.

More particularly, we as money managers firmly support the Administration's
proposal to restore and Implement the Investment Tax Credit, which wve believe
will not only provide needed revenues for many business corporations, but which
has 'also proven to be an effective method of providing newv jobs on a broad and
permanent basis.

Obviously, the Administration's Income tax proposals will result in some
reduction in internal revenue, and I should like briefly to discuss our proposalI
that this Committee now consider an amendment to Section 351 of the Internal
Revenue Code which we believe wvill provide at least an additional $25 million
of new revenue in fiscal 1972 to offset at lease some of these losses', and should be
expected to produce at least $100 million of newv tax revenue in fiscal 1973. That
amendment would provide again for the organization of Investment companies
by virtue of the exchange of investment company shares for shares of stock in
publicly-held corporations without the realization. of taxable gain 'at the time
of the exchange. At the present time, Section 351 contains a provision which
was enacted very hastily and as a compromise measure in the closing days of
the 87th Congress in October 1966. We invite at this time an examination of
the legislative history of the present provision.

THE RELEVANT LE401SLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

Attached to this statement is a letter of some 15 pages addressed to the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation which discussed in detail all of the
relevant aspects of our proposal to amend Section 351. This letter was written
by our counsel as the result of several conferences with members of the staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. It served to summarize
for that staff and for the Joint Committee the Voluminous evidence and statis-
tical material which had been submitted by us over a period of more than a
year.

Section 351 of the Code had Its origin in the early Revenue Act and had
remained substantially unchanged since the Revenue Act of 1924 until it wvas
amended in 1966. Between 1900 and 1966 twventy-twto incorporated Investment
companies were organized pursuant to Section 351, having assets of well over $1
billion. Until 1966 there had never been any question that Section 351 clearly
permitted the organization of these companies without the -realization of taxable
gain at the date of incorporation.

Oa July 14, 1966, the Treasury Department effectively amended the Internal
Revenue Code by the simple act of publishing a Technical Information Release
Informing the public that the Treasury Department no longer would treat the
exchange of property which consisted of securities for stock In a corporation
which otherwise complied with the provisions of Section 341 as a tax-free
excha nge f und.

Because this Technical Information Release wvas made very late in the Second
Session of the 87th Congress, It was impossible for legislation to be Introduced
and for Congressional hearings to be held In the normal fashion before the
Introduction of clarifying legislation. The Senate Pinance Conmnittee, wvhich was
then considering the Foreign Investors Tax Act, wvas deeply concerned over the
unorthodox method of tax administration employed by the Treasury Department,
and eventually adopted 'an amendment which was passed by the Senate, the effect
of which was to make It clear that the Congress Intended not to discriminate
against investment companies in the enactment of Section 351.

The Treasury Department, contending that the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee had not had the opportunity to consider the amendment and that no
hearings had been held thereon, vigorously opposed the Senate amendment In
the Conference C'omnmittee deliberations. This opposition lead to a last Minute
c-ompromise which continued the coverage of Section 351 to investment companies
until June 30, 1967, with what we believe was a clear understanding that even-
tually the problem would receive full consideration by the appropriate committees
of Congress.

it is, for this reason that I appear before you today. For reasons which I shall
state, we believe that the proposed amendment of Section 351 will not only pro-
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vide for the addition of substantial revenues to the Treasury, but also that it
Is overwhelmingly In the public Interest for reasons other than those related
to Income taxation.

EXCHANGE FUNDS GENERATE IMPORTANT INCOME TAX REVENUES

The argument against the tax-free organization of Investment companies-
wvhich have come to be known as "Exchange Funds" in the Industry-assumes
that they are a tax-avoidance device. Nothing could be further from the truth.

This argument assumes that those Individuals exchanging shares of stock
for Investment company Shares in a tax-free exchange would have sold this
stock and paid a tax on the resultant gain. As businessmen who have exhaustively,
researched the market, we know that this assumption is false. We know that
the persons who have become our shareholders deposit securities with us whihh
otherwise never would have been sold In the open market-and for a very good
reason: at the capital gains rates then applicable with the very low cost basis
characteristic of these Investors, the sale on the open market would have
resulted In a loss of up to one-third of the Individual's Investment.

The average cost basis of our shareholders and of those of other Exchange
Funds' was approximately 11%1 of the market value at the date of exchange.
What is even more significant Is the fact that only 17%o had held their securities
for less than 2 years, while 13%ll had held them for over 20 years. 36.7%1 had
held their 8eeuritie8 over 10 years. 62.7%l had held them over 5 years.

Let us repeat that we know for a certainty that our Investors and the investors
to whom we will appeal If our amendment is adopted and the Investors who will
make the decision to participate in the organization of an Exchange Fund will
deliver to us stock which they now have no intention of selling, and which It
cannot be predicted with any confidence that they will ever sell. In many states
of the country at today's Federal capital gains tax rates an investor whose
securities have increased many times over in value may lose as much as 45%
of his Investment by selling his securities. There is absolutely no question that
this fact is a permanently Inhibiting deterrent to the sale of these Securities.

This revenue situation is drastically changed upon the organization of an
Exchange Fund. For example, ase of March 31. 1969 (the last date as of which
statistics have been compiled by the industry), the Nation's Exchange Funds
had generated sinte 1961 federal Income taxes totallIng $153,578,401. Industry
statistics tell us thiat the total potential capital gain's tax liability on all of the
securities deposited in these Funds as of the date of deposit was only
$282,107,347. In other words, over half of this potential tax actually was 'paid
In a period of only 7 years. It is unthinkable to suppose that any significant
portion of this tax would have been paid had the Exchange Funds not been
organized.

Why Is this so? The very nature of the Exchange Fund guarantees tehe gen-
eration of income tax liability:

1. Immediately after Its organization, an Exchange Fund must sell Something
over 3%1 of its portfolio securities-all of which have an extremely low cost
basis, which has, of course, been passed on to the Fund-for the purpose of
paying the expenses of organization and commissions on the sale of Its shares.

2. The managers of the Fund have an obligation to manage Its port-folio In
accordance with its stated Investment policy, regardless of income tax Implica-
tions. The portfolio activity of Exchange Funds does not differ substantially
from that of the ordinary investment company In the Industry.

3. Any capital gains tax liability incurred by the Fund is shared by aill of
the Fund's shareholders and not by any one shareholder. Thus, the Impact of
the tax Is no longer a matter of paramount importance either to the person
making the decision to sell or not to sell or to the person who delivered the
securitie's to the Fund originally.

'Again may I respectfully refer to the letter of our counsel to the Joint Corn-
mittee for a more detailed discussion of this issue. In addition, we have attached
a memorandum entitled "Federal Tax Generation by Tax-Free Exe'hange In-
vestment Companies" which clearly describes the method used by the Industry
In compiling the figure of $153,578,401 of income taxes generated by Exchange
Funds through March 31, 1969.
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PUBLIC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FAVORING EXCHANGE FUNDS

Both the New York Stock Exchange and the Securities and Exchange Corn-
mission have In the past enthusiastically approved the organization and opera-
tion of Exchange Funds. These regulatory agencies look upon these Funds as a
highly desirable mechanism for the controlled and regulated release of "locked-in
sEcurlties" wvhich are now held by Individual investors who are effectively pre-
vented by the capital gains tax from -trading in the open market. The financial
community has known for years and Is deeply concerned about the fact that
less than 20% of all stock listed on the New York Stock and held by investors
is free for active trading in the market place, and the liquidity and depth of the
stock market are in continuous jeopardy as a result.

Obviously, In any period of active trading this condition tends to create a
volatile market, since the supply of available stock tends to be Insufficient to
satisfy demand. On the other hand, public interest demands a broadly based
central market place with as much liquidity as possible. Today the "locked-in"
reservoir of listed stocks is estImated to be over $300 billion. Trhe Exchange
Fund Industry Is confident from Its past experience that some substantial per-
centage of these frozen securities would be released for trading if the pre-1967
application of Section 351 were reinstated. There Is no question whatsoever
that this would be beneficial to our national financial policy. We must observe
at this point that until 1967 Exchange Funds served a very important public
function in providing a means for Immediate Investment diversification to a very
broad spectrum of Individual Investors, both large and small, who were "locked-
In" In a low cost basis stockholding In one corporation obtained over a period of
years as the result of employee stock options, employee stock award plans, corpo-
rate mergers and acquisitions and the like. These individual Investors simply could
not and cannot afford to lose 35%-40%/ of their lifetime Investments as taxes In
exchange for mere diversification of their one investment. Thus, Exchange Funds
provided thousands of individuals in these categories to provide their families
with sound financial plans with no loss of revenue to the Government.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

For many years prior to 1907 the organization of Exchange Funds was per-
mitted under Section 351. The Treasury tried to change this rule In 1966 by
administrative fiat, but the Senate overruled the Treasury. A conference Coin-
mittee thereafter adopted a stopgap compromise which served to terminate tax-
free organization of Exchange Funds after June 30, 1967.

The issues involved have never received full and fair consideration by the
Ways and Means Committee.

The record proves that Exchange Funds generated more than $150 million
In new tax revenues in the 1960's alone. They should generate far more than
this in the 1970's.

There are compelling public policy considerations favoring restoration of the
Exchange Fund Industry In the interests of market liquidity and prudent family
planning.

SMATHERS AND MERRIGAN
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

Washington, D.C., June 8, 1971.
Hon. LAURENCE N. WOODWORTH,
Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, 1015 Longworth

House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR DR. WOODWORTHl: At the meeting held on April 28 with you and your

associates on the staff of the Joint Committee and Mr. Charles Morin of Gadeby
& Hann ah, it was suggested that we summarize our position in favor of permit-
ting, "exchange funds" to continue to operate substantially as they did prior
to the 1906 amendment to Section 351 of the Internal Revenue Code by writing
this additional letter which might then be utilized by the Staff in preparation
of a report on this subject.
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Accordingly, we have prepared the following presentation for your review, and
in line with your further suggestion, this letter will deal not only with revenue
and tax considerations but with important public policy factors which favor
the proposal to which we have been addressing ourselves.

THE RELEVANT LEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

As you undoubtedly recall, Section 351 of the Internal Revenue Code had Its
origin in the early history of Federal income tax law, primarily In the Revenue
Acts of 1918, 1921 and 1924. As modified in the Revenue Act of 1924, the tax
free exchange provisions of that section continued substantially unchanged into
the 1954 Internal Revenue Code.

Thus, for approximately 42 years prior to 1966, Section 351 and its predecessor
sections had continuously provided that no taxable gain shall be recognized
If property is transferred to a corporation solely in exchange for stock or se-
curities in such corporation and if, Immediately after the exchange, the person
or persons who transferred the property are In control of the corporation. No
distinction was made between an incorporated investment company and any other
kind of corporation.

Accordingly, during the period from 1960 to early 1962, nine exchange funds
were organized, and In each case the Commissioner of Internal Revenue issued
a written ruling which stated that the exchanges of stock In other corporations
for stock In an Exchange Fund were tax-free under Section 351.

In 1961, after he became Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Commissioner
Mortimer Caplin issued two additional rulings, bringing the number of Funds
organized pursuant to Section 351 rulings to eleven. Commissioner Caplin there-
upon announced, however, that no further rulings would be issued by the In-
ternal Revenue Service. The Commissioner simultaneously made It clear that
he did not intend to imply that Exchange Fund transactions were not tax-free;
rather , the Service has simply decided to dliscontinue the rulings for each pro-
posed Fund.

The creation of additional Exchange Funds thus continued until July, 1966.
According to published reports, as of December 31, 1965, seventeen Exchange
Funds with assets of $800.7 million were in existence. The companies then in
operation ranged in size from $4.5 million to $154.7 million In value of Ilet assets,
and in number of shareholders from 97 to 1,151. The number of different issues
held in the portfolio of each Exchange Fund ranged from 40 to 337.

In any event, on July 14, 1966, after the formation of some twenty-two Ex-
change Funds with assets of well over $1 billion and many thousands of share-
holders, a decision was reached In the Treasury Department that, as a matter
of federal tax policy, the normal stock for stock exchange transactions of Exchange
Funds should no longer be deemed tax-free under Section 351. That decision was
reached and announced while top officials of the Treasury Department privately
conceded to Industry representatives that same would probably result In a sub-
stantial reduction of federal capital gains revenue.

In any event, no effort was made by the Department to gain an amendment to
Section 351 itself. On the contrary, the Department simply published a Technical
Information Release (TIR-832) which proposed to amend the existing regula-
tions under Section 351. The TIR explained that the proposed amendment to
the regulations would provide that:

Section 351 does not apply to the transfer by taxpayers of stock or
securities to a corporation which is an investment company, In exchange for
stock or securities . . . in such corporation, If the transfer was solicited or ar-
ranged by a broker or similar Intermediary and if filing of a prospectus with the
Securities and Exchange Commission . . . was required In connection with the
transaction."

This precipitous reversal In policy on July 14, 1966 caught several mutual funds
and private Investors In the very midst of organization pursuant to prospectuses
which had become effective with the Securities and Exchange Commission prior to
July 17. In addition, there were several other funds In registration before the
Commission. In deference to twvo or three of these registrants, two later TIR's
were published, each of which extended the period during, which a tax-free ex-
change could be made without application of the suddenly-announced, new re-
versal of tax policy.
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Because the Treasury Department announcement was made So late In the
session of Congress in 1966, it was Impossible for legislation to be introduced and
Congressional hearings to be held in normal fashion regarding the Treasury
Department proposals. Congress was deeply concerned about the matter, however,
so the Senate Finance Committee, Which was then considering the Foreign In-
vestors Tax Act, adopted an amendment to that bill which rejected the Treasury
Department proposal and confirmed that Exchange Fund transactions were to
continue to be non-taxab~le under Section 351. The Senate passed the Foreign
Investors Tax Act in late 1966 with the said amendment Intact, but the Treasury
Department, contending that the House Ways and Means Committee had not
had the opportunity to consider the amendment; that Congressional hearings had
not been held; that the amendment was not germane; and that complete Congres-
sional consideration of the problem covered by the amendment was exceedingly
important so that the Department's position could be f ully considered, vigorously
opposed the amendment In conference. And, of course, as you will recall, that
opposition finally led to a compromise which extended the tax-free coverage of
Section 351 to all Exchange Funds organized up to June 30, 1967, with the under-
standing on the part of some of the Conferees at least that Congress would ulti-
mately study the problem in full detail.

EXCHANGE FUNDS GENERATED SUnSTANTIAL TAX REVENUES NOW LOST TO THlE TREASURY

Over the months since this matter was originally referred to you by Chairman
Mills, we have filed all of the statistical data which is readily available to the
mutual fund industry to prove that Exchange Fund operations under Section
351 have Indeed generated very substantial federal tax revenues.

Those statistics show that during the period from 1961 through March 31,
1969, the Exchange Funds organized prior to the 1967 cut-off date generated
federal taxes on sales commissions and capital gains totalling $153,578,401. The
available industry statistics also demonstrate that these same Funds had fin
initial federal capital gains tax potential based on their net asset values of only
$282,107,347, and thus the taxes actually paid by the Funds, their brokers and
their shareholders had already reached by March 31, 1969 a very high percentage
(mare than 50%) of the total capital gains tax potential of the assets actually
transferred to the various Funds. Thus. when the 1967 cut-off date became
effective, the Treasury patently was deprived of a definite. expanding source of
federal tax revenues.

We have also demonstrated that these tax revenues, otherwise lost to the
Treasury, were necessarily generated by inherent chAracteristics of the Funds
'themselves, to wit, (1) the necessity for each Fund to sell Immediately after the
initial exchange of securities approximately 3% of Its p)ortfolio for the purposes
of paying expenses of organization and sale of shares; (ii) the fiduciary obliga-
tion of the Fund managers to manage the portfolio in accordance with the
stated investment policy of the Fund. regardless of tax Implications; and (1ii)
the fact that any capital gains taxes incurred by the Fund are shared by all of
the Fund's shareholders and not be one shareholder standing alone, and thus
the impact of such tax~s is no longer a matter of paramount Importance to the
person or persons who transferred the taxed shares to the Fund.

The argument has been made, of course, that absent the availability of tax
free treatment under Section 351, those persons who exchanged their holdings
for Exchange Fund shares may have felt constrained to go ahead and sell their
holdings and the Treasury would have thereupon collected the full capital gains
tax potential Involved. During our discussions with you and your -staff, how-
ever, your staff necessarily conceded that certainly that would not have been
the case In many Instances, and that probably most of the persons Involved would
not have opted to sell their "locked in-loqw cost basis" holdings, because by so
doing they would have necessarily lost 25%(1--300%( of their investments in capital
gains tax. Moreover, we have submitted for your review a copy of the 1965 study
miade by Louis Harris and Associates, Inc. for the New York Stock Exchange.
That study shows that increasingly investors in the last mentioned category are
reluctant to pay the gains tax as a price for selling such holdings. The study
states:

'The new data shows that investors regard themselves as being more tightly
locked In with their holdings in 1965 than in 1960. . .
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"Some noteworthy investor attitudes toward the present capital gains tax
rate were disclosed during the course of the survey Interviews.

"Most of the respondents felt strongly about being locked InI with their present
stockholdings. They frequently regarded the capital gains tax as a key factor-
along with the price level and outlook for a particular stock-in making the
decision to sell. . . .

The magnitude of Investor reluctance to sell their "locked-in" holdings was
demonstrated In greater detail by the New York Stock Exchiange-Harris study
which showed:

(1) That the cost basis of the NYSE stocks held by Individuals had de-
creased f rom 60%1 in 1960 to 46%/ in 1905; and

(2) That accordingly, with no relief from the 25%1 capital gains tax -rate,
only 6%ll of the locked-in holdings would be sold .by Investors in 1960; and
that, with the lower Cost basis in 1965, only 21/2%11 of the said holdings
would be offered for sale in the late sixties.'

Further tangible evidence of the fact that the overwhelming majority of in-
vestors who traded their shares for shares In Exchange Funds were not In
the least Interested in selling their traded shares at the cost of paying the
gains tax, are the following statistics obtained from the managers of the Em-
pire Fund, Inc.; Sixth Empire Fund, Inc.; and Presidential Exchange Fund,
In'c.-Exchange Funds organized in 1962, 1967 and 1965 respectively. The rec-
ords of these Funds demonstrate that the "average holding period" for shares
traded for Fund shares was 9 years 9 months. More specifically, the average
"per-trade date" holding periods for shares traded for shares In each of the
.said Funds were tas follows:

~Empire Fund.- 11 years 7 months.
Sixth Empire Fund .- 7 years 9 months.
Presidential Exchange Fund.-1O years 1 month.
The same Fund records show that 12.8% of the Investors Involved held their

traded shares for more than 20 years before delivering them to one of the said
Funds; that 9.3% had holding periods ranging from 15 to 20 years; that 14.6%/
had holding periods of 10 to 15 years; that 26%1 had holding periods ranging
from 5 to 10 years; that 19.6% had holding periods of 2 to 5 years; and that
only 17%1 had held traded shares for less than 2 years.

In the final analysis, therefore, the aforementioned argument against tax
free treatpnent for Exchange Funds under Section 351, Is at best dubious and
unprovable. Indeed, the available authoritative studies and the actual experi-
ence of the mutual fund Industry Itself show that said argument Is basically In-
accurate and misleading. The correct premise, we submit, is that, as the cost
'basis of long term stock holdings decreases In proportion to market value, the
Investor Is more and more "locked in" and dissuaded from selling by the pros-
pect of losing a large precentage of his holding to the capital gains tax.

From the standpoint of positive tax generation, therefore, It follows that an
early return to the pre-1967 application of Section 351 is highly (lesirabie, not
only for the thousands of Investors involved, but for the Treasury as wvell.

PUBLIC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS WHICH FAVOR THLE REACTIVATION OF EXCHANGE FUNDS

Both the New York Stock Exchange and the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission have In the past put their enthusiastic stamps of approval on the
organization and operation of Exchange Funds, and for very good reasons. The
Exchange Fund Is looked upon by these regulatory agencies as an appropriate
mechanism for the liberation and release of "locked-in" securities, now held by
Individual investors who are effectively prevented by the capital gains tax from
trading on the open market. The New York Stock Exchange, the S..E.C. and
the mutual fund Industry know that less than 20%1, of all stock listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and held by investors is free for active trading in
the market place, and thus the liquidity and depth of the stock market suffer
as a result.

Obviously, In any period of active trading, this condition tends to create a
volatile market, since the supply of available stock would tend to be in-sufficient

I In our letter of January 15, 1971 we demonstrated that Treasury Department statistics
for the five years ending December 31, 1964 proved that the cost basis of all securities
sold by individuals was 85% of market value. Ergo, those who sell obviously have an
extremely high cost basis while those who refuse to sell have an extremely low cost basis.
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to satisfy demand. The same condition affects the other side of the market-
that is, where the supply of stock Is "thin", there tends to be a shortage of
buyers In a "down market".

The public Interest thus demands a broadly-based central market place with
as much liquidity as possible. Whatever can be done to encourage that liquidity
Is extremely beneficial to the national Interests necessarily involved in the
welfare of the stock market. Today, the "locked-in" reservoir of listed common
stocks is estimated at about $300 billion. The Exchange Fund Industry feels
confident from its past experience that a substantial percentage of those frozen
securities would be released for trading If the pre-1907 application 'Of Section
351 were reinstated. This, we earnestly believe, would be beneficial to our
national financial policy.

In our letter to you dated January 15, 1971, we also alluded to another bene-
ficial effect of Exchange Funds, and that is that they tend to provide an ap-
propriate "escape valve" for the orderly sale of large blocks of stock. In many
instances, the attempted public sale of a large block of stock by an E3state, for
example, results in a sharp drop in the market price of the stock involved. How-
ever, when such blocks are dleposited in an Exchange Fund, same are released
for sale in orderly fashion because the Fund, having Issued Its shares to the de-
positor, can afford to dispose of the shares over a period of time. This tends to
eliminate any adverse impact on the market and thus it Is beneficial to the public
at large.

We have also constantly referred to the fact that, prior to 1967, Exchange
Funds served a very Important public function to the extent they provided a
means for immediate investment diversification to a very broad spectrum of
individual investors, large and .Small alike, wvho were "locked in" with low cost
basis stock holdings in one corporation obtained over a period of years as a
result of employee stock options, corporate mergers, reorganizations, and the
like. By and large, such individual investors simply could not afford to lose
25%/-30% of their lifetime investments to taxes as the price for mere diversi-
fication of their one investment. Exchange Funds, prior to 1967, provided the
answer and thus afforded a means for sounder, diversified investment to thou-
sands of persons In the several categories mentioned above. Considering the
overwhelming Importance of that function to so many thousands of Individual
Investors, we urge you to support the proposition that reinstatement of the
pre-1967 tax treatment of Exchange Funds under Section 351 is clearly In the
public interest.

RESPONSE TO YOUR LETTER OF MARCH 24, 1971

A. Ratio Between Redemtption8 By Estates- And Total Exehange Fu nd
Redemptions

In your letter to me dated 'March 24, 1971, you state:
"I am glad to hear that you are now attempting to determine the ratio be-

tween redemptions by estates and redemptions by Individuals in the case of
swap funds. A comparison of this ratio with the corresponding ratio for other
mutual funds should prove Interesting."

The Information you requested has nowv been obtained from three of the
Exchange Funds organized prior to the 1967 cut-off date. Those Funds are the
Empire Fund, Inc., Sixth Empire Fund, Inc. and Presidential Exchange Fund,
Inc. These Funds describe their experience as follows:

"The total for the three Funds reflects 1,266 redemption transactions repre-
senting $28,284,790, of which 81 of the transactions, or 6.4%1, were Identified as
death-related redemptions worth $4,843,752, or 17.1%."

A breakdown of the aforesaid redemptions Is annexed hereto for your In-
formation. It demonstrates that the Empire Fund, organized in 1962, has ex-
perienced 858 redemption transactions, only 56 or 6.5% of which were "death-
related"; that the Sixth Empire Fund, organized in 1967, has had 212 redemp-
tions, only 13 of which or 6.1% were "death-related"; and that the Presidential
Fund has had 196 redemptions only 12 or 6.1% of which were "death-related". 2

2 The data used for Empire Fund, Inc. covered the period from January 1, 1965 through
April 15, 1971. The (data for the Sixth Empire Fund covered the period from date oforiginal exchange on June 28, 1967 to April 15, 1971, while the data for the Presidential
Fund covered the period from date of original exchange (August 16, 1965) to April 15, 1971.
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I trust you will agree that these figures establish quite clearly that Exchange
Fund redemptions for reasons other than death of a sharehmolder account for ap-
proximately 95% of all such redemptions, and that accordingly, Exchange Funds
constantly find it necessary to engage in redemption transactions which have -no
relationship whatsoever to death of a Fund shareholder.

In conclusion on this point, please p~ermnit inc to direct your attention once again
to the folloowing facts referred to in my letter to you of January 15, 1971:

(I) Every Exchange Fund of which we have Inquired has reported that its
redemption rate Is as high as the redemption rate in the ordinary mutual fund.

00i While there are no reliable statistics on the average age of investors In
Exchange Funds, the sales approach of the organizers of these Fucnds has never
been aimed at investors of advanced age, and the stepped-up basis at death has
never been a material selling point.

B. There Arc Valid Distinctions To Justify Reinstatemient Of The Pre-1967
Application Of Section 35f To Stock For Stock Exchanges By Exchange
Funds And Suich JReinstatcncnt Should Not Be Relatedl To The Taxability
Of Other TIyp~es Of Investmecnt

As you know, we wholeheartedly disagree with your Interpretation of those
portions of my letter of January 15, 1971 which set forth the "clear distinction
between Exchange Funds organized under Section 351 and exchanges of 'invest-
ment stock' generally".

Briefly summarized, the main distinctions are as follows:
1. In an Exchange Fund, when ain investor exchanges his stock for stock In

the Fund, he relinquishes all further Investment. choices with regard to his
deposited stock.

2. In ain Exchange Fund, when an investor exchanges his stock for stock in
the Fund, hie relinquishes aill power to determine whether or when to trigger a
tax liability with reference to his (deposited stock. The exact opposite Is true In
the case of the other Investment, rollovers to which your letters have referred.

3. Ini an Exchange Fund, when an investor exchanges his stock for stock in
the Fund, ainy lpossibllitv of a stepped-up basis for the deposited stock Is forever
lost.

,In the light of these distinctions and bearing in mind that for several years
the Treasury Department itself ruled that Exchiange Fund stock-for-stock
transactions were significantly different from the other type of investment roll-
over transactions, to which you refer to qualify the former for coverage under
Section 351 of the ('ode, wve respectfully submit that some of the observations
contained in your letter of 'March 24 are not really relevant to the issue presently
under consideration.' Section 351 is applicable to Exchange Fund transactions
because, in. the ease of those Fuinds, investors' stock "is transferred to a corpora-
tion. [the Fund] . . . in exchange for stock . . .in such corporation and imt
immediately after the exchange such person or persons [the investors] are in con-
trol . . . of the corporation.".

The issue, therefore, really is, why should the pre-1907 rationale of Section
351 be permanently terminated in the case of Exchange Funds solely because
the incorpor-ated Fuinds are investment companies [i.e. a particular type of
corporationio] and because the propertyr" transferred to the Funds for their
stock is Intangible property rather than tangible?

If you conclude, ais wve feel you must, that there are no sound public policy
consideration which require permanent termination of Exchange Fund activ-
itieS,4 amid If you believe, as we hiope you will, that the established positive gen-
eration. of expanding tax revenues flowing from Fund operations and totalling
hundreds of millions of dollars outweighs the nebulous, b~aseless argument that
termination of Fund operations "might force" Fund investors to trigger sub-
stantial capIital gains, tax revenues,8 then we submit you sohaild recommend that

3 1 refer here to the first full paragraph on page 2 of your letter where you state:
... It would seem that . . . there i s no more justification for granting thie tax-free

treatment to Investors In exchange funds than for allowing tax-free treatment for gains
which are rolled over and Invested in ordinary mutual funds.*"

4 As stated above, we contend the opposite Is true. All relevant public volley considera-
tions favor reactivation of the Funds under Section :351.

G An argument which cannot he supported with facts or figures and which flies In the
face of the evidence hereinabove discussed.
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Exchange Funds be permitted to reactivate under Section 351 and to operate
as they did prior to the 1966 compromise amendment. Other types of Mutual
Fund investments and other types of rollovers which did not qualify for such
treatment under Section 3151 prior to the 1967 amendment patently should not
be permitted to qualify now solely because the Exchange Funds are authorized
to revert to their pre-1967 tax status, and thus arguments related to those
other types of Investment are clearly not pertinent to the issue here to be decided.
C. There Is No Stibstantial Basis For Thte CJontention T'hat Exchange Fund

Investors As A Wh11ole Einiinatc Capital Gains Tax on~ Appreciated Stock
By Receiving A Step pcd Up Basis at Deathi

As we stated at the conference on April 2-8, we do not agree with the staff's
contention that Exchange Fund Investors eliminate capital gains tax on ap-
p~reciated .stock lby receiving a stepped up basis at death. Please permit me to
reiterate our ret sons, for this (disagreement.

In the regular course of events, it Is very possible that prior to death and the
acquisition of any stepped-np basis b~y reason of death, all of the appreciation
in value of the deceased investor's iflve8tmnent will have been realized and that
he will have paid income tax on all of it. It is certain in, almost all eases that
he will have paid income tam on somne of it, depending on how long he has lived.
And, of course, the amount of his stepped up basis is going to depend upon what
option the Exchange Fund has exercised in filing Its own Income tax returns.
That is, In a given year, the Fund might have elected to retain capital gains
and pay the taxes Itself, In which event the investor is entitled to anl increase
in his basis. Or, the Fund may have elected ot distribute capital gains, In which
event the Investor himself will have paid the tax and received no Increase in
basis. It Is, for example, almost Inevitable that for over a period of say 20 years,
time Exchange Fund will have realized capital gains at least equal to the total
unrealized appreciation In Its portfolio on the original exchange date. Depend-
ing on the elections the Fund, managers have made over the years, an individual
'investor therefore will either have realized all of his oim unrealized appreci-
ation and kept his same old. basis, or the Fund will have realized all of his un-
realized appreciation, and his basis itill have been increased to fair market value.

SBut, even In the former Instance, It is clearly Inaccurate to asert that the In-
vestor In the Exchange Fund may succeed in avoiding the payment of taxes on
appreciated stock and still receive a steped up basis at death.

CONCLUSION

As stated above, the issue is clear and simple. For a period of years prior to
1966. stock for stock transactions of Exchange Funds were admittedly tax free
under Section 351. The Treasury proposed that rule In 1966 by administrative
fiat only, but the Senate overruled the Treasury. A Conference Committee there-
after adopted a stopgap compromise which served to terminate the tax free
treatment of Exchange Funds in 1967, but the Issues Involved have never re-
ceived full and fair consideration by the Congress.

The record shows that Exchange Funds generated more than $150,000,000 in
tax revenues in the sixties alone, and there are compelling public policy con-
siderations which favor reactivation of the Funds tinder Section 351. There is
no evidence that termination of the Funds under Section 351 In 1967 has resulted
in any substantial amount of newv capital gains tax revenues, and the avail-
able record tends to establish the opposite.

Therefore, the question presented is simply whether the staff of the Joint
Committee should, In light of the available facts, recommend that early con-
sideration be given by the Congress to reinstatement of the old rule (or some
similar rule) under Section 351 so that Exchange Funds may resume their
operations which were terminated by the 1906 stopgap amendment. On the basis
of the evidence presented and the factors discussed with you and the Staff, we
urge you to make that recommendation at your earliest convenience.

With appreciation for your excellent cooperation and consideration and
with highest regards to you and your associates, I am,

Sincerely,
EDWARD L. MERRIGAN.
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Transactions Percent Dollar Percent

Empire Fund:
Redemption transactions ------------ ------------ 858------------ $16, 880, 308-----
Death-related transactions----------------------- 56 6. 5 3, 284, 476 1 9.5

6th Emire Fund:
Redemption transactions------------------------- 212 ------------- $7, 488, 817 -------
Death-related transactions---------------------- 13 6. 1 1,127, 850 15. 1

Presidential exchange fund:
Redemption transactions------------------------- 196----------- $3, 915, 665.-----
Death-related transactions-------------- --------- 12 6. 1 431, 426 -- i

FEDERAL TAX GENERATION By TAX-F!REE EXCHANGE INVESTMENT COMPANIES-

AUGUST 15, 1960, THROUGH MARCH 31, 1969

HISTORY

From August 15, 1960, when the first underwriting of an exchange of securities
for shares of a mutual fund w~as completed by Centennial Fund of Denver,
through June 30, 1967, when the last such fund was formed, thirty-six funds
were founded. To form these funds approximately 16,900 Investors exchanged
securities valued at $1,566.994,926 on the respective exchange dates and these
Investors became shareholders of the respective mutual funds.

Because of the difficulties in obtaining complete data, this memorandum will
focus onl the developments of 25 of the 36 funds, representing approximately
82%l~ of the value of all securities exchanged or $1,284,715,546. These 25 funds
were sponsored and managed by eight different well-known fund management
groups. The largest fund had an exchange value of $152,147,865 and the smallest
a value of $10,321.265. Two sponsor groups developed 17 of the 25 funds: Vance,
Sanders & Co. of Boston formed six funds with an exchange value of $514
million and Federated Research Corp. of Pittsburgh formed eleven funds with
an exchange value of $249 million.

How TAXES ARE GENERATED BY EXCHANGE FUNDS

INITIAL TAX COST BASES AND TAX POTENTIAL

At the instant of formation of each exchange fund, the depositing shareholders
exchanged securities which, onl average, had low tax cost bases. When the fund
accepted these securities it took onl the same cost bases as had obtained in the
hands of the depositors. The depositors, receiving fund shares, were required to
attribute to their fund shares the same cost basis which had obtained in their
securities now exchanged. The mean average initial tax basis of the assets of
the 25 funds (unweighted for dollar size) was 10.1%. Among the various funds
the Initial tax cost bases of portfolios ranged from 5.1% (Federal Street) to
18.5% (Fourth Empire). Assuming a tax rate of 25% onl unrealized gains, the
Initial tax potential of the 25 funds at the time of exchange amounted to
$282,107,347.

SALES COMMISSIONS AT THE EXCHANGE

These exchanges were arranged through the members of the National Asso-
ciation of Securities Dealers for a commission. The commission was paid by
the depositor, blit not in cash. Instead, the fund assumed ownership of the
securities at full market value and also assumed the liability to pay the gross
commissions. The funds generated cash for these payments by the sale of
securities soon after thle exchanges. As a consequence of these arrangements
the Initial net assets of the 25 funds totaled $1,245,349,250, after reflecting their
payments of $39,366,296 of sales commissions.

These commissions were paid to brokerage firms and represented an Income
generation which would not have existed without exchange funds. If the, funds
had not come into'being, the depositors would have Incurred normal brokerage
(approximately -1%1) on their sales but this brokerage Is more than equaled' by
the brokerage incurred -by the funds.

,By way of Illustration, the seven funds in this study which originated In
1961 and 1962 had an initial exchange value of $522,127,848 and an initial
unweighted mean average cost basis of 8.5%1. Fromftheir exchlang"s through their,
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latest fiscal periods ending by March 31, 1969 these seven funds realized net
gains of $145,805,712. Although funds of this type tend to sell high-cost siecuri-
ties first, we may for the argument assume that the funds sold -at the low
Initial average tax cost basis. On this assumption -portfolio sales were at least
$159,350,505 and were probably a great deal more, perhaps double. Actual
redemptions from these funds, as a test of sales intent by the depositors, were
$211,410,503.

The sales commissions paid by the 25 funds totaled $39,366,296. Based upon the
exchange value of $1,284,715,546, the commission represented a 3.06% rate.
These non-recurring commissions were received by Incorporated firms, partner-
ships and Security salesmen. The average sale of $100,000 per tronsaction indi-
cates that these sales mere handled by experienced and succesoui individuals.
Corning on top of their normal Income It seems fair to attribute a 50%/, Feder"-l
Income tax rate generation to these commissions. For'the 25 funds th&;e com-
missions therefore resulted In an unlooked-for tax generation of $1P,683,148.

FUND PORTFOLIO SALES AND GAINS

Investment companies pay Federal Corporate Capital Gains taxes on net
realized capital gains not distributed to their Shareholders. Their shareholders
pay the capital gains tax on distributed gains. The 25 funds during this period
paid capital gains taxes of $63,361,043. Certain funds distributed portions of
their capital gains, the total distributions amounting to $26,985,064. Assuming
a 26% tax rate for the shareholders, an additional $6,T4,6,266 was paid in
Federal taxes. 'Combining the two payments, 'the 25 funds were responsible
through portfolio sales for the generation of $70,107,309 i'n Federal capital gains
taxes.

SHAREHOLDER REDEMPTIONS

Tax-free exchange funds are unique in that redemptions of fund shares are
generally not paid in cash but are paid by 'the delivery of a Strip of portfolio
securities valued at market. This practice is followed beca-uge ;such disposition
does not realize capital gains for the fund. For this reason the funds attempt to
deliver low-cost basis securities when Investment factors permit. The shareholder.
on their other hand, experiences a taxable transaction at redemption whether hie
reeves ca~h or Securities. The shareholder's taxable gain Or loss -is measured
by the difference between the redemption proceeds 'at market value and his
adjusted tax cost basis. His basis consists of his original basis in the securities
exchanged by him, actual purchase price of any shares later acquired, distribu-
tions- received In Shares at net asset value on record dhtes and adjustments
due to the fund's payment of capital gain 'taxes on undistributed gains. Under
the Code shareholders of an investment company are entitled to increase at
the end of each fiscal year their tax cost bases by the difference 'between net
ga~ns realized and taxes paid on their behalf by the fund. Until the advent
of the Surtax this Increase amounted to 'three times the taxes paid.

,In 'the present study of 25 funds each fund wa's -analyzed to update the
cost bases of its shareholders year-by-year in order to approximate the amount of
gain realized by 'Its shareholders each year by reason of redemptions. This was
done by 'starting with the dollar value of the tax cost basis In the fund at
origination, which bases was that of Its shareholders as a group. Redemptions
during the first year were considered to have 'a percentage cost basis equal to
the initial percentage of cost basis found In thc, fund. For each suibsequtent year
the cost basis was Increased by three times the amount of taxes 'paid in t-he
previous year and -a new sharholder percentage tax cost basis wvas derived 'b'
dividing the adjusted cost basis by the fund net assets at market at -the begin-
ning of each year. This new percentage was 'then applied to the redemptions for
that particular year to derive the amount of gain.

Certain redemptions are made by the estates of deceased Shareholders in whose
hands the tax cost'basis is'at or near 100% 'of net asset value; little 'or no taxable
gain would result In redemptions of this kind. Although precise data are not
available on the scope of this factor, the experience of funds under the man-
ageMent -of Federated Research Corp. is estimated to be under 10%1 of all re-
demptions. OIf 'the seven funds in 'the study (Initial 'assets of $507 million)
which began operation prior to 1963, the dollar amount of redemptions as a

percentage of average net assets was 50%1. -a figure much too high to suggest
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a high content 'of death redemptions. These samne actual redemptions, annual-
ized for each fund, show an average annual redemiption rate of 6.8%, almost
exactly the same rate as -that experienced 'by the entire mutual fund Industry
during the period 1962-1968.

One of 'the main purposes of this study Is 'to compare tax generation arising
out of the exchange fund phenomenon with the tax generation -that would have
occurred had there 'been no exchange funds. Since stepped up cost bases due
to death would -have occurred under either assumption, in this study no0 di-
minution by reason of the effects of death redemptions was calculated into
the estimate of taxes generated by redemptions.

The 25 funds experienced during this period redemptions of $348,952,763. This
study estimates that the gains realized by shareholders on these redemlptions
amounted to $255,151,776, indicating an average cost basis at redemption of
27%. Assuming a capital gaIns tax rate of 25%, 'these redemptions generated
tax revenue of $63,787,944.

TOTAL TAX GENERATION

Total Federal taxes generated by the 25 exchange funds from their respective
exchange dates through fiscal years ended by March 31, 1969 are as follows:

Amount Percent

Tax on sales commissions (paid by dealers)-------------------------------- $19, 683, 148 12.8
Tax on undistributed capital gains (paid by funds)--------------------------- 63, 361,043 41. 3
Tax on distributed gains (paid by shareholders)---------------------- ----- 6, 746, 266 4.4
Tax on redemptions (paid by shareholders) -------------------------------- 63, 787, 944 41. 5

Total tax generation -------------------------------------------- 153, 578, 401 100.0

The tax generation capability of exchange funds is better judged by grouping
the older fund" since 16 of the 25 funds have been in exisence only since 1965.
The seven funds In operation prior to 1963 show'the following pattern:

Amount Percent

Tax on sales commissions --------------------------------------------- $7, 581, 299 8.7
Tax on undistributed capital gains --------------------------------------- 33,671,332 38. 6
Tax on gains distributed----------------------------------------------- 2,780,096 3. 2
Tax on redemptions-------------------------------------------------- 43,265,717 49. 5

Total tax generation--------------------------------------------- 87,298,444 100.0

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be-Senator Pearson was to
be here accompanying Mr. Mark H. Freeman. Is Mr. Freeman in the
room now?

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We Will hear your statement now, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CuRTIS. Mr. Chairman, I am particularly glad to welcome

Mr. Freeman here for his testimony. I have not read his testimony so
I can't speak as to that., but as a member of tile Committee on Agri-
culture, Subcommittee on Rural Development, I am very much 'in-
terested in all groups who are directing their attention to rural
America.

It happens that Mr. Freeman is the executive director of the Co-
alition for Rural America. This organization is backed by many
prominent Americans. Two of the originators were former Governors,
one from each of 'the major political parties-Governor Breathitt of
Kentucky, and Gov. Norbert Tiemann of Nebraska. Both have a great
interest ill thlis, so I want the record to show my interest in the same
subject matter.
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STATEMENT OF MARK H. FREEMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COALITION FOR RURAL AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK
COSTELLO, COUNSEL

Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Mark Freeman. I %m the executive direc-

tor of the Coalition for Rural America and I am accompanied by Mr.
Frank Costello, our attorney.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,, as executive director
of the Coalition for Rural America, it is my pleasure to a ~pear this
morning in support of Senator Pearson's amendment to double the
development tax credit for job-creating investments in rural areas.
Because of illness, Senator Pearson was unable to appear today and it
is my understanding that he was to introduce his amendment on the
floor today.

I also understand that this amendment had been submitted to
members of the Finance Comimittee, and that Senator Peason in-
tended to formally submit the amendment 'on the floor on Monday.

We feel this amendment is an important step toward truly balanced
grow of this country; and I speak on behalf of and bring you greet-
ings from our chairman, Governor Breathitt; Governor Tiemann, our
president; and Gov. Winthrop Rockefeller, our executive vice presi-
denit. Other members on the coalition of interest to the committee
are from Senator Anderson's State of New Mexico: former Gov. Jack
Campbell; Governor Bartlett of Oklahoma; Governor MrNair of
South Carolina; Governor Sanford of North Carolina; former Sec-
retary 'Orville Freeman and four corporate representatives: Robert
0. Anderson of Atlantic Richfield; Grin E. Atkins of Ashland Oil;
Donald Cook of American Electric Power; and Mr. Robert Pamnplin
of Georgia Pacific. There are many other members but that is a. fair
cross section of the type of people who are concerned with the problems
of rural America.

The coalition is newly formed and has come into existence to deal
with a problem of long standing in our country. As Governor Breathitt
put it:

Through a complete lack of auy governmental policy, wve have permitted rural
America to deteriorate like a rusting hand plow languishing in a fallen-down
barn, while the social and economic problems once scattered across the thou-
sands of square miles of our great land have become compacted Into urban
ghettoes where they have 'become both more evident and more volatile.

Since the depression we have heard talk about rural development, but
something seems wrong. Somehow there has been only talk and not much action.

In the past ten years wve have heard a lot of talk about baanced national
growth, a balance between rural and urban America. Again, we hav~e just heard
talk. There are about 200 federal assistence programs designed In whole or in
part to help rural America, and somehow they are not having an economic Im-
pact that would promote balanced growth.

Balanced grrowth for the United States is hardly a controversial ob-
jective. It is accepted on both sides of the aisle as something that is
desirable and which should be encouraged. But what does it really
mean and how can it be accomplished? These are questions that have
never really been adequately answered, by either Government or the
private sector, and the search for these answers is one of the prin-
cipal reasons the coalition has been formed.
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There is, then, an imbalance in our development: concentrated ur-
banization, not only at the expense of rural life but also at the ex-
p ense of our metropolitan areas. This is an important point-the prob-
lems of rural America are really the problems of the entire country.
The coalition does not think of itself or Senator Pearson's intended
amendment as representing a special interest. The days when city and
country fold battled each other for their share of the Federal pie are
over. Our problems are totally interrelated and equally complex, and
they cannot be resolved in isolation. As the President said in his 1970
state of the Union message:

What rural America needs most Is a new kind of assistance. It needs to be
dealt with not as a separate nation but as part of an overall growth policy for
America.

With this in mind, the Coalition has developed certain legislative
objectives described by Governor Tiemann as:

* * * the direct Infusion of dollars Into the rural economic system, the invest-
ment or job tax credit, nonagricultural credit, and the regional approach toward
public works assistance.

Our reasoning is simple enough.

Governor Tiemann continued:
Our organization Is composed of a number of former governors. Through some-

times brutal experience they have learned what works to stimulate economic
development.

The Indications are that the older approaches may be the best ones.
It is heartening that there are a number of bills now pending in-

cluding Senator Pearson's amendment which go right to the heart of
the problem, and the concepts embodied in these bills are endorsed by
the Coalition. One such bill is S. 2223 which would provide for non-
farm rural credit, and which has 50 cosponsors in the S enate.

.An investment tax credit of the type proposed by Senator Pearson
is a powerful economic tool. It can be used quickly and is relatively
simple to administer. Since it relies on the initiative of the private
sector it has the potential to be more effective than direct Federal
spending. The leverage gained from such. an incentive can be tre-
mendous. For example, under Senator Pearson's amendment, if new
rural investment is stimulated and takes advantage of the investment
tax credit, every dollar lost to or in effect spent by the Federal Treas-
ury will be matched by $7 invested by the private sector in rural
America. It also has the advantage of encouraging rural industrial
development without destroying the tax base of rural communities-
when tax incentives are left to the State or local communities alone,
those who can least afford the loss of revenues are often those who
have to make the biggest concessions to attract industry.

The advantages of the investment tax credit proposed by this amend-
rnent, however, are contingent solely upon the extent to which this
credit is focused, by this committee and the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice, on the real problem. Like any other ta~x break, it can be abused
by use inconsistent with its underlying purpose. To insure that this
does not happen, the amendment would have to be administered pur-
suant to criteria which clearly delineate the types of industries the
credit would be available to and the types of nonmetropolitan areas
where investment would qualify.
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One important criterion is already contained in the amendment,
which requires that "the new employment opportunities in the rural
area which will be assisted by such property will not, result. in a de-
crease in employment in any other area." As I noted earlier, weN- are
not involved in a battle between urban and rural -areas for industrial
investments; it is rather an attemplt to reordler thle development of the
Nation for the benefit of all areas.

Therefore, a criterion which prevents the credit from being used
to relocate, industries from our- beleaiguered inner cities to rural areas
is absolutely essential. But even if relocation is effectively prohibited,
it would also seem essential to limit the credit to those industries which
will fit the pattern of economic restrtuiring most sited for that, parL-
ticular area.

The Public Works and Economic TDevelopmnent Act of 1865 contains
such a criterion in its "excess capacity" provision, section 702, which
prohibits assistance to those industries where the demand is not suf-
ficient to employ the efficient capacity of existing enterprises-a diffi-
cult criterion to administer, certainly, buit at thie least it is a recognition
of the directions which the implem-ientation of the public policy should
take.

We ask only they be made. explicit, in the committee's report; and
hopefully in the IRS regulations implementing the new law should it
be. passed.

We think these criteria are implicit in the amendment and its un-
derlying purpose.

In conliIIsion., I -v-ant to reenil)hiasize thiat the aniendmient proposed
by Senator Pearson, if adopted and administered as described above,
will eventually hfuve a substantial impact on ruirsl America. We recog-
nize, hiowev-er, thiat.a tax incentive alone is not enough, but it will serve
as a. precedenlt for the adoption of other v-itally needed legislation and
indicate congressional approval for a. new and long overdue change in
direction for- U.S. economic development policies.

Senator ANDEUSON. Senator Curtis, any questions?
Senator Cmrris. No questions.
Senator ANDFRSON. Thiank you very much for your appearance here

today.
(Mr. Freeman's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED S-rATEM_\ENT OF MARK 1-1. FREEMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COALITION
FOR RURAL AMERICA

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, as Executive D~irector of the C'oali-
tion for Rural America it is my pleasure to appear this morning in support
of Senator Pearson's amendment which, b~y providing increased incentives for
rural investment, will h~e ain important step toward truly balanced growth for this
country. I speak on behalf of, and bring you greetings from, our Chairman,
Governor Breathitt, Governor Tiemaunn, our President and Governor Winthrop
Rockefeller, our Executive Vice President.

The Coalition is newly formed andl has come into existence to deal with a
problem of long -standing in our country. As Governor Breathitt p~ut it:

"Through a complete lack of any governmental policy wve have permitted rural
America to deteriorate like a rusting hand plow languishing in a fallen down
barn, while the social and economic problems once scattered across the thousands
of square miles of our great land have become compacted into urb~an ghiettoes
where they have become both more evident and more volatile.

6-333-71-pt. 2- 11-l
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"As former Secretary of Agriculture Freeman says, this process couldn't have
occurredl in a more insidiously efficient way if we had planned It In our national
lpolley councils.

"Governor Tiemann and I have been chosen to lead the Coalition for Rural
Amecrica. In directing the activities of the coalition, we will be guided by these
principles:

"-W~e are strongly in support of a structure of agriculture that includes
prosperous family farms and an economically viable marketing and proceISSing
system 1),ased in rural areas.

"-In building rural America, our aim is to see that development is consistent
with the reservation and enhiancement of a quality environment.

"-We are concerned, not just with the aggregate development of the rural
economy, but with eliminating the causes and ameliorating the effects of rural
poverty, through such measures as welfare reform and public service employment.

"-We are committed to the principle of equal concern for, and equal involve-
ment of, all the people of rural America, without discrimination on any basis.

"Admittedly these tire broad purposes that take in a lot of territory. But the
need clearly exists. rJ ''le people who live in rural America needle a voice, aIn(l wve
hope to give It to them. Certainly there are a number of fine farm orzanizations
now existing, and we support their basic aims. We will work closely withi theml.
But the fact Is that the vast majority of the people now living in Countryside
U.S.A. are not farmers, and they have no one to speak for them.

"Since the depression we have heard talk about rural development, but some-
thing seems wrong. Somehow there has been only talk and not much action.

"In the past ten years we have heard a lot of talk about balanced national
growth-a balance between rural and ulrban America. Again, we have just heard]
talk. There are about 200 federal assistance programs designed in whole or in.
part to help rural America, and somehow they are not having -i economic impact
that would promote balanced growth."

Balanced growth for the tUnited States is hardly a controversial objective. it is
accepted on both sides of the aisle as something that is desirable and which
should be encouraged. But what does it really mean and howv can it be accom-
plishied? These are questions that have never really been adequately answered,
by either government or the private sector, and the search for these answers is
one of the principal reasons the Coalition has been formed.

Certain facts are obvious and have been so for a number of years. Seventy-five
percent of our population is urbanized, living On only 2%y of our land, and each
year 000,000 more rural Americans migrate to the cities. Experts predict that by
the turn of the century at least one-half of our population of 300 million will live
in three giant urban strips. But these are merely statistics-given the fact that
massive urbanization is occurring at an accelerated rate, what is the net effect
on the quality of our live?

To those directly involved with the problems of our cities, it has become
increasingly apparent thfatb'ne f the roOL problems is the tide of rural migration.
The inner city of today is a monument to the collapse of our rural society, and
the massive social problems we now face in our cities will never be solved until
the tidfe is stemmed. Our deteriorating environment canl also be traced, in part,
to the decline'of rural America. With increasing urbanization, our nation has
lost sight of those basic natural resources upon which it was built

For rural America, the impact of urbanization has been equally severe. It Is
important at this point to state what the Coalition means by "rural America"-
this is the part of the population that lives outside the major metropolitan areas,
the people living In the towns, villages and small cities of this country, as well as
on the farms and ranches. Interestingly, less than one-fifth of the rural popula-
tion, now resides on farms, and only 800,000 farmers account for 90%1 of our
agricultural production

The Coalition is alarmed at the shocking statistics of rural America where
the economic base of rural America, for both farmers and non-farmers, Is being
destroyed by the present patterns of urbanization: one-half of our citizens living
in poverty, 14 milhidn people live In rural areas, and 60%ll of the nation's mnade-
-nate housing Is found outside tl'e major metropolitan areas; thirty thousand
rural communities lack adequate water systems and more than 45,000 have no
sewer systems at all: the Infant mortality rate in rural areas exceeds the national
average by 20%1, and for non-white rural infants It Is almost twice as high.
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This, then, is the Inmbalance in our development: concentrated urbanization,
not. only at the expense of rural life but also at the expense of our metropolitan,
areas. This is an important point-the problems of rural America are really the
problems of the entire country. The Coalitic~i does not think of itself, or Senator
Pearson's amendment, as representing a special interest. The days when city
and country folk battled each other for their share of the federal pie are over.
Our problems are totally inter-related and equally complex. and they cannot
b~e resolved in isolation. As the President said in his 1970 State of the Union
message:

"What rural America needs most Is a new kind of assistance. It needs to be
dealt with not as a separate nation but as Part of an overall growth policy for
Americ.

With this in mind, the Coalition has developed certain legislative objectives
described by Governor Tiemann ats:

"...the direct infusion of dollars into the rural economic systeii--the invest-
mient or job tax credit, non-agricultural credit, and the regional approach toward
Public wvorlis assistance.

"Our reasoning is simipe enough. Our organization is composed of a number
of former governors. Th rough sometimes brutal experience, they have lea riued
what works to stimulate economic development

"The indications are that the older appIroaches may he the best ones."
It would appear that many of the 200 Federal Assistance programs established

all, or in part for rural P~eople were established on the basis Of guesstimnates that
this or that program might be a good idea, with no Planning beforehand to deter-
11111e whet her they would accomplish anythilig Wvoi-thlwvile:. ThI'e bas"is fo I
criticism conies from a report done for the Economic Develojanent Adminiistra-
tion lby the ('enter for Political Research This two-volumle report lia, not had1(
Much circulation, and that is a shMe1, lbecalse it is, the first atte(mnpt that T knlow
of to determine vVhich Federal plrogramns truly influence rural economic develop-
ment, and which ones do not. The report states thiat even with substantial m1odi-
fications of priorities, funding levels and administrative processes, the calpabili-
ties of most federal assistance programs to alter-and particularly reverse-
geographic pattern of economic development is extremely limited.

The report concludes that broad economic forces in the private sector are the
major determinants of economic trends and decisions, and that many lprog-ram~s
are not designed, administered or funded. to achieve a significant impact onl eo-
nomic development.

It is heartening that there are a number of Bills now pending, iclding SQena-_
tor Pearson's amendment, which go right to the heart of the problem, and the
concepts embodied In these Bills are endorsed by the Coalition. One suc Biill is
S. 2223 which would provide for nonfarm rural credit.

An investment tax credit of the type proposed by Senator Pearson is a power-
ful economic tool. It can be used quickly and is relatively simple to adm ini ter
Since it relies on the initiative Of the Private sector, It has the potentially to l)c_
more effective than direct Federal spending. The leverage gained from such an
incentive can be tremendous. For example, under Senator Pearson's Amendment.
if new rural investment is stimulated and takes advantage of the investment tax
credit, every dollar lost to, or in effect spent by, the F ederal Treasury will be
matched by seven dollars invested by the private sector in rural Amnericafl. It also
has the advantage of encouraging rural industrialI development without destroy-
ing the tax base of rural communities-when tax incentives are left to the state
or local communities alone, those who can least afford the loss of- revenues are
often those who have to make the biggest concessions to attract industry.

The advantages of the investment tax credit proposed by this amendment.
however, are contingent solely upon the extent to which this credit is focused,
by this Committee and the Internal Revenue Service, on the real problem. Like
any other tax break, it can be abused by use inconsistent with its underlying pur-
Pose. To insure that this does not happen, the amendment would have to be
administered pursuant to criteria which clearly delineates% the types of industries
the credit would be available to and the types of nonmetropolitan areas where
Investment would qualify.

One important criterion is already contained in the amendment, which requires
that "the new employment opportunities in the rural area which will be assisted
by such property will not result in a decrease in employment in any other area.")
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As I noted earlier, we are not involved In a battle between urban and rural areas
for industrial Investments; it is rather an attempt to reorder thle development of
the nation for the benefit of all areas. Therefore, a criterion which prevents the
credit from being used to relocate industries from our beleagured Inner cities to
rural areas is absolutely essential. But even if relocation is effectively p~rohibited,
it would also seemi essential to limit the credit to those industries which will fit
the pattern of economic restructuring most suited for tlat particular area. The
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1865 contains such a criterion
in its "excess capacity" provision. Section 702, which prohibits assistance to
those industries where thme demand is not sufficient to employ the efficient capacity
of existing enterprises. A difficult criterion to administer, certainly, but at the
least it is a recognition of the directions which the Implementation of the public
policy should take.

The Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 also contains the cri-
teria as to the types of areas that should( qualify for assistance, and wve think
that they should be equally applicable to the Pearson amendment:

(1) The rate of unemployment or undIerempjloyment is substantially above the
national rate;

(2) The median level of family incomes is significantly below the national
iedian:

(3) The level of housing, health, aind educational facilities is substantially be-
low the national level:

(4) The economy of the area has traditionally wlenl dominated by only one or
tw,%o industries, which are in a state of long-termi decline:

(5) The rate of out-migration of labor or capital or 1)0th is substantial
(01) The area is adversely affected by changing industrial technology;
(7) Tile area is adversely affected by changes in national (defense facilities or

p~roduction. an(l
(8) Indices of regiona. production indlicate a growth rate substantially below

,tile national average.
We think these criteria are implicit in the amendment andl its underlying pur-

p~ose. We ask only that they be made explicit in the Committee's Report andl,
hopefully, ini fh(e IRS regulations imipl('iemlting the new law Should it be passed.

in conclusion, I want to reemphiasiz(' that the amendment proposed by Senator
Pearson, if adoIpted and administered as described above, wAil evenutally have a
substantial impact on rural America. We recognize, howevei, that a tax incentive
alone is not enough, but it will serve -as a plrecedent for thle adoption of other
vitally neededI legislation and indicate Congressional approval for a new and
long overdue change in directioni for U.S. economic development policies.

Senator ANDERSON. The next witness is Mfr. h-ahin. Will youl intro-
du1ce the group here with you.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST W. HAHN, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL
COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS; ACCOMPANIED BY ALBERT
SUSSMAN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT; AND PAUL E. TREUSCH,
TAX COUNSEL

i 11. RHN. Yes. iMr. Chairman and men-bers of the commn-ittee, mny
namie is Ernest 11'. h-ahin, and I anm president of the International
Council of Shiopping Centers, andl I have with mne M21r. Al1 Suissman,

onlmy left, the executive vice president of our association; and MAr.
Pau Trush, on mny righlt, tax counsel.

I speak today as the officially elected representative of close to 4,000
comipamies and individuals who are engaged in the business of develop-

igadoperating shpigcenters, includino' cost ructolaig
ri^cig an l tiling. We are active businessmen in an active and

thriving industry.
During at timespan of less than 25 years, shopping center construc-

tion and operation has become, a giant industry. I'here are' about
14,000 shopping centers in the United States today, distributing more
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than $118 billion a year, in goods and services to the Amierican11 people.
These centers provide, jobs for mnore than 5,800,000 people andl reptv-
sent an investment, of over $60 billion. Thley are vital to the consumers
of this country and essential to this country's continued growth.

We are here to express strong support for the objectives spelledl out
by the P1resident and the Congress to control inflation, create jobs and
stimulate business; and we are here to ask for a part in helping to
restore the economy to f ull strength.

Ware, not here to plead for special treatment. We are not here to
avoid the payment of our share of business and individual taxes. We
are here because as businessmen we not Only w\Aant to rematin in business
but we also, want, to expand and p~roslper. W want to do our part, toward
revivino' the national economy and we believe we are in a, position to
make a significant contribution.

Ve estimate that in the next 10 to 15 years there will be a need in
this country for at least 10,000 new shopping centers. They can provide
employment for more than 4 million people. They wvill require a capital
investment of $4 to $6 billion a year. It will take a massive effort onl
the part of our industry to develop and construct these centers. Were
prepared to make that effort if we have the support of the Federa(l Gov-
ernment. At the moment, I am sorry to say, we do not L;~ve thiat sill)-
port. Ini fact, w'e lack the Governmnenfts understanding of our busi ness
and we l ack its encouragement.

Please look carefully at the revenue bill of 1971. It offers all sorts of
tax incentives for industries and businesses of all kinds. They are being
encouraged to invest in new plants and eqiinunt, and to expand their
operations. By contrast, there is nothing in the bill to stimulate real

'estate development in general and shopping-center expansion specifi-
cally. Whatever we do, it seems, will have to be done in spite of serious
obstacles put in our way by the 1969 Tax Reforml Act. Some of these
obstacles aire now being reinforced by Section 304 of the 197 1 Revenue
Bill.

In the 1969 Trax Reform Act., Congress sought to close manyv of the
loopholes by which passive investors in real estate were able, to avoid
the payment of income taxes. At the sa-me time the statute sough'I't to
make a clear distinction between those who axe actually engaged in thle
trade or business of leasing real estate and those who are lai\-v~~ il-

vestors w\Ahen determining whether they should be limited in the amount
of interest deductions they mlay take on their tax returns..

rTo separate the two, the statute sets up two tests. One is thie test of
guiarailteedl income. Thie second is the 15-percent test. Insofar as shop-
ping center businessmen are concerned, the 1.5-percent, test. is arbitrary,
unrealistic and unsound. Let me explain why this is so.

In the bill before you, Section 304 removes ground ren ts as an iteni of
expese hen ppling the 15-percent test. Canl you conceive of apas-
smve ivestorentermo'into a, (frouind lease which may ruin ayhr

from 33 to 99 years at a rental cost of $200,000 a year, and can 'you see
him accepting all the risks that such a lease entaills? Only a business-
manl running anl active incoine-produc i g business cold even coiuo;der
such risk.

One of our members owns a shopping center onl which thie ground
rent payment is $278,000 a year. Onl another they pay $106,000 inl
ground rent every year. Both leases have 40 years to riun. AX Passive
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and such large amounts would expose him to.

Section 304 also specifies that reimbursable expenses may not be
included as items of expense for the purpose of the 15-percent test.
This apparently is based on the assumption that the owner provides
no services of his own but pays for the services of others and then
seeks reimbursement f rom his tenants.

In a shopping center these services constitute an important business
activity of the lessor. They geTnerally include such items as cleaning
and sweeping of common, areas, snow removal. parking-lot. repairs,
painting, stripping and other services lprovicled l)y the center owner
for the common benefit of all tenants.

The shopping center owner nornmally charges the tenant for tlinese
services and these charges are, in effect, added rent. Trle very fact thlat
the. owner of a shopping center provides these services for tenants
is clear evidence that hle is conducting an active business and is not
merely a passive investor. r

Tjhle combined inipac.t of how interest is treated under the 1969 Tax
Reform Act and section 304 of the 1971 revenue bill on the, active
shopping center owner is frustrating and punitive.

Senator ANDERSON. Where are you reading from?
Mfr. FhATN. Pardon me, sir. I am reading an oral manuscript, sir.

We have filed a detailed technical clocunient with tHie committee, Sir,
and there is an oral presentation.

Senator ANDERSON. IDo you have a. copy?
Mr. HTAH1N. I would be very happy to furnish you Nvith one, sir.

f1r. Sussman will gi ve you one.
The combined impact of how interest is treated under the 1969 Tax

Reform Act and section 304 of the 1971 revenue bill on the active
shopping center owner is frustrating and punitive. Tlie 15-percent
test ensnares the active shopping center developer and owner who is
engaged in a complicated and demanding busii~ess, with its normal
shar11e of business risk, in a trap that was set to catch the passive
investor.

The test reaches the heights of absurdity when a taxpayer tries to
apply the proposed Treasury regulations 'enforcing the interest pro-
vision in the 1969 Tax Reform Act. Section 304 by itself will cause
most of our member-s who own and operate shopping centers to fail
the 15-percent test.

Under the Treasury regulations, no shopping center may b~e treated
as a single entity for purposes of the 15-percent, test. Each and every
lease must be submitted to the test individually. And, in addition, all
income and all expenses are to be allocated separately to each lease.
I1 shudder to think how we would even begin to make these calculations
on several centers in which I am a principal owner. These centers each
have more than 100 tenants. It, is almost impossible to make the, allo-
cat ions tenant by tenant,,and it is totally horrifyingr f rom. an adminis-
trative point of view to see how we can keep accurate, and adequate
records.

Now, let's examine what happens when this test is applied to each
lease individually.

In, one shopping center you may find that a given number of leases
pass the 15 percent test while others fail it. If this happens, you are
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now confronted with the fact that you have two types of income or
loss to report, on the same ceiiter. One is income, or loss from invest-
ment property. The other is income or loss from business property.

On the investment property you are subject to a, limitations of inter-
est deductions. On the business property there is no such limit.

At one and the same time you are classified for tax purposes as
both a passive investor and as an ordinary businessman, even though
all your income or losses derive from the same, business enterprise.

I-Tow do you, as a businessman, divide your identity to satisfy the
tax collector. 1low do you logically and sanely accept the concept that
on the very same mortgage you can deduct interest payments for some
tenants while on neighboring tenants you may -not? ftow do you deal
with the fact, that from year to year, depending on whether business
is good or bad, any given lease or group of leases can shift from pass-
ing to failing the 15 percent test b y virtue of the fact that each year
everything is subject to recomputation?

1-Jaw do you cope with the fact that if you have a, center that fails
the 15 percent test and loses money, you cannot offset the interest
expenses of this center against the income from another center that
produces, only business income?

The 15 percent test discriminates against the active businessman.
It is an accountant's nightmare. It is an administrative calamity. It
frustrates the businessman who wants to actively and aggressively
expand his business and develop more shopping centers.

11e respectfully request that it be eliminated from the net lease defi-
nition. Anything so cumbersome, so illogical, so inequitable and so
difficult for businessmen to comply with should not remain in the
statute.

Some question has been raised in the proposed Treasury regulations
about the intent of Congress with regard to the deductibility of con-
struction interest. We appeal to you to make it clear by amendment
to lR.10947 that interest paid or accrued on loans incurred during
the construction of real estate, developments constitutes business inter-
est. This will continue to serve as a strong incentive for developers to
build and expand shopping centers. At a time when Congress is offer-
ing substantial incentives to other businesses and industries to expand,
there should be no question about permitting real estate developers to
continue deducting business expenses that w-ill permit them to expand
their operations.

I am grateful for the opportunity to present these observations to
you.

In summation, I want to emphasize that the International Council
of Shoppi ng Centers and its members f ully support the nati onal effort
to revitalize the economy. Our members have built a, giant industry
without any Governmenit subsidies or grants of any kind. We hiave
faith in the future of America and in our ability to contribute to that
future. We ask only that, we be given the same benefit and considera-
tion being given other segments of industry-no more and no less-
and we ask for it in relation to the essential and vital1 role we play in
thle total economy.

Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very inuch, r.Hahin. I want to as-

sure you I am going to studly your statement. 1 had to step out of
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the room while you were testifying but I amn going to Carefully study
it because I know we created somewhat of a, problem for your peolph'.
when we passed the Tax Reform Act.

I think that had something to do with the slowdown of the econ-
omny the way it is n~ow and if we can wve ought to try to undo some
of that in this bill.

'Mr. HkuN. Thank you, Senator Long.
I was greatly encouraged by the tenor of your remarks to Mr. Wil -

liamison, and I certainly hope you will pursue that line of thinking'.
Thank you very much.
(Mr. Hahn's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATE-MENT OF1" ERNY's' AV. IhAHN, PRID~iENT1 OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Ernest WV. Hahn.
I am President of the International Council of Shopping Centers, a trade Is-
sociation of almost 4,000 members, engaged in the development and1 operation
of shopping centers including construction, dlesign, financing, leasing and re-
tailing. Over 90 percent of our members are taxpayers who actively conduct
business activities in this country.

According to the most current figures available, more than 13,000 shopping
centers containing more than 200,000 retail stores tire now operating in thle
United States. As an industry, shopping (enters represent a total investment
In our economy of more than $60 billion and provide livelihoods for more than
5,800,000 employees.

There is a continuing need in this country for new shopping centers to pro-
vide vital goods and services to millions of American families. W~e have
estimated that the development and construction of all the newv centers that
will be rcquiiredl in this country for the next. 10 to 15 years will require an
Investment in the range of $4 to $6 billion a year. It will take a massive effort
on the part of our industry to construct these centers. We are prepared to
make that effort and will make it if we can have the support of thle government.
I regret to report, however, that at this moment wve are lacking the support of
the government; we lack its understanding and we lack its encouragement.

American industry in general is being offered Incentives to Invest Ii new
plant and equipment and to expand their operations so that there will be more
jobs and greater economic activity. In the case of real estate in general and
shopping centers specifically, the 1969 Tax Reform Act contained a p~rolifera-
tion of ill-conceived provisions which hamper and complicate the normal
business activities of shopping center developers aind owners. The effect of
these provisions is to discourage shopping (center expansion. Now the 1971
Revenue Bill seeks to extend one of the most onerous andl inequitable lpio-
visions of the 1969 Tax Act. Section 304 of I-I.R. 10947 attempts to broaden
the definition of a "net lease" and the result is thaqt the shopping center
developer and owner who 'is actively engaged] in a complicated andl (lenandin~g
business, filled with its normal share of risk, is ensnared by a test that has beenl
set to trap the passive investor.

Section 304 of H.R. 10947 has eliminated reimbursed expenses as Code Section
162 expenses for purp)oses of the 15 percent test under the statutory definition
of a "net lease". The House W~ays and 'Means Commnittee report nccoinplanyilng
H.R. 10947 states that the 15 percent test~ "1. . . look., to the degree of thle less"or s
business activity with respect to the leased property'." (1-1. R~ep. 92-533. 92d Cong...
1st Sess., p. 47). If this is -the purpose of the 15 percent lest, wve do0 Ilot un11l('r-
stand why reimbursed expenses should not be allowed iii applying the I.5 percent
yardstick. Expenses Incurred by the lessor and reimbursed to him by time lessee.
by their very nature, impose a burden andl oblige tioui upon the lessor to lperf('rm
services which otherwise would fall to the lessee. In short, the lessor, rather than
the lessee, is car'ryinlg out the business activity with respect to thle pr-operty. Thel
fact that the lessor is reimbursed for such expenses5 demonstrates that the reim-
1)11rse(I a niiiit represents additional income for specific services.

In addition to this, Section 304 of hIR. 10947 is, strangely silent as to whether
the amount of expenses reimbursed by the lessee to the lessor constitutes incoine
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to the lessor for purposes of the 15 percent test. E1]ven theo proposed Treasulry
regulations which decal t with this matter eliminated reimbursedl expenses as boiith
Code Section 162 deductions andl as rentali come. 1-1.1t. 10947 is e(ell more
punitive.

Section 304 also seeks to elimlinate ground rents is a ('ode Setionl 1(62 expense
for the purpose of the 15 percent test. 'My company owns one- shopping enit-er onl
which we pay $278,000 a year in ground renit. We own another omi which we pay
ground rent of $106.000 a year. These are typical of the ground routs plid by
many regional shopping center owners. It is clearly not inl the niature of passive
investors to commit themselves to large amounts of rents for extendled periods
of time, ranging anywhere from 313 to 100 years, within all the inherent, risks inl-
vol vedl. This is the type of risk that only a busiessmani would conisiiler anid eoxi-
mit hlimself to. A passive investor would not consider it.

Siniply stated, we believe Section 30-1 of H1.R. 10047 will cause most of our
mienibers who own and operate shopping centers to fail the niet-leas' t't. T11is-
wvill produce chatot ic adhnini..trat ive liurletis, oil sliopp~ing centter owners along
with itole rable an(I absurd1 accounting p~rocedlures for tax p~urposes.

lTInd~er the proposed Treasury reAgulationsm, no sh~oppinlg center. is to be coml-
sidlered as a single unit for the ipurposes of the 15) lerent test. Instead eAach and
every lease is to be submitted to tHie test. id~ividlually. All come andi( all ox-
pemises are to bue allocated separately to (Aacli lease-a virtually impossible and
horrendous task.

The absurdity of these requirement s Is evident when it Is recogniized that In
a typical shopping center, it is qjuite possible to have some leases that pass the
15 lerent test wifle others (do not. '1'hie center onrwill t henl have inlvestilent
Income (or losse-s) to report onl the one( ha i ml mid business ioimie (or losses) on
the other from the very same Ovippig ceter.

In tile olie Inlst amce. lie is deemed to lbe a passive investor and in the other lie
is treated as an ordinary businessman. Such a dlivisbion of identities, evenly for tax
purposes, is idefensible. It runs coutiter to goodl business practice mnid frustrates
the honest busimesslaan wh-o wants not only to remain in business but also to
expanml and prospier. How~ c-an lhe logically and sminely cope witi the concep-It thiat
on ome lease hie mmay not lbe allowed to deduct Intecrest but. on a neigliboring lease
Interest Is fully deductible, and in thle next year thle lease, that forinerly produced
lbusiess; Income is now producing investment Income because the entire formula
is wiubjAct t~o year-to-year recomuputation.

The 15 percent test is patently anul Indefensibly self-defeating. Any device so
ill-conceivedl amid so (discrinimiatory should lie dIropphied from the statutes. It is anl
accountant's niightma re. It discriminates against the active busiessmnan. It coin-
pels ihim to assume the Identity of a passive Investor. It frustrated the business-
man who would othe(rwis-e actively and aggressively expand Is business aid
develop new shopping centers.

Congress, at tHie request of the P~residlent, Is seeking to control inflation,
stimulate the economy and create jobs.

There will be, 152.000,000 square feet of newv shopping center space built ne(xt
year, according to present projections. This new construction will alone require
the employment of close to 2-75,000 construction workers, in addition to capitni
expenditures of $4 to $6 billion.

Other Industries are beig gramitel business linmtives for expansion ctinsist-
ent with the President's outlined program for thle development of a s01111(, stable
economy.

Theli shopping center industry is, not seeking singular or special comsidlerationl,
but rat her requesting an extension of the same basic p)hilosop)hy that thle governi-
luent Is grantig to other key Industries ; namely the encouragement of future
growth anfd prospecri ty.

In conclusion, we are deeply conc-ernedI that the pirobale failure of the 15 per-
cent test by most. shopping centers may limit, the (ledcetiliity of const-rucetion
interest and thereby seriously affect, the ability of developerss to produce more.

center.,. We believe that in the 1969 kct. ('ongres Intended to p)rovidhe that con-
struction interest paid or incurred by shiopping center (developers would lie
treated as, business interest, and accordingly would be fully deductible. 17nfor-
tuna tel y. the proposed "Treasury regul at ions dealing with construction interest
have cast (doub~t as to w-hethlem construction interest. will be treated as business
interest. The deductibility of construction interest is essential if there is, to h~e
more level opment of -shopping centers andl the accompanyig bieeits that suchl
dev-elopmnent will generate for the economy.
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The Revenue Bill of 1971 provides a multitude of tax incentives for alnio.,4
every segment of the economy. There Is none for real estate development and oper-
ation. We respectfully request that the 1971 Revenue Bill clarify whatu was Con-
gress' intent when it passed the 1969 Act-namnely, that interest ,'aid or accruedl
on indebtedness incurred or continued in the construction of property is to lie
treated as business interest expense and not as Investment interest expense.

,In addition, because of the basic confusion and inequities caused under the
15 percent test as originally adopted in 1969 which are broadened and Coln-
poundedl under H.R. 10917, we further urge the Commnittee to recommend tile
compllete elimination of the 15 percent test from the net lease definition as -,tatedl
in Code Sections 57(c) and 163(d) (4). By suchaction, active businessmen would
not be penalized and Congress' concern over passive investors would still, in our
opinion. be satisfied under the present "guarantee test" adopted in 1969.

Lastly, we request that Congress re-examine all of Code Section 163(d) and
(1eb.y the effective date of this provision, now scheduled for January 1. V)72. uin-
til such point as its full implications on active liisinessmien, which in our opinion
are unduly punitive, are fully explored and understood.

I appreciate this opportunity to Ipresent our viewpoint to you andl I respectfully
hope that our observations will help you in your deliberations.

The CnHxIRINIAN. The next, witness will be Mr. Alan J. B. Aronsohin,
counsel for the National] Realty Committee, Inc.

STATEMENT OF ALAN 3. B. ARONSOHN, ESQ., COUNSEL, NATIONAL
REALTY COMMITTEE, INC.

Mr. AI~oN_,soIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. m1y
name is Alan Aronsohn. I am. appearing on behalf of the National
Realty Committee which is an organization that represents major owni,
ers aiid developers of investment, real estate throughout the country.

I don't think that we are guilty of Chairman Long's suggestion
earlier that we are not asking for enough. Our written-i statement
which has been submitted to you is a very lengthy one and the time
allotted to us for an oral. presentation is so brief that I will simply
touch on some of the, points that we luake ill the written statement. I
respectfully urgre as much considleratio~n for the written statement as
you feel you can give it.

The CTAIRMAN. If I might say, Mr.% Aronsohn, the approach for
witnesses would be to have your fll statement prepared and we will
print every word of it in this record as though you had read every
word of it. Then when you appear before thek'committee, as the law
indicates you summarize the statement but try to see to it that in sum-
marizing it you alert those of us on the committee to the, principal
points you want us to look at so that somebody who agrees with you
can fortify himself with everything in it to fight your case whien
tiley go behind closed doors in executive meeting.,

Mr. AiRoNSOHN. Mr. Chairman, that is what I hope to 'do.
To start, actually from the end of our statement, I want to just

touch upon on section 304(a) of the H-ouse bill to which previous
speakers this morning have alluded. We do support the statements
made earlier today by the National Association of Real Est ate. Bo,, rds,
and the International Council of Shopping Centers with respect to
the adverse effect of the investment interest limitations on real estate
investment.

This provision, as you will recall, wa o- of the many reform pro-
visions included in the 1969 Tax Refor- Akct, Tihe Treasury was some-
what unhappy with it at the time. It was originally in the House bill;-
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it. was deleted by the. Senate; it was reintroduced in conference and
the applicability of these provisions to real estate, is particularly
troublesome from an administrative and economic point of view, and
in. outriti*udgment, pr-odutces very little in the way of actual final eco-
no0mc or revenue result primarily because income-producing real
estate is not comnparab~le to the non-dividend paying growth stock
which,5 I think, Chairman M-Nills was primarily concerned with when
the provision was introduced.

As we understand the primar 'y goal of the provision, it was to pre-
vent th,,e cleductioii of interest incurred in carrying a, nonincoinc p)1-
ducing investm-ent. Typically, such income-producing real1 estate does
produce. income and it is subject to the recapture rules of section 1250
on sale and, thereforee, we think the situation is substantially different.

If this committee does not see fit to delete rental real estate, f rom the
investment interest provisions, we hiave two positions that we. ur-ge
upon the committee: (1) that the reimbursed expense provision of
section 304(a) of the House bill, whNrich was previoulsly discussed this
morning, be deleted ; and (2) thiat thie Senate a.m.end the investment
interest provision to make it clear that construction interest is ill all
cases deductible by a taxpayer irrespective of the purpose, for which
the property will be lput, ubseqnent to the completion of construictioil.

We are. raising this point because thle, Tr'easurly. ill its proposed
regulations, takes the v-iew that if p)roperty suibsequient to completion
of construction is utilized in a certain Ymmer, that can affect the
deductibility of the interest incurred by the taxpayer duiringr the con-
struiction of the, property. We feel thiat there is no mandate for this
in the legislative history of the original provision and, frankly, no
sense to it.. We feel thag it is difficult to point out a. business acii~ty
more fraught, with hazards, risk and a great, deal of active work than
the construction business, and to compare thiat, to a passive inve-stment,
during the construction period, no matter what happens to the prop-
erty thereafter seems to us to miake no sensible. tax policy whatsoever.

,ro move on, we urge. this com-mittee to extend the President's job
development tax credit to the construction of new buiildings. This
credit is labeled as a, job development investment credit. It seems to
LIS tht the obvious purpose is to create the greatest incentive to eml-
ploymnent opplortumities in the econom-y that is possible.

The House expanded the Presidenis original proposal to include
livestock. It seems to us that there are. considerably greater opimor-
tunities for improving the economy by creating tax incentives for thie
construction of new buildings rather ltan to increase livestock herds.

We also feel that the House bill's provision with respect to creating
a new class life system of depreciation is a good provision, a salutary
one, but we would request that this committee instruct the Treasuiry
to include buildings within the new class life system, something the
Treasury dlid not do with respect, to the ADR system which was the
precursor of the provision in the House bill.

In summary, we feel thait the real estate industry was badly hurt
by the provisions of the 1969 Tax Re form Act. We 4o not have avail-
able to us the statistical machinery that the Government has; but we
doubt very much whether the estimated revenue gains from real estate
set forth in the record concerning the 1969 Tax Reform Act probably
actually eventuated. We feel that the provisions of the. 1971 Revenue
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Act, to the extent that they provide incentives to certain sectors of
the economy, through the inv- tmnit credit or through depreciation
revision, should be extended to real estate. Otherwise we are going to
find that this important area of the economy falls further and further
behind the rest of the country.

I thank you very much.
Thle CIARNILAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Aronsohin.
What we did with regard to interest in that Tax Reformn Act pro-

ceeded on the theory that the person paying interest on an invest-
ment was going to ma,(ke money, and, aIssuming that it was going to
be a. profitable deal, that lie would receive a favored tax situation.

If you look at the way it works out, in somne cases, why, the fellow
'gets the worst of it. lie does not make,. a grood investment; hie makes
one where, lie is going to lose money. Not all investments make money;
'Some,0 Of them are going to lose. So if vont are, gointcr to have to take a
loss on it and lie is trying to hol1( on and (10 the best lie can to work
himself out of an unfortunate situation, to deny imi the deduction
of his interest expense while hie is holding on tryg tomaeth1bs
of a bad deal is at very un1fair tax situation.

Mr. ARoNIi1N. We feel that way and we feel, in pa rticuilar, that
the way the investment interest provisions operate with respect to
rental real estate, this is precisely what happens. It is the rental real
estate project which is in trouble, wichl is the one that 1-eally gets hit
by this. The rental real estate project wichl is not in trouble after you
go through all the calculations is an adiniistrative horror; you finid
out it dloes not have muchll if any, application. It is thie job that is
hprodticina an economic loss thiat then suffers this double penalty of
having a (detrimental tax in addition.

The ChTAIRM3AN. Thiank you very much.
(Mr. Aronsohn's prepared statement follows. Hearing continues on

p. 573.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALAN J. B. ARoNSOIIN, ESQ., COUNS-!EL, NATIONAL
REALTY COMMITTEE E, INC.

'Mr. C'hairmani, my name is, Alan J. 13. Aronsohn, and I am appearing on behalf
of the National Realty Committee Inc., an organization representing many of
the most active real estate developers and investor-builders throughout tile
country. We are grateful for the opportunity to present our views to you.

We are ap~pearinlg before this Committee for the purpose of col-,.neiting on
tihe proposals for a Job Development investment Credit and Depreciation Re-
vision contained in Title I of H-.R1. 10947 and the amendments to the investment
interest provisions contained in Section 304 of H.R. 10947.

DEPRECIATION REVISION

Section i110 of tile House illI substitutes a new class life depreciation system
for tile ADR system and tile guideline life system. While Section 110 does not
specifically exclude real property, tile creation of classes for the class" life
system is delegated to tile Secretary of tile Treasury, andl tile prior position of tile
Treasury. as reflected in thle ADR system. militates against any expectation that
tile Treasury will, at tis time, include buildings within tile new class life
system, If enacted.

In connection with the Treasury's adoption of tile ADR system, which ex-
eluded buildings, the Treasury issued a report, prepared at the request of Senator
Samn J. Ervin, Jr., Chairman of the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers, Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee, which set forth the Treasury's reasons for adoption of
the ADR system and tile legal authority of the Treasury Department in adopting
those changes by administrative action. Tis report, dated June 22, 1971, was
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Published onl pages 193, et seq., of a documentt issuedl by the Departmlent of the
Treasury, dated June 1971, entitled "Asset IDepreciation Range (AIMI) Sys-
tern". 'The only reference to buildings is contained in footnote 65 to tile report,
Nlch states, inI part, as follows:

"Buildings, generally, and assets which are predominantly used out sidle the
United States are not eligible for the ADR system. Reg. § 1.16i7(a)-11 I(b) (2).
The authority under §§ 167 and 7805 of the Internal Revenue Code is suthicienitly
general to permit the Treasury to exclude such assets from the ADR system.
Moreover § 167(d) of the Code specifically authorizes the Internal Revenue
Service to enter into agreements with particular taxpayers with respect to
depreciation of particular assets. See Peg. § 1.167(a)-(11) (g) (1).

"Buildings are generally sold by taxpayers upon retirement. The rules for-
recapture of depreciation under section 1245) of the (Code provide in general that
gain onl sales of personal property are taxed as ordinary income to the ('xtelt. of
all the depreciation taken on the property. Although opportunities for avoiding,
taxes as a result of accelerated depreciation for real estate were substantially-
reduced by the Tax Reform Act of 196i9, the rules for recapture of deprecin t hsm
as ordinary Income upon the sale of buildings under section 12-50 of the ('ode
still permit a significant, number of taxpayers who dispose of buildings prior to
the expiration of their useful lives to depreciate below thle anticipatedle
value of the buildings and, -upon sale, to treat at suibstanitial portion of the excess
of disposition proceeds over adjusted basis as capital gains. The added flexibil-
ity provided by the ADR system which permits taxpayers to select useful liveg
from wvithin a range from 20 percent below to 20 percent above the guideline
life, would, in the case of buildlings, increase opportunities for converting deduic-
tions from ordinary income into capital gains. InI addition, such flexibility would
increase the opportunity for generating 'tax losses' in the early years of build-
ings' lives. See generally 1-. Rept. No. 91-143, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. Pt. 1, 165-
67 (1969) ; S. Rept. No. 91-552, 918t Cong., 1st 18esg. 211-15 (19469).

"Since buildings, are generally sold upon retirement by the taxpayer informia-
tion made available through the AI)R system as, to retirein('its of assets to
enable the Treasury to refine and ul)(late the estimation; of useful lives z will not
be meaningful with respect to buildings. In addition, the administrative difficul-
ties to be resolved by the ADR system are not present to the same extent in the,
case of buildings ais with other business assets such as machinery and equip-
ment.

"Although Treasury has concluded that these factors require the exclusion of
buildings and property primarily used outside the United States from the ADR
system, the reasons for rejecting the reserve ratio test as the sole method of
determining useful lives apply with equal force to these assets. The reserve
ratio test is at mechanical, backward looking mnechiaini which cannot take
economic obsolescence into account. In addition, the reserve ratio test was
designed primarily for multiple asset accounts composed of a wide. variety of
assets to measure the replacement practices of taxpayers; as a techinic-al matter.
Its application to buildings often produces results which are not meaningful. See
the discussion of the reserve ratio test at pp. 27-47, supra."

The foregoing statement indicates that the Treasury's opposition to the iclu-
sion of buildings within the AI)R system was based solely upon two points:

1. "The adlminlistrative difficulties to lie resolved by the ADR system fire not
present to thme same extent in the case of buildings as with other business assets
such as mnachiner-y and equipment."

2. Despite the limitations imposed upon real estate under the 1969 -ax Reform
Act, the Code still permits "a signiflant number of taxpayers who dispose of,
b~uildlings prior to the expiration (if their useful lives to dlepreciate below Mhe
anticipated sale value of the buildings, and, upon01 sale, to treat a substantial por-
tion of the excess of disposition proceeds over adjusted basis as capital gains,."
[Einphasis added.]

With respect to the Treasury's contention respecting administrative difficulties,.
it would seem obvious to us that the adminiistrative difficulties of determining,
with any degreee of certainty, reasonable economic useful lives for long-lived

asses, uchas bildngs mut be inherently far more difficult than Aimiilar
determinations with respect to assets having shorter economic useful lives.
The Treasury's argument with resP('ct to abolition of tihe reserve ratio test-, that
Such tLest is at "miechanlical. bickwa md looking iecha IliSml which cannot take
economic obsol scence into account", hats obviously even great ter' validity whenl
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attempts are made to determine obsolescence factors Involving buildings having
anl inherently long physical life but potentially subject to a substantial number
of factors, such as technological change, changes In life style, changes in neigh-
bohood, and the like, which may affect income producing real estate over a. period
of many years.

We are, therefore, of the opinion that the establishment of reasonable capital
cost recovery periods for Investment real estate, based upon factors which the
average Investor takes Into account In making an investment decision, is an
even rdore pressing necessity for a smoothly functioning revenue system minil-
mizing administrative difficulties than the problem of making similar deter-
ininations with respect to short lived assets. As a practical matter, it may be
feasible for the newly-created Treasury Office of Industrial Economics to collect
and analyze data onl obsolescence and repair and maintenance practices with
respect to relatively short lived machinery, but it is doubtful whether any such
analysis canl realistically be made concerning buildings 'before the information
collected becomes stale und of no real relevance to future investment policy.
The accelerating rate of change in our society makes it virtually Impossible to
predict with any degree of certainty whether, for example, a newly constructed
shopping center will constitute an economically viable unit two generations, from
now when changes in living and highway patterns, merchandising styles, and
consumer preferences will, in all likelihood, substantially differ from those
prevalent today. Many so-called "Triple A" retail urban locations of twenty
years ago~ are today in areas requiring demolition and replacement under umban
renewal programs.

We, therefore, submit that buildings held for the production of rental Income
tire uniquely qualified to be subjects of a class life system based neither upon
any inechvinical, backward looking mechanism nor upon any illusion of certainty
with respect to forward looking predictions of economic useful life. Instead,
we suggest the establishment of class lives for rental real property based uponl
standards generally accepted in the financial markets as reasonable periods for
recovery of investment capital from wasting assets. Inl this connection, in a
speech before the Tax Foundation, Dr. Richard Slitor, Acting Director of the
Office of Tax Analysis, U. S. Treasury Department, inade the following state-
mnent as an expression of his personal view, not that of the Treasury:

"How many advocates of a brutal long-service life policy have stopped to
examine the implications of timie discounting? Standard actuarial tables tell
us that the present value of a depreciation (deduction 50 years hence is about 5
cents of the dollar even with a (3 percent discount rate. At a 10) or 15 percent
(discount rate more appropriate for business risks in today's economy, its value
is negligible. The truth is that the long-deferred part of tax (depreciation onl a
depreciable asset is worth little or nothing. Stretching out of lives is tantamount
to taking away a part of ca 'pital. recovery as far as the effective horizon of the
sophi~icated investment decision is concerned. Ani allowance 50 years, 30 years,
or even 25 years hence-even in a normally high-risk industry-has little sig-
nificance in the weighing of anl investment decision. This argues for a rational
view of realiste lives and a skeptical view of very long lives inl light of the
fact that a long stretchout is virtually denial of the remote portion of the
allowance."

With respect to the Treasury's second argument that the ADR system (or
the class life system) should not be applicable to buildings because buildings maty
be depreciated "below the anticipated sale value of the buildings" resulting inl a
portion of any gain realized upon the disposition of such buildings being treated
as capital gain, the obvious answer is, why not treat such gains as capital gains?

Disposition of a building at a "sale value" in excess of the adjusted basis
of the building generally has no bearing whatsoever onl the question of whether
or nlot the depreciation previously taken with respect to such building accu-
rately measured the physical wear and tear onl the building or fairly repre-
.senteol a reasonable capital cost recovery period for the amounts invested in
the physical structure of the building.

The Treasury report previously referred to states, under the heading "What
Depreciation Is" (p. 191), that "The depreciation deduction Is allowed in order
that taxpayers may treat as an expense in determining taxable income an. al-
locable part of the cost of business assets which have a limited life." Depreci-
ation is permitted for the recovery only of "cost". Value is irrelevant to the
determination of depreciation, except to the extent that it constitutes a factor
in measuring economically useful life.
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Since the value of a b~uilding held for the production of rental Income de-
pends(1 upon a multitude of factors, of which the value of the physical comn-
p)onenits constitutes only a part and in many cases less than the predominant
part, the sale value of at building most often reflects more than the value of
s1ml)ly the physical assets, the useful life of which alone, however, consti-
tutes the measuring period for depreciation.

The sale value of a building held for rental income is virtually always a re-
flection of the value of the estimated income stream to be generated by the
building and the laud upon which it is situated. The value of this estimated
income stream. is affected not simply by the physical age of the improvements and
their condition, but, more Importantly, by the rents estimated to be derived
f rom, the property and the relationship of such rents to expenses.

Rental values tire subject to innumerable factors, including, for example,
inflationary trend~s, changes in neighborhood in which the property is located,
local laws and regulations, general economic conditions in the area and the rela-
tive success of tenants' operations where leases containing provisions for per-
cent age rentals are involved.

Expenses of operating rental property are, similarly, subject to a myriad of
uncontrollalble factors. such as changes in local taxes, technological changes

such as the installation of self-service elevators and improved heating and air
conditioning equipment), changes In utility costs, :ind, most importantly, changes
in interest rates, which affecc to a substantial degree the cash flow income
wic~h can be anticipated by aniy Investor in rental real estate.

A,4 a consequence, the fact that a taxpayer may he able to sell a 10-year old
building for at price equal to the original cost of construction (lops not meani that
Hte building has not "d1elreciated" during the 10-year period. The physical
st ruelure of the building and all of its components are. indeed, ten years older,
ton years closer to the need for replacement, and ten years behind in terms

4comp~etitlion withI new structures then loeii cost ructedl and. perhaps, con-
aining amenities not usual or available tea years earlier.

The fact thbit a 10-year old building may be sold for at price equal to its
original cost may reflect inflationary increases in the cost of construction, anl
increase in the value of the underlying land, an increased cash flowv Income from
redluction,- in mortgage interest rates, or increased rental receipts (derived from
tenants under percentage leases. Gains realizedl a., a con seqiucncc of any one of
the foregoitig causes are traditionally treated as capital gaivs, and it should be
noted that the operation of the recapture rules, as presently contained in
Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue (Code, more often result in the treatment
of a -portion of kihl gains ats ordinary income than the a-bsence of stricter
recapture rules may produce the conversion of ain ordinary deduction into
future capital gain as the Treasury apparently fears.

A simplified example may be useful in illustrating this point. Assume a retail
store buiilding constructed on land leasedl for a period of twenty years. The build-
Ing is subleased to a chain store under a 20-year lease provi(ling for percentage
rentals. The owner's cost in constructing the building is recoverable for income
tax purposes over the 20-year term of the ground lease sice, at the expiration
of the 20-year term, the owner has no residual interest in the property. If the
building cost $100,000 to construct, the owner would be permitted to deduct
$5,000 per year. At the endl of teni years, the owner's adjusted basis would have
been reduced to $50,000. Assume further that because of a successful sales
history by the store tenant, percentage rentals have doubled the rent between
the first and the tenth year of the lease so that at the expiration of the tenth
year the owner can sell the building, subject to the outstanding lease to the
retail store, for $100,000. The owner, therefore, has realized a $50,000 taxable
gain, representing the difference between the $100,000 realized on the sale and
the $50,000 representing the adjusted bansis of the owner for the property. The
$50,000 gain realized should be taxable at capital gains rates and should not be
subject to ordinary Income tax treatment by the application of any recapture
rule.

In this regard, we note that the report of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee on Hi.R. 10947 (1.R. Report No. 92-533, 92nd Cong., 1st Sess.) contains
the following statement:

"Useful lives for real property.-During your committee's consideration of
depreciation and useful lives, Its attention was called to the useful lives pre-
scribed for real estate under the 1962 guideline program. Your committee believes
that in connection with its review of the useful lives of tangible personal property,
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It Is also desirable to make aI study of the lives accorded various types of real
property, and therefore it is requesting the Treasury Department to undertake
such a review. InI this connection your commlittee believes that it is also desirable
to consider whether, if lives aire shortened, the recapture rules presently appli-
cable in the case of real property should be made more like those al~llica'ble to
personal property."

We believe that such a review of useful JI Iives for real property should be under-
taken and we request this Committee to join the House Ways iind(1 Means Com-
mnittee in its request to the Treasury D)epartment to undersake such a review.

However, with respect to ,any review of the recapture rules presently applicable
in the case of real property, we submit that Congress has recognized since the
introduction of recapture rules in the 1962 Revenue Act that the purpose and
effect of recapture rules resp)ecting personal property and real p~rolperty are
vastly different.

Recapture rules respecting depreciation taken with respect to machinery used
in productive processes have little practical effect upon the taxpayers utilizing
such machinery. However, applying stringent recapture rules to investment asset's
has an important influence on investment decision. Such provisions do not pro-
duce revenue; they simply inhibit sale. Taxpayers owning substantial investment
assets such as rental real estate cannot afford to sell such assets if the tax con-
sequences from such a sale are prohibitive. Stringent recapture rules when applied
to suc-h assets, therefore, merely produce an increasing "lock-in" effect on that
segment of the investment market to which applied andl ultimately result in a
decline in investment in that sector of the economy, particularly where the assets
possess5 long useful lives and the expectation of the investor is not necessarily to
retain ownership of the investment to the expiration of its economic life.

Decisions to invest in mnachinery for productive use are not usually made based
upon any expectation of gain on resale. Investments made in rental real estate
are made In the expectation of such gain, (and without some reasonable expecta-
tion of such gain, there is no incentive for the private sector to invest. Profits
are the cornerstone of investment decisions. It is, therefore, sensible to recognize
that it is appropriate to treat- gains derived from probably Incidental profitable
sales of productive machinery differently from gains derived from profitable
sales of rental real estate, particularly when, as illustrated above, gains realized
on the sale of rental real estate are rarely the result of any miscalculation of
depreciation, but rather result from numerous factors, not usually present in
connection with productive machinery, which are of a basic nature entitled to
capital gain treatment.

Real estate would simply cease to be a viable vehicle for individual investment
if recapture rules more stringent than those already imposed by the 1969 Tax
Reform Act were enacted. By its nature real estate generally represents a rela,.
tively illiquid investment in comparison with marketable securities. Recapture
rules, by increasing investment illiquidity, make real estate investment progres-
sively less attractive than competitive inestmaents in personal property. In fact,
the effects of the substantial tightening up of allowable methods of depreciation
and the recapture rules applicable to commercial real estate imposed by the 1969
Tax Reform Act have already had a substantially adverse effect upon new inve-st-
ment in this sector of the economy.

JOB DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT CREDIT

Section 101 of H.R. M.0'47, providing for restoration of the Investment credit,
amends the definition of property which will be entitled to the newv Job Develop-
ment Investment Credit by extending such credit to livestock and to certain
property used in furnishing communication services and by excluding certain
property entitled to rapid amortization. The Hhouse bill does not include any
Job Development Tax Credit for coustructimi of new buildings.

Time exclusioni of new buildings from the ambit of Investment entitled to the
tax credit reflects a continuation of the pattern established by the investment
credit provisions of the 1962 Revenue Act. We submit to the Committee that
present economic conditions and the differences- in time Federal income tax treat-
nment of real estate which have occurred subsequent to the 1962 Revenue Act
require reconsideration in the Revenue Act of 1971 of provisions to stimulate
additional investment in real estate, as well as other fields. Since the cmnactment
of the original Investment credit proposals in 1902, the tax treatment of invest-
ments in real estate, as olposedl to investments in tangible personal property, has
steadily deteriorated.
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In examining thle mierits, of the proposed Job1 D)evelopmnent Investmient credit,.
we submit that hie Congress should not lose sight of the favorable compound ef-
fect oil the econmny as a whole that will result from increased construction
activity. The construction of newv buildings, creates not only a demand for in-
creased employment in the actual erection of the structures, but also has a multi-
plier effect onl the economy in creating a further demand for construction equip-
meat and for the materials used In construction, from structural steel, lumber,
glass andl cement to wiring, plumbing, appliances, furniture and( the many other
products utilized in thme building industry. No comparable activity can create,
mnore jobs throughout the United States and a greater Increase in the Gross
National Product.

In 1962, when the investment credit was initially proposed, buildings were ex-
cluded because, in thle words of the report of the House Ways and M.Neans Com-
mnittee, "the greater emphasis is placed on equipment and machinery because
it is believed the need for such investment is the major requirement of the econ-
omly." (11.11. Rep. No. 1447, 87th. Congress, Second Session, as reported in the-
1962-63 Cumn. Bull. (413).)

At that time, the primary purpose of the enactment of the investment credit
was to improve the competitive position of American industry lby creating incen-
tives to thme muodernizationi of industrial plant. (Sen. Rep. No. 1881, 87th Congress,
Second Session, as reported in 1962-63 Cumni. Bull]. 71G-717 ).

The purpose of the President's J10b Development Tax Credit proposal, while
undoubtedly including among its goals the Improvement of America's comupeti-
tive position in the world economy, was primarily directed at enhlancing the
immediate prospects for the creation of jobs in the domestic economy.

We submit that the exclusion of real estate from the scopeC of any proposed
Job D~evelopment. Investment Credit substantially (diminishes the effectiveness
of any such credit to achieve its stated objective andl, in fact, will be counter-
p~rodluctive to the achievement, of such results.

It has been suggested, for example, that a Job Development Investment Credit
relating primarily to machinery and equipment, at a time when substantial
eXcess plan capacity exists in the United States, may not produce any immediate
substantial increase in jobs, but on the contrary may in part simply result ill
the introduction by industry of additional labor saving machinery. (Statement
by the AFL-CIO Executive Council, August 9, 1971.)

Certainly, the expansion of the coverage of the Job Development Investmient
Credit by the House to cover livestocik can hardly be viewed as enhancing the
prospects for any substantial increase in employment. The reason set forth in
the report of the House Ways and Means Committee for the inclusion of live-
stock Is that "in 1969, livestock was placed in the position as other types of busi-
ness property in that it was made subject to the depreciation recapture rules.
As a result, your Committee concluded that consistent tre atmient- under the credit
required that livestock. be made eligible for the credit." (HIR. Report No.
92-533, 92nd Congress, 1st Session.)

We find it difficult to discern any necessary relationship between depreciation
and the Job Developinent. Investment Credit, andl less relationship between
depreciation recapture rules and the existence of a tax credit. If the pur-
pose of the credit is to create jobs, then it would seem that the credit
should be offered first to those sectors of the economy most likely to increase
employment if the credit were granted. In any event. real estate is ,4ii~jeet to
recapture rules which, if not. Identical to those applicable to p~ersonality, still
a dequately protect the- public fise a ga inst any excessive depreciation benefits.

If Congress feels that the total tax treatment being accordled to any pautivular
Industry, including the existence of any tax credlits. represents. an excessive
incentive to capital inveistinent in such industry, Congress is, of coIurse, free to.
and should, reduce such excessive incentive.,. It (ain hardly he coantended alt this
juncture, however, after the passage. of the 1969) Tax Reform Act, that icen-
tives to capital ivestmlenit In rental real estate are excessive or even at a level
comparable to those accorded to Investments in personal property or mininually
necessary to sustain the oft-stated Government goals for the production of
housing and related commercial structures during the 1970's. (See stitelleent of
Dr. Leon 1-1. Keyserling before this Committee, October 130. 1971.)

Inavestmnent in rental real estate is essentially discretionaryy. and the lad isti-y
is characterized by a very large number of small producer,,. Tax immcewfives
have a substantial effect onl discretionary inivestmlents of this hind. No inenl-ive
could create a greater expansion of job) opportuni ties throughout the economy as

6833 7 p.2- 1i2
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a whole, while at the zaiie time substantially contributing to the Nation's goals
for adequate housing and urban redevelopment than the extension of the pro-
lposed Job Development Investment Credit to the construction of new buildings.

INVESTMENT INTEREST EXPENSE

Sootion 301 (a) of the House Bill would amend the definition of 'net lease',
set forth in the ivestmient interest provisions enacted as part of the Tax
Reform Act of 1069. For the reasons discussed below, we submit that In lieu
of Bill Section 304(a), the statute should be amended to, limit application of
the investment interest p~rovisionms in respect of real estate to von-it-one pro-
(luwling ini'ctct real estate. In the alternative we ,-ubiiit that Bill Section
:304(a) should be revised by deleting the phase ".amnd relimbursed amounts
. . ." and by further providing for the deletion in I.R.C. Section 57(b) (2) (D)
and I.R.J Sectioni 1631 d1) (4) (D) of all references to interest icumrcel (lurilig
the period that property is under construction, as more fully discussed below.

PRuPOSE 01F TPHE INVESTMkENT\, INTrEIEST PROVISION

It is our understanding that when the T reasury first coiisideredl provisions
relating to Investment interested, the objective was to imit the tax advantages of
borrowing funds to carry non-income producing growth investments, the profit
from which wouldI be taxed at preferential capital gains rates while the interest
expense would be deducted against ordinary income. For example interest on a
margin account maintained to carry a non-dividenwl paying growth stock would
provide an ordinary tlcdiietion while profit -- sale of the stock would be tnxed
at capital gain. However the ambit of sections% 57(b) and 163(d) as p~rop~osed in
the House Ways and Mens Committee draft of 1111 13270) was materially
broader than the provision suggested by Treasury. This Committee followed
the Treasury's recommendation and deleted the investment interest provisions
from the Senate draft of The 19069 Act. Nevertheless, an investment interest
provision was agreed to in Conference with an amendment relating to conistruc-
tion interest.

Our review of the investment interest provisions as applied to actual real
estate transactions indicates that rather than minimizing or reducing a tax
advantage, these provisions have the unintended potential of increasing a real
econvy-iii loss from a bad investment as discussed below.

As the House has seen fit to propose a substantive amendment relating to the
investment, interest provisions, we believe it appropriate at this time for the
Congress -to consider another important amendment to the investment interest
provisions, as hereafter described, as applied to rental real estate.

OPERATIONS 01? THE NET L~EASE PROVISION IN THlE CASE OF RENTAL REAL ESTATE

In the normal parlance of the real estate industry, the concept of a Net
Lease generally requires a rent which includes a fixed amount representing
a return on the lessor's cash investment plus an amount sufficient to cover (1)
his p~aymnents of mortgage interest and principal (2) all real estate taxes and
assessments (3) aill expenses of repair and operation of the property and (4)
all costs of capital improvements following occupancy by the lessee. Tile defini-
tion of "net lease" ill sections 57(b) and 163(d) incorporate this type of lease
under the "guaranteed ret urn" test set forth in § 57 (c) (2) and § 163 (d) (4)
(A) (ii). Tile statutory definition, however, also includes a novel definition of
"net lease" based on the relative activity or passivity of tile landlord (net lessor)
in respect to tile lease. This test (the "business activity" test) set forth in
§ 57 (e) (1) and § 163 (d) (4) (A) (I) provides that if the lessor incurs section
162 expenses- in an amount less than 15% of tile rents produced by the property,
the lease will be deemed a "net lease".

Under both sections 57 (b) and 163 (d), the first test to determine the exist-
ence of investment interest which may be a tax preference item (pre 1972) or
which may tie disallowed (post 1971) is whether such interest exceeds tile
grosss rents" from the property minus real estate taxes, straight line depreci-
ation aild operating expenses. Since the "guaranteed return" type of net lease
invariably provides for a gross rent which includes an amount equal to real
estate taxes an(I all operating expenses, plus mortage payments and a return on
the cash investment, the required computation produces rental Income In excess
of expenses, depreciation and mortgage interest unless the portionl of the rent
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representing the investor's return on his cash Investment plus the payments
of mortgage principal do not equal or exceed straight line depreciation. Few
"guaranteed return" type net lenses will not produce investment income in ex-
cess of investment interest expense under this computation.

However, in the case of a lease characterized as a net lease solely by virtue
of the so-called business activity test, the investment interest provisions will
usually apply if the property is in fact producing an unintended economic loss
to the landlord.

Unlike the "guaranteed return" type net lease, discussed above, which virtu-
ally always produces a net cash flow Income to the lessor so long as the lessee
is financially soundI, the net lease which is such 8olely by virtue of the "busi-
niess. activity" test may not provide p~rotectionl against increases In real estate
taxevs nor reimbursement for necessary capital expenditures. If the property meets
the lessor's projections upon which hie negotiated the lease, then, as in the case
of the "guaranteed return" type net lease, there will generally be no excess in-
vestment interest because the property wvill generally produce investment in-
comne in excess of Investment interest expense. llowvever, if the anticipated
investment return is not achieved, for exampIle because of unanticipated in-
creases in real estate taxes, which the lessee is iiot obligated to pay, the lessor
may be burdened with both an economic loss from the property, as well as a
minimum tax, and, post 19)71, a partial disallowvance of interest which might
othe(rwise, be applied against the Income fromi lwolitaibl real estate. It appears
unlikely that Congress intended this unrealistic result.

Apart from the actual application of the investment. interest, provisions, If,
ais we believe, Congress intended merely to pienalize the deduction of Interest to
carry investments which p~rodluce lirolits subject only to capital gain taxation,
then, Sections 57(b) and 163(d) have the unintended ettee,(t of including within
their definition property which is potentially subjectt to ordinary Income tax
rates. Rental income from real estate is subject to ordinary tax either at the
time earned, or if the property is :sold at a gain, ally excess of acceelerated de-
preciation over straight line depreciation used in prior years to defer the tax
on the rental Income is subject to the recapture rules of § 1250. We submit
therefore, that the Comimittee should adopt the following amendment:

Renumber proposed Section 304(c) as 304(p) and insert as Section 304(c).
"Section 57(b) (3) is amended by striking the phrase 'property which is sub-

ject to a net lease' and Section 1 3(d) (4) (A) is amended by striking the phrase
'property which is subject to a lease' and insertig in lieu thereof 'personal prop~-
erty which is subject to a net -lease,..

JEIBIUiiSm EXPENSES

As stated above, there are two statutory tests for characterizing property as
'net leased' for purposes of the invest in ent interest provisions. The -guaranteed
return" test and the "business activity" te'st, Unider the "tbusiness activity" test,
a lease will be char-acterized as a 'a(4 lease' if the lessor's ordinary and neces-
sary business expense deductions under sectionl 16i2 are less than 1,5%/ of the
rental income produced by the property. The I louse 1bill would require the
elimination of so-calledl "reimbursed expenses" from the lessor's computation
of his section 162 expenses to be used in the computation.

The House Report describing this provision (1-1. Ept, 92-.533 92nd Cong. 1st
Sess. p. 4647) recognizes that the 15%1 tes-t looks solely "to the degree of the
les,-sor's business activity with respect to the leased property." However the
Report then appears to confuse the "activity" test andI the "guaranteed return"
test. The stated reason for the proposed anendument as to reimbursed expense Is
that "the lessor is not at risk with respect to the reimbursed expenses, and1( there-
fore has the equivalent of a net lease". We submit that it is the "gua ranlteed
return" test of sections 57 (c) (2) and 163 (d) (4) (A) (ii) that Cflcompl)-s-e the
"no risk" criteria for a net lease. If the terms of the lease are such that there
is "no risk" then it will be a 'net lease' under the ",guaranteed return" test. Ob-
viously an obligation of a tenant to provide a completee reimbursement of all ex-
pen~ses and all capital expenditures could result in net lease characterization unl-
der the "guaranteed" test. However the "business activity" test, which section
304 (a) is intended to amend, relates to activity, not to risk of loss.

We submit that the underlying economics of a provision for reimbursed ex-
penses, and the activity of the lessor in performing the function to which such
expenses relate, require the conclusion that in the case of real estate rental
property such expenses do reflect activity by the owner of the premises.
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The reimbursed expense concept Ii real estate transactions, was originally
based onl the same theory as setting a low b~ase price for a car an(1 providing
separate additional prices for optional equipment -o ats to increase the overall
price and lprolit. Similarly, by requiring a shopping center tenant to reimburse
the landlord for common area exlpeises, such as security service and snow removal,
a real estate owner Increases his overall effective rent. This reimbursement is for
services actively performed an(I for expenses of a type which require actual time
and attention by thle landlord. While such reimbursements (Ii some cases over a
base amount) also provide for inflationary Increases Ii the landlord's expenses
under long term leases, another approach to providing against such Increases is
a cost of living index adjustment Ii the rent. However in all of such cases the
landlord still incurs the expensesC anml performs the service, reflecting his activity
Ii connection with tile leased premises.

We therefore urge this Commnittee to delete the § 304 (a) amendment Insofar
its it relates to reimbursed expenses.

If, Ii spite of the foregoing comments, this Committee determines to amlend
the activity test Ii respect of reimbursed expenses, we urge that such anl amend-
ment provide that reimbursed expenses should be eliminated from section 162
expenses only to thle extent of the actual reimbursement by the, tenant. For
example, if the tenanilt is to reimburse the landlord for snow removal expenses
in excess of $1500, and the expense amiount-, to $2000, only $500 should be ellinii-
fluted from the section 1162 expenses included under the 15%y test.

CONSTRUCTION INTEREST

The Treasury's p~rolpose(] investment interest regulations p~rovidle (Prop. Reg'Section 1.57-2(b) (1) (IN,) that interest incurred during the construction of p~rop-
erty constitutes investment interest if the property is subject to ain aigreenient to
enter into a net lease in the future.

The~ only satutory reference to construction interest is Ii Sections 57(b) (2) (D)
and 103(d) (4) (1)). These sect lis state that interest which is incurredl or con-
tinued !in thle construction of property to he used Ii a trade or business shall not
be treated as; investment. interest. This afirnuative statement is the only reference
Ii the statute to construction interest.

However. the currently proposed reasumry regulations appear to be premised
on the concept that this simple sentence Ii the statute carries a negative !in-
plication that !in all cases where, subsequent to construction, the property is net
lease(], construction interest must be investment interest. Such a negative view is
incoiisstent with the purpose, the history and the plain words of the statute.

The legislative history indicates that the Treaisury had originally proposed to
Congress that all construction interest be treated as a separate taix preference
item. In fact, neither the House nor the Sewnate versions of the 19,69 Act even
mention "construction interest". However. (luring the Senlate Fin ance Committee
hearings onl that Act. the tax Section of the American Bar As.sociation sumggestedl
thlat the Bill1 be clarified with respect to "coast ruction interest." Thc 3ar Asso-
ciation suggested that it Should be made clear that a trade or business exists duir-
fing the period of Mhe construction of at buildling which, when completely, will be
oIperateol as a tradde or bus-ines-s, so that the interest expense prior to the receipt
of rental income will be deductible.

This sumggestion appears to have been adopted( Ii Conference. It wvas, obviously,
intended~ to 1)e ameliorative. It was based oii the assumpltion that , Ii certain
cases, it might not be clear that the owner's activity during construction con-
stituted a trade or business.

Based onl an assumed negative imullicationi of 'Sectioni 5800h2(D) . thle Treas-
ury's proposed regulations (disregard the0 taxpayer's actual act ivity (lurin- coai-
st ruction and p~rovidle. in snimmary, that construction interest will be treated as
investment nter('st-t (a ) if, during construction ain agreement to enter into a fut-
tare net lease exists, or (b) the facts and circumstances, including a pattern
test, 1indicate an intent to net lease the property following construction.

We submit that the proposed reglations relating to construction interest dlis-
regardl the statute, anld that the regulations are not required, !in their priesernt
form, by thle mandate of Congress conceruimig investment interest. Thle purpose of
tile investment interest provi!;mimms, as initially proposedl by the realsury andl as
enlacted by (Congr'ess, wvas to (liscourage the use of borrowed fimuids to cairry a pas-
sive ivstment.
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In contrast, during the actual construction of property, and Iprior to the actual
,existence of a net lease, as opposed to merely aii agrccmcneit to lcase', there is
nothing passive about construction activity. The owner's activity and risk are
extremely substantial during the construction period. Even If a tenant has
agreed to enter Into a net lease after construction is complete(], the tenant's obli-
gation to enter into such a lease, which may in the future create a passive in-
vestment, Is normally subject to the prior satisfaction of at least two substantial
conditions. In the first place, the building has to be satisfactorily completed In
accordance with the tenant's requirements.

Second, the construction has to be completed within a certain period of time.
The time element is particularly susceptible to construction hazards such as
unforeseen excavation conditions,, labor shortages, strikes, andI delays in the
shipment of materials to the job site. Such factors can seriously affect the ability
,of the landlord to produce the building as required under the lease agreement
and thereby to actually secure a net lessee for the property.

During the entire construction period, the owner niust supervise construction
to insure satisfactory completion. There is nothing passive about this activity
and there is certainly no guarantee of anything from the prospective lessee until
the building has been in fact satisfactorily completely.

,The Treasury's proposed regulation is premised on the assumption that the
Conference Committee, in 1969 without any explanation in its Committee Report,
intended a major adverse change in the statute by its addition of a reference
to construction interest i.e. it intended to broaden the aumbit of the investment
interest provision to include construction interest rat her than merely to exclude
the owner-user situation, previously described. Pa rcaiffheticallIy if the Conference
Committee had made no reference to construction interest, there could le no
basis for characterizing the p~rop~erty' during construction as investment property
unless it was such under the general (definitional income tax rules developed by
the courts.

The Treasury's position on construction interest is untenable in view of the
fact that the Treasury proposals for The 1969 Act specifically included cons'truc-
tion interest as a tax preference item and neither the House nor Senate versions
of the Bill made any reference whats-oever to construction interest. While only
the members of the Conference Commiittee subjectively know the intent of the
reference to construction interest, we submit that the wording of the provision,
the legislative history conceringi. construction interest as part of The 1969
Act and the realities concerainig the financial risk during construction support
the conclusion that Congress did not intend to penalize construction interest as
investment Interest. We therefore -submit. that the statute be clarified by the
following amendment.

PROPERTY 1'N DER CONSTRUCTION

,Section 57(b) (2) (D) Is amended by striking the last sentence thereof, Scc-
'tion 163(d) (4) (D) Is deleted in its entirely and 'Sections 57(b) (2) (1)) and
163(d) (3) (D) are amended by adding the following sentence:

"Interest incurred during the construction of property shall not constitute in-
vestmnent interest expense."

Time CIr.AIr-71AN. The next, witness will be Dr. Pierre Rilifret4 see(-
retarv' , Citizens for a, Newv Prosperity.

Is hie hiere? If hie is not here yet, we will call on Mr. h-arvey
.J Tufen, v-ice president of fhercules, Inc..

We are pleased to have you, sir~.

STATEMENT OF HARVEY 3. TAIJFEN, VICE PRESIDENT.
HERCULES, INC.

Mrfi. TAUFEN. ily name is 1Ifarv'y J1. hlllfeli anid I appreciate. this
opportunity to testify. I am a. vice presidentt of hfercules, Inc., and I wa~s
general mniiiager of its international department f romi 1963~ through
1969.
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Ijercules iiianufacl ires and sells ta very broad range. of chienii-
cat product";. Our- sales last. Year were $T9million. Of these, our- ex-
ports were, $95 million and our net contribution to the balance of
payments' was $88 million.

Our corporation hias been active in export since the 1920's making
us a, pionieer exporter i n the oheinical industry.

Our export position was originally based la rgely on products f rom
the southern pine(, forests and from purified cottonli enters, whose sup-
ply positions is mjore or less junique to the, Inited States. Hence,
upgraded chiemicalsi based onl these raw materials found a ready mar-
ket oversea"'. Thle tariff problems posed by the formation of the;
Conmmon Market threatened this export business and, begoinningr ill
1960. we began investing abroad to protect oil,. established markets.

~We are now involved in manufacturing in 38 plants in 18 Colin-
tries. Nine of these la'e, in the EEC. *We continued to push our1 ex-
port business lbut, we ex1 )ected thaft. this would automatically de-
cline as a. result of our ov-erseas manufacture. r1o our surprise, we
found that our oversea;7- lproduictionl actually stimulated our exp)orts
fromll this country. Wl(' learned thia.t by mn anu fact urinlg a portion of
our product line abroad, thie whole product, line became mumch l ilore
salable; as a- consequence our exports actually grew at a faster rate
than before we, began overseas manufacture.

By thie middle of tlhe 1960's our position of manufacturing and
exporting worldwide made uis very inuch aware of thie benefits for-
eign competitors have in competing in world markets against firmIs
based in thie Unitedl States. We felt, this particularly in our newer
petrochemical and agricultural chemical lines where the LUnitedl Stutes
does not have a unique rawNN material position.

In our' industry, di ffering labor costs halve been a relatively insigni-
ficant factor. Oni the other land, foreign. export subsidies 'including
ta~x policies, export financing, shipping costs, and other tariff and nion-
tariff barriers, grae our foreign competitors a substantial competitive
advantage. As a, result we found thiat a, very real ceiling wNas still
placed onl our rate of export, growth.

In aii effort to solve this pmr)bleni, we began studying the a(],.anta re~s
of ain Export Trade Corporation which was provided for under the
1962 U.S. Tax Law. After initially rejecting the use of such a. corpo-
ration because of the operating complications, involved in meeting
the requirements of the 1962 statute, we decided in 1969 that we could
not remain competitive unless we utilized the beneits of ETC. AlX-
thougrh there were many problems that, had to be. overcome to operate
within the requirements of the 1962 law, and even though it was neces-
sary to restructure our overseas trading patterns in order to conform
withi the ETC rules, we found that we were able to improve our export
trading position even in the first year of the operation of our ETC.

This was part of the reason that Hercules' contribution to the balance
of payments increased from- $55 million in 1969 to $88 million in 1970,
for a total of $143 million. In my viewv, the benefits of the ETC are



the minimum required to p~erinit uts to compete effectively in the export
market, and as far as we are concerned we are willing to accept the
operating complications ini order to be effective iii foreign export
markets.

The bill presently before this committee, I-I.1. 10947, makes it
mandatory to terminate ETC on December 31, 1975. Amnerican coin-
panies who have been. able ti) establish ain export business or increase
their export business through thie utse of export trade corporations
and who, as a result have lbeei ab~le to imliprove the U.S. balance of
trade, should not be forcedI to terminate these organizations. This is
particularly important because the form of DISC in the hill preselitly
before this committee dloes not offer ais gYreat -in olpl)orlunity for.
increasing or maintaining exports ais does the ETC- as a niatte r of
fact, mandatory suibstitution of I )IS(' for our 14T(R would daitiage
Our export position.

Let me illustrate this point with some exainlies:
lire have been able to ofler competitive contract credit tem'm11, to

customers in the Far East and Middle East for I)etl'ocliemi(icals from
our plants in North Carolina and New.JerFey through ouir ETC. These
export sales contracts would not be attractive if we utilized the I)ISC
formi rather than the E'1'TC.

Second, through the uise of the ETC, we have beeni able to exI)ort
naval stores lproducts from Georgia and Mlississip~pi to Euirope. pre-
pare emulsions, of these products in Europe, and 'sell these. eimulsionis
abroad at competitive prcs rrliis arrangement has p~ermnitted uls to
retain bus---iness that we were on the point of losing to competition in
Europe. The p~rocedlures that make this possible are present under thxe
ETC provisions, but would not be available to uis under the DISC
proposals.

I would like to deviate f romn my text here to state specifically wNhat
nImeani, we export naval stores products from these 1)hlnts .in the

South and they are sold in their finial formi as emutlsions which contain
large amounts of water.

It is impractical to ship these am-ounts of water across the ocean.
and remain competitive. Under the ETC we are allowed to have manui-
facturing done oi. these products as long as it does not exceed more
than 20 percent of the value of the UJ.S. p~roduct. So we cani export
these products, have the emulsions made ini E urope and then warehouse
them and sell them to a customer under the ETC. DISC does not hiav-e
this 20-percent feature in it.

Third, up to now our exports of polyolefins from our Louisiana
petrochemicals plant have been small. The existence of our ETC makes
it practical for the first time for us to consider a serious attack on
the worldwide market. UnTider the pr, . ed DISC it would not be
realistic to mount this program.

I should make it clear that in my view the DISC in its present formn
does offer an inducement to domestic, firms to begin an export, program.
However, established exporting companies, and these are the ones who
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contribute most to the balance of payments and have the greatest
potential for its quick improvement, will not benefit greatly from
DISC in its pr-esent form. And forcing companies like Hercules to
terminate their export trade corporations and adlopt the proposed
DIJSC will set back the momentum of our export expansion.

Therefore, I strongly urge the elimiination of the provision requiring
that Export Trade Cor-porations be terminated by Decemiber 31, 1975.
My recommendation is that regardless of the form of DISC, if any,
which eventually approved by the Congress, the law should permit
the continuation of existing Export Trade Corporations and should
allow~ American firms to have the option of using whichever organi-
zation best encourages their particular export business.

This recommendation establishes no p~recedenit. Foreign countries
often provide multiple export incentive plans for their citizens so
that they may have a flexible and competitive position in world trade.

1 appreciate very mu11ch the opportinity the committee has given
mie to present this'statement, and I would welcome any (1UestionlS.

Thank you.
Thie CAIR-MAN. Well, thiank you very much.
Senator I3ENNEWLi. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have two brief

ones.
If the ETC has some advantages that DISC does not have and

ISC has some that the ETC does not have, this committee, is in
position to try to get the best of both worlds by modifying the IDISC
prolposal to preIserv~e or protect. the advantage you see in the ETC.
in otier words, you are not insisting that they be mutually exclusive.

You are pointing out the fact that there is an advantage in the present
form which would be lost in DISC. But it could be retained by amend-
ing the D)ISC?

MAr. TAIJFEN. Senator, that is very true.. The twvo proposals do not
overlap), and they (d0 not overlap) in very important aspects. It could
be possible to improve ETC's, and there are advantages to DISC
that are not in ETC's. There are also advantages in ETC~s that are
not in D)ISC; and I am saying at least don't make us collapse what
we have set up. If you cani improve it, so mutchi the better.

I would be happy to write youi specifically on recommendations that
I think could be made.

Senator BENNI'r. I thiink that would be useful. Mr. Chairman. I
ask that hie be p~erimitted to add that to his testimony.

TIhe CHAIRMAN. TIhat will be done, without objection.
Thank you very muitch.
Senator BEN NETr1. VLieu other quest ion: If youi hav~e anyv statistics or

any basic infor-mation to bear out. the reference inl voir statemlenit
that by going abroad you have increased your exports from youir (10-
mestic business or if 'You1 canm give uis indications of other luitiexs;es
that have hiad the same, experience, I think that this would lbe usefl
too.

Mfr. r\UF EN. Senator, I can easily supply that f rom our corporations.
I believe it. to be true of the chemical industry in general; and I will
try to !grt the other statistical information for you as well.

Senator BE~NNET'T Thank you.
(The following letter with attachment was subsequently received

for the record:)
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IIER1J'ltlEs, INC.,
11iliniingt x, Del., October 20, 1971.

Hon01. WALLACE Fi. BENNETT,
U. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATR~ BENNETT:r At the close of my testimony before the Senate
Finance Committee last Friday, you asked for some sup~plemlenltary informaitionl
which I ani enclosing herewvith.

Your first question was whether Hercules could provide specific dlata to doeni-
ment my statement that our- manufacturing operations overseas actually stimui-
lated our exports from the U_.S.A. The data which support this statement are
shown lin the attached graph. The export figure,, exclude our exports to Canada.
This basis is more logical because our investments in Canada lin the 1960's have
been minimal. Also, the internal figures wvere available lin this form since our
Canadian exports are not handlled by our International Department.

lIn 1962 our exports had leveled off at a little over $30 million a year. In that
year (the 50th year of our cor-porate existence), Hereules miade an exhaustive
examination of all its businesses land what the future was likely to holdl. We had
already begun our overseas investment p~rogrami in 1964) to recapture through
overseas manufacture export markets wve were losing. in 1962, the International
Department forecast at modest continuing growth in exports rising to $38 million
in 196T7. This forecast, which is shown as the lower straight line on tMe accom-
panying graph wxas regarded as optiniistic by tile corporate management lin viewv
of our overseas investment program. Our actual experience is shown by the upper
line onl the graph. Already in 1967 our cumulative increase lin exports was over
our expectations by $3.5 million. The year 1967 was up 39',1 over our expectations.
This increase in exports was ami unexpccted1 side effect of our- overseas mnanu-
facturing activity. We sawv this "pull through" of our- exports in many countries.
Our examples also apply to chemicals for (diverse industries including e.g. paper,
paint, inks, adhesives and textiles.

As I testified, however, we more or less reached a new plateau in the late
1960's which we are now trying to raise to a higher level by the use of the
Export Trade Corporation.

Th e extent of our involvement in manufacture overseas will help add perspec-
tive'. Sales from our overseas manufacture in the 1960's grew from $11 million
in 1960 to $125 million in 1970. Nevertheless, Hercules' investment in these
oversew;m facilities did not harm United States balance of payments. We now
have about $1430 million invested in the total operating assets associiotcd with
our overseas manufacture. Most of this was financed with capital obt.9ined over-
seas. In fact, the total outflow of capital fromt the United States in this period
was only $37 million. It turns out that the inflow into the United States from
these manufacturing operations in the form of dividends, royalities, knowv-how
payments and interest onl direct loans also amounted to $37 million, just match-
ing the outflow.

To sum uip, our overseas manufacturing operations have exported neither
capital nor jobs, have maintained and expended our world busiest, and this
expanded business has greatly stimulated our exports. It is mny impression that
the Hercules story is not unique but is typical of many corporations. I am
attempting to develop solid statistics to support this view but this will require
a little more time.

Your second question asked whether Hercules could make reconmnenda tion s
for some vehicle incorporating the best features of ETC and the beat features
of DISC. This problem is not easy. The complicated rules of organizing and
operating anl ETC do have at certain internal consistency. DISC has its onv
internal. consistency which is different. This makes it very difficult to try to
dovetail and retain the advantages of both. The situation is further complicated
when one thinks about the application of the law to different corporations with
their differing internal structures and differing trading p~attern.

I come back therefore to my original position that the best approach is to
make the DISC as broadly applicable as possible so that the inaximumi increased
in exports will be obtained thereby and, at the same time, leave the door open
both for tile continued operation of ETC's and for the eventual conversion of
ETC's to DISC's, if and when experience shows that tils (conversion would
further stimulate exports.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you N, cry much for the Courteous
attention you have given to my testimony.

Very truly yours,
H. 3. TAUFEN, Vice President.
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HERCULES EXPORTS FROM THE USA
OAms

The Ci AIRLMAN. Mr. Franklin
bile Manufacturers Association.

YEAR

M. Kreinl, president of the Automo-

STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN M. KREML, PRESIDENT, AUTOMOBILE
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY PETER
GRISKIVICH, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS AND INFOR-
MATION, AMA

Mr. KREINL. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, I am Franklin M. Kreml,
president of the Automobile Manufacturers Association. This is my
associate, iM-r. Peter Griskivich, and I would like to have him join
me here, if I may.

Sir, we have filed with the committee the full written staterrient. I
shall, with your permission, make a relatively brief summary state-
ment.

I am here t~o speak in support of the repeal of the excise tax on auto-
mobiles and light trucks in the amount respectively of 7 percent and
10 percent. I speak particularly of the light trucks since, 70 percent
of these of the gross vehicle weight of 10,000 pounds or less are used
for personal transportation for recreation, and for agriculture. In-
creasigly, these light, duty trucks are becoming a second car for an
ever-growing segment of the American population and compete
directly with the passenger cunr, particularly, of course, with the station
wagon, ranch wagon, and such vehicles.

To speak descriptively of this vehicle, it is a four-wheel, single-
tired vehicle. I have asked Mr. Griskivich to bring some pictures of
this vehicle because I think that this will do more to acquaint the
committee with the type of vehicle of which we are speaking- than per-
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haps a. substantial amount of rhetoric onl mly part,, quoting figures or
describing the vehicle. I shall be glad, sir, to hand those to you or
members of your committee now or present them to the staff at the con-
e]lusion of the statement, whatever your pleasure is.

Senator BENNErrT. I think every member of the committee has seen a
1-ton truck.

Mr. KnrEMIL. Sir, I was myself surprised when I looked at the 1-ton
truck of today as compared to previous years' models.

The CHAIRAIAN. Why don't you p~ass them upl here and we will take
a look at them.

Senator BENNETTY. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator BENNETT. You are right in assuming that there are many

families that are developing these as a second family vehicle.
Mr. KnrEML. Yes. WXell, the recreational uise, is very high, and taking

the recreational, personal and agricultur-al utse in aggregate, this
amounts to 70 percent of the use of this vehicle.

Now, I would like also to say a word or two about why we suggest
excise tax repeal be broken at the 10,000 p~ounfd gross vehicle weight
level.

In the first place, within the various aUxencies Of Government, for
example, in the Commerce Department, this is the point of breakage in
the distinction between the passenger car type vehicle; namely, the
light duty truck, and the heavy t Ype vehicle. "lTus the Department of
Commerce in the transportation, thie truck and vehicle censuses that are
made, breaks at 10,000 pounds.

The Department of Transportation, through the National Highway
Traffic Safety Admlinistration, breaks at 10,000 pounds. Further, this
is the natural breaking point in the mnanufa-cture of vehicles. Bet ween
those. vehicles 10,000 pounds and under and vehicles abo-e this, there is
at substantial gap in the, area of 10,000 to 14,000 pounds. For exa-mnlle, inl
the last year in which we have full figures--1970--less than 7,300 ve-
hicles were manufactured in this cou-ntry inl the range, of 10,001 to
14,000 pounds.

It is for these reasons that we emiphasive, why the repeal of the excise
tax should include the light duty truck.

Now, having made that statement, to speak generally as to the
matter of repeal, I would lice. to say, first of all, that weA- filed with
thie House WYays and Mleans Comititee, and are prepared to file with
tlmis committee if you wish, letters from eachi of the principals of the
industry indicating clearly anid unequivocally that the repeal, if
granted, will result. inl the, passing onl 1y temnfcue ftefl
amount of the tax reduction. iRepeal is an immediate and noninflation-
ary forml of i-elief and would result, aIs yOu know, in an immiledliate price
reduction on motor vehicles, part icularly inl light of the statemlenit I
have. juist nadle. The reduction would amioutnt oni the average. to $200
per~ vehicle. This. in turn, would affect. both niew anid used vehicles and
wouIlfd have an impact. onl the cost of living at onc~e.

The cost, of living reduction would result f roi thie fact of thie price
reduction itself. But the, real impact of this lies inl thie fact, thlat thec
price reduction as a result, of the elasticity of demand. wNould result inl
the sale of some 600,000 additional aiitonloliles perm annumn, we esti-
m1ate, and this, in turn, would result in somle 150,000 new jobs.
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These 150,000 new jobs, further, would develop in substantial part
in those hardgoods cities wh iceli. presently are feeling substantial 1Un-
employment and increased welfare costs.

Now, repecal of the excise tax will rcmiovc the dollar tax disadvantage
that is now borne by American cars. While the percentage is the same,,
the cost differential of the foreign car versus the American car, m-eans
that the tax on the foreign car really amounts to $100, while, on the

aveag, te axon the Amica cr amounts to $200. ThusteA ri
can car would be advantaged, and we think that more of the American
product would be sold. We think we see some evidences of this nowv in
the marketplace.

The result of this, of course, is that there would be some contribution
to an improvement in the balance of trade.

Now, we think that these several economic factors are very substani-
tial1 that they would have, as I have already indicated, an immediate
and substantial effect upon the economy; that they would create jobs-
the repeal of these two taxes would create jobs; that they would create
those jobs in areas of the country where they are needed m-ost; and thiat
this would serve as a substantial boost to the economy anid would help,
to reduce the balance-of -payments deficit.

But apart from these economic gains, we see certain social gains.
Thus, the sale of 600,000 additional. new vehicles, all of them equipped,
with current safety devices and emissions control devices would mean
the displacement of some 450,000 vehicles that are probably around
10 years ol(1 and which, in substantial part, have none of the safety
or emission control devices whichi the industry hias been iincreasinglv
putting on these vehicles since atpproximaii~tely 1962.

Now, the effect of this on safety, and the'effect of it upon emissions
would be very substantial indeed; and I amn prepared, if you wish,
to quote those figures in this oral statement although they are con-
tained in my prepared statement.

I should like to anticipate here a, question that was raised in the
House and that, is whether 600,000 additional vehicles would pre eiit,
somne Lurther burden on our streets and highways and in our cit~ies.

I would like to reemphasize that in the retirement of the 450,000
vehicles to which I hiave just addressed myself, that we then come
out, of course, with a, net increase of some 150,000 vehicles in the
car population, not the 600,000 that would appear to be the case on
first glance.

So that apart from the several economic gains, the several imi-
portant and significant economic reasons why we urgye your favorable
consideration of this repeal. We have these significant social reasons
in which we have a great interest, too.

This concludes my statement.
The ChAIR-MAN. Let me ask this, Mr. Krenil: You are here speaking

for the Autom-obile Maimf fact urers A ssoc i t ion ?
Mr. IEML. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you speaking entirely for American mamifac-

turers or are you speaking for foreign producers as weoll?
Mr. 1(wmuf[. No, sir; I am speaking for American inanufacturers.

They are the only members of our association. We have no foreign
members.
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The CRAIRMAN. All right. I come f rom a State that does not produce
:any automobiles. About the best we can do is sell you a few batteries
to 1)ut in some cars or some gas to put in the tank. I -have been listening
to this argument and I may wlnllup going with the suggestion that
we take this tax off these automobiles.

Now, if we do and the -argument there is to provide, more jobs, I
can't see how that benefits a State l ike mine that doesni t produce auto-
mnobiles. All we can sell is gasolie, or some cotton to put in the cushion.

But I don't see where it is going to benefit this country to take, the
tax off those foreign automobiles.

Now, Arthur Sumimerfleld testified here that we need more than
that 10-percent surtax. As a matter of fact, applied to f oreign auto-
mnobiles it wasn't a 10-percent surtax anyway; it was only 0.5 percent

because the President couldn't go beyond the authority that was
already in the act Whicli was a 10-percent, tariff, so it wasn't a 10-
percent surtax he put on automobiles, it was a 0.5 percent.

Some of us want to thin down some of the benefits in here that
tend to benefit management and try to put some of that to where it
can benefit, some low-incomne taxpayers or consumers and it looks to
uts thioughi as if there is one poiinL here where, we can save the Govern-
ment sonic revenue and help Amnericans with some jobs at the same
time by sa-ving almost $400 million on those foreign produced auto-
mnobiles. z

Can youi see where it benefits the American worker or the Amer-
ican automobile producer to take, the tax off the foreign produced
automobiles?

Mr. Kum,,-,N. Sir, we have, not-I am sorry to say to you-we have
not taken a position on that mi-atter; and I am not prep ared to take
a, position on it here today. I have no wish to be e-vagive, but this is
simply the position in whiichi I find myself and I nmst be completely
forthliril)t, and so indicate to you.

The CARA.If I were you, I would be sort of afraid to rock
the boat, too; but f romi where I amn sitting I don't see that we are
doing anything wvitli that $400 million tax loss to help the fellow in
Germany or Japan to take the job awyfrom an Amer'ican worker
or f rom an Amei~ican businessman.

I aim not against those, people but all. things being equal if you
can't put your plant in Louisiana, I am still happy to see you put
your plant, somewhere in America.

Mr. KRE3ML. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRM3AN. And off hand, I would think that you night be

needng hatdiferetial to stay in business over a period of time.
If we are going to sav-e, -on, I think we bad better save. yon now rather
than -postpone, that to some point further down the road.

Mr. KRM.Yes.
The CHAIRAMAN. Thank you very much.
M~r. Krr,-mr. You1 are, welcomea; thiank you.

Senaor BNNET. Mr ChIan, 1 think we. should have those
letters in our file to -\ichl the witness referred, those letters indicat-
ing the passing on.

Mr. l~m~i.We wouid be glad to do that.
(Responses received by the committee, follow)



1Foan 'MOTOR ('0,
W11ashington, D.C., October 19, 1971.

li-on. RUSSELL B. LONG.
Sena te Committee on Finanfce,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DJEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : During the appearance of Mr. Franklin 'M. Kreinl, Presi-
dlent, of Automobile Maniufacturers Association, Inc., onl October 15, 1971, a re-
quest was mad~e th-it each of the auto companies advise the Committee, in writing,
as to the actions i, would take in the event, the auto excise tax were eliminated.
In the absence 11(3111 the country of Mr. Henry Ford 11, our Board Chairman,
and ,Mr. Lee A. Iacocca, our President, I ami pleased to respond to this request.

If the present excise tax onl automobiles and trucks, up to 10,000 lbs. GVW, is
repealedl, Ford Motor Company prices to our dealers will be reduced immediately
by the full amount of the present tax. The suggested retail price shown onl the
price label will also be lowered1 ly the same amount. You realize, of course, that-
the company has no authority to determine any dealer's subsequent action in this
matter, but we have no doubt that competitive factors alone are sufficient to
insure that our dealers will pass this reduction onl to their customers.

We wvill lbe pleased to provide any adlditional information that might be nelpful
in your deliberations on the excise tax matter.

,Sincerely,
R. W. MARKLEY, Jr.

GENERAL MOTORS CORP.,
New York, N.Y., October 21, 1971.

Hon. Ilussi;iLL B. LONG,
Chairman, Sena te Commiittee on Fivn ce,
U.S. Senate, W~ashington, D.C.

DEAR 'SENATOR LONG: In eomimection with your Com mit tee's consideration of
the ] 'resident's proposal to repJeal thle excise tax onl motor vehicles, I want to
state categorically-as I previously stated to the House Committee onl Ways and
'Means--that General Motors, would pass 011 the full amount of the tax, if it
were repealed, as a reduction in the-, prices charged] to its dealers.

'The suggested retail price shown on the vehicle price sticker would also be
redIuced if the excise tax were repealed. In addition, General Motors will refund
the full amount of the excise tax reduction directly to purchasers who take
delivery of a new Gcenerial Motors car between August 15, 1971, and the late the
tax is repealed. The record will show that we have followed this policy when
excise tax changes were made in the past.

As you know, the,, price at which the new car is sold to the ultimate customer
is one agreed to by the dealer and the customer. This is a transaction to which
the manufacturer is not a party. However, whilc I cannot speak for General.
Motors dealers, I think there is every reason to expect that the s avings which
the manufacturer passes on to the dealer would be reflected in the transaction
between the dealer and his customer.

Favorable Congressional action on the President's proposal to repeal tile tax on
motor vehicles will help to contain inflation, stimulate enloymenlt, improve tile
competitive p~ositioni of American-made cars, anid finally end tile tax diM'Crini-
nation against car buyers. All segments of the population wvill beneft from sumch
action as the effect of the reduction would be felt onl both new and used cars.
Finally, by encouraging the purchase of vehicles equipped with the most mnoderni
safety and environmental controls, anl important contribution would be made,
toward reaching our national goals in these areas.

Sincerely,
J. M. RocnnI.

CHRYSLER CORP.,
Detroit, Mich., October 20, 1971.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Coinmit tee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I wish to take this opportunity to urge favorable action
on the President's proposal for repeal of the Federal excise tax onl a utomotive
products wvhich your Committee has under consi dera ti-n. In support of the Presi-
dent's proposal1, we have already agreed to pass5 on to our dealers' customers with
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respect to cars already sold before Such repeal the benefit of anty retroactive re-
funds of the excise tax which Congress authorizes.

Moreover, we wish to assure you that with respect to cars sold after repeal oulr
charge to the dealer will ibe reduced commnensurate with such net re-duction as
Chrysler Corporation may realize in its cost as a result of the repeal. In addition.
Chrysler Corporation will reflect this reduction in the manufacturer's suigge~sted
retail price label affixed to each car for the consumer's guidlanee as required by the
M1onroney Act.

Sincerely,
LYNN A. TowNsFx.N.

AMERICAN MOTORS CORP.,
Detroit, Mtich., October 19, 1971.

Hon. RuSELL B. LONG,
U.S5. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEARi SENATOR LONG: American Motors Corporation has publicly endorsed and
supported the President's actions to stabilize the nation's economy.

Now, as the Senate considers the proposal to repeal the Federal excise tax on
passenger cars and light duty trucks, we once again pledge that our prices will be
reduced to reflect the full benefits of any excise tax repeal.

We also pledge that any floor stock and consumer refunds that may be pro-
vided by the legislation will be passed on to our dealers and consumers. In this
regard, we wish to point out that as evidence of our cooperation with, and re-
liance on, the President's emergency program proposals, American Motors Cor-
poration on August 18 began refunding to ultimate purchasers of its 1971 models
the full amount of the excise tax.

We firmly believe the full repeal of this arbitrary and discriminatory tax at
this time will prove to be a major stimulus in achieving- the objectives started in
the President's program, and we sincerely request your cooperation and support
toward repeal.

Sincerely,
AMERICAN MOTORS CORP.,
Roy D. CHAPIN, Jr.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.,
Chicago, Ill., October 19, 1971.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I wish to assure you that International Harvester Com-
pany will reduce prices by the net amount of the Federal excise tax that Is re-
pealed on motor vehicles. Such reduction will be reflected In the suggested retail
selling prices of the vehicles included in the repeal. The prices of new vehicles
to dealers will correspondingly be reduced.

These prices will be reduced as of the date thie excise tax repeal is made effec-
tive. Refunds applicable to customers and to dealers for excise taxes paid In the
interim period will be made promptly.

Sincerely,
R. H. BuRNSIDE.

The CHAirMNAN. YeS; we are confident of your good faith in this
matter and we believe you can see to it that the dealer plays, his part;
but we would like to be sure that the manufacturer does his part to put
the pressure on the dealer because the larger the number of people you
are doing business with the harder it is to assure compliance. The mnan-
ufacturer can do some things that we here in the Congres3i can't see
to it-

Mr. IKimAIL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). That the dealer plIays his part. I know

a lot of dealers who would probably like to hedge on that a, little bit
if they could.
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Mr. Inimmi,. Sir, in that area I imust in lionesty say that the mlanu-
facturer will do his very best to assure that, but hie' must in substan-
tial part depend upon the operation of competitive forces at the comn-
munity level.

The CIIAUZMAN. Well, it would probably violate the antitrust, laws
for you to do everything that you would like to do to pass this savings
along, but maybe we ought to take a caref ul look at that to be sure you
do hiave the power to fulfill your commitment because we sure want
you to do it.

Mr. KREML. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson wants to ask you a question.
Mr. KREMXL. I beg your pardon, Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. You have a. membership here of the Automobile

Manufacturers Association. What firms are members of it, the Big
Four?

Mr. KRE3M. The lFord Motor Co., the General Motors Corp., Amner-
ican Motors, Chirysler, International Harvester, the White Motor Co.,
Diamond Reo Tr~uck, Inc., IDupiex Division of Warner & Swasey Co.,
,and the Checker Motors Co. This is our membership, sir.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
Trhe CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Kreml's prepared statement follo~i-s. A letter of Mr. C. B.

Hovard, chairman, taxation committee, Auitomiobile Mlammfact~u rers
Association, appears at page 901.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANKLIN 'M. KHIM. PaESIDJ:NT, AIJTOMIOP.TiJ
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am Franklin MN. Kreml, presi-
dent of the Automobile 'Manufacturers Association. I am appearing to support
repeal of the excise taxes on newv passenger cars and other light-duty vehicles
of 10,000 pounds gross vehicle weight or less, as provided inl Title IV, Section
401, of H.R. 10947-the "Revenue Act of 1971."

We are in complete accord with the statement made before the Committee by
John Connally, Secretary of the Treasury, concerning repeal of the automobile
and light truck excise tax. He said:

"The House adopted the President's recommendation for repeal of the 7 per-
cent automobile excise tax effective August 16, 1971, and also repeal of the 10
percent excise tax onl small truck,,-, effective September 23, 1971. These trucks.
primarily pick-up trucks, are extensively used for pleasure and recreational pur-
poses or are used by farmers and small businessmen, and to a very large extent
they are sold in direct competition with private automobiles. While the truck
tax goes to the H-ighway Trust Fund, the truck tax oil these Small trucks gen-
erates more tax than is appropriate in light of their cost responsibility for the
highway system. We endorse this additional action in the IHome bill."

Automotive excise tax repeal would have broad benefits-it would provide
direct tax relief to a large segment of the buying public, and in so doing, help
curb the inflationary spiral; it would assist in halting the spread of unemploy-
ment by putting people to work; it would aid in reducing our balance of pay-
ments deficit ; andl it w~old make a significant contribution toward meeting our
nation's environmental and vehicle safety goals.

Let, me briefly elaborate.

NON-INFLATIONARY TAX RELIEF

Onl September 16, I submitted to the I-ouse Ways and Means Commlittee the
written assurance's of the top officers of the principal (domestic vehicle mnanufac-
turers that their prices would be reduced to fully reflect the repeal of the excise
tax. 'Manufacturers have also pledged in their advertisements to refund the full
amount of the tax paid by car buyers on sales made since August 15. Similar
rebates can be expected onl purchases of light trucks made since September 22-
the effective repeal (late proposed for that class of vehicles.
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The buyer, therefore, will be the Immediate beneficiary of excise tax repeal.
The automobile and light truck, often used for the same purpose as a passenger
car, have become a necessity to most American families. And for most, the pur-
chase of a car or truck represents a major Investment. The repeal of automotive
excises would provide an immediate cost reduction to those millions of Ameni-
cans who each year made this -necessary Investment.

I stress the word Immediate. One of the prime factors to be considered In
weighing the merits of various forms of tax relief is the relative speed with
which their effects would be felt. The benefits of excise tax repeal would be
immediate, not gradual. New vehicle prices will drop the instant the tax Is re-
moved-providing vehicle buyers with an immediate and direct cost reduction.

The price reductions would not be inconsequential. Purchasers Of new vehicle S
can anticipate tax rebates ranging from $90-$125 for small cars, to over $800 for
larger vehicles. On the average, new passenger car and light-duty truck prices
would be reduced by about $200 per vehicle, thus also reducing the average
buyer's financing costs.

By immediately lowering the price of motor vehicles, which are key elements in
durable goods spending, removal of the excise tax will certainly have an almost
immediate deflationary effect. For example, when new car prices were reduced
in June of 1965, to reflect the 3 point reduction in the excise tax, there was both
an Immediate and a corresponding decrease In the new car price Index and,
within a few months, nearly a 3 point drop In the used car price Index. (Appen-
dix Exhibit I). With the elimination of the remaining 7 percent of the excise tax
we can expect a proportionately greater effect on the cost of living than In 1965
and one which would be even more significant In view of today's inflationary
pressures.

Used vehicle prices would also be reduced following the elimination of the
excise tax. Used vehicles compete with newv models in the market place and are
directly price competitive within a major part of the price spectrum. New and
used cars, for example, compete In substantial volume within the $2,000 to
$3,500 price range. (Appendix Exhibit 11). Even used cars selling In the $1,500 to
$2,000 bracket feel the competitive price pressure of new cars.

This means that all Income groups stand to benefit from the elimination of
the excise tax throughJ lower prices for both new and used cars. Over a fourth of
all newv cars produced are bought by families with Incomes under $1o,000. In
the case of used automobiles, over half of the purchase-s are ma.'te by families
with Incomes under $10,000. (Appendix Exhibit III).

Secretary Connally made this point In his testimony before this Committee on
October 7: "The distribution of automobile purchaseA Is roughly a constant pro-
portion of Income, so this reduction amounts to a fairly unf.forin benefit among all
income groups. While a higher proportion of used cars are purchased by lower
Income groups, the repeal of -the tax on new automobiles will result In a reduc-
tion In the price of used cars, so the lower Income groups Nill obtain proportional
benefits."

Certainly ending the excise tax would be a counter Inflationary move that
would stimulate the economy. Mr. Leonard WV. Woo',icock, president of the United
Auto Workers, remarked on this in July when hie said: "There is no doubt that
this tax has discriminated against the low and middle-income families, hurt the
economy, served as a deterrent to new ear sales and contributed to our rising
unemployment."

MORE SALES AND MORE JOn OPPORTUNITIES

The price reduction that would result f romi repeal of the excise tax will Increase
sales and, in turn, generate more Jobs.

Let me Illustrate.
The demand responsiveness of buyers to price changes In new cars has been

studied hy several notedI economists over the last 80 years or so.
Their findings showed that a decline of one percent in new car prices leads

to an Increase in demand ranging from 0.5 percent to 1.5 percent. A one to one
ratio, therefore, would appear conservative-for each one percent decline In
price, vehicle demand can be expected to Increase by one percent.

The present excise tax on new cars and light trucks amounts to about $200
per vehicle. Since the average retail price of both types of vehicle is about $3,500,
the $200 tax represents between 5 and 8 percent of the price paid by the average
buyer.
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Sales this year for passenger cars and light trucks are expected to total ap,
proximately 101/ million units. A 5 to 6 percent price reduction applied to a
10% million unit market would result in an additional demand for 600,000
passenger cars and light trucks.

These added sales will certainly generate more jobs. Analysis of Department
of Commerce Input-output data indicates that direct and Indirect employment
in the automotive Industry and related businesses now totals approximately 250
to 270 workers for each 1,000 vehicles produced, or 25,000 to 27,000 per every
100,000 vehicles.

Applying the lower figure of 25.000 workers per 100,000 vehicles. to the ex-
pected added sales volume of 600,000 units, results In an estimated total of
1.50,000 new jobs that would be created by repeal of the excise tax-not only
In the motor vehicle Industry, but in direct suppliers such as steel, glass and
copper, and in the many allied businesses that depend on motor vehicle
manufacturing.

A few figures Indicate how far-reaching the new employment Impact would
be. For example, some 20 percent of the steel; 65 percent of the rubber; 33 percent
of the zinc; and 10 percent of the aluminum consumed In this country is used
for automotive products. Almost one-half of all radios produced annually are
for automotive use, and nearly six million air conditioning units are manu-
factured for new automobiles and aftermarket installation. Obviously, added
vehicle sales will stimulate new job opportunities In all of the-se businesses.

But as important as new jobs are In and of themselves, the key fact Is that
a large part of this expanded job market will probably occur in many of our large
Industrial cities now reporting unemployment rates substantially higher than
the national average. And these are the areas where government programs have
been designed to provide job training for minority and underprivileged groups.
I emphasize that, unlike other tax actions, repeal of the new vehicle excise tax
would focus sharply on these urban areas of critical economic and social need.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS BENEFITS

While 'repeal of the excise tax would benefit both domestic and Imported
vehicles, the disproportionate dollar tax disadvantage borne by American built
ears would be eliminated and their competitive position vis-a-vis Imports would
be Improved. For example, on a typical Amierican-made 2-door Sedan in the
medium price range the excise tax amounts to $200 and over $300 on larger
cars. The excise tax on a typical small foreign Import Is about $100. The present
tax burden imposed on an American car is roughly two to three times that on
an Imported car, as reflected in the price to the buyer, and therefore makes
the American made vehicle less competitive. Steps, such as auto excise tax
repeal, which relieve this competitive disadvantage will obviously help to reduce
our balance of payments deficit.

ENVIRON MENT AND SAFETY BENEFITS

In addition to its favorable economic Impact, excise tax repeal has vitally
important environmet and safety benefits. Contrary to the concern that has
been expressed by some, the added salefi of 600,000 new vehicles expected to re-
sult from the repeal of the excise tax will not increase our nation's environ-
mental problems.

For one thing, 600,000 vehicles will not be added to our highways. Historical
evidence Indicates that for every 100 new cars sold, 75 older cars are scrapped.
Consequently, the net result of auto excise tax repeal would be the addition of
only 150,000 vehicles on the nation's roadways.

Secondly, and perhaps most Important, by lowering n~ew and used vehicle
prices, excise tax repeal would accelerate the substitution lby car buyers of new
vehicles for older vehicles lacking current safety and emission control equip-
nment, and for other vehicles which have not been adequately maintained. The
purchase of new vehicles with their advanced safety and emission equipment
is Impeded by the excise tax. Decisions to retire vehicles are, in a very large
part, determined by economic considera tions -by a weighing of the market value
of the older vehicles against the cost; of repeairs and the cost of another vehicle,
new or used. A decline In the price, as a consequence of this tax repeal would
accelerate scrappage and result in the more rapid substitution of newer for
older model vehicles. Thus, more rapid progress In meeting the nation's environ-
mental quality and safety goals would result.
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CONCLU SION

To spur employment, to contribute to the fight against inflation, to improve
the price competitiveness of vehiles produced by U.S. labor, and to reduce the
balance of payments deficit, repeal of the motor vehicle excise taxes-as pro-
vided in Title IV, Section 401 of the "Revenue Act of 1971"-can make a sub-
stantial and unique contribution to a growing and dynamic domestic economy.
We urge this Committee to give thoughtful consideration to the benefits of this
action at'tis time and urge Its approval.

We stand ready, of course, to supply the Committee with any further informa-
tion or evaluatilon It may wish and which we are in a position to provide.

APPENDIX EXHIBIT I

EFFECT OF 1985 AUTO EXCISE TAX REDUCTION
ON NEW AND USED CAR PRICES

BLS SEASONALLY ADJUSTED INDEXES, 1967 =100
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"Thus, the Full Amount of the Tax Cut Still is Being Passed
on by the Automobile Manufacturers as a Whole, and they Have
Reduced Prices Fractionally, in Addition."

"hus, New Car Dealers are Coiitinuing to Pass on the Full
Amount of the Federal Excise Tax Reduction and, in Addition,
they are Giving their Custome~rs the Bunofit of ja Fractional
Price Reduction by Manufaoturar-;."

Quote from Bureau of Labor Statistics, November 1965.
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APPENDIX EXHIBIT 11

1969 PASSENGER CAR UNIT VOLUMES
BY PURCHASE PRICE INTERVALS

Mlii Innm

$0-499 $500- $1000- $1500- $2000- $2500- $3000- $3500
999 1499 1999 2499 2999 3499 AND

OVER

Source: Based on Survey Research Center, University of
Michigan Data.

APPENDIX EXHIBIT Ill-NEWV AND USED CAR PURCHASES BY FAMILY INCOME GROUPS, 1969

New- Used- Total percent
pe rcent percent of new and usedAnnual family Income of total o0f total car purchases

Less than $3 000---------------------2 9 6I ,0 to $,9--------------------4 8 6
7500 to ,999 ------------------------------------------ 8 1462 13
10,000 to-$49---------------------- -------------------- 38 26 3115,000 or more ------------------------------------------ ... 34 21 26

Total-------------------------------------------- 100 100 100

Source: Survey Research Center, University of Michigan.

The CHAIRMAN. Is Dr. Pierre Rinf ret here?
Mr. Wni'wER, He is not here yet, Senator, but I believe we can ap-

pear; the rest of the panel is here.
The CHAII. IA N. Well, that is fine. In other words you have other

witnesses who are with him and who can represent him?
Mr. WH1ITTIER. Yes, we do, sir.
The CHAIIRMAN. I am very impressed by Dr. Rinfret's works be-

cause he seems to agree with some of the things I have been express-

MI111,10 a~i
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ing. The biggest complaint I have in government is that I don't have
more influence; and my second complaint is that the people who agree
with me don't have more influence. [Laughter.]

I know Dr. Rinf ret agreed with my analysis of these official for-
eigli trade statistics which, I think, Wvere deliberately published for
the purpose of misleading the American public. That is a matter that
has been of great concern to me and some members of this committee.

Suppose you go right ahead and make your presentation.

STATEMENT OF REV. W. SEAVEY JOYCE, S.I., MEMBER, CITIZENS
FOR A NEW PROSPERITY; PRESIDENT, BOSTON COLLEGE

Reverend JOYCE. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, my name is Seavey
Joyce and I am president of Boston College. I speak here today, how-
ever, on behalf of the Citizens for a New Prosperity. I am a member
of the executive committee of that group.

The citizens organization was formed out of the belief that this Na-
tion must control inflation, must create new jobs, must lower taxes,
must contain high prices must provide new incentives for expni- -

for if it does not the otier routes that the Nation may follow are it
danger to continued democracy.

The members of the committee may disagree on detail, but are united
in believing that no national economic program can work without the
support o f the citizens of this Nation. It provides a means for people
of al1 political Waths, of all walks of life, to channel effectively their
views, to demonstrate their backing of the economic blueprint presented
by the President and endorsed by the overwhelming majority of the
people of the country according to the polls.

Chairman of the group is Hobart Lewis, president of Reader~s
Digest. It includes three former secretaries of the Treasury-Robert
Anderson, Douglas Dillon, and Henry Fowler. Mr. Fowler is "Vice
Chairman of the group. Among its members are businessmen, large
and small, labor leaders, economists, consumers, veterans, educators,
charitable workers-a cross-section of the life and activities of this
Nation. I would like to submit for the record a list of its organizing
members, a list which is growing far beyond the numbers shown herv.

The committee is a nonpartisan private group. Committee members
come from almost every State and their numbers grow daily. The
panelists who testify here today reflect something of the cross-sectioni
of the American viewpoint that is the driving force of our Committe..

It is my pleasure to introduce the second member of our panel,
Mrs. Katherine Pearce from Fort Worth, Tex. A teacher for most
of her life, she is now head of the National Retired Teachers Assoei: 1-
tion, .a group 8 million strong.

STATEMENT OF MRS. KATHERINE PEARCE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, AN-D MEMBER, CITIZENS
FOR A NEW PROSPERITY, ACCOMPANIED BY CYRIL F. BRiCK-
FIELD, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, NRTA, WASHINGTON, D.0,

Mrs. PEARO. Mr. Chairman, as president of the National Retired
Teachers Association, I speak f or hundreds of thousands of retired
teachers throughout our Nation who support the goals of Citizens for
a, New Prosperity.
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As a founding member of the Citizens for a New Prospeity, I carn
say that this organization was established because we beieve chat
the far-reaching objectives of the President's new economic policies
are in the interest of all Americans. These are to stop inflation, (-A
create full employment, and to make American products and serx ices
competitive around the world.

The membership of the National Retired Teachers Association.
together with that of our sister organization, the American Assucis.-
tion of Retired Persons, have combined membership which is now in
excess of 3.3 million. These individuals represent a, lifetime of protiwl-
tive activity and have a vital stake in a strong economy.

As a representative of retired teachers whose earnings during their
working years were not high and who are now conf ronted with livii tiv
on low-fixed incomes, I can say that we have a deep and urgent concern
in the objectives of H.R. 10947.

While'much more needs to be done to attack the serious problems
besetting our own age group, paramount among which are the pro'o-
lems arising from inflationary trends, we nonetheless feel that 11L.1.
10947 is needed now.

Therefore, we feel that enactment of this legislation. together with
the tools available through the phase If program, will supply neiv
strength to the economy while holding down spiraling costs, prices, and
wages.

It is my privilege now to introduce Summer Whittier, who is th.,
executive director of the Citizens for a New Prosperity.

STATEMENT OF SUMNER WHITTIER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 01F
CITIZENS FOR A NEW PROSPERITY, ON BEHALF OF DR. PIERRE
A, RINFRET, VICE PRESIDENT-SECRETARY

Mr. WHIrrIER. Mr. Chairman, it is with deep regret that. Dr. Rinf retr
is not here, but I think I can summarize the position of the committee
I think he is on his way from the airport at the moment but I thinlih
this very distinguished and large committee does very much appreci-
ate the opportunity to appear here.

The committee heartily endorses and advocates the President's new
economic plan. I believe that the investment tax credit is desperately
needed if we are to create jobs and if we are to meet foreign competi-
tion. The consumer is beset on all sides by tax increases and by inflation.
There is substantial reason to believe that the consumer is not as well
off as general information would indicate and that tax cuts are needed
to stimulate consumption. We need, and I advocate, legislative change,,
which will stimulate investment and consumption simultaneously. If
we do this, I believe that we will work ourselves into full employment
and prosperity in 1972.

If we do not grant tax cuts to both the corporate and personal
sectors. then I despair about our economic outlook.

Our tax cut record: It is wvell worth the effort to briefly examine
our postwar economic history f rom the viewpointf of tax cuts.

In 1953 this country made its maximum dollar expenditure for the
defense budget as a result of the war in Korea. In 19,54 we spent $7.5
billion less for defense than we did in 1953. This was one of the pri-
mary contributing factors in the 1953-54 recession. In January 1954.
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Congress repealed the excess profits tax and lowered personal income
taxes by increasing personal deductions. In 1955 this country chalked
up economic record and made substantial economic progress

In 1961 this country began to recover from the 1960-61 recession.
Seen in the perspective of history, large increases in Federal spend-

ing did little to expand the economy in 1961. In 1962 Congress passed
the 7-percent investment tax credit. In 1964 Congress passed both
personal and corporate income tax cuts. There wa's great learned
debate at that time in which many tax cut opponents took the posi-
tion that (1) the tax cuts would probabl y be saved and not be spent;
(2) corporations would receive windfall profits and pass them on to
stockholders; and (3) increases in capital investment would destroy
jobs and create excessive unemployment.

In actual fact, the opposite happened. In terms of the national econ-
omy, the years 1961 to 1965 were good economic years. The gross
national product increased 5.6 percent a year in constant prices com-
pounded. Inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, was
contained to a rate of 1.3 percent a year compounded. Capital invest-
men,,t, -as measured by producers' durable goods in constant prices,
increased 11.9 percent a year. Employment in nonagricultural indus-
tries increased 1.545 million per year. The unemployment rate de-
clined from 6.7 percent in 1961 to 4.5 percent in 1965. heal disposable
income per capita increased 4 percent a year compounded. And,
finally, to complete the record, corporate profits after taxes increased
14.3 percent a year compounded.

It is fair to say that our postwar history indicates clearly that tax
cuts do stimulate economic activity and this activity, and the important
factor, this activity creates jobs.'When we combine tax cuts at both
the corporate and 'the personal level, we get our greatest impact: every-
body prospers, including the Federal Government. Not only are'there
corporate presidents and former Secretaries of the Treasury and other
to-p officials members of this committee but I think when Mrs. Pearce
spoke of the 3,300,000 retired people, it indicates that the people are
concerned. As a former Administrator of Veterans' Affairs, and I ap-
peared before the Senator and I know Senator Long's deep concern
and interest in the veterans of America, if the veterans return from
Vietnam you can set up all the committees of 100 looking for jobs for
them; the VA can have all its fine programs, but if there are no. jobs
then we have not given to that veteran the promise of this county
that he so richly deserves, so, it is essential to stimulate the economy.

In the core cities across America, in the rural areas that have been
deserted, it is virtually essential that we have a strong prosperity. The
best answers to the conditions in the ghetto are jobs for those human
beings there and in the rural areas. So these tax cuts and these, incen-
tives that you are considering in people terms, in human terms, are of
tremendous significance and importance.

For this Nation does face a great challengee. This economy faces t
this moment we believe on this committee one of its greatest challenges.
The Nation has cut back on our sending on defense and is going
through a conversion from war. We are faced with a lab-or force in-
crease of about 1.5 to 2 million people a year for~ whom we simply must,
find jobs.
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There is not a State, not a city, not an area that is not deeply con-
cerned. We have about 400,000 war veterans per year returning home
and looking for employment which -the Senator and I have, been con-
cerned about in times past. We are operatin g at 73 percent of our total
capacity in manufacturing industry. We Ii ave 6-percent unemploy-
ment.

W'e have at burgeoning Federal deficit. We have a serious balance-of-
payments problem. We have, unused gross national product capacity
of about 6 p~ercent. And of the 22 nations which comprise the OECD.
we have the lowest ratio of investment in machinery and equipment
to g ross; national product'.

Thiis country is in serious economic trouble, and we think that the
legislation that you are considering will be helpful in solving that;
problem.

We believe this country urgently needs the stimulation that will
most certainly arise from cutting corporate and personal taxes. This
alone will not solve all of our numerous and complex economic prob-
lems, the difficult kind of problems with which this distinguished
committee must constantly wrestle, but we have at far better chance
to obtain economic prosperity if these suggestions become law than
we do without them.

And if we achieve prosperity, and I think we will many of our
problems will resolve themselves. And many human beings will be
tremendously hielpf ul.

We are the major economic power in the world and prosperity at
home will help create prosperity and confidence elsewhere.

I heard the President talk the other night and hie said that if he
went to Moscow and hie can go to China and hie could speak from a
strong economy at home, he would be better able to represent this
Nation than if lie were in at weaker economy and he would be in a
weaker position.

Our free enterprise system must lead the way by restoring inceni-
tives to individuals andyisndustry and this committee and this Senate,
play a very great, part, in that.

For the committee Ithn oifrteoprutyohaea-
peared here, sir. thn yo foth opotiytohea-

(Dr. Rinfret's prepared statement follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. PI1ERRE A. IiINFRET, VICE -PRESIDENT/ SECRETARY,

CITIZENS FOR A NEW PROSPERITY, PRESIDENT, RINFRET-3osiToN ASSOCIATES, INC.,
NEW YORK

Introduction.-I am pleased to have been afforded tile opportunity to testify
before this distinguished Senate Committee on the legislative part of the Presi-
dlent's New Economic Program. I appear before you as a representative of
Citizens for A New Prosperity. The testimony which I am about to give 'ha's
been written by me and may or may not be endorsed by -all members of the
Committee.

Coflchi8ion.-The President's new economic plan. I believe that tile Investment
tax credit Is desperately needed if we are to create jobs and If we are to meet
foreign competition. Trhe consumer Is beset on all sides by tax Increases and by
Inflation. There Is substantial reason to believe that the consumer Is not as well
off as general Information would Indicate and that tax cuts are needed to
stimulate consumption. We need, and I advocate, legislative changes which will
stifliulate Investment and consumption simultaneously. If we do this, I believe
that we Will work ourselves Into full employment and prosperity In 1972. If we
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(10 not grant tax cuts to bothl the corporate and personal sectors, then I despair
about our economic outlook.

Our Pax' Cut Record.-It is well worth the effort to briefly examine our
postwar economic history f romn the viewpoint of tax cuts.

Ini 1953 this country made Its maximum dollar expenditure for the defense
budget as a result of the war Ii Korea. Ini 1954 wve spent $7.5 billion less for
defense than wve did Ii 1953. This was one of the primary contributing factors
Ii the 1953-1954 recession. Ini January 1954., Congress repealed the excess
profits tax and lowered personal. income taxes by Increasing personal deductions.
Ini 1955 this country chalked up economic records and made substantial economic
progress. Ini 19631 this country began to recover from the I90O-1961 recession.
Seen Ii the perspective of history, large Increases; i Federal spending did little
to expand the economy Ii 1901.- Ini 1962 Congress4 passed the 7 percent investment
tax credit. Ini 190 Congress passed both personal and corporate Income tax
cuts. I remember great learned debates at that time Ii which many tax cut
opponents took the position that (1) the tax cuts would probably be saved and
not be spent ; (2) corporations would receive windfall profits and pass them onl
to stockholders, and (3) increases Ii capital Investment would (destroy jobs and
create excessive, unemployment.

Ini actual fact, the opposite happened. I think it is fair to sayj that in terms of
our national cconoiny, the years 1961 to 1965 ivere golden economic years. We
did almost everything right.

Look back at our economic performances. The Gross National Product Ii-
creased 5.0 percent a year Ii constant prices compounded. Inflation, as measured
by the Consumer Price Index, w~as contained to a rate of 1.3 percent a year coml-
pounded. Capital investment, as measured by Producers' Durable Goods In con-
stant prices, increased 11.9 percent a year. Employment Ii nonagricultural Indus-
tries Increased 1.545 million per year. Tphe unemployment rate declined from
0.7 percent In 1901 to 4.5 percent 1mv 19*35. Real disposable Income per capita
Increased 4.0 percent a year compounded. And finally, to complete the record,
corporate profts after taxes increased 14.3 percent a year compounded.

It 18 fair to say that our postwar history indicates clearly that tax cuts8stimlu-
late economic activity and this act ivity creates jobs. When wve combine tax
cuts at both the corporate and the personal level, wve get our greatest Impact:
everybody prospers, including the Federal government.

The Challenges We Face: Trhis economy of ours faces almost unbelievable
challenge. We have cut back on our spending for defense aind are going through
a conversion from wvar. We are faced with a labor force increase, of about 1.5 to
2 million people a year for whomn we must find jobs. We have about 400 thou-
sand wvar veterans per year returning home and looking for employment. We
are operating at 73 percent of our total capacity in manufactur-ing Industry. We
have 0 percent uinmploymnent. We have a burgeoning F1ederal deficit. We have
a serious balance of payments problem. We have unused Gross, National Product
capacity of about 0 percent. And of the 22 nations which comprise the OECD,
wve have the lowest ratio of Investment Ii machinery and equipment to GrossA
National Product. This country is in serious economic trouble.

Suggestions: As somec of the dis ti ngui shed Senators of this Commnittee know,
I had the honor of testifying before the House Committee onl Ways and Means
concerning the President's legislative proposals. I repeat the suggestions which
I made before that Committee. They are as follows:

A. Suiggestions for, the investment tax ecdit:
l. The effective date of any investment tax credit should be April 1, 1971.
2. The rate of the investment tax credit should be set at 10 percent for the

period April 1, 1971 to December 31, 1972 and 7 percent thereafter.
3. Liberalized depreciation should not be allowed together with the use of the

Investment tax credit. Corporations should be given an either/or choice. If they
opt for the Investment credit, they cannot take liberalized depreciation, or vice
versa.

4. Small business (defined as any economic entity which Is not a subsidiary or
an affiliate of a larger economic entity, and whose aggregate annual average
employment of full and part-time workers Is 500 people or less) should he en-
titled to a 25 percent investment, tax credit.

5. Consider anl Investment tax credit for private research and development
expenditures. I would set the rate at the same level as for Investment In new
equipment.
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6. Consider the adoption of an American counterpart to the _Swedishinet
ment reserve systems. This would permit the U..S. Treasury or some other duly
designated authority to regulate the use of Investment tax credit funds so as to
moderate the extremes of the Investment cycle.

B. Suggestion8 for Personal Income Tax Reduction8
1. Rescind the 7 percent auto excise tax.
2. Increase the minimum standard deduction for all taxpayers from the

present level of $1,000 to $1,500. This would benefit low-income groups primarily
and cost about the same amount as accelerating the personal exemption, I.e.,
about $2 billion.

3. Make the Increase in standard deductions retroactive to July 1, 1971 in
order to take into account the fact that Treasury withholding tables appear
Inadequate for most taxpayers In 1971.

Summary. I believe this country urgently needs the stimulation that will most
certainly arise from cutting corporate and personal taxes. I know that this
alone will not solve our numerous and complex economic problems. But this I
believe: we have a far better chance to obtain economic prosperity if these sug-
gestions become law than we do without them. And If we achieve prosperity,
and I think we will, many of our problems will resolve themselves. Let's face
up to one fact: we are the major economic power In the world and prosperity
at home will 'help create prosperity and confidence elsewhere. Our free enter-
prise system must lead the way by restoring Incentives to Individuals and
Industry.

I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much sir.
I have a publication, I -believe Dr. Rin&re mailed this to aill those

who were subscribers to Rinfret-lBoston Associates. If there is no
objection I would like to put in in the record. He says he agrees the
offcial trade statistics are misleading to the effect of about $5.5 bil-
lion a year and have been that way for the last 10 years. It would
lead us to believe wve had a big surplus during all that time and, as
a matter of fact, we have been having a tremendous deficit in foreign
trade, losing money rather than making money.

The do that by leaving the freight off tile cost of imports and
by ading in the giveaways as thought they were the same as commner-
cial exports.

By adding these two items, you see, we had a big deficit in our
balance of payments 0on the trade item alone for the past 5 years
where for many years the Department of State has been successful
in deceiving the Amnericaii people by these quarterly good news an-
nouncements to the effect that we had a big surplus when as, a practi-
cal matter we had aWi loss.

Of course, it got so ad that this year, even with the books weighted
$5 billion plus in a completely misleading fashion, we still had a.
deficit.

So, Dr. Rinf ret has been one of those sufficiently knowledgeable and
sophisticated to understand and point that matter out.

MaylI say that yesterday some of us went down to the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund to discuss this problem with Dr. Schweitzer
and others there. I run pleased to say nobody down there is misled
about this matter. It appears that this matter is only something to'
deceive the American peoplIe, that all of our trading partners abroad
understand what the problem is just as a majority of us on this com-
mittee understand it.

I would like to ask that it be printed in the record.
(The material referred to follows:)
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RiNFRET BOSTON ASSOCIATES, INC., INTERNATIONAL ECO ,NMICS, NEW BlOP
STATISTICS, CONFIDENTIAL, JUNE 17, 1971

1. On page 2 of this Study you wvill find some new statistics on the balance of
payments (BOP) position of the United States. These are official statistics of the
U.S. Department of Commerce. They reveal a point that we have been making
for several years, to wit: the U.S. has had a commercial trade deficit for some
time.

The story behind these carefully concealed statistics Is rather amazing. Here
Is that story as told by Senator Long. The transcript of his remarks Is taken from
the Congressional Record. What follows speaks for itself.

"Mr. President, several years ago, my late beloved colleague Everett McKinley
Dlrksen and I brought out the fact that our foreign trade statistics are fraudulent
and misleading. In 1966, the Committee on Finance held a hearing on the subject,
and the facts developed at this hearing substantiated our contention. Ever since
the death of Senator Dirksen, I have been trying to get the Commerce Department
to publishi more accurate trade statistics to show our true international comnpeti-
tive position. At numerous hearings, I have brouglit this subject uip to the Secre-
taries of Commerce and Treasury and to other officials.

"These top officials understood the problem and agreed that the present
Statistics are misleading. However, the entrenched, faceless bureaucrats In the
Federal Government who maintain their status throughout every Administra-
tion, Republican or Democrat, have fought the presentation of accurate trade
statistics In every way they could.

"Finally, after much agonizing and dilly-dallying the Commerce Department
agreed to publish, on a quarterly basis, statistics which would break out those
exports financed under our giveaway foreign aid programs from private com-
mnercial exports, and to add a factor to our Imports showing the cost of Insurance
and freight. However, as time passed, It was clear that this quarterly publication
was completely Inadequate. In the meantime, the Government's monthly trade
statistics were published proclaiming our foreign trade position to be In rosy
surplus. The truth Is that we have had actual deficits In our foreign trade position
ever since 1968 as table I shown below indicates, which I ask unanimous consent
to have printed In the Record."

The table was ordered to be printed Ii the Record as follows:

U.S. TRADE BALANCE 1960-70

(in billions of dollarsi

AID
and Public Total exports

Law 480, less AID and
Government- Public Law

Total Total financed 480, financed Total Merchandise
exports, f.o.b. imports, f.o.b. Trade balance exports exports imports, .. 1 trade balance

(A) (B) (C.=A-B) (D) (E=A-D) (F) (G=E-F)

1970.-. 42.7 40.0 +2.7 1.9 40.8 44.0 -3.2
90--_ 37.3 36.1 +1.2 2.0 35.3 39.7 -4.4

1968 ..... 34.1 33.2 +.9 2.2 31.8 36.5 -4.7
1967... 31.0 26.9 +4.1 2.5 28.5 29.6 -1I
i966..... 29.5 25.6 +3.9 2.5 27.0 28.2 -1.
j965... 26.8 21.4 +5.4 2.5 24.3 23.5 8

96._ 22.5 17.2 +5.3 2.6 19.9 18.9 +1.0
1962... 21.0 16.5 +4.5 2.3 18.7 18.2 .
1961 .... 20.2 14.8 +5.4 1, 9 18.3 16.3 +2.0
196k ... 19.6 15.1 +4.5 1.7 17.9 16.6 +1.3

CIF imports are assumed to be 10 percent higher in value than f.o.b. imports In accordance with Tariff Commission
study.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

What follows amre excerpts from Senator Long's extended discussion -of the
statistical problem. We have excerpted only because of space limitations. The
full text Is available to you If you so desire.

"After many meinbers of the Finance Committee and the Ways and Means
Committee made It abundantly clear to the Secretary of Commerce that the two
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responsible committees of Congress were unsatisfied with the misleading -trade
statistics propagated on the American public by the Commerce Department, the
Secretary of Commerce took the matter up with the President of the United
States. This Is stated In the Secretary's memorandum of December 17 ...

"According to the Secretary's memorandum, the President directed the Secre-
tary to implement the proposal. I repeat, the President of the United States di-
rected the Secretary of Commerce to publish accurate Import statistics. The
memorandum states: 'I discussed this proposal with the President, and hie di-
rected me to Implement It.'

"Mr. President, a most extraordinary thing has occurred. Those nameless and
faceless bureaucrats In the Federal Government have told the President to go
fly a kite; hie Is wrong.

"I shall ask to place In the Record -a most extraordinary report f rom Mr. Shultz
to Secretary Stans which states that 'A great majority of participants In the
Interagency Committee on Foreign Trade Statistics expressed the view that it
would be Inadvisable for both statistical and conceptual reasons to calculate
and publish prominently such a series on a regular basis.'

"Iii other words, Mr. President, thbese bureaucrats are afraid of showing the
American people time true facts with respect to our foreign trade position. It Is in-
credible to me that the President of the United States cannot get foreign trade
statistics published the way hie and the Congress wants them published...

"It Is time for American people to know the truth about our International bal-
amce-of-trade and bal-ance-of-paymients positions and the consequences that will
occur if wve (d0 not solve them on our terms . .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
That concludes this morning's hearing and we will meet again at

10 o'clock onl Monday.
(Whereupon, at 12 :15 p.m., the hearing was'adjourned, to reconvene

at 10,a.m., Monday, October 18, 1971.)



THE REVENUE ACT OF 1971

MONDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1971

U3.S. SENATE,
CommirEE oN FINANCE,

Was hi'ngton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a,.m. in room 2221,

New Senate Office Buiki ing, Senator Russell B. Long (the chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Nelbon, Bennett,
Curtis, Jorcian of Idaho, a~nd Fannin.

The CHAIRIUAN. This hearing wvill wome to order. The first witness
this morning will be Hon. Edward W. Brooke, U.S. Senator from
Massachusetts. We are pleased to have you this morning, Senator
Brooke.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD W. BROOKE) A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS, ACCOMPANIED BY PROF. B. F.
ROBERTS, DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA ECONOMIC FORECASTING
PROJECT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

Senator BROOKE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to testify before this distinguished

committee today in support of 5. 2682, the "Employment Incentive
Act of 1971," which Senator Javits and I, and 10 other Senators
introduced on October 1, 1971. I am joined by Prof. B. F. Ro~berts,
director of the California economic forecasting project of the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, wAho will comment briefly on the
technical aspects of this proposal and answer any questions which
you mig ht have.

Professor Roberts is uniquely qualified to be here today inasmuch
as he and his colleagues at Berkeley have studied the potential of
an employmentt tax credit" as an instrument for increasing employ-
merit and dampening inflationary pressures, as well as President
Nixon's tax proposals which are designed to 'achieve, the same goal.
His comments, therefore, are most relevant to this committee's
deliberations.

The employment tax credit proposal contained in S. 2632 would
amend the Internal Revenue Cod of 1954 to provide a direct tax
incentive to every business in America to expand its workforce. In
doing so, it is designed to produce more jobs, in less time and at a
lower cost to the American taxpayer than any of the proposals cur-
rently before you.

(597)
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.Under this bill, any employer who hires additional employees dur-
ing the taxable years beginning in 1972 or 1973 would be eligible
for a tax credit in the amount of approximately $1,000 for each new
employee. For example, if an employer hired one additional worker
during 1972 at $5,000 per year, he would be entitled to a tax credit' ir
an amount up to $1,000-or 20 percent of the worker's salary. How-
ever, the employer would not receive any credit for merely paying
overtime to existing employees.

It is estimated that this new tax credit would result in approxi-
mnately 500,000 new jobs in the first year of operation. Professor
Roberts and his colleagues have concluded that if anl employment tax
credit similar to that contained in S. 2632 were used as a supplement
to President Nixon's tax proposals, employment would increase by
1.9 million workers by the fourth quarter of 1972.

While we have already begun to see considerable progress in the
fight against inflation, the fact remains that over 5 mill ion American
workers, or 6 percent of our civilian labor force, are presently un-
employed. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, over 2 million
additional jobs wil have, to be created during the coming year to
reach 4 percent unemployment by the end of 1972.

Thus, unless the employment tax credit proposal before you-or
some similar job producing measure-is adopted, we will fall short
of the goal of providing a decent job for every American who is
willing and able to work. It is diffcult to explain to able-bodied
defense and aerospace workers, to miinorlity group workers and
others-who are ready and willing to work-that jobs simply are not
available. B3y enacting the emp loyment tax credit, we would have
made substantial progress in bringing unemployment within tolerable
limits.

When President Nixon announced this "new economic policy" to
the Nationi onl August 15, lie stressed the need to create more and
better jobs and outlined a number of proposals including the job
development credit which are designed to achieve this result. The
employment tax credit is designed to con-Aplement these proposals aiid
provide a much-needed fiscal tool to deal more precisely with the
problem of periodic unemployment. This proposal would create addi-
tional employment not olfy in capital intensive industries, but also in
service industries which would not benefit from the President's job
development credit.

In tis respect, it is interesting to note that recent surveys of busi-
nuess leaders indicate that the job development credit-or the invest-
ment tax credit, as it is commnonly known-is more likely to increase
corporate profits than to create additional jobs for unemployed work-
ers during the coming- year. Most businesses stand to reat substantial
profits if it is applied to equipment whil-i has alrad been ordered
or to machinery that would" have been ordered even if the tax credit
had not been announced.

Although the job development credit has been almost universally
welcomed by business leaders, its impact onl capital spending p~lamns
will be reduced substantially because of excess plamit capacity and time
long leadtimes involved with. time purchase of capital goods. Most
companies that participated in a recent New York Times survey
indicated that they will replace machinery and equipment at about
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the same rate they had planned before the President's announcement
last month. Consumers spending and the prevailing level of economic
activity were generally considered to be more important in deter-
mining caital spending requirements than the job development credit.

Wit ithe exception of the railroad industry most companies sur-
veyed indicated that their capital spending requirements were al-
read in p ace and that there was little likelihood of disturbing them.
Other industries clearly do not stand to benefit from the job develop-
ment credit because they are not capital intensive industries.

Fiscal stimuli of this nature do not go to the heart of the problem-
that is, creating more jobs at a time when the problem of unemploy-
ment is most acute-because of the "trickle down" c,,ffect. Specifically,
the job development credit is primarily designed to provide an incen-
tive to businessmen to modernize capital facilities; but it will pro-
vide jobs only indirectly and mostly in capital goods industries.

Owing to the fact that almost half of American business is rep-
resented by service-oriented-as opposed to manufacturing-idu,3-
tries, a large sector of our economy will not be directly influx enced by
this fiscal policy tool. This is not to say that employment will not
be stimulated by a means of the job development credit in the long
run; however, our immediate needs will not be met unless more is
done.

Senate bill 2632, on the other hand, would provide a direct incen-
tive for all employers-in caital intensive as well as service indus-
tries-to expand their work forces now. It would not depend on the
acquisition of capital goods, and in doing so, would benefit all indus-
tries, including those service industries which do not acquire capital
equipment. Thlus a new fiscal policy tool would be created to com-
plement, not replace, the job development credit proposed by Presi-
dent Nixon.

While there are further refinements to this concept which might be
adopted to obtain maximum flexibility, I will refrain from discussing
these suggestions because of the committee's heavy schedule today.
I referred to these refinements in my remarks on the Senate floor when
S. 2632 was introduced and they are described further in Professor
Roberts' working paper which was inserted in the Congressional
Record at that time.

In summary, I urge the distinguished members of this commit-
tee to carefully consider adopting the employment tax credit proposals
before yu for three reasons:

First it produces more jobs at lower costs to the American taxpayer
than the other proposals before you.

Second, it will have a direct and immediate impact on our economy.
Third, its impact is not dependent on the acquisition of capital

goods and therefore it reaches service industries which are not affected
by the job development credit.

The present high level of unemployment cannot be tolerated. Not
only does it represent a waste of valuable resources-both in eco-
nomic and human terms-but it also constitutes a drain on the Amer-
ican spirit which cannot be permitted at this or any other time.

Because excess plant and equipment capacity exists in many in-
dustries and because of the leadtmme involved with capital expendi.
tures, it is imperative that we consider proposals in addition to the
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job development credit which arc more precisely designed to elim-
inate unemployment today rather than waiting until the problem
takes care of itself.

The cost of failing to act can be seen, in the faces of unemployed
workers throughout the country. We canl and must act to address this
problem.

With the committee's permissioni I would like to have Professor
Roberts make some brief comments on the employment tax credit
proposal and the findings which hie and his colleagues ait Berkeley
have reached, using anl econometric model.

Following his remarks, any questions of a technical nature canl be
addressed to Professor Roberts.

Tjhanik you.
Professor Roberts.
Professor ROBERTS. Mr. Chairmani, I aum pleased to testify before

this disti gishiec committee today inl support of Senate bill 2632,
"The Employment Incentive Act of 1971." I hope to bring to the at-
tention of this committee the implications of this bill whi make it
uniquely appropriate as a supplement to the Presidlent's new economic
program toward the goal 6f atnaccept able reduction inl unemployment.

In the current economic situation, the employment tax credit instrui-
ment contained inl this b)ill could sinificantly stimulate employment
and production, increase both labor income -and profits, reduce, the
Federal deficit, and diiniish underlying inflationary pressures. My
preliminary estimates indicate that this bill, as a siippl emnen to the
President's new economic program, could, by the fourth quarter of
1972, increase employment by 520,000 workers, GXNP by $22 billion,
wages by $17 billion, and profits by $4.4 billion; and reduce the unem-
ployment rate by 0.6 percent, and( the Federal deficit by $4.7 billion
more than canl be expected from the President's program alone. In ad-
dition, the use of the employment tax credit to complement and reini-
force other stabilization instruments canl increase the possibilities for
early removal of the wage/price controls.

To understand how the employment tax credit would accomplish
all this, consider hlow the implications of the employment tax credit
relate to and supplement those of the conventional stabilization inistru-
ments currently in use. Stabilization policy in the United States is
almost exclusively associated with the regulations of aggregate demand.
While the goals of stabilization often p~ertain to prices aind employ-
mnent, the conventional monetary and fiscal instruments operate
through aggregate demand and only indirectly affect prices and
empinloymnent.

Cilrtainily, the regulation of 'aggregate demand is a crucial element
for stabilization, but it is not suifficient for simultaneous maintenance
of price stability and the full utilization of labor resource-s. Recent
experience even suggests that attempts to affect prices and emnploymlent
through demand manipulation canl actually result inl deterioration of
the trade-off between price inflation and unemployment that canl be
achieved with the conventional monetary and fiscal instruments. Too
much has been expected from these instruments. Other instruments
which canl selectively operate directly onl prices or directly onl emiploy-
ment must be applied to complement the conventional ones, if the dual
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goals of price stability and full employment are to be achieved. Reali-
zation of this point most likely provided some of the motivation for
abandonment of the President's old economic game plan and adoption
of the new economic program including the current wage/price freeze
and phase 11 controls.

The President's new economic program, with its price control provi-
sions, has the potential of directly and effectively restraining actual
price increases. These controls coupled with the President's fiscal pro-
gram could break the spiral of inflationary expectations and also avoid
contributing to the underlying but masked inflationary pressures,
However, the President's program does not promise adequate relief
from unemployment. Of course, there are many unknowns about tho
program at this date, but on the basis of H.R. 10947 it is most unlikely,
that the employment rate will 'be below 5 percent by the end of 1972.
To reach even this level would require a substantial reduction in the
consumer savings rate and increases in consumption expenditures cou-
pled with increased business investment. Business investment, how-
over, will probably follow the lead of consumer expenditures and the
savings rate. The savings rate is not likely to drop much below the 8
percent level while the uncertainties of a 6 percent unemployment
situation persist and all this implies that the key to broad expansion
may well ne increased employment. A reasonable and often cited un-
employment rate figure for the President's program is 5.2 percent by
the endI of 1972.

Attempts to increase the short-runi employment potential of the
President's program with the conventional demand stimulating de-
vices will encounter the problem of increasing underlying inflationary
pressures and will reduce the chances for an early removal of the
direct price controls. On the other hand, direct employment stimula-
tion with the employment tax credit of the Employment Incentive
Act offers the possibility of immediately increasing employment with-
out contributing to inflationary pressures. In addition, the indirect
effects of the em ployinent tax credit should enhance the overall poten-
ti al of the President's program. In fact, I will conj ecture. that thle em-
ploymnent tax credit during 1972 would stimulate more investment
than the investment tax credit. Increased employment, capacity utili-
zattion, income and consumer spending would increase the profitability
of new capital and thus iniduce investment.

The employment ta~x Credit is a direct cost-reducing inducement for
expanding employment and differs substantially from demand regu-
ating instruments in its impact. 'Its basic concept is symmetric with

that of the demand regulating ilivestmeuit tax credit but its impact is
quite different. Since thle employment tax credit is tied directly to
labor, a primary factor of Iproduction, it is a supply regulating instru-
ment. It directly induces the expansion of employment and corre-
spondingly, the'aggregate supply of goods and services. The direct
supply stimulating character of thie employment tax credit offers sig-
nificant. possibilities for the promotion of noninflationary economic
expansion.

The basic, concept of the employment tax credit can be operationally
structured in numerous ways. Under the provisions of the E mploy-
mient Incentive Act., the tax credit is tied to additional man-days at a,

68-333 0 - 71 - pt. 2 - 14
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flat rate for a fixed period of time. An automatic stabilizing version
tied to wages has been suggested by Richard Thunen and me which
might be considered for increasi ng the flexibility and refining the. per-
formance of the Employment Incentive Act version. Suchi modi fica-
tion, however, is a matter of detail and is of secondary importance to
*lie basic concept. I respectfully urge, therefore. that the distinguished
members of this committee give careful consideration to the adoption
of the Employment Incentive Act.

I want to mention in concluding that our work at the U~niversity of
California in estimating the impact of alternate versions of the em.-
ployment tax credit is continuing, and we hope to offer additional
analyses and esti mates in the nearI f uture. We are currently modifyIng
the model to more accurately build-in alternative tax Structures, and
I would be glad to develop estimates of any versions of interest to this
committee.

The CHAIRMNAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator FANNIN, Mr. Chairman.
.,hIe CHAIRMNAN. May I say that we are all rather limiting ourselves

and oin interrogating witnesses because we have a long list we want
to have here today.

Senator FANNIN. If you don't want us to-
TIhe CHAIRMIAN. That is all right.
Senator FANNIN. Dr. Roberts, what is the percentage of overtime

paid in this country today?
You refer in the Senator's testimony, and you substantiate it, you

are talking about whether or not anl employee will be paid overtime
by the existing emiployer but not receive any credit for overtime to
the existing employees, is one of the statements made, and I am assum-
Ing some of this information has been obtained from you.

Aire we talking about replacing overtime? After all we have to
have more sales and demands if we are going to have more employees.

The question I have is how do you expect the companies to need more
employees unless they have additional sales or additional work?

Dr. ROBERTS. InI the first part of your question I don't have the
figures with mne as to what the percentage is of overtime but the point
of this program is that by putting additional people to work produc-
tively they will increase production, they will be paid additional wages
and salaries which in turn will stimulate demand.

Senator FANNIN. All right. I concede a circle. B~ut that is a short
circle. What we need now is to create the demand and need for em-
ployees and I think this would help solve the problems to at gr-eater
extent.

Thank you kindly.
rle CIIAIIAN. Thank you very much.
(Dr. Roberts' prepared statement followss)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF B. F0. ROBERTS, Pii. D., ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF Busi.
NESS AD] [INISTRATION AND DJLCTOR, CALIFORNIA EcONOM.Iic FORECASTING PROJ-
ECT, UNIVERSITY OF CALuFoRN) A, BERKELEY

Mr. Chairman: I am pleased -to testify before this distinguished committee
today in support of Senate Bill 2632, "The Employment Incentive Act of 1971."'
I hope to bring to the attention of this Committee the Implications of this bill
which make It uniquely appropriate as a supplement to the President's new
economic program toward the goal of an acceptable reduction In unemployment.
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In the current economic situation, the employment tax credit Instrument con-
tained in this bill could significantly stimulate employment and production, In-
crease both labor income and profits, reduce the federal deficit, and diminish
underlying Inflationary pressures. 'My preliminary estimates Indicate that this
bill, as a supplement to the President's new economic program, could, by the
fourth quarter of 1972, Increase employment by 520,000 workers, GNP by $22
billion, wages by $17 billion, and profits by $4.4 billion; and reduce the unem-
ployment rate by 0.6 percent, and the federal deficit by $4.7 billion more than call
be expected from the President's program alone. In addition, the use of the
employment tax credit to complement and reinforce other stabilization instru-
ments can increase the possibilities for early removal of the wage/price controls.

To understand howv the employment tax credit would accomplish all this,
consider how the Implications of the employment tax credit relate to and supple-
ment those of the conventional stabilization Instruments currently In use. Stabili-
zation policy in the United States is almost exclusively associated with the
regulation of aggregate demand. While the goals of stabilization often pertain
to prices and employment, the conventional monetary and fiscal Instruments
operate through aggregate demand and only Indirectly affect prices -and employ-
ment.

Certainly, the regulation of aggregate demand is a crucial element for stabili-
zation, but it is not sufficient for simultaneous maintenance of price stability
and the full utilization of labor resources. Recent experience even suggest's that
attempts to affect prices and employment through demand manipulation can
actually result in deterioration of the trade-off between price inflation and
unemployment -that can be achieved with the conventional monetary and fiscal
instruments. Too much has been expected from these instruments. Other instru-
ments which can selectively operate directly on price or directly on employment
must be applied to complement the conventional ones, if the dual goals of price
stability and full employment are to be achieved. Realization of this point most
likely provided some of the motivation for abandonment of the President's old
economic game plan and adoption of the new economic program including the
current wage/price freeze and Phase II controls.

The President's new economic -program, with its price control provisions, has
the potential directly and effectively restraining actual price increases. These
controls coupled with the President's fiscal program could break the spiral of
inflationary expectations and also avoid contributing to the underlying but
masked inflationary pressures. However, the President's program does not
promise adequate relief from unemployment. Of course, there are many unknowns
about the program at this date, but on the basis of H.R. 10947 it is most unlikely
that the unemployment rate will be belowv five percent by the end of 1972. To
reach even this level would require a substantial reduction in the consumer
savings rate and increases in consumption expenditures coupled with increased
business Investment. Business investment, -however, will probably follows thae
lead of consumer expenditures *and the savings rate. The savings rate Is not
likely to drop much belowv the eight percent level while the uncertainties of a.
six percent unemployment situation persist and all this Implies that the key
to broad expansion may well be Increased employment. A reasonable and often
cited unemployment rate figure for the President's program is 5.2 percent by
the end of 1972.

Attempts to increase the short run employment potential of the President's
program with the conventional demand stimulating devices will encounter the
problem of increasing underlying Inflationary pressures and will reduce the
chances for an early removal of the direct price controls. On the other hand, direct
employment stimulation with the employment tax credit of the Employment
Incentive Act offers the possibility of Immediately Increasing employment with-
out contributing to Inflationary pressures. In addition, the indirect effects of
the employment tax cr-edit should enhance the overall potential of the Presi-
dent's program. In fact, I will conjecture that the employment tax credit during
1972 would stimulate more Investment than the Investment tax credit. Increased
employment, capacity unilization, income and consumer spending would increase
the profitability of new capital and thus Induce investment.

The employment tax credit is a direct cost reducing Inducement for expanding
employment and differs substantially from demand regulating Instruments In
Its Impact. Its basic concept Is symmetric with that of the demand regulating
investment tax credit but its Impact is quite different. Since the employment tax
credit Is 'tied directly to labor, a primary factor of production, 'it Is a supply
regulating instrument. It directly enduces the expansion of employment and
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correspondingly, the aggregate supply of goods and services. The direct supply
stimuIatlng character of the employment tax credit offers significant possibilities
for the promotion of non-inflationary economic expansion.

,The basic concept of the employment tax credit can be operationally structured
in numerous ways. Under the provisions of the Employment Incentive Act, the
tax credit Is tied to additional man days at a fiat rate for a fixed period of time.
An automatic stabilizing version tied to wages has been suggested by Richakd
Thunen and me which might be considered for increasing the flexibility and
refining the performance of the Employment Incentive Act version. Such modi-
fication, however, Is a matter of detail and is of secondary importance to the
basic concept. I respectfully urge, therefore, that the distinguished members of
this Committee give careful consideration to the adoption of the Employment
Incentive Act.

11 want to mention in concluding that our work at the University of California
in estimating the Impact of alternate versions of the Employment Tax Credit Is
continuing, and we hope to offer additional analyses and estimates In the near
future. We are currently modifying the model to more accurately build-in al-
ternative tax structures, and I would be glad to develop estimates of any ver-
s-Ions of interests to this Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Senator James B. Pearson,
senior Senator from the State of Kansas.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B. PEARSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF KANSAS

Senator PEARSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I un-
derstand this is the last day of your hearings and you have a very
long list of witnesses. Therefore, I would ask that my statement be
incorporated in the record and I would like to take only about two
minutes to identify the thrust of the my amendment to H.R. 10947
that I have submitted for the consideration of this committee.

It might be considered another direction, a new dimension, to the
Rural Job Developmnent Act (5. 346) which is cosponsored by 61
Senators and I think, Mr. Chairman, about half of the members of
this committee. And what it seeks to do is to double the investment
credit for industry located in the rural areas of America.

Whether one speaks in terms of population balance or revitalizing
rural America the evidence is now overwhelming that we suffer at
both ends of the population scale. The migration from the rural areas
and the countryside into the great metropolitan areas catches up in
its flow really two classes of people.

The first is the unskilled, thinking as hie moves into the city, that
he is taking his first ste p up the ladder of economic opportunity, only
to slide back into the ghettoes and on to the welfare roles.

And the second part of that great migration catches up the bright,
young, skilled people who are virtually the lifeblood of the leaders hip'
of the rural communities.

And so once again, whether one talks in terms of population balance
or rural development, this is a problem which affects both the rural
areas and the great metropolitan areas. And this is why I think an
amendment sudli as this, creating jobs rather than any sort of a new
welfare program, giving the opportunity to those who seek to stay in
the countryside an opportunity to do so has such get merit.

We have no estimate of its cost. One would say th at perhaps it would
be $200 to $300 million judged by the other information that is avail-
able to this committee.
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I[ think it is another opportunity here, Mr. Chairman, to do some-
thing about solving both the problems of the countryside and prob-
lems of the great city.

The emigration continues. It continues at a greater flow than antici-
pated. In -my own State of Kansas there are 105 counties. Seventy-five
lost population last year while our population level of the whole State
remained rather constant.

So I offer this amendment for your consideration.
(Sen. Pearson's prepared statement, with a letter to the chairman

attached, follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES B. PEARSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
KAN SAS

AMENDMENT TO JOB DEVELOPMENT TAX CREDIT TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES

FOR RURAL AREAS

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to. have the opportunity to appear before this
Committee this morning. I intend to limit my comments to the Job Development
Tax Credit which is a part of the overall legislative package being considered by
this Committee.

I believe that an Investment tax credit along the lines proposed by the Presi-
dent and passed, with certain modifications by the House, Is highly desirable,
Indeed essential, to the national Interest at this time.

Past experience demonstrates that investment tax credits serve to stimulate
the economy and create new Jobs. Therefore, given the present state of our
economy, the restorgAtion of the Investment credit Is Imperative.

Howev- r, I propose that we carry the concept of the Job Development Tax
Credit one step further. I suggest that we aim not only to stimulate the overall
national ecoromic growtl), -but that, at the same time, we seek to achieve a more
balanced pattern of national economic growth.

I propose that we do this by providing an additional tax credit to encourage
the expansim) of in-vestments In Job creating enterprises in rural areas.

Therefore, tomorrow I will Introduce an amendment to H.R. 10947 providing
for a doubling of the tax credit for newv Job creating Industrial and commercial
investments In rural areas. I believe that you have been provided with a copy
of this amendment and I will discuss the details of it shortly. First, I want to
talk about some of the general principles.

This amendment, If enacted, will not and should not lead to the relocation of
existing job patterns. However, this amendment would, I believe, significantly in-
fluence the location of new jobs In thme future. 'Moreover, this additional tax credit
should serve to stimulate the creation of a greater total number of new jobs than
would otherwise be the case.

Thus, this amendment reinforces the goal of overall national economic growth.
while, at the same time, encouraging the development of more jobs In rural areas.

Mr. Chairman, the goal of rural development and balanced national growth is
now widely recognized and fully accepted. I believe that all of you on this panel
have addressed yourselves to this subject at one time or another In recent years
and I will not take the time of this Committee with a long discussion of the
necessity of rual community development. However, a few brief comments are in
order.

President Nixon in his State of the Union message In 1970 said "we must create
a new rural environment that will not only stem migration to urban centers but
reverse It". And last year, the Congress, In Title IX of P.L. 91-524 committed
itself to the objective of achieving a sound balance between rural and urban
America.

The growing commitment to rural development and balanced national growth
Is a result of a recognition that the process of massive, unguided urbanization has
gone awry-that the gathering In of people and Industry has reached the point
where the liabilities are beginning to outweigh the benefits.

On the one hand, we have overcrowded cities, many of which show disturbing
signs of becoming economically inefficient, socially destructive, and politically
unmanageable. And we now know that If we are to ever really solve the crisis of
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the citie 's, we must figure out how to keep more and more people from crowding
into them.

On the other hand, we have underdeveloped rural communities which are losing
their population wealth, and their economic resources. Many are dectining and
threatened with extinction. Others are barely holding their own. Too few are
keeping pace with national growth standards.

Daily the evidence grows that the distribution of our people and industry is
tilted too far toward the megalopolis and away from tile small community. We
suffer at both ends of the population scale.

Thus, we seek to expand economic and social opportunities In rural areas as
a means of achieving a more sane and sensible distribution of future population
and economic growth Increments. But we, also, seek to expand economic and
social opportunities in the rural areas inI order to correct the socio-economnic
deficit which characterizes many of our smaller communities.

Mr. Chairman, the goal of rural development and balanced national growth
will not be achieved overnight. We must proceed on many fronts. We urgently
need more sophisticated and comprehensive multi-county and regional planning
and development structures. We need an improved system for increasing the
availability of credit inI rural areas. We need better programs for rural housing,
water and sewer systems, and for other public services.

But It Is also clear that one of the key elements inI rural development is the
creation of newv job oplportuniuies. LUntess ve cun u (4118, nut 1iuiwii Vs.e tut1 wVe
can do will have any really lasting effects. We must have more and better jobs
In rural areas If we are to stem the migration of the overcrowded and over-
burdened megalopolises.

One of the means to achieving this is to provide additional tax incentives
aimed at encouraging job creating Investments In rural areas as proposed by my
amendment.

My amendment would double the Job Development Tax Credit for Industrial
and commercial enterprises which generate new employment opportunities In
the rural areas in which they are located. This additional credit would not be
made svnilable across the board to all types of business enterprises In rural areas.
It would be limited to those types of Investments where It can be demonstrated
that ewiokynleli oppurtunimeb In the rurat community wvill be Improved because
of the Investment. Specifically Investments ill manufacture, processing, assemn-
bling, or the Industrial or commercial distribution of personal property would be
eligible for tihe additional credit.

This amendment -does not seek to give rural business inI general a special
break and a particular advantage over urban business. It will not give rural
retailers an advantage over urban retailers. Rather by providing this addi-
tionl tax credit, it seeks to equalize those conditions in rural and uroan America
which often affect the location of job generating Industrial and commercial
enterprises. Factors relating to such things as transportation, tile availability of
public services, accessibility to risk capital, distance for cultural and recrea-
tionial facilities, and other conditions tend to lace tile rural community at a
dl~zadvantngge in tile competition for job creating enterprises. IIl niany cases,
the disadvantages cannot be overcome by a special tax incentive, but, I believe
that unms aucitionat credit wvill make the difference in a large number of entre-
preneural decisions as to where to locate new or expanded enterprises.

Rural areas are defined in the amendment as those comlmunities outside tile
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas designated by the Office of Manage-
imenit and Budget. This definition is qualified to the extent tilat to be eligible
for tile additional tax credit the enterprise must be at least 25 miles distant
from any Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. The creation of a buffer zone
of this type will assure that tile newv business and industrial activity generated
by tis additional tax credit will be dispersed across rural America, and Ilot coni-
cenltrated III close proximity to the mlegalopllisles. We seek to avoid encouraging
further metropolitan sprawl. And we want to preclude tile possibility of en~cour-
aginig the exodus of Industry from tile inner city to the outer fringes of the
suburbs.

The amendment also provides that the additional tax credit will ilot be allowed
if It should result In a decrease iI enlpioyment in other areas. Whrlat we seek
here Is tile establishment of new jobs In rural areas rather than the relocation
of existing Jobs from the large cities to tile rural areas.

Mr. Chairman, when the nation's governors met inI their annual conference
In San Juan, Puerto Rico last month, they adopted a -policy position calling
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upon Congress to "adopt a system of tax incentives to encourage Industry to
locate in non-nietropolitan areas". The concept of special tax incentives for rural
jab development has, also, been endorsed by such varied groups as the National
Federation of Independent Business and the National Rural Electric Coopera-
tive Association. My Rural Job Development Act which provides a comprehien-
sIve set of tax incentives for rural areas has been cosponsored by 50 of my col-
leagues, including a number of the members of this Committee. And the Comn-
mittee will recall the hearings in M1ay of 1969 when a large number of wit-
nesses from across the country testified to their support of tax credits to stimu-
late job opportunities in rural areas.

Mr. Chairman, given the fact that If wve pass the Job De'velopment Tax Credit
we will be saying, "tax credits do create jobs," and given the fact that the goal
of rural development and balanced national growth is now widely recognized,
it seems to me, that this amendment is proper and propltituus.

It represents no radical departure from the legislation at hand, but merely
its logical extension. Given Its limited nature, It will not -result in an excessive
drain on the treasury. It is a modest proposal but iU is a proposal with great
promise. A proposal with a potential for altering, at least to some extent, the
future growth patterns of this country.

Mr. Chairman, In the past several years there has'been a great deal of talk
about the necessity of rural development. In considering the President's tax
proposal, we now have the opportunity to take specific, concrete action to en-
courage rural development by providing additional tax credit for job creating In-
vestments In rural America.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washingfton, D.C., October 19, 1971.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR. RUSSELL: Attached Is a copy of mnyuamendment, to H.R. 10947, providing
for a doubling of the tax credit for rural areas, which I have Introduced today.

Since testifying before your Committee, I have modified that language of the
amendment defining eligible rural areas and, therefore, I simply wanted to call
this to your attention.

Very truly yours,
JAMES B. PEARSON,

U.S. Senator,

AmENDMENT

Intended to be proposed by Mr. Pearson to H.R. 10947, an Act to provide a job
development Investment credit, to reduce Individual Income taxes, to reduce
certain excise taxes, and for other purposes, viz: On page 19, line 17, renumber
section 110 as 111, and after line 16 Insert the following new section:
SEC. 110. CERTAIN PROPERTY PLACEDD IN SERVICE IN RURAL AREAS.

(a) Allowance of Double Credit.-Sectlon 46(c) (relating to qualified Invest-
ment) Is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

"(5) Rural job development property.-
"(A) In the case of section 38 property which is rural job development

property, the qualified Investment shall be twice the amount determined
under paragraph (1).

"(B1) For purposes of subparagraph (A), the term 'rural job develop-
ment property' means property which is used predominantly in one or
more rural areas and with respect -to which the taxpayer esitablishes, under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, that-

"(1i) such property will assist In providing new employment oppor-
tunities in the rural area or areas In which It Is used,

" (11) such property will be used In the manufacture, processing,
assembling, or distribution of personal property (other than In a busi-
ness consisting primarily of selling or leasing property at retail), or
In connection with, or a part of, a facility providing recreation to the
public which is not inconsitent, with State recreation plans, approved
by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and with local economic devel-
opment plans, and
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" (ill) the newv employment opport-unities in the rural area or areas
which wvill be assisted by such property will not result In a decrease
In employment in any other area.

"(C) For purposes of this paragraph, a rural area Is any geographical
area which Is within a county (I) no part of which Is within a standard
metropolitan statistical area designated by the Office of Mlanagemient and
Budget, and the population growth rate of which, according to the most
recent decennial census for which statistics are available, does not exceed
the national population growth rate, or (4i) no part of which is within
25 miles of a standard icitropolitan ,4batisbleal area which has a population
of 250,000 or more. Such term also means any area comprising an Indian
reservaition."1

(b) Effective Date.-The amendment made by this section shall apply to
property described In section 50 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Pearson. We are
very pleased to have you with ius today. The next witness will be the
Honorable John Seiberling, Member of Congress from Ohio.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN SEIBERLING, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. SEIBERLING. Thank you, Mr. Chaimn prcaevr
inudh the opportunity to appear before this committee this morning.
After 21 years as a corporate lawyer before I became a legislator, 1
have very strong awareness of the impact of taxes on business and
the economy.

When the Revenue Act was before the House, I went on record
against it. I am in favor of a tax program to encourage higher indus-
tial productivity, expand the number of jobs, and relieve low-income
and middle-income taxpayers. For example, I favor the investment
tax credit and believe it should even be increased. But after much
thought and careful study, I reluctantly concluded that on the whole
H.iR. 10947 was both inadequate and unfair.

However, my purpose in coming before this committee today is
not to make a general statement on the tax bill, but to focus the com-
miittee's attention on one very specific aspect of it-the repeal of the
automobile excise tax-and to suggest, as an alternative, repeal of
the tire excdse, tax.

According to the best estimates I have seen, the repeal of the auto
excise tax Nvill result in a loss of revenues amounting to $26 billion
over the next 10 years, and I think this is grossly disproportionate to
the amount of economic stimulus such a repeal will generate.

Theoretically, the repeal1 of this tax will benefit those individuals
who can afford to -buy now ca-rs and trucks, but I have strong doubts
that many of them will ever realize an added saving equal to the tax.
In any event, new car buyers are only a small minority of the Na-
tion's consumers, and even those potential new car buyers will be
more influenced by considerations of need than by the lure of a
discount.

I have introduced legislation in the House, (H.R. 11040) to repeal
the excise tax on tires, inner tubes, and tread rubber, and respectfully
suggest that this committee give consideration to such a measure as
a supplement and possibly an alternative to repealing the excise tax
on automobiles.
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Repeal of the tax on tires will be more likely to Stimulate consumer
demand than the repeal of the tax on autos. Owners of oars must
have tires in order to operate, and the tires must be replaced periodi-
cally even if the owner continues to operate his old car.

In 1970 the excise tax on tires produced a total of $605 million. If
the tire excise tax were repealed, as proposed in my bill this total
amount would -be passed directly on to the consumerQan would be
available for the purchase of other goods, thereby stimulating the
economy with an additional $600 million annually.

This would represent, I might add, a loss of approximately $6 bilb
lion of revenue over the next 10 years instead of the $26 billion loss
that will result f rom repeal of the auto tax.

Senator NELSON. May I ask a question? I thought you said the
excise tax brought in $105 million ?

Mr. SE'lBERLING. $605 million.
Senator NELSON. All right.
Mr. SEIBERLING. Repeal of the excise tax on tires would not diminish

the administration's general operating budget by one penny, since all
revenues from this tax go directly into the Highway Trust Fund.

While some may argue that a cutback in trust fund moneys will
adversely affect the economy by slowing down highway construction,
the f acts are just the opposite.

For some time now, the Highway Trust Fund has been taking in
money at a faster rate than it has been spending. This administration
has followed a policy of restricting the spending of trust fund moneys
already collected--to the point where there is now nearly $4.5 billion
in revenues lying idle in the trust fund.

This is not only unjust, but it is bad economics.
How can we justify to the tax payers in this time of inflation and

high unemployment the continued collection of a tax when the Gov-
ernment does not even wish to spend the proceeds?

Senator NEL~SON. I am not particularly familiar with the Highway
Trust Fund reserves. Is this money for which there is no planned
program at this time over and above-

Mr. SEIBERLINO. My understanding is that eventually this money
would all be spent but--

Senator NELSON. We are sure of that. But I mean is it projected in
current highway planning?

Mr. SEIBERLING. I believe part of it is and represents projects in the
works that have been held up.

But I believe part of it is money that doesn't even represent any
program that is presently in the works. What the breakdown is I don t
know. It is very difficult to get that.

Moreover, receipts from _the tire tax represented only 11 percent of
total Highway Trust Fund receipts in fiscal year 1971. While repeal
of the tire tax may result in eventual stretching out of the interstate
highway program, it is not believed that it will have any immediate
effect, f or the reasons I have already mentioned.

At a time when all national priorities have been under close review,
it seems appropriate to provide greater flexibility by reducing this
special trust fund that was established more than 15 years ago to sup-
port a program that has been 75 percent completed.
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In the event this committee and the Senate concur in the repeal of
the automobile excise tax, there is an even stronger case to be made
for also repealing the excise tax on tires. The economic arguments
which I have already cited still pertain. And at a time when there is
growing concern to improve our sagging trade balance and secure
American industry against encroachments from imports, there is an
additional argument for repeal of this tax.

Currently, American automobile manufacturers-who are major
purchasers of new automobiles tires-are able to write off the tax they
pay on tires purchased for new cars against the tax they must pay on
those cars.

Foreign automobiles manufacturers on the other hand, do not pay
the tire excise tax. They do pay the auto tax. If the excise tax on auto-
mobiles is repealed, domestic car manufacturers will no longer be able
to write off the tire excise tax against it.

Unless the excise tax on tires is repealed as well, foreign car mnanu-
facturers, paying no tire excise tax, will realize an advantage of $10
to $15 a car over American automobile producers, who would find
tI~emselves absorbing for the first time, the full impact of the tire ex-
cise tax. If you multiply $10 to $15 a car by 8 million cars a year, ob-
viously you are getting into a very sizable additional burden that the
American auto industry will bear and foreign industry will not.

The Federal highway program has accelerated the dependency on
automobile transportation, and as a result the burden of the tax falls
most heavily on lower and middle income groups. In accordance with
the aims of the President's economic proposals to stimulate spending,
we should be moving away from such regressive taxes, and toward
taxes based on ability to pay.

It would be possible to limit the tire tax repeal to automobile tires
only. However, it might result in some problems of definition in
borderline tire sizes and would also mean that the bus and trucking
industries would continue to pay not only the tax on tires, tubes,
and tread rubber, but also the excise'tax on buses, trucks, and semi-
trailers, which it is not proposed to repeal, at least not in the Ways
and Means Commnittee bill.

It seems only equitable that at least the tax on tires used by buses
and truckers should be eliminated at the same time a~s the tax on
auto tires. The same reasoning applies to the tax on tubes and tread
rubber, since the trucking industry is the biggest consumer of inner-
tubes and tread rubber.

Repeal of the tire tax would put $600 million per year directly into
the hands of the consumers.

It will rid us of an outdated, -highly regressive tax which has out-
lived its usefulness.

It will not reduce public spending at all since the revenues from
the tire tax are simply swelling the surplus in the highway trust
fund.

I might add, for the record, that the auto tax revenues do not go
into the highway trust fund, they come out of the general revenues.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very muolh for this opportunity. I will
be happy to answer any questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir. We appreciate your
presentation here today.

(Congressmim Seiberling's prepared statement fo11ow":)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN F. SEIBERLING, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity to appear
before your committee this morning.

When the Revenue Act was before the House, I went on record against it.
I am in favor of a tax program to encourage higher Industrial productivity,
expand the number of jobs and relieve low~ncomie and middle-income taxpayers.
But after much thought and careful study, I reluctantly concluded that on
the whole HR 10947 was both inadequate and unfair.

However, my purpose in coming before this committee today is not to make
a general statement on the tax bill, but to focus the committee's attention on
one very specific aspect of it-the repeal of the automobile excise tax.

In my opinion, the repeal of this tax will result In a los-s of revenues ($29
billion over the next ten years) grossly disproportionate to the amount of
economic stimulus such a repeal would generate.

Theoretically, the repeal of this tax will benefit those individuals who can
afford to buy new cars and trucks, but I have strong doubts that many of them
wvill ever realize an added saving equal to the tax. In any event, newv car buyers
are only a small minority of the Nation's consumers, and even those potential
new car buyers wvill be more Influenced by .considerations of need than by the
lure of a discount.

I have introduced legislation In the House (HR 11040) to repeal the excise
tax on tires, inner tubes, and tread rubber, and respectfully suggest that this
committee give consideration to such a measure as a supplement and possibly
an alternative to repealing the excise Fax on automobiles.

Repeal of the tax on tires will be more likely to stimulate consumer demand
than the repeal of the tax on autos. Owners of cars must have tires in order to
operate, and the tires must be replaced periodically, even if the owner continues
to operate his old car.

In 1970 the excise tax on tires produced a total of $005 million. If the tire
excise tax were repealed, as proposed In my bill, this total amount would be
passed directly on to the consumer, and would be available for the purchase of
other goods, thereby stimulating the economy with an additional $600 million
annually.

Repeal of the excise tax on tires would not diminish the Administration's gen-
eral operating budget by -one penny, since -all revenues from this tax go directly
into the Highway Trust Fund.

While some may argue that a cutback in Trust Fund monies will adversely
affect the economy by slowing down highway construction, the facts are just the
opposite.

For some time nowv, the High-way Trust Fund has been taking in money at
a faster rate than it has been spending. This Administration has followed a
policy of restricting the spending of Trust Fund monies already collected-to
the 'point where there is now nearly $4.5 billion In revenues lying idle In the
Trust Fund.

This Is not only unjust, but It Is bad economics. It is extremely difficult to
justify to the taxpayers, In this time of inflation and high unemployment, the con-
tinued collection of tax when the government does not even wish to spend the
proceeds.

Moreover, receipts from the tire tax represented only 11% of the total High-
wvay Trust Fund receipts in FY 1971. While repeal of the tire tax may result In
eventual stretching out of the interstate highway program, it Is not believed that
it will have any Immediate effect. At a time when all national priorities are under
close review, It seems appropriate to provide greater flexibility by reducing this
special trust fund that was established more than 15 years ago to support a
program that has been 75% completed.

In the event this Committee and the Senate concur In the repeal of the auto-
mobile excise tax, there is a case to be made for repealing the excise tax on
tires. The economic arguments which I have already cited still pertain. And, at
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a time when there is growing concern to Improve our sagging trade balance
and secure American Industry against encroachments from Imports, there Is an
additional argument for repeal of this tax.

Current: y, American automobile manufacturers-who are mnaj or purchasers
of new automobile tires-are able to write off the tax they pay on tires pur-
chased for new cars against the tax they must pay on those cars. Foreign
automobile manufacturers on the other hand, do not pay the tire excise tax.
If the excise tax on automobiles Is repealed, domestic car manufacturers will no
longer be able to write off the tire excise tax against it. Unless the excise tax
on tires is repealed as well, foreign car manufacturers will realize an advantage
of $10 to $15 a car over American automobile producers, who would find thein-
selves absorbing, for the first time, the fu' 1Impact of the tire excise tax, Cer-
tainly, retention of the tire excise tax, In the face of repeal of the automobile
excise tax, would be unfair to the American automobile Industry. And this tax
Is, in all events, unfair to American consumers. It Is a regressive tax.

The Federal Highway program has accelerated the dependency on auto-
mobile transportation, and as a result the burden of the tax falls most heavily
on lower and middle income groups. In accordance with the aims of the Presi.
dent's economic proposals to stimulate spending, we should be moving away from
such regressive taxes, and toward taxes based on ability to pay.

It would be possible to limit the tire tax repeal to automobile tires only.
However, it might result In some problems of definition in borderline tire sizes
and would also mean that the bus and trucking industries would continue to
pay not only the tax on tires, tubes and tread rubber, but also the excise tax
on buses, trucks and semi-titailers.

In seems only equitable that at least the tax on tires used by buses and
truckers should be eliminated at the same time as the tax on auto tires. The
same reasoning applies to the tax on tubes and tread rubber, since the truck-
Ing Industry Is the biggest consumer of innertubes and tread rubber.

Repeal of the tire tax would put $600 million directly Into the hands of con-
sumers.

It will not reduce public spending at all.
And It will rid us of an outdated, highly regressive tax which has outlived its

usefulness.
Thank you, 3Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Hon. Charles A. Vanik.

from the State of Ohio. We are pleased to have you.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES A. VANIK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Chairman and Members of the committee Iap
preciate very much your giving me thi opotntap peri o-
nection with the tax bill. hiopotnytopeainc-

.My views on this legislation are fully expressed in the dissenting
views which I prepared at the time the House Committee on Ways
and Means reported this measure. In order to say time, I will not
restate my opposition to the thrust of this legislation. With your ppr-
mission I would shhply state these views for your consideration as it
part of my statement.

From all of the testimony which was submitted before the Ways
and Means Committee, it is qite apparent that the investment tax
credit incentive will halve a delayed effect in stimulating the economy.

It is for this reason that I urged the acceleration of all of the tax
law changes relating to individuals so that they would be available to
the individual taxpay er for full calendar year 1971.

This would result in a program of substantial refunds to most tax-
payers which would go immediately into the marketplace by way of
purchases and commitments to purchase.
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It would provide an instant stimulus to the economy with a multi-
plier effect.

From previous consumer experience, we can readily expect that,
in many cases, a refund of $200 is very likely to really generate a
contract to purchase of up to $2,000-or 10 times the amount of the
tax relief. This kind of impetus would stimulate consumer purchasing,
productivity, and employment. Of all the stimulants embodied in the
tax proposal, it would be the most effective.

But the individual tax relief provided by the House passed meas-
ure would be totally lost and wasted as a stimulant because of its
insignificance.

Th Treasury loss occasioned by increasing the degree of individual
tax relief could be offset by making August 15th the effective date
of the Investment Credit, a saving of $1.6 billion.

I consider moving the date of the investment tax credit back to
April 1st, a windfal because those people who made purchases in

Th period between April 1st and August 15th had no law to rely on.
They get a windfall benefit by being included in this credit at a

period before the President's recommendation.
I think we could also give the business taxpayer the right in 1971

to use either the asset depreciation range system or the investment
credit. I don't believe both could exist. I think the investment tax
credit is a far greater stimulant. This suggestion was made before the
House Ways and Means Committee by Dr. Pierre Rinfret; he also
suggested the taxpayer should have the alternative of using one or
the other but not both.

The cost-benefit ratio of the investment credit does not measure up
to our expectancy in other Government programs. Almost 75 percent
of the revenue loss goes for the replacement of items and for th pur-

Ichase of items which could have been acquired as a matter of course,
even without the investment credit. If the investment credit could be
related to the increment of purchases over a base period, it could cost
the Treasury less and do more as an incentive to stimulate the economy.

If the investment credit were based on an incremental factor, an
even higher percentage credit might be allowed. It is my hope that
your study will delve further into this aspect of the investment credit
than was contained on our side.

I am considerably impressed by the suggestion of your distin-
guished chairman, of a tax on excessive interest, as a part of this tax
package. While interest rates have been stabilized and moving slightly
downward in recent weeks, there is no reason to feel this is a perm-
anent and lasting pattern or that the pattern will even continue during
this emergency.

Excessi-ve interest is a proper subject of consideration in tax legis-
lation, and excessive interest tax could prove to be an effective tool in
our current efforts to control and hold down the inflationary spiral.

In MY judgment, the inflationary spiral was ignited by the accel-
eration o interest rates, and a permanent policy of interest modera-
tion assisted by tax law policy, is necessary as a safeguard against the
repetition of the last several years.

The Nation will not accept a policy of stabilization which excludes
the cost of borrowing. For many families in America, the cost of bor-
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rowing is almost 25 percent of the total cost of living. This compo-
nient of the cost of living which, unfortunately, is not included di-
rectly in the Consumer Price Index, has contributed more to the in-
tolerable cost of living than almost any other factor.

I certainly hope that this committee will act in this critical area
and provide some safeguard against the pressure which are very likely
to generate from hiigher interest in a capital short market--when our
economy returns to normal. Capital shortages and high interest for
enterprises and for individuals are an almost certain development
and must be provided against now.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that in our decisions then we make on these
tax programs that we owe it to our constituencies to give careful con-
sideration of the problem of continuing and long range revenues losses
which compound the Federal debt.

These revenue losses may develop into a situation which may re-
quire an increase in individual tax rates after 1972. If this is a possi-
bilty, it should be openly and frankly discussed at this time.

My concern about this tax program is that it is designed for what
is termed an economic emergency. We are dealing with problems
which have a great likelihood of being permanent. It would seem. to
me that it would be far better to take the time, now, to arrive at long
term decisions which must be inade in adjusting ourselves to a peace-
time economy with a 2 million annual increase in our potential work
force in the years ahead.

We cannot settle on a tax program which has, as its growth and
development goal, only 500,000 new j(,bs--which may be nearly 2
million jobs less than our requirements.

It sems to inc that we would be well advised to act out of delibera-
tion rather than impatiene, and work out long term solutions to our
current problems w ich would take us much further than the short
sighted goal of a single good year-1972.

There are several other issues which trouble me very much about the
House bill and recent Treasury actions.

The House proposal, H.R. 10947, gives the President the right to
extend the investment credit for foreign purchases-at such time as
hie intends to lift the import tax.

Although the President unquestionably had the power to impose the
10 percent import tax, I have grave doubts that hie has the authority
to terminate the tax, for this may be a necessary subject for congres-
sional action.

I also question the advisability of giving the Executive the auithority
to extend the investment credit to fo-reign purchases at a date at which
he may terminate the import tax. TIhis gives the Executive the sole
power to determine the effective date of a tax privilege. Further, I
frankly don't know howv we can create jobs in America by granting the
investment credit for goods produced offshore. It would seem, to me
that it would be far more advisable to limit the credit to only that
part of the item which is produced in the United States.

I sflso have grave doubts about the Treasury action announced on
Tuesday, October 12, -1971, in which the Treasury indicated it would
suspend the penalty tax on corporate profits which remain undis-
tributed as a result of the administration freeze order.
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Although this may be desirable in view of the Executive order, it
seems to me that it should be the subject of legislation by the Congress.
Otherwise, this action, following on Treasury's promulgation of the
asset depreciation range system, may indicate that the Congress is los-
ing. its power over taxation-one of the few powers which have re-
mained inviolate. If the Executive has the right to suspend this tax, hie
has the right to suspend all taxes. If these are the legal prerogatives
of the Executive, there is very little need for a legislative bodly.

This last question has been a great source of concern to me. The
constitutional effect of what is involved transcends even the grave
economic emergency in which we find ourselves.

There is no need to destroy, by these precedents, the great principle
of separation of powers-which has made our Nation so strong,
so responsible, and so much admired around the world.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Vanik. I wish we had some more
of you populist type over here on the side to help m-e figure out how
we can go about putting a tax on interest and making it work.

The thought occurs to me, and I have mentioned it before, that if
these interest rates are structured to 51/2 or 6 percent inflation, and
thy are, then if we are going to go and flatten out this inflation cycle
and hold it down to 2, no more than 3 percent, that extra 3 percent
in interest rates represents a windfall profit if I ever saw one.

Mr. VANIK. It certainly does.
The CHAIRMAN. It occurs to inc if we just tax the difference on

what they are making on Government bonds alone it would save $6
billion.

But as far as the savings for Treasury it wouldn't be quite that
oreat if you allow for the fact a considerable amount of taxes may
paidd on some of the interest collections.
Even so we ought to make $3 billion for the Federal Government

and if we did I would like to use some of it to put tax relief where
some fellow is going to get substantial advantage out of it.

The people Iwant to help, and I think tile people you like to help.
spend that money the day they get it. In the many instances they
o -ve debts and one thing and another and they would p)ut that money
right into circulation.

I1 would like to do something along tilat line but I must say we inust
have some people show us how to do it because the Treasury is not,
going to help us. My impression is they don't like the idea and we
are nlot going to get any more hlelp) from tile Treasury than they
are forced to give us on this.

If you -have some ideas about how that can be done would you please
favor us with some suggestions? I for one would like to vote to do
something about it, about the windfall that would accrue to money-
lenders if the program works.

I don't see any purpose in putting it into effect if it doesn't work.
Wouldn't low interest rates do as much to stimulate tile economy as
the investment tax credit?

Mr. VANiiK. It would have a greater effect. From my studies, many
people spend 25 percent of what they earn for interest. They buy
everything on time and their buying would be stimulated if these
interest rates were held down.
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The CHAIRMAN. Most people buying at home nowadays have to
borrow the money to build it and at the level we have right now if
they have to pay it off over a long period of time the interest cost
exceeds the cost of the house.

Mr. VANIK-. If there was a nominal tax on interest above 8 percent, a
20 percent tax even less, or some such thing, I think it would have a
tremendous suppressive effect because it would, first of all, be a psy-
chological1 barrier.

I think the amount of the tax is not quite so important as the fact
that there would be a tax. I think it would give us an idea of the bor-
rowing that is carried on at excessive rates of interest. When there are
excessive rates of interest, they are certainly harmful to the home
buyer and the purchaser of consumer goods. They are harmful to the
businessman. If a businessman has to pay excessive interest it is the
sure road to bankruptcy. I think it would stabilize the economy a. geat
deal more if we had a stabilized limit on what the interst. rate could be.

Senator BENNEFr. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator NELSON. You suggest in your statement giving more pur-

chasing power to low-income groups. If the scheduled social security
tax increase is allowed to gointo effect, that, as I recall, would mean
an increased tax of about $3 billion. So even if we pass the increased
ta~x exemption and low-income allowance as in the present bill, this
is canceled out immediately by the social security tax increase. As a
result, we are not really increasing purchasing power.

Mr. VANIK. Well, the social secuity tax is a. gradual tax that would
result in a few dollars more each a month while the refunds that
would result by way of acceleration of the individual tax benefits to
the year 1971 would flow immediately after January 1. It is true that
at the same time there would be some cutback of the tax relief advan-
tages, through increased social security taxes, but those would be
gradualized.

I frankly believe in a strong social security fund. I wonder what
the interest on the public debt would be today, if we did not have the.
great reservation and reservoir of resources that are in the public
trust funds to invest in it.

I think that for most Americans their social security account is
really their only investment in the public debt, and I frankly think
that the presence of this trust fund is a very good and salutary thing..
I have always tried to preserve it. As a matter of fact, I would prefer
that the social security system were made independent so that its in-
vestment could be handled by its own board of trustees instead of out
of the Treasury Secretary's pocket.

I feel that we are talking about two different things. Under the
social security systems we are providing an insurance service and I
think that whiile we do increase the tax, it is gradualized and the
impact is felt over a period of 12 months. On the other hand, the
increment to the taxpayer by some kind of tax refund would go into
the marktplace and would be effective when he files his returns as
early as January 1.

Senator NELSONi. The point I was getting at is this: one of the ob-
jectives of the increased exemptions and increased low-income allow-
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ance is to increase purchasing power by about $3 billion. But when the
social security tax increase goes into effect next year, that will cost
$3 billion.

So you have not increased purchasing power. Is that correct?
Mr. VANIiX. Well, I think, first of all, the figures have to be corrected.

When they consider what is given to the individual they toss in all
of the excise tax benefits. The excise tax benefits only inure to those
people who have $5,400 with which to purchase a new automobile and
that is only going to be about 10 million people at the outside. If you
take out the commercial buyers of vehicles you reduce that to about
7 million people.

The other 70 million taxpayersare left completel y out of the picture.
Their part of this bill is almost so insign-ificant that it will not be felt
at all.

Senator NEL~SON. The point is that the $3) billion increase in exemp-
tions is canceled out by the $3 billion social security tax increase. So
you have not created any additional purchasing power.

Mir. VANIKi. For all practical purposes none.
Senator NELSON. If We pass HI.R. 1, we will have a social security tax

increase,, of $7 billion. So we will end up taking away a niet of $4 billion
iii purchiasinig power.

Mr. VA.NiK. That is just about correct. I address myvself to is the
idea of accelerating all Of the tax changes in the Reform - Act of 1969,
accelerated those to 1971, to provide the basis for some kind of a ref und
to the avera ge taxpayer in January.

(Material referred to previously by Congressm-fan Vanik follows:)

DisSENTING VIEWS OF CONGRESSMAN CHARL.ES A. VANITC ON M.R. 10947
This tax proposal, Including the establishment of the 7%/1 investment credit,

the repeal of the automobile excise tax and the Administration's Asset Depre-
ciation Rlange, provide a tax reduction of over $5 billion to the business sector of
the American economy, while the average taxpayer earning $9,000 per year
with three dependents will receive a tax savings this year of only $24, or 70
per day. This legislation constitutes an incredible backward Step inl the struggle
for tax justice. It is a sluggish, uncertain approach to recovery, full employment
and stable prices.

The 7%/, investment credit will cost the Treasury $2.4 billion In fiscal 1972,
while the Asset Depreciation Range will cost about $1.5 billion. The fiscal 1972
cost of DISC will be about $100 million. Since a considerable portion of the motor
vehicle and light truck excise tax is on vehicles used in business, the net
Treasury loss and and business gain will exceed $5 billion in fiscal 1972. By
fiscal 1977, this Treasury loss will reach an annual rate In excess of $12 to
$15 billion.

For the next year the proposed tax credit appears more likely to increase
corporate profits than to create jobs for unemployed workers. According to
a New York Timies survey, most companies will replace machinery and equip-
ment at about the same rate they had planned before last month's windfall
announcement. The survey indicated that few new jobs will be created quickly,
either through plant expansion or ft, industries supplying new machinery.

If we calculate a $5 billion revenue loss in 1972 as the cost of creating 500,000
newv jobs-a highly Speculative figure-it would amount to over $10,000 in
Treasury loss per job.

Duriiig Committee hearings, the testimony was overw"helinng onl the need
for a t ax break for every kind of business. There was ain astonishing lack of
expert testimony by objective, impartial econoists-those who are motivated
by principle-the love of nation over personal profit or reward.

The Committee considered the 7% investment credit as a permanent part of the
tax law. There was no more evidence to support a 7%/ investment credit In 1971

68-333-71-pt. 2-15
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than there was to support a 2)71/% depletion allowance in 1920. What jr, so
holy and right ahout 7%y? Why not 3%-or why not 14% on those purchases
which are an in~eient over a base period? Why not a flat, live year (leprecia-
tion onl all machinery and equipment puLrchases? If we are writing at permanent
law, why not establish some sustainable basis for our decision?

Gal April 22, 1969, the President, in urgig repeal of the investment credit, said,
"This subsidy to business investment no longe,,r has priority y over other pressillg-
nitaional needs." If hie wvas right in April of 1969 in urging repeal of the invest-
inent credit, is he wvell-advised now to urge its reinstatement as a permianenit
law in addition to the Asset Depreciation Range System.

The repeal of the excise tax on automobiles and light trucks will cost the
Treasury $2.0 billion Ii fiscalI 1972 andl $3 billion per year thereafter. In addi.
tion to business purchasers, it only benefits the 7 million indlividlual purchasers
of automobiles who will now be expected to pay the straight sticker price for
anl overpriced auitomolbile. The avewige automobile purchaser will soon catch
onl to this and return to his former practice of buying ain automobile when lie
needs one, or when hie gets a decent (deal. In the meanwhile, the several states
my impiose excise taxes equivalent to or higher than 7%-and the Treasury
loses $3 billion per year forever. Quite a cost for a little "ping" in the marketplace.

When budgetary limitations are finalized as a part of this economic package,
$5 billion will have to come out of essential pro,-rams in health, job training.
education, pollution control or welfare. Ini thle alternative, the $5 billion imust
he p~ackedl onto the federal debt and fuel the inflation 'which trims the value
of the dollar at home and abroad.

Thils tax program is designed to producee a vibrant bloomi of corporate profits
next suniner and a harvest of lbitter fruit. in the coldl seasons that. follow. The
tax package is inequitable and cruel to the indlividual taxpayer who will have
to pay for it in the yefirs ahead.

I must oppose this bill.
CHARLEs A. VANIK.

rThe CHAiRmpiN. Thank you very iuch.

MNr. Frank Barnett, Chairm--an of the Board of the Union Pacific
Railroad, on behialf of the Am-lerican Association of Rlailroads. Good
to have you, Mlr. ltarnett.

STATEMENT OF FRANK E. BARNETT, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO. AND UNION PACIFIC CORP.,
IN BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS,
ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT J. CASEY AND JOHN A. CRAIG,
COUNSEL

.1r. B3ARNETrT. M1r. Chairman, members of this distiguishied coinl-
mittee: M1y niame is Frank IE. IBarnett. I amn Chairmnan of the Board
of I)irectors of I muion P~acific Railroad Co. & Union P~acific Corpj..
with offices at 34.5 Park Av-eine, New York City.

I am accomnpanied by Mifr. Robert.J. Casey aw~l Alr. ,Tohn i .. Cpa hr.
our tax counsel of the firm of Casey, Tyre, Wallace, and Banner-
in a iL

I amn appcam-tinig here today on behalf of the A.Ssociation of Amer-
ican -Railroads to present time views of the association with rei poct
to 11.1R. 10947, p~articularly time portions thereof whlich- provide for'
the 7-percenit job (l(veloJmiient ('r(1 t: a Iva somlilc allowanlep for.
deprmeiationi a reasonable repair allowance; anid for repeal of the
manufacturers' excise e tax oil niew passengers) automlobile-s anldlim

W1-ith the perm11ission) of this comiinite, T request that mi-y writtenl
testimonyl, which has already 1)en s:iimittvd be, m1adle lpa't of the
record of1 this pr-oceedinig.
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The CHIRINAN. It has already been done, sir.
Mr. BARNETT. The members of the Association of American Rail-

roads operate 99 percent of the class I railroad mileage in the
United States, and employ 98 percent of the class I railroads total (d0-
mestic work force.

In our judgment, the 7..percent job development credit constitutes
the most expeditious means of stimulating our national economy-
combating inflatio'n-and dealing with the problem of unemploy-
ment.

The key to economic strength in the United States is capital in-
vestment. Thus inflation is best combated by a: continuing increase
in industrial capacity. To the railroads, the incentive to investment
now before this committee will permit our industry to reactivate the
programs of expansion and modernization which we were forced
to curtail upon repeal of the 7-percent investment credit outt of eco-
nomnic necessity.

These programs look to the expansion and modernization of our
freigyht car Weets-the upgrading of the traction power of our loco-
moives-the construction of electronic marshaling yards-the in-
stallation of new track and related structures capable of f-ustaining
high speed trains carrying ever-increasing freight cargoes-and the
installation of modern communications equipment.

Ever since our appearance before this committee in 1962-as one
of the first industries urging support of the 7-percent investment
credit-we have consistently pointed to a, basic need to generate the
capial necessary to underwNrite these programs.

Of necessity such capital must come from internal sources-due. to
ever-increasing interest rates on equipment financings and the non-
existence of equity capital.

Unquestionably, we have been materially aided by the speedup in
cost recovery unaer the emergency amortization provisions anid liber-
alized depreciation policies. H-owever, these provisions alone are, not
sufficient to generate the dollars we desperately need if we are to over-
come our equipment shortages and moder nize, our plant facilities.

We're thus heartened by what we know will be the dramatic stimu-
lus to our investment immediately upon enactment of the proposed
credit-a stimulus which we must have if we are. to play our proper
role in the President's economic program.

The immediate impact of such credit, is easy to understand: it pro-
vides instant dollars-available no later than the first estimated tax
installment date following the taxable quarter when the acquired
property is placed in service. Tfhe impact on cash flow is instant and
as distinguLished from the gradual impact of liberalized depreciation
whose cash recouLpment stretches over a number of years.

Congressman Vanik you heard a, few minutes ago, mentioned a
delayed impact of the 7-percent credit. It is curious. You gentlemen
undoubtedly don't know that Congressmnan Vanik and I were law
school classmates.

That was more years ago than I like to mention, but we have dis-
agreed ever since. And this is another point Of our disagreement.

In addition-investmet credit dollars do not represent the return
of prior capital expenditures. Rather, they are permanent tax savings
which can immediately be committed to plant expansion and moderni-
zation programs.
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Over and above the stimulus this credit will provide to our capital
investment programs, it will have an anti-inflationary impact in the
railroad industry.

We are all familiar with price increases occasioned by the closing
of production facilities as the result of freight car shortages%-short-
ages, I might add, resulting from the lack of capital funds to acquire
badly needed equipment. enactment of the Job Development Credit
will-wve predict give us the wherewithal to immediately and irrevoca-
bly reverse this trend.

In the railroad industry, my company represents roughly 5 to 6
percent in terms of revenue, and in terms of employment. Fortunately,
we have not been so hard pressed to supply the beginning capital to
acquire equipment over the past 10 years or so.

During those years during which we were 5 percent of the total
of the industry, we were buying 10, 11, or 12 percent of the total
equipment which was bought by the industry each year. We know
what this investment credit does for us, and I think we all need only
look a~t the record to become convinced of its efficacy.

Tin our judgment, enactment of the credit will make available the
funds to over-come the equipment shortages-expand and modernize
our track-install advanced computers and communications equip-
mnent--and thus respond more effectively to the demands of our shipper
rather than forcing them to more expensive modes of transportation.

Moreover, the credit will also have an immediate and forceful impact
on unemployment. Our car and locomotive builders and suppliers dur-
ing the effective years of the 7-percent credit employed in excess of
500,000. We allI remember what happened to them when that credit was
suspended-the plants that were closed-and the drastic reductions in
their work forces.

Enactment of the credit, wye predict, will have the opposite effect, on
these industries once we again reach the high plateau of investment in.

plntan quipinent we attained under the 7 -perceiit investment credit.
In addition-the impact which our equipment orders will liave

within the steel industry must be considered.
Steel is basic to nearly all our equipment needs. Freight cars-loco-

motives-rails and rail fittings-CTC equ ipment-micro wave towers-
signals and multitude of other products depend on steel.

With the credit dollars in hand our orders for these products will
begin to swell, bringing with them an ever increasing demand for steel.

Finally the jobs created within our own ranks must not be over-
looked. In many instances we have been forced to set aside our expan-
sion programs because our dollars were more desperately needed in
the equipment area.

Now with the credit dollars once more available, we can again emi-
b~ark on those programs which call for the installation of heavier rail-
the elimination of grades and curves-the daylighting of tunnels-tm,
construction, of electronic marshalling yards- in short, the develop-
ment and sustaiino~ of the most modern railroads on earth.

Turning to our investment in rolling stock, consideration should be
given. to the Department of Transportation's estimate that over tdAe
next 9 years we must invest in equipment alone--over $15.3 billion.

This estimate translates into an annual equipment investment over
the period of $1.7 billion-and an annual freight car acquisition of at
least 83,000 cars.
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The actual cash outlay necessary to underwrite this program-only
over the 9 years-is some $8.1 billion, that is explained and shown in
E xhibit D of my written testimony.

We cannot hope to achieve this goal w ithout the credit. Freight
orders in 1970 were only 58,201-a non-credit year-far short of the
,83,000 acquisition called for by DOT.

However, during 1966-a, 7-percent credit year-our orders reached
a peak of 112,898 cars.

Will the presently proposed credit be as dramatic? *We sincerely
believe it will. .No other industry in this Nation was so miaterially
aided as were the railroads by the 7-percent investment credit. Con-
versely, no other industry in this Nation was so affected by that
ceoit's siisp1)C sion and ultimate repeal.

While. we are indeed heartened by the action of the House in
respect to T1.1Z. 10947, we are more than a little. distributed lby that
portion of the legislation which disqualifies for investment credit
purposes property for which an election for 5-year amortization
under- section 184. of the code has been made.

If the railroad industry is to participate fully in the new prosperity
in lpeacetinie, 1)0th provisions-the credit and rapid amortization-
should be available.

As i-oted in my written testim-ony, the railroads desperately need
immediate cash to finance their road and equipment pui'clases.'Look-
ing to equipment alone, the Department of Transportation's estimated,
of a, need for an aggregate expenditure of $15.3 billion over the next
9 years is, of course, representative of the purchase of $1.7 billion a
y ea r.

Because our equipment purchases a.re financed with a cash down-
Ilaynient of 20 percent, the balance being financed over 15 years, we
estimate that this $15.3 billion alone will require an aggregate cash
flow of $8.1 billion over the 9-year period.

We have calculated what we believe will be the mnaximumi cash
available to uts fromt rapid amortization provisions over the 9-year
period. Before subtracting the 10-percent mninimumn tax on tax prefer-
ence items---amortization provides cash of $5.3 billion-a deficiency
in cash of $2.8 billion.

Subtracting the 10-percent mininim tax of som-e $0.4 billion leaves
avilable caSh1 of $4.9 billion. a deticieMicy in c ash of $.43.2 billion.
TIliu; it is abundantly clear thiat, the rapid amortization provisions
loecannot serve- to satisfy our cash requirem-ents if we are to meet

the 1)ep-artient of Transp ortation's 9-year estimate of ouir needs.
Conversely, over the (9-year period, the credit alone would provide

fCumds of $1.tf billion. Ev-en1 if the twAo provisions arle combined, as we
earnestly believe they should 1)e. the industry cash flow over the 9-
year period would be auigmented lby some $6 billion-leavinog a cash
(leficienicy) of some $2.1 billion.

We beliee tha t the presently proposed credit will go far to m-ake
upI this deficiency in cash flow. However, the credit dollars together
with the dollars available under rapid amortization. are absolutely
essential if we are. to meet the Department of Trnsportation's esti-
jiate of our needs.

Moreover, consideration must be given to the. circumstances sur-
rouinding the enactnient, of the amortization provisions of section 184.
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These provisions were emergency measures designed to overcome
shortages in the railroad's national fleet of rolling stock-a shortage
which continues to exist today.

.By its terms, section 184 contains a self-destruct mechanism which
is operative once the Secretary of the Treasury, on the advice of the
Secretary of Transportation, dIeterminies that specific items of equlip-
ment, are not in short supply.

Further, these provisions are applicable only with respect to prop-
erty placed in service prior to January 1, 1975, thus giving the Con-
gress an opportunity ait that time to review the needs: of the railroad
industry, and to reenact section 184,' or not.

Finally, it should he clearly understood thait section 184, the
amlortizatilon p~rov~ision~s, are eme rgency measures, drafted to deal with
a specific situation-a national roal road equiipment shortage.

On the other hand, the proposed credit is designed to (lea] with
another separate and diistinct emergency, some method of stimutlanting
the national economy. I need not point out that if we are to be denied
the credit because of the availability of section 184, or, conversely, if
we are to Ibe denied amortization because of the credit-nothing 'will
be accomplished in our industry. W"Ihat would have been gained on
the one hand would he taken away on the other.

In addition to the foregoing, we urge adoption of those portions
of HT.R. 10947 which provide for a reasonable depreciation and repair
allowance. In otir judgment these provisions represent the most realistic
system of cost recovery in this Nation's history.

Finally, we urge immediate repeal of the manufacturers' excise tax
on new automobiles. As the carrier of more than 76 percent of the new
automobiles and automotive parts shipped in the United States, we
recognize that the increased consumer demand for domestically pro-
duced vehicles will increase our freight revenues and thus adcd mna-
terially to our ability to take our proper place in the new prosperity
without war.

I thank the committee very much for the courtesy extended today.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator AN-DERSO-N. You had experience with the 7-percenit invest-

ment ?
Mr. BAR NET'r. Yes, sir.
It changed our capital programs very, very substantially.
Senator ANDERSON. Do you know how munch it changed?
Mr. BkpNETT. Yes, it changed our capital programs very, very suib-

stantially. I-low much it changed? I can answer that in the case of mly
own company very specifically. 11e went along prior to 1962 on the
basis of aciquirig equipment, between $75 and $90 million a. year.
After 1962, with passage of the 7 percent investment credit, our equip-
2nent purchases went up to the area of $175 to $200 million a
year, andl over the last 6 years we have spent $7.50 million on equiip-
ment up to repeal of the investment credit.

Now, nationally, the effect of the credit orders of freight cars is
shown in exhibits "A" and "B" of myr written statement.. In 1,960
there -were 36,000 freight cars ordered; in 1961. there were 33,000
freight cars ordered; in 1965, when the credit was in effect, there were
105,000 freighit cars ordered; and now in 1966 there were 112,000-this
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being an increase from orders just prior to the credit of some 90-odd-
thousand cars.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
ThieCIJAIMAN. Both in the area of overloaded trucks and also in

the area where trucks are permitted to carry heavy weights within the
law, it is where the highways are sustaining most of their damage.

I know the trucks pay us a substantial amount of taxes and those
are good people, I am sure, on the whole, lbut it would seem to me that
we are just getting most of the damage to our highways, I would think
probably 75 percent of them are coming from these, heavyweight bear-
mo' trucks moving across the highways carrying things that could be
just as well carried on the railroads. t

Can you give uis some sutggestioni as to how we might reduLce the
damage to our highways or just exactly how the economics on that
tend to work out where we are load,-ing the highways clown?

I have driven behind somec of these fellows and watched them crack
slab after slab in my part of the, country, especially when you have
wet weather for several days running.

What kind of suggestion do you have along that, line? Has your
group studied the damage that has occurred to the highways be-
cause of the very heavy loads that are sii1)posed to go by rai'lroad or-
dinarily?

Mfr. BAPNETT. Yes; that question hias been studied very, very exten-
sively and it is clearly shown that the damage to a concrete, highway is
a function of both weight and speed of the truck creating an impact
which would crackup most, aniy highway we can buiild these clays.

Perhaps the most effective measure which could be taken would be
some reduction of the enormous speed. Trher~e is also a, safety factor
involved in the enormnous speed at which these huge things run along
the highway because they will create their own wind which is enough
to blow a passenger car right off the road.

The most effective thing that could be done would be some national
reduction in a speed limit that would also add very subs tantially to
the safety factor.

The CHAIR-MAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator FANNIN. D~O von have any idea what percentage 'of the steel

that is used by the railroads both in the tracks and equipment is
imported?

_Mr. BARNE:TT. Yes, sir; I have a very good idea about that, a very
clear idea. Zero.

Senator FANNIN. In other words, as far as the steel rails and I
know that some of the foreign countries now are iiaking wheels and
things of that nature. Aren't those being imported?

Mr. B3ARNETT. To a, very, very minor degree there are some.
Senator F'ANN Ni N. Axles?

Mr. rr AN'1Trhere are some axl es of JTapanese manufacturers that
are being imported in this country. In the case of my own company
our use of that amounts to zero. In the case of the na. tional industry
the use of imported steel in rail equipment is very minimal.

Senator FAkNNiN. I understand it was growing quite, rapidly and I
was wondering if this legislation would help turn it around.

Mr. BARNETT. It would indeed.
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The CHAIRM3-AN. Thank you.
(21r. Barnett's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT orF FRANK E. BARNETT, OJIAIREMAN OF THE BOARD OF
DinEOTORs OF UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO., AND UNION PACIFIC CORP., ON
BE HALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMRICAN RAILROADS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Frank E. Barnett.
I am Chairman of the Board of Directors of Union Pacific Railroad Company and
Union Pacific Corporation, with offices at 345 Park Avenue, Now York City.

I am appearing here today on behalf of the Association of American Railroads
to present the views of the Association and its members with respect to the
Revenue Act of 1971- (11.11. 10947) ;particularly those portions thereof wvhiclh
provide for the restoration of the 7 percent investment credit; a reasonable
allowance for depreciation ; a reasonable repair allowance; aiid for the repeal of
the manufacturers excise tax on p~assenger titiloiobiles and light trucks.

The members of the ,Association for whoin I speak operate 99) percent of the
Class I railroad mileage in the United States, and1 employ 98 percent of the
Class I railroads' total domestic work force. On behalf of the Association and
its members, I urge the swift enactment into law of the Revenue Act of 1971
as passed by the House of Representatives.
Job Developmnent Credit

In our judgment there is no doubt that the 7 percent Job Development Credit
constitutes the most expeditious method of stimulating our national economy,
combating inflation, and reducing unemployment. Capital investment has, long
been recogni'tc-l as the key to the economic strength of this nation, and thus we
believe that ain Increase in industrial capacity is the most effective long-range
weapon against In1flation.

Similarly, there is no doubt that the astounding increase in Industrial capacity,
together with its almost total elimination of unemployment, experienced during
the viable yeaks of the 7 percent investment credit, is at lpresent nonexistent.
Analysis of new orders for machine tools during the 196i2 to 1970 years. as set
forth in the Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means, which acoon-
panied H1.R. 10947,' reflects not only the negative impact on capital spending
which arose from suspension and ultimate repeal of the 7 percent Investment
credit, but also the positive Influence of that credit.

Looking solely at the railroad industry, we believe that the incentives to
capital Investment presently pending before this Committee will, if enacted. per-
mit our Industry to reactivate its program of expansion and modernization which,
out of economic necessity, we were forced to curtail upon repeal of the -7 percent
investment credit in 1969.

This, I might add,. is not a prediction based on idle speculation. The experience
of the railroads with the 7 percent Investment credit dates back to those days
when many urged its defeat. TJhus it was on April 6, 1962. that I appeared before
this Committee on behalf of the Association and urged the Immediate adoption
of that portion of the Revenue Act of 1062 providing for the Investment credit,
and commended It as a -means. "not only of stimulating anl increase In employment
opportunities and in the gross national product, but also as one way to initiate
much needed plant modernization."

In October of 1906, Daniel P. Loomis appeared before this Committee on behalf
of the Association to argac against suspension of the credit which hie maintained
would: add substantially to the existing national freight car shortage: add to
rather than decrease the Inflationary spiral then of such concern to the admiln-
istration:; and finally, would critically depress within a few months after its
enactment, the freight car and locomotive building and supply Indlustry which at
that time employed in excess of 500,000 individuals.

Finally, in July of 1969. Mir. Thomas M.N. Goodfellow, on behalf of the Associa-
tion, andI I, on. behalf of Union Pacific Railroad, argued Strenuously against
repeal of the investment credit, again pointing out what we believed would be
the consequences attendant upon such repeal, not only to the railroad Industry,
but also with respect to our national economy.

11 Hl. Rept. No. 92-533, 92d Cong., 1 st Sess., p. a .
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As has been said-what is past is proiogue--and thus I would direct this
Committee's attention to Exhibits "A," "B," and "C" attached hereto, which
dramatically reflect both the positive impact of the investment credit in the
railroad Industry, as well as the negative impact of its~suspensiofl and ultimate
repeal.

Exhibits "A" and "B" clearly underscore the stimulus to freight car acquisi-
tions provided by the credit during the 1960-1970 period. Exhibit "A" reflects the
orders actually placed for freight train cars during this period, while Exhibit
"B" reflects those cars placed in service during this period. Taken together
these Exhibits demonstrate how quickly and effectively the credit translated
itself into ever-increasing equipment orders. Thus in 1962, the initial year of the
credit's application, orders for freight train cars commenced their upward climb
from the 19(3 level of 36.800 units to 112,898 units ordered during the calendar
year 1966. These statistics represent the positive influence of the credit within
the railroad Industry.

On the other hand, consideration of Exhibit "C" reveals how quickly lack of
the investment credit dried up cash which would otherwise have been utilized in
our modernization and expansion programs. Thus, orders placed during the 5-
month period immediately preceding suspension of the credit, which averaged
8,466 units, dwindled to a 6,087 monthly average during the 5-month Period com-
mencing with the suspension. In addition, consideration should be given to the
Increase In orders placed in May of 1967, a point In time when retroactive restora-
tion of the credit was a foregone conclusion, as well as the 11,449 orders placed
in June of 1907, the month in which the credit was in fact restored retroactively.

In short, the dramatic stimulus to cpaital investment provided by the investment
credit is nowhere more clearly demonstrated than in the railroad industry.
Job Dcvelopnicnt Credlit.Anti-TNflationary~ Inipact

In addition to Its contribution to programs of capital expansion, the proposed
credit will have a decided anti-inflationary impact insofar as the railroad Industry
is concerned. This Commitee Is well aware of Instances of sharp increases in
prices which have resulted from the shutting down of producing facilities due
to freight car shortages. This Committee is further aware of situations where
these freight car shortages have forced Our shippers to turn to more expensive
modes of transportation. In light of the fact that approximately 20 cents of the
consumer's dollar is devoted to transportation costs, and the further fact that
rail shipment of freight is the least expensive method of transportation, it is
apparent that nny shift by our shippers to non-rail modes of transportation has
an inflationary impact.

Drawing directly on our experience with the 7 percent investment crdleit, we
believe that the shortages of rail equipment whk'h have given rise to these in-
creased transportation costs can and will be reversed upon enactment of the
proposed job development credit due to the availability to the members of our
Industry of the necessary funds to underwrite the acquisition of badly needed
equipment. It Is axiomatic that any incentive to the acquisition of rail and other
components of the track structure, computers, advanced communication facilities,
freight train cars, locomotives, and other qualifying and related assets must
necessarily decrease the cost of transportation, and consequently is hound to be
accodingtinay enctent of the job development credit will provide our industry

with the means to more effectively respond to the demands of shippers, rather
than forcing them to alternative and more expensive modes of transportation.

Jo Dvelopnient Cr-edit Will Combat Unemploynment
As to the contribution which the job development credit will make to the na-

tional labor force, I would direct this Committee's attention to the situation
which occurred within the car and locomotive building and supply Industries
upon the suspension of the 7 percent investment credit. As we predicted; these
indIustries, within a short period of time after enactment of the suspension, were
faced by the most critical period in their history. Car and locomotive building
plants were forced to close, and the employment of thousands of highly skilled
Individuals was terminated. Work force reductions ranged from a low of 23
percent to a high of 75 percent.

In our judgment, enactment of the presently proposed job development credit
will produce exactly the opposite results to those experienced during the suspen-
sion period within the car and locomotive building and supply Industries. Once
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the necessary funds become available, the railroad industry will be in a position
to climb back to the high platerou of plant and equipment investment attained
during those years in which the 7 percent investment crdeit was available. It is
only too obvious that this resurgence of investment will have a direct impact upon
the car and locomotive builders and their suppliers.

Job Development Credit Essential to Railroad Modernization Programs
In addition to the foregoing, enactment of the job development credit will

generate within the railroad industry mediate dollars which canl be committed
to expansion and modernization programs. Ever since our initial appearance
before this Committee in support of the 7 percent investment credit, our industry
has pointed consistently to a basic need to generate capital with which to under-
write the cost of its plant and facilities modernization programs. These programs
iook to the acquisition of newer and more sophisticated units of rolling stock,
locomotives, electronic marshalling yards, track and related structures capable
of sustaining high-speed trains, and modern communications equipment.

As wve have indicated time and again, the cash with which to underwrite these
programs has been traditionally derived from three sources: credit financing ac-
complishied through equipment trust obligations, conditional sales, or bank fi-
nancings; equity financings; and Internal sources.

Credit financings account for some 80 percent of the total cost of our equip-
ment acquisitions and are amortized over a 15-year period. A number of years
ago these funds could be secured at an effective interest rate which ranged from
2 to 31/2 percent.. However, recent experience has seen a cost for these funds.
even to our more prosperous members, which has ranged from 0.50 to 10.03
percent.

The balance of these acquisition costs, the 20 percent cash down payment,
come from either equity financings or internal sources. When one considers the
fact that the estimated rate of return onl net investment for all Class I railroads
in the United States for 1970 was only 1.47 percent, the lowest since the de-
pression year of 1932. it Is no surprise that the Investment community looks else-
where to purchase Its equity securities.

Thus It Is that the railroad industry must generate from within the funds to
make tile down payments on Its equipment acquisition obligations, and to under-
write its other programs designed not only to maintain but also expand and
modernize its existing facilities.

U~nquestionab~ly, the more rapid recovery of previously invested dollars through
liberalized depreciation policies have and will continue to contribute to the gen-
eration of these funds. However, these provisions are not sufficient to enable
us to meet our immediate need for capital with which to overcome our des-
perate equipment Rllortages and expand and modernize our facilities.

Accordingly, we are greatly encouraged by the presently proposed job develop-
ment credit as contained in H1.1. 10947. That it will have, upon enactment, an
Immediate Impact within our industry Is unquestioned, and easy to understand.
Tile credit will generate immediate dollars to the purchasers of qualifying assets,
dollars which will be available no later thanl the first estimated tax installment
(late occurring after the close of I-he taxable quarter within which such assets
are placed !in service. This instant dollar availability distinguishes the credit
from depreciation liberalization which, while extremely vital to our acquisition
programs, permits a dollar recoulinlent stretching over a number of years, thus
providing a welcome but gradual impact on cash flow.

In addition, the credit dollars thus generated do not represent tile return to
the taxpayer of prior capital expenditures as do depreciation dollars. Rather,
they represent permanent tax savings which immediately can be committed to
plant maintenance, expansion and modernization programs by members of our
industry.
Job development credit essential if railroads are tovmeet requirements estimated

Iby the Department of Transportation
The pressing need for this resurgence of investment in our industry is made

abundantly clear by the testimony of Charles D. Bakier, Assistant Secretary for
Policy of tile Department of Transportation, before the Senate Subcommittee Oil
Freight Car Shortages on June 29 of this year. In his testimony Mr. Baker
referred to the Department of Transportation's estimate that the railroads, over
the next 9 years, must place Into service at least $15.3 billion in new and rebuilt
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freight cais and locomotives, an expenditure which hie noted was exclusive of the
indlustry's other needs such as new track and terminals.

Mr. Baker's estimates are certainly pertinent to the instant legislative pro-
posals. His breakdown of our 9-year requirements revealed the following:

1. 617,000 cars each of the 80-ton capacity costing $8.8 billion, or an
average of $14,200 per car to meet a projected rail demand of 1.03 trillion
ton-miles In 1980;

2. 130,000 cars costing $2.3 billion to satisfy existing shortages; and
3. 11,169 road and switching locomotives costing $3.7 billion.

Looking solely to our freight car requirements, it is clear that we are cur-
rently unable to keep pace with the estimated annual need over the 9-year period
for at least 83,000 cars. Orders placed during the calendar year 1970 aggregated
only 58,201 cars, as contrasted to the 112,898 cars ordered in 1966 when the credit
was in effect, and 'as contrasted with the first 4 months of 1969 (that period
immediately prior to repeal of the 7 percent Investment credit) when orders
were placed for some 38,872 freight cars.

In the absence of the credit we must. agree with Mr. Baker's concllusion that
the railroad industry's present financial position "probably precludes their
reaching a level of expenditures anywhere near $15.3 billion" over the 9-year
period; a conclusion predicted on the fact that as an industry we are not now
generating a cash flow sufficient to even renew existing car fleets, let alone add
to them. As is evident from Exhibit "D,"1 the acquisition of this equipment will
require an aggregate cash outlay over the 9-year period on the order of $8.1
billion.

Thus it Is that we urge the swift enactment of the job development credit-
not only to stimulate at lagging economy and( to combat inflationi and unlemploy-
mnent, but also to permit our industry to reactivate those lprogramis of expan-
sion and modernization which we were forced Wo curtail up~on repeal of the
7 percent investment credit in 1969.
Reasonable Allowance for Depreciation

Similarly, the railroad industry encourages enactment of those portions of
H.R. 10947 which provide for a reasonable allowance for depreciation as well as
a repair allowance. We have long been keenly aware of the necessity for, and
have strenuously advocated, a system of depreciation predicated on tile economic
realities of today's marketplace. We believe the provisions contained in Section
110 of H.R. 10947 represent a highly significant and commendable step towards
that goal.

In April of 1962, and again in November of 1963, w-e appeared before this
Committee and pointed to a need for legislative action with respect to dep~recia-
tion. We felt then as we do now that depreciation is an area in which absolutes
are a niecessity-absolutes which c~an only be insured by legislative action.

Our active Interest in realistic depreciation policies hias steinied for the most
part from our reliance on internal sources for funds with which to maintain,
expand, and modernize our existing plant and facilities. A,,- I noted earlier, de-
preciation has played a major role in the generation of these funds,,, returning to
us over the depreciable period previously- expended capital (dollars which Cani
once more be committed to our acquisition programs. As the net earning of
our industry have declined, our interest in realistic depreciation has become
more and more acute.

The first major step In the direction of realistic depreciation was taken In
1962 with the promulgation of the Guidelines in Revenue Procedure 62-21. The
primary function of the Guidelines was to stimulate investment in newv properties
and encourage the retirement of outmoded and obsolete assets. In addition, it
was intended to, and did, eliminate a major component of the hidden cost most
feared by business-an unexpected tax deficiency.

The second major step towards the goal of realistic depreciation was taken by
the Treasury Department earlier this year in its promulgation of the ADR system
of depreciation. At long last the taxpaying community could avail itself of a
system of depreciation which gave full and complete recognition to not only the
physical deterioration of a depreciable asset, but also to that asset's economic
obsolescence.

The period of an asset's physical deterioration is readily ascertainable. Thuis
the service lives established under Bulletin "F" in pre-Guideli-ne years were noth-
Ing more than the product of tombstone studies of varying business practices
which revealed nothing more than the number of years an asset had been used
In the past before it was retired from service, usually because It wore out.
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However, in today's climate the mortality approach to depreciation is totally
unrealistic. Today, assets are retired due to rapid technological changes in the
arts, and not because of their physical deterioration. In the railroad industry
we are constantly confronted with more sophisticated equipment which ranges
from rolling stock to electronic classification yards. Accordingly, any realistic
systems of cost recovery must give full recognition to this fact of accelerating
economic obsolescence, and further must be responsive to the current purchasing
power of the dollar.

We believe that the combination of the Guidelines and the ADR system of
depreciation, as enacted by the H-ouse of Representatives, and as presently con-
tained in Section 1-10 of the Bill before this Committee, represents the most prac-
tical and realistic system of cost recovery in this nation's history-and we there-
fore urge its immediate Congressional enactment.
Repeal of Manufacturers Excise Pax

Finally, we urge repeal of the manufacturers excise tax on passenger auto-
mobiles and certain other vehicles. As the carrier of more than 76 percent of the
newv automobiles and automotive parts shipped in the United States, the railroad
industry has a vital interest in any measure which will stimulate consumer
demand for domestically produced vehicles. The increased demand for these
vehicles will not only provide additional job opportunities, but also will result
In increased freight revenues which will add materially to our ability to con-
tribute to an international prosperity without war.

In conclusion, I would like to thank this Committee for the courtesies which
have been extended to me today.

ExHIBIT A

Fr'eighlt train cars ordered during calendar years 1960-70

Cal'n (l(r ycars:
1960
1961 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

36, 800
33,085
40, 401
71, 311
85, 120

105, 674
112, 898
70, 551
71, 663
90, 151
58, 201

NoTM.-Includes cars of all railroads and private car lines, as well as cars built new by
carbuilders and In railroad shops, and cars rebuilt by carbuilders and in railroad shops.

Source :Reports American Railway Car Institute and The Association of American
Railroads.

EXIBIT B

Frieght tra in ears placed in service, calendar years 1960-70

Calendar year:
1960 -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1961 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1962 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1963 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1964 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1965 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1966 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1967 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1968 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1969 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1970 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

58, 322
34, 241
39, 822
48, 255
83, 266
89,653

106, 058
100, 181
68, 836
76, 014
75, 225

NOTE.-Inclurdes ears of all railroads and private car lines, as well as cars built new by
carbuiilers anI In railroad shops, and cars rebuilt by carbuilders and in railroad shops.

Source: Reports American Railway Car Institute and The Association of American
Railroads.
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ExII113T C

Freight train Car monthly orders during 5-month period prior to suspension of
credit and during the period commencing with suspension and termination
wvith its retroactive restoration

Orders during 5-month period prior to suspension:
June 1W96--------------------------------------------------- 7, 538
July 196--------------------------------------------------- 6, 353
August 19(66 ------------------------------------------------ 8, 678
September 19N6---------------------------------------------- 13, 045
October 1960 ------------------------------------------------- 6, 720

Orders during period cowinencing with suspo nsion and terminating with its
retroactive restoration :

November 19660---------------------------------------------- 0, 258
December 196---------------------------------------------- 9, 863
January 1967------------------------------------------------ 4, 364
February 1967----------------------------------------------- 4,041
March 1967 ------------------------------------------------- 5, 909
April 1967 -------------------------------------------------- '11,728
May 1967--------------------------------------------------- 7, 677
June 1967 ------------------------------------------------- 2 11, 449

1Month restoration effective.
SMonth restoration retroactively enacted.
NoTm.-Includes cars of all railroads and private car lines, as well as cars built new by

carbuilders and in railroad shops, and cars rebuilt by carbuilders and In railroad shops.
Source: Monthly Reports Amnerican Railway Car Institute and The Association of

American Railroads.

ExHIBIT D

ANNUAL CASH REQUIRED FOR ACQUISITION OF $15,300,000,000 OF EQUIPMENT OVER 9-YEAR PERIOD

Principal 2
Year Downpayment I amortization I nte rest 3 Total

1 ............. $340,000,000 $52,070,646 $53,040,000 $445,110,646
2------------------------ 340, 000, 000 108, 046, 590 104, 049,245 552, 095, 835
3-------------------------- 340,000,000 168,220,730 152,875,428 661,096,158
4 -------------------------- 340, 000, 000 232, 907, 931 199, 354, 819 772, 262, 750
5------------------------ 340, 000,000 302,446,672 243, 311, 410 885,758,082
6 -------------------------- 340, 000, 000 377, 200, 818 284, 555,990 1,001,756,808
7 -------------------------- 340, 000, 000 457, 561,525 322, 885, 158 1,120,446,683
8 -------------------------- 340, 000, 000 543, 949,285 358, 080,259 1,242,029, 544
9 -------------------------- 340, 000, 000 636, 816,127 389,906,237 1,366,722,364

Total -- _------------------3,060,000,000 2,879,220,324 2,108,058,546 8, 047, 278, 870

1 At2O pec ent of annual purchases of $1,700 000 000.
280 percent o-annual purchases amortized oier 1s year.

8 Calculated at 7i-1i percent, less 48 percent effective Federal tax rate.

Senator AN,\DERSON (presiding). The next witness is Mrs. Thea
Braiterman, assistant professor of economics, Baltimore College of
Commerce.

STATEMENT OF MRS. THEA BRAITERMAN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
OF ECONOMICS, BALTIMORE COLLEGE OF COMMERCE, BALTI-
MORE, MD.

Mrs. BRAITERM3AN. My name is Thea Braitermian and I am assistant
professor of economics at the Baltimore College of Commerce, and I
am speaking before this committee on behalf of the Women's Inter-
national Daague for Peace and Freedom.
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The U.S. section of the league is composed of the 150 branches across
the country and menibers at large, both men and women, and the league
was founded in 1915 by Jane Ada ins.

I have submitted a, written statement and I would appreicate, it if
the committee would make the statement a part of the record.

Senator AN[riisoN. Thlat will I)C dlone.
Mrs. BRAlTETIMAN. T' le Revenue Act of 1.971 has been advertised to

the public as a measure to reduce unemployment. If it could do that,
it would be most welcome. Unem-ploymnent, stands at over 6 percent,
which means that wve must find at least 5 million new jobs.

Yet the most optimistic prediction for President Nixon's new eco-
nomnic policies-that offered by Dr. IMcCracken, Chairmnan of the
Council of Economic Advisors-promises only 500,000 new jobs.

If Dr. McCracken is correct, less thian 10 lpeicemt of tie, uttemlployed
,would get back to work in the next year. Although the bill before this
committee is an improvement over the President's original economic
proposals, it still does not offer any serious hope of creating anything
close to a f ul I eumployinent econioiimy.

The reasons are very clear. The enormous benefits it provides for
business in the forn- of the Job development investment, credit and the
Asset IDepreciation Range System (AI)R) will cost the U.S. Treasury
a permanent annual loss of between $6 and $9 billion in revenues, with-
out any indication that this loss will be compensated for by a corre-
sponding increase in jobs.

This represents a(n aggregate cut of 15 to 20 percent in corporate
taxes atfa time, when profits are rising. The second quarter of 1971 was
the highest quarter at aggregate profits in 'history. We know that the
economy needs stimulation, and that profits are low in some businesses.
But widespread improvement in prosperity is not likely to be found
in measures directly benefitting profits across the board. Stimulation
needs to be provideaI elsewhere.

At the present time, American industry is operating at only about
73 percent of capacity. As a result of insufficient demand, we have a
deflationary gap of W7 billion-the difference between the present
gross national product and what the gross national product would be
at full employment.

In such a, situation, most economists agree that investment in centives
are not what is needed. Idle plant and machinery will begin to be put
to use when this is warranted by growing demand, If it is tax measures
that are proposed to stimulate that demand, not ain investment credit
but more direct job oriented and consumer-oriented measures are what
is called for.

Wlhen people are buying business will expand without any help f rom
theGovrnmnt.Theinvestmnent credit is not an employment mneas-

ure, it isa windfall for business.
if there, is any doubt about the windfall nature of this measure, one

need only remember President Kennedy's original investment Credit,
introduced in 1962, which applied only to new investment above and
bc~vond the routine replacement of existirg plant, equipment, and
malulnery.

Somewhere along the line, this qualification has been dropped. Now
business is offered a credit on all new plant and equipment. Thus it is
quite possible for a business to reduce its investment, and At be richer
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by the investment credit. Tie luck~y bunsinessmn gets a credit on both
gross and net investment ; but. it is on~ly net new investment that brings
about a rise iii the gross national protUt..

So, therefore, we urge that the job development credit be rejected
anid that th"( asset range, depreciation system be repealed.

I would lice, next to speak albout, DISC, the doilestic international
Sales corporation pr~ovisiolis.

Genitlemien, this is a windfall being slipped past ani unexpecting
pl)ihc. The average American citizen has no idea that there is a lucra-
tive loophole for foreign subsidiaries of Aiiericani corporations. As
You all kniow, foreign subsidiaries don't have to pay taxes on profits
uniles-s and until those, profits are paid to the parent corporation in the
1 nited' States.

What this bill before your committee is proposing to do is offer the
same loop)bole to Anmericani exporters att a, cost to the Treasury of be-
tweemi $600 and $955 million each and every year. Tax-free foreign
investment, is costly to the Treasury, it generates problems in our bal-
an1ce of payments, it ca uses dislocation in our foreign relations with
development countries such as, Western Europe, Japan, and Canada, it
causes problems of nnftair competition for Amnerican exporters and
Ailmrican1 labor.

All of these inequities and (dislocations (d0 need repair but not by
tie I)ISC provisions -which only make a, bad situation worse. The way
to equalize conlpetitioil between A merican exporters and A-men can
business abroad is by removing the, tax benefits that follow American
investment around the world.

This could be done by taxing the profits of foreign subsidiaries of
American corporations on a current basis by which we tax business
generally-without deferring or postponing taxation until profits re-
turn hioiie in the form of dividends.

The DISC provisions should be rejected by this connnittee. T1hil-d,
Would like to speak on the matter of tax reduction.
In the tax reduction provisions of tis r-(eenue act Conigress oe

begrin to move in the right directions by (directlyv iincreasing~ (lisposzamle
incme ndyet it ha~s not done enonghl. rTlie report Oil tile bill which

camie out offthe House seems to claimi that no one living below the
poverty level will have to pa y taxes if weN- 1ass this reene act of 1971.
But if* voni examine the facts inore closely and if you look at the de-
tailed projections of the H-ouse coiin mittee-J have cited them in my
written report-you will see that this a-ct does not come close to bring-
ing about rem-oval1 of taxation of people who are ait the poverty level,
amid I would like to suggest that the bill do just that.

The poor whose needs -are pressing have a higher propensity to con-
Asume than the walthy, and therefore, tax reduction that con centrates

on low income families have a quick stimulative effect.
y The bill recog-nizes that but does not go fai- enough. We recommienid
that the miiinum dledulction and the 1)ersonal exemption Jbe increased
as a measure, that would immiedi atelv increase, demands in time eclony.

And finally, I would like to speak 'aloulta full emlploymnent econiomiy.
We don't beieve that a full employment economy c-an be achieved
solely through thiestiniulation of consunier dlemandsaltimough timat is a
necessary first step.
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Too much of our unemployment is structural. The jobs that have
been created in the last 10 or 20 years are increasingly white col-
lar jobs in the service industries.

1e have fewer and fewer jobs for unskilled people. Therefore, the
Government must begin to inv-est in human capital. If it is our purpose
to reduce unemployment the way to do it is to provide jobs for people
who want them and not by tax credits to private industry but rather
by direct Government expend ituros that willI create jobs.

The cost of job creation can be compensated for by the spending
power of those who become employed. We hope that the administra-
tion and the Congress are serious about achieving a full employment
economy. If we are to have that, jobs must be created not vagueivy and
rhetorically "developed."1 And if we are serious perhaps the time has
come to guarantee full employment by providing that the Government
become the employer of last resort.

Let's not, give business an unnecessary gift of bi lions of dollars for
machinery in the futile hope that the benefits will trickle down to the
people. Rather let's invest. in human beings and watch the benefits
percolate uip through a; healthy economy.

Thank you.
Senator BENNETTr. I would like to join the lady in one comment-

let's close down all of the manufacturing, let the machines run out, get
obsolescent, and let's take in each other's washing.

Mrs. BRAITERMAN. I wouldn't say that.
Senator BENNETIT. That is the ultimate of what you are suggesting.
Mrs. BRAITERMAN. I don't think so at all.
Senator FANNIN. Wh,7at. do you think we are going to do to compete

with the other countries of the world if we follow your line of
thinking?

Mfrs. B RAITERMAN. I believe our industry can become competitive
with other countries in the world.

Senator FANNIN. And pay four times the salaries and in some
cases 10 times the salaries?

Mrs. BRAITERMIAN. I am not suggesting anything about salaries.
Senator FANNIN. You should be thinking3 about that.
Mrs. I3RAITERMAN. I am, thinking about. thlat.
Senator FANNIN. Hlow can we possibly compete with the other coun-

tries in the world when the unions havye been able to force labor costs
tip so tremendously?

Your theoretical conclusions might work if we were not competitive
with the other countri es.

Mrs. BIRAITER-MAN. I think we can be. We have the resources and we
can work at that. 'We are going to become less competitive if we allow
business to close out competition. That is the basic principle of a free
enterprise economy.

Senator FANNIN. We are not working under a free enter rise eco-
nomly when we have the labor costs forced up with lower pr~oductivity.
Take the steel industry as the basic industry. We are paying 4 times
the wages that the Japanese are paying and they have greater produc-
tivity thian we have.

So how are you going to overcome that?
Mrs. I3RAI'TEIRMAN. I recently heard a figure from someone who ap-

parently knows what hie is talking about that says the labor hours that
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into an automobile. am-ount to only $500. ',0 man-hours that go
into an automobile. At, the average rate of pay, that that represents
$500 in labor costs and we all know how inuch the pri-e of the auto-
m-obile goes up every time that there is an increase in wages.

Senator FANxrx. I am afraid that you haven't followed all the
way through from the start to the finish. I am not going to debate this
at this tie. This is a very ridiculous statement for you to mnake. It
only involves that much money, labor only involves that mnuch money.

Mirs. BIIAIVER-IAN. I think the cost of la bor has been exaggerated in
the price increases we have, had in recent, years.

,Senator FANNIN. I certainly disagree with you on that.
(Mrs. Braiterman's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THEA BRAITERMAN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF E CO1\oIL1cS,
BALTIMORE CdLLEGE OF COMMERCE ON BEHALF OF WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL
LE-AGUE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM

My name is Thea. Braiterman, and I am Assistant Professor of E~conomics at
the Baltimore College of Commerce. I am appearing before this Committee at the
request of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. The United
States Section of the League is composed of 150 branches across the country and
membersh-at-iarge, both men and women. There are sections in 19 other coun-
tries. The League wvas founded In 1915 by Jane Addams.

1. Job Development Investment Credit and As~et Depreciation Range ftstern
(ADR)

The Revenue Act of 1971 has been advertised to the public as a measure to
reduce unemployment. If It could do that, it would be most welcome. Unemploy-
ment stands at over 6%, which means that we must find at least five million jobs.
Yet the most optimistic prediction for President Nixon's new economic poliies-
that offered by Dr. McCracken, Chairman of the Council of Economic Adlvsors-
promises only 500,000 newv jobs. If Dr. McCracken is correct, less than 10%91 of
the unemployed would get back to work in the next year. Although the bill before
this Committee is an improvement over the President's original economic pro-
posals, it still does not offer any serious hope of creating anything close to a
full employment economy. The reasons are very clear. The enormous benefits it
provides for business in the form of the job development Investment credit and
the Asset Depreciation Range System (ADR) will cost the United States Treas-
ury a permanent annual loss of between $6 billion and $9 billion In revenues,
without any Indication that this loss wvill be compensated for by a corresponding
increase In jobs. This represents an aggregate cut of 15 to 20% in corporate taxes
at a time when profits are rising. The second quarter of 1971 was the highest
quarter in aggregate p~rofits in history. We know that the economy needs stimu-
iation, and that profits are low in some businesses. But widespread improvement
In prosperity is not likely to be found in measures directly benefittig profits
across the board. Stimulation needs to be provided elsewhere.

At the present time, American industry is operating at only about 73%/ of
capacity. As a result of Insufficient demand, we have a deflationary gap of $70
billion-the difference between the present Gross Nationi Product and what thle
Gross National Product would be at full employment. In such a situation, most
economists agree that Investment Incentives are not what Is needed. Idle plants
and machinery will begin to be put to use when this is warranted by growing
demand. If it is tax measures that are proposed to stimulate demand, not anl
investment credit but more direct job-oriented and consumer-oriented measures
aire what Is called for.

The Investment credit cannot exert much impact until late 1973, if at all: and
after that, there is evidence that It might prove inflationary. It could lead to
overinvestment, or Investment in foolish frills that do not enhance technological
efficipey. There Is good reason to believe that it will destroy some Jobs, because
It may encourage unnecessary or excessive automation. Dr. Pierre A. Rimifret
makes It clear In his testimony on this bill before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee that the Investment credit Is intended to replace men with machines:

68-333-71-pt. 2-16
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"The service business Is basically a small business. Now a small business does
not have thle capital to buy the equipment it needs . .. It must have equipment
to replace human beings. The investment credit . w .iill materially help the
service business."

Thle so-called "Job Development Investment Credit" may dry uip as many jobs
as it develops. It is not anl employment measure, but a windfall for business.

If there is any doubt about the windfall nature of this measure, one need only
remember President Kennedy's original investment credit, introduced inl 1902,
which applied only to new investment above and beyond the routine replace-
ment of existing plant, equipment, and machinery. Somewhere along the line,
this qualification has been dropped. Now business is offered a credit on all niew
plants and equipment. Thus it is quite possible for a business to reduce its Invest-
ment, and yet be richer by the investment credit. The lucky businessman gets
a credit onl both gross and net investment; but it is9 only net niew investment
that brings about a rise in the Gross National Product.

Mr. James M. Roche, Chairmian of the Board of General Motors, makes it very
clear that business policy is not determined by tax incentives. Onl August 31, 1971,
he said:

"It should be understood that most companies of any size determine their
purchases of equipment by the needs of the business and not by any short-term
tax advantagess"

Later in the same speech he said:
"It must be noted that the tax credit and accelerated depreciation applies only

after equipment is purchased and put to use. This, like the other elements of
the program, means very little unless we canl achieve the improved economy thi
President has called for."

Dr. Harley L. Lutz, professor emeritus of public finance at Princeton Univer-
sity, writing in the Wll Street Journal onl October 7, sumis the matter uip this
way:

"The tax credit is popular among bulsinessmnen because it benefits many for
doing what they had planned to do anyway. Whatever its form or purpose it
is essentially a gimmick."

II Domestic Internationial Sales Corpora-tion (DISC)
The reasoning behind the proposed DISC provisions seems a bit niurky to the

average citizen unless lie happens to know that foreign subsidiaries of American
corporations have a lucrative tax loophole under existing law. American owned
bu-sinessc3 abroad do not have to pay taxes onl profits unless and until those
profits are paid out ats dividend,, to the United States parent corporation.

In additional to being costly to the Treasury, tax-free foreign investment by
American business generates lpio1)lens in our balance of payments, commercial
problems in our balance of trade, aind dislocations- in our foreign relations with
developed countries such as Western Europe, Japan and Canada-favorite outlets
for American investment abroad. Beyond that, those tax loopholes- for Invest-
ment abroad create problems of unfair competition for American exporters and
American labor. All of these inequities and (dislocations need repair.

But the way to repair them is not through the proposed DISC provisions to
provide counterpart tax windfalls for American exporters at a cost to the
iresr of between $600 million and $955 million each year. This will not
significantly increase American exports. it simply rewards existing exporters for
doing what they are already doing. And it rewards them at the expense of the
economy as a whole.

it would be far better to equalize the competition between exporters and
American business abroad by removing the tax benefits that follow American
investment around the world. This could be done by taxing profits of foreign
subsidiaries of American corporations on a current basis-the way we tax busi-
ness genlerally-wvithout. deferring or postponing taxation until profits return
hiome in the form of dividends. The present proposal in H1.R. 10947 is a misdirected
effort to equalize one loophole by creating another, and should be rejected by this
Committee.
I11. Ind(7ividual Incoine Tax Reductionis

In the tax reduction Provisions of thle Revenue Act of 1971, Congress begins to
move In the right direction by directly increasing disposable Income. And yet it
is not enough. The report on the bill seems to claim that no one living below
the poverty level will have to pay taxes. The 1972 definition of the poverty level
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is- $4,290.00 for a family of four. Yet Page 15 of the Report of the House Ways
and Meains Committee on the effects of time bill shows the following: Of those
taxpayers earning between $0 and $3,000 gross, only 170,000 out of 5,555,000 who
are presently taxable will become nontaxable lby the accelerated exemption and
standard deduction provisions of the Act of 1971. Only 1,774,000 out of 5,531,000
will become nontaxable in 1972. In the Income class between $3,000.00 and
$5,000.00 only 95,000 out of 9,400,000 will become nontaxable in 1971; and in that
same class In 1972 only 091,000 out of 9,273,000 presently taxable will become
nontaxable. Clearly there Is a need to increase the minimum standard deduction
and the personal exemption so that no one living'at the poverty level need pay
income taxes.

(As a further stimulus to demand, we urge passage of Senate Bill S. 2372,
the Adequate Income Act, which Is before this Committee. Among other things,
it would place an income floor of $6500.00 for a family of four into our economy.)

The poor, whose needs are pressing, have a higher propensity to consume
than the wealthy; therefore, tax reductions; that concentrate on lowv income
families have a quick stimulative effect. This bill recognizes that, but does not
go far enough. We recommend that 'the minimum standard deduction and the
personal exemption be increased as a measure that would immediately increase
demand in the economy.
IV. A P01 Employmtent Economy

Yet we do not believe that full employment can be achieved solely through
the stimulation of consumer demand, although that is a necessary first step. Too
much of our unemployment is structural. The jobs that have been created in
the last ten or twenty years are increasingly white collar jobs in the service
industries. We have fewer and fewer jobs for unskilled people. Therefore, the
government must begin to, invest in human capital. If it is, our purpose to reduce
unemployment, the way to do this is to provide jobs for people who want them.
And not by across-the-board tax credits to private industry, but by direct govern-
ment expenditures that will create jobs. The cost of job creation can be coin-
pensated for by the spending power of those who become employed. The gov-
ernment can make jobs in the neglected fields of health, education, conserva-
tion, housing, urban development, social services, and public works. We hope
that the Administration and the Congress are serious about achieving a full
employment economy. If we are to have that, jobs must be created, not vaguely
and rhetorically "developed". And if we are serious. perhaps the time has come
to guarantee a full employment economy by providing that government takes
on the burden of being the employer of last resort. Difficult as is this burden,
it now rests on the unemployed themselves. Let us not give business an unneces-
sary give of billions of dollars for machinery in the futile hope that the bene-
fits will "trickle down" to the people. Rather, let us invest in human beings and
watch the benefits "Percolate up" through a healthy economy.

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Gilvin.

STATEMENT OF L. P. GILVIN, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMIT-
TEE, ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA, ACCOM-
PANIED BY RICHARD C. CREIGHTON, DIRECTOR OF THE
HIGHWAY DIVISION, AND TRAVIS BROWN, TAX COUNSEL

Mr. GILVIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
L. P. Gilvin from Amarillo, Tpex.

I am appearing before you today in my capacity as chairman of the
Legislative Committee of the Associated General Contractors of
America, a national trade association of more than 9,000 general con-
tractors, with members and branch offices in all 50 States, Puierto Rico,
and the District of Columbia.

Members of the association perform building, heavy construction,
utilities, and highway construction. I am a hihway contractor and
president of Gilvin-Terrill, Inc. My firm performs about $8 million
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worth of highway construction in the State of Texas annually. In addli-
tion to being chairman of the AGC's legislative committee, I am also a
past president of the association.

I awn accomipaniied this morning by iRichard C. Creighton, director
of the AGC highway division andi Mr. Tlrav~is Brown, tax counsel for
special programs.

.You have before you a copy of our complete statement: however,
in the interest of brevity I would like to limit my remarks today to
the repeal of the excise tax on lighit trucks and buses.

This is noted under item 6 of the summary and is also contained
in mny full statement.

Unlike the repeal of the 7-percent excise tax onl new automobiles,
the repeal of the 10-percent excise tax on trucks and buses whose gross
vehicle weight is 10,000 pounds or less would reduce funds accruing
to the highway trust flund by &;2.235 billion between now 'and its pres-
ently scheduled expiration on Septem-ber 30, 1977.

Time and againi, when appearing before congressional committees,
the AGC has opposed both the diversion of funds to other purposes
and administrative limitations on the level of expenditures. We have
taken this positioii against diversion not because the purposes for which
it was suggested that the money diverted were not worthwhile.

But because it is our firm belief that when the highway trust fund
was established in 1956, a solemn commitment was made to the motor-
ing public that these funds would be dedicated for the construct ion
ofithe National System of Interstate and Defense Highways, the ABC
systems, and the administrative expenses of what was then the Bureau
of Public Roads, now the Federal Highway Administration.

While the repeal of the excise tax on light trucks and buses is not
a diversion as such, the net result would be the same-to deprive the
motoring public of needed roads.

In my own firm, through reduction in the highway program,
I laid off some 150 men last November and December of which we
only put back to work 12. So that is what happens to employment.

Estimates of future highway needs, presented to the Congress by
the Department of Transportation in 1968 and again in 1970, have indi-
cated that their cost will far exceed revenue accruing to the trust futnd
from all existing highway user taxes.

We are confident that when the national transportation needs study
is forwarded to the Congress next year it will again confirm that highi-
wvay construction needs exceed estimated revenue, including that result-
ing from the present 10-percent. excise tax on light trucks and buses.
We therefore oppose this provision as contained in section 401 of
H.R.. 10947.

House Report No. 92-533 states that **the tax on light duty,
truck is repealed because, to a substantial degree these trucks aire used
by many families in farm areas, as well as by other individuals, as
a means of personal transportation comparable to the use made of
passenger cars."

If it were not for the fact that the revenue derived from the excise
tax on automobiles goes to the general fund of the Treasury and that
the excise tax onl trucks and buses goes into the highway trust fund,
we would agree to repeal the former; however, it is our contention
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that the value derived from the Motoring public and the economy in
general, as a result of the construction and improvement of new and
existino' roads, justifies the retention of this tax.

Furi1iermore, we sincerely believe that if the excise tax on aill trucks
and buses weighing 10,000 pounds or less is repealed, we will exceed
the intended purpose of exempting those vehicles which are used
for personal transportation.

This tax break, as containedl in H.PR. 10947, will in many instances
benefit companies owning large fleets of such vehicles. Construction
cont ractors, as well as rental agencies, manufacturers, wvh olesal e and
retail businesses andl utilities such as telephone, gas and light coin-
paiis, all fall in~to this category.

Trhe principal vehicle in the lig-ht truck category which is used for
p~erson)al transportation is the one-half ton pickup. These are also
modified and used as callpers. Trhe gross weight of this vehicle, how-
ever, is approximately 5,000 pounds, -far less than the 10.,000-pouind
limit, contained in the proposed legislation.

Inasinuch as it mnay well be adininistrati vely impossible to tax those
vehicles which are used solely for busines-.,s purposes anld not those
which tire used for personal transp~ortationl, and if this committee
concludes that the use of light, trucks and buses for personal trans-
p~ortation justifies the r~epeal- of the tax, then we, respectfully suggest
that the wveight limiitation be reduced froml 10,000 to 6,000 pounds.

Our estimates have indicated that if the 10-percent excise tax on
trucks and buses is repealed for only those vehicles whose gross -weight
is 6,000 pounds or less, the loss to the trust fund between now and
September 30, 1977, will be reduced from $2.2 billion to $1.4 billion.

The CHAIRTMAN (presiding). Thank you.

biMr. GLVIiN. In mly Own State I got some in form-ation from our
hiway department where you pay half onl the I'arimi license, and so

they have a farmn license different' from the commnieial. Thley had
1,213,870 conmnercial trucks last year, and 192,955) farmil trucks. These,
did not include any heavy semitrucks or truck tractors but it did
include all of the trutcks; however, the ratio of 6 to 1, I believe, would
hold true onl the lighter ones.

Thank you.
The CHIRulEAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testi-

Monly.
Senator IYANNIN. JIust one question. There seems to be a great dis-

crepancy in what is really happening as far as the trust funds for
highway construction. I know, I happened to have been chairman of
the highway committee of the Governor's committee when fI was Gov-
ernor and we had great difficulty in getting the funds to keep flowing
through.

They were being held uip and I understand that is still tr-ue today
and I noticed you bhad a letter from ain Ohio contractor association that
they have 21 percent unemployment in the construction industry and
they attribute at lot of that to thle inability to get those funds.

Is that true, generally, around the country?
Mr. GmTTvIN. In most areas, Senator, as I said earlier, we laid off

about 40 percent of our work force last, winter due to the cutbacks.
Senator FANNIN. I can't. understand the previous testimony where

they said we had an excessive amount in the Highway Trust Fund.
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Mr. GILVIN. You don't mean today, in my testimony?
Senator FANNiN. No, no; in previous testimony. Thank you very

much.
Th1e CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Gilvin's prepared statement and attachments follow. Hearing

continues on p. 646.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF L. P. GILvIN, THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTrORS
OF AMuERICA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is L. P. Gilvin. I am
the immediate past President of the Associated General Contractors of America,
an association of more than 9,000 of the nation's leading construction contractors.
I am also President of Gilvin-Terrill, Inc., a general contracting firm located in
Amarillo, Texas.

GENERAL STATEMENT

The purpose of this testimony is t~o recommend a construction-oriented economic
program that wvill serve the best interests of the nation. The construction industry
is the largest single industry in the United States by the very fact that its goods
and services have consistently been between 13 and 15 percent of our gross na-
tional product. Therefore, ain investment credit program applied to this industry
will go a long way toward a quick return to stable economic growth and curtail-
ment of severe unemployment.

WAGE AND PRICE FREEZE

For the record, Mr. Chairman, our association has repeatedly asked the Ad-
ministration and Members of Congress to impose a wage and price freeze which
should not be lifted until labor andl management with the encouragement of Gov-
ernment have agreed on a wage Stabilization program. Ini June of 1970, we urged
the adoption of the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970 to grant the President
of the United States powers to issue orders and regulations as hie may deemi appro-
priate to stabilize wages and prices. At that time, we presented strong arguments
onl why controls were necessary in the construction industry. Since then and in
February of this year, we again appeared before the Congress urging an extension
of the Economic Stablization Act of 1970 stating that the situation had grown
steadily worse. There were 498 strikes inl 1970 causing a loss of over 41 million
mnan-days of work . The size of settlements continued to mount to the point where
it was generally recognized that increases negotiated for the current year Would
be 18% over previous rates.

On February 23. 1971, President Nixon declared that an emergency existed inl
the construction industry anl(] suspended the Davis-Bacon Act through an Execu-
tive Order. The President wais correct in recognizing the existence of anl enier-
gency at that time. During time 52nd Annual Convention of our association
(March 5-11, 1971), a Wage-Pi-ice Freeze Resolution wairs passed an(] sent t~ fime,
President and to every Member of the Congress. A copy of this res.A(utiomi is
attached.

Implementation of Executive Order 11588 is continuing with labor and manage-
ment participating In the operation of Craft Boards and the Construction Indus-
try Stabilization Committee. We believe Congress was right in enacting the Sta-
bilization Act of 1970 a year ago. Today, it is of even greater importance that
the delegation of emergency powers to the President h~e continued and there be
no break Ii the stabilization program which is now underway.

We are in favor of the continuation of a control board, the Construction Indus-
try Stabilization Committee and the Craft Boards, and we support the President's
economic program.

INVESTMENT CREDlIT

The 10 percent Job Developmnent Credit proposed by -the Administration is a
key element of the economic progr-am. We agree that enactment of an investment
credit into law will help to:

1. Reduce unemployment
2. Improve productivity
3. Increase American industry's ability to compete in foreign construction

markets.
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Our business includes all types of heavy, highway and building construction.
Memblers of the association build about 75 percent of the contract construction
in the United States. Therefore, we need not dwell at length onl the place the
construction industry has in the American economy. The health of the construe-
tion business is, essential not only to contractors, their employees and sup~pliers,
but as well to every economic activity in the nation. Wires submitted for the
records from California, Ohio and Washington provide current unemployment
information in those states.

Anl adequate investment credit program that provides the incentive to Industry
to invest in plant and equipment would reduce unemployment. The benefit be-
conies obvious when you consider that a million dollars worth of construction
generates approximately $350,000 in wages or ain average of 28 jobs.
Capital Recovery

,General contractors throughout the country are experiencing difficulty in earn-
Ing find retaining adequate funds to purchase necessary new aind used equipment.
In this highly competitive induIstry, it is essential that the contractor have effi-
ci-ei~t new or used equipment. to reduce costs and to permit his winning of con-
tract awards as the lo~~' bidder. But high taxes and labor costs, coupled with nar-
rowing profit margins in the construction industry, impose a hardship in acquir-
ing the essential reserves for equipment relacomnt.

We believe the Investment credit should apply to acquis-'itioni of used equip-
mnent anl(l that provision should be retained in H.R. 101947. Many times contractors
fire unable to buy new equipment while efficient usedI equipment would adequately
servo a project on which they are bidding. Retention of the investment credit for
used equipment will result in an important stimulus to economic growth In
construction.

The purchase price of construction equipment is high, yet its useful life is
relatively low. It is worked hard, out of doors, and under widely varying condi-
tions. The life of this equipment is shortened by differences in the competence
of operators, the -unavailability of proper maintenance in the field, the inherent
difficulty of excavation, and other aspects of construction work. For any one
contractor, the useful life of his equipment varies with the type of work he
does and the abilities 'of the men in his employ. The same machine may be -useless
after six mouths on one kind of job, but have a life of several years in other wvork.
Our continuing need to find and accept technological change further quickens thme
obsolescence of our tools and equipment. And to compound these difficulties, many
members of our association are called upon to specialty an(l nonrecurring work
which requires equipment that is useful only to that contractor and only onl that
job. These unusual circumstances require that construction contractors be per-
mitted wide latitude in determining the useful lives of their equipment, and that
they be able to replace their old equipment with more efficient units when neces-
sary. Codification of the Ar-set Depreciation Range System would provide, assur-
ance of a stable. long-range economic growth. Many American firms seek construc-
tion jobs abroad. Their success benefits the American economy, while diminishing
balance of payment and gold flow problems,. The principal foreign industrial
nations, as a foremost matter of tax policy, give the maximum possible incentive
to their nationals to assist in renewal of capital equipment. We cannot compete
meaningfully unless our incentives, to American firms approximate the practices
of other countries and permit us the cash flow necessary to maintain a competi-
tive position
A application to PWants

Although It is not clear, we understand that the 10 percent credit as proposed
to the Committee doe-, not apply generally to buildings. However, in our opinion,
an extension of this credit to plants erected to house newly acquired machinery
and equipment would serve further to reduce unemployment and to increase the
efficient American Industry.
Productivity

We agree that increased productivity is a major way of achieving reasonable
price stability and steadily rising real income for workers aind savers. This em-
pliasis. however, is, mainly associated with the availability of advanced machin-
ery. The emphasis should be stabilized wages and decreased prices to provide
an untaxed wage increase. We believe the President of our Association, John R
Hlealy 11, places the emphasis in Its proper perspective in the attached editorial.
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RELEASE OF DEDICATED TRUST FUNDS

This country requires sound public works programs scheduled on an orderly
and planned basis, to continue to meet the needs of our growing nation. The rate
of construction must be carefully scrutinized so that appropriated funlds'equate to
a contractor's ability to perform work efficiently through optimum use of his
men, machines and materials. When the level of funding is decreased or remains
thle same, the effect is that contractors will work at a rate less than their normal
capability.

Slowing down or interrupting construction projects results in the inefficient use
of manpower and machines. These costs are difficult to estimate and are never
fully recovered. Other costs such as interest onl borrowed funds, direct overhead,
price increases, and loss of federal revenue are more accurately analyzed. Suffi-
cient allowance for these costs, however, cannot be placed in thle next bid because
the contractor would never be a low bidder on another job since tis work is
done through open competition.

Reducing a contractor's cap~ability to perform work will lead to additional costs
to the government and to unemployment. Executive impoundmients are a major
cause of cost increases for needed public works such as Ilighvway projects. Con-
struction cannot be performed economically on a stop and go basis.

Based onl the fact that more than 25 percent of highway construction consists of
labor, slightly more than $2 billion in accelerated[ payments would go into tile
pockets of construction eivryioyees if the $8.1 billion (includes FY -1973 appor-
tionment) held up were released t9 the states and contracts awarded. Inl addi-
tion to tis, the employees responsible e for the production of supplies and materials
and the manufacturer of equipment would also benefit significantly through In-
creased employment.

REDUCTION OF UNNECESSARY GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL

It is our observation that there is a need for Congress to evaluate the necessity
andl the performance of many of the Government agencies relating to construction.
It Is our view that somel of the agencies are not doing what Congress intended,
when it enacted tile legislation they adluinister, and there is serious doubt
whether some of the Congretsional programs are still serving any useful purpose.
The discrepancies, duplication and conflicts that exist among the various Federal
agencies and bureaus in tile field of equal employment opportunity is a case Inl
point. Attached is a Resolution adopted by the Association referring to this
problem.

We think it is time for a Committee such as yours to check into this most
wasteful situation involving regulatory harassment and millions of dollars, inl
]Federal funds.

The waste of personnel, and the waste in Inflated wage rates, involved in the
admnistration of the Davis-Bacon Act and related laws is another case in point.

These laws serve no useful purpose, and on the contrary, are administered In
a nmannler that is clearly not In tihe public interest. When President Nixon sums-
pended tile Davis-Bacon Act and related laws, the order lasted for thirty-four

lendingg March 29, 1971. During that period of time, a large volume of
Federal and Federal-aid construction contracts were awarded without the Davis-
Bacon requirements. This period offers an unprecedented opportunity for tile
Congress to stildy the effects of tile suspension of these laws and the millions of
dollars saved by tile taxpayer thlroughl lower construction costs. AGO recommends
that your Committee consider ways of having such a study made in the near
future, while tile facts and figures pertaining to contracts awarded during this
period are still freshly available.

Ani example of the inflationary effects of the Davis-Bacon Act arose recently
in connection with the ABM missile construction projects in 'Montana. The con-
struction contractors that would normally do this work preferred to bid and
perform on the basis of "heavy construction" wage and overtime schedules. The
Montana Labor Unions, however, prevailed upon the Davis-Bacon Division to
declare that these projects were to be categorized as "building construction"
which called for a significant increase in labor costs. In spite of hearings. before
the Davis-Bacon Administrator, the Union's views were supported by the Davis-
Bacon Division at the taxpayers' expense, and at the expense of President Nixon's
anti-inflationary policies.
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Our Association strongly recommends repeal of the Davis-Baceon Act and re-
lated laws in order to reduce the unnece-ssary "red-tape" and thle inflationary
effects of union wage rates in Davis-Bacon wage decisions, and in addition, the
waste of Federal funds for payrolls involved in the administ ration of these
laws in all levels of government. Not only is there a large staff involved In the
determination of Davis-Bacon wage rates, but a much larger number of personnel
exists in the Wage-Hour Standards Office of the Labor D)epartmnent assigned to
Davis-Bacon compliance work . Many Federal and Federal-aid agencies also
emlloy large staffs to obtain and process Davis-Bacon wage determinations for
their respective construction projects, including contract compliance with the
Davis-Bacon requirements of the contract. We would estimate that several
millions of dollars would ibe involved in the Support of the overall number of
personnel in government whose assignments include the processing of Davis-
Bacon Act matters. Therefore, repeal of these lawis would provide a major
savings, in addition to eliminating unnieces;sary "red-tape" and inflationary wage
effects from their maladministration.

REPEAL OF EXCISE TAX ON LIGHT TRUCKS AND 1nUSES

Unlike the repeal of the 7 percent excise tax on new automobiles, the repeal
of the 10 percent excise tax onl trucks and buses whose gross vehicle weight is
10,000 pounds or less would reduce funds accuring to the Highway Trust Fund
by $2.235 billion between now and its presently scheduled expiration on Sep-
tember 30, 1977. Time and again, when appearing before Congressional Com-
mnittees, the AGO 'has opposed both the diversion of funds to other purposes and]
Administrative limitations on the level of expenditures. We have taken this
position against di!version not because the purposes for which it was suggested
that the money be diverted were not worthwhile, but because it is our firmn
belief that when the Highway Trust Fund was established inl 1956 a solemn
commitment was made to thie motoring public that these funds would be dedicated
for the construction of the National System of Interstate and Defense Highwvays.
the ABC Systems and the administrative expenses of what wits then the Bureau
of Public Roads, now the Federal Highway, Administration. While the repeal
of the excise tax onl light trucks and buses is not 'a 0'1ivension as such, time net
result would be tfhe stume-to deprive the motoring public of needed roads.

Estimates of future highway needs. presented to the Congress by the Depart-
ment of Transportation in 1968 and] again in 1970, have indicated that their cost
will far exceed revenue accruing to the Trust Fund from all existing highway
user taxes. We are confident that when the National Transportation Needs Study
Is forwarded to the Congress next year It will again confirm that highw-ay
construction needs exceed estimated revenue, including that resulting from the
present 10 percent excise tax on light trucks and buses. We therefore oppose this
provision as contained In Section 401 of H.R. 10947.

House Rep~ort No. 02-533 states that ". .. the tax onl light-duty trucks is re-
paled because to a substantial degree these trucks are used by many families

!in farm areas. as well as by other individuals, as a means of personal tramsz-
portation comparable to the use made of passenger e-ars." If it Nvei'e not for
the feet that the revenue derived from the excise tax onl automobiles goes to
the General Fund of the Treasury and that the excise tax onl trucks andbue
goes into the Highway Trust Fund. wve would agree that to repeal the former.
without at the same time repealing the latter, would be unfair. However, it is
our contention that the value derived by the motoring public anid the economy
inl general, as a result, of the construction and improvement of new and exist-
ing roads, justifies-the retention of this tax. Furthermore, weo sincerely lie-
lieve that if the excise tax on all trucks and buses weighing 10.000 pounds or
less Is repealed we will exceed the Intended purpose of exempting those vehi-
cles which are used for personal transportation-.

Thlis tax break. as contained in H.R. 109417, will In many instances accrue to
companies owning large fleets of such vehicles. Construction contractors, as well
as rental agencies, manufacturers, wholesale and retail buiessand utilities
such as telephone, gas and light companies all fall into this category.

The principal vehicle in the light truck category which Is used for personal
transportation Is the one-half ton pickup. These are also modified and used] as
campers. ThO gross weight of tMIs, vehicle, however, is; approximately .5.000
pounds-far less than the 10'000 p~ound limit contained In the propose(] legisla-
tion.
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Iniasmuch as it may well be administratively impossible to tax those vehii-
cles which are usedl solely for business purposes and not those which are used
for personal transportation, and if this Committee concludes that the use of
light trucks and buses for peirsonl transportation justifies thle repeal of this
tax, we respectfully suggest that the weight limitation be reduced from 10,000
to 6,000 pounds.

Our estimates have indicated that if the 10 percent excise tax onl trucks and
buses is repealed for only those vehicles whose gross weight is 6.000 poutid~s fr
less, the loss to the Trust Fund between now and September 30, 1977 will lie
reduced from $2.2 billion to $1.4 billion.

JUNE 25, 1970.
THlE PRE5LI)ENT,
The White House,
TWashingtoit, D.C.:

We the undersigned representatives of major national eimployers associations
in the construction industry who are mnemlbers of the Council of Conlstruction
Employers believe, in the light of runaway wage increases for the building
trades, that the restraint proposals in your address of Junie 17 fall far short of
meeting the critical problems of wage inflation In this, the country's largest
industry.

This construction wage inflation averaged a minimum of 14%1 in 1969, will
add an additional 18%1 in 1970 and at least another 18% in 1971. This is far be-
yond the 6.7% Increase for 1969 mentioned in the Government analysis handed
out at the White House lnst week andl is in fact onl a cumulative basis nearly
60%~l over three years.

These conditions result not only in increased economic burden to tile owni-
ers of construtcioii projvvts . public as well aIs private. but the entire e'couoniy
is threatened by the spillover effects of exorbitant wage increases in construc-
tion.

The construction industry itself is suffering heavy economic loss aIs a result
of employer attempts to resist the demands of organized labor. Increased con-
struction costs threaten our markets, Finally, productivity generally has tended
to decrease as the rate of wage increases has accelerated.

Even more serious thani the effect onl our industry is the inevitable spread of
these increased rates to other industries. Construction unions are now playing a
gigantic game of leap) frog: it is only a matter of time until others learn there
are no effective limits a nd join the game.

These inevitably result in higher costs with less value added to construction
buyers, which include the Federal Government with its major national con-
struction programs in the fields of housing, health services, highways and urban
renewal.

We are engaged in discussions looking toward improving the economic Im-
balance on the employers' side which now exists in collective bargaining in
the industry. While we expect to move as rapidly as possible, our realistic view
is that any tangible results will necessarily take time and will have no imore ef-
fect on the immediate crisis than the proposals you made June 17. Meanwhile,
our huge ind ' stry, with its 3.8 million employees, is planting the seeds for an
Inflation which will far outstrip anything this country has yet experienced and
every additional wage settlement made as time months pass will nurture those
seeds. We need action now, not months from now, to control the wild inflation
In this Industry and this action must come from Government.

We respectfully request you to give favorable consideration to controls In our
industry for such leng-th of time as may be necessary to cool union demands and
the resultant increases in prices and thus encourage labor and management
at the local level to negotiate reasonable agreements. We request that con-
struction wages be established as those in effect on January 1, 1970.

In order to accomplish this stabilization of construction wages and prices,
we propose that an approximate tax be placed on the contractor'Ps domestic con-
struction operations to prevent any windfall profit by the employer as the result
of the redetermination of wages.

During the period of these controls management and labor, with Govern-
ment encouragement, should cooperate to develop a national stabilization agree-
ment containing a no strike, no lockout pledge with provisions that the arbitra-
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tion of wvage disputes should be developed and implemented. This procedure was
used most effectively In previous emergencies.

The increase In construction wages is a threat to our economy which has been
building for several years. Nevertheless, it is with us and Its perilous thrust
can easily be documented and verified. You showed great political courage in
many other crises. This problem demands the same courage now.

Fred W. Mast, Chairman, Labor Committee, Associated General
Contractors of America, Inc.;

Jeremiah Burns, Chairman, Labor Liaison Committee, International
Association of Wall and Ceiling Contractors;

George A. Miller, Executive Vice President, Mason Contractors As-
sociation of America;

Fred N. Estopinol, Jr., President, 'Mechanical Contractors Associa-
tion of America;

James I). Curry, President, National Association of Plumbing, Heat-
ing, Cooling Contractors;

Philip S. Lyon, President, National Constructors Association;
Ed S. Torrence, Executive Director and secretary, Painting and

Decorating Contractors of America ;
James H. Ferguson, D~irector of Industry Relations, Sheet Metal, and

Air Conditioning Contractors National Association, Ine.

THiE AsSOClA'rED GENERAL CONTRACTORS Or A.%ERIcA

WAGE PRICE FREEZE

Whereas, the AGC, appreciates President Nixon's recognition of the Current
nationwide emergency in the construction industry, and

Whereas, this emergency is (due to the wage push inflation Which is completely
out of control, and

Whereas, we have long sought the repeal of the depresion-spawned Davis-
Bacon Act which has been providing governmental support to the spread Of in-
flationary wage patterns, and

Whereas, recent actions regarding the Davis-Bacon Act do not cure die major
Ill, unchecked union demands, and

Whereas, the present rate of unemnploys -it has had no damupeing effect on
the excessive demands of the Building Trad Unions.

N\ow, therefore be it resolved, That the Associated General Contractors of
America assembled in its 52nd Annual Convention. March. 5-11. 1971, imimedi-
ately. again, inform President Nixon and Members of Congress of these facts
and state in the strongest possible terms that we see no possibility that the
dis-asterous rate of increase in construction wages can be slowed in 1971 unless
a wage and price freeze is promptly imposed which will establish wage rotes as
those in effect on December 31. 1970. Such controls must be promptly imposed

4 and not lifted until labor and management, with the encouragement of Govern-
ment. have agreed on a wvage stabilization program establishing effective proce-
dures for reaching future wvage settle-ments in line with changes in living costs
and increases- in worker productivity, and that President Nixon be given full
information on neeed labor legislative reform (including the restructuring of
bargaining) to establish a more equal position at the negotiating table to the
end that collective bargaining may become effective in maintaining a balanced
relationship between construction wages and the -rowth. of the economy of the
Nation.

OCTOBER 15, 1971.
WILLIAM D~UNN,
Executive Director,
Associated General Contractors of America,
Washington, D.C. :

Unemployment in the construction industry in Ohio Is riding at 21 percent
due to lack of funds to carry out a substantial program. We urge AGC to con-
tinue to enlighten Congress of this drastic fact aad urge steps be taken whereby
Federal funds can be released from the highway trust fund to help eliminate this
poor economic condition. Restoration of Federal funds at this time would put
_some 7,500 people back to work.

KARL L. ROTHERMUND Jr.,
Emeoutive Director, Ohio Contractors Association.
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OCTOBER 15, 1971.
WILLIAm DUNN,
AGC of America, Washington, D.C.:

Request Information on construction employment situation !in California be
made a part of AGO testimony before Finance Committee on Monday. Prior to
extensive strike activity in Northern California, State Department of Hiunan
Resources Development prepared figures indicating construction unemployment
In State nearly twice national average in construction. With unemployment
running quite high In California because of aerospace cutbacks figures indicated
construction unemployment nearly 10 percent higher than general unemploy-
ment. State Indicated construction unemployment varied between 10 percent and
in excess of 25 percent in different parts of the State. Primary contributing
factor is present cutback in highway and public works construction programs.
Serious unemployment situation will exist as long as highway program remains
In present depressed condition. Major release of impounded highway funds only
guarantee to improve construction employment in California.

RicirAno MU-NN,
AGO of Califor-nia.

SPOK-ANV,, WAsir., October 15, 1971.
WILLIAMf E. DUNN,
Exreu tire Director, .4ssociated (Un ral (Contractors. Wcssliigton, 1).C.

The unemployment rate in Washington continues to Increase at this tinie of
year when historically it normally falls to its lowest rate. Construction cn-
tractors in Eastern Washigton and Northern Idaho report In recent survey
that their contract volume is 30 to 35 percent of capability. Contractors report
that their backlog carryover which is normally carried over to next const~ructionl
season will be the lowest since 1962. The dollar volume of construction represented
by plans in our plan room is roughly 112 of volume on land a year ago this date.
Health and welfare reports reflect reduced number of mail hours worked InI our
area. Executive impoundment in Washington as of July 1.t amounted to 127
million dollars on all highway programs interstate ABC and topics. The rteenft re-
lease of funds and its effect onl the amount impIounded is not known. Tn~entions
aire that this will increase to 150 to 155 million dollars hy end of fiscal year. State
1highlway Departments have plans on shelf for 40 million dollars worthy of work
which would be advertised Immediately upon01 release of impounded funds.
Further the department could contract for 95 million dollars by end of fiscal
year. The turning off aind turning on ;-f highway funds has caused a mimber-
three this year and four last year-of contractors to retroe or go completely
outf of business. If there were prospeot of uiniforil release schledule coupled
within investment tax credit contractors in area assure mne they would increase
hiring.

SAir C. Gimss,
l-hrccutive Director.

Inland Empire Chapter,.4.010.

CrEST IPDTTOR1TAT BY .TOT 77. PHEATY TT, PnRTOENVT, A.RROPArn~ Tr~.

CONTvaACTUS 0r,, ANMEP.CA

PBZODUCTTVITY IS THE KEY

The road to greater productivity in) construction is not a one-way street.
Lablor and mannag-emient musit combine their efforts to stabilize the cost/pro-

ducetivity factor before'the cost of construction passes beyond the ability ofth
owner to afford It. The construction industry can be priced out of the mairket.
amid we may ben approaching that point now.

Increased productivity obviously makeos good sense from an economic noint of
view, leading as It does to stabilized costs; therefore, to a slowing down of the in-
flationary trend that is hurtigall of us.

The time Is past due for labor and management to stop pointing accuing
fingeors at each other and trying to asess the bianie for the situation in wiceh
w,,e find yourselves. We have to cut out the kid stuff and show some genuine leader-
ship-on both sides.
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The credo of the building trades unions through the years has been to give
"'a fair day's work for a fair day's pay.' Surely no one In the Industry will
question that a "fair" day's pay has become, to say the least, a "good" day's pay
in the last decade. But has the productivity of the individual worker kept pace
with his earnings? Regrettably, In far too many cases, no.

Our whole economic system in America has been based on production and pride
In what we produce. Somehow, in our Industry we have allowed a few chronic
malcontents to con us Into the Idea that only a sucker will exert himself to do at
really good days work. The spreading late-start, early-quit concept has reached
the point of absurdity. It is an insidious philosophy that must be destroyed.

Although I am a spokesman for construction management, I am convinced
that management as well as labor must look at this problem f ron an industry-
wide point of view. 'Management, too, has responsibilities which it must meet
iii striving for increased productivity.

We must extend and expand our efforts to bring safety to our construction
projects.

We need to keep trying to eliminate seasonality in construction to the greatest
extent possible. Much progress has been made along this line, but more can still
be done.

We must develop better training programs for more people.
If both of us-labor and management, working together-can restore pride in

workmanship, pride in craftsmanship, and pride in a job well done, we will be
able to build more and better than ever before at costs which are within the
realmn of reason. And that is what has to be done if America is to continue to
progress through construction.

RESOLUTION ON EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Whereas, the Associated General Contractors and its members are desirous of
implementing equal employment opportunity in the construction industry, and

Whereas, the AGO and its members are extremely handicapped in their eff( rts
due to the following legislative and administrative discrepancies and conflicts:

1. Among the Civil Rights Act of 1904, the Executive Order (11240), Davis-
Bacon Act and the Taft-Hartley Act.

2. Between the Office of Federal Contracts Compliance and the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission.

3. Among Bureaus and divisions within the Labor Department such as the
Office of Federal Contracts Compliance, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing, and the Manpower Administration.

4. Between the Comptroller General of the United States and the Secretary
of Labor and others.

5J. Amnong Federal, state and municipal agencies.
6. Among field officers and headquarters of Federal agencies.
7. In the written terms of government construction contracts and the admin-

istratively-imposed obligations over and above the written conditions.
8. In the minority plans issued by the Office of Federal Contracts Compliance,

such as between the so-called Philadelphia Plan and the Washington Plan.
9. In the application of the Office of Federal Contracts Conmpliance regulations

and requirements, such as the express exemption of the construction Industry
from Order No. 4, and the indirect, application of substantially the same re-
quirements under another guise.

10. In the policies applied by Housing and Urban Development, by the Depart-
ment of Defense, and by the Department of Transportation, and by other
agencies.

11. In the government pressure on contractors to develop minority training
amid employment programs and the government's failure to give prompt consid-
eration and approval to contractor's proposals.

12. In the legal requirement to hire and employ without regard to race (under
the Civil Rights Act) and time requirement to have certain quotas and ranges of
minorities on time government contract (as under the Washington, Philadelphia,
and other Plans).

13. In requiring contractors (as a practical matter) to enter Into hiring hall
agreements and holding the contractors responsible for union discrimination imm
the operation of the hiring, halls.

14. In racial discrimination by unions and the government policy of holding
contractors responsible for such discrimination by the unions.
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15. In requiring contractors to recruit minorities and In the government's
failure to provide reasonable recruiting assistance through various federally-
funded employment organizations.

Now, therefore be it rcsolved, That the officers and staff recommend to the
Federal Government thiat it unite ill equal employment opportunity functions
under one agency to eliminate these discrepancies, conflicts, duplication, anid thle
resulting waste of federal, state aI]( local funds to the end that equal emp~loy-
ment opportunity may become a reality through the nation.

The ChAIRIMN The next witn-ess w-ill be Mr. Thomas ii. stanlton in
behalf of the Public Interests Research Group.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS H. STANTON, IN BEHALF OF PUBLIC
INTERESTS RESEARCH GROUP, ACCOMPANIED BY ALBERT H.
TURKUS, STAFF MEMBER

MAr. STANTON. Mr. Chairman, miemlbers of the Senate Finance Comn-
mittee.: I amn rrlinas I-I. Stanton, an attorney and member of Ralph
Nader's Public Interest Research Group. M1r. Nader had hoped to be
here today as well, to discuss the Nixon administration tax proposals.
These are proposals essentially to cut corporate taxes by 20 percent
permnanently-by an annual avera,,ge of about $7.3 billion-and with-
out adequate economic justification by the administration.

For reasons of timie, these remarks shall not be as extensive as our
prepared testimony, which we wNould ask be subm)Iitted in full for the
record. In our prepared testimony, we have listed seven questions
which we urge this Commiiittee to ask, before the administration stam-
pedes you into the samne p~recip~itous and expensive action taken by
the IHouse on this bill.

The Treasury Departmient, upon whomn this Commiittee, and the
American people must be able to rely for professional anal ysis and
carefully considered proposals, has failed in its task. Rather, it offers
misleading rhetoric and deceptive statistics in support of this exorbi-
tant tax package.

Let us briefly look at each part of the package.
ADR is defended as a necessary means of administering the de-

preciation provisions of the tax code. Treasury has omitted to note
that this Congress has provided the IRS with slightly over a billion
dollars in fiscal year 1972 for administration of all of the parts of the
code including thie delpreciation provisions. Since ADR will cost $3.9
billion annually, Treasury might well be requested to devise a somfe-
what less expensive administrative device.

ADIR is secondarily defended as a means of promoting jobs and
stimulating the economy, and here again Treasury has deceptively
omitted to note at crucial fact: That,, in spite of the haste which the
administration has urgedl on this bill, ADR will have no significant
economic impact for at least 18 to 24 months. One might add that the
Senate and Congress are being asked to ratify a. set of ADR deprecia-
tion regulations which Treasury issued despite knowledge of their
doubtful legality.

The DISC proposal is said to be needed for export promotion. Yet
the Treasury has been unable to show that DISC would actually in-
crease exports significantly. The figure $1.5 billion of new exports
has been bandied about, buit the Secretary himself has conceded that
Treasury is not able to provide solid support for the figure.
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Trhe familiar business investment credit has been deceptively In-
lbeledl a "job development tax credit," with no siip)oi-ting facts from
the Treasury to justify the misnomer.

The indiv-,idual tax cuts proposed by the President wer-e said by
Samuiiel Pierce, the Treasury General Counsel, to benefit the poor tax-
pavyer ml-ore, than the rich. In fact, the opposite is true.

Good example of misleading reasur~y statistical presentation
may be seen in the letter which Treasury Under Secretary Walker
wrote to the New York Times comparing the individual tax reflil.-
tions with the corporate tax reductions over the years 1971 to 197i'3 I'l
an attempt to show that the individual cuts in the House bill are rela-
tively substantial.

lie deceptively omitted to notch that the individual tax cuts are mostly
temporary, with a primary impact before 1973, while the corporate
tax cuts are permanent, and have a primary impact after 1973. Sen-
ator Byrd managed to catch Secretary Connally off guard oil this
point, when he asked for the 1974 revenue loss figures, which the Sec-
retary himself had omitted to mention. It is only after 1974 that ADR,
DISC, and the investment credit really begin to pay off for the corpo-
rations.

We do not make these charges lightly; I would like to introduce, sup-
porting materials into the record for the benefit of those who wish to
pursue these matters in greater detail.

Trle CIIAI13AN. All right.*
Mrll. STAN'TON. We must come, then, to the important question of

hlow Treasury decisionmaking can be improved in the area, of tax
policy. The economy cannot be allowed to become another Vietnam-
where the public is told that the subject is so complex that only the
executive branch can provide answers.

The lessons of Vietnamn are clear and serious: For awhile the
American public and Congress passively accept the poor- decisions,
deceptive rhetoric, and misleading statistics put forth by the execu-
tive branch.

But after the period of tolerance, the people begin to distrust thle
gTlib executive-at credibility gal) develops and th'e executive is (us-
be] *eved even when it attempts an honest presentation.

Ais a first, step toward preventing this kind of dangerous Vietnami-
.,ation of the Treasury IDepartment, we propose creation of a small tax-
payerV adlvisory group within Treasury. The, group would be staffed by
attorneys, economists, professors, and other- citizens not having
special interest clients.

it, woul 1(p]rovide advice to the Secretary and AssistantSecretary for
tax Policy, and would have access to the work of the Office of Tax
AXnavlsis and the Office of Tax Iegislative Counsel. It would be sim-ilar
to the Tr-easury Liaison Committee of the Busines, Coiinc?1, anld light
even have a small staff.

We would suggest~ that the Treasury itself would benefit froml- such
a g0111p, as w-ouldl the. Congress and'the Amierican p~eop~le. Takie the,

ADTR, depr-eciation regulations, for example. Treasury Secretary
IDavid Kennedy. stated onl January 11, 1971, that Treasury had con-
,sulted with business groups and *the President's Business Taxation
rJa5i( Force before deciding to issue the regulations.

8 ev 1. 4157.
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In short, Treasury had consulted those who were to benefit but not
representatives of the American small tax payer, who will pay the bill
later. Treasury didn't even consult law professors to determine whether
the regulations would be legal.

eare all familiar with the results of this closed clecisionniakino-
process.

The public controversy became so intense that the Treasury was
only able to issue the finial regulations on June 22, even though they
had been announced over 6 m-onths earlier as an accomplished fact.

And business still hesitated to rely on the regulations after June 22
because of the subsequent lawsuit, backed by about a dozen legal
opinions from tax experts across the, country that the regulations were
illegal. In short, Treasury's closed decisionmnaking process meant that
'1'reasury even failed to serve its corporate constituents well, much
less the cause of law and order in tax adiniistration or the small
taxpayer.

Consultation with small taxpayer representatives and law professors
on a small taxpayer adisor group would have helped Treasury to
anticipate difficulty with its attempted end run around Congress, and
might have led Treasury to propose ADR as a change in the tax law-
but in January instead of today, 8 wasted months later.

In terms of the future, the existence of a small taxpayer advisory
group might enable Treasury to avoid the serious mistake of proposing
a value added tax-which is a type of regressive national sales tax-
to make uip for the multibillion-dollar corporate tax break before you
today.

The Treasury could be made aware of the potential outrage of
American taxpayers at having their taxes raised in order to fill the
coffers of General Motors, United States Steel, and the other powerful
corporations who will gain so much from the Revenue Act of 1971.

We urge this committee to foster the establishment of a Small
Taxpayer Advisory Group within Treasury so that the average tax-

pyer will have some voice in Treasury tax policy decisions a long
with the already well represented powerful corporate interests.

We have ourselves asked Treasury to consider the matter, but still
await a response from Assistant Secretary Edwin Cohen to our cor-
respondence of almost 2 months ago. We would like to introduce that
correspondence into the record.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.*
Mr. STANTON. Finally, we urge this committee to carefully con-

sider the statements of the economists whlo are to appear this after-
noon, as well as the other economists who have criticized the admninis-
tration proposals. There are many alternatives to the wasteful com-
bination of ADIR, DISC, and the investment credit which could better
and more equitably help the economy at less cost.

However, after watching the Ways and Means Committee draw
up this bill in only 3 days of secret session,,and a fter watching the
House pass the bill under a, closed rule after only 1 hour and( 139
minutes of floor debate, amid with only about 30 Mem-bers of the House
present for the nonrollcall vote-after watching- that unfortunate
democratic spectacle, I would have to forecast &~at this committee
also will not heed the recommendation of those economists, and that
the Nixon. administration j uggernaut will roll over the Senate F inance
Committee as it rolled through the House.

*Seep. 658.
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Mr. Ohairm-an, members of the committee, I would be the first to
rejoice 'at the failure of my prediction; but it appears that Treasury
deception and mnisstiatemnent have led to ain atinoslihere. in. which knowi-
edge and economic fact will not play a role, in the passage of the
corporate tax relief bill of 1971.

Sir, we are prepared for questions in detail on any of these points.
The CIRTIAN. Thank you very much.
Senator FANNIN. I think it is worthless to ask some questions on

such biased testimony. I-low do you think that our tax rates, tariffs,
and incentives compare with other industrial countries of the world,
our competitors?

Mr. STANTON. W~ell., sir, this is an important point because the
Treasury has talked about something called the capital cost index
which deals with important questions of the effects of our tax struc-
ture on capital investment. I believe that is the point you are referring
to.

There are several reasons why the capital cost index mentioned by
Secretary Connally is a deceptive and misleading figure.

Senator FANNIN. Deceptive and misleading? It is not generally
speaking.

Mr. STANTON. My point would simply be, if my words were too
harsh, that the figures were not presented in proper context.

Senator FANNIN. H-ow are you to consider-
Mr. STANTON. Let me explain in detail.
Senator FANNIN. Let me ask you this. What is your background

and experience in business and Government?
Mir. STANTON. Well, sir, relatively little. I have simply studied-
Senator FANNIN. Still you are criticizing people with long experi-

ence in Government, affairs and I accept your testimony on that basis.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.

Mr. STANTON. I would like to present some discussion of those
figures.

Senator BENNETT. I object. I think this witness has had his time
and hie has indicated his bias and I think we should go on to the next
witness.

Senator FAANNIN. I think we have had enough.
Senator NELSON (presiding). What was it you wanted to say?
Mr. STANTON. I was asked a detailed question about capital incen-

tives in the country.
Senator NELSON. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. I withdraw the question.
Senator NE-LSON. Think heo oght to be able to answer the question.
Senator FANNIN. We only have, a certain length of time for these

hearings and receivin the testimony of our witnesses that are quali-
fied to speak on the subject.

Senator NELSON. le sounds as qualified to me as the most of the
rest I heard here.

Senator BENNETTv. May I make the point. he misstated the question
deceptively. Was your question in tax incentives?

Senator FANNIN. Absolutely. My question was how do, you think
our tax rates, tariffs, and incentives compare with other 'industrial
countries of the world?

Senator BEYNE'T'. I heard the rates Cnd tariffs. lie is ignioring,.,
those.

fi-333-7i--pt. 2-17.
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Alr. STVANTrON. AVe 111V discussing a tax p)aekage andl 1 thought 1
Nvouild concelntrPie, on that.

Senator BWN, Nyr. On what ?
Mr. STNO.On the tax part, of his qjuestionl, Sir.
Senlator ELON . What is the tax part of the question?
Mrll. S'!ANTONX. The question. was basically hlow our tax system coin-

pares wvith the s*vstenis of other countries as ain incentive for capital
HiNresunenit. And in this regard .1 inade reference to the statistics pie-
sen teCd by SceayConnaly before this commiittee I believe last
woeek, the week before 1, guess it w'as.

First of all, if we take a, look at thme chart. presented by Secret'ary
k-unlnally we find that there is surprisingly ) little, correlation between
tax incentives and time rate of economic, growth.

For example, Jaipan has hadl a phienomieially high rate Of economic
growth and yet the United Kingdomi which has a relatively lower
rate of economic, growth, has more tax incentives.

Senator I3ENNE'. IS this going to lbe a lecture that, will take us into
this afternoon?

Alr. STrANTON. You criticized by bias first; now I would like to pre-
sent the facts.

Senator BENNETT. In how much depth ?
*We hiavxe six more witnesses including that panel you talked about.
It is 10 minutes to 12. Hlow long are we going to have to sit here

and listen to you?
Mfr. STANTON. I amn 50r'y you don't wish to listen to iny presenta-

tion in detail and I will subminit something for the record.*
Senator NIELSON. The chairman is back. If you wish to submit somec-

thing in addition for the record onl the points raised here I am
Stil r-

Senator BENNETT7. I will be glad to read it.
Mr. STANTON. Thanik you, sir.
(Hearing continues onl p. 662.)

(The prepared statement of Tom Stanton and Ralph Nader and material re-
ferred to at pages 647 and 648 follow. The witnesses also submitted the follow-
ing itemIs which are made a part of the official files of the committee :)

1. An article from the Congressional Record, page 116081, July 13, 1971, entitled
"Ralph Nader discusses $3 Billion a Year Depreciation Giveaway";

2. A White H-ouse press release dated Jan. 11, 1971, re: Depreciation pro-
visions of the tax laws;

3. Department of the Treasury news release-" Statement by Treasury Secre-
tary David Al. Kennedy on Asset Depreciation Range";

4. A White H-ouse press release dated Sept. 22, 1969, re: Task Force on Buisi-
ness Taxation;

5. An article from the Economist dated May 8, 1971, entitled "A Matter of
Depreciation";

6. An article from the New York Times dated Jan. 26, 1971, entitled "Hearing
Assured on Depreciation";

7, An article from the New York Times dated May 4, 1971, entitled "Bayh
Terms Business Tax Cut Hearing a 'Charade' ";

8. An article from the Wall Street Journal dated May 4, 1971, entitled "Treas-
ury's Hearings on Easier Guidelines for Depreciation Begun";

9. A statement by Ralph Nader before the Intenial Revenue Service, on pro-
posed Treasury regulations on accelerated depreciation;

10. An article from the Congressional Record, page E4560, May 18, 1971, en-
titled "Expert OpInion Underscores Nixon Administration Error on Deprecia-
tion Proposals";

*.See p. 661.
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11. Memorandum to lion. Peter M. Flanigan, assistant to the President, from
Ron. John S. Nolan, Acting Assistant Secretary of Treasury, re: Administrative
authority In liberalizing depreciation allowances;

12. An excerpt from President Nixon's news conference in San Clemente,
Calif., as recorded by the New York Times, May 1, 1971;

13. An article from the Congressional Record, page 114002. 'May -17, 1971,
entitled "The $3 Billion Rapid Depreciation Giveaway-Congress Should Not
Be Bypassed";

14. Communications from the State Governments of California, North Carolina,
and Pennsylvania, re: ADRt;

15. An article from the Wall Street Journal dated Sept. 27, 1971, entitled
'Job Development Credit': Some Doubts":
16. An editorial from the Wall Street Journal dated Sept. 30, 1971, entitled

"That Shiny DISC"; and
17. An article from the Nation, dated Nov. 9, 1971, entitled "The Billion-

Dollar Subsidy".

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RALP1n NADER AND TOM\ STIA.NTFON

The House Ways and M8eans Committee spent only three days in Secret ses-
sion before favorably passing substantially the entire Administration tax pack-
age. Before this Committee allows itself to lie similarly stampeded into such
p~recipitous multi-billion dollar tax exIenditures, wve urge that it demand from
the Treasury careful and satisfactory answers to the following questions:

1. Will ADIR, DISC, aifld the one-tici' tnvestinent Credit ))roride any significant
stimulation of the economy trith in the next 18-24 months, even, if enacted imt-
mnediately?

If. Are there any alternatives to ADJR which. would cost snbstautiall!I less
than $3.9 billion annually recommended by Treasutry (or the $2.9 billion an-
nually passed by thc IHousc) alnd which. would enable the Treasulry effectively
to administer thc depreciation provisions of the tax (ode?"

III. 11ow many jobs will the "Job) Dcvclopnmcnt CJredit" create, and, m~orc
'importantly, how long will it tak,,e to create those jobs?

I17. Is Treasury able to propose any more effective cans of stumnindating
exports than the inefficient DISC, which. wrold virtually exempt (ill export
profits from Federal income taxation at an annuil cost of up to a, billion dollars?

V. Would the Administration be willing to retain the (auto excise tax andt
provide a general consumer tax cat so that consumers could, freely spends their
money in the marketplace?

VI1. Would the Admninistration be willing to suiiport individual tax cuts, which.
would not provide primary benefits for the rich, in contrast to the present Ad-
ministration proposals?

Il W~hy has the A administration proposed permanent corporate tax e-?ts of
about 2001 annually, in comparison with, the one-timte proposed acceleration
of small individual tax cuts? Howe valid are the Treasury statistics comparing
individual and corporate tax cuts sice 1969?

The Revenue Act of 1971 is being considered in an atmosphere of crisis. The
Administration urges passage of its proposed 20% cut in corporate taxes w'ith-
out careful deliberation by this Committee or the Congress.

The President's corporate tax proposals, including ADR, the investment credit,
and DISC will cost an average of about $7.3 billion annually over the next
decade. If the corporate tax cut were instead given to individuals, it would
reduce taxes by over $100 annually per taxpayer. By way of comparison, the
entire budgets for Fiscal 1972 of the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Department of State, the Depxartment of Housing and Urban Development, and
the entire Federal Judiciary, all taken together, total less than the average
amount which he Administration proposes -annually to give away to the corpora-
tions.

Such immense amounts of money should not be sent without full and care-
ful deliberation. We urge that the unfortunate spectacle of the House of Rep-
resentatives passing a multi-billion dollar corporate tax bill after only 1 hour
and 39 minutes of debate and without a rollcall vote not be duplicated by the
Senate. The Ways and Means Committee spent only three days in secret ses-
sion before reporting out the tax cuts.

What is the nature of the economic crsswhich would confront the country
if a few weeks of careful deliberation were to elapse before the bill were passed?
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The August I.- Presidential annotincenment, and declaration that (lay of a "a-
t inal economic eiem'geucy," canic after almost two years of inalction by the
Admninistramtioni. Thiere ap~peair to have beenl no new economic events iii the prior
week except for publication of economic statistics showing hiow poorly the
econmy was performing under the gaine plan. Iii short, although the Presi-
dent's actions of August 15 were important events economically, the crisis itself
is, a pseudo event rather than ain actual economic phenomenon.

Given thle hasty consideration being urgc 1, there tire several guidelines we
.suggest to reduce the disadvantagesl which inevitably must accompany curtail-
nient of the normal deliberative process:

(1) The need to stimulate thle economy in the sliort-run should not be used
as a justification for unwamrranted amid expensive permanent tax Cuts.

(2) Claimis made on behalf of the Administration proposals should be carefully
examineI. Since it is the Adlminist rationi which is urging haste, the rieasury.~
should be willing to come forward with dlata andl careful analysis in support of
its expensive proposals.

(3) Alternative short-run tax measures should be considered, but also sub-
jected to tough analysis.

It is in terms of these criteria that the Administration proposals should ho
examined.

Is this Committee really satisfied with the quality of information put forth thus
far by Treasury In support of its case?

1. Will ADR, DISC, and the one-tier Investment Credit provide any significant
stimulation of the economy within, the next 18-24 months, even if enacted
immediatelyP

Economists generally agree that the econoaice impact of these measures will
not be immediate since the average lag in investment expenditure requires about
:18-24 months.

If this is thle case, then there is no need for the Senate to sacrifice the process
of careful deliberation ju'i to gain anl extra week or two. The benefit of careful
consideration might be that this Committee and the Senate Could find bet ter' ways
to spendl the $7.3 billion annually, on programs which would create more jobs
more quickly and stimulate consumer purchasing at substantially less cost.

For example, many economists have prop)osed stimulation of the economy
through significant consumer tax cuts, especially for the lower income groups.
The increase in low income allowance and standard deduction in 'thle 1-ouse Bill
are conmmendable, and could beneficially be Increased even more. These tax cuts
are especially valuable to the average and low income taxpayer, and will provide
significant slimpli fixation of tax returns for many taxpayers.

In addition, this Committee night wish to consider anl immediate stimulus to
the economy in the form of a one-time consumer tax credit, to be given against
1971 income taxes. For example, a $50 refund to each individual taxpayer would
have a revenue cost of about $4 billion, but for one year only. This compares soine-
what favorably in cost with the proposed $7.3 billion permanent corporate tax
cut, and would very likely have a much more immediate impact.

11. Are there any alternatives to AIJI which, would cost substantially less than
$3.9 billion annually recommended by Treasury (or the $2.9 billion annually
passed by the 11ouse) and which would enable the Treasury effectively to adnmin-
ister the depreciation~ provisions of the tax code?

The President announced the ADR Regulations on January 11, 1971, ais a
'-reforin to create jobs amid growth."'I On June 22 of this year the Treasury duly
issued the regulations in final form, fin spite of considerable question as to their
hi wf uhness.

Since Janua~ry 11, the ADR Regulations have been subjected to healthy plic
scrutiny. As a result of that examination, the Administration no longer emlpla-
rizes ADR as a necessary economic movee 2 Rather, tile Regulations are now

1 Treasury Secretary David Kennedy opened a January 11, 1971 press Conference on
ADR as follows : "Tim changes in tax administration announced today b~y time President
vre a major and timely reform of depreciation policy, and( will he good for our national
economy, all of our citizens, and every American business "

2 See,. for example, thle testimony 'of Deputy Assistant Secretary Nolan before the Ways
rid means Committee onl September 8: "Ia other words. we built a whole structure for
ilealing with the depreciation system which was Immensely important from the adminis-
trative standpoint. . . . So we look at the ADR system as serving a wholly different and
fimmensely important system quite apart from its' effects as serving as a stimulant. The
job development credit is where we want to put ouir money from the stimulation stand-
p~oint . ... '1 Ways an d Means Hearings, September 8, 1971, PP. 117-118.
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stressed, incredible as it may sound. as a means of effective admiinistration of the
dIepreciation provisions of the tax laws. Possibly the best rebuttal to that conten-
tion has been voiced by Dean Bernard Wolf luan of the University of Penn ylvaimia
Law School, who hias observed that $3.9 billion annually is a somewhat exorbitant
price to pay for more effective administration of the T1ax Code's depreciation pro-
visions. One might add that Congress has seeni fit to appropriate slightly more
than a billion dollars to the IRS in fiscal 1972 for the proper administration of a!lI
of thle provisions of the tax laws, including the depreciation section of the Code.

The question which should be directed to thie Administration is a simple one: Is
the Administration able to develop any alternatives to ADR, for consideration by
this Committee, which would cost substantially less than $:3.9 billion annually
and which would enable Treasury effectively to administer t.)w depreciation pro-
visions of the tax code?

Remarkably, it appears that thet Administration may again be changing its
basic rationale for ADR, arguing this time that the expensive measure is needed
to promote American competitiveness abroad. Careful analysis will show, how-
ever, that the Treasury has overstated the significance of the multi-billiomi dolhi r
depreciation system in improving the U.S. ability to meet overseas competition.
Economists suggest that it is revaluation of the dollar that w~ill (10 the most to
improve the American competition position. Already the effects canl be seen in
price increases announced by the lDatsua and V"W auto collnpalie-4. In sum.n Treas,-
ury has presented no meaningful economic analysis of why we should spend a
further $3.9 billion annually (or even the $2.9 billion figure the House (hose) on]
the ADR system to subsidize American businesses. As the Wall Street Journal
has observed editorially, "there is a serious flawv in the idea that subsi4dizing in-
dustry somehow makes it more competitive." '~ The Administration should not l-e
allowed to stampede this Committee into anl expensive industrial subsidy without
careful discussion of the costs and benefits.

MI. 1how many jobs will time "6Job Develoinnent Taxr CI'Cit" ecate, (lld More
ii))orta11tll/, htow long 'will it take' to create those jobs?

The President has estimated that his program will create r)(O,00() inw jobs.
1le relies primarily onl the "job development credit" to produce this result at
an annual cost of $4.5 billion over the next decade. But Economist Leon Key-
serling testified last week that there were approximately $7.2 million unemi-
ployed in the United States today. This suggests twvo further questions which
it is important that the Treasury answer *

1. Is the Adiniistration able to provide alternative job development pro-
posals for consideration by thle Commliittee wvhich would create more job,-- at
less cost?

2. What is the best estimate of 'the Treasur-y 9a* to thle proport-ion of the
$4.5 billion annual tax loss which would go -to subhsidize1 inlvetm s u~il ;lsuim ly
made in the course of business, as comparedI with new investments made only
because of the credit?"4

A number of noted economists, including James Tobin of Yale and Robert
Eisner of North western, have proposed two modifications to the finvestmlenit
credit which would make it far more effective for thet mlloney. The first inloolifi-
cation would 'be to restore the investment credit for only onle year and mak~e
it appllicable only to equipment or-dered during 'that year. Thel( temupomary nature
of thle restoration would ierease the immediacy of the stimulllator-y effect.

A second modification would be to apply thle investment credit onl an "incre-
mental" basis ; in other words, allow the credit only for expenditures which
would not other-wise have been undertaken. There is no need to subsidize ini-
dustry, for the bulk investments which take place in the ordinary course ()f
business. Professor Eisner 'has suggested that the desired invest moent could be
stimulated with a smaller revenue loss by allowing a subst-antially higher rate
of tax credit but only for equipment spending in excess of the normal rate of
investment.

Or, a similar effect could be achieved by adopting the proposal presented re-
centl to he Jint conomic Committee by Pr-ofessor Tobin. He suggest ted tha

11701i Street Journal, Steptember 30. 1971. P. 10, "That Shiny DISC."
4 When asked this question during his testimony before thle Ways, and AMeanq Committee,

0MB Director George Schultz wvas unable to provide an answer. Hearing as, Sentember 9,
1971, p. 334. Surely the proponents of a multi-billion dollar tax expenditure should ha-e
such Information for presentation to Congress. One estimate is that the investment credit
will provide 80%l of Its benefits to corporations for purchases, which woiil'l have beon
undertaken anyway. lExecutive lack of responsiveness on tOils point is inexcusable.
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the credit be limited to net investment ; this figure is derived by deducting the
delpreciationl expenses for a particular year front the gross investment for the
period. fIn this way the credlit is limited to investments in excess of those repi-
resentinig replacement costs.

lin short, the Adiniistration has niot yet: mnanageti to justify its inul1ti-billioii
dollar job development proposal. Should this Commiittee be inclined towards the
adoption of ain investment credit, then it night be more effective to eiiwit a
credit for a specified period of onie or two years with provision for careful eoi-
sideration of the investment credit concept during a session of Conigress prior
to the lapse of the period.5

1IV. Is 7Treasury abic to propose amiy more offct ie means of stinzulatinyg ex-
ports than the iefficient DISC, which virtually ex-empt (IlI cx/)Ort profits fromt
Federal ile taxation at an annual cost of up to a billion dollars?

The Treasury Departmnit has resurrected D)1SC from its demise in this ('omit-
niittee last year. While recogniizing the advisability of revaluationl of the dollar.
we~ dleplore DISC as a wasteful gift to corporations, primarily for exjports they,
are already undertaking for profit.

The treasury has been unable to provide a meaningful answer to tMle most
iniport---nt question about DISC: how many exports will1 it promote !in retturn
for its cost of $600-$955 million? The Secretary of tihe Treasury estimateti last
week that DISC would result in an increase !in annual export sales of $1.5
billion. Last year tile Trealsury claimed figures ranging upi to $,2.5 billion. JIn
supportt of these exliuberanit statements, tile Treasury has submitted self-serv-
lng statements from the corporations which are to profit. fromt DISC if it is
enacted. We urge this Committee to request that the Treasury try to justify its
1)1C 8( po'l P~P~Ioil thme baisis oif imiore candiid l (P110111l( a alysis.

1)1S( will allow tax-wvise comnies to set uip dummiiiy corporations to receive
their foreign sales income. These shell c-orporations (known as D)ISCS) wNill
not be subject to tax so long as they fulfill a multitude of tecileal require-
menits. A 1)180's acellilulated uuta Ned Immiits (,,n thlin be put1 at time (hisimosa of
the parent company -through intra-company loansi" at low interest rates.

1)180's inherent structure makes it most unlikely that its f~lopimm will lead
to significant export gains. The basic flow is that DISC confers its benefits Xvith-
out requiring an exporter to increase his exports lby even a sigle dollar. Hie
will receive a huge tax benefit for simply do0ng wNhat lie is already doing.

11n 19639. Amnerican exports totalled $36.5 billion. Even underi the optimistic
Treasury estimates, these exports wvill not increase by more than four percent
(1.5 billion dollars) as a result of the 1)18C plan. This masthat 96 percent
of DISC's benefits xviiibe squandered by Ilayiig lusilessnien to continue already
profitable exports. Only 4 percent of 1)180's benefits will relate to niew export
sales. Tis is the reason wily DISC0 costs a lot. but yields few 'benefits.

Corporations can he exp~ectedI to sque(eze ever-increosiiig factions of their ex-
ports through the DISC loophole, until 1)18C fnally sllellers all export profits-
onl the whole $37 billion of s;ales-froml 17.S. taxationi.

DISC's inefficient incentive structure meianis that the Amuerican taxpayer will
get little in return for the immimeuse subsidy that wvili le granted to exporters
through DISC. If wve accept Treasury's optimistic figures regarding 1)180's
costs and benefits, it appears that the Americani taxpayer will1 have to pay a tax
subsidy of 40 cents for each (dollar of DISC-induced exports. And if we Coln-
pare DISC's costs and benefits usimug a more realistic 'ompu~ltation' we fid that

5 See, for example, the testimony of Dep~uty Assistant Secretary Nolan before the Ways
and Means Committee on September 5 "There Is mm) quiestioni but that if time were
avaible a better kind of iuivestuent credit could he developed.."Hearings, 1). 110.
Again, one must ask whether this urg-ency on the part of the Treasury has not been
primarily self -Iinposed.

(I Congressional staff economists who have undertaken careful analysis of DISC bave
found little basis for the Administration's exuberance. Soher* analysis of the pri1ce effects
of DISC sets the likely export gain at $300 to $480 million per year. This calculation is
based on a recent study by Ilendrik 81. TIoutliakker of the Poresidentt's Council of Economic
Advisers which concludes that the price elasticity of 1U.S. merchandise exports is about
-1.5. 'This means that for eaceh dollar of priee reduction, only $1.50 of exports will result
(which is only $.50 of actual new revenue). Charitably, as suing that all of the tax
subsidy will he passed on to overseas consumers in the form of lower prices, tile lou1tliakker
price elasticity means that exports wviii increase by a maximum of $480 million If the D ISC
r oposail costs $955 million. If DISC were to cost $600 million as Treasury hopes. then

Phe maximum export gains would] he only $300 million. Thle speculation that DISC will
alter time outlook of corporate executive, toward export markets cannot, of course, be
quantified in teriis of increasedl export reventues. Tme Treasury Department hats presented
mio proof that tis psychological fact-or will result lIt Increased] exports, let alone anl extra.
billion In exports.
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the American taxpayer will be reqiredl to subsidize D[SC's by $2 for each $1
of increased exports. In either event, DISC is a bad bargain.

'This inefficiency of the DISC proposal hias arousedl the concern of professional
offleials of the Treasury Departmenit and reportedly also the staff of the Joint
Commiittee on Internal Revenue Taxation. There is also concern because D)ISC
introduce., over a dozen new tax concepts, which will require considerable defi-
nition in a multitude of rulemaking and adjudicatory proceedings.

DISC's main benefits will go to giant, fully integrated corporations. The Coin-
inerce Department estimates that about 100 of the largest U.S. firm,,-- account
for over half of all U.S. exports. This means that over half of DISC's windfall
benefits will automatically go to those same firms.

iYully integrated fiins canl shift profits into a DISC from the earliest stages
of production. In contrast, firus that simply assewnble iinrt ' made by others, or
aire otherwise unintegrated, will not be able to shift protits, forward in thi.s way.
As a result, creation of a DISC will be0 much more valuable to large integrated
corporations than to small processors that have fewer manufacturing profits to
shift to the tax-free DISC.

.Moreover, under the proposed DISC pricing rules, a parent company imay sell
its export products to its DISC subsidiary at less than arms-length market prices.
This means that priofits c-anl be shifted to a DISC and go untaxedl, even though
they are actually profits, of the parent company. The larger the parent's profits,
time more valuable DISC's benefits will be.

,These factors add uip to favoritism for large, fully integrated firms at the
expense of unintegrated producers-a policy that runs directly contrary to
DiISC's professed goal of aid for small exporters.

Although the Admiinistration has presented its new economic program as a
unified whole, there appears to be no economic justification for treating it as
such. With the DISC proposal the Administration is attempting to use the cur-
rent crisis atmosphere as an excuse for a permanent revenue loss andl perma-
nent cut in corporate taxes which has been estimated to be as high as $955 mil-
lion annually. Surely Treasury must be able to devise a more effective and less
expensive means of promoting exports.

V. W1oild the Adininistrationi be ivillig to reYJif the (luto ('deiSC tax (ln(1
jprolidlG a general COflsioer tax (-Ut go thatl C01181mil-8 coill freely spend their
niopic in the nia~rketplac('?

The President's request for the repeal of the auto excise tax is another example
of anl unsupported proposal. Last month the P'resident told Congress: "It's
removal will stimulate sales, and every 100.000 additional automobiles sold will
mean 25,000 additional jobs5 for Amierica's workerss" And( Secretary Connally in

testimony before the Ways and _Means Committee assertedl that the repeal of
the excise tax and the temporary import surclharges would result inl 600.000
additional domestic automnobiles sales which could he translatedl directly into
150,000 additional jobs. ...But the Treasury has p~roducedl no supl))ortin- data
for these assertions. In fact. the indications from Detroit are that much of any
increased production likely to be stimulated by .-he repeal of the excise tax
will be absorbed through overtime rather than hiring of the-- unemployed. Oil
August 25, 1971, at a pross conference, GM1 President Ed Cole stated that General
Motors alone has overtime available which could p- t out 300,000 to 400,000 more
vehicle units in the coming year.

Inl addition, S8ecretary Connally has assertedl that "the benefits, of the repeal
will be passed onl to the consumers." But the dlay after the President first anl-
nounced his new economic proposals Ford President Lee Iacocca admitted that
his company could not control the dealers in this regard. Back in. 'May 1964,
then GMLN President, John F. Gordon, told Congressman Charles Chamberlain
that the company could not. be responsible for what auto dealers do if the auto
excise tax wvas aboli-shed because they w-ere independent businessmen. Thus,
despite Administration assurances, the repeal of time auto excise tax may ulti-
mately result in higher profits for the auto industry instead of savings for the
car purchasers. In fact, once the Wage and Price Freeze ends, the car manul-
facturers could1 manipulate newv car prices upward through adjusting standard
and optional equipment, so as to absorb munch of this excise tax reduction,
without the fear of losing sales to their only price competition, imports whose
prices have now increased wvithi the import surcharge aimd lprojccted devaluation.

Finally, the auto industry seems a peculiarly poor choice for stimulating pur-
chases. Inl the United States today there are already over 100 million registered
vehicles,,; the problems of air pollution and( traffic congestion they cause create
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enormous difficulties for our cities. This year has ibcen a record year thus far in
sales, ai.,. profits and emlioymnent are already substantially up. Auto company
spokesmen had already predicted another record car sales year for the 1972
models before the August 15, 1971 announcement lby the President. Rather than
repealing the auto excise tax to encourage consumers to buy mnore cars, con-
siners should get a general tax cut allowing them to purchase whatever they
like. Wouldn't that be the freest and most equitable thing to do for the 192
million consumers who are not buying new cars this year?

VIl. Would the Administration be wvillingt 1 support individual taxs cuits which
would not provide primary benefits for the rich., in contrast to the present
Administration proposals?

The Treasury hsfostered considerable confusion regarding the idividual
tax cut proposals of the President. Onl September 24, 1971, the General Counsel
of the Treasury Department, Samuel Pierce, made the following claims onl behalf
of the President's proposals:

"Opponents of the President's new economic program have argued that it is
unfair; that it favors the rich over the poor. Onl analysis, such remarks are
without substance.

"For example, take the recominuendations to Cong.-ress to reduce certain taxes.
The recommendation to increase personal exemptions is of far greater benefit to
the low or middle income person than it is to the rich individual. The samne Cani
be said about the recommendation to repeal the excise tax oi automiobileQ.'

This is false rather than merely deceptive. A $50 increase in personal exemption
will give the high income taxpayer in the 70% tax bracket $35 in tax saving,
but the low income, 14%1 bracket, taxpayer only $7."

The auto excise tax cut will primarily benefit higher income consumers who
Cali afford to buy new cars, if indeed it is actually passed onl to the consumers
by the Industry. The effect on. prices of used cars is at best uncertain. And, of
course, those not wealthy enough to buy a car will not benieft at all.

The important question which this Committee might ask of the Administration
is why they have persisted in deceptive rhetoric rather than p~resenting a more
p~rofessional case on behalf of time President's proposals.

VII. Why has the Admninistration proposed permanent corporate tax cutls of
about 20% annually, in comparison with the one-time proposed acceleration of
small individual tax cuts? 11ow valid arc the Treasury statistics comparing
individual and corporate tax cuts since 1969?

Finally, let us examine the statistics presented by Secretary Connally to this
Committee comparing individual tax cuts with those granted Corporations, in
the period 1909-1973.

These statistics are misleading for four main reasons: (a) First, the statis-
tics used by the Secretary are themselves inadequate and misleading. For ex-
ample, by counting p~roprietorship and partnership taxes as individual taxes,
the Secretary is able to use the ADR machinery depreciation regulations to Conl-
tribute over $2 billion to the claimed individual tax cuts.

(b) In comparing the Hlouse Bill treatment of individuals and corporations,
the Secretary omnits to note that most of the individual tax cuts will have their
primary impact before 1973. while the business cuts have their major impact
after 1973. With the exception of the low-income allowance, the House Bill
grants one-time individual tax cuts compared wvithi permanent corporate tax
cuts.

(c) The 1969 Tax Reform Act was designed to close loopholes. As It turns
out, more corporate than individual loopholes were closed. For example, In 1909.
Gulf Oil Company had a net income of $992 million and paid less than one-half of
one percent Federal income taxes. Shell Oil Company had a net Income in that year
of $308 million, and paid less than two percent Federal income taxes, as reported
by U.S. Oil Week. It is this kind of inequity which the 1969 Act was meant to
remedy. The Secretary appears to argue that since the Tax Reform Act closed
loopholes and thereby increased corporate taxes, corporations should now be given
the 20%l permanent corporate tax cut which the President has proposed.

(d) The very use of the deceptive statistics by the Secretary serves to draw at-
tention away from the important question concerning the President's mnulti-bil-
lion dollar corporate tax break proposals: Namely, whether the tremendous

F For a careful discussion of the regressive nature of time Administration tax proposals
and the generally Inequitable burdens already present in the Federal tax system, the
testimony of economist Leon Keyserling, October 13, 1971, especially pp. 2-6 and
Chatrts 1-6.
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revenue loss and likely increase In the Federal deficit are worth the very limited
benefits to the economy.

In summary, then, we respectfully suggest that the President has artificially
amplified the urgency of the economic situation In order to hasten enactment of
his tax program. The Treasury has contributed to the emergency atmosphere
and reduced Congressional weighing of costs and benefits through a series of de-
liberate deceptions, only the first of which was to label the familiar business in-
vestment credit as a "Job Development Credit." We strongly urge this Committee
and the whole Senate to examine each part of the Administration tax proposals
carefully so that the country will not suddenly awaken to find the deficit in.
creased by many billions of dollars a year, with very few benefits for those Ame-r-
icans other than corporate managers and their stockholders. The use Of a, crisis
atmosphere as an excuse for permanent corporate tax cuts would mean that
there will either have to be higher taxes for others or less money available for
demonstrably necessary government programs.

[From the New York Times, Oct. 5, 19711

(Material referred to at p. 647)

NixoNq's NEW EcoNomic PLAN: To MAKE THE RICH RICHER

To the Editor:
In his New Economic Policy, President Nixon proposed a permanent reduction

In corporate taxes of almost 20 per cent, accompanied by small individual tax
cuts. Tax policy Is dull and complicated, and this perhaps explains why there
has been so little public discussion about the wisdom of giving corporations
about $7 billion annually and Individuals about $2 billion one time (not count-
ing the auto excise tax cut), as the President proposed.

Another reason must be stream of soothing but deceptive statements from
Treasury officials on the tax Issue.

Last week, for example, Treasury Under Secretary Charis Walker compared
individual and business tax cuts In the years 1971 to 1973 to show that they were
"balanced." This Is less than candid since the Individual tax cuts will have their
major effect before 1973 while the permanent corporate tax cuts (the A.D.R.
depreciation system and the investment credit) will really begin to pay off after
1973.

Also last week, Samuel Pierce, Treasury general counsel, stated:
"Opponents of the President's new economic program have urged that it is

unfair; that it favors the rich over the poor. On analysis, such remarks are
without substance.

"For example, take the recommendations to Congress to reduce certain taxes.
The recommendations to Increase pers onal exemptions is of far greater benefit
to the low- or middle-income person than it Is to the rich Individual. The same
can be said about the recommendation to repeal the excise tax on automobiles."

This is false rather than merely deceptive. A $50 increase In personal exemp-
tion will give the high-income taxpayer in the 70 per cent tax bracket $35 In tax
saving, but the lowv-income 14-per-cent-bracket taxpayer only $7.

The auto excise tax cut will primarily benefit higher-income consumers, who
can afford to buy new cars, if indeed It is actually passed on to consumers by the
Industry. The effect on prices of used cars is at best -uncertain. And, of course,
those not wealthy enough to buy a car will not benefit at all.

The Treasury has not made a serious and honest effort to convey to the public
the Incredible magnitude of the proposed tax gift to corporations. If the tax cut
were Instead given to individuals, it would reduce personal taxes by over $100
annually.

The budgets for fiscal 1972 for the Environmental Protection Agency, the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of State and
the entire Federal judiciary all taken together total less than the average
amount-over $7 billion-which the Administration proposed annually to give
away to the corporations. The Treasury has not made a convincing economic
case that such a great sum should be given to the corporations.

More seriously, Treasury deception bas discouraged the public debate, which,
In a democracy, should accompany a decision to make such fantastic expendi-
tures.

RALPHr NADER,
Toiu STANTON,

Public Ifltc7-8t Research Groipp.
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[From the Newv York Times, Sept. 30, 1971]

ALLOCATING PROPOSED TAX CHANGES
To the Editor:

Ini The 'Jimes for Sept. 26, E1ileen 8Sluinahlan states that perhaps the fairest way-
to0 allocate between blusiness and imdividuials the tax chang-es proposedl inl hej
New FEconomic Policy (as adjusted by the House Ways and Means Committe
is to Strike a "grandi~ total'' that includes the Administration's delireciatimi re)-
forms annuouncedl last -1,anuar11y 011(1 allocates tMe aulto excise ('lt to individuals. ()]I
this bas is, Mi~Sllnaball reports that the malt resullt (if tile conhmnlittee's al(tiol)
would be to grant, inl thle three year's 11971-73, $14.1 billion in tax relief to business
11(1 ,$11.5 billion to individuals.

So far, so gnod. Bult perhaps aim even better Perspective (could lie gained( by
aIldilig the lo'e-1972 iImpact of thme Tax Reform Act of 1909, which massively re-
(laiced tax lpaymients for individuals iii thme low- andl~ m1iddlIC-incomel birackets, NAhile
inlcreasinig themil for high-bracket individluals aInd busin1ess.

Wh'len this fur-ther adjustment is mad~e, Ave find that individual taix paynmenlt s
inl thle full iv-e-yea r s])111 will. havI been r'edued~ b y $',37 bill ion. Tliose fi r corlpora-
ions will actually increased' by $4 billion.

But tis is not all1. By 011(1 large. illcoie tax p)ayn1('lnts biy indlivi(Iua Is caliniot
lhe sli fted-tme taxIpayer' b ear 1tilie incidlence oif the taxN. But thle pre('ise incidenlce
oif the corp'~ora te tax is a matter oif debate. There seclis toi lie general mgmeemlewimt
that the "Cor'loratiolm,' which is simply a loisimmess arralgemulit, (call in 0(o wA:my
lea i'. a tax it self. or gain the benefits of a tax ('lit,. without indlividumals leima'
,I tte(ted i n oile xvayA or a n1(tller.

lf corporate tax cuts aime shifted forwNNard to buyers in thme form of lower1 pirices'.
con1suMAers benefit. If they are used to increase dividend, st0'khlldeJ's lveneti 1.
if they are reinvested iii new a11( better e(luipment, jobs will increase in the
findustries thmat supply the eqijipment. further price pressures mnay lhe reduced as
lri'imtivity rises, aind ouiii trnadle position may improve as a mesilt of iiicre'od
competitiveness iii world markets.

All thlis is to say that a simple comparison of 'business tax cuits" and "inldi-
vidual tax cuts" can give only a superficial answer to the question : Who benefits
from tax reductions? As we have consistently argued, we believe that thle tax
prinoposals of thle New Economilc Policy were indeed balanced-taking into ('o1-
sidleration the complexities of our tax system and the pressing lived to mniod1ern1iz/e
cur equipment.

We are pleased that the House Ways and( 'MeansCommittee, in rei ingte
President's proposals, dlid not significantly altcr that balance.

CHARS E. WAKEE,
Undcr-i Scri-tah'y of the T,'casi'ry.

(Mfaterial referred to at p). (64S)

WA1HINc,'o-N,, D.C., A1 i~f/st 11, 19-1 1.
Tinol. S.ir.U ~um J
(o-licraI Coisel, 7JS.T,'casmw JDcpa'tnwn t,
lfash inglf~l, D.C.

DEmAR MR. PIERCE: it wxas good to real ill tile Federal Register of .July 27,
that the Treasury is taking steCps to broadenl public participation ill rulemaking-
and public access to information.

I hope that this will lie part, of at general expansion of public participation inl
Treasury tax policy decisions. It Would he a pleasure for me to disculss with,
inemliers of your staff other possible conistriictive approaches to that issue.

There is one idea wvichel I would like now to propose for your consideration.
rrhat is the formations of a citizen advisory collmlittee Onl tax policy. It would
lie analogous to thle Treasury Liaison Committee of the Bulsiness Council.

The citizen advisory committee could be composed of tax law professors, econ-
omnlists atnd public interest attorneys. Attorneys and1( economists having client
re(,la t-ionsh ips wvith private interests should be ex('ludcd. given the already ample
channliels of communnicationi open1 to private interests concened~ about tax policy.



Tlliv Imeiinvlt, to T)rle.Inslii. of 1i (It izl advi~dry coimmiitte cc miht iclude valui-
alel( aic'e oil tiix reforilliis USveII as 1)o1tential Imludic support for 'Ireisury tax
reform proposaIls.

yiIii oil very 11i1u0i for yomr considernl 1011. I look forward to your response.
Sincerely,

TiiOMrAS 11. 'STANTON.

THE GENERAL COUNSEL. OF TilE TREASURY.
Waush ini!lofl D.C., Angi.st 17, 1971.

rfiOMfAs HI STANTON, Esq.

DEzAR MR. STANTON :Thank you for your letter of August 11 expressing satis-
faction with the steps taken by the Treasury Department, reported in the Fed-
eral Register of .July 27, toi broaden public 1)artiilatimi !in rulemnaking and public
access to Information. Your comments tire appreciated. Since your interest is
p~rimnarily in public particip~ationl in Treasury tax policy decisions. I suggest that
you seek further discussion with al~lpropriate persons in the Internal Revenue
Service rather than with my staff.

Your letter proposes the formation of a citizen advisory committee onl tax
policy, analogous to the Treasury Liaison Committee of the Businless Council,
to be composed of tax law professors, economists and public interest attorneys.
You will be glad to know that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue presently
has the benefit of such an advisory committee, which is called the Advisory Group
to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and wats established iii 11)59. Ini con-
formity with Executive Order 11007, the Annual Reports of the Secretary of the
Treasury have published information about this; group, its, nieiberi-i and dates
of ineetilig during the preceding fiscall year, 1 am11 enclosinig a copy of the latest4
.such published information in the Annual Report for fiscal year 19)70. Y'ou my
obtain more current informattion bly writing to the C'ommissioner of Internal
Revenue.

Sincerely yours,
SA-MU uHT . JI~E..r.

Emliclosure.

[B xcerpt F"romn tbo 1970 Report o~f the Secretary of the, TreasIoiry I

AnvisoavN Gtoui' ro) Til O(MM ISSIONERn OF INTER.1N.\I. tiUN ;

This group) wa"s e"Stalilihed by Ilhe C ommii issiioner of 11l,1 erUIieven ite 01r
.liune 17. 19;)91.

Th'lis C'omminittece, wh licli rep weseiils lirofessifilm 1 111(1 other priv.h Icfrolils CUa-
corned wit Ii Federal I axa tion, lwoNh les conitis ruet i ye citici sni of I ieri I H1eveim e
policies anld procedures aill( smug(sts ways- fil whichl t1le Service canIl impilrove it-s
olieraltionis.

The advisory group niet onl October 1(1-17, 19)69, anad hianutiry 29-30) anud
JTune 4-5, 1970.

'lie iiienihbership !in fiscal 19)70 follows:
D oiliId C . Al exandler, I Diniore, Sh1ohl, I lii mmcli, ('0111es & Ilupres. ( 'lil 111iti,

Ohio 415202.
".il lii Tii rv [hi iies, Lybl)d 111.1toss,. Itros). & M\ointgomiery, Waisliiuigt on. D .C . 2 0036.
Nortoln M'. I edlord. P rofessor. Uiversil v of Illinlois at 'han-'a1111ii,

('ol lie of Conmmerce mnd Iusi ness A dmiin istrmat in. Urh mm. Ill. WlS) I
J1. Keith Bimtl ers, l'rofessor. 1111 rva ird I'l i iversi lv. ( '.adul le S-chmol of I tvci iiess

Adimiist ration, Boston. a s 0216l;3.
Iild i .( 'oliomi, ( ohien & 1'iet',. Wash iiigi on, 1 . .2W$:3;

I". ( level ild He ndrick, J11., 1 lenldrie-k & ]_tile. Wa sinfgtoll.l).C( DOA.
Williaim ii . I loi'ne, .Jr., Heed, Siiiitli, 'ShQaw & Ilc( 'ly, Waslfiinrt oni. '. 20001(5.

I Fa rry K. M.Anilslield, Hopes & Gray, I koston, 'Mass. '02111).
BIliop I'ii s .Tohn Mugal-;vero, llroolyni. N.Y. 11285.
l ,red c'. Scrihiier, JTr., ('hairimiii ktw~ood, ScriHbnur, Al len & Me~tusick.('l-

nireBuilding., lortland, i\Iaiine 0-1110.
Rabbi Ha iphl Simon, ('onlgregaltionl Iliolfel Zedek. ( Iiicaueo M. . 36115.
Richa11rd j. Whjalenl. Washing-toii. ID.C . 20161.
Rene A. Worinser, Wormser, Koch, Kiely & Alessandroni, New York. N.Y. 10022.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. Augllst 18, 1971.
Hon. SAMUEL, R. PIERCE, JR.,
Goerat Colsn8el,
U.S. Tr-easury Department,
Washfngton, D.C.

DEAR MR. PIERCE: Thank you for your letter of August 17, concerning a citizen
advisory committee on tax policy.

There appears to be some isundersta nd Ing, which I would like to attempt to
clarify. You enclosed with your letter a copy of page 484 of the -1970 Annual
Report of the Scretary of the Treasury. On that page it is said that the Advisory
Group to the Commissioner of Internal Revenpue, "provides constructive criti-
cism of Internal Revenue policies and procedures and suggests ways In which
the Service can Improve its operations."

That advisory group IS substantially different in function from the citizen
advisory committee on tax policy which I would like to suggest.

The citizen advisory committee would provide advice on specific tax reform
iproposals-for instance, overall simplification of the Internal Revenue Code-
as well as the possibility of public support for Treasury tax reform legislative
proposals. This is a considerably different role from that of the Commissioner's
Advisory Group, which provides advice on the administration of the tax laws
presently In force.

I look forward to your response now that I have clarified my suggestion. Again,
thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
THMmofAS H. STANTON.

TintE GENERAL COUNSEL 01? TIHE TREASURY,
W~ashington, D.C., Augiist 25,1.97-1.

THOMAS H1. STANTON, E71sq.,
liashingfton, D.C.

DEAR MR. STANTON: Your letter of August 18 clarifies your proposal of a
citizen's advisory committee on tax policy as relating to advice on tax reform,
as distinguished from tax administration, which you state is the subject area~
of the present Advisory Group to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

I am informed that the Advisory Group considers tax policy and legislation
from time to time with the participation of the Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Tax Policy. However, I ami forwarding your correspondence to that Office
for consideration and such further comment as they may find appropriate.

Sincerely yours,
SAMUEL R. PIERCE, Jr.

TREASURY LIAISON COMMITTEE OF TimE BUSINESS COUNCIL

The Secretary of the Treasury proposed this Commnittee on May 8, 19605, "to
keep up a twvo-way exchange and dialog on areas of material concern to the
Treasury and the business communityy" The Comimittee consists of mnemlbers In-
formally recommended and appointed by the Business Council and the Secretary
of the Treasury. The functions of the Commnittee are advisory and consultative.
Formation of the Commnittee wvas announce(] on July 8, 1965.

During fiscal 1970 the Commjittee muet on October 7, 1969, and May 9,1970.
MHembership of the Conimittee in fiscal 1970 was as follows:

Thomas S. Gates, Jr., (Chaiman), Chairman, M~organ Guaranty Trust Co., New
York, N.Y.

William A. Hewitt, Chairmian, Deere & Co.. Molimme. 1ll.
Frank R. 'Milliken, President, Kennecott Copper Co., New York, N.Y.
Eugene N. Beesley, President, I,'li Lilly & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Howard L. Clark, Chairmian, Amiericami Express Co., Newv York, N.Y.
Fredric G. Donner, F ormer Chiairman, General MLNotors Corp., New York, N.Y.
C'harles F. Myers, Jr., Chialian, Burlington Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N.C.
Albert L. Nickerson, Former Chairmian, Mobile Oil Co., New York, N.Y.
D~avid Rockefeller, Chairmian and Chief E1jxecutive Officer, Chase Manhattan

Bank, New York, N.Y.
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(Material referred to at p. 050)
WASHINGTON, D).C., October 21, 1971.

The following Is submitted to the record in response to Senators Fannin and
Bennett:

Mr. Fannin asked whether I have had experience in government or business.
Of course, the Constitution provides that all People--not just government officials
and businessmnen-be allowed to petition their government.

Mr. Fannin then Interrupted my response that I have studied the components,,
of the Revenue Act of 1971 in considerable detail. As It happens, I have spent
much of the past year studying the DI1SC and ADR proposals, including consult a-
tions with leading economists and tax attorneys. However, this should not be
taken as anl argument that only informed people be allowed to provide informia-
tion to their Senate onl public issues. I respectfully suggest that all people of this
country, however well or poorly informed, shiouldl be allowed to express theni-
selves-so long as they are courteous. After all, the people vote and pay taxNes.
It is they, not just government officials or businessmen, who pay thle bills which
make the government possible.

Senator Fannin opened his questioning by stating that "I think It is worthless
to probably ask some questions onl such biased testimony," and Senator Bennett'
also charged me with bias. My response is simply that I favor better representa-
tion of the average individual taxpayer who will not significantly benefit from
thle Revenue Act of 1971. This is a viewpoint quite possibly shared by many of
the 75 million individual taxpayers of the country, and it ought to 1)e wvelconmed
by this powerful Committee. It is strange that accusations of bias wecre not so
freely hurled as the many witnesses representing the influential special interests
w~ho have dominated most of the Committee's time.

The response of Senators Fannin andl Bennett to my appearance gives one in-
sight to some of the causes of the ferment stirring America today. There are
many members of the younger generation wvho seek to work within the estab-
hisbod system for constructive but meaningful reform. If Senators Fannin and
B~ennett will not allows younger people other than government officials and imusi-
nessmien to have a fair and openi hearing before our elected delegates Inl the
Senate, howv do they propose that we p~articipate in our government t? Ierely by
casting anl infrequent vote, more frequently being called Into thle Armly-and
always paying taxes which they would impose without fair hearing?

The specific answer to Mr. Fannin's tax incentive question, which I was offer-
ing whenINMr. Bennett interrupted, is as follows:

A close look at the numbers themselves shows surprisingly little correlation
between tax incentives (as measured by the capital cost index calculated by
Treasury) and the rate of economic growth. For example, .Japan has had a phec-
nomnenally high rate of economic growth and yet the United Kingdom, which has
a relatively lower rate of economic growth, has more tax incentives.

Furthermore, there has been no guidance offered by the Secretary as to what
the statistics actually mean. I-ow important is the alleged "tax incentive gap"?
In fact, as a dissenting opinion in the Ways and MeIans Committee Report notes,
capital costs constitute only about 201o of the linal price of a manufactured
good. Thus, anl alleged 10%y tax incentive gap between the U'.S. and another
country would mean only a 2%11 difference in the final price of the manufactured
good-an amount which Is negligible compared to differences inl transportation,
labor, and other cost factors. ])evaluation and the healthy effects of competition
will serve much more efficiently to stimulate our industry to modernize.

Implicit in the figures is anl Idea that time United States should pattern Its
economy after the economies of other countries. However, the United States
leads the world in many sectors of industrial production. In contrast to the bene-
fits which might accompany tax incentives for countries not as well developed
as the U.S., the economic growth benefits in this country wvill be much more
limited, indeed only marginal in the opinions of some economists. In adlditionm,
mhere is a serious question whether the U.S. should hasten to misallocate rv-
;.4ources within its economy merely because other countries have undertaken to
do so.

The very presentation of the figures serves to mislead this Committee from
attention to the basic question at stake : Is the multi-billion dollar 20%/ cut In
corporate taxes worth the limited gains lpromaise(J?
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Simcp my testimony before tMe (Committee, ini which I remaarkedl that reary)iI
is not playing ii professional role with respect to its p~resenitation of information,
economist Patii Taubmni of the Untiversity of Pennsyl van ia has revealed the
results of it study showing that the Treasury eapi)tlll cost sttistics are themselves
Incorrectly calculated. In fact, the "tax Incentive gap" is far less than that
stated by the Treasury. In light of this development, I feel confirmed in my
jud~ginnit- that tile Treasury~ should be0 required to uphIoldl Its buriiden of pr1oof In
a professional and comprehensive muanimer. when it proposes "Iuch immnense tax
ex penditures to the Congres4s.

In conclusion, my experience leads1 me to as~k Nvhethem' It is of 1111Y use for
citizens and~ taxpayers such as myself, who have stndiedl the Isie but are
neither from government nor from business, to attempt to p~articip~ate in tihe
(lelnoeratic pro0cess through testimnlly before this Commiittee.

TuoMAS 1-I. STANTON.

The CH[AIRMAN. The next witness will be Mlr.,James A. Gavin, legis-
lative director of the National Federation of Independent Ilusiness.

STATEMENT OF -JAMES A. GAVIN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, THE
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

11f. GAviN. Alr. (Iliairman and distiiiguislied nmembers of this com-
Inittee, T am James A. Gavin, legislative director of the National. Fedl-
eration of Independent Biusiness. Iln behalf of our '293,000 members I
wish to thank you for this Opportunity to testify onl certain aspects of
II.R. 10947.

Gentlemen, the National Federation of Independent Business has
the largest single nielnlbersh-il) of any business organiization in the
United States. Our miembhershmip repJresent s a Cross section of the en-
tire sinall business community in the Nation. Small business encom-
passes 95 percent, of allI thle l)HiiHCss establishments in the country,
cmnIployes 60 leeeiit of our private and nonagricultural work force and
accounts for at least 37 1 jercent, of the gross national product. There-
fore, the role of Small business in our Nationi's economic commuinitv is
vital anld certainly must be considered if we are to truly achieve a(
nfltionivide economic recovery.

f)u ite year wve 1)eriodlicaI1y 1)0ll our- members l mandate lbal ot
on) issties pending before the Cong-ress. We do this in order to make

T!ie iesii Its of these polls determnO 0c oii poSition oil all issues inl-
clilr in tese f pr-esent lieforev tli is (litiiuishied jroup.

REVIE.\r OF 7 I1E1C141N111 Ai'i() EXCISE, TAX

II istorical lv, in mnd~ate votes. our- iembeis have opted for elilnina-
tion or reduction of the 7 percent, auto excise tax, and we note thlat the
7 percent repeal htas cleared thme other body of thie C'ongress.

Althoughi this measure favors the automotive industry, 'we, believe
its benefits are far ranging since in every seven Americans one is
purportedly employed either directlyv or indirectly by that industr-y.

ASlso th aings realie bY te consumer10,1 in) tie purchase of I neW-

auto has been estimated to be al)pOpi-oilately $200. This should not
only increase, automnoti ye sales. but. should Spur spending in other (-01)-
sutter goods industries as well.
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AI)VANCEMAEN'i OF INCOME TPAX ('171s

As to tliO pr1oposal for advancingo to J aiiary t972 (from Ji a yL
19783) the personal income tax exemp~tlon increase of $50 per (Ielpenl-
(lit, a. mandate vote (earlier this year revealed our mlem~bers opted 70
percent, "for," only 26 percent "against," wAithi some 4 percent having no
OP1iiiion. 'ih mandate ballot wvas taken on S. 1727 (Title 1) a. bill
slponsoredl by~ Senator Walter F. AMondale to 1)t into effect, imme-
diately the $750 )el'solial income, tax exemption niow scheduled for
1973. rfhls we adt he members of the federation strongly favor this

('lIe C~I IAxI R AN. Tha nk yout ve ry Ii ich.
(M~lr. G~av in's prepa red statement, follows :)

I'IEI'ARE) STATEMENTT OF JA~i1Es A. GAN-, LEGISLATIE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL.
FEDERATION OF I NI)PENDENT BUSINESS

Mr. Chairman and Dist!iguished M1embers of the Committee. I am .Jame,,' A.
CGavin. legislative director of the National Federation of Indepecndent Business.
Iii behalf of our 2193,000 members, I wishI to thank you for this opportunity to
testify on certain asipeets of 11.11. 10947.

Gentlemen. the National Federation of Indeipendent Business has the largest
single ineniberslhip otf aniy l)usifle." organization in the United States. Our memi-
hership reIMosent,. a cross sectionn of the entire simal bIusinmess community in tile
Naltioni. Siiiall business oecolnl)115es 93% of all the business establishments in
the country, employs (10%, of our private amid non-agricultural work force, and
accounts; for at least 371% of the gross national p~r(oduct. Therefore, the role of
small liliine-; in our nation's economic community is vital and certainly must
bev considered if we are to truly achieve a nationwide economies recovery.

D uring the year we periodically poll our members b~y mandate ballot on issues
pe-nding before the (Congress. We (1o this in order to make certain that we accu-
rately represent their views,. The, results, of these polls, determine our position on
all issues, including these I present before this distinguished group.

REPEAL OF 7 PERCENT EXCISE TAX

Historically, in mand-ate votes, our mnenhers have opted for elimination or
reductions of the 7 percent auto excise tax, and we note that. the 7 percent repeal
has, cleared the other body of the Congress. Although this measure favors the
automotive industry, we believe its benefits are far ranging since one in every
seven Amerfans is p~urportedlly employed etcher directly or imdireet'ly by that
i ndus try.

Alsno, the savings realized by the consumer in the purchase of a new auto
has, been estimated to be approximately $200. This should not. only increa-se,
automotive sales'., lbut should spur spending in other consumer goods,, industries
as well.

ADVANCEMENT OF INCOME TFAX CUTS

A., to the proposal for advancing to .January 1972 fromm January 1973) time
pen-4onal income tax exempitioI ncrease of $50 per dependent, ai mandate vote
earlier this ye-ar revealed our members opted 70 percent. "for", only 26 per-
cent "1against-, with some 4 percent having "no olpinion'. The mandate ballot
wvas taken on 8.1725 (Tritle 1) , a bill sponsored by Senartor Walte,. F. Mlon-
dale to put into effect immu11edimtel the $750 personal Income tax axemlytion
now scheduled for 197:3. ThuIIs, we and the mncmbers of the federation strongly
favor this proposal.

RESTORATION 0F1? INVESTMENT 'rAX CREDIT

In order to stimulate the economic rejuvenation and growth of the Nation
we support, and in fact aplIaud generally as recommended by the adminis-
tm'at'ion, the re-,torntibn of the investment tax cfe~ltt. Yet, we cannot help but
think that perhaps a restoiation ait a permanent level-perhaps at 7 percent
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wvould-In the end, be better for blth the economy and the Nation's small busi-
ness community. We would urge, moreover, that a reasonable ceiling be placed
on this allowance, similar t~o that recoinended inI bo'tl S. 1615 and II.R. 7692,
on a sliding scale to $50,000 for manufacturers or perhaps $100,000 as we have
suggested inI the past. Also, we feel thot It is vitally Important that this credit
be extended to putcasaes of used equipmnen't-because even In periods of flour-
ishing economke conditions-inany smaller firns simply cannot afford to acquire
new, rnbre expensive machinery.

Such limitations, I assure you, are not urged out of anibigonism for big
business or to placate the strident demands of labor,, but rather to make funds
available for use InI another area thaft Is just as vital to independent business.
Our surveys point out that over 60%ll of the Nation's smaller firms are engaged
in retailing and the service trades. InI these business areas, investment in In-
ventories and account receivables are of vastly greater Importance than that
in capital equipment.

Therefore, we would strongly recommend that the concelt of the investment
tax credit -be extended to these areas in the form of a "plowvback" allowance.
Without Such action, It Is seibiusly doubtful that this important small busi-
ness sub-sector will be able to adequately regain the economic health it has
lost during the recent period of spiraling inflation and unrestricted credit.

Perhaps, if these limitations are adopt,%d, it Will also be possible for this
committee to consider remedies for one ox the Nation's most depressing prob-
lenis-rural job development. Tme constant, heavy migration of America's young
adults frim the farm. to the city has reached critical proportions and is placing
sign Ifica nt burdens on bloth our rural and urban areas.

This committee, we believe, has the opportunity to help stemi this flow. Intro-
duced with strong bipartisan support and assigned to you for consideration Is the
Rural Job Development Act of 1971, a measure that would employ tax Incentives
to create a national policy of distribution of opportunity in order to voluntarily
redistribute population. Some seven committee members have co-sponsored the
legislation. Unfortunately, no hearings, to our knowledge, have been scheduled
Onl this legislation.

The distinguished Senator from Kansas, Mr. Pearson. has proposed anl amiend-
ment to this bill that seeks to accomplish much of the Same goals as does the
Rural Job Development Act. It would help stimulate the overall economy of the
Nation by encouraging the establishment in our rural areas of business amid in-
dustry, which would produce additional jobs for an ever-expanding work force.

With most of our country's, leaders, both within and outside of the Government,
seeking ways to lower the unemployment rate In the United States, we ask that
this amendment receive serious consideration.

Thle federation has made available, on a public service basis, a series of spot
radio announcements to stations throughout the country. In these brief messages,
we encourage the building of rural America. Time will not permit me to go Into
detail about the vast number of responses we have received. However. I think you
will be interested to know that we have received Inquiries from every geographil-
cal region in the United States-ranging from average individual Americans, to
small businessmen, as well as from scores of elected public officials in small
cities and towns.

A typical example that perhaps best sums lip the concern of those who are
writing to us Is a response we received Just last week, f roi a college senior, who
exp~lainedlihe was considering returning to his hometown of some 4,000 population.
"But," as hie wrote, "the prospects of suitable employment aire not promising . . ,

This is, regrettably, a present dlay American tragedy-a tragedy which the
federation, with the assistance of the Congress, hopes to alleviate in the near
future.

And especially Is it tragic when we consider that between 1960o and] 1970, there
was no recorded growth of U.S. rur-al population. During this decade, more than
one haflf million young p~eop~le migrated each year to the cities. InI the 25 years
between 1945 and 1970, thme net migration of these Young people from rujral
America totaled a staggering 25 million!

Although the population of thle United 'States has doubled since 1900, the total
population count of the Nation's large cities has grown by more than 350,percent. TI- his is the primary reason why today we find that more than 74 per cent of
us live on only 2 per cent of our land. And, by the year 2000, it has-been reliably
eIstimlated that an additional 100 million more Americans will live inI our already
overcrowded and teeming cities,
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We have all heard much about the terrific financial strain created on our
larger cities by the constant flowv of Immigrants. Recent studies of the effect of
in-migration on 94 large U.S. cities clearly show that the cost of this phenomenon
is appalling. In 1960 alone, this placed a net burden of $2,500,000 on each city,
and the median net burden per migrant was nine times greater than per city
resident.

Population distribution alone Is closely related to availability of employment,
and most of America's major industries are heavily concentrated in a few eco-
nomnically advantageous areas. This has caused the vast majority of our people to
gravitate toward these urban centers in hope of securing steady, well paying jobs
in order to provide a decent living for their families.

The federation believes that the key to reversing this harmful trend is the
dispersement of business and Industry throughout America. This would stemi
the out-migration and Immediately ease urban pressures. Ultimately, through re-
distribution of popuLatioyt, it would also reduce these urban pressures to more
manageable levels.

Therefore, we support the objectives of the amendment and strongl,-i support
the Rural Job Development Act. We look upon enactment of this legi,,;lation as
vital to a recovery of the overall American economy.

The National Federation of Independent Business considers it a privilege to
have this opportunity to make this presentation before this distinguished comn-
mnittee. We stand ready to cooperate with the committee at any tine in our
mutual efforts on behalf of the business community.

Thank you.

Senator CURTIS. Before we call onl the witness, I have requested the
staff to make up three tables showing tax 'liability for the low income
as it compares with social security taxes. I ask that they be printed
in the recoi d.

The CIIA11113AN. I would like to see it myself and wvill be very happy
to haeit in the record.

(The documents referred to follows:)

FEDERAL INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX LIABILITY AND SOCIAL SECURITY TAX LIABILITY UNDER PRESENT LAW
(ASSUMING DEDUCTIBLE PERSONAL EXPENSES OF 10 PERCENT OF INCOME) MARRIED COUPLE WITH 2 DE-
PENDENTS, CALENDAR YEAR 1972, WITH WAGE AND SALARY INCOME I

Federal Social
income security

Adjusted gross Income tax tax Total1

$1,000 -------------------------------- ------------------------- 0 $52 $52
$2,000--------------- ----------------- ------------------------- 0 104 104
$3,000 -------------- ------------------------------------------- 0 156 156
$4,000 ------------------------------------------------------- $28 208 236
$5,000 -------------------- ----------------------------------- 170 260 430
$6,000 --------------------------------------- ---------------- 322 312 634
$7,000-------------------------------------------------------- 484 364 848
$8,000 -------------------------------------------------------- 635 416 1,051
$9,000-------------------------------------------------------- 799 468 1,267
$10,000------------------------------------------------------- 962 468 \430

MARRIED COUPLE WITH 2 DEPENDENTS, CALENDAR YEAR 1972,
WITH NET EARNINGS FROM SELF-EMPLOYMENT'

$1,000 ------------------------------------ --------------------- 0 $75 $75
$2,000------------------- ---------------------- -------------- 0 150 150
$3,000--------------------------------------------------------- 0 225 225
$4,000- ------------------------------------------------------- $28 300 328
$5,000------------------ ---------------------------------- --- 170 375 545
$6,000- ------ ------------------------------------------------ 322 450 772
$7,000 ---------------------------------- --------------------- 484 525 1,009
$8,003 -------------------------------------------------------- 635 600 1,235
$9,000-------------------------------------------------------- 799 675 1.474
$10,000------------------------------------------- -------- --- 962 675 1,637

68-333-71-pt. 2-18
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MARRIED COUPLE BOTH 65 OR OVER WITH NO DEPENDENTS, CALENDAR YEAR 1972, WITH WAGE AND SALARY
INCOME

Adjusted gross income

$1,000. - ..--

S2,000-- --
3,000.--

$4,000. ---
$5,000. --
$6,000.---
$7,000-
$8,000.
$9,000..
$10,000.-

Federal Social
income security

tax tax Total

0 $52 $52
0 104 104
0 156 156

$28 208 236
170 260 430
322 312 634
484 364 848
635 416 1,051
799 468 1,267
962 468 1,430

MARRIED COUPLE BOTH 65 OR OVER WITH NO DEPENDENTS, CALENDAR YEAR 1972, WITH NET EARNINGS FROM
SELF-EMPLOYMENT

$1,000 - _ __ - -- -- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -
$2,000- - ---- -- --------------- __----------------
$3,000 - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --- - - -
$4,000 --- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -
$5,000--- --------------------------- - -- - ----
$6,000 ----------------- I------- - ----- ---- _
$7,000 - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - -
$8,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
$9,000 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I-- - - - - - - -
$10,000.........................................-------

-0

0
0

---- $28
-- 170
-- - 322

- 484
635

-- - 799
-- 962

$75
150
225
328
545
772

1,009
1,235
1,474
1,637

Income earned by one spouse.
Source: Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.

Tfhe Cnm\Rir.\x, . The next witness is MNr. J)axvid J1. Steinberg, ex('('l-
tive director', (7ominittev for a National Trade P~olicy.

STATEMENT OF DAVID J. STEINBERG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOPh
COMMITTEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE POLICY

Hr. S'E1 NW; r. (Chairman, gentlemlen., I aml I)av~id ~1. Steinberg
andl I am executive director of the Committee for a National radle
P~olicy. I shall veryv briefly. Afr. (7 ha i ria i, summarize the highlighlts
of the written) statement that has been submitted to your committee
and which I und3(erstan~d will he made part of the record of these
hearings.

Our ('olumittee, supp)1 orted l)V * ykieriCan 1)usiesses, large and sniall,
by rae ssciaiosan 1b individuals as citizens and coolstmers.

hias for the past 18 years been advocating a foreign-trade policy which
is calculated to serve the totalitf th naioa itret

lWe believe that a, policy of consistently freer international trade is
that, kind of policy). Since ouir committee confines itself to trade pol1icy
issues, we are conifiing ouir testimony today to the buy-AmUericani
provisions of thie investment, tax credit.

Ieurge your committee and the, Congress to remnv h u-mr
icnprovisiOmis frmthat, section of the prop)osed1 tax legislation. WYe

urge this because we believe thiat, this provision impairs the effort
that must, le made toward truly freer international trade.

The buy-American provision constitutes a, nontariff barrier which
11,0111d h-~ in iolation of thie General Agrreement. onl Tariffs and Trade.

- ----- ------------
--------- -
----------------- -----------------

------------ - - --------

------- - ---- -
- -- ----------- --------------- -
------ -------------- - ---------
- --------------- -- -- - --- -
----------------- ------ --------------- -----
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f 1111 fully '3 ware of the. coilIpa ramble, barrier's that, many other
countries have in their ownv trade policies, but an additional U.S. bar-
rier of this Ikind is not, a constructive way anil efiective way to attack
(COl~plrale barriers ab~road.

WeO believe t-hat, tis provision tends to magnify the uncertaity anid
the doub~ts that surround Americaii iuentions -and Amern ' rud-
minet in trade 1)01icy and in the whole01 areat of foreign economicc p)oliCyN.
'This is hardly the kind of climate in w-hich to most effectively and
successfully press for durable reform around the world in trade anid
monetary policies.

Thle lbuy-American j)r()vis ISOI1 on 1( also tendI, we believe to weaken
the' effort, that must, be iiiade to increase productivity and1( to combat
inflation.

American businesses s shloull lbe f ree to efiTect. the ivestmenit mix
best calcuflated in their judgmint to increase prLoduictivity and make
t hemselvyes incereasiligly 'omplletitive inl anl increasingly competitive
worl d.

incCreasing" productivity, as I aml suire, you know, is vitally ilortanit
to reducing inflation. IVe believe that the luy-Anlerican provision is
uot a. constructive approach to the objective of stimlulatinig the econlomly
and ic reusing prodlu ity n employment.

I can understand that it may tend to increase, enliployml-ent ini cer-
tain sectors of our economy, but the job development program ought to

apyacross the board and there, are jobs involved, as you know, inl
thle industries anid inl the compJaniies thiat are, interested ill p)lrclasinx
foreign equipment they consider essential to their efforts to increase
p roduictivityv a id become more comlpetfitive.

Anid, of couirse, there are jobs, a, great. number of jobs, that are in-
volvec in ou exot.rFebyA eicani provisions is the kind of
lrovisiotl. that. would tend to foster retaliatory action by other (c0llil-
tries directly or indirectly. This would have, we believe.', an11 adverse
effect on tihe -Americani export expansion programs.

I understand that the buy American provision is anticipated to last
onyis long as the implort 'surcharge, but this, in our view, does nlot
utifyte, buiy-Americanl provision.

11 T believe this 1)r0visili is o1)lectiolale -fol. as longr ais it, does last.
EVenI aCS a lprop~osal Short of legislation it. reflects thepreniyoth
United States to resort to import restrictions as a. remedy. We'deplore
this inclina"tionl.

We, therefore, urgce the Congress to delete this provision and( inl th is
wvay, we feel, improve the stature and leverage of the !itLed States inl
thle whole area of foreign economic policy a nd also help improve 0111

l)1odilct ivity p)rograml aswel
rphs s veyvey cursory summary, Mr. Chairman,ofwa si

the written staitemlent. In, thle interest, of time I have cut it very
short.

Tle CITAIRAFAN. We Will print thle entire statellenit. rDo vonl think
that this provision violates, the GATTr?

1\r1. STEJN~lio. Yes, sir; T do.
rple CHIAIRMNAN. Would you mind explainiimuq whly it violates tlime

GATT?
Mr. STEINIMIC.. Becaulse it conlstituites. MAr. Chaiirmani, anl additional

trade barrier. Now, there is buy Americani legislation (bitingc ]hack to
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1933, which, having been established prior to negotiation of the GATT,
is not a violation of GATT. But this new measure, being an addi-
tional nontarilt barrier, would be in violation of GATT. I amn greatly
concerned, as I am sure all members of our committee are, Mr. Chair-
man, about the many nontariff barriers that have seriously restricted
American access to foreign markets, not just in the area. of "buy na-
tional" policies but a multitude of other nontariff barriers, anld it
seems to me; that to establish an additional nontariff barrier at this
time when we are so concerned about the need to get other countries
to reduce their nontariff barriers is a. counterproductive measure, in -
deed at boomerang.

The CIAIRAIAN." How does your group view the ilort surcharge?
Do you have a view of that as a, violation of the GXATT also?

Mr. STEINBERG. I don't really know. I feel that it is a. violation of
the GATT. I have very serious misgivings about the strategy in-
volved in the use of the surcharge. To be very honest with your
committee, I should point out there are some supporters of my com-
mnittee, some businessmen who support my commiittee, wh-lo, while sorry
that the import surcharge has been established and while waiiiing
to see. it removed as soon as possible, feel that it was a correct, thing
to do in the first instance.

I do not share that feeling and I would hope that, the import, suir-
cha rge will be removed as quickly as possible. I would like to see the
price for removal of the surcharge confined to a. real inement of cur-
lriny paritieswith the removal of the surcharge clearly identified
by ie United States as only the first step in a dramatic new trade.
and m-onetary initiative, an initiative to really f ree up the trade of the
industralized countries of the world and establish a durable. and
soundly based, international monetary system.

The CHAIRMAN. You recognize that these other countries that,
engage in trade practices that in many cases are far more restrictionist
than we are?

Mr. STEINBERG. I recognize that and I have spoken out against
those policies for a good number of years, so I share that feel ing with
you. I do feel, ho-wever, that there isa correct way and a constructive,
way to deal with those barriers. I don't feel tha the buy Amnerican
provision meets this standard and contributes to that objective.

The ChTAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. STEINiwRG,. rThank you, sir.
(Mr. Steinberg's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID J. STEINBERG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMfMITfTEE

FOR A NATIONAL, TRADE POLICY'~

OPPOSITION TO B3UY AMERICAN PROVISION

U.S. trade policy has for years been in a serious state of drift, drifting back-
wvard from the goal of truly freer international commerce. Action by the legis-
lative and executive branches of government in this field has not matched-it has
sometimes contradicted-their declared concern over artificial trade barriers
and distortions that clutter the channels of international trade. What the Con-
gress and the Administration have done or failed to do in recent years has onl

1The Committee, supported by American businesses large and small, by trade associa-
tions, and by individuals as citizens and consumers, advocates foreign-trade plicies
calculated to serve the overall national Interest. It does not represent or speak for any
single sector of tihe U.S. economy, or any other special Interest.
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the whole conflicted with their professed dedication to "fair trade" and "freer
trade". Nor Is there a coherent, constructive approach to the adjustment prob-
lemn of our economy in a rapidly changing and Increasingly competitive world.

Absence of a coherent, credible free-trade policy-a void that fosters con-
tinuing departures from the course of consistently freer International trade-is
to a large extent responsible for the difficulty the United States has had in per-
suading other governments to take urgently needed steps toward freer and fairer
trade by lowering trade barriers and revaluing exchange rates. Absence of a
coherent, credible domestic adjustment/conversion policy, on the other hand,
Is to a large extent responsible for our failure to produce a definitive free-trade
strategy, whose political palatabilty depends on such a domestic program.

The Buy American provision of the Investment tax credit would be a further
retreat from the free-trade objective that should rank high In our national
priorities. Such discriminatory practices would stiffen the resistence of other
countries to the efforts the United States unrelentingly must make to get them
to lower and hopefully remove their many and varied trade distortions. Such
legislation would be in violation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
and could set off retaliatory measures against U.S. exports. The retaliation,
direct or indirect, could damage exports from the very industries that might ap-
pear to benefit from Suich legislation.

Nor Is it a constructive approach to solving domestic economic problems. The
investment tax credit is supposed to improve the competitive position of U.S.
producers. They should be free to put together the investment mix that best
meets their needs. The Buy American provision does not prohibit the acquisition
of such foreign-made equipment as the purchasing company may consider es-
sential. However, the 10 percent import surcharge Imposes a deliberate extra
cost, in addition to the higher lImport costs resulting from the reduced dollar
exchange-rate. The Buy American provision prevents any relief v ia the Invest-
ment tax credit.

Job development is a declared purpose of this tax proposal. While It is pos-
sible that In some instances the Buy American provision may divert procure-
niient from Imported to domestic equipment (to the advantage of U.S. producers
of such equipment), the nation's job development needs far transcend the Interest
of any particular industry. Increasing the nation's competitiveness and employ-
ment should be an across-the-board objective. Nor do obstacles to the procure-
ment of foreign equipment contribute to the campaign against Inflation.

The fact that the Buy American provision Is tied to the duration of the
import sucharge does not significantly lessen the demerits and the danger of Suich
legislation. Resorting to Buy American measures even in his qualified way tends
to give respectability to Import restriction (in this ease discrimination against
foreign goods) as a policy'device. Theie is too much evidence already-some of
It In this Oongress-of propensities In this misguided direction. The measure
Is harmful, whatever Its duration.

Nor do the Improvements made In the Administration's Buy Amnerican pro-
posal by the Ways and Means Committee, approved by the House at large, make
the measure worthy of enactment. The I-ouse version would permit exemptions
from the Buy American restriction upon a finding by the President that such
exemptions are In the public Interest. Situations cited as justifying such exemp-
tions are those in which there Is no equivalent U.S. product, or there Is a
monopoly In the U.S. supplying Industry, or the foreign manufacturer is selling
his product in the United States preliminary to establishing production of the
particular item in this country. Exemptions would Involve administrative delays
and problems of interpretating such standards as no equivalent U.S. product.
Problems of administration are not in themselves a persuasive reason for reject-
ing a policy proposal. But in this Instance they add to the already formidable reai-
sons for rejecting the Buy American proposition.

Since the Buy American standard Is tied to the duration of the surcharge,
It might be regarded as amplifying the pressure being put on other governments
to effect the trade and monetary reforms the United States has been advocating.
Our Oommlittee -supports responsible, constructive steps to persuade other coun-
tries to assume their fair share of responsibility In the continuing effort that must
be made to -build a strong and viable International trade amid monetary system. We
believe, however, that the surcharge amid the floating of the dollar, If handled
astutely, -are mom-e than adequate as policy leverage. The Buy American provision
would, in fact, be counter-productive, In b)0th the short and longer run, and
fit terms of both domestic and foreign policy objectives.
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Rtemioval of this provision Avoiul( improve the stature of tile Ilite(1 Stnte S, tile
climate for International economic cooperation. and the overall effort to alchieve
international trade and monetary reform. It would also reflect a more enlightened
view of trade policy by the Congr-ess itself. And( that, too, deserves pr-iority
Otention.

The (HIR1xN The, neXt witneCss is Mr. A. Scott, Smith, JTr., presi-
dent of the National Equipment IDistributtors Association.

STATEMENT OF W. SCOTT SMITH, JR., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. S-rlT Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my name
is 11r. Scott Smiith, vJr., and Iam president of Gash -Stutll Co.. located
in Chiester, Pa. Our firm is 53 years old and hias always been anl
independent wholesale distributor of agricultural tractors aind
machiery.

I represent, and my-\ company is at member of, National Equipment
Dist ribut ors Association. with offices at 300 W11est, Main Street,, Richl-
mond, Va. NEDA is comprised of 15 independent wholesale distrib-
utors who import, David Brown tractors from the United IKiIo-(om.

We, in turn, have over 700 IDavid Bro-wn retail dealers inl the United
States, wvl~o (depend for their livelihood on the sale of David Brown
tractors and machineryv.

NEDA wvas formed by 15, former Ford Tractor distributors inl Marchi
of 1964 for the purpose of importing and m-verchandisingy David Brown
tractors and machinery inl thle UnIi-tedStates.

Prior to 1964, this distributor group represented Ford 'Motor Co.
for many ycars-in our p~articullar case 44 years. On December 12,
1963, Ford Motor Co. cancelled all their tractor distributors and pro-
ceedled from that, time onl to sell direct through) their own branches in
the United States for all intents and p)urposes, we were forced oult of
1)lsiness andl sufteredl a severe hardship lbecaulse of the sudden canlcel-
lation. Since thilt limand uip until now,. we have madec a m-odest comle-
back and once again wve are attempting to compete as independent
whole, distributors inl the U.S., market.

Onl behalf of the NEDA organization, T am appearing today to
present some facts relative to the investment, tax credit which is 'part
of the Revenue Act of 1971-TI.R. 10497, as passed bl, the I-lonse, in
relation to imported ag-ricultural tractors and machinery. We ' are nlot
opposed to thle 7-1)ercemt investment, tax c'redlit for what, it is intended
to accomplish, bull we believe that, the bill is unfair and discriminates
against, our industry for the followving~ reasons:

First. Agricultural tractors and machinery have traditionally been
permitted duty-free entry into the United States. There has never been
a dutty onl this equipment. The administration recognized ti s fact when
it apiulied the 10-percent surcharge on imports, aIs no surcharge was
applied to agricultural tractors and machinery.

Second. The tax credit provisions of thle bill discriminate against
our aroup because we import, completely assembled tractors, which are
competitive with companies that im-port tractor comnponents-O per-
cent or less-and then assemble the components in thle United States.
T'he tractors sold by these companies, mainly Ford, International iar-
vester, Massey Ferguson and Joim lDecre, will qualify for the 7-percent
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tax credit under the Ifouse-passed bill as the companies can, anid \vill,
adjust the percentage of im-ported parts used to qualify the as'sellbled
tractors as 50 percent or more; Amnerican made.

To illustrate the seriousness of this imported component colil)ei-
tion, the U.S. Department of Comminerce, Bureau of Domestic Com-
mnerce published statistics for the first 6 m-onthis of 19711 which show
that there Were only $17,176,000 of imported, complete tractors in this
country by the aforementioned companies mostly, the total value of
imports in the same period Was $46,313,000 of which $13,460,000 caine
from the Un~ited Kingdom and $8,244,000 came from Canada. We feel
the 1-ouse-passed bill provisions are really unfair to us as a great
deal larger share of total tractor imports come in as comiponenits than
as complete tractors, yet. complete tractors purchased by American
farmers from imlporters will not. qualify for the 7 lper.-Ont tax credit,
under the pending bill.

Third. Under the iouse-lpassed bill, the purchase of imiportedl iise(l
equipment, up to a maxinmm of $65,000, would qualify for the invest-
ment tax credit, regardless of agre. We are not against, tis, but. fail
to see how this would help domestic industry as no current. domestic

labr i ivoledto aygetrxtent than InI new, complete. tractors.
The U.S. agricultural tractor and machinery business is aplproxi-

mately 80 percent controlled by four innfactutrers, all of W11h1om ill-
port components to varying degrees. There certainly is a tenidenicy
toward monopoly, in this industry, and we feel if outr iinportina gro10up
is elim-inated or seriously damnaged by the deniall of the tax ocdit on
our sales to farmers, it will tendA to le~ad to fnrlther m1onlopolizationl in)
the agricultural tractor and machinery industry, eventually resulting
in inevitably higher prices to the fiarmner who, we feel, isq alIread failing
to share in the Nation's prosperity.

The. tractors that our group import (and w'e are the largest imlporters
oftractors and components except for the Big Four) amnounit to onily

21/. percent of the total tractor sales in the United States, thus having
Very, minute effect on our trade balance problems.

It seems to us that President- Nixon's, overall program- is inconlsistenit.
Imported automobiles bear an im-port, duty which has been -iticreasecl
to 10 percent by the Surcharge. If the 7 percent. excise tax on all auito-
mobiles is repealed, as lie suggests, it would appear to us that it would
come off imported cars as well a-s domnestically produced cars. It, is
Hard for us to understand the consistency of such action and at the same-i
time refusing to allow American f armercs to use the 7 lpeicelit. ta x credIit
on purchases of imported tractors and equipment.

The devaluation of the dollar abroad-or revaluationl of foreign cur-
rencies, if you prefer-has already raised our costs, and thus selling
prices by between 4 percent and 10 percent,. When this is coupled with
a loss of the 7 percent investment tax credit to our former customers.

,we, are no longer competitive.
11'e are as concerned as others about the bal a nce-of'-pail inents situa-

tion. However, agricultural tractors and equi pin cut c oine in a inmlN froni
the United Kingdomi with minor imports from Canada, Germanylli
and Japan. Our balance of trade With, the Un1itped Kin(]oil, is au1l
has been f avorable, for a lonqg time.

I have, submitted a chart for the record.
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The importing of tractors by NEDA members benefits many Ameri-
can manufacturers of farm machinery. We have contracted with it
number of American manufacturers to build equipment to attach
to our imported tractors.

Another list is submitted for the record.
This is a sizable volume and increasing rapidly each year. If im-

ported tractors are phased out through a combination of no investment
tax credit and monetary revaluation, these American manufacturers
will suffer as a result.

We ~mclerst'an'd that the main rvurvose of the inves,,tmeint tax credit.
provision of the bill is to increase employment and production in our
country; however, in our particular case, this would do just the oppo-
site -and would have an adverse effect on us. By not permitting im-
ported agricultural tractors and machinery to qualify for the 7-percent
investment tax credit the result will be a 7-percent increase in net cost
to the farmers of all imported agricultural tractors and machinery.
In the majority of the cases this will result in q, decrease in competi-
tion and ouir David Brown tractor dealers as well as we--NEDA dis-
tributors-will virtually be out of business. It will be impossible to
compete and once this network of quality farm tractor dealers and
(distributors are removed from competition, the farmers will be at the
mercy of U.S. manufacturers as none of us could afford to return
to business when the 10-percent sur-charge is repealed and the 7-per-
cent credit would be available to our customers in David Brown
tractors.

We respectfully request, Mr. Chairman, in the interest of fairness
and equity to ourselves and our farmer customers, that the House
bill be amended to provide that imported agriculture tractor and
machinery purchases be eligible for the 7-percent tax credit during
the period of application of the special 10-percent. surcharge. Weo do
not believe we can continue to compete with the "big four" if thc-ir
Sales are eligible for the credit and ours are not. We very firmly be-
lieve that this will inure to the detriment of American farmers in ti-he
long run.

We thank you for this opportunity to appear before you.
Senator Cummrris. Will you name som e of the lines of farm machinery

that are imported to this country?
Mr. SMITHT. David Brown, Do5itz from Germany, Leland from Eng-

land, and Fiat from Italy. That is just a few; plus there are several
large combines.

-Senator CUR~TIS. Massey Ferguson-
Mr. SMITH. MaVssey Ferguson.
Senator CURTIS. Are manufactured in?
Mr. SMrITI. England. And also in Canada and the United States.
Senator CURTIS. "Aren't most of them manufactured in Canada?
Mr. StirTTI. Their combines are -manufactured in Canada, Mr. Curtis.
Senator CurIs. I wasn'tdirecting my qustion to tractors alone.
Mr. S,31IrrI. F arm machinery-
Senator CURTIS. Farmn machinery of all kinds.
Mr. SMTH. They have large plant facilities in Canada as well as in

England and the United States. They import. sos fte osSenator CURTIS. Are you f amiliar wihtepoiMoso h os
bill in regard to discretionary authority of the President?
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Mr. S-IrI rs sir; I am.
Se-nator CAuu'ris. What is your opinion on that.?
1\[r. SMrI'rn Ii think it is a, very good move because, not, only in u

particular case but I am sur, e in sOUw others where, there is a, hardlship),
I think it is well that the President has the executive authority to take
exception.

Senator CURIrrS. Are you satisfied with that or are. you asking for
some change ?

Mir. SAirn. I can't be assured here today or even later that hie or
any of his people would take exception. I am~ here today appealing to
the Senate Finance, Committee to hopefully put a change in this bill
in order to help us because we need help.

Senator CUTIs,-. That is all, Mir. Chairman.
The ChTAIRMAN. Could I ask you one thing about your chart, that

you attached to your' statement here? This is a Xerox copy and I aml
trying to see whe-re it. says example under this first item on the food
and beverages and tob~acco. Is that an "F.M." on top and, if so, what
does that mean, "F.M." period?

Mr. SAFITI. rrha~t is million pounds sterling_1, Senator Long.
The CI1IRAIAX. Is that sterling?
Mir. SA'rI'rr. Yes, sir, sterling. So in dollars youi might multiply

$2.40.
Trhe CHAIRMAN. $2.40. Then all of these figures are in sterling?
Mir. S- vjT. Yes, sir.
The CIIAIR-MAN. You multiply them all by $2.40 to convert to dollars?
Mir. SAMITIT. Yes.
(Mr. Smith's prepared statement and chart follow:)

PREPARED STATE-MENT OF W. SCOTT S MITH, JRu., ON BETIALF oF NATIONAL
EIQUIP-MENT DIsTRIBUToRs ASSOCIATINo

My name is W. Scott Smith, Jr.. and I am president of Gash-stull Company,
located in Chester, Pennsylvania. Our firm is 53 years old and has always been
an Independent wholesale distributor of agricultural tractors and machinery.

I represent, and my company is a member of, National Equipment D~istributors
Association with offices at :300 West Main Street, Richmond, virginiai. NEDA is
comprised of 15 Independent wholesale distributors who import David Brown
tractors from the United Kingdom. We, in turn, have over 700 David Brown
retail dealers In the United States, who depend for their livelihood on the sale
of David Brown tractors and machinery.

NEDA wvas formed by 15 former Ford Tractor Distributors in M1arch of 1064
for the purpose of importing and merchandising David Brown tractors and
machinery in the United States.

Prior to 1064, this distributor group represented Ford"IMotor Company for many
years-in our particular case 44 years. On December 12, 106.3. Ford 'Motor Comn-
pany cancelled all their tractor distributors and proceeded from that time on to
sel dlirect through their own branches in the U.S.A. For all intents and purposes,
we were forced out of business and suffered a severe hardship because of the
sudden cancellation. Since that time and up until nowv, we have nafie a modest
coineliack and once again we are attempting to compete as Independent whole-
sale distributors In the U.S. Market.

On behalf of the NEDA organization, I am appearing today to present some
facts relative to the Investnment tax credit which is part of time Revenue Act of
1971-11.R. 10497, as lpasspd by the House, in relation to imported agricultural
tractors and machinery. We are not opposed to the 7(%/ Investinent tax credit for
what it Is Intended to accomplish, hut we believe that the bill is unfair and die-
crininaites against our industry for the following reasons

(1) Agricultural tractors and machinery have traditionally been pecrmitted
duty-free entry Into the U.S. There has never been a duty on this equipment. Th'le
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Admiilst rationi recognlized I his fact wh'len It applied the 10%/, surchiarge Oil Im-
ports, as 11o surcharge wats app~lied to agicl(turial tractors mid1( I a('litnery.

(2) Tfie tax crIedit pr'ovisi os of the lill discriminate ligo insr one groli) lbe-
('Ii se we illplort, Completely lissecibled tractors, wic ilQ r 'ompei tive wNithl coii-
lailih'5 tbat impilort traOctor colipol)01C1t (50/ or' lv ;s) and( thefl lissellel tile coml-
l)011Q1t5 iii tie U.S.A. Thle trt''or's soild by thit'se compie~~ls, malinly Ford, Inter-
nation1 11 harvester ('.1 Masey Ferguson and .Jolhn Deere, will qualify for M le 7%
tatx credit, under tile JTouse-lisse(I lill ats the comipanles canl, and wvill, adjust the
piercentage of Imp11ortedl palrts usedi to qualify thep assembhled1 tractors 11s 5()/% or
mioveC Amterican iiiade.

To illustrate tile serioulsness of f il., import ed coon~ent co)nlietithil. thle V.S.
Diepatment111t of Commerce. Bureau of D)omestic Commerce lpublidhed statistics for
tile first six months of 1971- whiehi show that there were only $17,176,000 of 1111-
lported. complete tractors :$9,845,000 of this came from th .K. and $3,6-M.000
f rom Ca11,10a. 111 the cise of t ractorl comaponenits, whichl areC aissembled1 into com1-
plele tractors ill this country by the aforementioned companies mostly, fte I ot-al
value of Imports in the samne pueriodl was $46,313,000 of which $13,460,000 camne
f roja the U.K. and $8,244,000 from Canada. We feel the IIouse-pitsse(I bill provi-
sions are really unfair to us as a great deal larger share of total tractor imports
come inl as components than as coniplete tractors, yet compJlete tractors puirchased
ily American farmers from importers will umot qualify for the '7%1 tax c'redit. underh'
the pending bill.

(3) IFader the Ifoitse-massedl bill. tile luurcla' of Implorted umseWl equipment. up1
to a miaximumn of $115,000 would qiullify for tli( Investment tax credit, regardl-
loss of agie. We arme not a-gainlst this. but falil to1 see how this would hell) (lulest ic
inlustry as 110 curr'ient domestic ibr) is Inivolved to any greater extent than in
niew. comp lete tractors.

Thie U.S. agricultural tractor a1nd( mjachjinery business is approximately 80%,,
coat rolled by four mma nufactuirers, 1111 of wvhomi Import c'omp~onents to varying
deg rees. There c'ertainlty i,-, a tendoley toiwardl monopoly. in tiis industry, Ind we
feel if ourl importing giol) is, eliminated or seriously (damlagedl by thle denial of
the tax credit oil our sales to farmers. it will lead to fulrthier monopolizatloll in
thle agricultural tract or mid( machbinery Indulistry. eventually resulting in inevi-
tabuly higher prices to thle farmer who, we feel. is already failing to shmre in tile
Nat 1011's prosperity.

The tractors tMat 0our group i1111o1t (and( we tire tile largest Imlporters or tilei-
lois a11( comn~enlts except for thle Big Four) amo1011t to only 2i/ -% of thep totali
tractor sales ill tile U.S.. thils liavimlg minute effect oil ouir trade balance pr1olenis.

It secins to us that President Nixon's overall programs is iziconsistent. Tin-
poriItedl automobiles bear an llIport duty which has been increased to 10% by
thle s;ui'charge. If the 7% excise tax onl all automobiles is repealed, as hie suggests,
it would appear to uis that It, would come off imported cars as well as domestically
pruic~1ed car~ls. It is bard't for ]is to understand thle conlsistencey of suchl action
a1nd at the sameI thlle refusing to allow American farmers to use the 7%/ tax
credit onl purchases of impiorted tractors and equipmllent.

The devaluation of the dollar abroad (or revaluation of foreign eurrPencies, if
you priefer) has already raised our costs, amnd thus selling prices by between 401
andi 1% Wlen this is coulhed withl a loss of the 70/ investment tax Credit by
of]11' ('u1stolel's. we are 110 longer' competitive.

We are as conc'erned1 as others about thle balance of payments situation. I-owv-
ever. agric'ulturlal tractors an(1 equipment come mainly from the U.K. with minor'
Impilorts from Canada. Germany and JTapan. Our balance of trade wviti thle U.K.
is aind 1105 bieen favorale~ for' lonbg time. (.See Chart attachedd)

The importing of tr'actor's by NEDA members benefts many American 1110111-
facturersq of farmi machinery. We have contracted with a number of American
mnanufacturers to build equipment to attach to our Impoi'ted tractors such I-s

(a) Plows,, disc barr'ows. and cultivating inachiner'y (Pittsburghl Forging
Company. Coraopolis, Pa.).

Mb Bumpers and accessories (TI & H Manufacturing Co.. Wooster. Ohlio).
(0) Plow bottom and plow shares (Star Ma nufactutring Co., Carpentersville,

Ill.).
(d) Hydraulic hose accessories (Anchor Coupling, Inc., Libertyville, Ill.).
(e) Loaders (.Tohnson. Hydraulic Equimient Co.. iAllnenpl)0is. Minn.). (Free-

nia n I industries, Peru, Indiana).
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(f) Baechoes (WValni-Roy Co., Inc..lubrdt, ls.)
(g) Rlotar'y Mowers, Corti planters (Covington Planter Co., Inc., D)othan, Alat.).
(h) Post hole diggers (Corsicana Grader & Macine Co.. Corsicana, Tex .
(0) Mowers and blades (MeClenny Machine Co., Inc., 'Sulffolk, Va.).
(j) Blades (Arps Corp., New Holstein, Wis.).
This is a sizeable volume and Increasing rapidly each year. If imported trac-

tors are phased out through a combination of no Investment tax credit and mnone-
tary revaluation, these American manufacturers wvill suffer as a result.

We understand that the main purpose of the investment tax credit provision of
the b)i11 Is to increase employment and production !in our country ; however, Ii
our particular case, this would do just the opposite aind would have an adverse
effect on us. By not permitting Imported agricultural tractors and machinery to
qualify for the 7% investment tax credit the result will be a 7% increase In net
cost to the farmers of all Imported agricultural tractors and machinery. In the
manjorlty of the cases this w~ill result in aI decrease in competition and our David
Brown tractor dealers as well as Nve NEDA distributors will virtually he out of
business, It will be impIos.sible to compete and once this network of quality farina
tractor dealers and distributors are removed from competition, the farmers will
be at the mercy of U.S. manufacturers as none of us could afford to return to
business when the 10%l surcharge is repealed andl the 7% credit would be avail-
able to our customers in David Brown tractors.

We resp~ectfully request, 'Mr. Chairman, in the interest of fairness and equity to
ourselves and our farmer customers, that the House bill be amended to provide
that imported agricultural tractor and mnaclhiery p~urchases be eligilble for the 7%
tax credit (luring the period of application of the special 10%1 surcharge. We do
not believe we can continue to compete with the Big Four If their sales are eligible
for the credit and ours are not. We very firinly believe that this will inure to the
detriment of American farmers in the long run.

We thanlkyou for this opportunity to appear before you.

Britain's trade with. the U.S.

United Kingdom E,'xp~orts (19~70)
£. eM

1-Food, beverages, tobacco---- 131
Whisky and other spirits- 104

2-M1aterials and fuels ----------- 21

3-M1anufactured goods --------- 743
Chemicals-----------------44
Diamonds------------------71
Iron and steel------------ 50
Nonferrous metals ---------- 31
Textile yarns & fabrics.-- 29
Machinery ---------------- 174
Cars and vehicle parts ------- 83
Aircraft and engines -------- 40
Motorcycles and cycles ---- 17
Instruments-------------- 23
Clothing ------------------- 16

4-Other----------------------- 32

Total exports ------------- 9321I

United Kingdom Imports (1970)

1-Food, beverages, tobacco ------- 179
Cereals -------------------- 09
Fruit and vegetables -------- 19
Tobacco------------------- 57

2-Materials and fuels ---------- 102
Pulp---------------------- 24
Ores---------------------- 20
Oil seeds ------------------ 11
Oil------------------------ 9

3- -MN'anufactured goods ---------- 806
Chemicals-----------------110
Iron and steel.-------------- 51
Nonferrous metals ----------- 36
Pap er--------------------- 24
Textile yarns & fabrics.- 19
Machinery ---------------- 872
Vehicles------------------- 11
Aircraft and engines -------- 36
Instruments ---------------- 40

4-Other----------------------- 23

Total imports ----------- 1, 170

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very nImch.
The next witness wvill 1)e David .J. Hlumphreys. Washington counsel

of the Recreational Vehicle Inst itulte, Inc.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID J. HUMPHREYS, WASHINGTON COUNSEL,
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INSTITUTE, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY
WAYNE F. KORN, VICE PRESIDENT, AND DAVID L, ROLL, OF
PRF INDUSTRIES, INC.

Mr. fTnI~jrriiw;,ys. Mr. Chairman anid members of the committee, I
am I)avid J1. Humphreys, Washington counsel for the Recreationlal
Vehicle Institute, and I have with inc this morning Mr. Ed B3urnett
on mny right who is an attorney in our law firm and assists me im rep-
resenting the Recreational Vehicle Institute, and Mr. W1ayne. Korn,
vice president of PRY Industries, one of our member companies, andl
his attorney, Mr. David Roll.

Wle would like to use our 10 minutes as efficiently as possible. Mr.
Korn and I will each. make a, brief statement and we will be very

happy to answer any questions that are generate d lby our coimments..
The Recreational Vehicle Institute is the national trade organiza-

tion of the recreational vehicle industry. Ism ber mau11facture
motor homes, travel trailers, camping trailers, truck or slide-ini
campers, and recreational vehicle covers camperr caps) ; andl parts,
accessories, and services for those vehicles. Its total membership is
about 450. The entire recreational vehicle industry encompasses several
hundred manufacturers, mostly small businesses and dispersed in
many areas.

The 1970 retail sales of the industry exceeded $1,' billion. As an in-
separable part of the total recreation indlustl'y, it is sensitive to eco-
nomnic conditions and the recreation (dollar is not likely to be spent
when the economy is restrictive. In terms of total value of retail sales.
the industry held its, own in 197() but, production dlropp)ed bIoult 8.2
percent over 1969 reflecting the tight economic conditions-. The. excise
tax provisions of IIT.R. 10,947 would undoubtedly be extremely beone-
ficial to the recreational1 vehicle industry and1 to thie consuner-

nser-as ~r wel V togy urges, the eniactment of the excis tax
provisions of the Revenue Act of 197 1.

The recreational vehicle industry is highly comipetitiv-e both within
itself and with the automobile, in(l1ustry. There is aI great variety of
vrehicles with man-y producers andc the consumner-uiser-is providedC~ a,
wide spectrum of choice of vehicle and price. Un-iless the tax l"aws
operate uniformly on the various vehies, some manufacturers receive
an advantage, wifle others, of course, are, discriinatedI against. RVT
has stressed evenhianded tax treatment for all recreational vehicles and
recommends that. the Congrress suppo-rt that view 0i ]t.

The industry also competes with thie automobile. Increased oppor-
tunity for recreation and leisure timne, and technical improvement in
recreational vehicles, has made such vehicles common 1)1ace. Somnetimnes
they), serve as a, second car and often as the only family vehicle and
serving a dual purpose for transportation andl recreation. RVT' re. omy-
m-enids evenhanded and nondliscriininatory treatment. as 1)etweenl re-
crea1 ional vehicles and the automobile.

Travel trailers and camping trailers (are exempt from the mianu-
facturer's ex,,'ise tax under section 4061 (a) (3) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code. Truck campers (also know as slide-in cam-pers) are
living quarters temporarily mounted on pickup trucks. They are
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exempted from ie excise tax undler section 40653(a) (1) of the code,
the ca ier coach exempt ion added lby thie Excise Tax Reduc-tion Act of
196"). Recreationial vehicles (o\,ers-caiilper Caps- which are living'
quarters mounted o\7er tie, bodly of a. pickup truck, tire now specifically
exemplted from the excise tax under the camper coach exemption FS
amended by the Exis rTx, Estate and Gift Tax Adjustmnent Act of
1970. Truek canipers andl camper ca-ps are particularly popular with
the lower income consumer-user-who often combines these reea-
tiona.l vehicle units with the pickup truck hie uses for personal or
family business or transportation. The truck carries a 10-percent truck
tax. RVI firmly believes tie, exclusion of the 10-percent excise tax on
light-duty trucks Iprovidedl by section 401 of ILR. 10947 would stim-
ulate, the use of trucks by the low-income consumer-user-for recrea-
tional purposes.

Motor homes have had a, rapid growth rate indicative of their
popularity as vehicles which provide for many families, including
miany retired persons, a second or vacation home or a means of travel,
vacation, or weekend recreation, which is far less expensive than other
modes. Trle bodies for motor homes are exempt from excise taxation
as "bodies for self-propelled mobile homes" under the camper coach
exemption cited earlier. The largest proportion of inotor homes are
constructed by mounting a motor home body on a truck chassis which is
taxed as aIn automobile chassis ait the 7 percent rate (Revenue Ruling
69-205, CJ3. 19659-1, 277) .* Other versions are constructed either by
modifying a panel type light-duty truck, taxed at the 10-percent truck
tax rate on the entire vehicle, or by removing the van behind the
driving compartment and mnounting'a, motor home body in its place;
or by modifying an automobile wagon type of light-duty truck, taxed
at the 7-percent automobile tax rate on the entire vehicle.

The repeal of the 7-percent automobile excise tax and the exclusion
of the 10-percent excise tax on light-duty trucks undoubtedly would
be a substantial stimulus to the recreational vehicle industry. Enact-
ment of the excise tax provisions of II.R.. 10947 would remove the
varied tax treatment of recreational vehicles and would implement
the expressed determination of the Congress to terminate this form of
taxation many times characterized as undesirable and regressive. RVJ
strongly recommends enactment of the excise tax provisions of II.R.
10947.

Mr. KoRN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am grateful
for the opportunity of appearing before this committee to supple-
mnent testimony of the Recreational Vehicle Institute.

My name is Wayne F. Korn and I am vice president-product
planning of PRF Industries, Inc., of Mount Clemens, Mich. PRE In-
dustries owns four companies which manufacture recreational ve-
hicles known as motor homes. The PRF companies rank second in sales
of motor homes and they are major users of light-duty trucks for
manufacturing motor ho~mes known as conversions, cut-aways and
chopped vans.

I would like to take a minute, or two of the commnittees tim-e to
briefly summarize some reasons why we support repeal of the 7-percent

*1'hls ruling is reproduced In this volume following Mr. Humphrey's prepared statement.
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excise tax oil aut omoiIiles and tilhe 10-pci-ceit. ecXise tax oil 1iglit-(lllty
i-micks as, p~rovidled by 11.1. 10947. 1 liii ye silunitted a comileto state-
nielit to thle commifittee wichel I' request 1w lflacedl in thle record.

First, Hf.R. 109047 will eliminate the (Iiscriminatory and illogrical
inrobiems caused by present, law, As you know, under present 1 law
passcni'er automobile chiassis are taxedl at percent, wh'lile truck

chassis arc taxed at 10 p~ercent. lIn the( motor homes business, traditional
motor homes arc constructed onl raw mlotor vehicle chassis tand these
chassis are treated as pass('llgel' autom~ob)iles andl thus taxedl at 7 per-
enit. H owever, a grom-lug auil significant seg-ment. of thle motor home
bulsinlessic PR n ay smaller companies aire engaged in, uses
van-ty* V)e lighit-duty truck ch~assis to pr-oduce motor homes known
as Conversions and cut-aways andl these chassis are for the most part
taxed at 10 percent. Thus, ev-en thioughi all types of motor homes are
designed and used for the same prl)110c there is an artificial tax
adh antage- to traditional motor homes ov-er conversions and clit-aways
w'liichi is reflected in consumer prices. h.P. 10947 will eliminate this
discriminatoryy and artificial advantage.

Second) TIR. 10947 should result, in pr-ice redlictions onl all motor
homes and thereby provide more p)eop~le than ever he foire. within anl
opportunity to own one.

Tliir~d, JPRF stronwrl sill)ports thie eliiofiiv I T.. 109)[7 for light-
dut,,y trucks. PRY is a Major wier of 1 i9Jit-dIiity- trucks for p)roduicing
conversions, chopped vanis and cutaways and there is no question that
these trucks would fall within the lprojposed exclusion since, we believ-e
they will all have gross vehicle w-eighits of less, thian 10,000 lbs. Any
amendment to IT.P. 10.947 which -would retain the 10-percent tax on all
truck chassis and bodies while at the same time repealing the 7-pcri-et
tax onl passengL~er aultomnobiles would be a seimois discriiiiimition against
PRF and countless other companies similarly situated whichi mianu-
facture conversions and cutaways anl would result in ain unlwar-
ranted competitive windfall to those companies which rely almost solely
upon. manufacture of ti-aditional motor homess. In aildition. PRYF
-would stroivfly oppose any such amendmen-t because. it would er-ect,
serious barrieirs to entry into the reci-eational vehicle industry.

Mr. Chiai-mnan, m111mbers of the comml-ittee, I greatly appreciate this
oppioi-tunity to p~resenit. thie views of PRYF within regard to ThR. 10947.

T shiall be Ipleased to answer any questions that -the committee has.
The CYIAIRMAN. Thiank you very much.
(Mr. Korn and Mr. Htumphrey's prepared statements and Rev.

Rul. 69-205, follow. H-earing continues on p. 709.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WAYNE IP. KORN, VITCE PRlESTIENq'--PRmI'T PLAN.NTNG,
PRIi' INDUSTRIES, INC.

INTRODUCTION

AMy naine is Wayne PA. Icorn andl I inf vice l)rvsiqlent-P-ro(1iHet P~-lling of
P1WF Indiisti-ies, Inc. ("PRF") of Mount Clemens, 'Michigan. 1110 own's or con-
tri-os the stocks of -'our companies which ar-e engage1i h nnfcu fme
mea tirnal vehicles. PRF jois with Recreational vehicle Institute in firmly sup-
porting the excise tax provisions of the pr-oposed Revenue Act of 1971 and h)(-
1ieve., that they will he of positive and siibthantial Peomonlic benift not Onily to
P1W but also to hundr-eds of other companies iii the meerational voeie imius-
try and to consumers of recreational vehicles.
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i'IF AND iTS PRIOD)UCTS

The companies in the recreational vehicle industry which PR]? oweis or !oil-
trol aire Traveo 'orI)oition of BrownNi C ity mid Warren, Alwigai Cii. ''0act,

11quIilpment ( -'ompniiy of Irwidale, Califoriah, Motor 1 Ioiiaes, I ic. of I ora in,
Ohio mid Irw-idale, Califoria, tind Sightseer Corporation of Newvark, O hio. 'Plie
ledeeessor in iiaine, of 'Pravco C'orporat ion was formed iii 196 PI11 a \\-we blie
it: NNas the first company In this country to produce anld nia rket selfI-propelled(
motor homes. Our other,,i three companies, like most coiianie., ini the reoea-
tinal vehicle industry, -are of relatively recent. origi,411 all of tii avn beeut
forined Aice 1065.

Essentially, all of the IIRF compo uiies are enigagelJ inl the lbusie. of mianu-
facturig motor homes of different types andl upon '-aryinig kinds of chassis. For
purposes of this statement, a i-otor home canl he defined as a vehicular unit built
onl a motor vehicle chassis faP(1 primarily (lesign~ed to provide living quiartors for
camping or travel use!.

Overall, the PR]? companies rank Second in total sales of aill types of motor
homes and we estimate that for 1971 we will account for S to 901 of all such sales
in this country.

None of the PR]? companies manufacture motor vehicle chassis. Inl most in-
stances, the motor vehicle chassis used by PR]? to produce mnotorlhomies are pur-
chased by dealers direct from the three major automobile companies andl are
consigned to the PRF companies while being made into finished motor homes.

Simply put, there are four types of motor homes manufactured by the LPRV
companies which canl be described briefly as follows:

(1) "Complete motor homnes"-the entire motor 'home body and driver's coml-
partment are constructed by PR]? onl a raw motor vehicle chassis consigmed to
PilE by anl auto manufacturer.

(2) "Conversions"-a van-type light-duty truck or automotive wagon mlaniu-
factured by an auto company is consigned to PR]? and PR]? modifies or converts
the body of such vehicle into a motor home configuration by cutting out the roof
and installing a fiber glass top and by Installing flooring, carpeting, beds, eating
facilities and various utilities. Conversions are priced to sell slightly under low
price motor homes.

(3) "Cut-awvays"--a van-type light-duty truck or automotive wagon iinanu-
factured by an auto company is consigned to PR]? and PR]? cuts off the body
behind the driver's compartment and in place of the body installs a motor home
body completely equipped for living purposes usually with anl over-the-cab) area
for sleeping accommodations. Cut-awvays are priced to sell in competition with
low price motor homes and slightly above conversions.

(4) "Chopped vans"-n vani-tyipe light-duty truck or wagon chassis consisting
only of a chassis and a covered vani-type driver's compartment (the body appears
to have been chopped off just behind the driver's compartment) is consigned by
an auto company to PR]? and PR]? Installs a completely equippedl motor home
body behind the driver's cornlpartment without, as in the case of cut-aways. having
to cut off the body behind the driver's complartmnent. Chopped vans are priced by
PR]? to sell In competition with low price motor homes and slightly above con-
versions.

IMPACT OF PRESENT EXCISE TAX LAW

For the Committee to fully understand and appreciate our position In support
of H.R. 10947, it is necessary to briefly set forth the manner in which the types
of motor homes produced by PR]? and the various types of chassis used inl conl-
mection with these motor homes are affected by present excise tax law.

Under Section 4063(a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the so-called
camperr coach exemption" enacted as part of the Excise Tax ReducdJon Act of
1905 and amended by the Excise, Estate and Gift Tax Adjustment Act of 1970,
bodies for complete motor homes, cut-aways and chopped vans are exempt from
excise taxation. Furthermore, the Internal Revenue Service has Specifically ruled
that PR]? Is not subject to excise tax In connection with the articles used by it to
produce conversions.

H-owvever, all of the various types of oliassis used for the p~rodluct ion of motor
homes by PR]? are subject to the manufacturers' excise tax under Section 4061
of the Code. This excise tax is paid lby the auto manufacturer but is passed onl
to the dealer who sells the motor home.
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Although all of the above described types of motor homes are produced by
PR!? for the same lpurlpose-for use ats recreational vehicles amid for living or
campiing lpurlposes-tlle excise tax paid lby the auto manufacturers and reflected
in an Increased price to the dealer and the consumer Is sometimes 7% andl somne-
times 10%1, dlepending upon01 the chassis used. For PIR! motor homes, the rates
vary as foiloNvs

(1) Chassis used by PR!? to manufacture compllete motor home,,, are treated
by the Internal Revenue Service as automobile chassis and thuis taxable at the
7% rate provided by Section 4061 (a) (2) (A) and (13) of the Code.

(2) If a vaii-tylle "light-duty truck" containing a driver's seat only and with-
out standard windows (and containing certain other minor truck-type features)
is used by IPRF for their conversions, the unit before conversion is treated by
tile Internal Revenue Service as being subject to the 10%1 truck tax under Section
4061 (a) (1) of the Code. If a van-type "wagon" with standlardl windows and
containing a passenger's seat as well as a driver's seat (and containing certain
other minor automotive features) is used by PRF for their conversions, the
Internal ]Revenue Service will treat this unit prior to conversion as being subject
to the 7% passenger automobile tax. The distinction between tile two vans from
an engineering and appearance point of view is very slight but from a tax
standpoint these distinctions result in a significant 3% differential. At present,
80%1 to 90% of the vans used lby PR!? for production of conversions are taxed to
the auto companies at the 10%1 truck rate.

(3) The vani-type "light-duty truck" used by PR!? to produce cut-awvays, unless
it has standard windows, a passenger's seat as well as a driver's seat aild other
minor automotive features, is treated by tile Internal Revenue Service ais being
subject to the 10%l truck tax. At present, 80% to 90%ll of the vans used by PRF
for production of cut-aways are taxed to the auto companies at the 10%1 truck
rate.

(4) One of tile three major auto companies now markets a chopped van
chassis which is treated lby tils company as being subject to tile 7% tax. Tis
treatment is undoubtedly justified on the ground that certain features and design
characteristics make It likely tilat this type of chasis will be predominately used
by motor home manufacturers. We also understand that a second major auto
company wviil be marketing a chopped van chassis after thle beginning of the
year but we have not yet learned whether this company will treat tis chassis
as a 7% or as a 10% Item. The third major auto company has not yet intro-
duced a chopped van chassis. We are not aware of any published Revenue Rul-
Ing with regard to wichl of the two rates applies to such chopped van chassis
although Rev. Rul. 69-205, CB 1969-17, 13 certainly provides precedent for
treatment as a 7% item.

We submit tllat the above variations of excise tax rotes under present law
with respect to chlassis used for manufacture of motor homes, all of which
are used for essentially tile same purposes,, are Illogical (or aL I'ast not easily
explainable) and obviously difficult and burdensome for tile auto companies
to administer. In addition, variations In excise tax rates oil these cliassis creates
an artificial distortion In ultimate prices to dealers and consumers.

IMPACT OF THlE PROPOSED R,SVENUE ACT OF 1971
We wholeheartedly support the excise tax provisions of HI.R. 10947, tile pro-

posed Revenue Act of 1971. We firmly believe that these provisions will not only
be of positive economic beneft to PR!? but that they will also, provide substan-
tial benefits to the entire recreational industry and to consumers of recreational
vehicles. Moreover, tile provisions wviii eliminate Illogical and artificial dis-
tortions created by existing law.

As we understand it, H1.R. 10947 will not eclange tile Se-called "ecamuper coach"
exemptions afforded by Section 4063 (a) (1) of tile Code , md therefore the motor
home bodies manufactured by PR? wvili continue to be exempt from excise tax
as tiley are under present law. Our comments are therefore directed to support
of tile provisions of H.R. 10947 by whichl tile 7%1 excise tax on passenger auto-
mobile chlassis amnd thle 10% excise tax on ligilt-outy truck chassis (uip to 10,000
lbs. gross vehicle weight) are to be repealed. Wle submlit the follow-lug reasons In
support of 11.11. 16",41:

(1) Enmactment will result in iower sale prices on all motor homes manufac-
tured by PR!? as well as companies similarly situated, aold should cause corre-
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51)ondillg icicases in total sales volume, thereby stimulating the growth of PRF
and other companies in the recreational vehicle Industry.

(2) Enactment will eliminate the confusing and Illogical problems now faced
by the auto companies as a result of having to classify chassis used for motor
homes as being subject to either the 7%/ passenger automobile excise tax or the
10% truck tax, depending upon rather finely drawn distinctions.

(3) Enactment will eliminate interference with free consumer choice which
Is inherent under existing law because of the artificial 3%/, differential- In excise
tax rates between types of chassis utilized for motor home manufacture.

(4) The bill will provide a significant stimulus to PRF and countless other
companies similarly situated which manufacture conversions and cut-aways (and
also chopped vans If their chassis have been or are determined to be 10%/ Items)
because an elimination of the 3%l excise tax differential will mean that conver-
sions and cut-aways (and chopped vans) will be able to compete more effectively
with low priced complete motor homes. At present, there are In the market a
number of complete motor homes, many of which are made by larger recreational
vehicle manufacturers, which are priced at or very near price levels of cut-aways
and chopped vans and not much higher than coi -versions, and this is due In part
to the fact that such complete motor homes have a 3% advantage because of
present excise tax law.

(5) Enactment should result in price reductions on all motor homes produced
by PRF as well as other companies similarly situated, and thereby provide more
families and retired people than ever before with an opportunity to own a recre-
ational vehicle for use as a vacation home or a means of travel, vacation or
weekend recreation.

EXCLUSION FOR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCKS

Because the most rapidly growing segment of the recreational vehicle industry
and the fastest growing part of PRF's business Is In the area of conversions,
chopped vans and cut-aways, the chassis for which are for the most part subject
to the 10%1 truck rate (except for chopped vans where the classification Is not
yet entirely certain), PRE strongly supports the exclusion In H.R. 10947 for
light-duty trucks of up to 10,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight. To the extent that any
chassis and vans used by PRF are not treated for excise tax purposes as auto-
mobile chassis, PRE believes that there Is no question but that such chassis and
vans will fall within the proposed exclusion for light-duty trucks contained in the
revision of Section 4061 (a) (2) of the Code provided by H.R. 10947. We believe
that all chassis and vans used by PREP for conversions, chopped vas and cut-
aways have gross vehicle weights of less than 10,000 lbs.

This exclusion, together with the repeal of the 7% automobile excise tax, would
result In equivalent treatment of complete motor homes, conversions, chopped
vans and cut-aways and eliminate the artificially created discrimination against
conversions and cut-a-wvays (and perhaps chopped vans) which exists under pres-
ent lawv.

We emphatically contend that ainy amendment to this bill which would retain
the 10% tax on all truck chassis and bodies while at the same time repealing
the 7%11 tax on passenger automobile chassis would be a serious discrimination
against PRFP and the countless other companies similarly Situated which mlanu-
facture conversions and cut-awvays (as well as chopped vans If and to the extent
they are determined to be 10% Items) and would result in an unwarranted coin-
petitive windfall to those companies which rely almost solely upon miianufac-
ture of complete motor homes. In addition, such an amendment repealing the
7% automobile excise tax without at the same time repealing the 10% tax for
light-duty truck chassis would have the following effect:

(1) Sale prices of conversions, cut-aways and chopped vans which utilize
truck chassis taxed at the 10% rate would be at a price disadvantage and would
no longer be able to effectively compete price-wise, as they do now, with lower
priced complete motor homes. Sales of such conversions, cut-aways and chopped
vans would iprob~abl y dcl ine sharply.

(2) There are a number of companies, most of them small, which, unlike the
PRFP companies, rely almost totally upon sales of conversions, cut-awvay., and/or
chopped vans. These companies would be very seriously hurt by such an amiend-
ment and the result would be that they would either have to cut their produc-
tion and lay off workers or raise the additional capital Investment necessary
to enter into the complete motor home business.

68-333 0-71-pt. 2-19
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(3) Such anl amendment would erect serious and perhaps Insurmountable
barriers to entry Into the recreational vehicle Industry. At present, at much
smaller capital investment is required to enter Into the recreational vehicle
Industry by ma nufactutre of cut-aways, chopped vans or conversions, than Is re-
quired for the manufacture of complete motor homes because the manufacturer
of conversions, chopkpedl vans or cut-aways does not require the personnel tinl(
facilities needled by a complete motor home manufacturer to build at raw chiasss
into a complete motor home, nor Is it necessary that such a manufacturer conl-
(era imiself with manny of the safety standards because these standards will have
already beeni complied with by time auto manufacturer by the time the van, wagon
(?r chassis reaches him. InI addition, manufacturers of conversions, cut-a-ways
and chopped vans have a ready-made marketing organization, the automobile
dealerships, which a complete motor home manufacturer in most instances (10es
not have.

(4) Finally, such anl amendment would compound the impediment to free-
(loi of consumer choice which ioxists under present lawv as previouisly-% noted.

CONCLUSION

Based on the reasons set forth above, PRF strongly urges that the Committee
approve in full the e.cise tax provisions of 11Th. 10947.

PRE is aware of the expressed intent of the House Ways and .Meanls Commit-
tee that the full amount of excise tax repealed by H.R. 10947 be passed onl to
consumers. As pointed out above, chassis or Vehicles used by PRF to mianufac-
ture motor homes are for the most part sold directly to dealers for resale to con-
surners and are not ordinarily sold to the PRF companies. Therefore, In these
cases PRF is not in a position to represent to this Committee that It will pass onl
the full amount of the excise taxes repealed. However, we will pledge to this
Committee that if H.R. 10947 is enacted as presently written, we will Inform aill
of our dealers of the intent expressed by the House Ways and 'Means Committee.
InI addition, to the extent that any of the LPRF companies do purchase chassis or
motor vehicles for motor home manufacture, we intend to see that the repealed
excise taxes are passed onl to consumers if 11.11. 10947 Is enacted as presently
written.

PREPARED STATE-MENT OF DAVID J. HuMiPREYS, WASHINGTON COUNSEL,
REPRESENTING THE RECREATIONAL VEHICLE INSTITUTE

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. My name Is David J. Humihreys.
I am the Washington Counsel for the Recreational Vehicle Institute, known ats
RVI, the national trade organization representing manufacturers of recrea-
tional vehicles and suppliers to those manufacturers as well as a number of
firms and organizations Interested In recreational activities. The national office
of RYI Is In Chicago, Illinois. RYL also has an office here in Washington and one
in the Los Angeles, California area. The present membership of RVI includes
about 175 manufacturers of recreational vehicles, 250 firms which supply parts,
accessories. and services for recreational vehicles, and a number of associate
members. A list of the membership is attached for the use of the Committee as
well as an RVI publication, Facts and Trends, which provides more detail about
the Industry.-

With me, and prepared to testify either separately or in supplementation of
the RVI testimony, as the Committee may desire, is Mr. Wayne F. Korn, Vice
President, Product Planning, PRE Industries, Inc. accompanied by Mr. David
L. Roll of the firm of Hill, Lewis, Adamis and Goodrich, Detroit, iNchigan, Gen-
eral Corporate Counsel to PRF Industries. PRF Industries, Inc. of 'Mount
Clemens, Michigan, is a major manufacturer of recreational vehicles and one
of the largest users of light-duty trucks for this purpose.

We7 appreciate very much thme opportunity to appear before the Committee on
Finance and testify in support of JI.R. 109417, the proposed Reventie Act of 1971.
RVI firmly believes that the excise tax provisions of the proposed Revenue Act
of 1971 wll be of positive and substantial economic benefit to that segment of the
economy represented by the recreational vehicle Industry and to the consumer
(user) of recreational vehicles.

' The membership directory was made a part of the official files of the committee.
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I should explain that by recreational vehicles we meani motor homes, travel
trailers, camping trailers, truck or slide-in-campers, and recreational vehicle
covers (sometimes referred to as camper caps; or pickup truck covers, caps, or
canopies). Also, It might be well to point out that there are several hundred ma~il-
ufacturers of recreational vehicles who are not members of RYI, the national
organization. By and large, recreational vehicle manufacturers are small,.
business concerns dispersed In many areas of the country. In many Instances,
their scale of operation is so small that, for varying reasons, they do not feel
they can afford membership In the national organization or even In regional or
local associations. RYI endeavors, however, to express viewpoints representative
of the entire Industry and of the recreational vehicle consumer (user) as well.

Two facets of the recreational vehicle Industry are especially pertinent to
H.R. 10947:

(1) The recreational vehicle industry Is an Inseparable part of the burgeoning
recreation Industry. RYL estimates the total retail sales of the recreational vehi-
cle Industry for 1970 at well over a billion dollars. Both Industries are closely
related and sensitive to economic pressures. Recreation for many is a luxury
and, when economic conditions are restricted, the recreation dollar Is most
likely to be the one not spent. Stimulation of the economy Is reflected in recrea-
tion spending spread widely.

(2) The recreational vehicle industry is highly competitive In two particular
ways:

(a) It is competitive within itself with many producers and a variety of
vehicles providing the consumer (user) with many choices Including Some
with prices as low as $200.00 and moving upward through a wide Spectrum.
The recreationist is a careful buyer who spends his money for the best bar-
gain hie can find. If the tax laws do not operate uniformly onl the various
types of vehicles, those taxed less are given an economic advantage and those
taxed more are discriminated against. For this reason, RVI has stressed the
importance of uniform, even-handed tax treatment for all recreational ye-
hidles. It strongly recommends that the Congress support that viewpoint
and treat all recreational vehicles alike in the pending legislation.

(b) The recreational vehicle competes strongly with the passenger auto-
mobile. Increased time for recreation, the enlargement of recreational facil-
ities, the emphasis placed by both the private and public sectors on recrea-
tion, and the technical progress In the recreational vehicle industry itself,
have combined to make such vehicles commonplace. Sometimes the recrea-
tional vehicle serves as a Second car on anl attachment to the first. Often
It Is the only family vehicle and serves a dual purpose. Anyone who travels
the highways cannot help but notice their numbers and their variety. For
the Same reasons that RVII urges even-banded treatment of all recreational
vehicles, it urges uniform, and non-discriminatory treatment as between
such vehicles and passenger cars.

THIE SPECIFIC IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED REVENUE ACT OF 1971 ON RECREATIONAL
VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS

It may be helpful to tile Committee If I explained as briefly as possible tile
mannler in which recreational vehicles are affected by the manufacturer's excise
tax onl automobiles and trucks as related to the different types of vehicle,,
earlier described.

TRAVEL TRAILERS AND CAMPING TRAILERS

These itctns- are exemapt from the mainufacturer's CX~i8C tax under existing law
(Section 4003 (a) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code which exempts "house
trailers"T fromn the tax Imposed by Section 4001 (a) ). 11.R. 1094 7 would not change
this exemption. These vehicles are towved by either passenger automobiles or
trucks and are used extensively for recreational purposes.

TRUCK CAMPERS (SLIDE-IN-CAMPERS)

RVI estimates the 1971 production at about 112,000 (95,900 for 1970). These
items are portable or wheeled units niormlally designed to be temporarily carried
onl a one-hlf ton or larger sized pickup truck and used for living quarters. They
canl be utilized as living quarters either mounted on the truck or detached there-
from. These living quarters bodies are 8pecifically exempted front the tnanufao-
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hurer'q excise tax as "1camaper coaches" by Section 41063 (a) (1) of the Internal
1?evenuic C'ode. The truck camper is a very popular recreational vehicle and Its
popularity undoubtedly was enhanced by the action of the Congress in providing
the specific exemption, described above. This recreational vehicle is particularly
poplar with those who use the pickup truck, which carries the camper, for
personal transportation, both for the family and for business purposes. It's use
with a pickup truck enables the lower Income consumer (user), to combine with
his pickup truck, as hie needs It, anl Item which provides anl opportunity to enjoy
more fully recreational and leisure time opportunities and at a more reasonable
p~rice.

The Revenue Act of 1971, by exclusion of the 01%1 manufacturer's excise tax
win light-dutty trucks, would enhance further the use by the lower incomec con-
sumier (user) of these campers for travel and recreation. RI~ believes that the
10,000 lb. gross weight limit established by Section 401 of H.R. 10947 for the
exciusion. would encompass most if not all trucks used with Such campers.

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE COVERS

These items have been described as a one-piece top (often called a camper cap)
which Is aesigned to be inounLed onl the body of a ipickup) truck. When tile top) is
Installed, it, together with the truck body sides and the truck floor, provides anl
area used tor living quarers. In some cases, various living amieniles are added
Including slies ana floors. Recreational vehicle covers are used extensively by the
lower income consumer (user) to provide means by which thle pickup truck used
for personal or family transportation for business or pleasure can be converted
to a recreational and travel accommodation. These are the lowest cost recrea-
tional Vehicle items and covers canl be purchased for as little as $200.00. RVI
estimates the M9il production of recreational vehicle covers at about 19,000 (91,-
700 for 1940).

The (Jon gress enacted, in 1970, an amendment to the 1965 camper coack exemp-
tion cited earlier which specifically exemptedl camper caps dlesig ned to be mounted
or placed on auttomobile rriiwks, ainomiobile trucek chassis, or automobile chassis
to be used primarily as living quarters8 or four "camping accommodations". (Pub-
lic Law 91-614, 91st Congress, Section 306, the Excise, Estate and Gift Tax Ad-
justmnent Act of 1M~). 'The problem which necessitatedl the amlendmienit arose
from varying constructions by the Internal Revenue Service, of the camlper coach
and house craiier Ceemp~tions, that certain camper caps were not exemlpted from
the excise tax.

J?l'J also believes the exclusion, of the 10%l excise tax on light-dutty tr-ucks,
provided by 11.1R. 109147, would stimuitlate the pt-chase and Use of trutcks by the
lowV icome consumer10 (user) for combination with a camper cap for travel and
recr-eat ion.

MOTOR HOMES

The application of the excise tax to motor homes requires a somewhat more
detailed explanation because of the different types and tie varying chassis used

In the construction of motor homes. We define a motor home as a vehicular unit
built onl a motor vehicle chassis primarily designed to provide living quarters for
camping or travel use. RN1i estimates tile l9il protductioni of motor homes at
about 51,0WO (30,300 for 1970)..Motor homes of all types encompasses a wilde pi~rce
spectrum. They naturally are more costly than either the truck camper (slide-in1-
camper) or recreational vehicle cover camperr cap) discussed earlier. The growth
rate in their production is Indicative of their popularity as vehicles which Canl
and~ (10 lprovi(te for many familcs, in.-ludling many retired people, a1 second or
vacation home or a means of travel, vacation, or weekend recreation, which is
far less expensive than other models.

The specific camper coach exemption enacted ais a part of the Excise Tax Re-
duiction .4 ct of 1965, cited earlier, also exempted "bodies for self -propell ,d mobile
homes". The proposed. Revenuec Act of 1971 would not affect this exemption.
Chassis are titeatea i y tihe internal Revenue Serv~ice as autoinobi e chassis and
thus taxable at the 7%/ rate provided by Section 4061 (at) (2) (A) and (B) of the
Initernial Revenmue Code (Revenue Ruling 69-205, (J.B. 1969it-1.277). Under the
citedl Revenue Ruling, the tax category is governed by tile body imicimlted o11 thle
chassis, If mobile home bodies were not exempted from tax they would be taxed
as automlobile bodies. The ruilimng Is predicated onl Section 4061 (a) (2) of the In-
termnal Revenue Code which provides that "a sale of anl automobile, or of a trailer
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or semitrailer suitable for use fin connection with it passenger au~tomole, shall,
for the purposes of this paragraph, 1)0 considered to be a sale of at chassis, and of
a body enumerated in this subparagraph".

About 600% of the motor homes produced are fin the category which RV'I (desig-
nates for statistical purposes ats Type A, i.e. the entire motor homne body and
driver'.s compartment are constructedI by the motor home builder on a raw vehice
chassis obtained either directly from an automobile or truck manufacturer or
through a dealer. A second type of motor home, which RVI for its statistical puir-
poses (designates as Tyipe C, Is constructed of a motor home body permanently at-
tached to a van chassis consisting of a chassis and a "chopped" van driver's com-
lpartmient. These chassis -are designed by some chassis manufacturers sp~ecifically
for motor home use so that the recreational vehicle manufacturer does not have
to purchase a complete van and remove the section of the van behind the driver's
compartment for Installation of a motor home body.

The repeal of the 7%/c automobile excise tax under the proposed Revenule Act of
1971 would relieve these recreational vehicles of any tian uif aeturcr's excise tax
retroactive to August 16, 1971. Such action should act as an effective stimulus to
a growing Industry and constitute a benefit for the customer (user). PVI utr6(s
approval of thc repeal of the automobile excise tax.

One o~fir type of motor home in~ the general grouping thus far discussed should
be dlec'_ifiSed. This type Is generally known as a chassis-miount camper. Here, a
motor home or camper body Is permanently mounted on a truck chassis with
regular cab attached. The camper body would be exempt. For statistical purposes
only, RVI treats these vehicles as truck campers and their production is reflected
fin the truck camper (slide-In-camper) production statistics cited earlier. Their
number is relativity small. However, it is a segment of the recreational vehicle
Industry which is still active although diminishing in favor of the other types of
motor homes produced.

Two other types of motor homes present somewhat different tax situations.
Here, the recreational vehicle manufacturer purchases a van-tyipe light-duty
truck of either a panel type or an automobile -type and either (a) modifies the
van body into a motor home configuration by raising the roof. extending the van
bod(1y, or by other modification or (b) cuts off the van body and !in place of the
van body installs a motor home body usually with an over-the-cab area for sleep-
lng accommodations. The current tax situation Involves the Inclusion of the 10%
truck tax in the price of panel van-tylpe truck. and 7%7 automobile tax on at
wagon type, to the recreational vehicle manufacturer. There is no additional tax
-to the manufacturer who modifies the van or to the manufacturer w~ho replaces
the van body with a motor home body.

RVI believes that all such van-type trucks converted into motor homes would
fall within the exclusion for light-duty trucks proposed by H.R. 10947 since they
will not exceed 10,000 lbs. gross weight. Thus excise taxes On, suc0h. vani-type trucks
Purchased for conversion into motor homes either would be relieved by repeal
of the 7% automobile excise tax or would be excluded fromt application of the
10% excise tax generally retained on truck chassis and bodies by II.R. 109417.

RT'I, of course, strongly supports the exclusion for light-duty trucks. The Con-
gress has repeatedly Indicated Its belief that recreational vehicles should be
exempted from various aspects of the manufacturer's excise tax as indicated by
the exemption actions for "house trailers", for "campers coaches" and "bodies
for self-propelled mobile homes", and "camper caps". Such an exclusion, to-
gether with the repeal of 7% automobile excise tax, would result in generally
equivalent treatment for all types of recreational vehicle manufacturers, some
of whom produce the various types and many of whomi produce only one or two
types. To retain the 10% truck and truck body excise tax on some types of
motor homes where other types would be free of any tax on the chassis or body,
of course, would be discriminatory as between different producers of similar
vehicles engaged in the same competitive market.

Genecral impact of the Revenue Act of 1971 on the recreational vehicle findustryl
anil sum mnary:

RVl estimates the total retail sales of the recreational vehicle industry for
1970 as about R1,149,924,000. There was a drop) in 1970 production as contrasted
to 1969 of about 8.2%7 but the value of total retail sales increased in 1970. How-
ever, this Increase wvas largely attributable to more sales of larger, more
deluxe vehicles. Of the vehicles subject to the excise tax, motor homes and
truck campers are expected to showv production Increases in 1971 but truck
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campers are still well belowv the 1968J figure ci about 12;5,000. Recreational vehicle
covers are expected to fall substantially below 1%K-4970 figures. Certainly, tlhe(
repeal or exclusion of the excise tax applicability to chassis and trucks used
for and with recreational vehicles should provide a needed stimulus to the Indus-
try-one -which would be realreal among it large number of manufacturers, mostly
small, dispersed Iin many areas of the country. The recreational vehicle conm-
sumier (user) would be similarly benefited through making the vehicles more
readily available to then at less cost.

With specific regard to the consumer (user), RVI Is aware of the expressed
intent of the Ways and "Means (Commnittee that the full amount of the excise taxes
repealed or excluded he p~assedl onl to the consumer. RVI, as a trade organiza-
tion, of course is not Ii a position to commit all members of the recreational
vehicle industry to this action. However, it does p~ledlge that, if H.R. 10947 is
enacted, it will use the faciP ties of the Institute to be sure that all recreational
vehicle manufacturers are fin~ormied of this Intent.

Mr. Chairman, Members oif the Committee, R111, is deeply appreciative of this
opportunity to lay before the Committee on Finance its views ,mi thle proposed
Revenue Act of 1971. The Congress has indicated that it considers such mlanui-
facturer's excise taxes as undesirable and regressive. The repeal and exclusion
proposed would iinpllemient time expressed determination of the Congress to ter-
iniate this form of taxation and would remove the existing varied application

of these excise taxes to recreational vehicles. RU7 urges thme approral by tile
Comm nittee onl Fiance of tlmc ecisc taxJ provisions of 1.1?. 1094 7.

W'e shall be glad to endeavor to respond to any questions the Committee may
have.

26 CPR 48.4061 (a)-1 : IMPOSITION OF TAX

A chassis produced from truck-type components by a manufacturer of non-
taxable mobile homes is subjected to tax under section 4061 (at) (2) of time
Code when sold by the manufacturer in combination with the nontaxable body.

REVENUE RULE 69-205

The Internal Revenue Service has been asked whether a chassis produced
by a manufacturer of self-propelled mobile homes is atn automobile t ruck chassis
subject to tax under section 4061 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
or whether It is an automobile chassis other than those taxable under paragraph
(1) and therefore subject to tax under section 4061 (a) (2) of the Code, under
the circumstances described below.

A mobile home manufacturer purchases truck-type chassis components such
as engine, springs, axles, brakes, and tires. He combines these components with,
or assembles them onl, a thirty-foot frame constructed of two-by-eight-inch
channel iron to produce a motor vehicle chassis. The manufacturer then installs
a body, Complete with living quarters, that comes within the scope of the exemp-
tion afforded bodies for self-propelled mobile homes by section 4063(a) (1) of
the Code, as amended by the E~xcise Tax Reduction Act of 1965, Public Law
S",A4, C.B. 1965-2, 568, at 588.

A tax is imposed by paragraph (1) of section 4061 (a) of the Code upon the
sale by the manufacturer, producer, or importer of certain articles including
automobile truck chassis and bodies, and by paragraph (2) upon thle Sale of
automobile chassis and bodies other than those taxable under paragraph (1).
Paragraphs (1) and (2) each provide that the sale of a complete vehicle shall
be considered the sale of a chassis and of a body enumerated Ii the specific
paragraph.

Section 201 (a) of thle Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965, C.B. 1965-2, 568,
at 569, amended paragraph (2) of section 4061 (a) of the Code to impose lower
rates of tax on articles enumerated therein than on articles enumlerated In
paragraph (1).

The following comment regarding the foregoing provisions of law is made
In Senate Report No. 324, Eightly-ninthl Congress, C.B. 105-2, 670, at 093:

"Combination of chassis and body.-Since the 10-percent manufacturers' excise
tax is retained for truck and bus chassis, bodies, and trailers, while the rates
applicable to passengers car chassis and bodies are gradually reduce(] to 1
percent, questions may arise with respect to the imposition of tax onl the Sale
of a chassis which may be used Interchangeably with either a passenger auto-
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REREATJONAI., VU-II I , INST ITUTE
The Na tional Trade

Association Exclusively Serving the Industry

The Recreational Vehicle Institute was started in 1963 by 37 c hartered manufac-
turers and supplier members. The original name of the association was the
American Institute of Travel Trailer and Camper Manufacturers, Inc.

Since its inception, RVI has absorbed the National Camping Trailer Manufacturers
Association and the Travel Trailer Division of Mobile Home Manufacturers
Association. RVI is now one, consolidated voice speaking for a major industry. RVI
membership numbers 175 leading recreational vehicle manufacturers, 245 major
supplier-service firms and 25 associate members. Associate memberships are
comprised of automotive and petroleum companies, park developers, campground
owners and other firms and private groups vitally interested in or associated with
this industry, RVI headquarters are in Des Plaines, Illinois with branch offices in
Los Angeles, California and Washington, D. C.

Within the structure of RVI, various committees are responsible for coordinating
the numerous activities and services that are required to insure continued growth in
an important national industry.

A major RVI accomplishment in 1970 was the removal of the 8% Federal Excise
Tax applicable to pickup covers. After months of study, meetings, planning and
testimony by the RVI Washington Office, the President of the United States signed
a bill into law exempting pickup cover manufacturers from paying Federal Excise
Tax. The savings to the industry is estimated to be three million dollars annually.

Each year the Recreational Vehicle Institute sponsors and directs the world's largest
recreational vehicle trade show. In December 1970, morn, than 5,000 dealer
personnel representing over 2,000 dealerships attended the show held in Louisville,
Kentucky. An RVI west coast show in Long Beach, California was run concurrently
with the national Louisville Show. This 2nd annual western show, directed by the
RVI Los Angeles office, attracted some 150 dealerships totaling over 400 dealer
personnel,-

The RVI supplier/service firm members sponsor an annual show for all industry
manufacturers. This important event is designed ta keel) manufacturers abreast of
latest components and accessories available for new product planning. A monthly
Suppliers Newsletter is published for manufacturers to inform them about new
product releases and services.

2
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Industry market statistics are one of the most important services RVI provides its
membership. An industry-wide shipments report on all product classes is compiled
and issued monthly. This report also includes a projected 3-month forecast,
cumulative totfils for the year and a summary of highlights.

RVI national advertising and promotion programs are designed to inform and make
dealers and consumers aware of recreational vehicle standards. RVI Standard Seal
promotion materials are made available to all manufacturer members for their use.
Additional advertising activities are aimed at promoting interest in the development
of recreational vehicle parks and campgrounds.

The RVI Reporter and news releases covering important events, special activities
and specific Industry data are distributed to members, national news media and
major trade and consumer publications.

Literature available from RVI includes sales tools and marketing aids to help
industry dealers sell recreational vehicles. Publications annually edited by RVI are
"Industry Facts & Trends," "Suppliers & Accessories Buyer Guide" and a consumer
oriented "Recreation,1l Vehicle Yearbook."

RVI's Annual Awards Program gives recognition to individuals and organizations
who have contributed to the industry's growth and progress of the association.
Awards are presented in the following categories.

* National Press Awards (4) - to outdoor writers for excellence in
reporting the use and enjoyment of recreational vehicles through
newspaper, magazine, radio and television articles and programs.

" National Scholarship Awards (3) - to state or regional directors
of associations or organizations who make outstanding contribu-
tions to industry advancement in their areas.

" National Service Award (1) - to an individual, corporation or
organization outside the industry making an outstanding con-
tribution to industry progress.

" Paul Abel Award (1) - to an individual within the iridustry who
has distinguished himself by outstanding service.

" National Legislative Award (1) - to an individual who has
distinguished himself in important legislative matters pertaining
to the industry.

A vitally important RVI function deals with the American National Standard
Al119.2 covering recreational vehicles' electrical, plumbing and heating systems.
RVI also maintains continuous liaison with federal agencies pertaining to industry
safety standards. These activities are covered more extensively under the heading of
Recreational Vehicle Standards on page 13.

3
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INDUSTRY HIGHLIGHTS
The tight 1970 economy was felt in the recreational vehicle industry. Following the
tremendous growth of the 1960's, 1970 production dropped off 8.2 percent with a
total output of 472,000 units compared to 514,100 units in 1969.

The off-year was brightened by a slight increase of $72,879 9nC/industry retail sales.
This increase over 1969 is attributed to more sales of larger, more deluxe
recreational vehicles. An outstanding increase of 3 1.2% in motor home output the
past year is largely responsible for sustaining industry sales.

Potential recreational vehicle buyers in the lower to middle income groups were
hardest hit by the tight money market. Discretionary spending was curtailed with
income dollars directed toward necessities and any surplus directed to savings. The
industry's products are primarily recreational commodities, and sales of smaller,
lower priced units were adversely affected. Camping trailer output in 1970 was
down 17.7%.

A brief summary of the industry's progress shows that travel trailer production on a
commercial basis started in the 1930's. Significant growth began in 1956 when a
small group of manufacturers, mostly based in California, produced 15,370 travel
trailers. In 1964, travel trailer production grew to 90,370 units. Between the period
of 1961-1969, camping trailers, truck campers, pickup covers and motor homes
were introduced and the industry boom was off and running. During that
prosperous era, industry production increased over 500%.

Future industry growth is dependent upon the economy regaining its strength.
Trends expected to support further industry expansion are: shorter work weeks,
longer vacations and three-day holiday weekends. With the advent of mole leisure
time, consumer demand for the industry's products should increase substantially.

The travel economies of recreational vehicle ownership permit owners to travel and
live on the road as inexpensively as at home. Families can afford to fulfill their
desires to explore and see the country; sportsmen can hunt, fish and camp on
minimum budgets.

1971 industry production output is expected to continue at the 1970 level with
two exceptions: motor homes are expected to record a 25-30% increase and travel
trailers an 8-10% increase.

Additional conglomerate corporations are expected to enter and expand the
industry in their quests for growth and diversification. By 1980, industry sales are
estimated to reach 2-billion dollars annually, nearly two times the 1970 volume of
$1,149,924,000.
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INDUSTRY PROFILE

Recreational vehicles are vehicular type units primarily designed as temporary living
quarters for recreation, camping or travel use, which either has its own motive
power or is mounted. on or drawn by another vehicle. There are five basicrecreational vehicle categories - travel trailers, camping trailers, truck campers,
pickup covers and motor homes.

The industry products are designed and produced by nearly 800 recreational vehicle
manufacturers located throughout the U.S.A. and Canada. Recreational vehicles are
sold in all 50 states and Canadian provinces by approximately 10,000 dealers. In
addition to manufacturers and dealers, the industry is comprised of an expanding
group of supplier/accessory and service firms.

5
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TIH AVE L
THAILERS

Travel trailers range from 10 feet up to 35 feet in overall length and 8 feet in width.
They are designed to be towed behind passenger vehicles. Smaller sized models are
equipped with one set of wheels and larger units with two sets of wheels in tandemn.
Travel trailers built within the 10 to 35 feet range do not require special permits
when transported over public highways.

Travel trailers are the most popular type of recreational vehicle. During 1970, they
ranked first in number of units produced and retail sales, among the five
recreational vehicle classifications. In 1970, travel trailer manufacturers produced
138,000 units. This figure represented a retail sales volume of $445,326,000.

Travel trailers are available in a wide variety of sizes, styles and price ranges. There
are three basic travel trailer designs -- conventional, aircraft and telescopic.

Conventional type travel trailers are rectangular in shape and constructedd of
pre-finished sheet aluminum or molded fiberglass over wall studs - similar to thle
construction of a frame home.

Aircraft type travel trailers feature construction consisting of anodized or polished
aluminum rivited to an aluminum or metal body frame.

Telescopic type travel trailers are similar in appearance an(] construction to
conventional built travel trailers. The major difference is a uniqlue telescopic design
with an upper half that raises uip for living and lowers clown over hottorn half to
form a low profile structure for towing and storage,

Retail prices of travel trailers start at around $700 for the smallei compact models
and range upward to $18,000 for the fully equI~ippe)d, luxury styled units in thle 30
foot class. Trade-in value of used travel trailers is high because consumer derrtancl
for this type of recreational vehicle continues to rank first.

1970OTRAVEL TRAILER FACTS

* Average retail price - $3,227.00 o Total retail sales -- $445,326,000 ~
o Total production - 13B,000 unit!; ($7A-nillion decrease)

(4.2% decrease) e Induistry production rank I st

*Percentage of market (units) - 29.2%
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CAMPING

Camping trailers are designed to be easily towed behind passenger vehicles. They are
sometimes described as fold-down campers or tent trailers.

This smaller, more compact type of recreational vehicle is constructed with roof
and collapsible sidewalls that can be quickly raised up and folded out into a
spacious living area. When top section is lowered, it forms a neat, low profile unit
for towing and storage. The lower or floor section of most models is usually
constructed of light-weight aluminum or fiberglass mounted on a frame chassis.
Collapsible upper half sections consist of heavy-duty canvas sides with canvas,
fiberglass or aluminum tops. Some recently introduced models feature pliable
plastic exteriors on bottom, top and fold-out sections.

Campingj trailers are available in a wide variety of styles and sizes to comfortably
sleep from four to eight persons. They are rarely equipped with full self-contain-
inent conveniences because of limited interior space. The larger, more sophisticated
models offer interior lights, built-in cooking facilities, water supply and cold
storage. Some campers feature cooking facilities that slide out from the exterior
sidewall for outdoor use, adding to the room inside.

Recreational vehicle market was affected by the 1970 economic slow-down,
producing 17.7% fewer camping trailers than 1969. The 1970 production output
was 116,100 units. Retail sales of $175,311,000 recorded a small increase over
1969. This increase is attributed to greater consumer demand for the more spacious
and higher priced models.

Selling prices for the smaller units with sleeping accommodations for four start at
around $300. Bigger models sleeping six or eight people and equipped with cooking
facilities are priced in the $1,000 to $2,500 range.

Camping trailers continue to rank high as the industry's most popular product line
among the younger outdoor-oriented camping families. Owners of camping trailers
are usually prime prospects for travel trailers, motor home,; and iruck campers as
they eventually trade up to a more spacious unit offering full self -containment.

1970 CAMPING TRAILER FACTS

*Average r etail price - $1,510.00 6 Total retail sales - $175,311,000
* otal prod uction output - $12Y2-mlllion increase)I

116,100 units (17.7% decrease) I ndustry production rank -2nd

- *Percentage of market (units) - 24.6%
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CAMPERS
Truck campers are portable or wheeled units designed to be temporarily carried or
permanently affixed on a one-half ton or larger sized truck. These two different
types of units are classified as slide-in campers (portable) and chassis-mount
campers (permanently affixed to the truck chassis).

Slide-in campers range from 6 to 11 feet in length and fit onto the bed of a pickup
truck. They are secured to the truck bed with various types of hook clamps and
bolts or specially welded frame mount bars and bolt-on devices. Electrical power
and exterior lights for the camper are provided by a simple plug connection into the
electrical system of the camper-built truck. Slide-in campers are equipped with
jacks to support the unit when removed from the pickup truck bed. Since slide-in
campers are temporarily mounted onto pickup truck beds, they usually do not
require special state licensing or extra fees when traveling toll roads.

Chassis-mount campers range from 11 to 18 feet in length. The camper (living
quarters) is permanently mounted directly onto a truck irame with bolts and
welded connections. Some models feature a passageway from the truck cab to the
camper living area. Basic design of the chassis-mount truck camper is similar to the
motor home. However, the original cab or operators' compartment of the truck is
used by the recreational vehicle manufacturer in building chassis-mount truck
campers.

Truck camper retail sales and production output for 1970 ranked third among the
five industry categories. Production figures recorded an increase of 3.7% over 1969
totaling 95,900 units. Retail sales for the same period also showed a gain reaching
$183,169,000.

There is a' wide variety of specially developed truck models available for use with
campers. The nation's truck manufacturers are continually introducing camper
specials featuring heavier suspension, power handling ease, safer operation and more
attractive styling.

Truck camper consumer price tags (slide-in camper) start at less than $1,000 and
range up to $4,000 for larger, fully equipped models. Selling prices of the larger
chassis-mount campers (including truck) begin at $5,000 and range up to $10,000.

1970 TRUCK CAMPER FACTS

" Average retail price (less truck) - * Total retail sales - $183,169,000
$1,910.00 ($7%4-mlIlion increase)

* Total production output - 95,900
units (3.7% Increase) * Industry production rank - 3rd

*Percentage of market (units) - 20.2%
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PICKUP
COVERS E I

Pickup covers are portable units designed to provide an all-weather protective
enclosure over the bed of pickup trucks. Exterior appearance resembles a slide-in
camper without the over-cab section. They are also referred to as caps or shells.

This type of recreational vehicle provides sportsmen with an economical unit to
escape from rugged outdoor elements. Construction is simple; the living area within
most models consists of interior paneling, windows and insulated sidewalls. Built-in
living conveniences and self -containment features are not commonly included.
Some models are equipped with bunks and interior lights. One and sometimes two
rear doors, either hinged or sliding, provide entry.

Recreational vehicle manufacturers produced 91,700 pickup covers in 1970. This
production figure represents a 19.2% decrease from the preceeding year. Retail sales
declined slightly over 6-million dollars to a 1970 figure of $27,968,000. The retail
price of pickup covers starts at around $200 for a simple cover enclosure and ranges
up to $1000 for a more spacious unit with bunks, interior lights and louvered
windows.

1970 PICKUP COVER FACTS
a Average retail price - $305.00 *Total retail sales - $27,968,000

I otal production output - 91,700 ($milodera)I
units (19.2% decrease) *Industry production rank - 4th

*Percentage of market (units) - 19.5%I
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Motor homes are self-powered units designed to provide complete living facilities
for camping pleasure. They are equipped with sleeping accommodations, compact
kitchens, dining or lounge area and full bath, usually including a shower. Greater
consumer demand for a self-powered mobile unit with complete self -containment
features has made motor homes the industry's fastest growing product line.

Recreational vehicle manufacturers produce three variations of motor homes
conventional, van-conversion, and the newest type, chassis-mount.

Conventional type motor homes are constructed directly on a heavy-duty truck
chassis. Drive components and engine are included with the original chassis. The
complete motor home - size, styling, living area, exterior shell and driver
compartment - is designed and produced tq, the recreational vehicle manufacturer.
Conventionally built units are usually larger than the other two variations of motor
homes.

Van-conversion motor homes are van type trucks with interior cargo space
converted into a living area by a recreational vehicle Manufacturer. Windows are
added and some models include rear or top extensions to provide more interior
room. Most van-conversion models are self-contained but more compact than larger
conventionally built motor homes or chassis-mount units.

Chassis-mount motor homes are built directly onto the aft frame section of an
intermediate-size van type truck. Original forward body exterior and interior
section, including drive components and engine, are retained as supplied by the van
manufacturer. Interior living area, size, styling and exterior shell are designed and
produced by the recreational vehicle manufacturer. This type of motor home is
considered in between the conventional and van-conversion units because overall
weight and length are limited in accordance to the specifications of thle smaller
designed van trucks.

Recreational vehicle manufacturers produced 30,300 motor homes in 1970
representing a tremendous increase of 31.2% over the previous year. Retail sales
surpassed 1969 by nearly $661/4.million with a total figure of $318,150,000. Motor
homes offer buyers a wide price range starting around $5,000 and exceeding
$20,000 for larger, more Custom styled models.

1970 MOTOR HOME FACTS

" Average retail price - $10,500.00 a Total retail sales -- $318,150,000

"Total production output - 30,300 (6684-million increase)I

(31.2% increase) * Industry production rank - 5th
*Percentage of market (units) - 6.5%
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INDUSTRY MARKET STAT IS't 1C2'

1970 RECREATIONAL VEHICLE PRODUCTION
(Units and Percentage of Market)
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ANNUAL RECREATIONAL VEHICLE RETAIL SALES
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BECREATIONVAL
VEHICLE
STANDARDS
One of the most significant developments in assuring greater industry progress is a
recently self-imposed standard for recreational vehicle manufacturing. Official
designation of this national standard is American National Standard Al 19.2. The
ANSI Standard Al119.2 specifies installation details for electrical, plumbing and
heating systems in recreational vehicles. All appliances and fixtures within these
systems are to be approved or listed by nationally recognized testing agencies.
Installation according to the appliance and fixture manufacturers' instructions is an
integral part of approval or listing.

All travel trailer, truck camper and motor home manufacturers must certify
compliance with the Al119.2 Standard as a condition of membership in the
Recreational V/ehicle Institute. Camping trailer manufacturing members will be
required to conform with the Standard effective September, 1971. Manufacturing
members' product lines are regularly inspected by RVI Standards inspectors to
check their conformance with the Standard. The complete written ANSI Al 19.2
Standard, in booklet form, is available from the Recreational Vehicle Institute for
$2.00. Work is also under way on the development of a standard for electrical and
plumbing installations in recreational vehicle parks (Al 19.4).

In addition to the Al 19.2 Standard, RVI is actively engaged in all phases of safety
standards pertaining to recreational vehicles at the federal government level.
Through the RVI Washington office, a meaningful relationship has been developed
with the U. S. Department of Transportation and their affiliated divisions and
agencies. RVI is primarily concerned with the functions of the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration. This important administrative department is
responsible for federal standards regulating such items in recreational vehicles as
passenger restraints, glazing, bumpers, brakes, hitches, and many other safety
related components.

The RVI Standards staff works closely with the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration on matters relative to recreational vehicle safety standards and
regulations. RVI publishes all new Federal Standards and Regulations for its
members to keep them up to date with interpretive information through bulletins
and personal visits by the Standards inspectors.

RVI sponsors periodic joint RV Industry/Federal Government meetings to promote
better mutual understanding through communications.
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REIAL MARKET

The rapidly expanding rental market is playing an important role in exposing
recreational vehicles to greater numbers of people. Many recreational vehicle and
automotive dealers, rental equipment operators, travel and leasing firms are now
renting travel trailers, truck campers, motor homes and camping trailers.

Renting enables people to try the fun, economy and convenience of recreational
vehicle travel. Some rental customers are people living in apartment complexes,
condominiums and places where recreational vehicle parking and storage is not
available. Other rental users are persons financially unable at the present time to
purchase their own vehicle. Renting also offers prospective owners an opportunity
to determine the size, style and type of unit they want before buying.

The latest trend in recreational vehicle rental is the entry of major car leasing
companies into the pleasure travel business, National airlines and travel agencies are
utilizing recreational vehicles in special camping vacation packages with planned
itineraries and reservations at an all-inclusive price.

Rental rates of recreational vehicles will depend on the section of country rented,
unit size, model type and accomnmodlations provided. Average rental costs for
compact camping trailers range from $45 to $75 per week. Travel trailer rental rates
start at around $50 for smaller units and range up to $125 per week for larger, fully
self-contained models. Slide-in campers to fit on the owner's pickup truck rent for
$50 to $100 per week. The weekly rates for complete camper truck combinations
are $90 to $150, plus a 5v to 10a charge per mile. Fully self-contained motor
homes cost between ')3.00 to $350 per week with a 5v to 15v mileage fee.

Most operators require a deposit, which is applied to the rental rate when the unit is
returned in satisfactory condition. Some rental agreements will allow the amount
expended as a down payment towards the purchase of the unit or another model of
the user's choice. Additional expenses usually involve rental of tow hitches, special
driving mirrors, camper mount clamps and accessory items that are required for
proper and safe use of the unit rented. Installation of this equipment and electrical
wiring hook-ups are charged to the rental user on an hourly basis. In some
instances, accessory items and installation charges are included in the rental rate.

The expansion of recreational vehicle rental outlets is expected to continue in
direct proportion to the increased leisure time of the nation's work force.
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PARKS) AND
CAMPGROUNDS
Several major publishers offer parks and campgrounds guides for recreational
vehicle owners. One 1970 edition lists a nation-wide total of 9,513 privately owned
campgrounds available for recreational vehicles. The states with the most campsites
are: California - 59,056; Florida - 44,874; Ohio - 35,925; New York - 35,192;
Pennsylvania - 28,349. States numbering the most campgrounds are: California -
1,933; Florida - 786; Wisconsin - 671; Texas - 552; New York - 514.

Overnight parking fees in private campgrounds and parks range from $1.50 up to
around $8.00 per night. Fees will vary in accordance to the type of facilities
offered. Some state, federal and industry operated overnight parking sites are free.

The latest camping directory issued for National Parks by the U.S. Department of
Interior lists nearly 28,000 campsites at 529 campgrounds in 83 areas of the
country. These campsites are available to the recreational vehicle user on a first
come, first served basis. Advance reservations are not accepted.

National Park campsite fees range from $1 to $3 per night in campgrounds
classified as improved. There is no charge for back country camping.

The $10 Golden Eagle Passport can be purchased at entrance points to most
national parks or at specified government off ices and private travel agencies. This
annual entrance permit will admit the purchaser and others in his private vehicle to
all parks a nd federal recreation areas where fees are collected.

"Camping in the National Park System" can be obtained from the Superintendant
of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402 under
catalogue number 129.71:971 for 25qz a copy.

The "U.S. Travel Barometer," compiled by Discover America Travel Organizations,
shows that the 1970 sluggish economy had little effect on pleasure travel.
Attendance figures registered at 500 private travel attractions, national parks and
recreation areas recorded ,k 10.37 percent increase in 1970 compared to the
previous year. Pleasure trzjiel in December 1970 was up 14.74 percent over
December a year ago.

It is obvious that more campgrounds and parks are needed to accommodate the 3/2
million recreational vehicles in use today. By 1980, this number is expected to
increase to 7Y million.
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OWNER
PROFILE

A recent industry survey profiles the average recreational vehicle owner. The
findings of this survey represent response from 280 owners in 38 states.

Eighty-five percent of the recreational vehicle owiers reported they own their
homes. A total of 96% are married. The average age ranged between 41 and 50
years. Twenty-seven percent of the owners have children between 13 and 17 years
of age. Nearly twenty-five percent of the household heads have annual incomes
between $ 10,000 to $12,000.

Half of the 280 respondents indicated they were first-time recreational vehicle
owners. Seventy-five percent of their vehicles are self-contained, 21% are
air-conditioned, 91% have 12/110 volt electricity and 25% are equipped with a gas
powered electric generator. Thirty percent of respondents owned their recreational
vehicle less than one year.

Interior arrangement of the recreational vehicle was indicated by 18% of the owners
as the most popular feature in determining their purchase. Twenty-nine percent
purchased their unit on the recommendation of a friend who owned one.

Some of the owners reported that their final purchase decision was greatly
influenced by the recreational vehicle dealer. They visited an average of six
dealerships prior to buying. Dealership characteristics influencing their purchases
were cited as price, model selection, service facilities and dealer's business
reputation. The survey showed that 75% of the owners considered industry
standards as an important factor in their purchase.

16
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0 'IVKEnSrIu

COSTS AND
EXPENSES
Depending on the purchase price and number of trips taken with a recreational
vehicle, it will quickly pay for itself by eliminating expensive room rentals and
restaurant meals. Travel cost per trip with a recreational vehicle owned by families
numbering 6 to 8 will result in a greater savings and faster unit payoff. Recreational
vehicle ownership makes week-end and vacation travel economically feasible for
more people. Projecting all costs over the life of the vehicle, travel costs little more
than living at home. Trips that normally would be too expensive are brought within
the most modest travel budget.

The major cost outside of the original purchase price is gasoline. Industry surveys
show the average gasoline mileage for a car towing a recreational vehicle to be
around 10 miles per gallon. This figure also applies to truck campers and motor
homes. Recreational vehicle maintenance is a minor expense.

Eight-cylinder cars equipped with special options for trailer towing are rec-
omnmended to obtain maximum operational efficiency. Strain and load on the tow
vehicle is controlled by the balance of the recreational vehicle and specially
designed weight equalizing hitches. Hitch and installation costs are not usually
included in the purchase price of a tow type recreational vehicle.

Some optional expense items to be considered after vehicle purchase are outdoor
folding furniture, awning extensions and screens, high power battery lights, leveling
gear, driving mirrors and extensions, first-aid kit and maintenance tools.

Other accessory items might include jacks, additional appliances, hoses, special
brake equipment, heaters, portable toilets, electrical extension cords and other
extras providing greater comfort and convenience.

Depending on the type and price of recreational vehicle purchased, most of the
self -containment items will be included. Higher priced luxury options available for
most travel trailer, truck camper and motor home models are air-conditioning and
television installations.

Most supply/accessory items can be purchased from a recreational vehicle dealer.
The majority of industry dealers offer complete repair services, including
recreational vehicle winterization. Some dealers also provide year-round parking
and storage space.
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VELCO T , E AT 10N

Self -containment in a recreational vehicle means that it can be lived in for extended

periods of time 'and contains heating, electricity and plumbing facilities. Self-

contained units are designed to provide a family of 3 to 4 with approximately one

week's supply of water, LP gas fuel and sanitary disposal storage.

A fully self-contained recreational vehicle is usually equipped with combination

gas/electric refrigerator and range, gas and electric lights, kitchen sink, heater.

lavatory with bathing facilities, dining and sleeping accommodations. Liquid

petroleum stored in cylinders outside the unit provides the fuel required for all gas

operated appliances and lights. A fresh water tank, pressurized or gravity type,

supplies water for drinking, cooking, bathing and sanitation. Holding tanks store

the used water and waste materials until they can be disposed of at a sanitary

station.

Electrical power can be temporarily provided by 12-volt (automotive) batteries for

specified appliances and lights. The 110-volt electrical system can be fully utilized

when a hook-up to an outside power source is available. Some larger self-contained

recreational vehicles are equipped with gasoline powered electric generators.

It is estimated that 80% of the travel trailers, truck campers and motor homes now

being produced offer a self -containment package. The trend to self -containment in

recreational vehicles is the result of greater consumer demand for independent,

live-anywhere freedom.
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INDUSTRY PROBLEMS

A shortage of recreational vehicle storage facilities is the industry's most pressing
problem. Large numbers of travel-oriented people living in apartment complexes
and other types of congested housing areas are usually unable to own a recreational
vehicle because parking and storage is not available.

One solution helping to eliminate the storage problem is the recent development of
recreational vehicle parking lots located around major metropolitan centers. These
storage areas provide parking convenience, safety protection, maintenance and
repair services. The owner's vehicle is available and ready for immediate use
whenever needed. Storage lot rates differ in various regions. A rule of thumb rate
would be about $1.00 per month per foot of space used. Camping trailers and
simallor units are usually charged a flat minimum fee. Servicing, repairs and unit
delivery services are separate charges.

Development of a recreational vehicle storage lot requires very little cash outlay
other than a few improvements such as lighting, fencing and blacktopping. The
establishment of additional recreational vehicle storage facilities in the nation's
major markets will strengthen industry sales.

Another industry problem is the development of recreational vehicle parks and
campgrounds sites. During recent years, a rapidly expanding number of quality
camping sites and overnight park facilities have been developed in an effort to meet
industry demands. Major motel chains across the country are offering campsite
accommodations adjacent to their existing facilities. Restaurants located on major
travel routes are utilizing vacant land in their area for overnight camping.

A major shortage of campsites still exists in the popular vacation sections of the
country, especially during the peak summer season. It is hoped that private
investors will help meet the industry needs by developing available land into
camping areas. The Recreational Vehicle Institute has developed a complete
planning kit to aid interested parties in the development of recreational vehicle
parks and campgrounds. This kit is available for $5.00 and includes: basic layouts,
sanitary station plans and specifications, material requirements, operational
instructions, promotional suggestions and other related data.

Recreational vehicle parking and storage in residential areas, where restricted
ordinances have been imposed, is another problem that continues to confront the
industry. The Recreational Vehicle Institute has prepared a model ordinance for
recreational vehicle owners which can be applied to their individual situations. A
copy of this ordinance is available upon request.

The Recreational Vehicle lnstitt'e has recently organized a long-range planning
committee to meet and deal with problems that may develop in this fast growing
industry.
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The ChAIRMAN. We Will call the panel on behalf of taxation with
representation. Mr. Gary Fromm, C. Lowell Harriss, Elliott R.

Morss, Richard A. Musgrave, Alan Schenk, and Paul Taubman.

PANEL ON BEHALF OF TAXATION WITH REPRESENTATION

STATEMENT OF TOM FIELDS

Mr. FIELDS. My name is Torn Fields from taxation with repre-
sentation. *We wish to thank you for the opportunity to present today
a distinguished panel of tax experts representing a variety of view-
p)oinlts.

With the committee's permission, we would l ike to have each of our
panelists present a ve, ry brief opening statement and then open the
entire panel for questions after the opening statements are completed.

Our first witness today is Prof. Gary Fromm, of American Uni-
versity. He is the editor of Tax Incentives and Capital Investment,
a recent B~rookings Institution publication.

STATEMENT OF GARY FROMM, PROFESSOR, AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY

Mr. FROMMN. Thank you.
Taken as a whole, the administration's new economic, program, as

amended by the House Ways and Means Committee, should lead to
substantial improvement in the UT.S. econom-y in 1972. The Data Re-
sources forecast, which is predicated on the success of phase II and
an effective average devaluation of the dollar of 6 p~ercent. forecasts
a rise in real GNP of 6.7 percent and in current dollar GNP of 9.4
percent-about $100 billion-so we have ti rate of inflation of about 3
percentt. The rate of unempjloymnent falls from an average of 6 per-
cent in 1971 to 5.5 percent in 1972, and is just over 5 percent at the
end of the latter year. With this growth of the economy and the tax
structure proposed in H-.R. 10947, personal disposable income rises
about 8.8 percent and corporate profits after taxes by 23 percent be-
tween 1971 and 1972. These arc certainly substantial increases and
should provide additional welfare for many people in our economy.

Fromn this vantage the current tax proposals are highly desirable.
However, a number of its specific provisions can seriously be ques-
tioned.

First, the assumptions underlying the impact of the DISC tax
deferral are extremely dubious; it seems like that alternative mneas-
ures to stimulate exports could result in far greater surpluses at much
less cost.

Second, if account is taken of the progressivity of individual in-
come tax rates and the need to reduce personal taxes as nominal in-
comes rise-due to real growth or inflation, or both-then the tax
cut for individuals under the combination of the 1969 Reform Act
and the W1ays and Means Committee action is negligible. For indi-
viduals, the combined actions return the 1972 relationship between
taxes and income to that which held in 1967-before the 1968-70
surtax. For corporations, on the other hand, the effective tax rate oi
profits falls from 43.5 percent in 1967 to an expected 42 percent in
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1972. Perhaps this greater relative cut for corporations canl be justi-
fied onl equity grounds or because of a need to stimulate, investment
for reasons of long-term growth and international competitiveness
of U.S. producers. o netett asn h

Third, however, the responsivenesoinetntoraigth
afteitax rate of return-or lowering capital costs-is far lower than
its responsiveness to higher capacity uttilization rates-currently only
about '(5 percent, in mnanufacturing-and operating the economy near
its output potential.

Now, it is quite possible and most economists canl conceive of situa-
tions that taking the similar funds that are being proposed to bec
expended onl the investment tax credit in the ADR, would yield (a much
higher GNP and even investment if they were used for alternative
purposes, for example, increases in Governmlent, expenses. Suppose,
nevertheless, that we decide that we want di rect intervention to raise
investment, then it is clear we still want to use the most efficient in-
strunents for doing so and it turns out that investment tax credits
are far more effective in this regard than accelerated depreciation. We
get about $3 of investment for comparison to what we would get with
accelerated depreciation. B3ut probably the most egregious deficiency
in the administration s projposal-and the Ways and Means Committee
action is the neglect of taxes for contributions to social insurance. As
currently structured these taxes are highly regressive. Removal of the
ceiling onl the tax base-schieduled to go from $7,800 to $10,200 under
H.R. 1 in January 1972-would yield about $9 billion, which could
be used for reductions in the contribution rate, lowering the burden
for low- and moderate-incomne wage earners, or for other govern-
mental purposes. It should also be recognized that total employer,
employee, and self-employed contributions for social insuranice-Fed-
eral collect ions-h1ave nearly tripled as a proportion of personal in-
come over the piist 20 years'and are approximately one-half personal
Federal taxes. Consequently, and because of relative neglect in the
past, they should be subject to serious scrutiny by this committee at an
early date; reform in these taxes is greatly needed.

Mr. FIELDS. Our second witness is Prof. C. Lowell 1-Jarriss, Of Co-
lumbia University. He is the author of the "American Economy and
American Public Finance."

STATEMENT OF C. LOWELL HARRISS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. JIARRILSS. Gentlemlen, there are four comments which I shall
A summarize very briefly. First, it seems to me the tax discussions which

talk of corporations as if they were somiehow dliflerent from "persons"
can mislead. Fundamentally, corporations aire organizations of indi-
vidluals who as producers seek to serve individuals. as consumers. The
"shorthand" which separates business from personal income tax seems

to divert attention from the basic challenge, how best to Serve the
whole. population today-and into the future.

As consumers, everyone looks to corporations andl other businesses.
Most Americans earn their income ats employees of business firms.
Many of us as suppliers of capital have direct intere-st in the success of
business firms.
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Corporations are not something to be thought of, as tax policy is
made, as set off from individuals. Taxes imposed on corporations af-
fect consumers, employees, and suppliers of capital. Business taxes are
''people taxes."~

Second, one merit of the investment tax credit deserves emphasis.
New machinery and equipment embody the most advanced technol-
ogy. The fruits of invention and scientific progress appear In ripest
form. in the kinds of machinery and investment goods favored by the
credit. As a, stimulator of progress, the investment credit has excep-
tional worth. Public policy, I believe, can wisely favor this particular
bias--something which accelerates the actual utilization of advances
of science and technology.

Our ability to reduce inflation and expand employment over the
near and more distant future must depend significantly upon improve-
mnent in productivity. Technological progress accounts for much of the
advance in productivity. The investment tax credit, by aiding the
earlier', quicker, and fuller use of technological advance, aids the vi-
tally important process of productivity increase.

Third, epreciation-capital recovery-provisions recognized by the
tax laws still do not allows explicitly for inflation. Yet replacement
costs have risen. For years, tax laws have been treating as taxable
earnings what in an economic sense is a return of capital. To some
extent the increase in the personal exemption rests on recognition of
the loss in purchasing power of the dollar. The tax treatment of busi-
ness income and expense ought, somehow, to allow for inflation as it
affects the replacement cost of machinery and equipment. Indirectly
and imperfectly, but I believe constructively, the ADR and the invest-
mnent, credit offset some of the weaknesses of our longstanding practice
of ignoring inflation in computing depreciation.

Fourth, repeal of the excise tax on autos has been criticized as en-
couraging more cars which will then pollute the atmosphere and con-
flict with policies for impxroving the environment. But are not the new
cars very much imprve over those of the past as regards the emission
standards?

Thank you. There are a fewv additional comments on depreciation
which I would like to include in the record.

(MNr. 1-arriss' prepared statement and attachment follows. Addi -
tional correspondence has been received from Mr. Harriss which ap-
pears ait pp. 7 17 and 860.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C. LoWVELL HARRISS

1. Businesses are people. Tax discussions which talk of corporations as If they
were somehow different from "Persons" can mislead. Fundamentally, corpora-
tions are organizations of individuals who as producers seek to serve Individuals
as consumers. The "shorthand" which separates business from personal income
tax seems to divert attention from the basic challenge, how best to serve the
whole population today-and Into the future.

As consumers, everyone looks to corporations and other businesses. Most
Aierican,, earn their Income as employees of business firms. Many of us as
suppliers of capital have direct interest In the success of business firms.

Corporittions are not something to be thought of, as tax policy is made, as set
off from individuals. Taxes Imposed on corporations affect consumers, employees,
and supplier:; of capital. Business taxes are "people taxes".

2. One merit of the Investment tax credit deserves emphasis. Newv machinery
and equipment embody the most advanced technology. The fruits of Invention
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and scientific progress appear in ripest form in the kinds of machinery and Invest-
ment goods favored by the credit. As a stimulator of progress, the Investment
credit has exceptional worth. Public policy, I believe, can wisely favor this-par-
ticular bias-something which accelerates the actual utilization of adviinces of
science and technology.

Our ability to reduce Inflation and expand employment over the near and more
(distant future must depend significantly upon Improvement In productivity.
Technological progress accounts for much of the advance In productivity. The
Investment tax credit, by aiding the earlier, quicker, and fuller use of techno-
logical advance, aids the vitally Important process of productivity Increase.

3. Depreciation (capital recovery) provisions recognized by the tax laws still
do not allow explicitly for Inflation. Yet replacement costs have risen. For years,
tax laws have been treating as taxable earnings what In an economic sense Is a
return of capital. (To some extent the Increase in the personal exemption rests
on recognition of the loss In purchasing power of the dollar). The tax treatment
of business Income and expense ought, somehow, to allows for Inflation as It affects
the replacement cost of machinery and equipment. Indirectly and Imperfectly, but
I believe constructively, the ADR and the Investment credit offset some of the
weaknesses of our longstanding practice of ignoring Inflation In computing
depreciation.

4. Repeal of the exise tax on autos has been criticized as encouraging more
cars which will then pollute the atmosphere and conflict with policies for Im-
proving the environment. But are not the new cars very much Improved over
those of the past as regards the emission standards? On environmental grounds, I
suggest, newv autos should be favored by public policy. Faster replacement of old
cars wvill help In the program for purer air.

Another excise tax with even more pervasive effect as a business expense and
as an element in the cost of living deserves consideration as a candidate for
repeal-the tax on telephone service.

COLUMBIA UJNIVERSITY, DEPARTM ENT OF EcoNoMIcs,
New York, N. Y,. April 20, 1971.

COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE,
Attention: CC: LR: T, Washlntgon, D.C.:

LAst April I submitted the following observations on ADR to the Internal
Revenue Service.

Econmic reasons provide support for the proposed regulations, depreciation
allowances using asset depreciation range system. In my personal capacity a$
Professor of Economics at Columbia University I should like to testify on May 3
In favor of the general principles, with special emphasis on the fourth point of this
memorandum. My views do not necessarily reflect those of any organization with
which I am associated.

The Treasury's statements, and those in opposition as reported In the news,
touch upon several points. My observations will make no attempt to deal with
each about which I might, If time permitted, comment-sometimes. In criticism,
sometimes In support. The question of the scope of the Treasury's legal authority,
e.g., to limit new provisions to acquisitions after 1970, lies beyond my com-
petence. Moreover, I do not want to efiter discussion of the near-future economic
outlook. My points deal with certain longer-run economic aspects.

In general, the conclusions of The President's Task Force on Business Taxa-
tion seem to me deserving of support. The evidence and analysis In the Report
are too persuasive to be dismissed by casual assertion, no matter how well
intentioned the criticism.

1. First, let me record distress at an anti-business tone which appears In some
of the reported opposition to ADR. Business is the country's main Instrument for
getting production. Human well-being depends heavily upon the success with
which people, through "business," utilize their time and other resources to pro-
duce-fully, efficiently, and] progressively. Businesses are associations of people
as owners, employees, and suppliers. They function to serve us as consumers.
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"Business" is not separate and somehowv apart from "the people" but central to
the ways wve produce and distribute.

Thinking about tax and other matters would often be clearer, and attitudes
more constructive, if instead of saying "business" we used a more complete and
correct expression, "emliployees, owners, and consumers." If a tax change
"favors"-or reduces obstacles to--"business," then the Improvement goes to
peolIe, to consumers, shareholders, and employees. (The bigger the corporation,
the larger the number of workers, consumers, and owners benieftted-or hurt-
whenl its taxes are changed.)

2. Depreciation and obsolescence present issues which are more complex III
more ways than are generally recognized. One conclusion, however, will stand:
Nothing inherently right or wrong attaches to the present p~rovisions. Some
critics of the ADII proposals seem to believe that correctness somehow lies in
today's rules, that they constitute a proper base f rom which the proposed de-
p~arture will be a "giveawvay." "True, extensive study was conducted in the late
1950's and early 1960's before the changes of 1062. 'But within the philosophy
of that system po.ssibilties for Improvement must be assumed to have existed
then ; more opportunity for constructive change must have developed over thle
succeeding (decade. 'Moreover, the basic principles of 1962 tire not necessarily
those most conducive to best results, however, thie latter are conceived.

The reserve-ratio test, for example, first s seemed to me ain Ingenious way to
make costs for tax purposes more or less consistent with the realities of each
company's practices of purchase and (lsposaul of equipment. An academician may
be excused for underestimating the difficulties raised by the practical problems
of compliance andl administration. My qualifications do not extend to the mnat-
ters of implementation. But as an economist I soon came to deplore one result
as being contrary to economic wisdom. The test creates inducement for disposing
of depreciated equipment as against holding It for use, as In peak periods, emner-
gencies, and for other more or less exceptional situations.

Is it not foolish for a government to create Incentives for producers to scrap
or to get rid in other ways of capital facilities which would sometimes be useful?
The answer, I submit, should not rest on the scarcely veiled aspect of the reserve-
ratio test, to prevent producers from "getting awvay with something." In view of
the tremendous variability in all aspects of the world of production and tech-
nology, tax "neutrality" as regards capital outlays and capital consumption al-
lowances wvill be Impossible. In fact, neutrality may be less desirable than biases
toward acquisition of newv equipment. In any case, however, the creation of In-
ducemnents for disposal and scrapping wIll have some wasteful results which
can be unfortunate for the company and for the whole economy.

In themselves, the compliance problems may exert reason for abandoning the
test; or they may not. The weight of a rgumnent may well lie with businessmen who
face the actual problems of compliance; the time, effort, and skill required for
,complying with tax laws do not contribute to the more ultimate objectives of
more real output or less real cost per unit produced. Less rather than more coin-
plexity brings real social benefits even if they are not openly evident.

If companies have been deterred from tax depreciation methods which would
be desirable because of the test's complexities, then It works against justice and
equity among taxpayers. In any case, an economic reason for ADR lies III getting
rid of the Inducement to reducing the amount of capital equipment available,
albeit machines of low productivity.

3. ADR would make a move, not large in relation to "need" but In thie (direc-
tion which seems to me wvise, to enhance the productive capacity of the working
force. Capital equipment lies at the heart of much of ecom omic progress. Stand-
ards of living rise largely because the worker's output l)Cr hour goes up. Better
"tools" are a major source of such Improvements In productivity. More capital
facilities per person, an(I capital equipment of increasingly advanced types, tire
essential for achieving the living standards which Americans expect.

Moreover, a growing labor force needs to be equipped. Rarely Indeed will a
worker entering the labor force be able to finance the job. Yet as a worker and
consumer. lie (and she) will expect real earnings which are utterly impossible
without thousands, even tens of thousands, of dollars of productive capital.

68-333-71-pt. 2-21
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Does, the working manl, andi the consumer, really have any better friends than
the suppliers of capital? Without capital facilities our levels of living would be
low Indced. Yet the U.S. tax system (despite the effective exempt)ion of earnings
of pension funds and the generally favored treatment of capital gains) bears
heavily upon (owners of) capital. Corporation earnings are taxedl (at the margin,
with state taxes) at around 50%, often more; shareholders pay full personal tax
ont dividends over $100 a year; property taxes frequently exceed 3% a year onl
the full value of new maclhiery and equipment ; estate, iheritanlce. and gift
taxes now absorb over $5 billion of private wealth (capital) a year; state-locall
sales taxes often apply to capital goods as well as to the values they help to
create.

AJ)R would not, of course, appreciably reduce the bias against capital. B~ut
AI)R would reduce tax payments, as friends and critics agree. Comnpetition
would pass some of the benefits of lowver tax to consumers ; emplloyees would
get some through bargaining. But some would remain to encoul111age and to fa-
cilitate modernization Cand even expansion. How much? The answers for a future
which must differ from, the past cannot be forecast with certainty. I see many
difficulties In suggesting mnagnit-udes from even the most adlvanceel econometric
techniques. And I wish to record anl uneasy feeling that supporters of deprecia-
tion liberalization attach to It more force for improving the ratio of capital to
labor than logic and evidence will support. At most it dloes very little to increase
saving. Yet some benefits would result.

4. Ani economist concerned with the longer run, which is mny emphasis here,
will insist that present depreciation practices are sladly obsolete, in one respect.
It Is too vital to 1)0 ignored-except at our peril. The failure to recognize infila-
tion !Obviously, the dollar has lost buying power in the market for machinery
andI equipment as well as in the supermarket. The machineryy and equipment"
element of the Wholesale Price Index of early 1971 was nearly 25 percent above
that of 1961. The Producers' Durable Equipment-portion of the Gross National
Product Deflator is almost one fif th above that as late as 1963.

Historical cost as the basis for computing depreciation resultss; in treating
some of the return of capital as If it were return to capital. The tax law then
takes 48 percent of what it calls profits. These, however, are not linuttedl to the
true and real earnings of capital. The tax law (and] generally accepted account-
Ing principles) treat as Income, not merely the fruits of capital, but in fact in-
elude part of the source of earnings. (When critics of relaxation of dieprecia-
tion provisions speak of the "interest-free loan" from government to business,
they might consider the fact that no small number of irins have been, making,
not merely "interest-free loans" to the Treasury but forced contributions, of
capital. I amn, of course, well aware of other cases, e.g., real estate tax shelters;
buit they axe not now at Issue, and recapture provisions have become much
stricter.) Literally, we have for years. been sending to the Ti-eas'ury, as tax on
earnings, funds that in the basic economic sense are costs; these include dollars
which are needed to replace productive eiapacity at higher prices. As a result,
in our government spending we are to seine extent consuming capital; the spend-
ing of revenues from the tax on corporation earnings, in other words, is nlot
merely using part of the annual produce of capital.

,This res.;ult of inflation ought to be faced forthrightly; Congremslonal action
on a broader scale would be desirable. Accurate correction would be difficult.
ADR would not directly deal with the inflation aspects of tax treatmllent of de-
preciation. But there would be some better opportunity for businesses to cm-
pute costs in more realistic economic terms. Not everything desirable in adjust-
Ing for loss In the purchasing power of the dollar could, or should, come by
administrative action. But the modest change Involved here would allow a
little for the erosion of capital due to Inflation.

5. A final point constitutes a persuasive economic reason for public policy to
encourage inveistient In new machinery and equipment. An economist who gen-
erally favors the prinriple of neutrality In tax policy, one who prefers general
reliance upon free competitive markets, who requires a strong force to overcome
the presumption against .governmnental Intervention-ancI I ami such anl econlo-
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niist-iimay nvertheless consisl-eiitly favor it bias for new facilities. (This posi-
tion dloes not for consistency require junking older equipmentt) The argument
wasn, citedI in 1961-62 as one reason for the Inivestmnit Tax Credit.

Much of the fruit of technological progress is embodied in new facilities. A
si,-mifleiant fraction of the total icrease in economic achievement results froin
technological innovation. Scientific advance often gets to the consumer through
am process which involves new machinery and p~rocesses, sometimes entirely new~
types. Cost-reducig mlethodIs may require new facilities. Advances i product
qulfiity may need new productive equipment. The public wvill get benefit from
inveiffon and innovation progress more rapidly with pr1omnpt than with some-
wNhatt retarded Introduction of machinery. In such dealer utilization of the best
of technology, society can get a larger total gain fronm research and invention.

Trhe AWlt by givig produlcers gr-eater freedom i deductig deprecation costs
would thereby Improve somewhat thle a-Itra tivene.s"s oft ins"tallinig newv mac"hinery
earlier. The public w~ou~ld get tin "extra (lividetid," an ''('ternan1 benefit." This
result would consLb t of thec fruit of more topq quality facilities. more of the most
adva need p'oductive capacity, eairier' than otherwise.

The1 "useful lives" criterion tends to sacrifice flexibility nleeed to take ad-
vantage of technological progress. ADRt will aild in adjustinig to the realities of
obsoleevnce.

Respccm--tfnu1y yours,
C. LOWELL, HARMuss,
Prof essor of Ecoitorics.

MNr. FmIELDs. Third, Dr. Elliott 11. Mlorss, associate professor of ceo-
1nnucs at, Georre Washington UnJiiversity, who has talughit in the
1-arAvard Law school international. tax program aiil has -written
extensively ointernatioiitil taxanid econiomiic affalirs .

STATEMENT OF ELLIOTT R. MORSS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
GEORGE WASHINGTON UIEST

Mr11. INORSS. Mr. Chairman and members of the coinnilittee, I will
focus my remarks on tie DISC p-roposml )er se.

It is certainly true that IT.S. business in the last few years has not,
diown. itself to be prcuarly comlpetitive with foreign business.
Ifowever, Ido not beieve that, enactment of ;thle 1)TSC' lroposalI at t his
time isa proper way to address this sit uation.

First off, just in terms of what 'DISC wNould cost, I anm very dis-
turbed about the amount, of research that has been (lone on actually
what the cost of D)ISC would be and what its effect wouldl be. Just, as
an analogy I suggest to the committee think of the amount, of time
and effort that has already been pit, i on the family assistance pro-
gramn by the President and eN-en with. all of this research- that has been
done you and others have felt that there should b~e more research (lone.

I think quite unlike, the family assistancee progyrain there is at lot of
very, very easy to do0 research'on DISC that, would make this much
more aware of *what, its lbeneflts and costs would be.

As to its costs, the estimates range all the way froni $600 million
to $1.1 billion. As to its benefits, there are two sources of estimates
here in terms of benefits and terms of additional exports. The first is
based on work done by Henry Ilouthihaker, former member of tile
Council of Economic Advisers, at Harvard, which were followed by the
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staff, youir staff, iii teris of what, their implications wr.for the
.additional exports of D)ISC. The estimates that your own stall' has:
lprepa-red suggest-, that ini the first, full year of operations DISC would
only increase exports s)Iliewhiere, betw-eel $:300 anid $450 mnill ionl.

The second estimates of increase. in exports comes froin tie, rery
aund thieyare now talking in terms of $1.5 b~illion.

I hiavNe madec somne etfort, to determine how they hiave, arrived at.
these figures without much success. r1I'he only thing I (10 know is thlat
thiey are suibmiittig for testimony letters from a, num11ber of large.

7118. ns wo av bentsiyinig onl what additional exports they.
will generate if ISC comes into effect and I would questions these
letters 1)0thl inl terms of the possible, bias of the people, writing~o thiemi,
although. I am certainly not, suggesting that they are directly lyingr
Onl it, and secondly, as' to wh-Iethier these large 1U.S. firms are 611
relpreseiitativ-e of f1.8. exporters in general, (and onie of these grounds
inl the materials I would like to submit, I will make some specific
comments.

Senator B3ENNETT. At this point may I ask Mr. Morss to submit the
material hie has in) mind. I think it would be very hielpfuil to uts and
that it be included in the record.

Mr. Moitss. I would hiave had it today except for the
Senator BEN,1NELT. While I have interrupted him, Mr. Chairman,

may we invite each member of the panel to submit additional material
backing up or amplifying his testimony and that it be put in the rec-
ordi alongwiith his testiony.

Mr.1 Moiiss. Just going back to the point in terms of what I think
needs to be done to find out what the effect of DISC and other mneas-
ures to imliprove our competitive position are, first, I think we need a
much better idea, of how far away we are ait this point from being
price competitive with foreigner-s. It makes a, tremendous difference in
terms of the response of U.S. firms as to whether the amount hie must
reduce his price to get foreigners to buy his goods is a very small per-
centag e of the existing price or very large percentage. If* it is a very
small1 percentage steps such as DISCO may well lead to an increase in
our- exports. On the other hand, if we are very far from- being price
competitive, the natural response and the understandable response of
the Amnerican businessman when offered such as DISC wonuld be to
pocket the benefits hie gets from DISC and not bother to try to, it
wouldn't, make any point in terms of having reduced price. Iii fact the
small reduction in price lie may be able to accomplish as a result of
DISC isn't going to make him price competitive. Unfortunately, the
work on an industry by industry basis in terms of the amount, of anal-
ysis donie as t~o whlet hfler 11.8. bu siness is close to being price competi-
tive, is or not, shilarly has not been clone. Treasury started a study in
this a few years ago on an industry by industry basis and for reasons
I can't understand ab-andoned it.

Now, if one takes the Treasury figures of $600 million cost to $1.5
billion benefits as accurate, I personally would question that as ft
meaningful and useful tradeoff at thi prticular point in time, but as

said, I would much rather focus at this point on trying to get better
measures here.
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Now, very often in testimony before Senators and Congressmen
have raised questions concerning what is needed to put U.S. business
on an equal competitive footing with foreign firms and very often this
has been raised in terms of what sort of tax subsidies or tax credits do
we give in comparison to foreign countries? I think this is an overly
narrow question to ask in terms of trying to figure out what we need
to do to get U.S. business on equal-

Senator BENNEm1r. T1he panel was to have 10 minutes.
Mr. Mloiss. All right.
Senator BENNETT. You have had a, little mi-ore than 10 yourself-. I

suggest that we give each of the remaining members of the panel '5
minutes each, stretching it above what they m-ight have had otherwise.
*We still have one more witness held over f roni another

The ChAIRTNAN. Why don't we let them have, 7 minutes each?
Senator BE N NEITT. 0OK.
rfl.at is a goodl legislativ-e comprom-ise.
A1r. Moulss. Let, mle apologizel for runn11ing on] aindl very briefly

conclude by poiiitiig out thiat if one looks at, just. following, fonut
Professorl Iarriss, which-l is corporations are no (different, thkan inl-
tiividuals, if one accepts that, thien a relevanlt tax compl)arisonl figure
w\oldl be total taxes of p)ercentage of GNP~ for' 1)0th 11wc tiiteol
States and its foreign competitors, and as of 1967 thle figulres- suggest
that the U.S. tax buirde~n is 1 igliter thn all of tHie major inidllstrial
competitors of the United States with thle exception of Japan1. Specific
figures are, that is tax p)ercenitages of GNPl, Japan, 19.1 percent;
United States, 23.9 percent ; Caniada, 26.7 percent, Uniited Ki Iig(IoI,
30.6 ; Italy, 30.8 ; Germany, 33.5; Nethlerlands, 34.4 percent, and
France, 38.5 percent.

Senator I3ENN1'rr. Ie DrCI). Jiarriss shakding his he~ad.
Mr. TIARRISs.S. figures are certainly higher than 23 percent

now by quite a bit.
Senator BENT.Would you like to submit a list too?
M11. I-xiiUPSS. I am sure we cani get the, U.S. figur-e.

(COLIB~IA UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF EcoNo-MIcs,
Newi York, N.Y1., October 20, 1971.

lHon. RUSSELL LONG,
Comminittee on Finanfce, UT.K. Senate.

l)EAR SENATOR LO)NG: At the hearing 'Monday I agreed to submit data on taxes
in relation to GNP for the United 'Stales and -ertain other countriese. The on-
closed table from Tax Foundation's FACTS AND FIGIJRES1 ON GOVIRNAIEINT
LFINANCE, 1971, shows data for 1968. Inquiry at the United Nation, which is
the soi~rce of the data, for. other countries, reveals that later data are not yet
available.

At the present time I would Judige the figure for the United States to be nearer
31 percent (including, as I believe is necessary, Social Security taxes) . iersoii-
ally, I believe that conlparisons of taxes with GNP are less generally usefull
than comparisons with Net Natio0nal1 Product or National Income. But tile
issues iInvolve(l are compllex and need not be presented here. The clear fact is
t hat our total taxes are very much higher than those indlicatedl in tihe figure's
given by Dr. Morss; lie wvas, I believe, giving an amount closer to Federal taxes
alone-lbut we all pay state and local taxes as well, and they are higher here
in relation to the total than in many other countries.

Please believe me to lbe
Very truly yours,

C. Lowru.L IlAnnISS, Pro feS8or' of Eeonovi ics.
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SECTION 1-19. TAX REVENUES IN RELATION TO GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN SELECTED COUNTRIES -1955
1960 AND 19681

[Taxes as a percentage of GNPJI

Major tax categories, 1968

Total taxes Direct taxes 3

On house- On corpo- Social Indirect
Country 2 1955 1960 1968 holds'4 rations security taxes'

Australia--------------------------- 21.9 22.9 24.4 8.9 3.9 (7) 11.6
Austria----- -------------- --------- 29.3 30.5 035.9 10.6 1.9 8.0 15.4
Belgium------------------------- --- 22.6 25.2 33.0 8.1 2.1 9.5 13.3
Canada_-----------_--- ------------ 23.7 25.0 31.2 8.8 3.9 3.4 15. 1
Chile------------------------------ 16.9 24.8 29.9 2.5 4.4 8.8 14. 3
China (Taiwan) ------------- _--------15.9 14.7 16.7 1.4 .8 (1) 14.6
Colombia ------------------------ 12.3 11.3 14.2 2.1 2.3 1.5 8.3
Denmark ---------- ----------------- 24.0 25.3 34.7 15.3 1.0 1.9 16.5
Ecuador ----------------------- ----- 15.0 15.2 8'16. 1 .7 2.9 2.9 9.7
Finland ------ ---------- ------- ---- 26.6 27.6 33.3 11.5 2.5 4.3 15.0
Fra nce.- .------------------------- 32.1 '33.8 37.0 4.7 1.8 14.5 15.9
Germany ----------- ---- 31.9 033.9 34.7 8.2 2.3 10.5 13.6
Ireland-------- ------------ ------ 21.5 21.6 28.4 5.4 2.0 2.3 18.7
Italy_------ ----------------------- 24.3 27.9 30.5 6.8 --- ------ 11. 1 12.6
Jamaica ------- --------------------- 11.9 0 14.3 ' 17.2 2.7 3.5 (7) 11.0
Japan ------------------------ ------ 1..2 18.4 19.0 3.9 4.0 3.6 7.5
Korea, Republic of------------------- 6.1 10.2 12.2 1.2 1.6 (7) 9.4
Netherlands---------------------- --- 26.2 30.1 37.8 10.4 2.8 13.4 11.2
New Zeland -- _------------------ --- 26.4 27.4 26.0 13.0 5. 1 (2)

iqorway.- - ------------------------- 29.2 32.4 38.2 12.3 1.5 9.2 1.
Philippines ------------- ---------- 9.5 9.7 11.1 1.4 1.6 (2) 8.1
Portugal ---------------------------- 15.9 16.7 19.6 1.8 3.8 3.9 10.1
South Africa ------------------------- 14.9 15.4 18.1 4.6 5.7 .3 7.5
Sweden---------------------------- 27.9 30.9 42.2 18.6 1.5 8.2 13.9
United Kingdom-------------------- - -28.5 27. 1 34.4 10.6 2.5 5.1 16.2
United States------------------------ 24.9 27.3 30.0 10.9 4.7 5.3 9.1

I Primarily calendar years; however, data for some countries are reported on] a fiscal year basis.
2 Selection of countries depends in part on availability of data.
3 Direct taxes are imposed on receivers of income, e.g. households, corporations, and private nonprofit institutions;

Indirect taxes are imposed on goods and services.
4 Excludes social security taxes. Includes non-profit institutions.
2 Includes contributions of both employers and employees.
0 Includes real estate and land taxes.
7 Social security taxes are not listed separately; they are included under direct taxes on households.

8The data are for 1967.
o Figures are iaot comparable to those of previous years.
Source: Percentage computations by Tax Foundation based on data from United Nations Nationil Accounts Statistics,

1969. From Tax Foundation, Inc., " Facts and Figures on Government Finance," 16th biennial ed, 1971.

M~r. Mloiiss. Just, One final point. 1 would strongly recommends in-
Stead of introducing, ISC at this tuile, to simplly go wvith the devalua-
tionl, find ou~t what the effect of this' would be. I estimate that 10
lpereent devaluatio) 'would bmeeit. U.S. b~usinless in terms of additional
1 )rofits to thehtune of someithiig ile $ 31bill iou,

(Additional testiniony submitted by Ar. Mforss followss)

AITi~IONALj, TESTIMONY OF EI.1.iOT It. MOJOSS

Mr. (Chairmfaan ~id '.N~in of tlt (2o~linittc'0 oil F!I2IC' I will liiiiit II113' a-
inarks to twvo subjects : The D~omestic 111t('x-laltilOil1 Sales Cor-por-ationl (Dl SC)
proposal and1( lhe (list r-ibut ion of tax breaks1( fii buslillPss mid( 111(1 ~idls1.

A. THE ~ DISC aPROPIOSALt

'I'[l( inteiational coiiij4ti 1'( position of 11.S. baasiess hafs not been I (U

lar-ly robust for 21 mnii oif years, and something 12e('(l to be (lone la boaat it. Of
tMe mally thlings' that cotlid be (1o1ne, the DI SC pi-oposal is aniong the( least- I(l-
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visalble. III saying this, I iiiii echoing the vesof most of the experts in the
field, ,Side froin those working for firms who would benefit directly from its, en-
actmnent. Among other. the opponents include the C'ongressional tax experts oin
tihe stall' (if thep J1oint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
IV1m h; time 1)J8C Propowil .slioitinot be (liicte(I

While the actual cost of DI1SC is unknown, there is unanimous agreement it
will be Veesive, It is so e3.penisive in fact, that (oiisiderably more research
should be done on its probable costs andl benefits lbef ore it is entieted.'

specifically, estimates ats to its budgetary costs range from $600 million Ii the
first year of enactment to $1.1 billion. On thle export generating side, estimates
range from $3 mililon (see thle "Conlfidential" report of the joint Commilittee
staff) to the $1.5 billion estimate b)y the UI.S. 'Treasury.

'Liherte are two sources for export estimates. The first is some econometric
work oit International price elasticities done by Ilouthakker and Magee. Using,,
these (data, the Joint Committee staff has estimated the 1)ISC proposal will
generate ontly $300 million Ii additional exports Ii the first full year of opera-
tion. rhe bases for Treasury estimates are uncertain -,It would appear that they
are based onl submissions by individual firms. I would question the accuracy of
this latter data onl two grounds:

1. Cnn firms likely to benefit be counted onl to make unbiased estimates?
2. Cimmi the firms that have made submissions be takeit s representative of all

1U.S. exporters?
Take thie IHewltt-Packard sub~miissioni as, an example. It claims, without justifi-
cation, the following:
Estimated adlditional export Resulting Percent

promotion costs (percent) Increase in Exrports
3 ---------------------------------------------------------- 0- 5
5-------------------------------------------------------------------------6-10
7---------------------------------------------------------- 11-15

10----------------------------------------------------------- 16-20
rIiis suggests that for a 10% Increase in the amount of money used to promote

exports, they could increase exports from 16-20 percent. If this Is the case, it
would seem, assuming the -firm is trying to maximize profit.%, that It would incur
the additional costs with or without DISC because such actions would increase
their overall p~rofits. Why then, is DISC needed?

InI point of fact, research is needed on the export response question. This
research should focus initially onl how close U.S. industry is to being price com-
p~etitive to foreign frills. If U.S. Industry is close to being price compIletitive, iii-
duceinents such as lICshould lead to substantial additional exports ; If, onl the
other hand, there is a wide price differential, the U.S. firmn would see no reason

*to try to expand Its exportt, and would simply pocket whatever Inducements it Is
offered to expand exports. I don't pretend to knowv what the situation is. Studies
are needed on ain idustry-by-industry basis. I would hope the Committee would
ask the Tfreasulry to provide such studies prior to further action on DISC. IIn
a ddition, further work is needed onl the quantitative limitation on the importa-

tio ofU.S godsby foreign nations. If these are subs ttlnamutotT.
,?"overnmiit indIucemaents wvill be very effective in increasing our exports.

It is often argued that the DISC proposal should be enacted in order to chini-
mnate thep tax advantages foreign firms have over UT.S-. firms. I would argue that.
this; is an overly narrow view of the matter. Government activity can affect thc
costs of exports Ii a number of ways beyond the specific inducements written
into the tax code. For example, it can be argued that the tax burden on indi-
viduals is as important to business costs as direct taxes on business. If so, the
overall tax burdens of countries (total taxes as a percent of GNP are relevant).
As Table I indicates, the U.S. has a lower overall tax burden than nearly all of
it, industrialized competition.

I it Is Interesting to compared action on DIK(! with actIon on the Family Assi-,tance
T'mogramn (PAP). More than $,10 inlion hag already b~een spent investigating the work
incentive eff-ects of PAP. hut It has been decided to devote more research to it prior to

It,; enactment. Research on the DISC proposal IA Virtually non-existent, despite Its, igh
cost.
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TABLE 1-Tax burdens of industria lizC(I Ceotfltries. 1967

Japan 1-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 9.. 1
United States ---------------------------------------------------- 23. 9
Canada ---------------------------------------------------------- 26. 7
United Kingdom--------------------------------------------------- 30.0(
Italy ------------------------------------------------------------- 30. 8
Germany --------------------------------------------------------- 33. 5
Netherlands ------------------------------------------------------ 34. 4
Prance ----------------------------------------------------------- 38. 5

But other things than taxes should be taken into consideration. Governments
differ in the ways they spend their funds. To the extent that funds are spent onl
cost-reducig ifra-structure, the costs of (loinig business in at particular country
will be lower.

Also, It should be recognized] that the United States has a set of significant ex-
port promotion scemnes of its own. For example, grants, b)oth military ain(] co-
nonic, are tied in most cases to the purchase of U.AS. goods. Foreign nations can
buy U.S. goods by borrowing at less than market interest through PL 480, the
Exlport-Import Bank, an(i our foreign military sales programs. Taken together,
these export hiroinlotioll schiemles are responsible for ait least $5 billion annually In
exports.

All this is not to say tha,-t UT.S. business (loes not work at a competitive disad-
vantage. It does suggest, however, that a far broader view (and considerably
more research) is needed before reaching such a conclusion.

It is also arguiel that DISC is needed to lput U.S. exporters, onl an equall coinl-
lietitive footig with U.S. foreign subsidiaries. I wvouki sugg,,est that the best wvay
to eliminate this "inequity" is, to eliminate the preferential tax treatment given
foreign subsidiaries. As is documented !in a paper appearing in the Pape)rs aind
Proceedings of the Amecriean Economic Association of 1970 by George Kopits, a
1U.S. Treasury economist, such aI step would lead to aI substantial caplital inflow
into thle Unitedl States, and this Av'ould, at least for the short run, improve our
ba lance of p~aymenits considerably.

If not DISC, what?
The above considerations, coupled with the obvious pl~oitical and admlinistra-

tive problems associated with enacting DISC, argue against its enactment at
thls time. What then, should he done?

We are in the process of I dollarr devaluation. I feel this is the vehicle we should
rely upon01 to bring U.S. industry black into competition with other nations. Unlike
the hostile views towards DISC, foreign nations wholeheartedly support a U.S.
dollar devaluation. Further, a devaluation involves none of the administrative
coil]exi ties of DISC. To give sonic idea of the quantitative importance of deval-
uiation, consider the follow-lng: if there were at 10% dollar devaluation, and if
U.S. businessmen increasedI their dollar prices to foreigners to compensate exactly
for this devaluation, I estimate that- the resulting increase inl lefore-tax profits
to IU.S. exporters wold come close to $3 billion.

In short, I oppose enactment of DISC at this time. Insufflcient research to
justify its enlactienit has ))eei (lone to late. I favor (levalutatimi as., the vehicle
to l.'ring US.firms lack into 0 omiphtitili in~ternlatIionailly. Anld since wve arc in
the process of a devaluation, let's at least hold off enactment of DISC until
we ca n see what tile results (if tile (levaluia tion will be.

1. 1iAx BiIAK5 FORl BUsiNESS ANT) INDIVIDUALS

A lot has been made of the extent to which business and individuals share
in the tax reductions Leillg offered Ily tile Administration. To mie, tis is a red
hlerrinlg issue. Wilo initially gets tile tax breaks is not important. What is or.
primary importance is getting us back to full employment without starting
another inflationary spiral. My own feeling i., that a substantially larger stim-
uilus than the Administration is currently offering could be tolerated without
risking a new inflationary sp~iral. This is because tile current inflation stems
not froin supply-(lenland imbalances in our domestic economy, but fromt tile
expectation that the current inflation will continue. These expectations", call lie
changed if the Administration continues to control wage and price increases
for the next six months. And it will take considerably more thanl six nioltis,
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for the velonmy, 01ven with a Substantially larger fiscal s0tim0l1:, to get the
unemployment level down low enough to start worrying about ai nw inflaition-
ary spiral starting as a result of excessive (demnd condition".

I want to make onie further point before (closing. I am concerned about piro-
plsl to expand the perwSomil1 exempltioni level at a time When the nation is
concerned a bout population pressures. Expanding thle exemphtion level mankes it
cheaper to have children, aind while I would not urge a r'eduictioni in the eXeipl-
tion level, I canl hardly see any reason for icreasig it. Rather, I would favor
offi- ilag a double L'eemptionl for adlopted (ihildlIl.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD A. MUSGRAVE, PROFESSOR, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

Mr. FiIELIj)s. M~r. Chairman, we, will try to get I1)r. Xforss and P1ro-
fessor IlTarriss to conlcent rate oin the. quest ions that you have just
raised and, if possible, to deineate, whiat the differences between
thlei ma-,y be hr a tstatem-ient for tlie record.

Our fourth witness is Prof. Richardl Miisgrave, of I-arvard lUni-
yersity. Ie is the author of the "Theor-y of Pu'blic Finance and Fiscal
syst ems."

.Ar. MUS-TGRAVj,. Mry. Chairman, I have at somewNhat. longer state-
nllent whiich I would l ike, to submit for the record.

I wvas also asked by my colleague, Professor Surrey, to submit a
statem-ent of hisias part of this.

I would like very briefly to comment on three aspects
bearing11( Onl how the tax bill now being considered fits into the
administration's general new economic policy.

The first point bears onl the expansionary effect of these measures
I by matching tax with expenditure cuts, the expansionary effect of

the former will be largely. wiped out, and remaining net effect will
be insufficient. The proposition that expendliture reduction is neces-
sary to avoid inflationary oifects whereas tax reduction evidently w ill
not have, this consequence I believe is fallacious. Any net expansion
in demand which, of course, would be needed on employment policy
would accent the inflationary problem and that would be the case,
whether it results from tax deduction or expenditure increase.

From at priority point of view I think that, the proposed tax re-
duction is unfortunate. I would much rather have seen a speed -up
of thie welfare program and increased benefit p)aymnents.

Second, I agree with Professor IlTarriss that it doesn't, make too
luch sense to compare taxes on business with taxes on people, but
I do think it maitkes sense to compare taxes on profits with profits
on wages and this aspect, seems to me to be especially relevant in the
present situation where our main problem will be that of decision as
well ais incomes policy.

I believe that such ain income policy require effective wage conl-
trols but that effective wage control will not be possible without an
equally effective constraint on profits.

I feel that the heavy emphasis on profits, tax relief in the present
bill from that point of view is quite untimely, that it would have
been helpful instead, that the tax legislation would have contributed
by combining the investment credit on the one side with more ef-
fective taxation of profit income on the other, such ais tightened
capital gains taxationi.

V
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I also believe thiat in the future consideratioui of exmess profits
tax cannot be entirely ruled out. I differ iii this with my frien-d
Atley, but I (d0 think i the bujg run the problems of getting an ac-
ceptable comes policy is gon prove indeed a ivery difficult
One.

Finally, the Domestic International Sales Corporation pi'oj)osal,
1 believe, contradicts the spirit if not the law- of GATT'. It invites
retaliation, creates ill will and opens nlew loopholes in the tax strie-
tures. Similar objections apply to it by IT.S. prove ision Of thle in'x g-
mient credit.

I agroe with with Professor Mforse that for the very least wve should
wait until we can see what adjustinent can be secured throtivrh ex-
change rate adjustments, so no action on DISC should be taKeni at
this point.

I also feel that if tax action is to be taken to -deal with the ex-
change ipr!blein primarily consideration should be given to limitig or
perhaps doing away withi the tax deferral on foreign source income.
I believe that this in its effect. on capital outflow aud in the re-
sultig enormous increase of sales of Americatn subsidiaries abroad
which are about three times our manufacturing exports, that this
has been a worsening factor in thli, bafaniic-ofjpIaymni-ents picture.

Thank you.
(Mr. Musgrave's and P~rofessor Surrey's prepared statement with

attachment follows. I-lea ring continues oni p. 738.)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF It. A. MUJSGRAVE, PROFESSOR OF P'OLITICAL ECONOM.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY

My comments are directed at certain broader issues bearing on the role of this
legislation in the Administration's newy economic l)oliey, especially its second
phalsCe.

EXPANSIONARY EFFECTS AN) SOCIAL PRIORITIES

The fiscal strategy proposed in thle President's new economic p~olicy coiililiies
tax reduction with expenditure cutbacks, calling for an expenditure cut In the
current fiscal year of from $4.03 to $6 billion. The Report o'L the Ways and Means
Commiittee concurs and holds that "strict exilenfliture ('ontrol is anl essential
part of the program to check inflation and your committee believes that it is
essential that these exilendliture reductions be achieved". What are the imidica-
tions of tils (dual approach for both stabilization and social policy?

As a matter of stabilization policy, thle 'two adojustiments move in opposite di-
rections. Expenditure cuts are rest rictive, while tax cuts are 'xpansiona ry. What
matters, therefore, is the not effect. or change in dlemandl which results if bo0th
adjustnents are considered. WithI tax reduction amounting to about $ ,7 billion
for fiscal 1972 aind ain exipendliture decrease of S5 bI lon, we would 'be left with
a net exilaniolni ry effect ((inc to the changess callm~ for under the new policy)
of about .$2 or $3 billion, anl amount which seems of negligi;ble implortance iii a
trillion plus economy. Inl other words. if we take the Administration and( the
Conimittce literally, there will be little if anly a'Idditiollal net eXpanlsionary ef-
fcct from the fiscal sidle. Exp~ansion will1 have to he fed mainly froml anl increase
in net exports, and here the target is; set so high as to involve at begger-t-hy-
neighbor policy which is hlardly complatile with good trade relations. I Am told
thiat neither the Administ ration nor1 Congress takes time prospective expenditure
cuts seriously, so that there may he a sub~stanltial ne't expansionaryN effect afteri
all. I hope I have been informed correctly, but even so, you will forgive mmy imot-
lug thme flaw in thie argument as presented to us, all inconsistency which cani
hardly escape any beginning student of economics.

I would similarly (call your attention to the implicationm thlat lllli( exhleli-
tures must b~e reduced because thei' are infla tiomary. AvlIale the increase i 111-i-



vilte out iuys (ltie to tax reditctionl i, not. Thlis is ali (TI0I10_011, p)ositioni. ro'( 1)0 stre,
,Ii ici'0l15 ili privaIte (lilital formation will he less inflationary !in the longer
rim than would an increase hli public or prlivaite consumption outlays. But this
is a long-ruti difference only and not of major Impiortanice with the horizon now
(oldv~lredl. The truth of the mailtter is that higher expenditures are needed to
return uts to higher eijoy'iuenit and1( that such aii increase in expenditures wvill
aggrav'ate the inflation Iprobleml, whether they 1)e public or private. There is,, no
('1150 therefore for the li-opositioll that. pl))ic expjendlitulres tire Ifla~tionaiiry,

The p~rop~osedl stubstil utioii of private for lpul)Iic exl)enlditures makes a dif-
ferenice, however, once considerationss of social policy are Introduced. The (Iues-
tion then is what public expenditures are being Post~mnedl andl what private
exlpenditurex are b0leing icrease1. Instead of po stpin g welfare reform, or
acquiescing In such lpostp~onemient, I would have urged acceleration of thme pro-
grai. ('onuildied wvithi an monro so jn minimum lbeneli't levels. I would have givehi
this priority over profit tax reduction. -Moreover, I would have preferred this
(een to the l)1oposeol increase Inl time lowv incOmle allowanlep. I (10 not followv the
logic of pushing the floor of Income tax liability upl to the poverty line, wIdle
leaving that of 1I1001m1 niaiiitemianee laiieIs~l nearly 50 11Cr cent below It.

Nor is this only at short-rm problem. Over the luast years, we pursued at policy
of periodic tax reduction, enacted against a background of rising social needs.
As It now stands, there will be little or no fiscal dividend emerging by the mid-
s-eveiities, yet substa 11til]ly exp~and~ed lprogroins wvill be needled if we are to come
to teris, with the problems, around uts, Including provision of the necessary
support to state and local finances. Thus, I have sewriouis doubts about the wvitsdom
of the entire approach. I find the fiscal proposals mutch the weakest link Ii the
Adlininstratlon's three-pronged program. The revised version in the Hose bill Is
somewhat better, bunt not good enough.

RELATION TO PHASE 11

Trhe preceding considerations lead me to prefer speeding up1 of tax reductions
already provided for to the granting of additional reductions. The former will
be helpful In the short run without diminishing our future tax base. I therefore
support the speed-up provisions contained In the Administration proposal and
the House bill. However, both measures provide for substantial additional redutc-
tions. Ini the House bill these amount to over $10 billion (fiscal 1973), including
$1 billion for the further Increase In the minimum standard deduction to $1,300,
$3.9 billion for the 7 per cent Investment credit, $2.5 billion for the acceleration
of depreciation,' $2.5 billion for reduction Ii automobile excises, and $200 mul-
lon for the DISC proposal.

There has been a good deal of debate over how the relief Is divided between
"Individuals" and "business". This Is a misleading distinction. In the end, all
taxes must fall onl individual, whether they are collected from business or house-
holds In the first Instance. What matters is whether the tax cuts benefit high or
low-income groups, and whether they oceure to p~rofit., or to wage Income. My
concern here is mainly with the latter distinctioni, since it is of particular !iii-
portance to Phase 11.

Thus, two thirds of the proposed] reductions will go to benefit profit income
with only one third going to wvage earners. While it is only fair to mention that
this reverses the pattern of the 1969 Act when reductions were largely Ii the
Individual Income tax, I doubt the wisdom of providing such extensive profits
tax relief at the very time when we are to undertake the design of an Incomes
policy.

I begin with the premise that labor cannot (and should not) be expected to
accept effective wage controls without the assurance that an equally equitable
treatment will be given to profits. The question is how this can be done. Holding
down prices, of course , will help, but no one contemplates general price controls,
so that this constraint will be far from perfect. Control over dividends, which

1 The figure of $2.5 billion Is obtained by reducing the estimated revenue cost of the
initial Treasury action of $4 billion by the estimated tax saving (due to the elimination
of the first year convention provision) of $1.5 billion.. The Ways and Means Committee
report only cites the latter saving without counting the cost of the former. Since the
Treasury ruling was of dubious legality and Is now being legalized by the Comimittee
action, It would sein iprudlent to l ook at the not revenuet implications of both nmeasures.
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has been mentioned as anl alternative, is no substitute. Indeed, I find it (lisinge-
neous to see them advertised as a substitute. Postponedl dividends are reflected
Ii capital gains (which, incidently, are given preferential tax treatment) and
become available for later distribution, whereas postp)oned wages are lost forever.
Thlie restraint on (dividend (distribution therefore is no substitute for profit con-
trol ;nor does it (10 much Ii checking immediate inflation pressures, Since it
tends to involve substitution of one for another type of expenditures. Tile dif-
ficulty is not removed] by nothing that the current levels of profits is low and that
profits should rise Ii the cyclical upswing. Such will and should be tile case,
but the question is whether excessive gains may not develop Ii tile p~rocess.

One possible approach of (dealing wi 1th1 the problem is anl excess profits tax.
Tis possibility has been ruled out of court-I believe somewhat rashly so-
by my friends Heller andl Ackley. Wilie I am aware that such a tax is (iflicult
to imp~lemnent, especially if -applied for a lengthy period. I amii not confident that
anl effective alternative canl be developed. Let us hope that it can. In the iliein-
time there remains the more limited question whether this is the day to unltax
profits. 'Would It not make more sense to tighten tile tax treatment of profits,
especially of capital gains, as a contribution to tile basic issue of equity which
must be faced Ii the design of an incomes policy? Given such a measure, tile
proposed investment credit could be retained but be seen as part of a more
balanced picture.

Turning to more specific aspects of the lprolposeo legislation, I would suggest
the following considerations:

(1) 1 believe that the original Administration proposal for anl initial Invest-
ment credit rate of 10 per cent, to be lreduced to 5 per ct.Ini 1fi73, is; preferable
to tile flat 7 pe~r cent rate provided Ii the House bil1l. I take this view because
the immediate effect of the former oil the level of capital expenditures will1 be
substantially greater, and also because I favor use of the credit as a flexible
device which canl be adjusted to changing economic needs.

(2) To the extent- that investment Is, to be encouraged, tile credit approach
is preferable to tile acceleration of diepreciation. I thus prefer thle truncated
ADR provision of the House bill to the Treasury ruling, but would rather see
this ruling suspended altogether.

(3) I am not enthiusiastic about the proposed repeal of the automobile excises.
Onl the whole, automotive services are under-rather than overtaxed, if the social
costs of crowding and pollution are included Ii the p~icture. Among selective ex-
cises the aultonmotive tax is,. thus one of the superior taxes. I sh11ould like to see
it retainedl i the tax structure. If a permanent reduction Ii excise taxes Is to
be made, I would prefer elimination of the tax onl telephone services. As an
alternative I favor a recent proposal to limit the reduction oil automobile excises
to one year.

RELATION TO FOREIGN BALANCE

Tile introduction of the Administration's,, new economic policy was triggered
by our deteriorating balance of payments. and its success will be mleasured to a
large degree by improvement therein. The most important tie-in wvith the tax
bill Is Ii tile 1DISC proposal, advanced earlier by the Adinistration and Ii-
cluded with some limitations in the House bill. Another is, the limitation of the
investment tax credit to (domestically produced equipment.

I believe that these provisions are undesirable onl two grounds. For one thing,
they contribute to the rather unfortunate-"it's all your problem aniyhowN-"-
stance which UJ.S. policy has taken. Tile DISC plan is hardly acceptable under
GATT rules amid undoubtedly will lead to extended controversy and eventual
retaliation. An outright export subsidy or continued Import surcharge would be
simply and more above board. The "buy U.S." limitation of the investment
credit similarly Is the kind of hidden subsidy which is Obnoxious to liberalized
foreign trade and which is sure to contribute greatly to international Ill wvill.
It reflects precisely the kind of policy' to which the UT.S. has objected in foreign
countries. Now that exchange rates are to lbe realigned, it wvill K- mnuch better
to rely on this general inechanismn, even though the latter might have been uise-
ful under the 01(1 setting. Ii any case, we should postpone action until the
exchange rate has been adjusted.

There is further reason, quit apart from these e (onsideratlons u-by DISC,
-should 1)0 rejected. At a time when we hope to make some progress Ii the
elimlination Of tax preferences and loopholes, a new potential source of tax
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avoidance is being opened. The exempt ion of export Iprofits from tax, which is
the essence of the DISC proposal, may purchlase some additional exports', but
this will be done at a cost not only !in revenue but also (and this worries mie
more) in terms of heavy loss of tax equity. WVile the scope of thle DI1SC has
fortunately been reduced !in thle House bill (by limiting it largely to hincemental
exportt,) its equity imiplications remain substantial and new cornplexitics will
be added to the law.

There is, however, another area of the tax law ili which action may well he
aplpropriate. This is redluctionl or eliination of the (deferral of U.,S. tax liability
Onl foreigil investment income until repatriation. fin my Judgment, U.S. capital
export lhas been one of the major fat t's !in generating the balance of paty'nemmts
crisis which has now conlie to at hiead. 1'.,S. lonig-termi foreign investment Ii 1970
reached a record annual rate of (.2 billion, most of which goes to highly deC-
velopvd countries. Such outflow appears ais at debit onl thle balance of payments
account, no less than Imports. This outflowv, to lbe sure, Is 110W more thanl matched
by the repatriation of profits onl past outflows, but it) last year's picture, time
Nvorsenilng of the crisis could have lieenl improved greatly if the boom inl outflow
had been restrained. Ini any ease, tils is, only at small. part of the picture. Quite
likely. the massive growth of forelin production lby U.S. subsidiaries has cut
heavily Into U.S. exports and has thus beeni a major factor Ii worsening thle
balance of payments picture. Thus, sales by foreign manufacturing affiliates
were $59.7 billion !in 1968, as against exports of manufactured goods of only $20
billion. Tils development bIas been cllcouraiged and continues to be supported
lby the present deferral provision. If tax action is to be taken to Support our
balance of piaynments position, reduction or removal of tile deferral provision
rathe(-r than DfSC should be given priority.

Indeed, such a policy would be desirable quite apart from balanlce of payments
considerations. Ini 1970, total expenditures onl plalnt and equipment made abroad
my tile affiliates of U..corporations4 amounted to $13 Willol, ats much as 20
iper cent of corporate lolnestie investment. If increased domestic investment
is so urgently needed (as indicated by the compounding of accelerated de-
lprecintion and investment credit) , somei redirect ion of tis flow should he w0~-
Come. All tis seemsl evident enough, liut it hats received little attention inl tile
discussion. Indeed, tile Secrtry of tile Treasury 11as argued that a1 $13 billion
export surplus will be needed, Ini part to pay for this Investment outflowv, a suir-
plus which would tend to gemlerate serious difficulties among our trading
partners.

Ini all, I am pleased to apjinaud tile Presidenit's program as far aIs incomes
policy -and exchange rate adjustments are conceerned, but I find little to praise
onl tile fiscal sidle. Not enough is being done, and much of what Is being proposed
is of the wrong kind._____

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STANLEY 'S. SURuY, PROFE SSOR OF LAW, HARVARD LAWV
SCHOOL: DISO PROPOSAIJ-EITHEni TREASURY ]FurL EXEMPTION ORt HOUSE IN-
CREMENTAL, ExEMPTION~ IS UN DESIRABLE

SUM MARY

The Treasury Department version of tile DISC proposal means virtual exemp-
tion from tile income tax for tile export trade of t'he United States. The House
version of the proposal, !in H.11. 10947. provides such exemption for exports Ii
excess of 75 percent of tile average export sales for tile period 1968-1970-the
so-called incremental version.

Either version is clearly undesirable. The full exemption provides a costly
annual windfall apiproaching $1 billion a year to exporters, principally our
largest corporations, out of all rational proportion to whatever problematical
increase in our export trade may result. The Incremental version reduces tile
revenue loss by substituting great compllexity, again out of all rational propor-
tion to the problematical benefits for tile IUited States,,. The undesirability of
eielher approach sharply illustrates that the DISC idea Itself is basically wrong.

The only rational approach is to reject the DISC proposal. The question of
Government assistance to our export trade should then be reassessed after we
know the outcome of the international monetary and trade developments nowv
underwvay. Only after the new pattern of foreign exchange rate relationships is
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ill Operation and the trade restrictions of the various countries, including our
1001 import surcharge, altered canl we be in a position to assess realistically the
nteedis of our export trade Only then can we determine what further govern-
mental steps, is any, are required.

1. UNDESIRABILITY OF TREASURY DISC PROPOSALj-PULL INCOME TAX EXEMPTION FRo
EXPORTERS

The Treasury DISC proposal was launched in 1970 ats a gimmick to increase
our experts. It came at a time when the Administration was nibbling ait the edges
of our trade problem, and represented a Government handout of a billion dollars
a. ye-ar to exporters, inl the hope this would induce them to Increase their export
activity. In 1971, under the New Economic Policy, we aire ait last focusing onl the
crucial factor affecting our trade, that of the need for a realignment of foreign
currencies in relation to the dollar. It is this realignment, together with removal
of trade restrictions elsewhere and a resha ring of defense burdens, that is do-
signed t(, give us a needed turn-around in our balance of payments picture, with
n increase trade surplus at the center of the new picture. Yet the faded DISC
proposal, a relic of anl outmoded posture, Is still be pushed by the Treasury.

Indeed, it is ironical that under DISC the very success of our New Economic
Policy will hand over to our large exporting corporations at completely unde-
served windfall. Their exports will increase-and provide tax exempt p~rofits-
not because of any efforts onl their part but simply because the dollar will be
devalued relative to other currencies. This windfall exists under either version
of DISC, full exemption or Incremental exemption, sincee such devaluation is a
guarantor of intcreased exports. 'We must not forget that the devaluation means a
price to be paid by some Anmericans. Those parts of our economy that depend onl
Imports, and those consumers of imports or products with import components,
must pay lIn higher costs the price for the increase in exports. It Is their higher
costs and consequent burdens that are being traded against the larger profits for
our exporters -andi the benefits for those associated with export commodities.
These readjustments mnay be appropriate in the national Interest. But it Is not
!in the national interest to accompany this t~rade-off with additional automatic
tax exemption for the larger profits virtually being handed over to our exporters

The tip-off that the DISC proposal Is simply wrong and ill-adlvised is seen in
the refusal of the President's Commission on International Trade and Invest-
nNi--nt Policy to recommend DISC in Its recent report. That Commissionwa
ch,,rged with providing principles to guide U.S. trade policy in the nineteen-
seventies. The Treasury came before that Commission and urged that it support
DISC. Yet the Commission refused to do so. saying Instead:

"However, wve have reviewed the DISC (Domestic International Sales Corpora-
tion) proposal, Wich would permit deferral of UJ.S. income tax onl expdirt sales
irofts, and we were unable to reach a consensus on it" (121-122)

This refusal to support DISC is all the more meaningful inl view of the fact
that the President's Task Force onl Business Taxation had endorsed the proposals
inl 1970, though Indleed Its endorsement wias lukewarm and accompanied b~y the
statement that- it did not anticipate adoption of DISC would dIramnatically improve
out- balance of trade. With this tep~id endorsement. followed by a refusal of the
Presidential Comnmission !in 1971 to endorse DISC, the basic mistake of the
Treasury Iinstill urging DISC is underlined.

I have Included as Appendix A an earlier statement criticizing the DISC
proposal for full exeiiption-a proposal the Treasury is still urging. Those
remarks are still relevant. Indeced, evenl In the Senate and even after Its errors
have beemn pointed out, fihe Treasury persists !in presenting a distorted descrip-
tion oi! the proposal to hide its defects. Thus. 'Secretary Conally's stantemlent
before this Committee says that "the deferral of tax onl DISC income is available
only so long as the laconmc is, inl effect, used for exlport-related activities." Yet
in fact the DISC income can be used for domestic activities having nothing to
do with exports; moreover, if there is an expansion of purely domestic activities
the DISC income can be used to permit expansion of foreign manufacet during
activities so that exports mlay even be retarded.

There is also attached, as Appendix B, a more detailed statement critical of
DISC as urged by the Treasury.

One suspects that the House Ways and Mleans Committee has become highly
suspicious of DISC, as well it might. This may account for that Committee's
adopting DISC but only on an "Incremental basis." We may therefore consider
that version.
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1I. UNDESIRABILITY OF HOUSE DISC VEIIION-INCO'ME TAX EXEMPTION FOiR
EXPORTERS ON AN INCREMENTAL BASIS

The House version places DISC onl anl Incremental basis, by granting DISC
benefits to exports Ini excess of 75 percent of the average of export sales for the
particular company Ii the period 1968-1970. Even within the logic of an lucre-
inental apIproach, the House version has its defects:

There is no reason to use only 759% of the base period export sales ats the
base and thu-s allow wvindfall exemption for the remaining 25%y of exports;

The base period should not remain static but should constantly move forward;
otherwise windfall exemption is granted for the growth in exports that normally
occurs as our economy and those of other nations expand.

Moreover, as pointed out earlier, even on anl incremental basis the Inevitable
jump in our export trade that wvill follow on a realignment of world currencies-
for that is the whole point for the U.S. ill the real ignmen t-vi11 automatically
orlug wvindf all tax exemption to exports under the House Bill.

While the I-louse incremental approach obviously lessens the windfall char-
acter of the Treasury DISC proposal, since the 75% base does not get tax exeip-
tion, that approach has its owvn set of problems. The incremental approach is
compliex, creates Inequities as between different classes of business depending
oil their histories inl the 1968-1970 base period ; will disrupt normal trade ehan-
nteis as taxpayers seek to divert their exports into new organizations so as to
create the artificial existence of a low or zero base period. Thus, suppose. a
manufacturer Is exporting thn an Independent merchant export corporation
whose sole function is to handle the exports of various manufacturers. Such at
corporation, when structured as a DISC, wili have base period sales. But if the
manufacturer ceases to use the merchant e3xport corporation and instead creates
his own DISC for his exports,, that DISC will have a zero base period. Hence all
its exports will be exempt , even though there has been no change Ii the volume
of ex ports by the mla nuf actutrer.

This i-s not. to say an Incremental approach is wrong compared to the full
exemption approach of the Treasury. Indeed, given the Ill-advised nature of the
Treasury DISC p~rop~osal, anl incremental approach, improved as suggested earlier,
Js obviously necessary to keep down the windfall revenue losses. But this also Is
not to say that anl incremental DISC 'version Is a worthy and useful addition to
our tax system. Indeed, the contrary Is true. The incremental version wvill add
complexity to the tax law, cause dislocation and confusion In the structuring of
our export trade, and Involve our lawyers, accountants and corporate execu-
tives Ii a wasteful drain of time and effort. Yet all of this merely underscores
the fact that the effort to grant Income tax exemption to our exporters should
never have be',;- ;farted,

III. Blct4PF 1 I.T, D181) !'ticPO5'0AS-ANI) AWAIT T HE ]WOWILT OF cTulalaNT INTFAINATI'ONAT,
MONETARY nIUVELOPME\NTS AND I) ErATED ('HA NGES

Slulporficially. it masy seeni the Congress has only a choice between two uinsat-
isfactory courses. Tr~e Hlouse, wary of the large wvindfall element Ii the Treasury

184S' proposal of full exemption, chios,-e to reffluce that element by placing I)S
oit a partially incremental basis. The Treasury says, however, that the icre-
meontal basis will frustrate the purpose,; It had Ii inin( l i proposing DISC,. Along
with other, the Treasury also points to the complexit ies qind inequities of an
incremiental approach.

If a choice had to be made, Congress should choose the incremnental approach,
and .strengthen the House bill. But Congress need not consider itself limited only
to the painful task of choosing between twvo unattractive alternatives, each with
its owvn set of problems and defects. Indeed, the very painfulness of the choice
is, an indication that DISC itself-incomie tax exenption for exportcrs-should
not lbe a part of our tax law and never should have been l)1opoged to the Con-
greps. It is anl indication that if our exporters do needl governmental assistance.
the use of income tax exemption, strewn Onl the one side with Windfalls and Oil
the other with complexities and inequities, Is not the route to be chosen. This is
especially so when there is no showing at all that following either approach will
really help our export trade. The Treasury claims the incremental approach
will not (10 so. and it has not presented any study, data or analysis to show
just how the full exemption approach is to bring about a real improvement, let
alone anl improvement commensurate with anl annual revenue loss of a billion
dolla rs.
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Given the unsatisfactory results either with full exemption or an Incremental
approach, there is a further reason not to be forced to a choice at this time.
The preferable course, instead, is to place the DISC proposals aside and await
the outcome of International developments now underway. The United States
has set in motion forces that will greatly alter the present currency relationships
aILd thle future International monetary sy~stemn. These forces will also bring about
a dismantling of some of the existing trade restrictions in other countries. The
final shape of these changes and their effect on our trade cannot yet lie fully
seen. But clearly we and the rest of the world know already that thle end result
Is bound to be a real Improvement inI time United States trade position. Thifs
being so, in the light of the unsatisfactory nature of the DISC proposals, it is
advisable to await the outcome of these international developments to see what
further steps, if any, are needed to assist our exporters. Only then will we he
In a. position to assess the future of our trade position under these new world-
wide changes and to weigh the new position of our exporters.

It would therefore lbe folly to lock ourselves into a permanent DISC at this
time, whether it be the Treasury full exemption or the House incremental all)-
liroach. There is no need for such a permanent commitment lietwveen unwise
alternatives. Far greater forces are InI motion that will imnprove our trade, and
it would lie wise policy to await their outcome.

[F rom time Congressional Record]

DISC: A BILLION-DOLLARt TAx LooPIToLE IDDEN IN NEwV ECONO'MIc PoIcY

(By Stanley S. Surrey)

The President's speeches onl the New Economic P~olicy do not mention thle
"DISC" proposal, and so it receives almost no notice In the daily press discussions.

The silence cloaks the efforts of the Treasury D)epartment once again to slifle
the DISC0 proposal into the tax lawv. Last year the attempt wvas made as part of
the Trade 1Bi11, when the fierce legislative battle waged over Import restrictions
permitted the DISC proposal to pass through the Hlouse, almost unnoticed and
unseen and certainly not understood. Fortunately, the Senate Finance Committee
then viewed the proposal with suspicion and It died at time end of the session.

There Is good reason to keep the DISC proposal out of the spotlight,. The pro-
posal opens uip a bill ion-dollar loophole In the income tax, through permitting
U.S. exporters-especi ally our largest corporations-to escape that tax.

It would be a cruel irony to have the first significant technical Income tax
legislation to pass the Congress after thle 1969 Tax Reform Act--the ]Kind of
legislation that only technicians and experts can follow-open up one of the
largest tax escapes ever legislated by the Congress. Yet we find the Treasury
Department being the moving force behind this attempt.

A DISC-Domnestic International Sales Corpora tion-woul d be a new type of
corporation conjuredl forth by this change in the tax law designed to "defer"
the Income tax onl the "export profits" received by a domestic corporation en-
gagedl solely in the export trade. Tphe (quotationl marks are used] because the words
they enclose turn out, as Is so often the case in tax legislation, to have a sig-
nificance far beyond their normal usage.

American businesses manufacturing goods that are sold abroad wvouldl be
expected to organize DISC's-which need be only paper subsidiaries-through
which. their present exports would lie channeled. The Profits of a DISC from its
export sales would not he subjected to income tax if the p~rofits are used] In
export activities of the DISC or loaned to the parent-mianufacturer corporation
for "export-related activities"-again the significant quotation marks. This is
the way the Treasury describes the proposal.

But under the terms of time actual legislation, it turns out that "deferral"
would in practice become exemption ; that "export profits" would very often
include manufacturing profits; that "export-related activities" of thle parent-
manufacturer become activities having nothing to do with exports, extending
even to investment for manufacture abroad; and that the references in title
and description to "domestic" export subsidiaries cloak in practice and induce-
ment to form foreign subsidiaries amid, moreover, to form them in tax-haven
countries, thus bringing back a pattern of abuse against which Congress
legislated in 1962.
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These are aspects that the Treasury does not talk about when it urges the
proposal. For example:

1-The Treasury .stresses in urging D)ISC that only a (deferral of tax is lin-
volved, in terms that imply deferral is really not niuch-the tax is not paid now
but must be paid a, bit later onl. Indeed, "'deferral" for most Congressmen is a
Nvord that lulls, then into believing very little is being given away. But the
rea.(sulry andl corporate controllers knowv better. Thus, at high Treasuiry ofiichdl,

in talking recently to at professional group onl aspects of accounting, Said
"I need1 not tell this group that tax deferral is the iie of the game. A tax

deferred one(, twvo, or several years Is slm))ly aI low(ve r amount. of tax onl those wvho
achieve such deferral-a burden that nnust be assumed by all otlier taxpayers.''

For at profitable company, thle p~resenit vluie of 15 years deferral11 -- at thle least
the period the T1reasury and business have lIn mind under 1)150; indeed the
deferral for many willl be inlelinite-A-s just about worth the amount. of the tax
Itself'. which makes kleferral the equivalent of exemption. The reason is that the
dleferredl tax-mioney that a1 company keeps over such a period(l(in effect anl
iiierest -free loan for that period) caII be put to work ea ruing add~itilonal mlonley.
III a typical case, the real Cost to a liroitable company for each $100 iii deferred
taxes would only be $18 to $20.

2--Trhe Treasury stresses that doniestic subsidiaries will be used and] that
this is, helpful to uli1sOphistielit((l husinlesses. uthli tax expert s whlo Studly the
technical (details know that the itria Iagremnield wvinchl gives the greatest tax Will(-
fall under the proposal is to ('onidine DISC wvit hia foreign tax haveni sub-
silla ry-a Swiss or Pananianian company. lit 1 962 the Congress rightly legis-
hatedl against tax hiavemi ahuises. Now lin l971 under the cloak of a few technical
words In the DISC proposal, thle Treasury is sweehig awvay that legislation and
directly legalizing and encouraging the widespread use of these tax havens.

3-The reasury11 .~ stresses that tile profits of a DISC, freed front taxes, will be
used to promote export activities. But thle tax experts w~ho study the technical
details know that these tax-free funds canl be used for ac-tivities that have nioth-
ing to (10 with exports. Thus, tile funds canl be used by large manufacturing
companies, wvho aire presently exporters, for purely domestic activities where
the favored comnlies are able to compete with tax-free 1)1SC money against
companies, not so favored. Thley can lie used even to build manufacturing plants
abroad-and thus reduce the export trade of the United States. The DISC0 money
is simply made available to the companies and tile Treasury wvill ask no questions
onl how it Is so used.

Tile purpose claimed for this proposed tax-favored treatment of our exporters-
exempting an entire activity from the Income tax-Is tilat It will stimulate our
export trade and thereby hlp out1 balance. of payments. But tile r-evenue loss
lin tile hbillionls occurs even If Ilot a single dollar of newv exports occurs. Moreover,
110 onle-lot even the Treasury-has offered any public documentation and seri-
ous econmric study of just howv aild to what extent and for wilat goods tis, Avrnd-
fall to exporters will Increase our exports. Onl tile conltrairy, most economist
believe just tile opposite, that the change wvill have only a slight effect on our
exports olut of all proportionl to tile revenue loss Involved. No other country, even
,among tilose most inceltive-lnllded, hlas adopted such a sweeping tax escape from
its income tax.

Whlen tile questions are asked whly is our tax system so unfair, wily are there
suchl gross escapes for soie froml tile tax burdens borne iby others, whly do we
have so much difficulty ill focusing our scarce funds on pressing needs, the DI1SC
proposal is a sharp and bitter answer.

Some corporations are of course pushing for tile legislation, as are some lawv
firms which see profits for them fil reorganizing tile business structures of their
clients to fit DISO Into tile corporation organization charts. But to tileir credit,
manly aI business concern and Its executives, as well as their tax advisers, know
tile proposal is, wrong-wrong for thenm because It m~eans a windfall received
which willl Ilot materially affect their level of exports and wrong for tile country
in terms of our national priorities. But it comes hard ]lot to offer support when
the Treasury pushes for their backing of thle proposal.

iI fact, I suspect almost everyone conlcernedl knows DISC to he a b~ad tax pro-
vision. Surely tile House Ways anld Meanls Committee wvhichl initiated tile tax
reform legislation lin 1969 should know better. One can believe that it does knowv
better-after all, a dissenting report filed last year by some committee members
explained In detail hlow the proposal was seriously wrong and had no place In
our tax system. One suspects also that tile Treasury tax experts knowv better.

68-333-71-pt. 2-22
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Nevertheless, the proposal has found a place in the New Economic Policy of the
President.

One suspects a cultural lag. Last year, pushed by Commerce. the Treasury came
up with the DISC proposal to show it was trying to "(10 something" about exports.
This year in August, however, the Treasury moved directly to get at the crux of
our trade Imbalance-the unfairness to our trade that resulted from the relation-
.ship of our dollar to foreign currencies--and is now seeking a re-alignment of
those currencies. It is also using a temporary device-the 10%y surcharge an
inllports-to emphasize the need for currency adjustments and other trade related
changes such as removal of unfair restrictive practices in other countries.

But the DISC proposal, which will not really help our exports and instead will
create at large tax escape, was left around from the earlier bluepints. It Is now
teing quietly carried along as a windfall to business, even though we have a niew
set of blueprints really designed to do the job that must be done to Improve our
trade position.

The DISC proposal should sImply be (dropped as a bad idea-a major loophole
if viewed as a tax provision ; utterly in conflict with our national priorities If
viewed as an expenditure device; ineffective and now suppllanted by meaningful,
(direct steps if viewed as a trade measure.

APPENDIX B3

SUMMARY or ARGUMiENTS AGAINST DISC PROPOSAL

I. Proposal eliminates an entire activity-exporting-from income tax.
I1. Proposal involves a revenue loss of nearly $1 billion over the next two

year-4 and close to $1 billion aninualy thereafter-almo.,t $2 billion Ii 1972-
1974.

111. This sweeping exemption of export Income, with Its resulting large revenue
loss, is taken without any presentation by the Treasury of any economic study
or data to demonstrate wNhy, where, and how this step will increase our export
trade. Indeed, the revenue loss will far exceed any possible benefits to our ex-
port 'trade.

IA'. Direct steps now undlerway to Improve the U.S. trade position, such as
the realignment of foreign currency exchange rates, are the key to trade ini-
iprovemient tand make the Proposal obsolete.

V. Propo;;al involves tax reduction for our largest corporations.
VI. While Proposal is phrased in terms, of "deferral of tax" and for "export

profts"-it become,- complete exemption and for much more than export profits,
reac-hing into manufacturing profits.

VII. Proposal provides corporations, with tax-free money for domestic use-
or foreign Investmient-having nothing to do with exports.

VIII. Proposal, 'though described. in terms of (domestic export Subsidiaries.
will in reality encourage foreign subcsidiaries and bring back tax-haven
operations.

IX. Proposal is inconsistent with our other tax rules, and does not find any
pa rallel in the tax rules of other countries.

X. Proposal is likely to cause foreign retaliation andl emulation which will
hurt our trade balance.

X.Pooal is complex, with many Surveillance problems aInd many Inroadson. Pxsirues, so that its weaknesses and further loophole p)oteial will be
fer-tile huntigground for tax avoiders.

XII. Proposal is contrary to 1969 tax reform efforts.

A"TIHE DISC PROPOSAL TO StUn59ITZE EXPORTS

The P1resident's Hconomic Policy program contains a tax Proposal, called
DISC, designed to subsidize exports through freedom from Income tax. This
meniorandun outlines arguments, why the DISC Proposal 1, undesirable.

1. PROPOSAL ELIMIINATES AN ENTIRE ACTIVITY-EXPORTING-FROM INCOME TAX

The DISC Proposal is intended to exempt as much as J)o-sible of the exp~ort
trade of the U.S. from income tax for a lengthy period, perhaps lndlefitely.
Such a major change In our tax system is contrary to the basic concept of an
income tax, has no counterpart elewhere in the world, and is a complex, costly,
and undesirable Step).
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The IProposai in effect exempts anl entire commercial activity from the U.S.
income tax. Oil its face, such a Sweeping change seems wrong in itself-' ex-
porting" is suddenly made free of tax. Such a i~tep, If taken at all, should be
taken only on the soundest of arguments, onl the basis of careful and full
documentation, on an analysis that clearly demonstrates-not just states-
that the United States will realize demonstrable benefits from -the step, and
that no alternative of direct assistance Is available and feasible. There is no
such showing here.

11. PROPOSAL INVOLVES A REVENUE LOSS OF NEARLY Y $1 BILLION OVER THlE NEXT 2
YEARS AND CLOSE TO $1 BILLION ANNUALLY THEREAFTER

The DISC Proposal is no minor tax measure. The Congressional Tax Staff
placed the annual revenue loss at close to one billion when the Proposal is fully
operative. This is the loss that will occur even if the Proposal does not stimulate
ain additional dollar of exports. It is a built-in, Inevitable revenue loss since the
Proposal prVovides a tax subsidy for existing exports and is not limited to the
export growth, if any, induced by the subsidy. Even in the first two years, 1972--
1973, the Proposal will lose a $1 billion dollars. Thus inI the three years, 1972-
1974, the Proposal involves about a $2 billion revenue loss.

The Administration is seeking to defer expenditures in important social areas
to balance tax reductions. But in the DISC Proposal It turns over nearly $2 bil1-
lion In three years to exporters-most of the money going to our largest corpo-
rations. Yet there is no case made-nor can it be inade-that such a high and ex-
pensive expenditure priority is merited by these exporters and their activities.
Nor Is there any concrete analysis or data that the revenue loss will achieve
demonstrable benefits for the United States-in marked contrast to the recog-
nlizale benefits to be achieved through expenditures to ileet our social lprol-
lems-expenditures that must now be kept back to make way for $2 billion to
exporters.

I11. PROPOSAL NOT SUPPORTED BY DATA, ANALYSIS, OR ECONOMIC STUDIES

In the public presentation of this Proposal by the Treasury, both in 1970 and
1971, and inI the Ways amid 'Means, Committee Reports of 1970 and 1971 describ-
ing it, there is no study presented, no data made available, nmo economic case
put forth to demonstrate the effect of this subsidy onl the export trade and to
demonstrate why, where and how the purpose of tiesubsidy-an increase in U.S.
exports beyond what would result in the absence of the subsidy-will be
accomplished.

The House Ways and 'Means Committee 1970 Report says the "Treasury has
estimated that overall the additional exports generated by the Proposal, when
it is fully effective, wvill increase by $11/t to $1 / billion a year oil the average"
(p. 18). Tilere is no public documentation-which others canl exaine-to supl-
p)ort this statement. There is no indication as to the goods, the areas, the activi-
ties ill which the increase will occur. There is no economic analysis of just why
and how the increase will come about, as compared wvithl hoping or asserting
it will collle about. Is it through lower prices-but since lower prices initially
reduce our export volume, how will we get anl increase in exports that not only
offsets time initial decrease in dollar volume but also provides anl affirmative
increase sufficiently large to justify the revenue loss involved? Is it through a
better "image" for exports ("It's tax free"), and hence increased activity and
thinking about exports-but will these psychological factors really move our
agricultural exports over European barriers and direct subsidies, or move many
of our consumer goods past the hurdles of competition?

Tphe prime basis for the Proposal-and the Treasury's belief that it will in-
crease exlports-sems to b,, in these words of former Secretary Kennedy, quoted
(p. 18) in the Committee Fteport:

"I believe this shift In taxation would help signal to industry that improved
export performance Is a national objective of high priority; It would help build
the consciousness and attitudes toward exports that tis country has been sorely
lacking."

The ",signal" and the "consciousness" come at a $2 billion price over three
years. Where else is Congress spending so much money onl so Intangible a
ground?~ No expenditure program-even a minor one-would be presentedl to the
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Congress or adopted by It onl the basis of such a woefully inadequate. almost
non-existent, supporting ease. Yet since this is a "tax incentive", the Treasury
presumably feels that it is permissible to spend~ $2 billion without even the suip-
p~ort that anl expenditure program of a fewv million dollars requires.

E13ven acecltillg the Treasury's guess of $11/1 billion in increased exports 'when~
the Propoisal is fully effective," we call ask: What kind of a deal is this ?-the
Government wvill be spending, onl the Congressional Tax Staff figures. at least
over $3 billion to achieve this increase of a little over $1 billions. Indeed, the
Treasury may be spending more since the Treasuiry really dloesn't say juist
when the increase is to be achieved. Former Secretary Kennedy, when hie first
p~resentedl the Proposal, said its effect shouldd be to generate orer time a level
of exports a billion dollars or more greater than might otherwise develop" (italic
added). (The House 1970 Cominitee Rleport, using the phr-ase 6wvhcn it is fully
effective", is no more definite, for it merely says that the increase iii exports
will occur when the Proposal has exercisedl its effect in stimulating exports--iut
whell is this).

We must remember that as against this problematical (shiotld generate, not
wvill generate) indefinite export increase, the U.S. Will be losing $2 billion (under
the Congressional Tax Staff figures) the next two years and thereafter close
to $1 billion or more annually in revenue--these revenue losses are anl actlial,
not p~roblemnatical matter. Ho many annual lo5s(s of $1 billion or more will
occur before we see the increase in exports, a11(l what will the total balance
sheet add up to of revenue loss as against exports added-the Treasury preseni-
tation is silent on this.

IV. DIRECT STEPS NOW UNI)ERWVAY TO INIPROVE THE U.S. TRADE POSITION, SUCH As

REALIGNMENT OF FOREIGN CURRENCY EXCHANGE iATES. 'MAKE THE PROPOSAL. 0BS0-
LETE

The DISC Proposal is really an Obsolete itemn left over from earlier blueprints
onl howv to improve U.S. trade. The United States is now engaged under the
President's New Economic Policy in direct steps that go to the central internai-
tional factors which have adversely affected our trade position. Gimimicks such
as DISC which hold no real promise of trade improvement should now be dis-
carded along with the other blueprints and the new direct steps pushed vig-
orously instead.

The U.S. trade position has suffered from a basic maladjustment inl the rela-
tionship of the dollar to foreign currencies. The President's New Economic Pol-
icy has recognized this central issue and involves direct steps to deal with it.
The (dollar has been cut loose from gold, forcing a realigniment of foreign cuir-
rencies and the negotiation of new parities. The temporary 10% surcharge onl
imports emphasizes the Seriousness of the competitive disadvantage forced Onl
the United States by tile previous nmaladjustment and is a catalyst to niegotia-
tion iand ultimate agreement oil new alignments. The process of revision of the
international monetary systems, of reduction in non-tariff barriers to trade, and
of sharing of defense bin: 1ens, set in motion by the President's measures, Should
have a beneficial effect onl our long-term trade position.

With these direct steps underway, the DISC Proposal becomes obsolete. Cer-
tainly we (10 not need a gimmicky tax device with no p~romlise of improving our
trade position when we are now engaged in major steps designed directly to
sweep away the crucial hlandicaps we faced under the previous international
monetary arrangemlenlts. At *a time when we are working toward rational iiew
arranigements,,a permanent tax windfall to exporters is an out of place, obsolete
carryover from a past tllat dealt in patches and gimmicks rather than thle central
issues.

V. PROPOSAL INVOLVES A TAX REDUCTION FOR OUR LARGEST CORPORATIONS

The subsidy and revenue loss will in large part go to our largest corporations
and represent a windfall to thenm. It becomes tax reduction for the 100 or so of
our largest corporations who -account for a major share of all U.S. exports-about
half of our manufacturing exports alone are made by 93 companies. Suchl a re-
duction and sucil an explenditure are Ilot in keeping with our fiscal situation or
our national priorities.
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VI. WHILE PROPOSAL IS PHRASED IN TERM,\S OF "I)EWFRRAT OF TAX" ANI FOE "E.XPOR1T
PROFIT"-IT BECO-MES COMP-LETE EXEMPTION AND FOR MUCH M\ORE, THAN EXPORtT
PROFITS, REACHING INTO MANUFACTURING PROFITS

The Proposal stresses that it will Just defeCr the tax oin export profits. But
clearly the 'Treasury does not expect a mere few years deferral, for it recognizes
that businesses Nviii not alter their operations andl organization for that. So the
Proposal must envisage a long period of deferral. Such a deferral becomes the
equivalent of exemplltioni.

Indeed, in the description which it first circulated to business groups, the
Treasury said the deferral for export profits would go for at least tenl years
andl Where exports increase- andl they (10 naturally year to year-the peCriod
would be longer. But in these days of high interest rates, a postponement of
tax-a borrowing interest-free from the Governmnent-is the equivalent of ex-
emlipion. The Treasury earlier saidl as nitel-"deferral for a substantial period
reduces significantly the Imp~act of a tax and, of course, deferral that lasts inl-
definitely call have substantially the same effect ais anl exemption from tax."
The NAM1 in Its earlier 1970 testimony has described the Proposal just that way:
"Its specific purpose is to increase exports by deferring, perhaps indcfinli tcly,
the U.S. tax onl some part of profits from exports." (Italics added)

But even indefinite deferral is not required. For a profitable company, the
p~resenit value of fifteen years deferral of tax is just about worth the amnotnt
of the tax itself-whlich mnales deferral the equivalent of exemption.

Moreover, the deferral is even extended further under the I'mrt of the Propo-
sal that on liquidation or disqualification of a D)ISC it canl spread lpaylnielit of
the tax tenl years forward into the future.

The Proposal is presented in terms of deferring tax onl "export profits." Pre-
suniably it is intended to cover the profit attributable to the sales activities
associated with exports. But its specific provisions for the determination of ex-
p~ort profits sweet) in manufacturing p~rofits as well. Under the arbitrary formulas
p~resentedl to determine export earnings nuc-in some cases all-of the manu-
facturing profits wvili be freed of tax. Indeed, it is this inroad into the manu-
facturing profits that attracts most of the Supporters.

The formulas used permit exemption for 50%1 of the difference between cost
amid sales price, or 4%l of the sales price, whichever is greater. In many vaises,,
it is likely that 4% of sales price could place the entire profit oin the sale
outside of the Income tax. For those industries with low rates of return onl
sales-agriculture for examiple-the entire profit froml manufacture to sale will
be completely exempt from tax onl goods going abroad. It Is clear that far more
thaun export earnings is being relieved of tax. Indeed, for companies selling
goods abroad, the tax onl the entire profit front manufacturing and sale will
switch from a 48%/' rate to at least no more than 2401%, and then may drop
even to zero if the profit rate oil sales is less than 4%.

Morvover, even where the profit. rate onl sales is above 8%;I so that the rule
exempting 150% of the profit comes into effect, the USe of a foreign sales sub-
sidiary tied onl to a DISC can increase that 50%1 figure to a much higher figure.
As a consequence, even here the tax rate onl the enItire Profit front manitfac-
tutring and s~aIle- will lie below 24% and somewhere between 24% and zero (See
VIII belowv).

Iii addition, the 50%l rule which allocates 50% of the overall profit to mianiu-
facturing and 50%91 to the export sales activities is Intended to produce a result
more generous to the DISC and its exempted sales activities than would occur
under the usual tax rules of pricing applicable to sales by a manufacturer to a
distributor. The result is to exempt sonie manufactrurinf profit in addition to
the profit resulting from the sales activities: the overall rate on the entire
profit front manufacturing and sale switches from 48%ll to at least no more than
24%/,, with the sale component In effect being taxed at zero and the manufac-
tulring component at less than 48%.

VII. PROPOSAL REALLY MEANS PROVIDING CORPORATIONS TAX-FREE MONEY FOR
DOMESTIC USE OR FOREIGN INVESTMENT-HAVING NOTHING TO DO WITH EXPORTS

A DISC is permitted-indeed encouraged-to lend its tax-fret income to Its
parent company to be used to buy plant and equipment, or for research. The
loan is costless to the parent. Indeed, this is the key to the Proposal. But the
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assets obtained through the loan lproceds-or the research (lone-need have
nothing to do with exports. The funds canl go entirely to domestic p~roductionI
or-,and this Is in complete negation of the whole P roposalI-en ti rely to manui-
facturing activities overseas. There is absolutely no tracing of the tax-free
income into export activities,

The Proposal permits the DISC to lend its funds at 4%l interest to the parent
manufacturer. The parent can deductt the 4%1 interest and the DISC does not
pay tax onl the 4% interest. The DISC must then distribute to the parent the
4% Interest, which is income to the parent. But the income itemn is offset by
the previous deduction of the parent, and the parent also has its 4%, Interest
payment back-so no cost is involved.

The loan can be in the proportion, of the total existing production assets; of
the parent, -that its export sales are to total sales. Hence if a parent has $20
million of facilities, and Its export sales are 201/c of total sales, $4 million can
be loaned by the DISC to the parent. But the $4 million can be used for purely
domestic purposes--or for investments overseas-that do not relate to exports.
Thllere Is no tracing required of the loan to facilities or equipment actually
used in production for export. This could go onl year after year for an estab-
lishied corporation which started with export sales. Indeed, the whole Proposal
is geared to this, since a DISC is required to reinvest Its profits and most DISCS
w'otnld soon run out of real export activities onl which to use their profits.
Hence the permission under DISC to the parent to use the export sales income
for Its production activities becomes the key to indefinite deferral (House 1970
Committee Report, p. 17)-and the absence of tracing becomes the key to use
for non-export activities.

The Proposal in effect gives financial assistance to companies wvho have
exports even though they do not use the money for export activities. The
statement in Secretary Connally's testimony -before the Senate, "the deferral of
tax on DISC income is available so long as the income is, in effect, used] for
export related activities," is .simply Inaccurate.

The requirement added in the Hlouse version that the loan to the parent
must be matched by an increase in plant, machinery, equipment, supporting
production facilities or research and experimental expenditures in the United
States does not charge the above remarks. These activities are not required to
have any relation at all to exports. Moreover, for our maiftjor corporations ordinary
domestic expansion will provide satisfaction of this requirement, and leave the
DISC funds available for foreign manufacturing if the corporation so desires.

V117. PROPOSAL, T11OUG11 DESCRIBED AS INVOLVING TILE USE OF DOMESTIC EXPORT
SUBSIDIARIES,. WILL IN REALITY 'ENCOURAGE FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES AND BRING
BACK TAx-HIAvEN OPERATIONS

The DISC Proposal is described in terms of the creation of domestic export
subsidiaries-Domestic International Sales Corporations. In many cases these
will lbc only shell corporations. At any event, the emphasis In title and descrip-
tion on the "doinestic" character of the DISC corporation does not portray the
full effect of the Proposal. The technical structure of the Proposal Is a n encourage-
mient to the use of foreign sales subsidiaries-FJSC-in addition to the DISC.
since a D)ISC plus a FISC gives more exemption than a DISC alone. More-
over, the structure encourages the use of tax-haven .,ountries in which to locate
the foreign sakcs subsidiaries. 'Much of the 1962 anti-tax haven reform legislation
IS thus discarded and tax-havens are brought back to the scene.

If a DISC buys from its parent manufacturer aind sells to to for-eign customer.
at least 50% of the overall profit is exempt. If tile mlanufacturer-'s cost forexm
lple, is 50 and the final sales price is 150, then 50 is exempt. But if the DISC creates
a foreign subsidiary-FISC-sells to it and lets it sell to the foreign customer.
the profit of tile FIS0 when declared as a dividend to DISC is fully exempt. If~
DISC sells to F150 at 100, and F150 sells to customer at 150. then the FISC
profit of 50 is exempt and also half of the DISC' profit of 50-a total of 7,5. The
addition of FISC' has raised the exempt portion from 50 to 7i-. (The precise efle'.
of course, depends on thle sale price of DISC to FISC).

The taxpayer's goal. when adding the FISC, will be to locate it ina tax-haven
country so that foreign taxes are Ilot a problem. The Proposal permits tax-ha veii
operation for a FImsc by here sweeping away the 19032 reform provisions designed
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to prevent tax-haveii abuse. Moreover, the taxpayer will want to keep thle DISC
price low onl sale to a F150 tax-haven, and thus he will b~ecomne involved inl conl-
troversies over price with the Internal Revenue Service oin a wide scale.

The Treasury presentation did not describe these aspects in detail and thle 1970
Committee Report does not consider their im-plications. As a consequence, appar-
ently their effect was not considered in the revenue loss estimates, so that those
estimates are onl the low side. Mlorever, the stimulus to use foreign subsidliaries
makes DISC more helpful to the larger corporations than to small business.

IX. TILE PROPOSAL 1S JUSTIFIED BY THE TREASURY IN THESE TERMS

(a) Export Income is Partly Foreign Source Income.
(b) Deferral of TaNx On Export Income Is Similar to Deferral of Tax onl For-

eign Manufacturing Subsidiaries.
(c) Other Countries Are Not Taxing Exports.

These justifications are not valid
(a) To say that export Income is partly foreign source income proves nothing.

The U.S. has always taxed income from foreign sources as well as doniestic
sources when the income is obtained by U.S. corporations and individuals. Royal-
ties, dividends, interest, etc., when paid by foreigners are foreign source income
in the same sense, but are taxed when received here in the U.S. by a U.S. cor.
poration. And so export sales to foreigners made by U.S. corporations are tax-
able-and always have been-though they can be called foreign source income in
the same sense.

The treaty policy of the U.S. goes to great lengths to insist that the export inl-
come of the U.S. is income to be taxed by the United States and not by other
countries. That policy therefore seeks to prevent other countries from taxing our
export trade and will permit such foreign taxation only where the U.'S. exporter
is operating through a permanent establishment in the forei gn country.

The Treasury says that the DISC "approach is consistent with the basic pillos-
ophy of the U.S. tax system" (Staftement of See. Kennedy)'. The contrary is thle
ease-it is completely Inconsistent with thle application of the income tax to
export Income ever since 1913. It is completely inconsistent with our entire treaty
policy since our first tax treaties In the nineteen-thirties.

(b) The fact that our foreign manufacturing subsidiaries are not generally
taxed by the U.S. until their income flows to the P.8.-the tax is "deferred"-
does not justify this Proposal. For the price of deferral In the case of these for-
eign manufacturing subsidiaries Is payment of foreign income taxes. Those taxes
are substantial and In many cases close to-or more than-our own income tax.
Deferral for our foreign manufacturing subsidiaries has not meant exemption
from income tax-it has meant payment of income taxes to other governments.
But the deferral of DISC means exemption from all tax-domestic and foreigni-
and in no way resembles the treatment of investment in our foreign subsidiaries.

The Treasury says that the effective foreign tax rate on all foreizgn subsidiary
operations of U.S. businesses was ahouit 38.6%/' in 1964. But the DISC "deferral"
can mean a zero tax. It is very hard to see how a zero tax is similar to-the
Treasury's words--a 38.6%l tax. Even the entire range of possible DISC tax-
from zero to 24%l (see VI above) is considerably belowv a .38.6%/ tax.'

Any deferral for our foreign mna nufacturing subsidiaries, moreover. P11(15
when the income is brought back into the U.S. as dividends,; or even whenl it is
still owned by the foreign subsidiary but is invested In IP.IS. assetsg such as

doesicfailtisof thle T.S . plaet Bult the DISC income. is already in the
U.S. Moreover, it can be invested In U.S. dlomnestic facilities or activities of tile
U.S. parent having nothiing to (10 with exports-and still it is not taxed.

'Moreover, if deferral for our foreign mianulfacturing- subsidiaries' is a inn-
terial benefit and inducement to investment abroad, the Obvious corse is to
end the deferral and leave the U.S. tax system in a neutral losture between
investment abroad an(1 investment at home. But this the Treasury will nlot do.

11 The 38 6% foreign tax rate on our fometgn sutbsidiaries, referred to by the Treasulry.
moreover, Is an effective tax rate, the overall rate on all types of subsidiaries and on all
their income. The Treasuiry then compares that rate with ilhe U.S. marginal rate of 4,5
which It says applies to exports-but marginal rates are different from effective rates.
Foreign marginal corporate tax rates-are often in the 50%/ or upper forties ranrze-while
the U.S. effective corporate tax rate, In 1965 for all Industries was 37.8%,. Comparisons
thrAt mix tip the two forms of rates are noi helpful, orncurate.
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Instead, it says we should keep our tax incentives to Investment a,)road and
then it says we must exempt export income because of the tax 1w entive to
foreign investment. The whole approach is clearly a boot-strapping operation,
and one that ends up leaving a large gap) in the income tax and being highly
discriminatory in favor of those taxpayers engaged in foreign. activities as
compared with domestic activities.

(c) The Treasury presentation talks of other countries which "defer their
tax on export income or exempt such income from tax, to a greater or lesser
extent." But nowhere is it flatly stated that other Important exporting cow)i-
tries-countries with which the U.S. may be comipared]--systemal,'tically seek to)
exempt from income tax their entire export trade. The fact is that the exemption
inherent in the DISC Proposal goes far beyond the treatment of export income
in any comparable country.

TIlhe House 1970 Committee Report, following the Treasury presentation, states
as justification for the Proposal that "~A number of foreign countries, for ex-
aniple, have the so-called territorial concept of taxation under whiobi they (1o
not tax foreign source income at all" (p. 16). This is simply inaccurate. S4uchi
countries do tax export sales to foreign independent customers. It should( be
noted that about 8597 of UJ.S. export sales are to foreign independent ('11-
toners, aand there is no indication that foreign patterns differ nmmterally. Here
foreign countries do tax tile lproit-but under DiSC .50% or even all of' the
profit will1 be exempt. Where the sale is to a foreign affiliate, such as a subsidiary,
some countries may not tax tile profit realized by the subsidiary when repatri-
ated to the parent, but they will tax the profit on the sale to the foreign
subsidiary. But tile Proposal will equally exempt the profit of tile subsidiary-
awl then also exempt one-half of the profit on the sale to the subsidiary.

Moreover, these "territorial approaches" are usually a relic of tax history,
traceable to schedular tax systems and colonial trade, with no affirmative intent
to subsidize exports. The Finance Ministries of some of the countries using tis
approach ulnderstandl its weaknesses and defects amnd are moving tllru tax
reforms to reach the present U.S. system. It would be irony indeed for the
U.S. now to take the leadership in setting the tax clock back.

Some foreign countries do have someI Specific income tax incentives for experts.
But tile U.S. should be counitervailing against such provisions, should be Insist-
Ing they are contrary to G4ATT, and should lbe taking- whatever other action is
feasible in negotiation. That should be the U.S. role-and not the role of going
much(1 further by exempting all export income from tax and setting in motion at
spiral or more amnd more tax escapes ill the export field.

x. PROPOSAL IS LIKELY TO CAUSE FOREIGN RETALIATION AND EMULATION WHICH WILL
HURT OUR TRADE BALANCE

In tile Treasury presentation of the Proposal tilere is 110 material presented to
demonstrate that this sweeping change in our tax rules and the resulting sub-
sidy to exporters will not p~roduce retaliation or emlulatiomn in other countries.
Such a reaction abroad will tend to offset or exceed ammy potential gains to our
trade balance sought through additional exports stinmulatedl by DISC. If Other
countries emnulate-and why ,4houldni't they since their exporters, will demand
equal treatment from their Governments-then the U.S.. the largest and
strongest nation, will have been the leader in exemnptinlg e-xl)ort income from
taxation over the world and in tearing a big hole ill tile income tax. The 1U.S.
the leading economy country in tile worldl, should not be the instigator of tis
tax chaos.

If the leading economic country in the world exempts its export trade from
income tax. other countries are bound to take action in self defense. Other coun-
tries- may see DISC as a violation of GATT-whatever the U.S. Treasury says
as to tile status of DISC-and resort under GAT][T to countervailing duties
against our exports. Or other countries may decide to emulate us and themselves
adlopt Disc or some variation-or event some new- device-seeking thereby to
advance their exports. But whatever the form of the reaction abroad, it is bound
to hurt our trade balance and reduce if not remove, or indeed reverse, the
export benefits claimed for the Proposal. If It i's emulation, then a fter all the
legislation is enacted the income taxes of the exporting countries willl not reach

theexprt rad-we will be in the same or worse position as to trade levels
but the income tax system will be severely weakened and tile strongest country
in the world will have led the -attack on the Income tax system.
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Presumably the Treasury believes this Proposal Is not contrary to GATT. It is
a strange world, however, If this Proposal-seeking completely to exempt the
export trade of a country-is not a barred subsidy. It is; hard to see what would
remain of GATT in time tax area after this step and those taken abroad inl retalia-
tion or emulation.

11oreiga. countries in self-defense will also 'have to revise their tax treaty
rules and other tax rules and administrative lpra'ctices, which up to now have
been beneficial. to U.S. exporters. The result will be ail increase in the ways by
which foreign countries will now tax our exports in situations inl which our
exports have been previously unaffected by foreign tax systems.

Tax treaties now uniformly exempt an exporter selling goods within a country
from that country's income tax unless those activities constitute a "permanent
establishment" in that country, a phrase which the treaties define narrowly so
as to relieve an exporter from being involved in the tfax system of the coun-
tries to which he is exporting. This treaty policy rests onl the assumption-valid
uip to nowv-kthfit the exporter will be taxed in his own country and double taxa-
tion can thus be avoided by freeing him of tax in the country of dlest inat Ion.
But under DISC the U.S. exporter will no longer be subject to tax, ,and hence
other countries will begin to remove their liberal treatment of the I.S. exporter.

Moreover, where a DISC is selling through a permanent establishminent of
foreign subsidiary in a country with a significant corporate tax, -the DISC will
seek to fix the iter-company price 'at a high level, sice the higher the price,
the greater the exemption. from U.S. tax under DISC. 'The foreign country, to
protect its revenues, therefore must administratively check these DISC prices.
Up to now, since the U.S. taxed the export sale, our exporters were largely free
from this price check abroad; under DISC they will attra-t the examination of
foreign revenue agents.

Many of the less-developed countries have been seeking to expand their tax
systems to reach the profit onl exports to their countries, and have Sought to
chip away at existing international tax standards which exempt exports inl the
countries of destination unless a permanent establishment exists. Under DISC,
these countries wvill be considerably encouraged in pursuing our exporters, bo0th
because of the exeilnptlon under DISC from U.S. tax and because the technical
rules of DISC treat export Income as foreign source income (income arising
outside the United States) when the goods are sold for consumption outside
the United States. TPhis use of a "destination" rule to determine foreign source
income is anl open encouragement to those countries to apply the same destinia-
tion rule aind make our export income their sonrce income and subject to their
tax.

XI. PROPOSAL IS COMPLEX-WIT Ii MANY SURVEILLANCE PROBLEMS AND) MANY INROADS
ON EXISTING RULES-SO THAT ITS WEAKNESSES AND FURTHER LOOPHOLE POTENTIAL
WILL RE FERTILE HUNTING GROUND FOR TAX AVOIDERS

The Proposal is no simple, readily applicable miethoicd of assistance. It is seri-
ously complex-Avith its complexities and its technical rules likely to grow as
time goes on. ror taxpayers will want to push more and more income Into the
DISC device-royalties and services are evamplos-and seek mocre and( more
ways to use the income without disturbing the deferral. The Treasury will have
to cast ilts surveillance over a vast array of activities to seek to confine the
deferral to "exports"-goods coining to the U.S. for processig anid then senit
out; good,; sent abroad for some processing and then returned; foreign subsidi-
aries of DISC with their own activities that may involve services a1nd other
assistance to foreign manufacturing subsidiaries: transportation activities of
DISC companies that intermingle exports, imports and all kinds of goeds over
t~ho world ; companies that sift the place of production around and fill foreign
ordecr.- in the U.S. but then manufacture abroad for use Iin the U.S. (just a
Switching of the place of manufacture).

The Proposal also cuts across many established rules-for example. it would
validate the use of tax-havens all over again.

It is hard to see the justification for so much complexity and gadgetry-it is
really impossible to see it in this situation when there is no assurance that any
real benefit to the U.S. will come f romi all of this technical mlaze.

In aill probability, many a tricky maneuver exists In these technical rules.
Thus, the formulas for determining export income ,reate more "foreign source
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income" than would exist under regular allocation rules. Suppose a company
with manufacturing subsidiaries abroad creates a DISC, runs it exports through
it, distributes the profits each year Since it is iiot concerned with deferral-but
by so doing and without actually increasing its exports, does technically increase
the amount of "foreign source income" attributed to its existing exports and hence
is able under the foreign tax credit rules to use the foreign taxes on its foreign
manufacturing to Shelter the U.S. income front its exports. The DISC here thus
becomes an Incentive to help investment abroad, despite higher foreign tax rates
on that investment, rather than to increase our exports. (1970 Minority Report,
p). 178).

Tfhe technical DISC rules will lpernit a taxpayer, contrary to existing rules, to
shift the allocation of some of his costs of production away from exports an(1
-Attach them to domestic sales, thereby increasing the amount of "export income"
exempt under DISC.

XIi. PROPOSAL CONTRARY TO 1969 TAX REFORM EFFORTS

The Congress spent in 1969 an arduous year in legislating tax reform. Most of
the effort went into reducing money spent through the tax 'systeni on matters
that were not a necessary part of the income tax structure but were back-door
ways of spending Government funds-the use of the tax system for non-tax
ends. The Treasury now wants to turn its back on tilat Congressional effort and
Spend $2 billion over two years for non-tax purposes, but cloak it as a part of tile
income tax. If tils occurs, some future Congress will have to struggle with
removing this tax preference--when tile income tax windfall of exempting the
whlole export trade becomes clear to the public. But why start down this road at
all, why reject all that was learned in 1969? If assistance is to be given lby the
U.S. Government to our export trade, as a priority matter under our budgetary
policies, it should be done directly amid not as part of the Income tax.

Tile Proposal is a negation of the entire 1969 tax reforin effort. Tilat effort
showed how hard it is to dislodge tax preiferences-tax incentives-once p~lantedl
in the Internal Revenue Code. Tax history is replete withl the cycle of today's
tax incentive becoming tomorrow's tax preference and tax loophole. But the
entrance into the Code of an incentive-just present it wvithl no back-up study, no
analysis, no economic data but only the statement it will hlp by creating the
right imiage-Is In marked contrast with the efforts to dislodge the incentive
once Its wastefulness and pre2',rence aspects becolne plain to all. For then~ it is
part of thle status quo aild its beneficiaries will resist any change. Tis can be
especially true in the case of the DISC device, which will require corporate
organizational changes and different methods of doing business for all our
exporters. Once the business patterns and structures forced by tile DISC become
imbedded in business operations, it will be extremely difficult if not impossible
to alter the DISC tmmx rules even though tilose rules Simp)ly mean tax reduction
for somne but no benefit to the United States at large.

AT]. FIELDs. Our fifth witness is Prof. Alan Schenk of Wayne State
L-aw School 'in Detroit,. He is a direct contributor to professional
journals in the field of F ederal taxation.

STATEMENT OF ALAN SCHENK, PROFESSOR, WAYNE STATE LAW
SCHOOL

r.S~muENK. Ni r. Civairmn and members of the commiittee,I
strongly support the principle that thie United States needs to be able
to increase export tradle and that the Gox-eriimient needs to lpro-vide
some leadership to reduciniig discrimination aga.iiist A nericani exp~orts.
In my opinion the DISC proposal. is not time wvay and I will limit. nly
comments to the DISC proposal also.

The proposed DIS C is too limited in scope and too inflexible to
accommodate for chianging conditions wifih ruslec~t to the, balance of
trade and the U.S. bhance-of-payments position. The ISC extra or-
dinary technical complexity wvillcause administrative niglfnares to
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tiie Trreasury anid coin lihaiice. 1 roblewls to thu affected taxpayers. it
w~ill not effectively discourage the use, of foreign manufacturing Sil-
sidiarics. The assumption that DISC wvill encourage. American rather
Utan foreigni manufacturers fails to consider the im-lportance of nonl-
taxed factors in loc-ating manufacturing facilities abroad. These nion-
tax factors include labor costs, tiranslportation costs, anld the avoidance
of tax barriers by location of matunfacturing abroad, especially the
common market.

In addition, DISC mlay actually oncourage capital exports to certain
foreign corporations against, adversely affecting our balance of pay-
mnents even though the whole imnpact of I)ISC is to improve the balance
of trade and, therefore, the balance-of -paymnents, position. There is a
poor- correlation between the goal of incr-easing exports and DISC
benefits. Some of the 1)1SC part has 'been. reduced by the Yhouse
enacted incremental concept but there is still poor correlation between
their goal1 and the benefit. There has historically been an annual increase
in export in absolute dollar amount's without any Government. subsidy.
Thi's increase in export trade will be exaggerated due t~o the recent,
econoinic action in floating the dollar. The~y should ml-ake, the price.
of U.S. goods cheaper in foreign markets. ,Many foreigOn nations still
use quantitative restrictions to control mnany of their inmports. For
countries that still severely limit the imlportation of specified products
neither the DISC deferral benefits nor aniy other Government stimiu-
lant to ex port will effect the export of the products to those nations.
DISC will predominantly beniefit big- business. The expenses of addi-
tional DISC subsidiaries, including costly soipistioiated ta--x advice
necessitated by the DISC complexity will inhibit. its use by small
coin panics.

T)he DISC intercomnpany price rules also discriminate in favor of
large integrated manufacturers and against the small p~rodulcers.

Ani important point that has already ben1enine ti0mrnn
is that DISC may trigge-r retaliation abroad. A common iimarket
official recently suggested that DISC violates GATT and that affected
nations would be permitted to retaliate. Whether or not on the
theoretical level a tax deferral is a, prohibited subsidy under GATT
if GATT is effective, if DISC is effective and substantially alters
the trading pattern aniong nations, the. nations will claii DISC had
this effect, and, therefore, will retaliate in imposing countervrailin~g
duties.

Some Canadian leaders have also recently suggested if the DISC
proposal is enacted Canada would have to take some mneasuire t~o computer
its effect.

If thep United States decides as a, Matter- of policy' to en1couirage ex-
p~ort trade it should adopt, policies that. will bene fit all Am nerican ex-
ports. The United States should p)ress for GAXTT amienicent s that,
would permiit the United States to adlopt border tax adjuistmients
as they have in the Common Market, within prescribed limits. I sugo:-
gest independent of the internal tax structure of thle country. This
would pecrmit an export tax rebate and, of course, corresponding mm-
p)ort, duty. There is no immediate need to enact DISC onl the- heels
of the Government's recent economic action at home and abroad.

The recent action needs, time to work. In fact the combination of
permitting the UT.S. dollar to float, im-posing the 10-percent import
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duty and granting the DISC tax benefit would probably precipitate
retaliatory action that could inore than offset any benefit to export
resulting from the DISC tax deferral.

If the recent economics is coupled with the DISC Proposail I amn
concerned that this will 'be the beginning' of internation-al economic
warfare. I therefore urge this committee to defeat the ISC proposal.

(A supplementary statement of Professor Schenk follows:)
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF Ai.AN 'SCHIENK, PROFESSOR OF LAW,

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL, D)ETROIT, Micir.

OPPOSITION TO THLE DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATIO-N PROPOSAL

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I wish to expiess my appreciation
for this opportunity to submit somec of my views on the Domestic International
Sales Corporation (DISC) provisions of IH.R. 10947.

I. THLE EXTRAORDINARY TECHNICAL CO'MPlEXITY OF DISC WILL CAUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE NIGHTMARES

Subparts F and G of the Internal Revenue Code, enacted in 1962, created some
of the mio.%t difficult administrative problems in recent years. Some of these
provisions appear simple compared with the statutory complexities in DISC.
The bill has numerous subjective qualification tests. There are also problems
causew~l by the termination of the Export Trade Corporation (ETC) benefits and,
If the ETC, is liquidated into a D)ISC, continuation of tax deferral for ETC's
previously-deferred export. trade income. These provisions will cause admnimis-
trative nightmares to the Treasury and compliance problems to the affected
taxpayers. These ramifications (10 not appear to have received sufficient Treasury
consideration.

The highly complex provisions seem to reflect Treasury and Congressionial
concern about potential abuses with this tax deferral benefit. The anticipated
benefits should be quite clear before Congress enacts another complex subpart
of the Code. It is worth remembering that taxpayers and the (loveranent are
still unraveling the complex provisions of Subparts F and G, enacted nine years
ago.

IT. POOR CORRELATION BETWEEN GOAL OF INCREASING EXPORTS A ND THE DISC TAX
BENEFIT

The announced goals of the DISC proposal are to expand U.S. exports ond
aid the U.S. balance of payments position. Time Treasury has limited the potential
effectiveness of DISC by limiting the tax benefits to U.S. corporatious which meet
the complicated D)ISC' requirements and earn a profit from export operations. In
the formative years of a new exp)orter's venture abroad, it is likely that lse
may be sustained.

The DISC proposal Would grant tax deferral Windfalls to the American cor-
p)orations that presently engage in profitable export trade. There has historically
been anm annual increase in exports, in absolute dollar amounts, without any gov-
ernimient subsidy. This increase in export trade will be exaggerated due to the
recent economic action in floating the dollar. It should make the price of U. S.
goods cheaper in foreign markets.

GATTr has attempted to limit the use of quantitative restrictions to control
importt,. 'Many countries still severely limit the importation of specified products.
W~~here these restrictions are In effect, neither the DISC deferral beneft nor any
other governmental stimulant to exports will affect the export of the products
to those, nations.

TIT. DISC ACTUALLY ENCOURAGES CAPITAL EXPORTS

In order to mnake the DISC incentive more attractive, the proposal permits
a DISC to invest tax deferred income in certain related foreign export corpora-
tions. These Investments must have some direct relation to the export of U.S.
goods. They include Stock interests in (1) a selling arni of the DISC principally
engaged in marketing export property, (2) a foreign corporation organized to
hold title to real estate used by the DISC, or (3) a DISC's foreign customer
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where such Investment is to obtain export sales by extending export credit to the
customer. While the DISC proposal is designed to aid the U.S. balance of trade,
the liberal investment provisions Will actually worsen our balance of payments
by encouraging exports of capital into these foreign~ investments.

IV. DISC WILL PREDOMINANTLY BENEFIT "BIG BUSINESS"

The DISC proposal is structured so as to benefit only a limited group of ex-
porters, not all companies engaged in export trade. To obtain the DISC tax
benefits, anl exporter must organize a separate corporation and satisfy the statu-
tory qualifications. The expected tax benefit must exceed the legal, accounting
and other costs attendant the organization and operation of anl additional cor-
poration. The highly complex set of tax rules with numerous subjective tests
will increase the cost of tax advice and inhibit the potential use of DISC by
small companies.

V. TAX DEFERRAL BENEFITS ENACTED IN TILE PAST HAVE NOT BEEN EFFECTIVE

During the past two decades the U.S. has, by legislation and Executive Order,
attempted to unilaterally alter the U.S. balance of trade portion of our balance
of payments account. This legislation has included two tax deferral privileges
which have not materially altered corporate decisions on the allocation of
resources. This patchwork legislation has had only short-term favorable effects
uipor the U.S. balance of payments position. DISC is merely another attempt
to uilalerally alter our balance of trade.

VI. CONGRESS SHOULD) EXPAND RATHER THAN CONTRACT U.S. TAX JURISDICTION

The Administration cites the present discrepancy in tax treatment between
export income of U.S. companies and foreign income of foreign subsidiaries.
It chooses to correct this discrepancy by granting special tax benefits to export
profits of J.S. corporations. Rather than contracting the U.S. tax base, Congress
should consider expanding U.S. tax jurisdiction to currently tax foreign source
income of foreign corporations owned and/or managed and controlled by United
States persons. This approach would reduce the U.S. tax incentive to manu-
facture abroad.

viI. DISC WILL~ NOT EFFECTIVELY DISCOURAGE THlE USE OF FOREIGN MANUFACTURING
SU13SIDIARIES

The DISC concept is based in part onl the assumption that major corporate
decisions relating to the location of plants and facilities (in the U.S. versus
abroad) will be affected by the proposed tax deferral benefits. While the DISC
tax deferral may lower after tax profit on an exported article, it does not provide
a realistic substitute for the tax aind non-tax benefits available with foreign mianu-
facturing operations. The non-tax factors that affect a corporate decision to
establish a foreig-n subsidiary include, but are not limited to (1) the cost of labor
in the foreign country, (2) the transportation costs to the foreign markets, and
(3) the ability to avoid foreign import duties and quantitative import restrictions
by manufacturing or processing in the foreign country. This last factor may, in
Itself, demand the organization of a foreign subsidiary.

VIII. DISC MAY HAVE A LONG-TERM DETRIMENTAL EFFECT ON WAGE RATES AND EXPORT
PRICES

According to the present position of the Accounting Principles Board of the
American Institute of CPA's, the tax deferral would not be reflected as a tax
liability of the parent corporation. This would result in the parent reporting
higher after tax corporate profits. Higher corporate profits may be reflected in
labor demands for higher wages. Even if a portion of the tax deferral benefit is
reduced by higher labor costs, the combination of the higher wage rates plus the
potential future tax liability may have an adverse effect on the pricing and prof-
itability of exports.

IX. DISC MAY TRIGGER RETALIATION ABROAD

A Common Market official recently suggested that the DISC tax deferral was
an export "subsidy" prohibited by GATT. He suggested that the GATT rules
would permit the Contracting Parties to take retaliatory action (such as imposing
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countervailing duties) in order to offset the impact of the DISC tax deferral. ()n
a theoretical level, there may be arguments that a tax deferral is ( 1) not a
"subsidy" within the meaning of GATT or (2) has not caused the "dumping" of
U.S. products abroad. If DISC would be as effective in promoting increased ex-
ports as the Treasury suggests and would substantially alter the trading pattern
with Other nations, the affected nations may claim that the DIJSC beneft has
caused the harm and may then take steps5 to eliminate its effect. They may impose
Import quotas, remove trade concessions or impose countervailing duties.

Some Canadian leaders have recently suggested that if DISC fis enacted,
Canada would have to take measures to counter Its effect.

X. PRESENT COMPETITIVE DISADVANTAGE TO A-MERICAN EXPORTERS NOT CURED BY
DISC

Gatt and the International Monetary Fund (IF) are the international in-
stitutions which restrict a member nation's freedom to unilaterally alter inter-
national trade. GATT's Most Favoured Nation clause assures contracting parties
that a member nation will treat the import of a product onl the most favorable
tariff termn negotiated with any contracting party. regardless of the source of the
import. GATT permits members of a customs union (such as the Commnon
Market) to discriminate (contrary to the Most Favoured Nation clause) In favor
of Imports from other members' of the Customs Union. Recently the Common
Market customs union has negotiated tariff preferences with some nations that
are not'lmembers of the customs union but has not applied these preference.,
consistent with the Most Favoured Nation clause. Thus what began as anl au-
thorized exception to GATT has evolved into almost wholesale disregard of the
Most Favoured Nation clause by some member nations to the detriment of other
nations, Including the U.S.

Presently, GATT permits member nations to rebate Indirect taxes, but not
direct taxes, onl exp)ort. This border tax adjustment procedure has enabled
Common Market countries to rebate their tenl to twenty percent sales taxes
(value-added tax) onl exports while the United States rebates only a nominal
excise tax ca Zimited Situations. The DISC proposal grants only tax dot en-al onl
certain export profits, not the complete tax rebates granted for exports of most
of our foreign competitors. Rather than granting deferral benefits to a lmited~
number of American exporters, the United States should press for GATTP and
IMF changes which will remove the competitive handicaps that presently hamper
Amnerican exports and provide adequate, flexible machinery to deal with thle
U.S. balance of payments position.

XI. THE UJ.S. SHOULD ADOPT A BORDER TAX ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

The United Sttes should press for GATT amendments that would permit
member nations to adopt border tax adjustments, within prescribed limits, in-
dependent of their internal tax structure. Whether the border adjustments
directly relate to an internal tax such as the value-added tax (as in the Common
,Market) or are independent of the internal tax structure, a nation should lie
able to impose import duties and grant export tax rebates within a prescribed
rfinge. This procedure would give a nation the flexibility to cure a payment !im-
balance (surplus or deficit) without having to take the more serious step of al-
tering its currency exchange rate. Border tax adjustments may be more effective
than a tax deferral privilege because they grant benefits to exports and impose
corresponding duties oil imports. This device could have a Substantial Impact onl
our balance of trade. The newly Imposed 10%l duty onl imports could be the first
stage of a U.S. border tax adjustment system.

XII. CONSIDERATION OF THE DISC PROPOSAL SHOULD AWAIT THE IN-DEPTH
TREASURY STUDY OF 'U.S. TAXATION IN THE INTERNATIONAL AREA

I understand that the Treasury is currently studying the impact of present
United States tax policy in the international area. The DISC tax deferral privi-
lege designed to encourage export trade and the use of domestic rather than for-
eign manufacturing facilities is interrelated with the scope of U.S. taIx juris-
diction in the International area. This current Treasury study may produce broad
tax reform proposals. These recommendations may be limited if Congress now
enacts legislation which, in effect, further contracts United States tax jurisdiction.
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-'1I. (oNCT.U.iON

In the flial aijalysis, the low,-term balance of tlii(1( j)ositiofl of Ow LUnited
States will depend upon American know-how, the competitiveness of American
products in international cominei'ce, and more flexibile and equitable provisions
with respect to border tax adlustlnents. Stop-gap measures such as the p~roposedl
DISC may, even if successful, only alleviate the payments iimbalance in the
,short run. The elimination of this deferral privilege in thev future could then lioNv
a very serious Impact on the ITS. ha lance of trade.

Thle proposed DISC is too limited in scope andl too inflexible to 1( Illnno(lIte
for changing conditions with respect to the balance of trade and the [17. . pny-
ments position. Chronic disequilibrium in the balance of payments requires at
thioughltful. overall study of the entire area. The recent Government action per-
mnitting the dollar to "float" and imposing a 1011 import tax should have a sub-
stantiatl impact on International trade. This action should inke, U. S. products s
more competitively priced In the International marketplace. If the export-
problem is a "pricing" problem, there should be increased Amiericanl exports
without any DICgovernment aid. If it is not a "pricing" problem, then DIS-C, in
estimated revenue losses, is an expensive advertising canpaigi to encourage U.S.
export trade. There Is no Immediate need to enact DISC on the heels of the
Government's recent economic action at home andl abroad. In the 10%, fiport
duty and (3) granting the DISC tax benefit would probably precipitate retaili-
atory av'tion that couldl more than offset any anticipated Increase in exports
resulting from the DISC tax deferral.

Mr. FIihr.s. Our final witness is Prof. Paul Taubman of the IVnj-
versity of Pennsylvania who is the coauthor of "Policy Simulations
With ain Econometric Model" and numerous other articles dealing
with depreciation and investment credit.

STATEMENT 'OF PAUL TAUBMAN, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF
PEN19SYLVANIA

W. TAUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, in his testimony before this commit-
tee, Secretary Connally stated that "the clinching argument" for grant-
ing the investment tax credit and House version of the ADR plan was
that foreign governments had granted subsidies that reduced the
price of an asset 10 to 20 percent that of the United States. This clinch-
ing argument, however, is factually incorrect and logically unsound
for several reasons.

First, the formula the Treasury used inadevertently contains an
error which unfortunately causes the value of foreign subsidies to be
overstated. Some rough calculations indicate if the proper allowance
is made for value-added taxes on foreign subsidies, the ctupital differs
if at all from U.S. subsidy.

Second, the Treasury study improperly assumes that many elements
in the subsidy formula such as the after tax discount rate do not differ
between countries.

Third, as far as I can tell there is no economic justification to tlle
argument that the United States should introduce distortions through-
out its domestic economy even if it were true that foreign countries
have done so and, finally, even if subsidy of capital are needed ADR,
is one of the worst possi1ble ways to grant them. ADR is bad because
it distributes subsidies in a very raildomi fashion over industries and
eliminates the connection betw-cen economic reality and tax rolls.

The overall effect of granting both ADR and investment tax credit
is to give substantial* benefits to profits, or to businessmen while at
the. same time there atre very little benefits given to individuals. Indeed
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the way the tax plan is currently set tip in the House version that this
committee is hearing, people A the very lowest end of the income
scale receive no benefits. ACfter all, the 1969 tax act was designed so
that some 10 million families in the United States would not have to
pay taxes. Any taxation along these lines cannot help then. Some
other action such as increases in social security payments or even a
matching grant for people who receive State welfare payments would
be more appropriate.

Thus at this tim-e I think the Senate and the Congress should revoke
thie ADIR plan. should enact a temporary investment tax credit that
the p~oor- (anil lower-middle class share in the tax benefits of the tax
act. Since the need for a Lpermanent investment tax credit has not been
convincingly demonstrated, Congress should only act on this issue after
holding deliberatee hearings based on better facts and logic and on this
point let me quote Secretary Connally who said in hearings before this
committee, "'We maust ask how the total tax systems affect the cost, of
acquiring and using new manufacturing equipment." I think we should
have thait information before we act.

Mr. FIELDS. The panel is open for questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CIRUMAN. Thank you, gentlemen. We are not going to be able

to engage in much interrogation of the witnesses because of the tight
schedule, although any Senator can ask any questions lie wants to
at this time.

I would like to assure you genflemen that those of us who have
heard you testify, as well as our staff, have a way of picking up every-
thing 'we find from the witness with the kind of credentials your group
has to offer here. I have heard several of you say things with which
T agree anid T expect to use your testimony to buttress my arguments
when we go into executive session. Our staff makes it a poi nt, to protect
the interest of the absentees by directing their attention to things
that are said by witnesses here or presented for the record, to help
support their position.

Several of you have suggested amendments, either opposition to some
things that I Oppose in. the bill or amendments that T would favor
in the bill. I will certainly benefit from them and use them to fortify
my position as we ro, into'executive session.

A-,,y further questions?
Senator BENNETT. I would again like to encourage each member of

the panel to react to anyt hing fliat any other member of the panel has
said and amplify, thc, information hie has given to the committee. We
would welcome a ,(itional information. The only problem is it must
come fairly soon because we must move on to the second step.

Mr. FIELDS. WVe welcome that invitation and we will take advantage
of it and T will encourage each of these witnesses to subm-it a written
statement if they have not already done so.

(A prepared statement submi-itted by Charles Davenport follows:)

STATEMENT BY ChAnrLEs DAVENPORT, ACTING PRoFssoR OF LAw, UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA: TIiE TAX FEATURES OF TIME AD-MINISTRATION's NEW EcoNO-MIC
POLICY

INTRODUCTION

Taxation with Representation Is pleased to have this opportunity to sponsor
testimony regarding the federal tax system.

Taxation with Repiresentation does not take organizational stands. Consequent-
ly, sponsorship of testimony by Taxation with Representation does not mean that
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the op! n lolls exlpre55P( by a it iness are necessarily thI ose of thbe membiIers, officer1s,
or directors of the group. Sponsorship by Taxation with Representatio de

indicate, however. that the group regards a wvitniess' view as worthy of weriotis
consideration l)y those concerne-l with the inilirovemiert of the federal tax system.

Taxation with Representation is a liliofpoit, nionipartisan, public Interest tax
lobby that deal,- solely with federal tax issues. Its goal is to make suire that the
general public is adequately represented when tax issues are under discussion ill
Congress and in the Executive Branch.

Further information about Taxation with Representation is set forth in the
groups' descriptive brochure, which can be obtaintcd by writing to the address
shown above. M.Nembiershiip in Taxation within Representation is open to all who
share the group's conumitnient to improving the federal tax systemi through
niiore effective representation for the general public.

BIOC.RAPICAL NOTE

Charles ("11ill") Davenport is a member of time C'alifornia bar, lie engaged in
the private practice of law in 'San Francisco prior to joining the staff of the
Office of Tax Legislative Counsel in the U.S. Treas, ury Department in 19)67. Since
1969. hie has been a minnber of the faculty of the law school at the University of
California at Davis, where lie teaches tax law and] reinated subjects.

MNr. Chairman and members of the Coimnit tee on Finantce, the tax recoi-
niendatious made by tih' Pre'sident are the wvronig tax changes at this time.
They would reduce revenues Ily manmy billion,, each year. These cuts Nvould be
concentrated in the higher brackets, and business investment, and particularly
in the automobile industry. "The favoring of these groups is unjustified because
we have excess plant capacity now. In addition. such cuts are wasteful because
tax reductions could le strmituredl to spur ('ousiiier spending. Such cuts are not
onl1y ecolillmiva Ily Avise but also socially dlesiralie.

While the foregoing is the general thrust of illy testimony, I offer the fol-
lowing sleccmlic comments.

ASSET DEPRIECIATION RANGE SYSTI-NI

Of all the features of the House bill, thie Asset Depreciation Range System is
the most inequitable and expensive while at the sameo time being the least,
justifiable from an economic or tax policy viewp~oinmt. I uirgev this Conlimittee to
eliminate it and to substitute nothing in place of what will become another
raid on the Treasury.

The ADR System is inequitable because it conifines; all of its bemetits to the
purchase of equipment. It favors capital intensive indlustries over labor intensive
industries. This euphemistically labelled Job Development Credit wvill benefit
the business that acquires labor-saving devices lbut will (10 nothing for those
businesses- which choose to take on more emplloyees. Although this is the intended
result, it appears ironic alnd contrary to present imperatives.

,In addition to beig ineuitablde as between industries, Al )L is grossly in-
equitable as between taxpayers in the samne industry who have varying ainmuts
of' Ciaplitial investmenvits and who consumev their caplita I investments at varying
rates,. The slower the business comisumics its capital, the more it is henefitted by
AI)R. There is, nothing wvhich justifies this policy of helping the most those who
are (doing the least economically.

Similarly, the higher the tax bracket, the greater the tax benefits from Al R.
AI)L thus offers another 'shelter, another loophole, which certainly will be ex-
p~loited.

-i t is sometimes argued that our dep~reciation system dloes not allow adequate
(capital cost recoveries. In support of this argument the proponents turn to thme
capital cost allowances of foreign nations. Let mne point out thlat, the Western
European nation generally considleredl to have the most vi..orous economy, West-
era1 (lermuiany, allows somewhat slower recovery than is allowed in this country.
On the other hand, the United Kingdom permits the speediest recovery. If we
assuime some connection between cost recoveries and economic vigor, these datai
sui port ai conistrictioni of (lelpreciation rather than a liberalization. Or put an-
other way, should we attempt to solve our present economic miseries by emaulat-
ing the British?

Finally, the ADR proponents argue that technology hias made great progress
in recent years. Time desired inference is that increasing technology means in-

6S-X3 71-pt. 2-23
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creasing obsolescence. But nothing but the Inference is offered In support. The
ADR proponents do not offer empirical evidence that advancing technology nec-
essarily means shortened depreciable lives. In some cases, better technology will
Increase the depreciable life of property. On the other hand where it does
shorten the life of plant capacity, our present depreciation system will allow
greater depreciation deductions. By so constricting larger deductions, we do
not give the bonus to those who are doing the least for the economy.

But even if there were good hard evidence that technological progress had re-
sulted in shortening useful lives, we should review our depreciation more sci-
entifically and ascertain the extent to which such has occurred. The House Bill
does not do this. Instead, it would reduce useful lives by 205r across the board.
Certainly, the underlying premise that all useful lives have been equally re-
duced is not supported. And a uniform reduction of tax lives where- there is
uneven shortening of actual lives is inequitable because it grants the most to
the taxpayer who least deserves It.

AUTOMOBILE EXCISE TAX

The repeal of the automobile excise tax will again distribute Its benefits
to the wrong people, those buying automobiles. There is no justification for
distributing a tax in relation to purchases of automobiles which are highly con-
centrated among thc more well-to-do. Instead I urge your (Committecc to repl~c
the telephone tax with a much wider distribution of the benefit among the
population. Since the reductions to each person would be small and widely dis-
tributed, it is likely that those benefitting from the reductions wold spend the
reductions and thereby Increase consumer demand much more effectively than
will repeal of the automobile tax.

Give this economic impact, does the major support for repeal of tile auto-
mobile ta~i lie in its cosmetic effect on the Consumer Price Index?

THlE INVESTMENT CREDIT

The tax ehamiges which should be nmde r!t, tile present moment are those
%vhich produce a temporary economic stimlulmis which can he reversed AN-lmem
necessary. The investment credit is so highly discriminatory that it should
not he considleredi even as a temp)ormiry tool1 , let alone as a permanent feature
of our tax law. Instead, tis Committee should( focus the reductions of ireve-
nues on thle consumuptionl part of our economy. Our present Peonoinic (liffhill-
ties (10 not appear to lie in insufficient business investment when plant eal)acily
is running at less than 75%'e. Instead,. there is inadequate denmnd which (,,im be
stimulated by putting more funds in the hands of consumers through the re-
ductionl of individual tax rates, or better yet through elimination of thle
scheduled raises ill Social Security taxes.

CONCLUSION

The tax package presented by the President and] as passed by the H-ouse is
heavily weighted in favor of capital intensive industries anti time taxpayer who
has (dile the least for the economy. If we are to overcome our present economic
stagnation without an unnecessary loss of Federal revenue, this Committee should
concentrate its tax cuts among those w~ho will spend tile reduction on consumer
goods which will create a demand to get our plants rolling again. I urge this Coni-
mnittee to do that by continuing time automobile excise tax and repealing the tele-
phone tax. Jt should scrap the ADR System entirely. It should also eliminate the
scheduled increases in Social Security taxes and substitute a reduction In tax
rates for the investment credit.

The CIHAIRM1AN. Thank you.gentlemen.
WVe have. one other witness today. W1e wvill hear from M~r. Robert M1.

McEiwa mcji, executive vice president of the Volkswagen Amnerican
Dealers Association.

You are rep resenting more and more a growing empire inl fhis
country, if it bie only an empire of distribution service and repair for
the people in our country.
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We are pleased to hear f romn you.
Senator B1ENNEmT. As an 0o(1 Ford dealer I think the atmosphere

mighrlt be safer if 1 withdraw. I have another situation that is going
to force me to withdraw but 1 couldn't resist the opportunity for the
wisecrack.

The CHAIRM3AN. Well, you have some very flne, people, 1 am. pleased
to say, Mlr. MlcElwaine, and we will certainly be glad to consider your
Position.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MW. McELWAINE, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT OF THE VOLKSWAGEN AMERICAN DEALERS
ASSOCIATION

Mrl. MIC LWAI NE.. Thlank youi,AMi'. Chairman and distinguished memn-
bers, of the. committee. I greatly appreciate your sitting so long in
session to hear' me. In view of the. proposals that have been made to
the committee, however, which have. alImost te rri fying impact on the
memi-bers of our association, we felt it was necessary to impose, upon
you and ask. for you to hea r our testimony.

Tfhe Volkswagen American D~eal1eris Association represents more
than 1 ,150) Volkswagen dealers, lo(catedl iii each of the 50) States. These

inidepenldent A mel'icaln businessmen hia \e invested $,3.50 millioii ill
plnsand equipment in the past 2(0 years. TjheyT employ more than

43,000 American workers, at anainmal saary in excess of $315 million.
11R. 10947,9 as p~assedl ly the Hfouse of R~epresentatives, has, in large

p)art, the supp1or't of the members of this organizations. Actions taken
to revitalize the economy of this Nationi are needed for the sake of thle
small businessman, as well as favorable balance of trade with the great
majority of our trading partner nations. Only with Canlada, and Japan
do we have a tr'adle deficit of any siibstaiittial amounomt. With Germanly,
for example, the U7nited States has enjoyed a favorable trade balanced
every yeai for more than two decades.

Last year, thle Un1ited States sold $170.596,000 more to Germany
than11 we bought from this nation of 60 million. This means that each
Germian citizens, on an average, spends $.4 on American goods for
each $1I the average Akmei'ican spends on Ger'man goods. Approxi-
mately one-thir'd of Germany's (dollar's are( gained from thle Sale of
VolkswNagens and other G-ermnan-built, cars in this country. Without
these dollars, where. will Germany find the dollar'ss to buy 747's, Lev'i's,
corn flakes, soybeans, and the other American products one sees
eVerxV'heie i G"ei'n v ? I)epi'i -ed of the dol lars comingo fr'om the
sale of automobiles, Ger'man.\ might feel she has to turn to other
nations to find the source of the goods shte might buy and the other
nation we feat' would be in Eastern IEutrope and U.S.S.R. which
is the only other major aircraft manufacturing company in the world.

IMFPORTEI) CARS FROML CANADA,

Our deficit with Canada, how'Never, is more sy-Imptomlatic of the true
cause of our dollar dli' ain. rf~his year, our tirade deficitt with Canada
will again exceed $2 billion. 'The, majority of this deficit can be traced
directly to the policies of the major American automotive producers
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ill expor-ting lo) percent of 1.8. automobiles p)VodllCtioU to oiii northeori
neighbors. In 11904, before the United States-Canadian A utomotivye
Trade Act, l Intd States en joyedI a ti-ade sur-plus with Canada of
$800 million. Inl 1970, our tr-ade (leticit, with Canada surpassed $2
bill ion. llldications ar-e thiat inl 1971. this tigure wvill be exceeded by a
consider-able amount.

Ill I970, total impIorts of Camadlian'-built, aultonmobiles into this coun-
try reached niear-ly j00,000) units, making Canada. ly far the largest
exporter of ail1toillobiles to tHie United States. In addition to automlo-
b~iles, however, Caniada exported to tliis country trucks, buses, lparts
andI accessor-ies, to brling the total Xvalue. of automotive import's froml
Canlada to mlove than k3 bill. lo lese car-s ar-e For-ls, Chevrolet, Chr11ys-
icr., anld Amler-icanl Motor-s hpl'odllcts sold in tbis country to Amer-icans
wh-Io hawe no wvay of knowNilng they al-e buying an iiipor-ted product.

T eyniter~ dut-y fee. They account fomoe thian 10 percent of all
so-c'alled (lomestio cars sold inl thlis coluttr*yN. TheCy tar outsell Volks-
wNagens-or D"atsunls anld lootas Combined, for that matter. Since
1965, thie annual total of car-s imported into the( ITnited States has inl-
,creased by' 1,310,000 units. Canadian impor-ts account, for more thai
half of tb)at increase.

This committee hias hceamd testimony to the effect, that thle sale of
imported cars in this country is tlireatniig the American automobile
industi- N and lie job security of the workers in that industry. Some
ouinoums statistics were cited to show that tie, domestic industry is
im eril1ed by these imports.

Some ofC the figures given thlis comlnn)tt ce wou11d appx'ar- to lie mis-
leading. Certainly there is nothiing inl thie financial statements of the
domestic, manufactiurers to indicate they are fearing anly crisis. In thie
first 6 moluts of 1971, General Mlotors relported factory sales of cars
andl trucks and dollar sales at; all time record lev-els. GMN reported
factory sales of 4,328,000 units, compar-ed within 3,'556,000 units inl the
first ha,,lf of 1970. A net income of $1,177,000 was realized in the first
6 months of 1971, an increase of 43 percent over the first months of
last year. Such figures hardly indicate that the domestic industry
has it~s hack to the wall.

This committee also hlas- been told thiat, import competition wvas re-
sponsible for the loss of 91,000 jobs, in D'etroit last year. Suchi figures
fail to take, into account thie impact of thie lengthIy General Motors
Strike last year, or tile facet that 1.970 was a, 1'ecession year. Since 700,-
00() cars with domestic nameplates were imported from Canada, last
year, there, would seem to be at least 100,000 jobs that; have been ex-
ported north of the border by our own industry. Although import
sales have increased during, 1971, it does not seem to have affected
employment in Detroit this year. In June, of 1971, industry employ-
mnent stood at 877,300, an increase of 36,000 jobs over the same month
last year, and even better than 1969's figures.

Thle fact that imported automobiles, heading for an annual share
of the U.S. market of about 16 percent, jumped suddenly to 22 per-
cent in August of this year also has been cited ais evidence that im-
ports are threatening to overwhelm the American automobile indus-
try. This jump, caused by import buyers rushing to purchase cars
before the 10-percent surcharge became effective, has been followed by
just as severe a, slump.
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A.ny fears onfthe, part of domestic manufacturers thiat imports' level
of penetration of thie U.S. market would remain at the artificially high
level of August sales were p~roml tly dlisp~elled by Septemnber sales fig-
ures. In this first month after tlie'csurcharge took effect, ilyport cars
share, of market dropped by one-third, to little more than 14 percent
of the market. JDoinestic cars, in the same period, en1joyed the greatest
Septem-ber in their history, retailing 7,55,253 automobiles.

This was not, by any means, at reversal of the industry's experience
so far this year. In the, first, 9 mionthis of 1971, domestic. manufacturers
retailed 6,246 ,t7 cars, an incea se of morethn1pectovrls
year's total for the same period. While, the percentage increase in the,,
sale of iimorts is i njressk-v it appears significant that for each ad-
dition-al imported car sold in Amierica. this year, Detroit has sold two
additionalcasoelatyasrcrd

Final sales for im})orts in 1971 will probably account. for little, more
than 16 per~cent, of thme domestic market, just as has been predlictedl
all along. We estimate time total sale of imported cars in this country
at about, 1,500,000 units this year.

Estimates of a, 2-il lion ear year for imi-ports are, wildly) exaggerated.

iDwMJA:.1'TC, 1EA LERSIVTPA VS. Y MPORTS

lestimiony before this committee also lblamned imports for the. loss
of 5)O (loinestie retail outlets in 19 70 and] 19711. According to Automo-
tive( 'News, however, there were only 101 business failures by U.S. new
(*II* 11 1tilm-, jm) 19790. 11v colinrst, ill 19.58. ()11( of the al Itimne gieat,
years for D etr-oit sales, and before imports begin to (Vaini in the UT.S.
]narket, there were 250 -failures byV new car (dealers.

Froin 19,50 to 1960, there was a decline in thie number of U.S. dealer-
shi i)s of I I163-i n the decade bef ore imports became a sulbstant ial p~alt
of the mnarket.. From 1960 to 1.970, however, the decade of imi-port
penetration, time number of U.S. dlealership~s declined by only 6,587-
about half as rapid a decline.

We hold that it, is not realistic to state that imports fail to discill n
domestic p~rices. Today, the cheapest, American car one can buy is in
the $2,000 range. Tfell years ago, the cheapest Amnerican car was in
the same price range. It is safe to say, that. were it not for imp~orts. one(.
Could not buyIN a TT.S. cair todaiv for less than $3,000. This would. elimni-
nate millions of Amnericans from the. new car market, with its con-
sequent effect, on our economy, not to iument ioi thle indil-idual depriv-a-
tion of the right to own a safer,11more reliable automobile.

The distaste of the domestic inmstrlv for the iianufacture of small
cars mrobably wui s best summiied illp by thme cliai rmnan of the Ford MNotor
Co., M~r. Theory Ford 1I, who, -when congratulated on the sales success
of the Pinto, rep]l ied,

"Mfini-cams; m1inli-profits.'
Detroit. obviously prefers mnaxi-cars, with their consequent mnaxi-

profits.
Ilcould :1nyole estimate hlow lonpf Mr.% Ford0 wvom d "'iv(' the I mer!i'.n

public minim-cars, at supposed mum i-Ipr(fitsl if lgsaieaction codd
cut off the competition f rom imports?

General Miotors and Ford already own thle lion's share of the CGermianl
automolile mnarket,-where Opels have been outselling Volkswagens of
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late. American-owned companies are also major factors in the British
and French markets. They are not, about to export their Vegas and
Pintos to Gerniany, to compete with their own Opels and Germlan
Fords.

IDetroit made the decision, longr ago. to forego exporting American
p~roductionl, and to ecoet rate, instead, on acquiring or building
m1anfacturin" facilities abroad. rI'1ie tax structure of this country,
the willingness of foreign countries to make tax concessions in order
to attract. U.S. industry, all comblined to make, it more attractive to
1)rodu.-o elsewheu'e than to mianufactuire prlodulcts in the U nited States
for sale abroad.

,riji (decisionl has, of course, been detrimi-ental to our export p)osi-
tion. Now that this exportation of UT.S. capital, technology, and job)s
to otbinr countries has taken its inevitable toll of our balance of pay-
mients, it would hardly sem praCtical to arb)itrartily reduce imports in1
order to comlpensate for the balance.

WYe cannot correct those unfairii trade practices by adop~tinrg c'en
more restrictive imeasures ourselves. N11or will it serve any practical
purpose to have trade restrictions removed throughout the world un-
less our industries make a, major effort to export (lonestically-p)ro-
(licedl products.

Recently, the administration has indicated it max' use selective re-
mnoval of the 10 ()Jercent surcharge as a negotiating istrumn-ent in
resol vinmg our paymnt di Ite ren ces wvith other nations. This is. indeed,
an awvesomie weapon. Should the P~resident, for examlple. renuove the
sir reha -re from Germ)an automnotivye imports. in recognition of our
t-rade surplus with that nation and the relati vely free float of the
Germian mark, wh-ile retaining it, on Japanese automotive imports the
JTai~aiiese cars would be at, an enormous competitive disadvantage in
this markett. fTe higher tariffs., or excise taxes on imported automio-
biles suggrested to this committee, were put forward in the context
of negrotiating~ instruments to wvin concessions from nations that dis-
criniinate against our exports. It is suggested that in tlue surcharge,
the President alu'eadv has sufficient, power to accomplish this end and
that, further restrictions would ainount to an ove-rkill that could be
hiarmful to all sides.

Thank youl very mu11ch, Sir.
TheCHARMA. Tankyou for a very good argulment, Mr. MC-

Elwaine. ~ ~ ~ 1 Yo(acmaeav rood statement. here.
A[r. MlCE1'LWA INF. TPhan'1k YOU.
(The committee subsequently received the following letter with

attachment from MAr. iiNfclwaie:)

VOLKSWVAGEN AiERICAN 1)EAu,:ns ASSOCIATION,
Wash ington, D.C.. October 20, 19-71.

Hon. RUSSELL E. LONG.
cOhairinaii. Senate Cotmmttee On Financ,
NYeir, ,onate 0/flee Bu~iling, W1ash inqton. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I would lie to exiiressq miy appreciation for the very
cordlial and courteous reception I received1 from you and1 the distinguished mni-
h~ers of your committee (during mny testimony concerning the Revenue Act of 1971.

In connection with my testimony. Monday%, W'all Street JTournal carries; an
article which sheds even more light on the subject of IT.,. investment abroad
as the source of our balance of payments drain. The article quotes Alfred Sehuef-
fer, Chairman of the Union Banik of Switzerland, regarding the substitution of
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U..S. exports by tihe production of goods !in subsidiaries abroad. Hle estimates
that American companies have sunk some seventy-seven billion dollars into for-
eign facilities. Estimates onl the annual sales volume of these overseas subsidi-
aries are quoted ait from $120 billion to $200 billion. This is from ten to twenty
percent of our gross national product.

Such anl amount is,, of course, many times the total value of imports into this
country and nearly three times the value of our total exp~orts. The theory is
advanced that in time, the Income from these subsidia ries will accrue with the
parent companies inl Hep united States and will therefore he a signiticant off-
setti lag factor inl our balance of payments.

Tile facts, however, may be slightly (different. Since taxes (on these overseas
subsidiaries are deferred until such time as they are remnittedl to the United
States, a significant encouragement exists to these major corporations to reinvest
tile profits of these companies abroad, and therefore avoid1 17.8. taxaltionl. This,
in turn, offers further encouragement for greater expansion outside tile [Uniite1
States andl a lessenled effort to produce here for export.

Again, my applreciationl for your patience andi courtesy in hearing m~y test!-
momny. If I canl be of any-, assistance ill providing further information to you or
your committee, I hope that you would have membellrs of your staff call onillme.
With kindest regards8.

Sincerely,
ROnERTa'Al. MCELWAINF.

(From the WVall Street Journal, Oct. 12, 1971]

Till, OU'r~ooiK-APRrmiISAL Or CUIMIENT TRENDS IN BUSINESS AND FINANCE

It's lhardl to think of ainy statement inl economic policy that doesn't spark an
argument. The money supply matters most -or it's nearly meaningless. Budget
deficits are bad-or vital. Wage-price controls aire the (oily hope-or they're
(loomed to failure.

Except one: Tile I-T. S. must have a strong foreign trade surplus. Until now,
that is. when it really matters.

The Nixon administration believes tile UT.S. must export more than it imports,
certainly, aild it's willing to go to great lengths to accommlplisll tis. But just when
tis goal is finally getting far more than lip) service from the government, argu-
menlt is growing about whiethler acievAing it is possible, or even (desirable.

Ti'le( question is, clearly all urgent one, because atteIl.ettl ,.dei'
iave a trade surplus. August wats the fifth straight Ilonth) in wiici tile trade
account ran ill the red, and so far this year tile trade deficit 11,15; alllounlted to a
seasonllaly adjusted $936 nmillionl, against a surplus of $2.23 billion in the like
1970 period. The year as a whole, Commerce 'Secretary Maurice Stalls has
warned. may well 1)e tile first since 1893 to leave tile 1U.S. without a tr'ade surp~lus.

Wily hold we have a trade surplus? Tile State Department puts it succinctly
In a basic policy statement: "Tile present structure of the IT.S. international pay-
ments-which is likely to obtain for some years to come--requires tihe mlainte-
nance of a significant trade surplus to offset our foreign expenditures for defense,
tourism, foreign aid, and investmentn"

Roughly, that's tile way It has worked for decades. Trade surpluses have
not been big enough to avoid an overall dollar drain most of the time, but at
least they have gone a long way towards covering the dollar costs of tile things
tile U.S. wanted to put money into abroad. The downtrend from the record
trade surplus of nearly $7 billion in 1965 marks "an alarming decline !in our ex-
ternlal competitive position," says Paul A. Volcker, Treasury Under Secretary
for monetary affairs.

To reverse the decline, the administration is embarked on a bold and costly
crusade. The Aug. 15 cutoff of gold sales and downward floating of the dollar
was a step of long-dreaded disruptiveness, aimed at pushing the currency values
of other countries higher, thus leaving U.S. goods priced more competitively.
The 10% import surcharge is aimed at the same general goal, and particularly
at pressuring other countries Into reducing all sorts of barriers to U.S. goods.

Moreover, the administration Is willing to accept more red Ink In Its budget In
hopes of getting back into the black or foreign trade. If Congress would go
along, a Treasury wary of foreign competition would cheerfully give up about
$3 billion a year In tax revenues by accelerating depreciation and another $3
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billion by reviving the investment tax credit. Its Domestic In ternalt inal Sales
Corp. proposal would let companies create DISC to shelter at least $600 million
from thle tax collector, in hopes of spurring ain extra $1.5 billion in exports.

Would it aill work? Obviously, the administration thinks so, or it wouldn't try
so hard. And it has a large body of op~timlistic supporters. The U.S. "should
have no difficulty" if it tries as hard as other countries, says Daniel L,. Goldy,
a Houston executive andt former Commerce Department official: "the U.S. has
the advantages of economies of scale, of advanced technology, of superior man-
agement, of a highly skilled work force."

But now doubters are being heard from too. "It is unlikely that in thle future
we shall again witne," export surpluses of $5 billion or more" for the UT.S., says
Chairman Alfred Schaefer of the big Union Bank of Swvitzerland. A key reason,
hie says, is "the substitution of U.S. exports by the production of goods in sub-
sidiaries abroad." American companies have suink some $77 billion into foreign~
facilities, he notes.

That base is big enough to support sales volume variously estimated at $120
billion to $200 billion yearly, observes Nat Goldfinger. the AFL-CIO's chief
economist. Tf it 'weren't for tis- overseas output, labor and some top) adminis-
tration men fret, U.S. exports might he a lot bigger than last year's $42.66 billion,
wit pblroport ionate relief from U .S. unemployment.

Gradually, however, the profits fromt operations abroad should reduce the
payments need for a husky export surplus, according to quite a few witnesses
before the President's- Commission onl International Tm'ado amnd Investment Pol-
icy. "The long run factors seem to suggest that a trade deficit rather than a
trade surplus will be the appropriate positions," says, Prof. Irving B. Kravis of
thle U~niversity of Pennsylvainia. le figures that the income front UT.S.inet
ments abroad will amount faster than (either niew outflows or government spend1-
ing abroad.

,Such thoughts have even c'rept- into official circles. In testiniony submitted
while he wvas still a member of the Council of E1'conomic Advisers, H-endrick S.
Houthakker (oimv back at hlarvard) similarly predicted that "equilibrium in
the U.S. balance of payments will involve little or no surplus onl the trade ac-
count not too many years in the future."

Perhaps most importantly, this line is being taken by some of the foreign
authorities with whomn the U.S. must bargain for trade b~enefits.

The trade balance is "no longer a primary factor" in U.S. payments, protests
the Brussels-based European Common MNarket, one of its more polite ways of

sying that the administration is barking up the wrong tree. Like Switzerland.
the U.S. is a "mature creditor nation" now, says ain official of the Geneva-based
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and thus ought to accept a trade
deficit and count more onl its capital investments. If these investments won't
cover other costs, such as keeping so many troops abroad, then this official ad-
vises the U.S. to deal directly with that outflow by pulling troops back.

So thle seemingly technical trade surplus question raises munch more basic ones:
H~ow much can the UT.S. count on trade for .Jobs at home, and what will be the
U.S. role !in world investment, diplomatic and military affairs?

Whatever else might be said for the long noncontroversial trade surplus, it
has the makings of one of the better economic arguments.

RICHARD F. .TANSEN.

The IITT~AN.The committee will stand in adjomrnmenit until
10 o'clock Wednesday morning at, which time w-e expect to commence
executive, meetings on this bill.

(Whereupon, at 1 :20 p~.m.. the committee wvas adjourned until
Wednesday, October 20, 1971, to meet in Executive session, at 10
o'clock a.m.)
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TiHE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
117a8hingt on.

Ho01. RUSSELL B. LONG,
ClItairmnan, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
W1ashint/ton, D.C.

DFAR IMn. CHAIRMAN: In my testimony onl October 7, 1971, onl H.R. 10947, the
proposed Revenue Act of 1971, questions were raised regarding the new class life
system of depreciation authorized ini that bill. H.R. 10947 contains the House
action on the President's new economic program, and the new class life deprecia-
tion system is an essential element of that program.

The House has eliminated one of the two elements of the Trea sury- adopted
ADR system which accounted for the substantial revenue losses from the new
system. The House has eliminated the so-called "modified first year convention"
which effectively allowed three-quarters of a year's depreciation in the first year
of an asset's use, rather than the normal half-year obtained by averaging acquisi-
tions in any given year throughout the year. This special convention resulted in
a revenue loss of $2.1 billion in 1971 of a total loss from the system of $2.8 billion
in that year, and $1.7 billion of a total of $3.4 billion in 1972. Thle loss attributable
to this special convention which has been eliminated was a lesser proportion in
later years, representing, for example, $700 million of a total revenue loss of $.3.7
billion In 1980. We accept that action by the House.

The House has retained the other key feature of the system allowing the tax-
payer to use a life within a range from 20 percent shorter to 20 percent longer
than the guiideline life for the class in which the particular asset falls. This
accounts for a revenue loss of $700 million in 1971 and $1.7 billion in 1972. Th'lis
is the key feature of the new system which wve feel must be retained.

The Internal Revenue Code provision merely provides for a "reasonable allow-
ance" for depreciation, including a "reasonable allowance" for obsolescence. De-
preciation deductions are presently taken in 10 million tax. returns-, and it is
essential that wve have a system that implements this general "reasonable allow-
ance" standard so as to avoid a large number of individual disputes.

Onl examination, we found that the reserve ratio test adopted as part of the
guideline procedures in 1962 was unworkable. It contained both conceptual and
practical faults. Its application was suspended for three years ini 1962. and in
1965 when it was about to take effect, it was effectively suspended for five or six
more years by a series of highly complex transitional and "trending rules. As, a
result, over these past eight or nine years taxpayers became accustomed to using
gideline lives (or shorter lives as allowed in some cases) as a matter of right
without Interference from the reserve ratio test.

Since the reserve ratio test looked only backward-that is, it reflected only
what the taxpayer had done In the past and thus gave guidance for the lives of
the newly acquired assests only to the extent history repeats Itself-the test neces-
sarilv was not exclusive. Thus, the guidelines provided that if the test was vio-
lated, the taxpayer could demonstrate his right to continue using his existing tax
lives if they were justified by his particular facts and circumstances.

It is not feasible now, for the first time. to begin applying a test to disallow
depreciation deductions when the result may be (given the number of returns
affected) a9 very large number of individual fact-. and circumnstances disputes.
Furither, the test is so complex In its actual application that despite inten-sive
training few revenue agents or accountants are able to apply the test in all Its
detail. Its application Is an unwarranted burden on taxpayers, and it injects
unreasonable and unnecessary unciertainties as to allowable depreciation deduc-
tins. In sumlmary, we have found it impossible to administer and apply the
reserve ratio test.

(755)
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We felt it necessary to design a depreciation system based oil iltdllstry-WAide
sttmltlards or iorins, giving each taxpayer within a given industry the samle
rights, while also providing for regulfir revisions of the industry allowvances to
reflect industry experience and current conditions. To accompllish a meaningful
reform, the system necessarily had to deal also with thle integrally related
problems of the treatment of repair and maintenance expendi tutres, salvage
value, asset retirements, and other factors not dealth with in the guidelines. The
new class life system for the first tine represents a comprehensive treatment of
ail these matters.

The new class life system will largely end the bulk of disputes in thle dleprecia-
tion area, including disputes over salvage value and~ controversies over deducti-
bility of repair and maintenance expenditures, all in a manner which is entirely
reasonable both front the taxpayer's and the Government's standpoint. Thle nex'
class life system also establishes a (omJprellensive system of depreciation ac-
Counating which permit the retrievalI of anmual. systemtiIc, nation-wide data onl
asset acquisitions andl retirements and establishes a (data analysis program lin
the Internjal Revenue Service whi('h will provide a basis for future changes lin
gtidelie classes , guideline lives, and repair allowances lin light of experience,
trends, anmd p~rojected1 f tt ure conditions.

Ili gearing tihe annual depreciate ion allowance to industry norms. it wvas ap-
propriaite to proviIde a range of allowable lives within which the taxpayer could
,:elect a life, reflecting the experience li general of those taxpayers ill the in-
dustry who have shorter than a verage replacement cycles. This w~ill prevent
inequities by allowving all taxpayers wvithinl a givenl industry, competing with
eak-*h other, the( right to the saute depreciationn allowancle. It alIso taken account of
thle fact, that competitive pressure will tend( to cause aill taxpayers illi an industry
to move toward using the( most efficient p~rodulction lprocesses, and] thas toward
the most eflicienit turnover of their capital assets, so that their (depreci ation lives
should lie the samle.

Allowing shorter lives is also necessary in order to avoid having a large1 Per-'
centage of taxpayers continually seeking to esta~blishi that their own individual-
ized prior experience, based onl a myriad of historical (data, justifies shorter tax
lives.

Onl examining the guideline lives for tile various industry groups as estab~lishedl
in 1962, we also concluded that lin general. because of changes inl conditions since
1962. shorter periods were justified. There has been extensive technological
change since 1962, resulting iii asset obsolescence. Factors which contributed to
this condition included recently implosedl severe federal and( state environmental
control requirements rendering assets obsolete more quickly; an increasing (degree
of competition from foreign p~rodlucers with highly automated modern facilities.
newly constructed within the past two decades, forcing more rapid moderniza-
tion by U.S. producerr.; and rapid incorporation of recent technological improve-
mments by U.S. industries.

Further, we found that tile other major industrialized nations provide sub-
staniti ally more favorable deprecia tion llmIlowances thuan our guideline lives.

Taxpayers are ('litiflc(1 to) dep~reciatiotn allowaices which, ill 1lit of current
conditions, are indeed a reasonable allowance, including a reasonable allo~va ace
for ob,l)Selesece. c(I(tig',it is itl ily *judgtIllemt necessary to allows taxpayers
at leeway under wAhicit they may select lives within a range 20 perceelt shorter
to 20) percent longIrer thlanlfthe guideline iv'es.

lIn Illy' ofpiiliolt. thle stitllIilatioti ()f investment hi plant and~ equlipmllent inhlerenit
In the new class life system is warranted in addition to the 7 percent permanent
.bdIn I )evelopmaent Credit. As your ('onmiittfee revoglivetl ill 196i2, alm investment
cmredit aInd lib~eralizedI depreciation wor'k halnd inll 11111( to Cltcollige econlomic
gtowvthl mid to allow American imlistry to) compete of) anl equat~l basis with tile
fincreasimigly competitive ind~ustrializ/ed natiolls of the( free Nvom'll. The imaljor
indluqtrilize1 nations today iprovidle n11ot ily liberal depreciation uledliifons but
lsqo initial allowanices 01r inleti ve allowances to emeourage investment and

economic growth. Thle table includled inl my testimony ( revised somewhat ) show-
imw tile effect of these provisions oil tile met cost of an asset to the taxpayer is
attachled for your convemnietce. This table (demlonstra tes thamt both tile Jo01 D~e-
velopmtit Credit and tile niew cltass life system arc mecesSmry to place Anmerivaim
Indulstr'y on a basis in ammy way comparable to that of producers lin other counl-
tiljes. 1mm actuality, a considerably higher investeimt credit or deprecation liber-
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alization w'ouldl be necessary to match the allowances granted by Great Britain,
.Japani Italy, WXest Germany, Sweden, or Belgium, but we are satisfied that the
'omubina tion inl the I louse bill is adequate.

From the point of view of amiinistr'atioin of the internal revenue laws, thle
iew cha ss life Sys-teii-im('liding he a lility to select a ulselm 1 life froii a ia tinger~
of lives froin 20) percent above to 20) percent below the guideline lives-is essen-
til. Th'le niew ('hiss ifeo systein cannot lie elitahuia tell without cineat ing iii1aJoi
adlmiulist ratiNhe difficulties. Th'le new systems is ai( coiipieliensi "e appriloach to thle
(iliculties of* capital cost recovery, andl re(teni otn of this system is impilerative.
1 umrge youl to adopt the .Job I evelolient C redit amid the l'ov'isioius" of tilie I louse
1)111 estab~lishinig the iiew class life (lepreciationi ySst('i1

Sincerely youris,
.IN 1B. COWNNALLY.

I)EPART-MENT 0OF STrATE,
Washington, D.C., Oct. 7, 1971.

110on. RU'SSELL B. LONG,
Ch airinan, Finance Commnittee,
U.S. Seaflte,
WTiashington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : The Department nderstandls that your Commnittee will
comme(nce hearings onl -1.1R. 10947, "Tile Revenue Act of 1971," today, October 7.
WVe wish to refer to the specific provision in that bill which incorporates oc'eani
freight charges, when incurred by using US-flag vessels, inl thle definilionl of
exp~ort pr'omotion expenses~ for the purposes of calculating thle allocation of profits
to thle proposed Domestic International Sales Corporation discSC.

As wve understand this provision, it would permit the DISC to take upl to .50%/
of its freight costs, if it utilizes US-flag vessels, as "export prom)Iotion expensess"
It could then claim up to 10%1 of these expenses to increase its allocation of income
eligible for tax deferral. The practical effect of the provision would be to pro'ividle
to exporters qualifying as DISCs a tax idefei'il onl income equidolnt, to il) t[9 5%
of the fi'eight charges paid to 1-'S flag vessels.

The Department has both legal and practical problems with the above-
(described provision. In brief, the Department consider's that most of our Friend-
ship, Commerce, and Navgiation (FON) treaties with foreign countries prohibit
any measure that has the effect of denying foreign flag vessels equal access to
commercial cargo whether the measure applies to the vessel, the cargo or to
some other party, such as the exporter w'ho makes use of the vessel. In most
cases this p~rohibitionl derives from ain aritcle dealing specifically with shipping.
A typical example of such an article is 13 (2), (3) of our FCN treaty with Belgium,
as follow's:

(2) Vessels of either Party en route to or from the territories of the-
other Party shall be accorded national treatment and miost-favored-nation
treatment with respect to the right to carry all cargo that may be carried
by vessel.

(3) Goods carried by vessels under the flag of either Party to or from the
territories of the other 1Party shall enjoy the same favors as when transported
in vessels sailing under the flag of such other Party. Trlis applies especially
with regardl to customs duties and] all other fees and charges, to bounties,
drawbacks and other privileges of this nature, as well as to the administration
of the customs and to transport to amid from port by rail and other means
of transportation.

The United States currently has FCX' treaties w'vith over 40 countries including
most of the major maritime nations. MNost of themn contain the prohibition of
discriminatory treatment by each treaty signatory of thle other party's national-
flag vessels.

It is the D~epartment's view that the shiipping provision inl H.R. 10947 consti-
tutes the type of discriminatory treatment. in favor of 1.5.-flag vessels whIich i.'s
prohibited in the above-mientioned FCN treatie. It would provide a tax advan-
tage to tile shuippler or exporter which utilized VS8-flag vessels, amndl would l there-
fore constitute an incentive for directing cargoes to I 'S lines at t~me expense
of foreign-flag lines, including those of countries with which w'e enjoy FCN
treaties.

Our existing ('argo preference laws amid regulations in favor of PSR-flag yes-
sels are not. in violation of our FC-N treaties. FCN treaties cover only commer-
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cmal cargoes and do not apply to government prop~rietary cargoes or those in
which there has been some form of official financial assistance, such as are
coveredI by cargo l)refererce. The provision in H.1R. 10.947, by contrast, would
apply to exports by DISCs, which would be essentially commercial cargoes. As
a matter of policy and treaty obligation the U3iutedl States has carefully steered
clecar of restricting tile freedom of shippers to choose the vessel for shipment
of c'ommlercial cargoes.

From a practical standpoint tile Department believes that adloptionI of the
above-described shipping provision, contrary to our treaty obligations, would
undercut the effectiveness of the UT.S. government in obtaining relief from
similar actions by foreign governments. It is a considerable temptation, especially
for a dlevelop~ing country attempting to build upl its merchant fleet, to utilize
tax rebates and similar procedures for establishing preferences for cargoes
sbipoped in their ownl national-flag fleets. Where wve have FCN treaties p~ro-
I. ibitig such discriminatory treatment we can invoke them ini defense of U.S.-
flag shipping. For us to violate the treaties themselves would vitiate this capa-
bility.

Ini our letter of July 21, 1971 to the Office of Management and Budget, tile
Department supported the Treasury's proposal on the 1)ISC as it stood at that
time, noting that "tile proposal is consistent withl our international obligations."
If tile proposal had at that time conitainedI tile albove-descrilbed shipping p~rovi-
sion we would of course have expressed our views as outlined above.

Inl view of the above considerations tile D~epartment strongly urges the Com-
mittee to agree to the deletion of the provision on shipping from H.R. 10947.

The Office of Mlanagement Land Budget advises that from the standpoint of
the Adlministration's program there is no objection to the Submission of this
rep~ort.

Sincerely yours,
DAVID M. AisiiiRE,
Assistant Secretary for

Congressional Relations.

WHITE MOTOR C'ORP.,
lVash ington, D.C., October 5, 19711.

Subject: Proposed Internal Revenue Act of 1971 II.R. 10947, Section 48A.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. xSlnate,
117aslingt on, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: We hereby request that provision be made in the Job
Development Investmient Credit reference of the subject Act now pending in
the Congress to permit purchasers of trucks manufactured i Canada purisuant
to the United States-Canada, Automotive Products Agreement of 1965 to aval
themselves of 'the proposed tax credit. The Credit in its present form excludes
foreign-produced 'trucks as long as the import surcharge Is in effect while trucks
produced in the United States will be eligible under the Credit. Should the Credit
be enacted into lawv in its present form the Automotive Product Agreement will
be abrogatedl with the result that White Motor Corporation and its subsidiaries
as well as the many other truck manufacturers who acted in good faith in
reliance on the Automotive Products Agreement will suffer irreparable damage.

As you are undoubtedly aware, in Januar-y of 196.5 the Governments of the
United States and Canada entered Into the Automotive Products Agreement
which, in Article 1, sets forth the following objectives:

(a) The creation of a broader market for automotive products within
which the full benefits of specialized and large-scale production can be
achieved;

(b) The liberalization of the United States and Canadian automotive trade
in respect of tariff barriers and other factors tending to Impede it, with a
view to enabling the lndu.,tries of both countries to participate on a fair
and equitable basis in the expanding total market of the two countries:

(c) The development of conditions in which market forces may operate
effectively to attain the most economic pattern of investment, production
and trade.

Article I of the Agreement further provides that it shall be the policy of each
Government to avoid actions which would frustrate the achievement of these
objectives.
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united states manufacturers wvho wish to avail themselves of the tariff free
advantage of the Automotive Products Agreement must manufacture in both
countries and must maintain certain established export-limport and price ratios.

As a direct result of such Agreement and the statutes enacted by the United
States Government implementing the Agreement and in accordance with the
above iset forth objectives, of the Agreement, White con.-tructed at manufacturing
facility In Kelowna, British Columbia. Kelowna is White'4 first and only facility
in the Western part of the North American Continent where two unique White
heavy dutty highwaviy tratcors are manufactured. They were designed to meet
the specifications required by Western highway trucking operators !in the United
States and Canada. Production at this facility comimencedl in 19617 with 221
unitsq and, for the year 1972, it is estimated that 1,195 units will he produced.
In 1972- as !in past years, approximately 75% of the units are expected to lie sold
into the U-nited States. The value of such expected shipments to the U.S. is
approximately $14,000,000. It should be noted that approximately 70% of the
value of all component parts of the trucks manufactured in the Kelowna facility
are of United States origin.

As a result of White p)rocee(1ing under the Automotive Products Agreement by
expa nding its manufacturing facilities !in Canada, it has sulbstantially increased
its export of United States manufactured trucks into Canada and through its
Kelowna, British Columbia, facility increased its market penetration of Western
United 'States and Canada.

Accordingly, If the Credit does not make provision for Canadian manufac-
tured trucks, the entire purpose of the Agreement will be nullified with the
result that White's exportation of United States-mnade trucks wvill be reduced
because of its inability to live up to the ratio of Canadian products to Canadian
sales andI the resulting requirement that duties 1)e paid to Canada. 'Specifically if
the White Truck Division of Cleveland, Ohio. and the Autocar Division of E"xton.
Pennsylvania, had not been able to take advantage of dluty free shipments into
Canada it would have meant that such shipments would have been charged 15%1
Import duty and sales would have been lost as follows:

1969-472 vvhicles; valued at $9.400.000.
1970-140 vehicles valued at $2,800.000.
1971-250 vehicles valued at $5,000.000.

It is estimated that in 1972 the loss will be the same as in 1971.
Also. White's penetration of the highly specialized Western United States and

Canada market for the unique trucks manufactured at Kelowna could be severely
curtailed since the manufacture of such trucks would have to be shifted from
Kelowvna to White's United States facilities which are located in Ohio and
Pennsylvania. This change would of course take time and a considerable expen-
diture and may not be economically feasible, since the market could be lost
during the period of transition.

In view of the above. we hereby request that consideration be given to a pro-
vision in the pending Job Development Credit which will permit products im-
p)orted under the provisions of the United States-Canada Automotive Agree-
ment of *1965 to be included for tax credit purposes, or a suitable alternative be
developed which would not work a hardship on such companies as White which
developed manufacturing facilities to participate in the aforem-entioned
agreement.

If you have any questions or desire additional information, please advise and
we will give the matter our prompt attention.

Very truly yours.
WHITE MOTOR CORPORATION,

P. H, HOCKWALT.
Director of lWashington Office.

LAW SCHOOL Or HARVARD UNIVERSITY,
Conmbridge, AMa.s., Sept. 2. , 1971.

lHon. RUTSSELL B. LONG,
Cha(irflza , Senate Coninittee on Finance,
lWashington, D.C.

DLAn Smn: The low-income allowance Which provides, long-needed relief for
hard-pressed taxpayers a-t or below the poverty level, is being seriously abused.
It is used by estate planners to permit income to be accumulated tax-free at the
rate of $1,750 per year for the minor children and grandchildren of wealthy
individuals.
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The bill which the Ways and Meanis Committee will report shortly is expected
to contain a Iprovision which deals with part of the problem. It is, however,
seriously incomplete. The enclosed memorandumi describes the situation and
suggests at more comprehensive reinedy for consideration by the Finance Comn-
mittee.

If a member of your staff should wish to discuss any aspects of the problem
with me, my telephone number is (617) 495A4630.

Sincerely y ours,
DAVID WESTEALL,

Pro fes8or- of Law.
Enclosure.

SEPT. 24, 1971.
IMNeinioranduni re Abuse of Lowv-Inconie Allowvance.
From: David lWestfall, Professor of Law, Harvard University.

Tbe lowdalconlic allowance, which was intended to provide relief for hard-
pre~ssed taxpayers with low incomes, is being used( in estate planning to accumnu-
late tax-free income for the children and grandchildren of wealthy individuals.
This may be (lone in a variety of ways:

CASE I

A father or grandfather Sets up a trust to tiontinue for tea years, when the
principal is to be returned to him. During thi tenl year terni of the trust, the
income is payable to the children or grandelindreii. If it is not needed for their
living expenses, the income is likely to lie. acmunulated by the beneficiaries. The
offec(t of the tlw ilicolie allowance is to make snebl accumulation tax-free (if the
(liild or- granilchildl has no other iiwonie) to the Uxtent, of .$1750 per year.

CASE 2

A father or grandfather set.4 up a trust for his children or grandchildren. Dur-
ing the termn of the trust, the income may either be paidl to the beneficiaries or
accuiulatedl by the trustee. Wheni the trust termiaimmtes, the principal and ac-
cumulatedl income will lbe paid to the beneficiaries and vv ill not revert to the
grantor. The effect again of the low income allowance is to make distributed
income tax-free to the extent of $1750 per benieficiaryv per year, if the beiieficiary
has no other income. Accumulated income will be taxed to the trust, but when it
is distributed the low income allowance mayv permit the beneficiary who receives
the accumulation to get a refund of taxes paid by the trust, if hie had no other
inlcomie (luring the years of its accumulation. This is the result of the throwback
provisions dealing with accu mulIated trust Income.

CASE 3

A father or g,,rand1fat-her makes a gift to a trust for his minor child or grand1-
(lbildl whichi qualities under § 2503(c) as a present interest trust. During the
lei'iii of the trust, incoie may be distributed to the beneficiary, which again will
be free of tax if lie has no other icoame. If the trustee accumulates the trust
income, it will be taxed to the trust but again there may he a refund of such
taxes when the income is distriutedl to the beneficiary at age 21.

CASE~ 4

A father or grandfather makes a gift to a custodian for a minor child or
grandchild under omme of the state Uniformn Gifts to Miors Acts, or he makes a
gift to the minor and a guardian is apploinited to 1h01( title to the property for
himim. The icomie recei vedl by the custodian or guardian is taxable to the miinor,
but again the low incomneallowance is available.

lIn all of tile above situations, if the child or grandchild is in fact being Sup-
portedl by his parents, it is difficult to justify giving himi tile benefit of the low
imicomue allowanmce with respect to the icomie iii questions. P1he Ways and Means
( 'ommitteo is expmectedl to report shortly a bill whlichi deals with Case 1 limiting
he lOw% income allowance with respect to income received by a taxpayer from a

trust in which the grantor has a reversionary interest. Although this Is the
most flagranit ease, it appear., that serious abuses exist In Cases 2, 3, and 4
,,- well. Such abuses are heightened by the increase In tile low income allowance
to $2050 under the Ways and Means bill.
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A more comprehensive solution would deny the low income allowance to minor
taxpayers with respect to unearned income generally, if the taxpayer qualities
for tax purposes a,4 a dependent of another taxpayer. The limitation to minor
taxpayers is appropriate to keel) the low income allowance available for those
adults, such as retired pecrsons, who receive unearned income but often have no
other source of support, or, if they (10, nevertheless Often have the expense of
maintaining at separate household. The limitation to those w~ho qualify as; a
dependent of another taxpayer is appropriate to keel) the low income allowance
available for minors wvho do not receive support from another taxpayer.

AMEBICAN Fisii FARM Flts FICDE7RATION,
Lonokc, A rk., October 12, 1971.

l10on. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairinan, Finance Commnittee,
U.S. Senate, INew Senate Office Building,
W~ashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: This is to urge you to support Senator James B3. Pearson's
Amendment to the Revenue Act of 1971, which would double the investment
tax credit for rural areas.

You are aware, of course, that 70% of the population is, flow concentrated on
less than 2%/ of the land and that the location and expansion of industries in thle
central cities continuously attract more peole to these highly congested areas,
creating critical problems of housing, tranpotton, incea sed1crime, a nd un-
healthful living conditions.

A more balanced distribution of economic opportunities is a1 necessi4ty to ac-
comnmodate an increased population. It is my opinion that Senator Pearson's
Amendment would be a long step toward dlecentralization of the population of
this country.

I hope your Committee will act favorably on this Amendment.
Yours very truly,

AM.%ERICAN FisHi FARMERS FEDERATION,
Roy PREWITT, Chairman.

STATEMENT BY JA-MEs B. CREAL, E1xECUTIvE VICE-PRIESIDENT,
AMERICAN AUTOM~OBILE ASSOCIATION

The American Automobile Association, of which I am the E~xecutive Vfice-Presi-
dent, appreciates this opportunity to p~resenit our views on President Nixon's
proposed repeal of the 7 percent automobile excise tax.

The American Automobile Association historically has been fo~r repeal of this
onerous tax. Our official policy Statement on this issue reads:

"A-6. FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES

The AAA opposes Federal excise taxes on private passenger cars, their
accessories and p~arts."

In addition, we have presented three basic arguments, on this matter. First, the
auto excise tax Is highly regressive andl Is not truly related to the taxpayer's
ability to pay, As a result, the burden of the tax falls most heavily onl those
least able to pay it.

,Secondly, the automobile Is a necessity, not a luxury, and it. should not be
subject to (the sanie, sort of federal "luxury" taxes that are levied on the sales
of alcoholic 'beverages and tobaceo, It shouldIn't surprise you to know that about
82 pereent of the commuting workers in thiN country travel to and from, work
by automobile, according to the Automobile 'Manufacturers Association booklet
entitled "11971 Automobile Facts and Figures". knd at national survey sponsored
by the Highway Research Board in 1967-68 revealed that 81 percent of the
American public consider their automobiles to be the ideal mode for making
those very necessary local shopping trips.

And thirdly, American motorists are the most heavily taxed group in our
nation. The Federal Highway Administration reported on December 4, 1970 that
total special federal and state taxes, fees and tolls paid by highway users, are

6S-333--71--pt. 2-24
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now running well in excess of $16 billion a year. And there appears to be no
end In sight.

Attached is a chart, prepared by the AAA Legal Department, outlining the
legfilative history of the Federal Excise Tax on passenger cars from only 1955
through 1970. This chart graphically illustrat-tes that year after year p~romnised
scheduled reductions in the auto excise tax were postponied by Congress until
now the tax is scheduled to run at a progressively reduced rate until Decexniler
31, ENE1 The time has arrived for the Congress to finally meet Its pledge .to the
American people with respect to th~e auto exise tax by repealing it outright, and
what better tie than now when the President has launched a New Economic
Program to slowv inflation and provide new job opportunities:

Automobiles and jobs are almost synonymous terms. Again, according to the
AM1A booklet "1971 Automobile Facts and Figures", one person in every six in the
nation's work force Is employed either directly or Indirectly in the automotive
field. Through the multiplier effect, the stimulus to the economy from increased
production and sales of motor vehicles can be a tremendously important factor
in achieving success for the President's program. By repealing the 7 percent
automobile excise tax, Congress can In one swift action achieve two goals: It can
redeem its long-standing pledge to the nation with respect to this tax amid it can
take a giant leap forward in stimulating new car sales and the resultant economic
growth.

Changing economic conditions make the time for action now. We urge !ime-
diate repeal of the 7 percent automobile excise tax as proposed in Presidlent
Nixon's Newv Economic Program, which would he retroactive to August 15,
1971. The estimated $29 billion annually returned to the pocketbooks of con-
sumiers will do munch to stimulate all sectors of our economy.

Excise tax on passenger cars (legislative history 1955 thit 1970)

Tax Rate Extension Act of 1955---

P'ublic Ljaw 84-18; 'Mar. 30.
1955---------------------

Tax Rate Extension Act of 196--

Public Law 84-458; Mar. 29,
1956---------------------

Tax Rate Extension Act of 195 ---

Public Law 85-12; MNar. 29,
1957---------------------

Tax Rate Extension Act of 1958 ----

Public Law 85-475; June 30,
1958---------------------

Tax Rate Extension Act of 1959 --

Public Law 86-75; June 30,
1959---------------------

Public Debt and Tax Rate Act of
1960-------------------------

Public Law 86-564; June 30,
1960---------------------

Tax Rate Extension Act of 1961 --

Public Law 87-72; June 30,
1961---------------------

Tax Rate Extension Act of 1962 -

Public Law 87-508; June 28,
1962 -- - - - - - - - - - -

Excise Tax Rate Extension Act of
1963........................--

10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction
Apr. 1, 1955.

Reduction postp~oned until Apr. 1, 1956.
10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction

Apr. 1, 1956.

Reduction postponed until Apr. 1, 1957.
10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction

Apr. 1, 1957.

Reduction postponed until July 1, 1958.
10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction

July 1, 1958.

Reduction postponed until July 1, 1959.
10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction

July 1. 1959.

Reduction postponed until July 1, 1960.

10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction
July 1, 1960.

Reduction postponed until July 1, 1961.
10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction

July 1, 1961.

Reduction postponed until July 1, 1962.
10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction

July 1, 1962.

Reduction postponed until July 1, 1963.

10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction
July 1, 1963.
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Public Law 88-52; June 29,
19W63 - -- - - - -- - - -

Excise Tnx Rate Extension Act of
1964 ---------------------

Public Law 88-348: June 30,
1904 ---------------------

Excise Tax Rediction Act of 1965--
Public Law 8W-44; June 21,

1965 -- - - - - - - - - - -

Tax Adjustment Act of 1966----
Public Law 89-368; Mar. 15,

1966 -- - - - - - - - - - -

Revenue and Expenditure Control
Act of 1968-- - - - - - - -

Public Lawv 90-364; June 28,
1068 -- - - - - - - - - - -

'Tax Reform Act of 1969------
Public Law 91-172; Dec. 30,

1969 -- - - - - - - - - - -

Excise, Est ate, and Oift Tax Adjust-
ineilt Act of 1970 ------

Public Latw 91-614; Dec. 31,
1970 - - - - - - - - - - --

Reduction postponed 1 year until July 1,
196-4.

10 to 7 percent scheduled for reduction
July 1, 1964.

Reduction postponed 1 year until July 1,
1965.

Scheduled reductions:

10 to 7 percent June 2, 1905 through
D)ec. 31, 1965' .

7 to 6 percent Jan. 1, 1966 through
D~ec. 31, 1966.

6 to 4 percent Jan. 1, 1967 through
lDec. 31, 1967.

4 to 2 percent Jan. 1, 1968 through
Dec. 31, 1908.

2 to 1 percent Jan. 1, 1909.
Postponed reduction and increased tax to:

7 percent MNar. 16, 10166 through
Mar. 31, 1968.

7 to 2 percent Apr. 1, 1968 through
D~ee. 31. 11968.

2 to 1 percent Jan. 1, 1969.

Postponed and rescheduled reductions to:

7 percent Apr. 1, 1968 to 1)ec. 31, 1969.
7 to 5 percent .Jhn. 1, 1970 to Dec. 31.

1970.
5 to 3 percent Jan. 1, 1971 to Dec. 31,

1971.
3 to 1 percent Jan. 1, 19742 to Dec. 31.

1972.
1 to 0 percent Jan. 1, 1973.

Postponed and rescheduled reductions to:

7 percent Jan. 1, 1970 through Dec. 31,
1970.

7 to 5 percent Jan. 1, -1071 through
IDec. 31, 1971.

5 to 3 percent JTan. 1, 1972 through
Dec. 31. 1972.

3 to 1 percent Jan. 1. 1973 through
Dec. 31. 1973.

1 toO0 percent Jan. 1, 1974.

Postponed and1 rescheduled reductions to:

7 percent Jan. 1, 1971 through Dec. 31,
1972.

7 to 6 percent Jan. 1, 1973 through
Dec. 31, 1973.

6 to 5 percent Jan. 1, 1974 through
Dec. 31, 1977.

5 to 4 percent Jan. 1, 1978 through
Dee. 31, 1978.

4 to 3 percent Jan. 1, 1979 through
1)ec. 31, 1979.

3 to 2 percent Jan. 1, 1980 through
D)ee. 31, 1980.

2 to 1 percent Jan. 1, 1981 through
1)ec. 31, 1981.
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INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AM ERICA,
Washington, D.C., Oct. 7, 1971.

Re Interest Equalization Tax Exclusion for U.S. Direct Investments.
l10o1. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Commnittee on. Finance,
U.N~. Senate, Senate Office Bitilding,
Washington, D.C.

DEARI Ma. CHTAIRIMAN: In connection with the Revenue Act of 1971 (1H.1. 10947),
the Foreign Investmient Committee of the Investment Bankers Association urges
you to consider an amendlment to the Internal Revenue Code which would pro-
vide a newv exclusion from Interest Equllaization Tax for acquisitions by United
States persons of securities issued by foreign entities to raise funds to be used
together with foreign source funds to make (direct investments within the Unitedl
States.

The Foreignl Investment Committee supports this amendment because of its
belief that the measure will result in neov foreign investment in the United States
which will improve the United States balance-of-payments position. Many direct
Investments by foreign corporations should result In substantial import sub-
.stibutions and contribute to exports. Also, many such investments should result
in new job opportu n Ities through the creation of new domestic industries, Con-
sidderation of the ainendiuent In connection with the Revenue Acet of 1 971 is aLp-
p~ropriate since the policies of that Act Include the improvement of the United
States5 lalance-of-payllnents positionl and1( the stiilation of the (lomest i

Prior to the introduction of the Revenue Act of 1971, the proposed amendment
was (discussed at length and in (detail with technical personnel of the Treasury
Department who indicated informally that the form of the amendment described
in this letter was acceptable to them.

in connection with the proposed nimendmient, the Comnmittee wvouldl like to
draw your attention to the Report issued by the Presidential Coinnmission onl
International Trade and Investment Policy in .July 1971 which recomndl~s that
imnmedliate attenltionl be given to freeing foreign securities from Interest Equali-
zation Tax where the proceeds are 'used for United States direct investment. The
Report points out that the Interest Equalization Tax now serves as ain im-
pediment to foreign direct investment in the United States.

The Committee concurs in the conclusion of the Presidential Commission. The
limitations on many foreign capital markets, p~articularly regarding equity secui-
rities, make it significantly more difficult to raise money abroad than in the
United States. Further, in the International monetary situation, foreign entities
may be unwilling to make a dollar investment in the United States unless such
investment is made with the proceeds of a dollar liability In order to eliminate
foreign exchange risk in United States investment. The proposed exclusio;1 would
help eliminate both of these impediments to investment in the United States
by foreign entities.

As to that part of the financing of foreign investment which would be raised
In the United States, particularly where convertible securities or equities are
used, experience would indicate that substantial amounts of such securities would
In the course of time flow hack to the foreign market where the securities of the
issuer are principally traded and thereby add to the inflow of funds.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THlE AMENDMENT

'The Interest Equalization Tax provisions of the Internal Rev-enue Code would
ho amended to establish an exclusioni for acquisitions by United States persons,
of stock and debt obligations issued by foreign persons to raise funds for dit-ect
investments in time United States so long as foreign Source funds will also be so
Invested. This would be a miew exclusion. The exclusion would be available only
after a Trcoasury Department determination that an amount of foreign source
funds, plus the net lproeeeds of the excluded Issue, would be invested in thek
United States. Assurance would be requir-ed that the investment would not be
a substitute for an existing United States investment and that it would not be
used 'to finance import activities. Failure to carry out an investment plan ap-
proved by the Treasury Department after issuing securities would ordinarily
result inI the imposition of Interest Equalization Tax liability on tile issuer.
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DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC FEATURES

,The principal features of the amendment would be as follows:
The exclusion would apply to the acquisition of either stock includingg options

to acquire stock) or debt obligations which constituted atll or part of an original
or new issue, as well as stock acquired pursuant to the conversion of debt obliga-
tions which were ail or part of anl original issue to which the exclusion applied.
Securities sold by a foreign affiliate of the issuer would be eligible. Securities
issued for property, as well as cash, would be eligible.

Prior to the issuance of the excluded securities, the Tlrealsury Department
would determine that the issuer had a well-developed plan which was likely to
be implemented p~ursuanlt to which the p)roeeds of the issue would be invested as
a new direct investment in the United States or would lie usedl to refinance an
issue of securities so invested. This determinationn would be reflected in a Trreas-
mry Department ruling. Ruling requests would Ice signed by the issuer. the lead
underwriter or likely acquirer, the U.S. Subsidiary (if any) in which the invest-
mient wvill be made aIId at least one resident United States citizen employed by
the subsidiary or issuer.

The lan would provide that, inI addition to the net proceeds realized from thle
portion of the issuer that is sold to United States persons, the issuer would invest
an amount of foreign funds in the United States as part of direct investment. Thle
Treasury Department, could determine that the amount of foreign source funds to
be invested should be less than, equal to, or greater than the proceeds from the
sale of the portion of the issue that is sold to United States persons.

The plan would requlire that the direct investment be maintained in the United
States for a minimuni period established by the Treasury Departmnent. We sug-
gest that a reasonable minimum p~eriodl would be five years or the period to
maturity, when shorter than five years. The plIan would require the net pro-
ceeds of the sale of the excluded issue to be held in the United 'States pending
their direct investment, and the appropriate forms of temporary investments
'would be prescribed by the Treasury Department.

The exclusion would not apply where a substantial part of the activities in
which the direct investment wvas made fostered the sale or thnanving of iniported
products; and w-ould not apply where the (direct investment was a substitute for
,existing (direct -investments in the United States.

Failure to conmly with the above conditions, except where due to a change in
the circumstances after issuance, would( result in the imposi tion of an Interest
Equalization Tfox liability on the issuer. There would be no subsequent liability
where failure was (tue to a change in circumstances after Issuance of the ex-
cluded issue. Te amount of subsequent Interest Equalization Tax liability would
be equal to the 1,ax which would lmava been p~aid at the -time the excluded issue
was sold on the portion of the excluded issue which was not used in accordance
wvithm the plan.

The Foreign Investment Committee supports an amendment to provide an
Interest Equalization Tax exclusion for United States direct investments and
urges your consideration of such an amendment in connection withi the Revenue
Act of 1971.

Very truly yours,
H ARVEY M. RUnEGER, Cha irman.

CAll!! f, GORDON, SONNETTr, REINDEL & 011L,
New York, N.Y., October 7, 1971.

Nion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Cha irm an, Corn fl ttee on Fivn lce,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
D)EAR 'SENATOn LONG: I wish to call your attention to an obvious Inequity

which exists, in the Revenue Bill of 1971 (H.R. 10947).
The proIposed amendment to Section 58(g) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code

will result in the unfair treatment of taxpayers wvho relied upon a proposed
Treasury regulation unless the amendment Is restricted. That section was added
to the Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1969, and the pending amendment would
retroactively nioldify that section 'by providing, In effect, that foreign source
capital gais will 1)e treated as items of tax preference In. cases in which the
capital gains are attributable to countries which impose no income tax.
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The proposed regulations Interpreting Section 58(g) (2) In Its present form
were issued 0o IDecember :30, 1970, a11d provided that such foreign source capital
gains were not items of tax preference. On June 24, 1971 the Treasury reversed
its position and modified tile proposed regulations so as to treat capital gains
earned lin foreign countries which Impose no Income tax as being items of tax
preference. The same consequence will result from the adoption of the ptviosed
amendment to Section 58.

It Is, typical to 'limit amendments to tile Internal Revenue Code to transactions
occurring after tihe adoption or proposed adoption of such amendments. It would
seem particularly Inapprop~rialte to deviate from that standard in a case such as
this where for a period of approximately six months the published position of the
Treasury led to a result diametrically opposed to that proposed by this anend-
ment. At a minimum, It would appear that this amendment should be restricted
to capital gains realized after June 24, 1971, the date of the change In the Treas-
ury's proposed regulation.

Very truly yotirs,
WALTER C. CLIFF.

OCTOBER 12. 1971.
Hon1. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: To help overseas financing of U.S. business needs in a
manner consistent with Administration policy, HI.R. 9040 should be added to the
Revenue Act of 1971. This is necessary to make effective an Important mechan-
ism authorized by Congress this year. A copy of H.R. 9040 is attached.

Congress permitted U.S. corporations to designate debentures and other debt
instruments issued by them and thus make them subject to the Interest Equal-
ization Tax ("JET"). JET Extension Act of 1971, adding Section 4912(c) to the
Code. At tile same time, the interest 08 designated debt was exempted from with-
hlolding taxes by a new Section 801(a) (1) (G) also added to the Code by the
JET E~xtension Act of 1971. Thils legislation was designed to hlp U.S. business
raise capital overseas without using foreign finance subsidiaries. It failed, and
debt securities have not been issued -tnder it, because tiley would be subject to
U.S. estate taxes; whlen held by foreign Investors. Since thlis estate tax difficulty
can be avoided by selling debentures of a foreign finance subsidiary, typically a
Netherlands Antilles subsidiary,* these companies continue to be employed In
foreign financing despite the Extension Act.

Tile price of using Netherlands Antilles finance subsidiaries is a local tax
tolll charge" which i's ultimately borne by our Treasury through our foreign
tax credit mechanism. IH.R. 9040 would make it unnecessary to use Nether-
lands finance subsidiaries, and would thus avoid tils cost. It would (10 8o by
exenlpting froml U.S. estate tax dlebt instruments which had been subjected
to JET by designation. Tile debt instruments of certain IDelawnare finance
subsidiaries already enjoy this exemption under Section 2104(c) of the C1ode
and so, of course, do the debt instruments of Antilles finance subsidiaries.

No estate tax loss could be anticipated from enactment of H.R. 9040, for
estate tax-burdened securities of time type under consideration are ilot 1ow
issued. Indeed, by eliminating the need for Netherlands Antilles finance Sub-
sidiaries and thus the credit against U.S. income tax they generate, H.R. .9040
would increase U.S. income tax revenues. It is understood that the Adminis-
tration supports H.R. 9040.

Respectfully submitted,
M. BERNARD AIDINOFF,
.Joiiiv P. CARROLL, Jr.

*In some, but not all, cases a special type of Delaware finance subsidiary mnay also be
employed. Ordinarily, T1Ed a applies to the bonds of a Delaware finance sibsidlary (and
tile bonds are exempt from withholding andl estate taxes) If the proceeds of the bonds are
Invested abroad but not if the proceeds are Invested In the U.S.
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H.R. 9040, 92d Cong., first sess.]I

A BILL To amend th e Internal Revenue Code of 1954. to provide an exemption from the
Federal estate tax for certain debt obligations of domestic corporations in cases where
the Interest on such obligations would be treated nE Income from foreign sources for
purposes of the Interest equalization tax.

Be it enacted by the Senate and H~ouse of Represcntatirc8 of the (Tnited
States of Amecrieca in Congre9s assembled, That the last sentence of section
2104(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to treatment of cer-
tain debt obligations for estate tax purposes) is amerwded by Inserting "or
section 861(a) (1) (G)"' after "by reason of section 86(a) (1) (B)".

SEc. 2. The amendment made by the first section of this Act. shall be ef-
fective with respect to estates of decedents dying on or after Apri1 1, 1971.

AMEIICAN FARMt BUREAUT FEDEIIA'ION,
IVa8h ington, D.C., Oct. 12, 1971.

HOn. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman. Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Waskhington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. CHAIRIMAN : We are writing to you to express Farm Bureau's posi-
tion on the legislative proposals contained in President Nixon's August 15 eco-
nomic message which have passed the House in modified form and are now be-
fore your Commqttee.

Farm Bureau has long been concerned with the economy of this nation. This
is evidenced lby the time and(ldetailed discussion devoted to economic issues each
year by the official voting delegates of the member State Farm Bureaus during
policy deliberations. The opening p~aragraphl of current Farm Bureau policy
reads as follows:

"Inflation is a serious threat to economic stability. Excessive federal govern-
ment spending is the basic cause of our current problem of inflation. Deficit
spending by the federal government and policies which expand the supply of

money and credit faster than production clearly lead to inflation. Both Con-
gress and the Executive Branch of government must face up to tis fact and
bring expenditures Into balance with income at tax rates which are not
oppressive."

We believe this statement. is particularly meaningful at this time and in this
setting. The Executive Branch has outlined plans for cutting exp~enditures by
nearly $5 billion during the current year. If and when assurances are received
that such expenditure reductions are, in fact, to be realized, the 1Agislative
Branch should consider reducing the tax burdens on individuals and businesses.

Farm Bureau policy states that "federal excise taxes should be limited to
nonessentials and user taxes." The present seven percent excise tax on auto-
mobiles does not fall into either of the above categories and Farm Bureau favors
its repeal as proposed. We agree strongly with the House position that the excise
tax on small trucks also should be repealed.:

Farm Bureau policy further states: " The personal income tax exemptions
should be further Increased in recognition of the economic changes which have
occurred In recent years."

The statement clearly show., Farm Bureau's su1pport for the proposed speedup
In the scheduled Increases In personal exemptions.
. Turning to the investment credit, our p~resent. policy says: "We favor reen-
actment of the investment credit as a permanent feature of our tax system."

Farmers' and ranchers' most realistic alternative to combat the cost-price
squeeze is by increasing efficiency of production. Their ability to become more
efficient is in large part determined by their ability to modernize the equipment
used In cropping and feeding operations. We can readily see the value of the
proposed seven percent Investment credit. The longtime benefit to the U.S. econ-
omy must come through increased productivity. We urge you to build a legisla-
tive record Indicating the Intention of Congress to make the investment credit
a permanent feature of our tax system.

Farm Bureau does not have specific policy on the details of the DISC pro-
posals; however, we favor It In princllple. The pertinent part of 'Farm Bureau
policy for 1971 reads as follows:

"We favor tax deferral incentives on export earnings of domestic firms as a
method of encouraging exports to offset the tendency for U.S. Industries to ex-
pand production and processing operations In foreign countries."
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As longtime advocates of expanded world trade, It Would appear to us that the
proposl to tax the profits of export corporations only when distributed to the
shareholders,- A'onld be effective in expaidig, foreign sales of U.S. food, fiber and
manufactured goods. This goal must be imet if we are to reverse the decline in our
b~alanlce of paymientq position. The final version of any legislation that may be
enae~d to implement the DISC lprop~osal should encourage exports without per-
initting abuses in the use of any earnings for which taxes Lire to be referredd.

We urge the Conmmittee to give favorable consideration to these proposals at
the earliest possible (late. We thank you for this opportunity to make our p)osi-
tion known andl ask that you include this letter in its entirety in the record of
your hearings.

Sincerely yours,
WVILLIAM J. KUHFUSS, PrSC1idcn.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED 13Y MILTON 'MOUND, NEWv YORK, N.Y.

WAGE AN!) PRICE CONTROLS CAN BE ENFORCED BY A CONFISCATORY TAX

It is suggested that the best machinery for implementing the wage and price
control policies about to he announced, is not by newv criminal sanctions, but
rather by at Confiscatory Tax.

It is generally aigreedl that inflation must lie halted p~ermanlently, and that (ex-
celpt for correcting gross inequities) , it is against the public interest to permit
increase in prices, rents, wages, salaries and benefits, except for imnprovedl goods
and1( services andl i improved p~rodiuct ivity.

There appear's to be it way to imiplemnit that policy without creating a huge
bureaucracy of investigators and prosecutors, and without transforming large
numbers of people into potential law violators. Far better comlialmnce c-an be ob-
tainied by self-interest than by fear of detection and~ prosecution.

An anti-inflation confiscatory tax is suggested. Acceptinig an unauthorized ini-
creaise wvould1 not be a ('riie; but the full amount of that increase would be sub-
jected to a 100% Coiscatory Tax. Enfor'eiient would be almost automatic.
EmloJyers could be required to withhold and pay to the Internal Revenue Service
tihe 100%,/ tax onl the amount they pay for any unauthorized increase in wages,
salaries, and benefits, in addition to withholdling the normal Income taxes as at
p~resent. It could be expeccted1 that employers would withhold andi not pay any
increase until assured that the increase is authorized, If ain employer unwisely
paid an unauthorized increase and did not withhold it, both hie and the recipient
would be liable for the 100%r, tax on the amount of that increase. Thus, by stoppiing
at their source the lpayinent of such unauthorized increases, there should be no
Increase in costs to be passed along as unauthorized increases in prices and rents.

However, all those who receive unauthorized increases In prices and rents
couldI be required to pay to time Internal Revenue Service, monthly, the 100%
tax on such Increases in addition to paying their estimated income tax as alt
present.

STATEMENT OF WVILLIA'M J. NOLAN, JRh., CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON TAXATION,
UNITED STATES COUNCIL OF THlE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SUM MARY

The United States Council, whose membership comprises most of tile major
business firms in the United States which are engaged In foreign trade, recomn-
mends strongly the enactment of the tax proposals of the Administration relating
to the stimulation of export trade through the institution of the "Job development
credit" and the use of a domestic international sales corporation-DISC. These
measures will materially assist ill bringing thle United Sta tes tax burdens on iter-
national tradIe more iii line wvithi those imposed by3 other indus:trializcel nations
and consequently should have a beneficial effect on tile balance of payments and
trade deficit. Nevertheless, as Secretary Connally has testified before this Comn-
nlittee. even though the program was adopted, United States corporations en-
gaged In foreign trade would still not receive tile tax/investment incentives tilat
other Industrialized trading nations offer industry.

There are other Impediments iii the United States taxation of foreign Income
which wve also believe should be eliminated or modified, and we trust the op-
portunity for presenting our views thereon will be afforded In the near future.
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DISCUSSION

It has been well documented in the last few years that depreciation an1 other
allowaiices p~ertaining to capital equipment are considerably lower in the United
States than in other Industrialized nations. The result has been that United
States industry is now facing competition oil an increasingly disadvantageous
basis from foreign plants of more modern design) and with better equipment.
Attempts have been made to rectify this competitive disadvantage through lib-
eralization of useful lives and other administrative measures. As desirable as
these have been, they have fallen short of creating a tax atmosphere in which
the industrial base would be adequately modernized and expanded to keep the
work force employed and the economy healthy.

Percentages of industrial capacity currently utilized are inadequate measure-
ments of inefficient operations aind outmoded standards of technological dlevelop)-
ment. Obsolescence has apparently reached a high point in many industries. rphis
is clearly indicated by the comparison of the portion of gross national prodIuct
devoted to capital investment in the United States with those of our trading
partners. Except for the Unied Kingdom)-which is lpresenly taking steps to ha-
prove its posture-new capacity is less significant ini the Uititedl States than else-
where. Recent developments in pollution and enlvironmnental control will only
make matters worse inl the near future as demands for capital for nonproductive
facilities increase.

MNuch has been said about the imbalance of taxation relief for corporations
as against Individuals under the Adiniistra tion's p~rogram. When one compares
the aggregate tax relief for individuals given under the Tax Reform Act of
19639 and under the recommnendations of the House Bill now before you with
that offered to corporate taxpayers under those two measures. it is clear that
the corporate taxpayer has been sorely (discrinminated against. We believe that
the formation of Investmenmt capital for the continued well-being and growth
of our economy is a matter which this Committee must consider as paramount
in adopting taxation measures in this current difficult p'eriodl of economic slow-
downm.

The job development investment credit is a simple-automiatic-and rela-
tively prompt method of correcting the present imbalance inl the capital
investment area. The unfortunate off again-on again history of the iinvestmenit
credit has tarnished its stimulative (qualities and marred its ability to be most
useful In long range planning for productive facilities. It is earnestly h~oped that
enactment of the job development credlit will now become a permanent part of
the Internal Revenue Code not subject to pressures.

The general disallowvance of time job development investment credit onl foreign-
producer property is understandable hut nevertheless regrettable. Aside froml
the difficulties of compliance with respect to Items partially produced abroad.
this discriminatory provision may wvell bie nonprodunctive overall. Liftig the
prohibition uponi termination of the surchiarge is, of course, desirable but in
the meantime temporary actions will be taken which inay well lbe unecmonic
in the long run an(], at the least, disruptive of normal relations.

The asset depreciating range system (AI)R) which provides a much nieeved
and more realistic depreciation treatment, should not be jettisoned., in wvhole or
In part, in the enactment of the job development credit. Simplification of the
depreciation computation has been a long-sought goal which became closer
of attainment under the AI)R procedures. Deteriniation of useful life is fre-
quently difficult and generally uneconomic in argumiient for either the Government
or taxpayers. It is our view that ADI{ has brought the United States to a more
realistic cost-recovery system which will help in foreign competition.

The DISC concept as recommended lby time Adiniistration is imaginative and
should have a stimulative effect i encouraging U.S. businesses to eater the
export field. Other countries-directly or indirectly-have treated export profits
more favorably than domestic activities for many years. This, coupled with
lower wvage rates, has frequently precluded favorable competitive conditions for
many United States companies. In addition, some countries have actively
solicited the movement of United States plants or facilities abroad through tax
deferrals and other incentives.

The Admiilstrati on's DISC proposal would encourage the retention of facili-
ties in the United States by the granting of tax deferral now only obtainable
Ity locating abroad. It is recognized that i.. many instances, companies; must go
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abroad for materials and markets but for others the use of a DISC would offset
many of the differentials present Ii foreign manufacture. The increase in
domiestic emplloyment and capital investment w~ou1ld naturally be beneficial to
the U.S. economy and balance of payments problem.

We believe that the House Bill provisions narrowing the benefits of the D)ISC
p~rolposals urged by the Administration will effectively destroyy the usefulness of
this farsighted program. Discrimination against those taxpayers who have Ini
the past produced domestically for sale abroad is patently unfair. Moreover,
the House proposal may well lead to encouraging such producers wvio have
benefited our balance of payments in the past difficult years to relocate abroad.
We believe that a strong export industry can best be advanced by the proposals
of the Administration.

However, helpful as we believe DISC would be to our foreign trade and bal-
ance of payments problems, wve believe greater initiative should be taken by
your Committee.

It is understood that the Treasury Department has been preparing a legisla-
tive package for reform Ii the area of tax treatment of foreign Income. Generally
the suggestions made Ii this regard have been noncontroversial Ii nature and
mainly directed toward the elimination of unnecessary or Inequitable imipedi-
ments to sound business transactions in international trade. For example, under
Section 956 of the Internal Revenue Code, the mere investment Ii United States
property by a foreign subsidiary can result Ii a tax onl the United States parent
corporation. This is not only inconsistent with our balance of payments goal
but frequently operates as a trap against the unwvary. Immediate repeal is
wnirranted.

Similarly, Section 367 should he substantially revised to eliminate time mianda-
tory requirements of advance rulings relating to organization, liquidation and
reorganization of a foreign subsidiary. Subpart F should be mlodified Ii thrust
if United States business is to be able to operate effectively Ii competition with
corporations of other industrialized nations. The administration of Section 482
has been frequently criticized as, being counter-productive by encouraging inanui-
facture and assembly abroad to avoid prolonged examination or litigation with
respect to transfer prices onl United States goods or Services. Recent Tax Court
(decisions indicate the costly steps taxpayers must presently tak.-e Ii defending
reasonable business practices. Although administrative clianges could wvell elimi-
nate many of the problems in this area, it is believed that Section M8 should
be amended to provide that, with proper safeguard, the burden of proo9f would
shift to the Commissioner.

It is hoped that Ii the near future the Congress will considIer recommendations
for change Ii the foreign taxation area. Now that recognition has been generally
accorded the dlisadvantageous position of United States business Ii world trade
time time appears applrop~riate.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED By EVERETT A. EiSENBERG, COUNSEL, ON BEHALF OF MACHINE
TOOL, IMPORTERS GOoUP, AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION

I. INTRODUCTION

The Macine Tool Imiporters Group ("MINTIG"), a separate Industry group
within the American Importers Association, submits this statement In opposition
to the exclusion of foreign produced property from the Investment tax credit.

MNTIG members, a list of whom is attached to this statement as Exhibit A, are
American firms engaged in the Importation, distribution, marketing and servicing
within the United States of foreign madenimachine tools. The membership of the
Group Is fairly representative of the machine tool importing Industry Ii the
United States. The principal source of supply for MNTIG and for all machine
tools imported Into the United States is Western E~urope which accounts for
approximately S0 percent of all Imports.

The business of importing, distributing, selling, erecting and servicing imported
machine tools is anl American industry. Large numbers of Americans are em-
ployed directly by those engaged In this Industry and Ii the various businesses
(transportation, insurance, hatndling, etc.) which service and support the im-
porters, distributors and dealers. The firms directly andl indirectly engaged inl
the trade are for the most part small businesses built up over the years by the
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enterprise of American businessmen. For all of these businessmen the foreign
property exclusion will result in a virtual embalrgo'I on the importation of the
products and lines they handle for an Indefinite period.

Machine tools have often been referred to ats the basic tools of industry. They
are used to make the tools and machines which become the production lines
from which come the principal products of industry. Their use is important to
the largest manufacturers and they are the basic production equipment of small
machine shops, die makers and tool manufacturers in cities and towns; through-
out America.

Some machine tools imported by the members of MTIG are sold by them di-
rectly to large industrial users but most are distribued and sold by networks of
local dealers who sell to and service more modest customers. On behalf of all
those who import, distribute, sell and service foreign made machine tools, MTIG
appears before this Committee to oppose the harsh and (liscrimninatory exclusion
of these products from the investment tax credit urged by the Administration
as part of its tax proposals here.

If. EXISIsNG E FFECT OF TARIFF SURCHARGE AND MONETARY ACTION ON IMPORTERS
OF ]MACHINE TOOLS

Importers of maclinc tools have already been seriously affected by executive
action taken to implement the President's economic program. All types of ma-
chine tools are presently affected by a full 10 percent additional customs duty
resulting from Presidlential Proclamation 4074. Thie monetary actions taken by
the Administration are resulting in adjustment of rates of exchange the Wet
of which will be to add at least another 6 to 10 percent to the cost of import-
ing these goods. The tariff surcharge, announced as a temnporaryv measure, con-
fronts the importer as an economic fact of life into the indefinite future. lie must
regard his increased cost resulting from monetary adjustments, whether they
come about. by revaluation of foreign currencies or by their being permitted to
float against the dollar, as something that will remain as a problem for hin into
the foreseeable future. As lie totals his costs today, one thing is supremely evi-
(lent- his lauded cost of merchandise is now from 16 to 20 percent higher than
it wvas in mid-August of 1971.

III. EFFECT OF FOREIGN PROPERTY EXCLUSION ON SALES OF IMPORTED MACHINE
TOOLS

A sudden 16 to 20 percent increase in basic cost is no small problem for any-
,one engaged in a highly competitive industry. This is -onlething,, however, that
affects all those who are engaged in foreign trade even-handedly-not so, how-
ever, the investment tax credit. The effect of the proposed exclusion of foreign
made goods is to single out importers of capital goods and saddle them with aI
special burden. After their goods have been imported and placed in the chain
of distribution, all those who thereafter seek to sell are placed at a newv grind-
ing disadvantage. Anybody who buys from such a seller buys with whole dollars
of 100 cents each. The purchaser of a comparable domestic machine buys for 93
cent dollars with the federal government picking up, the additional 7 cents by
virtue of the investment tax credit. And the 7 cent return is in tax free dollars so
that for any corporate buyer in surcharge brackets it is the equivalent of 14
cents in increased earnings.

It is to be anticipated that tax conscious American businessmen will act just
as the Administration expects them to and will contract now for their ex-
pected machine tool needs as far ahead as possible in order to take advantage
of t he credit. In this wvay the great hulk of the market for machine tools will be
soaked up long before foreign machine tools once again become competitive and
the prospect of the seller of imported tools as he peers into the future becomes
bleaker and bleaker.

The effect of the credit in accelerating the satisfaction !of market needs was
vividly demonstrated in early 1969 when the prior investment tax credit was
eliminated. Industry had already fulfilled its requirements and the market was
glutted when the credit wvas repealed. The result was that machine tool sales
plummeted in late 1969 and 1970.

' For a concurring view a copy of an editorial appearing in the New York Timies of
October 9, 1971 is attached as Exhibit B.
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As the seller of imported machines closely examines the Administration's pro-
posails, one final fact emerges to complete his distress. HIs machine tools ar,),
produced and completed abroad and are proscribed from thle credit. 2 On the
other hand, an Anmerican manufacturer canl import up to 110 pveent of the vaiue
of his machine,, and still not run afoul of the exclusion.' For the American
machine tool mianufactu rinrg industry, this is the crowning bonanza. Over the
years American machine tool manufacturers have exported their p~rodluction
abroad. Through a variety of arrangements running from the establishment of
manufacturing sub sidia ries in foreign countries, through the underta king of
joint ventures with foreign machine tool manufacturers, and the making of
licensing agreements, the American industry has established a production base
abroad.4 Now under the proposals submitted to this Committee, an American
manufacturer can limlort from his ownv subsidiary or from his joint venturer or
foreign licensee parts, accessories, components andl even full assemblies up to
a full 50 percent of the sales value Of his machine and still qualify for the
credit. He gets the best of both worlds.

IV, THIE EXCLUSION OF FOREIGN PRODUCED GOODS5 CREATrES AN UN JU7STIFIED AND
UNWISE DiscRIMINATiON AGAINST THEIRISALEF IN THE UNITED STATE,-S

Congress has the power to put conditionn, anl t-be import ation of foreign iner-
chandise by way of tariffs or thie imposition of quotas andl it miay inl the extreme
case even imiose an eimhb igo. Recent experience confirmos that any proposal for a
quota will lie very carefully scrutinized ain(l no oile a,, yet has even propoiscd a
direct embargo on any pa rticutla m, product orc(l'1s5 of vrioolct 5.

What we are (dealing with here, however, reinates not to the imuhoration of
goods, but to an effort to affect the sale of goods after they have been implorted
through a discriminatory tax (](,vice and that is another thing entirely. The
impact here is on the seller, not the impomrteri. Tphe goods involved have already
been entered and those dealing with them after their entry should be able to
deal under the same rules as are applied to dealers in domnestically prodlucedl
merchandise. To hamstring thme seller of the foreign imchine in his efforts to
complete with his neighbor w~ho sells a domestic nuachine is a dIiscrimainat ion that
must ble justified as necessary to the objectives sought to lie achievedl by the
legislation.

One, can argue that. thiis erj tenon of fair- jdny is constitutionally mianmdai 1 d.
The Suipreme- Court, timnder the( equal protections (-in use of thle "ourte('nthI Anmemul-
iu't has dvereed. for exanmidle, that a state cannot nake one( rufle to govern tax

exemplltions for it-, domlesic corporations and a harisher' rutle for foreig-n eoiorn i-
tions doing" luisic s w~ithbin the state and] qualified there.' If the federal govern-
mieat weie toi attemlit to imupose anl uinjistilledl discrimination as letveenl Citizens
inl tile pursuit oif tMeilm' occupation, such a dliscriinaitionm will lie stricken under
thle dime lIoevss law of the Fifth Amendment.0

Whether time Issue is a miornimil legislative ilesire for fa i mless anad evem-ha a1ded-
ness or the coast itut ional issue iif due lirocess. the fact. remai ins tit theInse macas-
um-es fall I-g so har11shly Onl a linarticulari segment of our conimerce s hould be enl-
actedl ill this form only if clearly required by the avowed legislative purpose of
the i avesti mact tax credit.

V. TuE FOREIGN PROPERTY EXCLUSION COULD VERY WELL PRES1LT IN A -NET Loss
OF JOnS

The purpose of the investment tax credlit lmas bieen sta ted a,. follows:
'Theo basic thrust (if thei Credit will bie to increase the rate of return on invest-

mien ts in machinery amio equipment anad thus provide inacrea sed investment in
these productive facilities. The immediate impact will be felt in tile macline tool

2 I-I.R1. 10947 § 1031, proposed § 48(a) (7) (A) (1).
3 1-1.R. 10947 § 103, proposed § 48 (a) (7) (A) (1i).
4 A brief sketch of the extent to which tON movement (if Ainerbi on produetion has

progressed Is attached as E1 xhibit C.
5iIM', Ine. %v. Ilorouo'f Gl"!.-vbro. 298 U.S 117 (1 911,%).

6 See for example. Boll iig v. S
tm

ioarpe. 8;47 U.s. 497 l195l41i whore Mir. Chief hTi~tcee
Warren said: "Thle Fifth Amendment, which Is apiplicabile im the Iisi riot of Columbia. does
not contain an equal protection clause a-, does tho Fourteenthi Amendmemnt which applies
oinly to the states. But the concepts of equal protection mind due process, both stemmning
from our American ideal of fairness, are not mutually exclusive ... [Dllserinination
may be so unjustifiable as to be violative of due process."
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anid capiitail goods iiidlistries iand their suppilliers5, atii will r'esuilt ill fill apprileciale,
Illrease inll l1iylliit. Aks exlperielice ha 1 diioiistri ed, this increased ihivest-
wnit in inacliniery and eqiiipiieit wvill, ill a111( of it self. result inl a1 Iutfiel. expiill-
51011 of gross 11a1tiolna 1lrolict an1d( employnient. The ulinii ate impact of thle Jiii
Development Credit will lie exiierionlcedl il tHie expanded real otput, resulting
from ll improvements inl prlitlive caphatit...

No effort wa's made by the Administration's spokesmen before this Committee
or before 1110 Wauys a1nd( Means ('onuialittee of tle house to 3110w howv the excilusioni
of foreign Iprodulced property froin the inlvestmenit tax credit will further the(,
stated purposes of te~ lpropo(sedl legislaltionl. Surely, if the exciusioni effectively
results ii in emargo oil tile imporiittion of machine t ools for a period of time,
thait wvill have 1111 imniediate effect onl thte sales of Amican~ll nilade ll1Lichlifll tools
anid will perhapsI) nifke for higher emiploymienit in that sector.

in tile last full year for which Departmlent of Coininereo*figllres are availabi"
United States produlctionl of machine tools was valued at 1.59Y7 b~illionls of dollar..
In that year imports were valued at 183 miillionl dollars-just over 10 lieret.
It i.S obv'ious that tile full 10 percent will not be restored to United States pi'odiie-
tioll even by the severe comlbinahtionl of import sur1'h1t1 ge, mlontatry dlevalulationl
anld Inv'estment tax credit exclusionl. 80510 mlacinLe tools will be imported, espe-
cilly by American tllalililcturers who call easily ad~d 510 percent of dlonestic
va!ute to maachinles they import from theirr owna facilities railroad. If the exclusion
is effeetive as an eilibargn) o11 on1e hitl of the imports. dollarr value of Unitedl
Sttites lwoduetioll will go ,ip) 5 perc-ent. No one has mladle any effort to show 11ow
manl~y jobs will lie created by such til increase inll poditioii-or, indeed that ally

job.s will be created at all.
It is clear that if anly jobs are to be created by the- exclusioni of foreign pro-

(illed property, tile liuili~r is spi.ctia tive. mnininmal ait most, and temporary. onl
the ol hor hand, tile certain Ii and1( illinediiite result, of the embilargol 0i1 most lines~ of
foreign machine tools for ai illteriiate lenlgthl of tine will lhe t hat independent
Importers, (distributors anld dealers will dismantle their businesses or retrenchl
amnd their employees antd 'tile, enloyees of business servicing thil will he out of
jolis. The 11111hi1 balance could very well Showv a net loss of jobs.

VI. TILE FOREIGN PROPERTY ExctLUSION WILL RESULT IN Loss OF
PRODUCTIVITY

Tile stated ultimate objective of tile credit is to increase the productivity
of the American working manl and of the Anmerican industry. The working
mil's productivity is directly depiendenlt up1)01 his being furnished withl tile
best possible tools and technology. 'Many newv techn~iqjues have been imported
into tis country along with tile iacllile tools coming fromt abroad. Tile fruits
of foreign research and~ development have thus b~eenl made available to increase
the p~roductivity of American industry. In man~fy cases the American llacllne
tool industry, spurred by -Innovationls from abroadl, lhas improved its ownl tech-
nology and products. The proposed discriminatory Investment credit wlli seri-
ously weaken this competitive Incentive to adopt and Improve new technology.$

Price competition from Imported machine tools has I many cases Impelled
United States manufacturers to increase productivity or ,;have profits in order to
reduce prices. The effect has been not only to enhance productivity but also to
imipedl establishment and~ maintenance of inflationary price levels.

If tile American working man is to be given the best tools he should have
the immilediate advantage of the most recent design and technology wherever In
tilO world they may have been developed. By excluding foreign produced
machine tools from the credit, the decision ais between competing products most
likely will be made not by highly qualified production personnel but by tax
experts seeking to Increase the credit and reduce tile final tax bill. This will
make for a better looking current annual statement at the expense of long-term
profits flowing from increases of productivity.

7 Secretary of Treasury Connally's statement submitted to the House Ways and 'Means
Committee September 8, 1971, p. 16.

8 For a concurring view, a copy of an editorial entitled "Chinese Wall" from the Sep.
tember 15, 1971 Issue of Financial World magazine is attached as Exhibit D.
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I. THE FOREIGN PROPERTY EXc'USION WILL INVITE IETALIATORY MEASITIIEs
WHICH COULD SERIOUSLY AFFECT U.S. EXPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS

One of the healthiest sectors of our economy In terms of balance of trade is4
the capital gods manufacturing Industry. During the last'three ca lenda r years
for all classes of machinery, United States Depart meant of C'ommnerce figures
indicate total imliorts and exports, as follows: (in millions of dollars)

1968 1969 1970

Imports---------------------- ---- ----------------------- 3,035 3,565 4,271
Exports- . - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 8,309 9,519 1,0151

Metalwvorking machinery (machine tool) figures for the Samte period are:

1968 1969 1970

Im por, 's-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - 204 183 164
Exports___.-------------------------------------- 334 343 396

Total exports of nil types of machines have increased aInd their ratio to im-
ports has remained fairly level at almost- three to one. Machine tool exports
in the last three years have increased wAhile imports in the same p~eriodl have
shown a steady decline.

It should be remembered that the (dollar value of machine tool (.xports has
in the recent past been seriously reduced by the arrangements made by Aliner-
lean manufacturers for off-shore production (see Exhibit C attached). The fig-
ures for imports similarly must include imports by American manufacturers of
whole machines, pailts, assembdies, components andI accessories from their own
foreign subsidliaries, joint vcnturers and licensees amid from others abroad. If
these activities of thle (lnestic industry were to lie evaluated andI taken prop-
erly into account the ratio of exports to Impliorts would be even higher.

Our trading partners tire already complaining about thme tariff surcharge
which in their view violates the provisions of GATT and our Treaties of Friendf-
Ship andl Commerce with individual countries. If the investment tax credit. is
enacItedl with its proposed exclusion of foreign produced capiital goods and after
the full effect of this is realized abroad, incliation onl the part of our trading
pa~rtners to take retaliatory measures will lie imnmeasurabily increased. 'Pw fig-
ures shown above demonstrate that such measures will very likely fall in a
particularly vulnerable area of our export trade-our capital goods manufac-
turing industry.

VIII. THE USE 0OF THlE FOREICN PROPERTY EXCLUSION To FORCE CONCE~SSIONS BY
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS IN MONETARY AND TARIFF MATTERS IS UNJUTSTIFIED) ANI)
INDEFENSIBLE

Finally, it must be p)ointed out that, the Admxinistrat ion's lirolio.sal anid the
House bill, because of their very terms, c!an hardly he seriously count ellanwedl
as a measure Intended to increase enmploymnent or productivity. By tying the
duration of the exclusion to the life of the import surcharge, its real purpose
becomes apparent. It Is quite obviously intended only to furnish anl extra lever
to move the other trading naittons to accede to adjustments in exchange rates
and tariffs sought by our government.

When Secretary Connally appeared before the House Ways and Mleans Com-
mittee on September 8, Represent native Gibbons questioning him, wanted to know
if the 10 perci - r surcharge would be removed after other countries made ad-
justments in their currencies. Secretary Connally made it clear that a mere
realignment In exchange rates would not produce the result but that there would
also have to be alterations In basic trading arrangements, reduction of ta riffs,
elimination of no-tariff barriers andi also some sharing in the burden 4yf the
common defense effort. The Secretary and others In tile Administration have
repeatedly reiterated this view since then. It Is submitted that these purposes,
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laudable iind salutary its they niaiy iwe, art, Jot admllissib~le ob~jectives of this tax
legislation 1101 Cliii they justify the imposition of these stringent dliscrimnilatory
selling conditions uiponi a limited and inniocent segment of our trading anid coml-
mnercial plahtionl.

Ix. CoNcl'usiox

The foreign property exclusion:
Is not a job producing measure ; it could actually result in at net loss of jobs.
is not a spur to increased productivity ; it wvill result in (,losing off thle inflow

of new technology from abroad and its resulting competitive spur on United
States industry.

Tile foreign property exclusion
Is an invitation to establishment of higher inflationary prices for United

States products by the elimination of effective price competition from imported
machines.

Is an unjustified discriminatory measure which will single out and sacrifice
that portion of American business which imports capital goods merely to give
the Administration a card oif extremely dubious value in its avowed monetary
poker game with our trading partners.

Is a risky bit of brinksmanship which could easily result !in retaliatory measures
against one of the healthiest sectors of our tradIe and jeopardize our extremely
favorable export balance !in capital goods.

ExHIBIT A
Almna Corporation, 175 Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, L.I., N.Y.
American Bechier Corp., 28 Harbor Street-, Stamford, Conn. 061904.
Austin Industrial Corp., 11 Virginia Roadl, White Plinms, N.Y. 10603.
Bentley Trading Corp., 58-18 37th Avenue. Woodside, N.Y. 11377.
Eric RI. Bachmnnn Co. In., 25--09 38thi Avenue. Long Island~ (City, N.Y. 11101.
Charmtilles Corporation, 202 Newton ]load, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
Cosa Coiporation, 405 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Continental Schaerer Corp., 155 N. Janiacek Road, Waukesha, Wis. 53186.
Given International, 3855 South Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles, California

99058.
H.E.S. Machine Tools, Inc., 30 Henry Street, Teterboro, N.J. 07(608.
Hirselimanm Corporation, 123 Powerihouse Road, Roslyn Heights, L. I., N.Y.
Nichinuen Co., Inc., 6 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago, 1i1. 0002.
Kurt Orban Co., Orban Way, Wayne, N.J. 07470.
Promecam Inc., 918 Dalton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45203.
Sir Vlis Equipment Co., 11721 South Austin Avenue, Worth, 1ll., (60482.
Stoffel Fortuna Inc., 66 Marble Dale Road, Tuckiahoc, N.Y. 10707.
Strauss-Artys Corp., Post Office Box 387, Great Neck, N.Y. 11022.
Triplex Mlachine T1ool Corp~., Post Office Box 333, East Rutherford, N.J. 07073.
Volkart Brothers, Inc., (90 Crossways Park West, Woodbiury, LIT., N.Y. 11797.
Widder Corporation, 1 Deposit Plaza, Mamaronmeck, N.Y.

EXHInIT B
(From tile New York Times, Oct. 9, 1971]

OVEnRTIGHT SQUEEZE ON TRADE

The mild optimism stirred at last week's monetary conference by Indications
that the United States w~as finally getting ready to negotiate aln cud to tile world
currency and trade crisis is beginning to dissipate.

Another turn of the screw, in fact, is being prepared now for America's major
allies,' even before negotiations have begun. The Administration is continuing to
press through Congress two protectionist tax credit proposals that disturb tile
nations' main trading partners even more than tile 10 per cent Import surcilarge,
which alone roughly doubles tile American tariff w~all.

One of these, the "buy American" feature of tile 7 per cent investment tax
credit, is described by some critics as a "virtual embargo" on mi ports of capital
equipment. The impact may Ilot be quite tilat extreme, but it is certain to )1e
heavy. For tile 7 per cent p~rice disadvantage it Inflicts on foreign venders of mia-
chinery comes On top of the 10 per cent surcharge and a 6 to 10 per cent currency
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revaluation. With a multiplier factor adding a few more percentage points, for-
elgn-miale capital goods will lbe unable to compete any longer on the American
market unless sold at 25 to 30 per cent below their pre-August. price.

The six Common Market countries and Britain have now handed the United
States formal notes protesting this prop~osalI and another projected ti x c~redi t that
amounts to a sulbstantial subsidy on most American exports. They have warned
that they reserve the right to take retaliatory countermeasures if the pending
proposals are passed by Congress, as now appears probable.

American Imports of capital goods valued last year at more than $3 billion are
Involved, almost half from Canada and Japan and the other half pirinmarily from
time Common MNarket and Britain. But, If Europe retaliates, the United States
stai(1s to lose more. It ran a trade surplus of well over $2 billion a year with the
Comm11on Market and Britain through 1970 and appears to be running a surplus
of more than $1 billion with these.; countries even in this year of over-all U.S.
trade deficits.

Both the "buy American" clause of the investment tax credit and the import
surcharge will lie eliminated rapidly, Treasury Secretary Connally promised last
week, if otlier countries revalue their currencies enough and dismantle "specific
trade barriers." But the Europeans, while prepared to increase their trade delicits
with the Unaited States hby shifts in currency rates, insist that the trade barriers
on both sid1es must be reduced jointly In reciprocal trade negotiations, rather
than unilaterally by America's trading partners alone.

Such negotiations, which may prove prolonged, must follow rather than pre-
cede agreement on elimination of the surcharge and lie discriminatory aspect of
the Investment tax credit. MNr. Connally's insistence that "other nations have to
give up something in order that we might gain something," Is an Imnvitationi to a
lengthy trade and monetary wvar.

14X111131.1 C

FOREIGN ARRANGEMENTS BY U .S. MACIlNE TOOT. BUILIIEIIs

Information is digested by lperniis-iomi of time publisher from "~List of Foreign
Arrangements by U. S. Machine Tool Btl ders anad Ciitting Tool Ma nufac-turmers
Revised 'March 13, 1970" compiled by American MINachinist 'Magazine. Informa-
tion relatig to cutting tool mnufacturer's has been eliminated. Publisher advises
that material may be incoimplete lbeca ase of failure of some nfitufacturers to
furnish information.

1. Eighty-seven (87) U.S. machine tool builders have one or more arrangements
abroad involving, wholly-owned suibsidiaries, joint ventures and/or licenses. A
list of these manufacturers Is attached.

2. A breakdown of types of arrangements follows:
Wholly-owvned subsidiaries.--------------------------------------- 69

Joint ventures -------------------------------------------------- 28
License arrangemenits-------------------------------------------- 110

3. The forigmi countries in which U.S. manufacturers have such arrangements
and time number of arrangements i each country follows:

E4,ngland--------------------- 71 Argentina------------------- 3
Germaniy-------------------- 25 Mexico---------------------- 3
Japan ------------------------ 24 Belgium ---------------------- 3
France--------------------- 18 Switzerland------------------ 2
Canada-------------------- 15 Holland--------------------- 2
Italy ----------------------- 16 Sweden --------------------- 2
Australia-------------------- 8 Brazil ---------------------- 1I
India----------------------- 4 Israel----------------------- 1

LIST OF U.S. MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS WITH F OREIGN ARRANGEMENTS

Abbey Etnia Machine Co., Perrys~burg, Beatty Machine & Mfg. Co., Hammond,
Ohio. Ind.

Acme Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich. Bendix Automotive & Automation Co.,
Dayton, Ohio.

Andrew Engineering Oo., Hopkins, Besly Products, South Beloit, Ill.
Miuin. Blanchard Machine Co., Cambridge,

Barber-COlman Co., Rockford, Ill. Mass.
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D4. W, Bliss Group, Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Bodine Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.
Bridgeport Mlachines Inc., Bridgeport,

Conn.
Brown & Shar-pe Mfg. Co., North Kings-

,town, R.I.
Bryant Grinder Corp., Springfield, Vt.
Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
Bullard Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Burgmaster Corp., Division of lion-

dailie I. Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
Cayuga Machine & Fabricating Co. Inc.,

Depew, N.Y.
Cincinnati Inc. (formerly Cincinnati

Shaper), Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati Milling Machine, Cincin-

nati, Ohio
Cone Automatic Machine Co., Division

of Pneumo Dynamics Corp., Windsor,
Vt.

Doulter & McKenzie Machine Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn.

Crane Packing Co., Morton Grove, Ill.
Tphe Cross Co., Detroit, Mich.
Dahlstrom Machines Works Inc., Schil-

1cr Park, Ill.
Dake Corp., Grand Haven, Mich.
Danly Machine Corp., Chicago, Ill.
Detroit Broach & Machine Go., Roch-

ester, Mich.
DeVieg Machine Co., Royal Oak, Mich.
Do All Co., Des Plaines, Ill.
IDreis & Kruip M.Nfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

SEx-Cell-O Corp., Detroit, Akich.
Farrel Co., Division of USMI Corp., An-

Sonia, Conn.
Follows Gear Shaper Co., Springfield,

Gardnmer Machine Co., Division of
Landis Tool Co., A Litton Co., South
B(loit, Ill.

Giddings & Lewis Machine Tool Co.,
Fond du Lanc, Wis.

Gisholt 'Machine Co., Division of Gid-
dings & Lewis, Fond du Lac, Wis.

Grob, Inc., Graf ton, Wis.
Hlammiond Mlachinery Builders, Kala-

mazoo, Mich.
Ilardinge Brothers Inc., Elmira, N.Y.
Hleald Machine Co., Associate of Cin-

cinnati Milling Machine Go., Worces-
ter, Mass.

11II.1 Division, Koehring Co., Mount
Gilead, Ohio

Ilyhco Products, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Ingersoll. Milling MAachine Co., Rock-

ford, Ill.
Kva racy &. Trecker Corp., Milwaukee,

Wis.
Kysor-Johnson Mfg., Albion, Mich.

F. Jos. La ,nib Co., Warren, Mich.
Landis Machine Co., A Teledyne Co.,

Waynesboro, Pa.
Landis Tool Co., Waiynesboro, Pa.

Lapointe Machine Tool Co., Hudson,
Mass.

Lees-Bradner Co., Subsidiary of White
Consolidated Industries, Inc., Cleve-
land, Ohio

Lodge & Shipley, Cincinnati, Ohio
Mattison Machine Works, Rockford, Ill.
The McKay Machine Co., a Wean United

Subsidiary, Youngstown, Ohio
Micigan Tool Co., Detroit, MNich.
MiNcromatic Hone Corp., Detroit, Mich.
MI'inster Machine Co., Alinster, Ohio
Moore Special Tool Co., Bridgeport,

Conn.
National Acme Co., Cleveland, Ohio
National Automatic Tool Co., Inc., Rich-

mond, Ind.
National Broach and MNachine Division,

Lear Siegler Inc., Detroit, Mich.
National Machinery Co., Tiffin, Ohio
New Britain Machine Co., New Britain,

Conn.
Norton Co., Worcester, Mla.
Pacific Press & Shear Corp., Oakland,

Calif.
Pangborn Division, Carborundum Co.,

Ilagerstown.2NMd.
Pines Engineering Co., Inc., a Teledyne

Company, Aurora, 1ll.
Pratt & Whitney Machine Tool Division,

Colt Industries, West Hartford, Conn.
Production Tube Cutting Inc., Dayton,

0O1io.
Resistance Welder Corp., Bay City,

Mlich.
Rockford M~achine Tool Co., Subsidiary

of Greenlee Bros., Rockford, Ill.
Rockwell Manufacturing Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Sciaky Bros., Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Si-inongs Machine Tool Corp., Albany,

IN. Y.
Snyder Corp., Detroit, Mlich.
Speedfam Corp. Des Plaines, Ill.
Steel Improvement & Forge Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio.
Stone Machinery, Manlius, N.Y.
Sundstrand Miachine Tool Division of

Sundstrand Corp., iRockford, 1ll.
Taft-Peirce Mfg. Co., Woonsocket, R.I.
Thompson Grinder Co., Springfield,

Ohio.
Tysaman Machine Co., Subsidiary of

Carborunduni Co., Knoxville, Tenn.
U.S. Baird Co., Stratford, Conn.
USI---Clearing Division, U.S. Indus-

tries, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Warner & Swasey Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Waterbury Farrel, Jones & Lamson

Divisioni, Cheshire, Conn.,
Wean Industries Inc., Subsidiary of

Weat~n United Inc., Warren, Ohio.
Wiedmignn Division, Warner & Swasey

Co.,'Ring of Prussia, Pa.,

68-333-71-pt. 2-25
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EXIIT D
[From the Financial World, Sept. 15, 19711

CHINESE WALL

The applause President Nixon has earned from the business community and
from Investors fo:- his new economic program Is certainly merited. And it is
more than simple patriotic duty that moves people to cooperate towards its
success.

Inevitably, however, there are flaws in the scheme of things as Mr. Nixon
outlined them in mid-August. The most grievous of these (deals with anl -area
of technology that is vital to Amierfcan industry, to the productivity of our
industrial plant, and therefore to the labor that uses it and the investors who
share In it.

As part of the program, the President imposed what hie called ain import
duty surcharge of 10%. This, lie said, wvas temporary, but unfortunately lie set
no time boundaries. In effect this means that imported goods, save for a rather-
select group, are subject to a substantial duty. The new higher rate applies
to imp~orted machine tools, among other things. And machine tools, of course,
are the machines industry uses to make production machinery.

In addition to imposing the higher Import duty on this machinery, the President
specifically excluded, imported machine tools froni the capital goods that would be
subject to the 10% investment tax credit he will ask Congress to enact.

There is little doubt that with the first trade deficit in this century facing
us, we have to redress our imp~ort-export flow. We cannot lbuy more from abroad
than we sor-. Undoubtedly it was these unpleasant facts that prompted
Mr. Nixon's decision to deal harshly with machine tcol imports. But this year's
monthly rate of roughly $9 million worth of such imports amounts to only about
12%/c of domestic machine tool sales; they are a minute 0.02%1 of our merchandise
import total.

Thisq alone would not he stfficient reason for seeking the oeusion of maclimfe
tool inlports from the tariff surcharge. Perhaps such exclusion is not really nec-
essary. Buit there is solid reason to want the investment tax credit extended to
embrace machine tools bought abroad.

The machine tool is not a consumer commodity. It, is not a luxury item that
can be done without. It is in most cases a highly sophisticated piece of mna-
chinery into which a great deal of technology has been poured. It is. in large
mneasuire, the embodiment of technology. By imposing the tariff surchfirge, on and
at the saine time( denying the tax credit to buyers of foreign machine tools-, we
will be effectively barring these instruments from this country.

The assumption must be that American technology is so superior that we can
turn our backs to the rest of the world, 'that we can build a Chinese Wall around
U.S. industry and stiffer no harm. In point of fact, a significant portion of the
technological advances found in our own miacinfe tools today originatedl abroad.

Just when we are trying to do everything possible (to Increase our own com-
petitiveness in world markets, when we are trying to improve our productivity
to match the improvement of others elsewhere, it seems highly Illogical to start
laying the foundations for what could become the undesirable isolation of
technology.

STATEMENT Of THEF Am TRANSrORT ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
SUBMITTED nY S. G. TiPTON, PiESID)ENT

The air transport industry is In serious flnaneij difficulties. In 1970, the
industry lost $200 million and hi 1971, we expect to lose alm-ost that much.
Growth of air traffic has virtually disappeared. We have long term debt inl the
neighborhood of $6 billion. Onl this we pay interest of almost $400 million. Our
ratio of debt to equity is 66 percent debt and .34 percent equity. During the past
year, we have had to reduce our operations by 700 daily flights. We have had
to reduce our work force by some 14,000 people. I think the statement of these
facts will make it clear to the Comimittee why we have submitted this statement
and strongly endorse this legislation which has as Its purpose the stimulation of
economic growl.

1n fact, the airline Industry believes that enactment of the Job development
credit, with certain new provisions which would correct Inequities existing in
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the previous credit, is one of the most important steps that can be taken to ease
the financial distress within the industry. The credit is also essential to allow
the airlines to make a contribution to reducing unemployment. In addition the
traveling and shipping public wvili benefit by receiving a better bargain for their
transportation dollarr. There is no doubt immediate action to restore the credit
is desperate-ly needed now.

As the reTcovetry of the nation's economy accelerates, substantial airline traffic
growth should re~sult. This, will necessitate an increase in airline employment
reversing the current downward trend. Thous ands of jobs will be restored in
the airline industry and additional jobs created. Increased traffic demand will
also generate significant orders for new equipment, thereby adding jobs in the
depressed aircraft Manufacturing industry.

In the past, the availability of the credit to the industry has encouraged
the purchase of technologically superior equipment, thus increasing the pro-
ductive capacity at a greater rate than otherwise would have been possible. Tis
increase in productivity enabled the airline industry to offset, in part. drasti-
cally rising operating costs. The industry has a history of passing on to the
consuming public the benefits it has received as a result of such stimulus as the
investment tax credit and savings resulting from increased productivity and
new technology. In spite of an increase of 30 percent in the Consumer Price Index
during the period 1962-1970, passenger fares actually declined until 1969 and
are still, in fact, well below the 1962 level. The airlines, therefore, stand un-
equivocably behind the economic measures currently being considered by this
commitee in order that the economy may once again be restored to a healthy
conditions.

It is also our hope that with the enactment of the job) development credit it
will be hereafter considered a permanent part of the Internal Revenue Code
and not a short term economic stabilizer. We believe that the effect iveness of
the credit as an inflation offset within tie airline industry has been clearly
dlemonstratedl and that it is not a short run tool.

Obviously, the air transport industry has adequate equipment to accoiiioda ic
public demands for air tranmsportation. As a matter of fact, there is some
over capacity in the industry at the present time. However, as air transport
management contemplates future development it is clear that the indIustry must
make provision not only for increased capacity but also for the operation of
increasing numbers of larger aircraft. -Many aircraft ordered today would not
be delivered until 1974 or 1975.

Notwithstanding the present lack of growth in air transport demand. care-
ful studies of the future forecast an average growth between now and 1985, of
approximately 10 percent per year in passenger traffic and 18 percent per year
in freight traffic. This is confirmed not only by industry studies but also those
of the Government.

In addition, airport and airways capacity Is limited even under existing de-
pressed conditions and in view of the very long lead times required for airport
and airways improvement the Industry must contemplate measures by which they
can reduce the number of actual airplane operations required to meet pass-enger
and freight demands. It is this element in planning which has, in part, justified
the production, acquisition and operation of the stretched 727, the streched
DC-9, the Boeing 747. the DC-tO and the Locheed 1011.

Also, as expenses have risen a great premium has been placed on increasing p~ro-
ductivity. The original jets made this contribution and had the effect for many
years of permitting the industry to reduce its prices while all of its expenses
were rising at a rapid rate. Thus, in contemplating the future, thle industry must
plan on retiring large numbers of our present 4-engine fleet to be replaced by the
larger, more productive aircraft.

Another important development in air transport equipment planning is en-
vironmental. As the Committee knows, air transportation has been under great
pressure in the past few years to reduce the noise of its op, ratlin and to eli-
inate smoke from the jet engines. For this reason, the designers and mianfac-

turers of the equipment being made available have been required to respond
to industry demand for quieter and cleaner aircraft engines. Trhey have responded
remarkably. Even though the Boeing 747 is twice as big and powered by engines
2 / times as powerful, it is quieter than our existing 4-enginie jets. The DC-10
marks a really aaigchemntin noise and~ engine emission reduction. The
same result is expected of the Lockheed 1011.
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Thus, even though the industry has adequate equipment now, these pres-
sures demand a very substantial new equipment program. We welcome, there-
fore, the restorationi of the enactment of the job development credit andl have
several suggestions for changes In the law relating to it which wvill aid us In
financing these new developments.

If the new law is to have the desired effect as far as air transport or any
other depressed industry Is concerned, some changes should be made:

1. Assure utilization of credits under the law by
(a) 10-year carryforward period, and
(b) Permitting utilization of oldest credits first;
2. allnw for more economical financing through equipment leasing.

1. UTILIZATION OF, CREDIT

Because of its depressed financial conditi' on, the airline industry has been un-
able to take advantage of $450 million of tax edit earned under thv old 1.1w.
If the law provided a better opportunity for full tax credit utilization, there
would be a greater incentive for the airlines to exercise the $1.7 billion of options
on new equipment that are currently outstanding. An industry that has 3
million of credits expiring in 1971, $20 million in 1972 and $50 million expiring
In 1973 would not be Inspired by additional tax credits to purl1chase additional
equipment. In order for the job development credit to be an effective stimullus
for the carriers some means should be provided to preserve these previously gen-
erated credits.

We therefore recommend that the job development credit law include a pro-
vision that the investment credit generated in earlier years be utilized before
the current year credit need be considered.

In addition the regulated transport industries, characterized] by widely. flucual"t-
ing earnings, require a ten-year carryforward period for the credit in lieu of
the seven-year period provided for in the old law.

H1.R. 10947, "The Revenue Act of 1971", allows the utilization of pre-1971
credits before current credits ais well as- a 10-year carry-forward period for pre-
1971 credits. Tt is our opinion that for the job development credit to have the
desiredI stimulus in the airline Industry, these provisions should apply also to
post-1971 credits. The air transport industry over the past decades has estab-
lished a cyclical earnings pattern and these modifications are necessary to ade-
qutately deal with this unique situation.

11. LEASE FINANCING

The bleak earnings posture, the high debt-equity ratio and a shortage of capd-
tal has made It difficult for the airlines to arrange the necessary' financing for
their equipment. Common stock offerings are difficult (luring- times of poor- earn-
ings records and prospects. Debt financing at reasonable rates is practically imi-
possible to arrange. Airline debt/equity ratios are already too hig-h at a 66( to 3-4
industry average, with some carriers even running above 80 to 20. Debt cannot
be expanded measurably without increased equity.

The debt-burdened and unprofitable airline industry, therefore, has been
searching for new sources of funds, since traditional sonrces-i.e. internal funds,
debt and equity-are virtually unavailable. Consequently. the Carriers have
turned increasingly to leasing." A major portion of the new equipment acquisi-
tion. is nowv financed throug-h leasing arrangements which are by their nature
more costly than outright purchase.

Time first major aircraft lease for $143 million was negotiated in 19(.;;. Tile
airlines now lea.se over $2.5 billion worth of airplanes. Loose obligations (a(!-
counted for 9 percent of the total investment in aircraft being- operated in 19637.
Currently, about 25 percent of the investment in aircraft h~as been financed
through leasing arrangements and this percentage will increase in the future
with tile acquisitions of new, more expensive equipment.

The acquisition of equipment. through lease arrangeOments, although not a new
pi-actice, is emerging as a major financing tool in other industries as well aIs the
airlines. Tile public utilities, in an effort to incccase, their capacity, are leasing
nulear fuel cores alld turbine generators. Even the U.S. Navy has announced
recently that It would lease up to $150 million worth of tank- 'Z.

IIl most lease acquiisition transactions tile irisig institution buys On equip)-
nlent ,and, ill turil, leases it to a user at a rate ('YSignated to p~rovidle a fair return
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on the Investment. The determination of the actual lease rate depends upon
many factors including the life of the lease, the cost of the leased equipment,
the credit-worthiness of the lessee, and the depreciation allowed under tile tax
lawv on the equipment to be leased. A principal Inequity in negotiating aircraft
leases is the lack of a definitive statement In the law specifying the depreciation
life that may be used by the lessor for tax purposes.

For example, let us assume a company wishes a 15 year lease, or an aircraft
worth $20 million. If, for tax purposes, the depreciation life Is 15 years, all
annual lease payment of $2,164,000 is required, in order for the leasing institu-
tion to make a 10 percent return on their investment. However, if the leasing
institution could ulse the class life for aircraft, an annual lease payment of
$1,903,000 wviii provide a reasonable return on the investment. This is a savings
to the carrier of $261.000 per year on this lease. Therefore, we feel that the lessee
should be assisted in reducing his financing costs by including a provision in
the law that would allow the lessor to aidopt the same class life for the equip~-
inenit that would he available if the carrier owned tile equipment.

Suha provision would allow tile lessee to n~egotiate, a financig arrangement
onl a more favorable basis. In a depressed industry such as the airlines, a reduc-
tion of 10 percent in rental expense on leased aircraft will have a signilicant
impact. For example, the reduction is worth $3.2 million over the life of a fif-
teen-year lease onl a Lockheed 1011 aircraft. When all leased industry eliuip-
meant is considered, tile savings would he about $15 million annually, which over
a fifteen-year leasing period, represents some quarter of a billion (dollars. Ills-
torically, such a reduction would mean (direct benefit to our employees andl the
consumer.

House Report 92-533 which accompanies H.R. 10947 states that "a taxpayer
wvhich elects the class life system may with respect to property leased by it
depreciate the property on the basis of the appropriate class life (without re-
gard to the period of the lease) ." We strongly support this much needed clarifi-
cation and urge the committee to adopt this position.

STATEMENT OF .IOSEri H. GUTTENTAG

SUMAIMARY OF 5TA'rI;Mi,.NT

'Phis statement is restricted to Title V of IILR. 109-17 dealing with tile iDolil('S-
tie International Sales Corporation and more specifically to that portion which
restricts DISC benefits to Incremental export earnings.

1. No position is taken In this statement with respect to desira bility of the
enactment-, of the DISC legislation as proposed by the Treasury Department.

2. The DISC legislation should not, however, lbe enacted on anl inlcremnatal
basis as proposed in the legislation as passed by the House.

3. Granting of -DISC benefits on an incremental basis results in suchl coni-
plexities and administrative burdens on taxpayers andl the Treasury Depart-
ment that it cannot serve as a useful export incentive.

4. The incremental proposal creates such Inequities as between different
classes of United States taxpayers that it should not be Included in any DISC
legislation.

5. The incremental basis fails to take into account the fact that maintaining
or preserving an existing export market may be as difficult for a United States
exporter as the creation of a new market. There can be as much Justification for
Incentives to the exporter who is trying to maintain or preserve a market as to the
exporter who develops new markets or increases sales In existing markets. The
success or failure of each such exporter has the same effect on our balance of
payments.

6. The incremental system could cause a disruption of normal export trade
channels as United States taxpayers attempt to maximize the benefits of the
DISC, so that the DISC, on a short-run at least, could have a negative impact on
exports, which could result in serious balance of payinents fimplica tjins.

7. One of thle reasons for the ('nactinent of the IMSC, as stated in the report
accompanying the bill, is to remove (discrimination against those who export
through United States corporations. The Incremental proposal only serves to
reduce any such discrimination with respect to increased United States exports.
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8. The legislative history of the DISC discloses serious gaps in our knowledge
as to the Impact of tax Incentives both as to cost and effectiveness. The DISC
proposal should be given the further study tlat legislation making such drastic
changes in our tax system warrants.

STATEMENT

1. My name is Joseph IH. Guttentag. I am a partner in the lawv firm of Surrey,
Karasik and Greene, Washington, D. C. I submit this statement to the Cominnttee
with respect to one portion of the DISC legislation as it appears in the bill as
passed by the House.

I do not take any position as to the merits of the DISC legislation as proposed
by the Administration, but wish to limit my statement to the most sigifficant
change made In such proposal by the House. I refer to the provision of the House
bill which limits the benefits of tax deferral as p~rovidled by the D)ISC legislation
substantially to Incremental export earnings.

tUnde-r the legislation as proposed by the Administration all exp~ort iticonw
earned by DISCs would have been subject to the tax deferral benefit. Under the
legislation as passed by the House the tax deferral benefits of the DISC are
limited to a portion of the DISC's income based on Increases in export receipts
of the DISC and related companies over 75%/1 of the average export receipts for
the base period 1968 through 1970. Income which does not quality for deferral
Is deemed to be distributed to DISC shareholders.

2. This incremental provision should not be enacted as part of the DISC leg-
islation if this Committee decides to enact the DISC legislation, for the reasons
stated belowv. I have been unable to conceive of any incremental system which I
believe satisfactorily resolves; the difficultiess which will (leseribe. It is possible,
however, that with the application of additional effort and time that such a
system could be devised. While it is true that it appears that the incremental
system was decided upon by the Ways & Means Committee at a rather late hour.
the use of incremental systems for export incentives has been under consideration
by tl1p Government for a munch longer period of time and it is assumed that the
]earnings of the Treasury Department, as well as those of the Comminittee s-ta(ffs
Involved, were applied in the development of the pending legislation.

I have not set forth my objections to this proposal necessarily in the order of
Importance, but rather in the order in which they develop in connection with
consideration of the legislation and in an order- which makes my position more
understandable, and for the sake of clarity.

3. My first objection to this proposal relates to the administrative difficulties
Imposed upon taxpayers and the Treasury In insuring an equitable and feasible
application of the incremental rule.

The first step in the application of the Incremental rule is the determination
of what the bill refers to as "base period export gross receipts." For this pur-
pose taxpayers will be required to resurrect financial records for the years 1908
through 1970, and determine the figure which represents 75%/ of the average of
the gross receipts from the sale, lease or rental of property for use outside the
United States (which was held primarily for sale, lease or rental, to customers
In the ordinary course of trade or business) or for engineering or architectural
services for construction projects located (or proposed for location) outside the
United States.

These computations must be made not only for the taxpayer but for all memi-
bers of a controlled group of which it Is a part. For this purpose the definition of
controlled group for consolidated return purposes is used. except thaIt a 50%1
control test in lieu of an 80% test is applied. The basic difficulty in this con-
nection is to inake this determination for years in which such determinations
were probably irrelevant for any tax or financial accounting purposes. The data
may be exceedingly difficult to dredge uip. or it may be impossible to make the
determinations required by the statute with sufficient degree of accuracy either
to satisfy an internal revenue agent upon subsequent audit, or even to enable a
taxpayer to know what, if any, benefits he may derive from the deferral offered
by the DISC election.

One of the reasons given by the opponents of an excess profits tax under our
present economic conditions Is the administrative complexities and Inequities
Inherent In such tax. Yet we have here In the DISC the best (or worst) example
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of complexities generated by such a tax In the determination of base period
receipts.

I must admit that a great deal of my difficulties with this p)rop~osal result
from a, visceral reactki to the use of 'this base period figure, 'and I have not
had the time, in view of the recent availability of this proposal, 'to consider
all of the possible administrative problems. Let me point out a couple of ex-
amples, however. Suppose a taxpayer and related companies were engaged In
exports, but the exports consisted of goods which incorporated over 50%/1 of
imported parts. Under the bill, the taxpayer has an election to exclude such
,exports In computing base period gross receipts. Many taxpayers would find
it impossible to make such computations for prior years. The bill also pro-
vides for carry-over of attributable base period receipts under the acquisition
of assets by one company from another. If in 1975 one company were to
acquire assets constituting a division of another company, the former would
'have to attempt to determine 'that portion of 'the hatter's 'base period receipts
attributable to such division. The regulations which the Secretary will have
to promulgate to set forth these rules will be a long time coming and exceed-
ingly complicated.

4. MAy major objection to the inclusion of -an Incremental test in the DISC
Is the inequity or potential inequity created between taxpayers currently
engaged in export activities and 'those not so engaged or with only minimal
export activities,

'Taxpayers with a zero or low base for DISC purposes will be given the
largest incentive in the proposed 'legislation as most or all of their 'tax liability
will be deferred. On the other hand, those taxpayers whose exports have been
diminished over the years by the factors described by the Administration in
proposing this legislation will receive the smallest incentives.

On 'the one hand. therefore, we have tue exporter with zero base period
gross export receipts. Every dollar of income earned from export activities
will carry with it tax deferral. Compare the taxpayer whose receipts from
exports have been declining over the years. Assume -an exporter whose ex-
port receipts during the base period 1968 through 1970 were $12, $10. and $8
respectively. This taxpayer's base period export gross receipts would be $7.50
-which means that he gets no tax deferral on any income until his receipts ex-
ceed that figure. If th~e prior trend continues in the taxpayer's business he
would have received only $63 of receipts in 1971 so he -*vIl have to increase
his export receipts from $6 to $7.50 before he starts to receive any incentive
'under the legislation.

Tho pending DISC legislation is another example of thc Government acting
to the detriment of those wvho participate in so-called -voluntary government
-programs, Beginning hack in about 1965 businessmen were encouraged to
bring back dollars from overseas, stop or slowv down capital investment over-
seas, and borrow needed funds overseas for foreign expansion rather than
transmitting them from the United States. When the Foreign Direct Invest -
ment Regulations were announced In 1068 it was those businesses whiich had
cooperated to the greatest extent who suffered the most under the OFDI
program. Now, with the DISC, the Congress is considering doing the same
things to those exporters who cooperated with the various governmental and
pr-i-ate agencies encouraging exports.

What this legislation does is tell those businesses which have wvon the Conm-
merce Department's "E" award for export activity that they need only minimal
incentives or none at all, and that the Government is now going to give tax
dollars to other businessmen-their competitors: the amount of the tax dollars
to he inversely proportional to the extent of cooperation with the voluntary
export expansion program during the period 1968 to 1970. Well, of course this
is facetious, but this is the result if not the reasoning behind the Incremental
proposal.

5. The incremental system also relies solely on the criteria of increased export
rec' eipts without giving any consideration to the problems of the exporter wvho
-has built up a market and then must fight to maintain it against competition.
It may very well be as difficu-lt if not more difficult, depending on the markets and
products, to maintain an existing market as to open up new markets.

The already committed exporter finds that he gets minimal or no benefits tvat
of the DISC to help him compete with foreign businesses. Now he finds that his
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Government under the guise of encouraging exports has put him in a worse
position, as other U.S. exporters will be competing in the same markets with
the added advantage of the use of deferred tax dollars.

Even assuming the viability of an Incremental system, which I doubt, the one
proposed In the DISC Is the most discriminating and Inequitable that could be
devised. The exporter who happened to have a high base period is stuck with
that base forever and ever. Ten years from now he must still pay full U.S. tax
currently to the extent of his base period export receipts, while on the other
hand, his competitor who happened to have low or no base period receipts, never
pays any current tax on export receipts even though lie never Increases them
by so much as a dollar, from 1971. It is difficult to Imagine why ten years from
now, the taxation of export income should be dependent on exports during 1968
to 1970.

6. I have seen no reports and have heard no testimony other than the Secre-
tary's as to how American businessmen will react to the DISC proposal in It-,
present form. If it has the effect intended, there should be changes in existing
trade patterns in order to enable taxpayers to maximize the benefits of the
DISC. If there are no such changes or reactions to thle DISC, then the DISC
might not have been necessary. These changes that may take place could be very
disruptive of normal trade patterns to the extent that in the short run at least.
there could be a drop in exports as new exporters begin learning their way
attempting to cut into both foreign and other U.S. competition. The existence
of the base period concept can be very disruptive of mergers and acquisitions by
American businesses as the existence of a high base period will lower the value
of a company and make it unattractive for acquisition when this might be just
the type of company whose exports would be Increased by new capital or man-
agement resulting from a merger or acquisition.

7. The DISC proposals as it was originally drafted was a most expen.sive type
of tax Incentive. It is, understandable that the House balked at the cost of the
DISC and tried to solve the problem by limiting the benefits. I suggest that the
DISC requires further study in order to insure that maximum benefit is ob-
tained for each lax dollar forgiven or deferred, and that theo inequities described
herein are eliminated. The bill is moving much too fast through the Congress
to give these matters the atte 'ntion they deserve. Accordingly, I suggest that the

DICbetbldfo urhrconsideration, particularly with respect to the
Incremental aspecct andl in order to give the Administration an opportunity to
answer the questions raised herein and by others.

CITIZEN AMERICA CORP.,
Beverly Hills, Calif., October 8, 1.971.

Ron. ALAN CRANSTON,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.

DEAR SENATOR CRANSTON: The President's investment tax credit proposal
before the Senate Finance Committee has a provision which excludes its applica-
tion when capital goods are of foreign manufacture.

It is my opinion that office machines should be excluded from this restrictive
provision. Imported office machines, which would be classified as capital goods
subject to this provision, represent a small portion of the total market but they
help control inflation; they reduce the already too Strong monopoly of the
Industry : and they provide many jobs to small independent businesses through-
out the United Staltes.

Prior to World War 11, the manufacture and distribution of office machines
was controlled by the prime manufacturers of business machines. These had
direct comp any owned branches in most of the trading are-as of the United
States. During this period the independent office machine dealer had to earn a
living by repairing machines and selling used equipment. He had almost no
access to new business machines. Competition in business machines was limited
to a very few giants whose company controlled distribution Protected them
from adverse competition.

After Europe began to reestablish its Industry, products became available to
market. Thousands of independent dealers from every corner of tho United States
now had an opportunity to purchase and distribute office machines. In the years
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hence a strong independent ollice machine industry has developed. The influx of
these newv machines forced modernization of domestic products and also made
these domestic products lower in price. For el,.aipie, electric adding machines
which were selling for $450. were reduced in price to $250. There were no cost
reductions for the manufacturers. The prices were inflated due to lack of com-
petition.

There are over 10,000 independent office machine dealers in the United States.
Almost all of these wvill be affected. These small dealers provide many jobs in
all the small towns of America. For a moment look at. the p~rodlucts affected. The
office electric typewriter business is dominated by IBM. The indlep~endent (dealer
cannot buty new machines for resale from 111M, so he can only service his com-
munity with an imported typewriter. The photo copy business in again dominatedi
by Xerox and a few others selling throu.-,J company controlled distribution. To
compete, the independent mui 4 sell an imported product. rflie same is true for the
calculator market, the cash register market, the (dictating market and the adding
machine market. Measured against. the total market, that portion supplied. by
foreign manufacturers is Small. Yet this small portion is of great imlportance to
the thousands of small independent dealers in the United States. They not only
contribute to their own local economy but they help keep the giants honest. With-
out this competition there is little doubt that prices of office machines would be
much higher and the inflation pressures much greater.

'We are one of the large importers of adding machines and calculators manu-
factured. in Japan and distributed through the independent office machine in-
dustry. 'These independent dealers have looked to companies such as ours to
supply their needs since they are unable to get products from domestic mianu-
facturers. These dealers are already penalized by the increase of surcharge and
yen evaluation. The added differential will for all practical purposes destroy their
hard earned market.

The benefits in cost savings from overseas are not entirely because of lowv labor.
For instance, the giant calculator makers continued to sell obsolete mechanical
rotary ealculators at prices over $1,000. Japanmese manufacturers beg-an the tread
toward electronic calculators. This tech-nology wvas all hiere in the UnT~itedt S"tateS
but wats resisted by the three who held monopoly. Whten United States customers
began to abandon the big three in favor of the new electronic calculators, the
three closed down these old factories and are now concentrating on electronic
calculators. The customer can nowv buy fo,- $300. a machine that is superior in
every way to one formerly selling for $1300.

To sumarize, the restriction of the investment tax credit against imported
business machines will play (directly into the hands of the giants ; it will (drasti-
cally affect small businesses and employees in every small town in America: and
it will give the giants a chance to increase their prices with little concern when
the freeze is over.

I strongly recommend that the office machine industry be exempt from the
restrictive category as it pertains to imported office machines.

Respectfully yours,
TTOMAs B. O'REILLY,
Executive Vice President.

SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL RADIO SERvICr! AssCCIArioN, INC.,
)?osslyn, Va., October 141, 1971.

H~on. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Seiiate Finance Comniaittee,
Semite /flice B0zlding, 11 ash ington, D.C.

DEAn SENATOR LONG: This Association represents some 25,000 small business-
Dien wvho use mobile radio equipment for a variety of purposes. Industries eligible
to be licensed in the Special Industrial Radio Service are Agricultu're, Fuel
Delivery, Heavy Construction, Minig. Ready-MNixed Concrete and/or Hot As-
phalt. and Specialized Services to the Petroleum Industry, activities that have a
high degree of hazard to life and property. Two-way radio is not only essential to
them, but also is usually the only means of communication. Telephone companies
cannot provide this service because all of the equipment requiring it is mobile
"on the move."
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In behalf of these licensees, this Association takes strong exception to a proposal
being considered by your Committee which wvould reduce the 7% Investment Tax
Credit, as provided in H.R. 10947. from the full 7% to 4%/.

We think that this would be discriminatory. Why should ain American business-
man who wants to buy radio equipment to expand his lbusinless operation, lbe
deprived of the full tax Incentive that would apply to iny other capital equipment
purchase?

The essential nature of radio communication to the ase of such capital eqluilp-
mnt. and the personnel to operate it, is vital to the concept underlying the Tax
Investment Credit. We respectfully request that your Committee will see to it that
the 7% credit shall be maintained as provided In II.R. 10947.

Sincerely,
DE NIS E. COGGIN,

E ecutive Vice-Presiden t.

STATEMENT BY PACIFIC CAR AND FOUNDRY COMPANY. 8_TITB,1TrEI BY JOHN 8.
VOORIIEFS AND DONALD J. GAVIN OF IlOWnEY, SIMON, BAKER & NMURIIISON,
W~ASHINGTON, D.C.

WHYv THlE Jon DEVELOPMENT CREDIT SHOufi) Ba; AVAILABLE FOR TRUCKS MIAN\U-
FACTUREn IN CANADA PURSUANT TO THlE UNITED STATES-CANADA AUTOMOTIVE
AGREEMENT OF 19W15

IN TROI)UcTION

The Revenue Bill of 1971 recently adopted by the House of Representatives
(H.R. 10947) restores the invest mont credit, now calledl the ",Job development in-

vestment credit", subject, however, to soine, major limiitations. The most. si.-ni-
ficant limitation is found in Section 103 of the oueBill which generally (leiiie~s
the credit to property completed albroadl 01r domestic property which is pre-
dominantly of foreign origin. This prohibition applies to property (1) wvhichi is
ordteredi liefore the termination (late of the 10%l~ surcharge.' or' (2) which wa~s
completed outside the Uiited States 01r (oflipI et ed di uest clcIly ANiiemi less t Iia a
50%11 of its basis represents value added within this country. However, the for-
eign. produed property exclusion clause ca,,n be waived by the President if hie
determines that its application to any article or class of articles "is not inl the
public interest."

Because the President's proposal of a job dleveloplment tax credit. (as adopted
in a slightly modified form by tile House of Representatives) contains a blanket
prohibition for foreign produced goods so long as the import surcharige is in
effet, the net result will be to inequitably dieny tile credit to trucks manufactured
In Canada pursuant to the Automotive Products Agreement of 1965. For all
practical purposes, the exclusion of foreign pr1odulced property from the Credlit
will create non-tariff barriers and will effectively abrogate tile Automotive
Agreement insofar as it applies to capital items, such as hieavy-duty trucks,
eligible for the credit.

CANADIAN MADE TRUCKS SHOULD BE ELIGIBLE FOE THlE TAX CREDIT

Large trucks and heavy-duty tractors, including those mnanufacotured by Pa ci-
fic Car and Foundry Company (PC&F) (which often cost 111010 than -1,20.000
each) represent property eligible for the tax credit, aind it can be expected that
commercial purchasers in tile United States will insbtA that thle credit be avill-
ab~le to them. However, any such tractors or trucks "completed" in Canada would
not be eligible for the ci'edit and accordingly would not be competitive inl the
U.S. market.

We submit that when the all-encomipassing foreign produced property exclu-
sion is considered in tile context of trucks made in Canada, it is clei"r that tile
Bill in its present form is basically unfair. It imposes ain unwarranted ret ro-
active penalty on tilose Amnericaml companies whlo in good faith have relied on1 the
1965 Automotive Agreement and have either (1) established substantial produc-
tion facilities inl Canada, or (2) purchased trucks some niontis ago without any
legitimate concern as to whether the 'trucks would be completed here or inl

" This surcharge was Imposed by Presidential Proclamation 4740 dated August 15, 1971.
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Canada. Accordingly, the House b)ill should he modified so ats to provideC that
Items produced lin Canada pursuant to the 1905 Automotive Agreement are
eligible for the tax credit.

lin thle alt ernative. should It. not appear feasible ait this tim- to exempt outright
from the bill such transactions, it is our recommendations that tit the very least
It be made clear that the provision for granting a waiver of the foreign p~roduicedl
property exclusion Is specifically Intended to cover heavy-duty trucks nnufac-
tured lin Canada pursuant to the Automotive Agreement. Appropriate language
sliouldl 10 Inserted lin the bil1l to the effect that a waiver may be granted li cases
or hardship or inequity resulting fromn action taken lby American companies in
reliance onl igrvemients imde by the( MIill ed Sta tes wit (Il amili. Fu m't her, It
mihould be sped tim II ly pointed out., Ini the1 committee report a ecompaingii. tlw(,
bill tha lint awivem' could prpel be gritNi for Cianaidi i111de t -1acks.

Blfen ue of' thel imiel it y wihch would~ resllt if ailly much waiver did( not, ap ply to
trucks 'ii r-lit 13 Ill th li lriiesm or being ma11de, the H ouse of' W-iprt'seita i t'S'. 1H11l
Shiouldlhe iiiodifled 14) allow such waivers toi applty retroactively to it elm cuir-
relly hliig miiadel. Th'le present1. lill limits 01 14w 4V10 I'resdemats u Hioit to gran1t, 1
wit Iver Soldel y fill- pruiimrt y ordered oili or lifti'lie 1( 1;Hsmlin mici of in'le N itye
01,4l4er coiliiilig Ihli wilvelr. Smuc a1 ltim1itttoli would obviuously tie iiIoil' i

t.lie, Jiliuie( the~ 1.ie I is.41edt if wi. heetruchsm werv miiib ii, iii'. n iniii s~tovs,
thley w~olil ori liit ui ly lhe vii gide for tiii' credit. ii dweii iw or nio logicaiii bsi s
for ren chli g 1a di feri';it, Ies. i t' a wit wjI , "or mit ti'toreigii w-iiticea l oro 'uyiri
0lsloii Is giiiiiie'mto' 11ick0( Iiid( Ill Cat1ildil.

'1lii Atiioiiot lye Amreciom jiiiii the stattites iiiitIeuiiitluig (tn' Agrcei-mi''iit ( 1it
§§('A :215, :20331) hyerestoIted iit, ie,( reimova I of d tiiiem bsy tooi ci it iis

onl stiveiteit iiiofir vehicles iiiiud otIlien ituitiiiuotht lvi'i'tlulilt tint.11111 parts. i1111ii ly
tlie ligreeliiit., liis tIi e oh ijeet Iveme

"I. flIiv (rletiiiii ofit' iiiriiidier lull rhetv for iltitoluntlhe jiiiiltti'ts wit tu11 wichl
)Ie% full lie4m1e.1t1H ot' spec.1zial o i tlid Ia rge-meitle product huut (imli lie twh eved;

to.. ttie Ilhit calisat Ioll of illet ciMti eH umid ait(iadhii lit oiioti ye t rade iii I-('-
8silect, sf t it ii IT liii rriers 11iid otl(. hrl filmet0 tetlil ip to lillucile It, with ita view to
(11a411 fi i tgIll- lul~iuStrt'te of hoti countri'hs to 1)11rIivipait te it a fi ii n esiiitamIdi
h11IaSl In t lie xlii 1 totall imarkiet of lii t wii cinit ties' 11 nil

"3. lie developmnet of (-O(111(111H Isii witeli 11111 i'kit, t'orci's 11111 y ojl(ratt vffe
1 ivi'hy t o ait lii Ihle Ilost. evciitiitie ilitti erli iof li-i tiiti t jri dliet bit, 1)ii nil iiide.'' ,

I )esi iiim putobhilii wvthi have ismi li I (ie pa st, six yi113 al's lliy o f II iese ohs-
ject lives alre lielmug tact 1111d1 ilul. O lie Agreclit lia i 1111 a tii r-ra ugi ig effect
oil tilie coihi imvd I mmI ted Ht ait vS-'I J ili din1i11 tt11 e for' a mitolnIut lye lum'odui't5.

Ini thle lost 1'evelit. replit by i3 P i president to the (2oligress onl thle Agreneiil
its tremiendouis iimluict is ileserities ats followsm

"Total autoimiotive trade Iietwe('ll I(e I nut id Stalte ('laild Ca 11iiad aidjusted
for tranlsaitIonI values, grew to $6.3 billion lin .1Oit), 111 iireame of 20 liereent
over 19(08 mid1( about 8 ties ill( level lin 10614, the yviir p'jrior to ( lie Agrs'emetit.
United State" iautoniotive exports to Canlada were $3,186 million and tumlorts
were $3,080 million ti 109. The rapid expiulslom of atutoiot lye trade Is (tue pri-
maurily to the Agreement." "

Iai 1965 when the Aittoitotlyve Agr('lemtt wim rei'tched, It wits necessary to take
Into consideration the considerile disliarlty bt Vdwlt thi( size of thle automotive
Indlust ries iand owl costs of product Ion lin the( two coiatr ies, Accordigly, (!ami-
ada requested special t raimlttonal arranigemetits which would allow its4 mu('li
sinadler automotive Inidustriy to 'ompllete iii time! overall NorthI Americatn market.

lit rec'ogitit1 of thieme needs of the( smaller amad higher cost Caniadian industry
to adjust to (lie overall United States-Canadiain markett, certain restrictive
measures were set forth Iit Annex A to the Automnotive Agreement:

1. ON 1)0111 tlde ('m nulin vei('Ie mnanullfactuitrers may Import aut1oilnotive
products duty-free ; amid

I 1"oartl Aimaul iteport of thep 1reiimt to 00e Colugr'iWMOil tI' Operujttonj Of Timle
Automotive Produtct~ irmide Ac!t (if 1005 danted Novormber 10, 1070, at p. 1.

6 Id. at p. 18.
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2. ]3ouia 11(0 ~ inaufacturer8 are t hose which luO('t certn l Cu 111(1ian Vl 111

added anud Canmadiant pro(hu(tiol )Ct 1(iIi-1S-1 to trqirien(tts ( which
Invn us thu .at Iu it ( Unte slalv ('na11111 till 11 ho1 wis to e515 0(xporl aiut ou( Ive

(3Itonilot lye p~roducts1 11i (aadai .
'Phe pra Ii('f e(1 effect of tI hto,-p I rll iio l 0)111111011 N ; 1' hlias 1)000 thant Pu~t t(( Statel s

w'1l)1 I15~hicili fill lifiict11 i I, ottonltie prt. o duof N for the overall C"auillI-

touglh NlbIhnti il i (11311111 lit ls ofI filt c-l'ilidtt'i illl rt for'i III ( i i (1 litual faol orles
(:0111 front tile Uniitedt Slitloes, tere t ' (ar1e cIIItlittttt rovjrvilitiots for oib-
(13101 jig (,ItII] 11 1111 do' j0:11-18. ('oitso 1110311ly, III direct to! l"I 1(' 11 o i the lgi'eg.
tiovitl: 1111(1 pultiSit Ito Iln- itjh111)1i pr1ovisionsi$1 a' I 'tilted Stttlos law~ ( tO) U.S.(%A.

§il200i 1-20t'f13 , ' mlil ('it ttii Ilt nu 'l'('l I I Ior much a, 1 C&A"g h 'I i'ael (111101~ le IV' ~~'ot-

IIIt 011(1t .lla.i ~T~i

It, Ithot Ipro oed I no.e hSt.ll 'IIr , c iol N ot 1,1111vt i.o ltv I-d~

(lilt) 11i rtl Il tit(r I) 3 live il ie v f'ttlI Ml-tl be ot1i0i)i II t t ort indl it tg re-s t

o flit', n A Ilntilt pub i'tli 'r, 1111olit eItt l it tile to e"-4 oll indto I'S. jvilbl IlInure

flex , A in oh' ol fu It g' til' 10 sttll 1 xltIi t ~ 'itulitfx whic wou(~l1(ld l'nt, ll h

(11(1 grid rtl('( t cr(1113( Ior tlli fue:1l g ic ii ('i'-p so l oll, I ' '& 111 tai ers %%OI l hf1113voi
f~crlivel)IgIv It -ol thes (' li cr 1' ld m te ItIIp s ( 'NI I I vi of (he -it ll oll () If
A111(11 14,1 f in t ' (''lbt l it(itn tt itw N~ nl to ivIl I f wil' hav of o '(, f ot'o

Ill full it'Iunit' oil Ie wh o o I V( gtttlivr lo th eni ll ho11 IrevlII~'oa lyN of I -cl( 'iiit

Sil i a I os lii w- o~ 'lt ln N iltN g l 1 1 ('tilt i l ' (1i'll] In 111113t11 lio 1y Br tish 1 pa 1.1 lot 1) :1111
Ihe ItohrI iva dt I oil . OiNM I it o hrvxv Quetb131e INr IA1ii(ll )1)l1' o

Sll(1.10(, otil (.11 lt n1101, ofe JIho0(lUtedSCni~ImA~not gemn

Of13 111 , t'('fIt ' 11 18 It ll 11.4 (i-f- 1 otl '1 o1' I ' I l ' A' p o 'i' l ~ hll y vehti le for" IIII o to

C'1iy. Ill In( order toji 1 0F ts ll~ ~t111081 On.' fullhvi 111-. If spe 'tlol(5 l'l ant hJi1Ill3 -cl iI
pructio ror i Ihe ovt t Nili1t' 1ottthso tnictit nwirki- ("ll f4oot nv iihn.(,fri
ofli h e i-ci i 110. ill I l Ill M o -ter to 101 Idd ti t) Ia o lit 8. 11-31 1t(I111 mt ( s hi g

way. tltl ofw1a (o s '1 logoiy unvlt Ithe itr(1.1)1) fo 1,~lllil in ofAtpult

ldlu IN li"mount'e I"W tat4 Iii o Jd, ily 1)00 vlivvt' 11 11opt ii tie oa of proi-
duc'huiS r l ixasck If 1113d Is '1(,1 ledt a rue Io 1'l1101(111 I1 t'iog1111 i e (iw cost or i l nbl
fiei ng~ 0t'~liat I" his Iou litoy, v.'ii fit SIll vi'd lihig it 1113p rl f'1,

111tfl '1F hits t's lig ) oper tei o s e t, 1801 i ii w no t t ' 1,I t'l i or O t ot1 coat sIn t tilt (ill

laboif h el i delt IIlli'lll' If M te I 111(1(5 lilol't'(toIIrtc'11 3 I this IS(1101 1'3'. 0310 of
tit' ful i'il l' 1 oili fin, I lo.lhtk''iv It A l 1)111)11 1 wit' g'(Iho t1 pro ison f I le'oUnited'l
fraoii s p ' I I lg w 1h1(h Cougt na to olilcou I ' 1( Ie d lilt~h fu it I ' e 11 e s ito pi le rrt Ito

tO toe 1(0 eS~ 1110 C titl f ie0~IIj I'o ie atin h lol t overall0l r'th nicrt'1' t'o d llon 3

itn t, sn thei tltdI t'sIth lutind1 ilfil tire In Caladli 111 hg lo I li l Is'i t
11ti111 osillM ust n tivlhulk taf ut'. lefilzdorhiha olvsfrtl

'it ee ha o 1111 Class''l 7~ t'Iillohi Well hum a li2C11M Wit 30M hollosn t meit a
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quantity or Canadian components necessary to prodIuce a wholly Canadian t ruck.
At the present time O%,er 6() of tite comOiiliilit l'n its Ii trucks ianiifactu red( lit
Canada comeC from thie Unitedl 8tites. Accordingly, whlille the trucks made at
PIC&iF's two C'anadian pints iare reilderedl operat 1ional in Canada, Ii tact, t ivib-
sta atial part of t'ach t ruck is act tinlly 'ollposed of palts niitde Ii this (-oliitl'S.

Itf the Jot) tievelbpputent crvtlit proposal is enafcted into law III Its pre~set, l'orn,
t11w "'foreign prloddiCl i)1olil't e'' t1t'l isioi will Iiiein tht liItriucks made by FCP( ' In
( a liada will b~e lunfairly dteld tI l it OX credit. Ini our view tfil,- result w ibe
ext renliely Inequitable for I'( '&L" antI Its ('tistoiners (par-t~iularly if thle credit Is
made ret roactive to April 1971), andi will hec tdue t-o the fact that P( &F lii good
fit th i'dled uponi tile A lltoianit le Agl'eeniei 1( aiii appl1( Icab .4t Ilit es of ile 1'II Ittd
Stat es. As it result of1' ity li3est rilot iotf Ible latx credit tot U.S. ma nufact uretd go ods,
i'( &F' will be forced to rec(onidber Its pi'tiliictioi stchedile and It, Nill pirobably
mna thl t subst itlit lIinii fit t'ufat ining failities ii Canatidat will be reduced( or
('hosed withI thlit t'otliltI nt loss of iiiit 113' Ii iiiidieds o1' Jobs.

IWe tnder"St a il front governmitect Iofilela Is in i lie Tlreasuriy Depari mnt and
elsewhere ats well ii; ofihii s of*Ilt t ie Caaii anlit gove'rnmeitnt, that Itihere is, presenly13
5011 iii is estlltw iidl ig r'egaitnlg Ih lned itori Coll I 111itttiilic of tOli so-ca I ll t rai ti
I balit rest rh't Ii 'its I iiip a iset Iv I y iiliiid'ii sit lie out sitotfl Ilie- A gr-inv('id. Soia 1.S.
otlh'lals ('tlite thitI Ili t II tIII'( hi rel(slIttie ovet'it(e last l'ew yenar it atriade th'llt
to tilie 11 lk't St i's it'a list' (if thI est' t I'l tisl Iioot I rt': Ict itnis jliiosed by the
C1tinatdl a govt'i'o it't .1 Ilial tha l ti e r leistict ions shioultd be renioved.

Conversely, oilir U..oflichi s, ats well its otfllcitls of the Canadian government,
lilit. to tilie fa.t 1i111t. I lie ti'tdt' loiati't' Ili favor of the( U~nited States lin 1905
wit~s In excess ot' $704 nilllon 'and t-hIs sItuiation was creatiiig anl Intolerable train
tin t wutit( ala ili ;ntht lice of liltylwti(ti. Nto oiiie seriously coit entla that we sliouit(l
r'eturnl to tile sItuIation pi'e(Vtilinlg 111 l'It5 when the Untet States Ocupied1 such
at (ItiIlilllatIl position. Jiis4telid, Ile iiuii'itso of the agi'eeliient, i4 to bring about a
tie illntegiratioin of th 11nt tnntIVt' Intl tisties of the two tcountrites and to en-

('till19 Nig'i't lonilIzit t loll (if proi'0(lo tn foir I lie over'allI Northt Amifericn 11(iket.
'lTerefore, It, Is nott accuirate to contsitdtr Ite differences between the origintl surplus
otf $701 mi ll ion In it fvor' of I liv t'i lleI d St itts lI 19615 11Ilit'e currieint surplus IIn
La via' of ('a litilitas iit (I'tle Ili(.tsit n of ity 11'ilitlaltv. In thle au1tiliitive trade.

WVe flurt her understaiid that at negative United States automotive trade bal-
ance tins resulted lin recent years because oif sonic rather unique (dove]olpients and
thlit lit the ling r'lll thle tr'ade stilttion shiold bie equalized1 between the two
countri'his. it Ite early y'ear s of thle Agreement lin 11 Y16 illd 1967 the automobile
comlpaniles Inivested Iit't'itlly liun1li'('(s (if millions of (dollar's In new plants and
etquipmnent Inl Canada iatdi naturallyN there resulted at tireimendous Increase Ii pro-
ductio1n)1 front t hese fnctol'les. No longer did th tea(iir company ies have sp(Ticalzed
p~rotiot~n fol' Canada aloiie. Inisteatd, its the Automotive Agreenment envisioned,
I lise comipaities maiinuifac(t untel ('is lin Caiiada on at large-scale produictiont line
bausis for the overall North Amnericn aitrket aind subst4intial quantities of cars
were expiortedl to t1w Unilted States. Oi til' other' hand, because of the less than
antti(cipatedl growth of NorthI American type eair sales lit Cliiada, the demand for
such automobiles was not ats great ats origInally ant~lclpated. It can be expected,
though, that the Canailan niarkt't for North Amterican litlde car's will ultimately
become larger and that at balainced trade between the two countries will result.."

Because of the trndle linbalamice anii lssattisfaction with the transitional saife-
gutard measures Imphosed lby the Canadian government, there may be some
reluctance to recognize the inequities resulting to PC&F andl other manufacturers
o~f automotive e(Iuiliitieat under the foreign product exclusion In the Pi'oPos('( Job
Development Tax Credit. We submit-, however, that tisl, view is not justified
nor supplortable when viewedl in thle context of the s9pecific facts Involved here.
Indeed, its shown lin Attachmlent A li(1'(t~o, PC&Fl' has coitrlibutM( over' $50.5
million to thte net Unitetd States credilt In the last two and two-thirds years.

We (10 not know wily thle lam'ge trladet inha 1111ce has rt'- sulted In the last year or
.so under the Auttomotilye Agreement, hut It Is clear from PC&F's own figures that
Its experience tins been just thte oppo)(site. Apitaroi13, thle Imiahance tins resulted
frolit the large-scale automnoble production Ii Canada, hut the foreign property
exclusion lit the Presidlent's proposal would have no effect on this, because the

4 Id. at p). S.
5 We ilso tililersttiI thaft alt pr'esenlt tiie mlitoiloice (olip1ailIPg ale mnore than imietiigthe transitioal safeguard rei'lremecnts imphosedJ ho' Canada, and ,that evenly If these Safe-guard'ts a m' renioi'ed. tlivi'e woohi ha' nto eff'vt oii Ca iittihini vriodullitol13 13111 UndI tt

automobile uiammtfactrers,
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average automolbile purchaser could not avail himself of the tax credit. More-
over, tiny trade imbalance or other problems which exist under the Automotive
Agreement should be solved within the context of that Agreement. It is clearly
improper to abrogate the Agreement as it applies to trucks made In Canada by
the blanket prohibition for foreign produced Items In the proposed Job Develop-
men~t Credit.

CONCLUSION

Ini emmelusion, we respaectfuilly submit that the prohibition for foreign produced
iirti('es in thle Job Development Tax Credit proposal should be re-evluated In
light, of the Uited States-caiadian Automotive Agreement, and automotive
eqluipmenlt manufactured Ii Cailada should be eligible for the tax credit.

Ini the alternative, It should lbe madec clear that the Presidlent may properly
vv tive the foreign lproducedl property exclusion Ii the case of heavy-duty trucks
iiimiftictutred Ii Canada pursuant to thec Automotive Agreement, anlil that appro-
pr-iate hlngua~ge to 11his4 effect be Inserted Ii the Bill ats well as the accompanying
('oin iit c Report.

ATTACHNIENT A

fleen use of the t rude imbhlance problem under thle Automiotive Agreement
whliehl lilt s breen calledl to our attecation b~y officio Is of the U.S. Trea(~1sury Deparht -
ieiit, I 'acille Car and1( Foundlry exainied its records to determine what Its expert-
e n(e lots Iteeii under the Automotive Agreemnit; Ii terns of the balance of trade.
,%s illustritted Ii the tables below, the actual experience of Pacific Car and
1'omimury in i lhe years 10)69), 10)70 and the first 8 months of 1971 is that It has
(-omitriiititel i excess' of $'50.5 million to the U~nited States site of the bala1fnce
(if plt3yzients ledger withm Canada. Ini terms of actual figures, the value of United
St atIes ma an fatured trucks andl component parts sipp~led to Cana da during t lis
period of time was $71,885,000 whereas the value of Canaidian manufactured
t rueks and component parts was only $21,289,000. '1Thle actual data for each year
Is described Ii the tables below. (Figures expressed Ii millions of dollars).

CANADIAN MANUFACTURED TRUCKS SOLD IN CANADA

(35 percent)
Total value U.S. content

1969--... $42,271 $14,795
1970.. _ -- - - -- .. .... 40,071 14,025
First 8 uonth s of11971 . ....... 27, 551 9, 643

Grand total.-- ---.-.-......................------- ----------- 109, 893 38, 463

TOTAL CANADIAN TRUCK SALES (TRUCKS MANUFACTURED IN CANADA FOR UNITED STATES AND CANADIAN
MARKETS PLUS TRUCKS MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOLD IN CANADA)

Portion
attributable

to U.S.
Total value nanufacfrrre

1969------------------- -- --- _-__----------_-----------$58, 540 $24.,160
1970--------------------------------------------- *----------60,066 27,344
Flrst months of 1971-------------------------------------45, 998 20, 381

Grand total..---------------------------------...... ....... 164, 604 71,885

NET EXCESS OF U.S. ORIGIN OVFR CANADIAN ORIGIN

O.S. value Canadian value Net U.S. value

1969-........... ..................................... $24,160 $6,904 $17,256
1970- .-- . ...................................... -----27,344 6,676 20,668
First 8 months of 1971--------------------------------------- 20, 381 7,709 12, 672

Grand total-----------------------------------..... 71,885 21,289 50,596
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S.3TATEMN1N~ 'SITIIMITTED 13Y GORDON R. Cory, ON BEHIALF OF COMMONWEALTH
Ea'IISoN COMPANY

'MEMORANDUM TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE WITHi RESPECT TO THE
PROPOSED TAX CREDIT

This memorandum addresses Itself to two major questions: the amount of the
(redit to be applied 'to regulated industries and the normalization versus flow-
through question.

1. THE AMOUNT OF' TIE CREDIT TO 111W APPI'ED TJO ItE)ULATED INDUSTRIES

The .,19b Development Credit made available to Industry Should be applied
aceross-thie-board. The regulated idustries, particularly electric power, should not
be treated) as scond-class citizens for the following reasons:

(I)l It Is unfair to (discrimlinate against one kind of taxpayer, and particularly
unwise from at social point of' view to (liserliminate against. t1e electric power
Industry In Such at way as- to discourage plant Investment by that Industry. Be-
(cause it is anl essential industry threatened wvith. a serious possibility of not
being able to finance required p~lant exp~ansion to ineet the nation's need for
power. (liscrinliinatloil would appear to be short-sighited. The degree to which
tho electric power Industry Is faced with serious capiltal shortages is set forth In
Tubles I id 11. The se rious.ness of the situation can be Illustrated b~y the fact
(flat. teln years ago fewv If anyI could1( have expect ( that our nation's largest rail-
waty system would be bani~rupt today. Yet, compared with the possible bank-
rul)tey of a single carrier or type of carrier, or it single coneern (lke Anmerican
'Motors or Lockhdl) , the plotential inillact of possible1 financial distress of ain
cwtire essential Industry such as the electric Industry Is serious indeed. To1 (115-
courage necessary growth fin tils basic Industry lby discriminatory tax treat-
Inent, would seeim to lhe un1wise as it na tter of nat10ion11l policy.

One of the oldest 1111(1 most prevalent forms of' eotipet ition for the electric
power Industry Is on-sifte ele(ri e goneratlion. Many factories and sonic office
buildings4 and shopping centers generate their own electricity. To grant such tax-
payers a larger Job Development Credit for their generating equipment than Is
granted to the central station utility company is discriminatory amnd flies fit the
face of basic principles of fairness.

(fit) Failure to grant electric power companies the full] developmentt credit
percentage allowance will neglect one of the most prodtietive ways to stimulate
ecoonmllic growth.

It will 1)e pointedI out that electric plant expenditures are price elastic, and
that some expellilitulles are being hield baick today by the shlortage of capital. Yet
thle provisions of abundantt, elctric power Is an essential port of tile formula for
general econoiilie growth. Tis was recognized in the (lays of tile Newv Deal, when
the expan~sion of thle electric generating capability of the Tennessee Valley Au-
I homity wvas selected in tile 1930s as a basic way of stimulating economic growth
In the Tennessee mountain area.

In Short, If wve are to stimulate general economic growth, it Is Important that
the electric power lIndustry not be denied the benefits of the full amount of the
proposed Job Development Credit.

2. THlE NORMALIZATION VERSUS FLOW-THRIOUG]I QUESTION

The House Bill p,,,ovidles several options for regulated utilities to follow In
,I(' counting for tile 'fob D~evelopmaent Credit-options similar to those provided
for by tile 1909 Tax Reformn Act with respect to accelerated depreciation. Those
options clearly Imply a preference for normalization of the Job Development
Credlit for b~ookkeepinlg purposes and sihold be retained.

The plant illvestinrenit decisions Of tihe regulated electric power Industry are
Hignificantly price #elastic. I tried to point this out in may Many 5, 1971 testimony
onl til matter of ADL{ before tile 111S. At that time I p~resenmtedl an Exhibit (Table
III attached hlereto ) showing tlint Me111 eft eels of' AlR )it ' equivalent. to at 1ur-
(llase discount of approXilnatoly 501, and I testified that Conmonwealth Edison
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estimates that its five year Construction program willl be increased by $75 million
if It is granted the full benefits of ADR.

There Is no doubt that any tax credit aSSOciated With tile dlecision to in1Sta'll
or replace plant facilities and equipment will stimulate the installation of such
equipment. At first blush It wouldl appeanr that the degree of stimulationn is related
solely to the reduction of carrying charges on tbe equilpment-and hence Is inde.
p~endent of 'the type of bookkeeping system used, whether flow-through or nor-
malization. However, asI testified in the ADP. matter, Investment, replacement
and modernization (lecisions are not made Solely Onl the l)!15i of ,ost analyses.
Thiley also depend upon the availability of cash to pay for the new facility. Today,
more than at any other time perhaps, there tire frequent Instances where 1mo0(-
erntition plans, though justified economically, eaninot he carried out simply
because of at shortage of cash. This means that the Jot) Development Credit will
tend to stimulate the most p~lan~t Investment If aceoinljallled by sonic measures to
encourage the use of the added cash from the tax reduction to help pay for the
added expenditures themselves. This Is the real crux of the normalization versus
flow-through matter.

In conclusion, the proposed Job) Developmient Credit should be applied across-
time-board to all Industries without (iscriiatlon. In particular thle full amount
of thme credit should be applied to thle electric power Industry In order to provide
thle full stimulatilve effects intended. For the same reason the accounting 1)rovi-
slous of thle louset Bill1 should be retained because they encourage, normalization
of the( benefits of thle ere(1i for aeeoun n Il. 1g a1d rante maing 1)11 VI oseS.

TABLE I.-INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC COMPANIES CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES AND NEW MONEY NEEDS,
1960-75

New money
Billions needs as a

- - ------- percentage Interest
Electric of electric coverage be-

construction New money corstaiction fore Federat
expenditures I needs I expenditures income taxes

1960----------------------.......--------------$3.3 $1.8 54.5 5.2

1961 ........ ....------------- ----------------- 3.3 1. 7 51. 5 5.1
1962--------------- -------- -------------- 3.2 1.5 41.9 5.2
1963 .....--------- ----- ---- _---------------3.3 1.2 36.4 5.'?
1964------------------------- ------- .......... 3.6 1.5 41.7 .2
1965---------------------------------------..... 4.1 1.6 39.0 5.2

Total 1961-65----------------------------... 17. 5 7.5 42.9.....

1966---------------------------------------..... 5.0 2.7 54.0 5.0
1967---------------------------------------..... 6. 1 3.5 57.6 4.6
1968........................................ 7.2 4.0 55.6 4.2
1969---------------------------------------... . 8.3 4.6 55.4 3.7
1970 .............. ........................... 10.2 7.8 76.5 3. 1

Total 1966-70------------------------------ 36.8 22.6 61.4 4...........

1971 ......................................... 21]1. 9 2 7.3 261.3..........
1972 ......................................... 212.0 27.7 264.2 ...........
1973......................................2.
1974.......................... ............... 231.1 21. 68.8 ...........
1975.......................................I

Total 1971-75--............................ 255. 0 236. 4 266.2 ...........

Percentage Increase In annual amounts, 1960-75---------- 215 294....................

I Source: Edison Electric Institute.
3Estimated.
Note.-The total amount of new money financing needed has more than quadrupled since 1960. With future con-

struction expenditures expected to increase sharply, new money needs will increase still more In the future.
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TABLE II.-COMMONWEALTII EDISION COi., LAST 10 YEARS

[in rnhllioflsl

llefore-tvn
Construction Percent iterest

expenditures I New money 2 new money coverages

year:
1962 ------------------------------------- $123 1$4 3 7.1
1963--------------------------------------- 106 3 4 4 7. 4
1964._ ------------------------------------ 137 3 5 4 7.8
1965--------------------------- ---------- 153 3 5 3 8.1
1966. ------------------------------------- 200 129 65 8.2
1967 .......----- _---------------------249 122 49 7.0
1968-.-_ ------------------------------------ 352 204 5 6.0
1969------------------------------------..... 433 266 61 4.6
1970------------------------------------. __ 498 364 73 3.
1971...........-------------------------------660 500 76

I Includes nuclear fuel, primarily initial core loaulings.
2 Inciurdes minor aniounts of refinancing monkeys, primnarily for sinking fund requiremeanits.
3Primprily employee stock sales.

4 2.95 per latest prospectus, 12 months ended May 1971. computed on a pro farina bisis reflecting the lrist bond issues
Coverage similarly computedt, hut exclutinql interest capitaied as required lay our bond indenture -2.6; the bond ir.
denture does not allow additional bonds to be issued whirr the pro forine coverage so computed drops below 2.5.

TABLE Ill.-PRESENT VALUE OF FUTURE CARRYING CHARGES ON A $100 FOSSIL-FIllED FLECTRIC POWERPLANT
INVI STMENT I

Ainount Perci.iit

Gross present value of future carrying chairges-straight-lIurte tax dlepreciation, pre-
guidelines ..... ................................... $166

Reductions from:
SYD riepreciatioa (andr mnror reluat factors). - .14 8'2
28-year guideline life (with SYD) ---- 4. 4
Proposed A DR rules permitting 22.4-year tax life (with SYO). 8 b

Total reductions...................................... ............. 26 16

Net present value of future carrying charges after reductions......... ................... 14

"Carrying charts" as used herein include cost of money, Fedleral arid State of Illinois ir'corne taxes, and depreciation
or ammortiatroir, They do not include art valorem taxes, insurance, maintenance anit thre like.

2A 3.05-percent tax depreciation rate, equivalent to a 33-year tax life, appliert (iii our case) prior to adloptioir of the
28-year tax guideline life in 1962.

3 lIrcludles a reduction of u~p to $2 from the proposed change in the first year's depreciation which would arlrtrip to
Y2~ year of early tax depreciation.

AtEI.IcAN BANKERmS ASSOC[A'rioN,
Wl1'Ei.llfllofl, J).C., October 1.5, 1971.

Senator RUSSEL, B3. LONG,
C7i airman, Senate l'iflaifce CofllifitICC,
New Senate Office Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEA11 A11. CHAIRMAN: Thec Aimericana Batakern' As~soc'iation1 fk till01S 01ppo'--
tuiity to express its views onl 11.1. 109-17, I lie Ilnntle-nats*ed v(-rsiou~ of the( ttix
r-ecommiendations underljying the Adiniiisl rit i on's" ecauinilc I~ronrala. We ner1CP-
ni',e that there are other facets to the Adhliniist ration's I otlil C01101ii1 11 mikln
and that a nlumlber of other prVoposals haive been~l 11ad(e by resp1onlsible sourceo.,
including nmemnbers of your Committee, for- liitlusia ill tlue o'rli11 ecolloilie pmI-i-
gram. However, at this time, we will coineai our Comimetels to the tlix Issues Ill
H.R. 10047, the bill before your Committee.

The Association endorses 11W. 10947, although It departs to some extent from
tile proposals liut forward by the Presideaiit.

Tile tax proposals before your ('oninit tee include a balanced mix of consumer
and business stimluli, They include: (I1) redluctIons Ill ind(iviluld incoiiie talme,
through increased personal exemptions fin~d Increased standard deductions; (2)
repeal of the 7 percent automobile and 10 percent light-duty truck excise ta.%es;

(8-333-71-pt. 2-263
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,3) establishment of at 7 percent Investment credit, and (4) tax (deferral on ex-
port Income of Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISC's). In addition,
the bill1 contains provisions relating to the taxation of trusts.

With unemployment averaging 6 percent during the past year, there is no
doubt that our economy needIs stimulation. However, any fiscal encouragemient-
whether in thep Individual or business area-mnust be carefully weighed. Over-
stimnulation of the economy by excessive budget Imbalance could undo much of
the beneft of the present wvage-lprice freeze and could weaken the post-freeze
program announced liy the President onl October 7. The problems involved in
sliil i to a iore flexibile anati-inflationary t ools in inid-Noveniber tire truly forid-

a 1be 111w siouuld noat lbe v uiliounde(I by uinnecessatry Ilsisca pressures. The best
fomndattion for longer-terin mon-inflationary growth require-, a relatively slow
approach to Ind~uce higher levels of private spendinl;r. If at, a later (lite addi-
tiolnaI uinsures aire required, It would be far easier 10 lprovidle further stimiula-
tion than to bring about at 180 degree elmange in direction toward restraining the

('ioiuiny once again.
''lhe following (Otnl(Imets4 (oneern speeitle proposals lin H-.R. 10947.

lN(I('X,5EI)' 11FRSONAL EXEMPTIONS AND) STA NDlARD DiEI)UCTIOINS

Tim A uierican ii a keus A 550(1 tol %vo wIdld lie cauceried :1ut : 11mu1y praj )st15
halt go beyaond those Ill 11.1. 109. 17 with regard to Individual Income t axa tioni.

'I'lle 1)111 wold a ('(el('rat(' ie( 5cel filed increase In personally ('xelitionls to $750
lit 1972, %011 il ani-rinedhute lIcrease fronuu $6,50 to $700, retroactive to July 1,
19)71 : iiireause the I oaw Incomev Allowance for 1972 afid sub~seqiuent years from
$1,000 to $1 ,300; elhunimuate thle ''phase-out'' of timp Lowv Incoine Allowance i'or
1 971 ;u filld Icreasei'tlie, percentage standard (deduction fromt 13 percent to 15 per-
venit wvit It it $2.0M( muaxinuni.

These 111(011w tax piionlus NviIli augment the( disposable I uucone a Idi uvidualIs
by appuroxilmuatedy $1.6 billion lin calendlar 1971 aind $3.2 billion lIn (ci endlar 1972.
The lou k1 of these, amiounts will go to the great majority of taxpayers whose
I Ilcoues aire subject to the lower tnx brackets. As ('oniml~iei'5, these ple(I tend(

too swild fill, or nearly all1, of theiri a ft er-tax laconic, anad thle bill's pro vslis will
provide at Subst antial, but we Wvould hope not Jin excessive, finwuulit. of tlsvill
sti unli usq.

mu:MOVAL Or AUT'MoBam, AND) SMALL TRUCK EXCISE TAXES

The removal (if t-le 7 percent manufacturers' excise tax apidto autintouoblles
and thle 10 percent ('X(lse tax onl snuall trackls ('0111( play a1 slgi flcnt part Inl
stinulat lag comsuazer purchases and IncreasIng lrodnctloi, tliereiiy hlpig to
reduce ienliployinciit. Pick-up trucks are-( often used as at means of personal
transportation or for recreation, or for farmi or small business purposes. We
believe the proposed repeal I i b)oth ('115(5 Is logical and equitable.

The logic of the excise tax repeal rests on the pervasive effect of the autouno-
bile Industry onl the economy. Moreover, It Is long overdue; If It were not for
thle escalation (if the( wvar Inl Southieast Asia, the 7 perceeit automobile excise tax
would hafve beon reduced to 1 percent after 108.

The repeal of the auto and small truck excise taxes will provide needed stImui-
lation to a wide segment of domestic Industry. The secondary suppliers for auto
lprodlu(tioii Include Industries which provide a large variety of products, steel,
glass, rubber, texti11(s, copper, nickel, lead, aluiium, petroleumi-as Iv('eI als
manny services. While the auto Industry Is not illing, sonic of these idustries,
particularly steel, are In Iimmediate nieed of the added demand to lie derived
front at rapid increas in automobile production, wvithi the resulting benefit of
iacreased ('aijloyiient.

Although remlovall of thlese% excises is likely to cost the Treasury $3.5 bllion in
reuvenuue fIn tit( (calenldar years 1971 and 1972, the inflaticnary effect should be
larg('hy offset by the' President's post-freeze program, together with the expendi-
ture redu(tlouns Included ats part of the President's budlge't p~roposals.

INVE STME NT TAX CREDIT

Theo Anierican Bankers Association support the 7 percent Inve'stment tax
cnrednit as mnodlfiedl In the IHouse-passedl H.R. 10947. The bill also Incorporates, lin
a miodifiedl form, the A]DI) depreciation system adopted by the Treasury Depairt-
nient last Jun~e.'
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This investment credit wlli stimulate the economy and create jobs, and we
believe that reinstituting the credit is good policy now. The following are some
r-eafsons:

(1) Projected lincreasvs in biisinc s capital outlays have steadily (etAe-
riorated Ii 1971. The most recent Dep~artment of Commerce release shows
that capital spending of U.S. business this year Is expected to be only 2.2
percent greater than 1970. Seven months ago the projection was for a1 4.
percent Increase over 1970. Despite current plant use statistics which show
at relatively high rate of uuiderlitilizat iou., the ('conolaly Ilee(1s to have at con-
I inning high rate of pdunt and eqiuipmnent otliys. Such exp~endlitures wvill
improve proiluet ivity through phlint, iiaideriiit loll, livc&"sil y for' (A'I~ed
coiilK'tltiil with 'orelgii prodiuceVrs, NVlI hve tillbstn lt II liio(1'IV-ll'edl their
Indlustrlial lanlts lin the Post War II iwearic

(2) Concern about reducing employment through labor saving outlays Is
unfounded. Imp~rovedl technology lads to mior'e, rat her than fewer, jobs over-
aill. Tihe I nvestineat, tax credit, r'SuIlt lug, InI Inicreaiised productilvi ty, would
acecommilodate wvilge Increases fin ft(,a future which w()uldl not. be inflationary.
Moreov% frte(1(( ddd pa i t, fuellit lex woulld icreas xei'iliploynienit

(3) Ili t he process of I neren sin;; (.114111l expeni ~t iires, tilie JInvSt uuent tax
credit will reduce flhe relative need for external corpuoratIe 11mn uing, 'iIihis
wold t endl to reduce some of t he pressure onl credit markets generated by
I iit1ti liilte(l expansion IIn ('111) III sp~endling.

7 'lie (reli t hia,4 generally i roveui suc'essf ii Iin I'iost(rinlg builOlss iii v0'sti mci I II
prodnet lye eq ii peuit . If filie (credit, Is niadie ii .1 il bl 1)Ie a1d wve sl rongly Iir ti. l lii
it should be, wev recommnendl It reiai as it lerluanent, measure. We believe this
would encourage at steadlier fhow 0l' bine-41SS inveStmentI, avoidling 4o11a4 Of tile
gyraiIons Inli511imne.9 capit al spuniluig duei(, lin part, to anl onl again, off again,

1)0MESTJC I NTI N AIONAL BALES coitiojArioNf5

The Administration hais piroposedI fte adloption of at provision for domesticc
Int ernao bnal sales, 'orpoiratio0ns, coninonly referred to as 1)150's. A similar
program was p~rop~osedl last year and was passed by the House, but not by thle
seilit.

TUnder the program, Domestic International S5ales Corporations would be estab-
lished find( the profits from their sales would not, be taxed until they aire (11s-
tributed to shareholders. Tro qualify for tax deferral, at least 95 percent of the
gross reeipts (if the companyy imust arise from export related transactions and
,05- percent of Its assets must also lbe so1 related.

The DISC program Is a tool for improving our 1)0 imene of payments an 01 roi~-
vides, at positilve comaldement to the more negative 10 percent, Import surcharge.
II frct., If thle 1)1SC program Is li Idemlen ted promlyI, It (could(, along with eix-
chan ge rate adljustmients, Inilirove our balance of' paymienits m id iherefore help
to speed tlip removal of the 10 percent surtax oti implorts.

The DISC program would lbe consistent li-i Internationafl practice and would
hlelp to redress the competitive Imbalance which U.S. companies face In finter-
national trade unde- prevailing tax laws.

While it Is true that tis5 wvouldI entail a short-run reduction III revenue, In
the long run, fihe program could pity for Itself through Increased domestic co-
ninle activity prodluelng add(edl tax revenues.

T7.1.. firms have greatly Increased their inap ufactiuring capacity abroad over
the' past 20 years. Ini the long run, the DISC\. program n may result Ini decIsions
to locate new Investment facilities ait 1101110, rather than abroad. Tus, tie
i)assage of the DISC program wvould give both a psychiological and at real boost
to export business.

We aire concerned, however, that tile House hasi limited the tax deferral pro-
vision to Inlcrements of export sales above 75 percent of at base period (1068-1970)
aiveralge, rather- than) applyinlg tile (leferrall to aill DISC exports, as lin tile Adnlilis-
tration proliogal. While onl first consi derating this might apipea r toa he a sound11(
ullodifleat ion, we believe It would weakcen the program. It would provide little,
'if a ny, Incentive 10omn liiihrnis which have had a dleclIning trend Ini their export
sales, auld tire now operating well under the 75 percent of base period floor.
Moreover, It N, ould discriminaifte ag(Iiiirt exporters wv1o have made the greatest
effort to Increase exports during tlh,. past three years, In large part through the
'oiinivee D~epartment's, voluntary export expansion p~rogram.



PROVISIONS RELATING TO TRUSTS

Section 301 of the lbill as it passed the House would add at new Section (280)
to the Internal Revenue Code. This new section wouldI provide that anl Individual
receiving certain trust Income is not to be able to use his personal exempltion or
the standard dleduction to offset income received by lini from thle trust. The
House report il (discussing this section states:

'"These provisions wvill also apply to income 'throwniback' under the ficcunlula-
tIon trust provisions (Sect ion 665-6119 of the Code) . . . These provisions require
recomlputat ion of the beneficliaries taix for one or more of Is prior taxable years.
If, In such prior taxile year, this provision woldl have applied hand the trust
Income ieeen distributed currently, It wvill also apply to the, recomputation under
the throwback rules."

Subsection (at) of proposed sect ion 280 Is not. in accord wvith this statement
because It only applies to at year In wvhieh the beneficiary "'is required under
sub~hllt er .1 to Include Ill 1his gross Incom illay anlionuit of icomne of a1 trust."
Wh'len at throwback Is Involed, the entire amount of the thlrowb~ack attributable
to prior years Is, under section 608(a), Included fin the gross Incom-e of the
hbenel('lo ry for the yea r of thle accuinulti(Jio (llstrlbut ion. The beneficiary then
lproceeds to re'omplute his tax for thle current year as If lie had received the
Income In the year It WUas earnedl find aiinlae by the trust, but no nattual
Inclusion In gl'oss Inconue underi subchapter J for precediing years is Involve(].
Accordingly, thli (leni ids p~rovidled for fin sect ion 280 would apply for the year
of thle aiccuiulation distribution but, would lot effect the beneficiary's computa-
tion of tax for at prlor yeatr under the exact -. short-cut method.

W~e suggest thle most satisfactory and( (Ilrect wvay to cure this problem wouldl
lbe to change the provisions of Subpart 1) of Subchapter J dealing with the com-
putattion of a beneficiary's tax for at prior year under both the exact and short-cut
miethlodsN.

Section 306 of thle bull would amend section (105- (g) of t he Code to make It
clear that for the purpose of the capital gains throwback rule a "capital gaini
(distribution"' for a Nto xble year includeS the total undist ri1'buteld cap14il g1o in8
for aill yen $s of the trust beginning after 1)evember 31, 190(8 find( ('micing beforev
the year of (distributonI.

We (10 not object to this technical clarification of the capital gain throw-
baeck rule but- we are concerned that It could be conust rued ats ai reaiflimna tion
of Congressional. approval of the catpil goin 1 hrowvback concept. WVla'm the
1969I Tax Reformn Act was before the Senlate 11 an niiudinet wats adopted W"hich
p~ostplonied tilie effective dotte of the uuuliiteod throwback rule provisions,
except In thle calse of multiple trusts, until Januairy 1, 19)72, in order to lx'uiuit
further study of the entire accumiulation trust provisions. In Conference,
tis delay provisions was limited to en pitnl gain tt rowback rules only. Thle
adioption of tis delay provision contained in Section 331(d) (2) (C) Is indhic-
a tive of a Congreossional Intent to review t be en itfal gin throwback pro-
visions before they become effective. Although there have been (discussions
of these lurovislOnq wvith 'l'reasurv officialls ailld with -stall) members of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, the Congresf4 has not hand anl
oppIortunity to review them. Because of the heavy Congressional program for
the rest of the year it is9 unlikely that the capital gain throwback rules call1
be considered by Congress. Accordingly we urge that the effective (late of the
capital. gain throwback rules be postponed one more year to D)ecember 31,
1972.

CONCLUSION

'Po, sum, uip, vitIh thle above reconinieanled ('ho ues ]in the trust provisions,
The American flankers Association supports the enactment of H.LR. 10947.

'The President's tax package, embodied for the most part in thfis bill, will
foster consumer confidence and will make an Important contribution to thle
modern ion of our productive capacity. TPhe(se steps will Improve our
balance of payments prospects and will help to spur our domestic economy.
However, greater stimulation In the form of tax reduction, particularly In
the personal Income area, raises thle danger of unleashing Inflationary forces
too .strong for tie Phmawie I1 program to overcome. Therefore. it would be wise
to remain within the tax boundaries embodied In 1-1.11. 109,17. Those provisions,
together with other actions the President hafs taken, will help to bring about
the full range of economic results we all desire.

Sincerely,
CLIFFORD 0. SOMMER, Prealdent.
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AUSTIJAN TRAwI; DEL~EGATE IN TILE UNITE!) STATESS'
W(Mhirfjton, JD.C., (Otober 153,1971.

110on. RUSSELL B3. O ,
Cii trimn , Secnate Finanrw CJomittee
lW tgIril/ofl, DX.

DEALA, MR. CHIRlM AN: 'rid' st itteiniiI, is s1itiitted oil belialf of T1ile
ANustrian Trade D~elegate lit tilie United 8trt' ,15 Tiird Avenule, New York,
Now York, to) coiioi t up)on tilO IIi estIIl('ii t Tax Cre-(dlit s colitltaied in 11.t
101147 ( Proposed Rleveniue Act of 1971), Qo of the tax rrojiostiis presented
by tire S'cre.tarLy of~ the T1rearsury to t his Coruirri1tteP fit, 1 1l0en11 Wr1i1 igliiiCOInI-
Ieii('i'd onl October 7, 19)7t. s p('eiltialy, wVe %%,!slt to oppose~~ 11111 It 1irg tile

proposed (i0)h 1)eveiopiirent Credit (Inve'sti mont. cedit) to tilie wr ~rclli .; or
diiiie Ic iodiet . Aks tilie irroisisa 1 11 lw existS,, iii) ci'i'i it Nvid I1(vh liii owe'd
for rlogri produced( (.'iI1)1 tltl g)oits 1 lol; (its it( il tiiiiiirar y 11111yoru sirllcul gi'
Is III effret, 11ind iijpoir reviiovial of the( slrrelig(', tli( cvI~II'i wolild lhe aihveri
onily r fI(h oreign goods orilerei itfteor tire' reii.I Un doir~r Ii.1j. (11, tire
Pro'sillet k- lirfornlei vl'iy l11mited piowoeis to WIi'this '' ihy AilirlliI' iioiI.

N%~'i' stliltit t 111t tis ''lr: .ricarii aspect of lt( i 1N'nvnStinn'it, (l-ilit is
iobjei'tiorilili' for IIoIrIy i'asN i pl'ru11is Olie iit.ililiortilit, or \viiinr hi

i1 rier I (s1i11), ( 'orumn'jreo) anid Ntivigrtirr o ()InrCisiria r Illit',; t~ii (Iat, t ii'ort ry
ha is viit ered wvithlim11ty couri tileS, its well 'Is w ~ithI All riillr. 'Ilis al1so viii "4s
s(11011s question 1018 ider tile Oeniera il Agreeniervit oil ma11Isi id 'nIdoul. At a
thiie when t1h0 United States Is actively seeking Ilite I'('itin)Vm, by Otiler ('olili-
ries. of trade barriers to United States exp)OtS, It;, is4 11rre0r191-r0118 1lint, She

should seek to vrret it lhew 1i1' 4:i-ti1 ri IfIr innr 01f lint', rwii wlIth'l could well
Irid to ian adverse effect onl inttusl trade itA'r'sts,, and thus iler tHie
A iiierli'i catpjital goods Industry, a trarltloirly not oxpoirt ig sei'tor of1' I ilted
States business.

Fr'omr a purely econoic point of view the provisIonl seeuis1 to Ito nlisi I alo.
WVithi tho .sirriarge in effect and the dollar depreclitig rrhrroad, 11lie I nt ed
State, i !pit4t) goods Industry is aliremr y hel rig slgni lcii fly stir i nubttd. 'I'lie
ilivvestiricuit Credit, without the ''Bty Ainerlecin'' pr'ov1lion to whrich we are
oplposed1, would be a further st imnulus ats It would create iiore 1111iitodi stirth's
joher id( promote further United States produetivi0ty. Thel Iivest ineirt cr'eit,
provision enireted by Conrgress in 11)(12 proved tOils to lie truie a., It provirled
su)stirial Stimulation to the United $.tates ecolroinly wit hourt suelh a1 '8ily

Atierican" provision and without the st inuil on of the otlier viltllNi iiy d-
vai ltlages, iLe. the surcharge and1( tire do(llar depreciiit I o, t a t- m present iw
I iy virtue of I lie President's Yiew ecouioniic prograin.

If thre AdmInistratIon wishes, 4,18 It cladlis, to tirolrot e tire iodieriizaiIonl
of Ainerican Industry, it Is only logical to facilitate thait iiiuillsntiaon by

aikig available to American Industry the inost, rdvir eed equpioent at thle
least possible cost, regardless of the country of nirirufacture, of the eqjuient.
To do otherwise, that is to discourage iiir'rcan producers rronn lunyig for-
eign mnachinery, and thereby hinder competition, is4 to create subIstIrurtlal Ill-
Ilationary pressures at the very time when the AdinIzistrittlon Is seekdig to
dampen such pressures.

Finilly, in many qvetlonis of thre United States capital goods Iniust ry there
14is "Ainsfiilt capircil y to meeot (leninild InI such Insqtnces tire effect of tire
"Buy Amierican" provision would be twofold:

First, It would eliminate the Incentive of Unite States id~ustrieS who rely
Onl foreign en11i0t-111 oods to lii vest III sulel vood; lit tire Inresenlt tImle, post-
joinlng their purchases until either domlestic supplies IN'oilne n111lrlute or
thet finplorI surelirge Ns rimoved. Tills would effve'tivi'Iy p~ostp)one the Ill-
ereil sv iii eiiplo-ymeint t litt Nwolld lie cron to cr1li the Inerca se,(d eonoiic activity
venerated by the purchase of newv machinery atid thus would frustrated U1hlted

-t S tis conomnic growth.

I Tnr Aiistrlnn Trnitl Deli'aato In tlir TIrntns 1,tatt'ii 1,. n port of nui rvi'in'ernts 'lb'P
Auriran lenrnl Exononite C'lrnier of Corn roren', Vimnn. k\ilst ril,

rio,4 intn'rtol Is, inroparou, kditodr, or'rr' in' retibtl(n lid Nfnyc N. 11ori'v. 910 1 7thl
9trpt. N.W., WNnslilin-tfn. A.' Who Is' r(i'j-rts errol nn'br tho l'oiit'rn Are'its; l!"lstration
Aet of 1938S. as rt imniflei. tq qn an ient oif Thon A i,trm in'r:n di 1)4l'0ovin ti n i lit' Vntted
Stnfeq. 'R.I Third Avenue. New~ York 'Nov, York. 1'10ht4 inmtoiiil Is Mold wIthlii 1)ensirt-
imon of inst lee whort' tli', reqnnidv red istratltn stfi teinmii t 14 nva iiii'] for wiitlt' Inspct Ilon,
Registration does not Indn iate aplprouval of thk is nra Iela by thie I 1ntted Str h' Govi'nrnrerit.
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Second, In cases where a limited domestic supply exists, the provision would
create a competitive disparity between those who tire able to obtain new
ina('lintery wvith the( investment credit adlvanitage and those who aire not.
Most of all, what Is of particular concern to the Austriani machine Industry
Is that it would most likely penalize custom-made Austrian machinery, tailored
for a lpartlcular United States Industry, which might not otherwise be avail-
able hit the United States.

For I ie( ablove reasons, we urge that the( Committee eliminate thle "Buy Aitier-
lean" provision from the proposed jot) Developmienlt Credit.

The Commnittee's consideration of these views Is ap~preciated. We reqluest
that these comments be incorporated fin thle Contmittee's published hearings
on 11.1. 10947.

Sincerely yours,
MNAX N Il4atlY, Aftornel' (it Lawu.

MANCIFAC~rTIIINC Cit V ~Irs'i's ASSOCIYAtTON,
I'Visi.lft, .CY., October I , 19~71.

Hln ltusjmr B. Lo:\o,
("I11lrivi, ('olimto II(c I'1lner,

DHWAIRM. C mlAlitMAN :III you1r1 piress i' leno of October .1, 11)71 youi litm1111 it''l
0t; tithe (2olmi tt e oil Finan11ce wvouldh ('omlitt(. iarigs onl 11.1. 1017, t1 i
lieventue Act of 1071, itt, which puhlitC witnesses wou01ld loit%-(! lil opportunity to
tV14ti fy. Oil itliall 1'Of OW lie Mn rtl'tt etrinig Client 1st s Associdloni, I %visit to silbtit t

wrtI ttel'I ('Oi11ilti to 3'olt oil li11Is i('gilditti V 1)1'01)0.14111. 'PT(e Ma t1111fitIt ( 't' ig
(Chemnists A8800olti 1 JS Io t is ii tolit I Irade a ssocfiati ofI( 16 n ilteti St itt e
coinpattIy iiiv'iiiewrs rejpreselti i g iore , lo 111 0)0 jl'('(' at of' the prodluctloti valpi ity
of 1)I11 i' liltst i'i1t c'it(ilit is lii ItII MiiIN ('otlltl r. I resqi)t'c' fill ly reqIitest thitI
Ol s let ter, setti g fort ii I it(- views or' fll s AssoelmitiI ot, be tn (IC'1 a.pit part, of tile
oflielit rt'eot't of the( hetirI igs ofyomli Coitini t I oti IT.1i. 109)17.

'it is Aol re.ot'Itt iti( Ir tivyestintd'r tx I t, shtilsh oit 'Jinstit. ltXji't tt in

tilonoll stiles eot'poi':t on. Itccelei'it( certalit to lx 1ut, i1tt ('iiiii11tto( tiit' iiitto
veis' taOx. Tne Plresidt'i l's i)1'I 011 sa it I'e-( 8uhiit tli itIly t'('lvt( 'di 11.11. 1094~7
1111(1, %\1I li(er'Itain itioi i tti lotis di 5lscussed bel'ow, IOwt Moit ilifaet i 'l a g (lienI ~sts
Asso( itloti'Coii oiiei eila('tillt'i t; ofri is1. 1itil r(. We itthleve I tIII vait y iiii-
peieeitit l10ll of t I' Is rtogii I s ('selilil to stiiliit 1 t11ai('Ilie ecotiozily, eri'e Ilatore
jobs for Aatiernll workers, iticr('ase exp~orts, till(1 ('0111 mibute to at mont' iciithby
balance of hlnymolnts sihia tii.

III it letter' n ddressed IC) yOll (te (d July 21. 1071, tis Association uirgedl thant
your Coitimittee give favorable coiisidleratomi to tMe restoration of the 7 percent
Investi('lit tax eI'edlt, which was rep~ealedIin tile Tax Reform Act of 109. We
pointedI out fIn our letter Mithata tax (il~t woulCI cotiriie to substantially
hilgliem' eln;loymnient levels IIn the Uifted States, assist; Americlan ('ompitales to,
ii('t foreign competition, tidl Iisure IbIe growl ii of rut tioil product ivity mid
emfelency.

Tile "JTob Developmenit Credit" contatue1 fIn Title I of M1.R. 10947 Is similar
to our recoiit(iidlatloii anlt( Is highly dlesirable. Tite einectinent of (Idhs measure
would enicourage repifi ceiiet of obsolete lprodtltoii mit clihiiery wvhiich entails
at cost Sub~stantially III excess of (lepri'('tin ruitesterves. Moderization of nai-
facturing facilities Is urgtitly necededi to raise M e productivity y fid etflelenicy
of our Industrial complex, and( to strengthen thle coinpetitlve p)0osioui of Amenl-
canl industry ait hiomei andt( aib'oan. Contiuig giritlis Iit prlodluctivity 1111( constant
1n0o(lerini'atlon of our factories will encourage niew eomioic acetivitiies, widen
emnploymen~t oliportuniltliCs, atil thereby reduce Much of the present
unleiiloymienlt.

The most effective, way to halt; inflation Is4 to lincmeaseo the Supply of :tvailluibde
goods andC services over' "11( ii love (ltIoitid. to iiul'riti'/e 1111( t'cju1nc obsolete
plant anid equlpmenvit, itidti ths to cutI Me titt1H eo"'s of product lolli. THi'i woititl
result: in lower selling lprices ensufIng a., a mt tum'til result of cotapetit ina11
tin addltloii. would permit industry to grat nion-mut flt tiOita ry wvage linc'eases.

1 19(19. (llmitg tile thi reform heairinig, this Assoeltiln testified that the
removal of the investment tax credit would lplace Amterican comtpanies, at a
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disadvantage lin international trade. It Is our considered opinion that the repeal'
of tlis~ credit wveakenled the competitive position of American Industry InI the
Internati1onalll ma!1rket iplace wi thI unfortuna111te consemiitines to our l)ilance'( of pay-
inents. It also made U.!3. industry less competitive against Imports.

The lIvestmelnt credit Is needed now more than ever to enable Amerivau.
Industry to comipac effectively with foreign mnanuafact urers. Foreign paroduc(ers
have, historically htad tile competitive adv~antage of cheaip labor which we, man-
aged to counterbalance through more 0ciltnt matchlies find( eqipm~nt. But
foreign producers now have modern muachilnes ailso, ats well ats low-wvage labor,
aind their governments grant tax credIits and other benefits to enIcourage the
most up-to-datte, efflelent, productionl faitelities.

Early restorat ion of the Investmenwat tax credit as it pimme'nnn t ipart of the tax
st ruture should hell) rvemetly t is s11tol n 111( stilii to thle econlomly by
providing Oiwi lecessitriy ince'ii es for I marea sed cn1ii ailI seiIlieitl In piiodliw'tlon
facilities. We stress ''perimient'' because we feel strongly tliti the lInve.4t ineit
Credit should miot lbe uisedits it teliploriary or stoiimieasure to controll economic
filuetnia tion51. In tIW i ci pit Ii-inte11Mnve 111 t110901Y ea'hiiologlc Iyenl lechemic14al
11111 ict i ii. lag I iilstrY t'pii int, rep'jliaement, miaaaizlat ioi, f id exjsatison rve
qirhe v-oatiioums louig-z'aaaage lalal ma jaig wiiitia iii 110 lie eli eat vely cairl'i('( out if
fill 1il-agJailt, aiT-ia ili fliX 10 plicy Is pl- siitt b y lilt, Fl'el'rm I (1( l 4iv4aIaieli 1.

We \11511 1to sligg('st. cociti 1 111 igas Ii it 'le I of 11.1t. 109)17 llt order to1
(.1111 12C t la' 0frcI ''l' )'lieolsso th 45 juesl'11l I (x ermiilit.

WeO alle the' recolmi ai('vidit lol ut1ito 1)t is Coi uit1 *e by (hle s ere liry of t ho
Treiasr o1 1' 41 (3d4bea' 7 IlimaI lie ha vaestmW aaaaiI realif. In, aslma id sliced mi i 1) percent,
level frr Onme yemtr, tai Ie(, fooawod by it lerimmeinel 1 7 laeI'cenmt. credit. We lienart ily
endo111se 1I1 Ii Is pOpal1111( iMicti ala Ilie SupportdinIag ri'llsoul jag gi va'a by thfii
Secretary. H owever, ii view or thle long lend tIme rqu (iiredl iitweeai commenice.i'
.aaa'mat 1a1aid a'aaaapie1l lof 4)1' aaaaaa' fii lit lem, Wi' slaggest 111111, aif IlaWhllytl.Il~
rule'' sH11aa1laa1' In 'olicelit to 0ia0 onie provided for it, eIximtI ig I invo5IItent vml It:
fIWI'vSiiIas1 Of 0la0 IM i I (Imlida ats ait Im of til iaiegislatin 14m.ot-lewiie, owi4
toilpom'a ry It) liKrcenit credit would lie of Very II aaa t ed Via lme, to Itle ileiiiical

seatol 141 101 of il( l l )1, wlalal al i)Io'oVIde(s fiai' I 've:.t i on of i lit' ha10tivsiliint
eriedl 1,iiat llilsi 11,'l iolila Ia'al lo whi l('l) stilt es I lilt 1 :'r "Ili 'aeo'j'iaal3 Iaeo
construactioni, I'ea' 4st A o'dil, 01' e'reaction of waleli aIN liagia aa n'tore A1, I i' II 11071.
findi 4'omapl'te i'a fter Aligamst, 15, 19)71, I lmaro siall hie ta kena Into)1 wcoma .ia ly thin
pMor uOf OW lit' 81 has VIII01 is projaerly aatt rlhaua Ie to couait riwlon, r'ioaiSt riue-
tioua, or eret ion II il ci Aulgist 15r, 19)71.'' (am the other lam d, praoper'ly3 acquired
ti fti' Marclh :1, 1971, pursmt.t llilta order placed at er twliio. datv qajnItes lam its
entirely y. We thlea'e'oa'o re laa mend( 1I1t Ian m t I' Ia1 I11'1 i ouail r ial e be aIaod i led I o pr'o-
vhle I lint thle credit. lie at pllitia ie to conistru'tmtionl, recolast i'ie0 Ioll, or ea'ection)1
complte d ot(4ia ora'fl a'a A pall I, 19)71.

NViia'nl the I mvtst lieni. ('a't'tit. wits ir st, unader a'otsidai lIii 19611, i(t Ad-
mlinistr'atioliat, tiln. 1.11114 retolailalildII 11t It, aipply to aill propierty lneajired Inl
191). even thlouigh the. proposal w~as inti1de, by tilit Presidv'itl for Ltn' tirst. til ineii
April 2() of limhal, yenar. Whien thle Rtevenue Ac't, oif 196i2 waits tinaully ('lalicteal onl 0e.
tob~er 1(6, 106(2, 1110 invest rment cred'ait coveredl tihe entire year 102. SiilarlyI3, withi
respect; to ( is propiosaa, wve liel Iavo thu a 811ig1o ove'r'alh dlite0 should be adopted
aind that it lie April 1, 1971. Tis wals the daiito Ipabll-ly referredl to4 iby It So.cre-
tary of the Treasury, John 11. Connally, find( several Congressionnl leiiders. Based
upon)1 t Is past pract ice, ta\impiyt'r4 reasonably is-stii it'lt ( lit' piromisedi April 1
date N'old lie the (dalte after which fill propermt y coast tact ed would qaualify.

We strotagly endorse the iicorlyorn (ion of' thle provisions reli t hg to I lie Asset:
Depreciation Itamage ( AIDl) Syst (1 is aitn prt, of t his legilat Iiona. We believe (lit
both AI)R an1d. the inIvOstmetaPl. (redit torte aeca'ssitry fii om'dt'-r 14) 11ake Amnreain
imidusi ry comipetltive with Its foreign counters i-ts by bringing caitial coust ill-
lowitlces Ill tihe U.S. mnore In line withl those adopted in nmy Industrialized
countries of thme world. Tils Is clearly Illumtrvaled hat Table I of Secretatry Con-
naly'm statement.

We note wi'th regret the elimlnaation of time so-cillea thirtec-luarter year comn-
vention fronat ADlI. The effect of tlals act ion aaullifles considerably the ImtendedI
effect of tihe adoption of the Investmlent credit by actually Incr'eaasing tilie tax
burden of business in Calendar year 1071. '[he elimniaattoll of tIlls special one-
year convention makes the adoption of thle April 1 (11at0, als (ilselusm- above, even
more compelling as it would extend more equitable treatment to those taxpayers
who accelerated their projects to take advantage of tills convention.



We appriiove' the act ion taken l)y toiwI01~ mus NiY tyl( 'means Commnittee in,
11io; retil-I lig a redtl(tionl ill the ha sis of t he property for the atnf tof the(,
Invest inent; iretlit. talceii. As yoll lmow, tliIs adjustment, whichi was required by
I lit 19602 Itevt'liiI( Act,, wils rep~ealedi ii 1904. Your Committee Report lii 196t
pint ed olit. 1,111 hiis basi5 ) is atltist iiii'iit; steverelhy restricted thle I nceniv e effect- oif
he Inivestmnient- creii. by tonivert ing thre 7 pecenl to it 31/i,' percent t credit. Add(1-

ti hum Ily, thle a d.1ti usil cii eu ed not nly record kee-p ig probiais for talxi 3,I
e I ,wi Iy Ill Ilie ealse- of e"'irly ret Iremnent, andju akio severely 'olijul ictt-41I tie(
Stilt litory Ia niguilr ge of th l vest ientil tiediit, lwovimlons. We believe thlit t hose
l'i'1ISs fire still IIs valid, today ats Ill 19601 andI urge your ('oniimillvte to refrain

iiib 1) n~ofIq ri a ovilon reqlul ri ig it ret at ion Ill II~ libasls Ol flt melt 3'-.
DIIriliig the livl rIfigs colilliled by your ( oiiiilt tee onI foretign ri legislat ion

1;r-4. yvaru, Iiev Monulit'nrtulnlrig ('l~iralsts A-*.~1:l loul Ilrged Ilooioln otf tlie Ad-
iiitiis i~~ lusI oist Ic iteiritloil Solk's C oi'joit onll DSC) poosall

I ImaI o.I' I II rIist 1,Iiil 111111 s Ii'i. A Sigitla t Ite' u .. I t I lose- dlffoneI I'ri'i' Is 111 eiI'vo I ItII'

ili -fiti'i, P a it' slll til:Il'l s lllv(ilklt gml. 'l'iI (lldicll' Ill I ls~lv c iiiva' 1 t ils Hi-

lilv Well 11,4 to il t o lo'r 11 froiro1t1i l4 I i'ehort iil z rket 'In 1)1Sf pi'lIolo'iI lI

.)111 il' II hof llill i ii o rlsa I ' 11.14y trvl il de o 11h:t 111o dof ri': i f l'r leiill

1111110 II'v -ib , (six SC hi :llii i W o lt'5 illli(' o 111 I'l i 14111 H- 1it 11t11I1v41tlii It WIl11i
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AMEFRICAN GAS ASSOCIATION,
.,rlington, Va., October 15, 1971.

Hon. RITssErL B. LONG,
Gha,irm an, ComitItee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

JOB 1)EVELOP'MENT TAX CREDIT

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: These comments are submitted onl behalf of the Amiericanl
Gas Association which is a non-profit trade association, relpreseillitig natural gIas
companies which serve the gas reqluiremenits of about 92 percent of the ul1timiate
gas consumers InI this country. Gas is usedl for idustra atid commnercial pur-
pss, as,, well as residential. It is an essential filel for thousand"; of Industrial
processes, highly linprt ant. andl consistently pre'fer'red for im-ny coniiiercial
uses an(I Is a premiumm, eonoinical, clean, safe fuel for inajor household uses.
Gas powers 43 pecen~ft, of Indlit IT inl thev I 'nit ci States. ilicludimig' soliUP 28
percent of the niat ion's electric power. Gas liiesetitly sei'vec miore M ain 412(000,000
meter (IS irouigh 900,000 Iliies of pilllimes ill all1 50 st it (5. 'Illis naionjaal I iet work
of p~ipes alid iiains" wvith a total iivestinienit of $46) billion serves some 150,000,00()
of oir popultioil. The use of gas for space heat lag, water heathiig, and1( cookimig,
to Imnelit ionl only tilie more imiplortanmt i'esideleil uses, is vital to thle ciiifort.

andi lien It 11 of m1ost of I liese people.
Th,'le gas indlustry now emiploys simne 210,000) people and t lie iiud tist ny's, abidlit y

to obhtainl Pd-!l1111 gais Sill il i es aiiild rendier vitl 1Services ar~e Very sig i fil t-
factorS Ill coid0m-91ioi1111n to t he ia t loll',s eeonloii ic(Xl 0111501 ll tlie (cneat ion of
hiew jol5-flot Only new~ Jobis Ini the gas Iindustry, lbnt new jobs Ii ll tindui~stries.

SUM MARY Or ASSOcIATiON'S P'OSITION

(1) Th~le Associatoni supports thle .Job) Ieveloiuen t Tax Credi t lii.'tial.
(2) The general endorsement of the p)roo,,iI should lnot, howeverr, lie -oal-

St niieil as hiccelane-e of ainy purineiple tint tniilers of thle Association should
1101. be giveli thle samiie Inicenivle to 0crmeate indl develop jobs, as Is given to oilher
industries. The Increase in 11.1t. 109-17 to 41% over thie 3t,( recouinenvided by the
Tr'easury is a st ep inl the right Ii reet ion : wev ure youi'. Cminwi it ee to iiieiv'es
thle ilivestin('lt creilit for regilaied ii till ties to thle full 7%/' iltowmed all other
sectors of t(lie economy.

(3) Th'le legislation should make unequivocally clear Mtm t ihe tax credit Is
not to be passed onl to the consumer InI the formn of lower rates by the action
of regulatory agencies. It shiouild be clear that the credit is to lie used to aid
in financing the construction of job p~roducing and service pierformilng facilities.
If the regulated Industries are to create jobs, they mnust retain the entire benefit
otherwise the purpose of the Job Development Credit is" f frustrated.

(4) Tfhe legislation should give gas compaihiies the incentive to construct
non-conventional. facilities for production of alternative gas supplies iii order
to meet an increasing demand for gas inl the face of tin inicreasinigly tight supply
situation. These Investments, not being of the traditional utility type, should
give rise to the full tax credit and the legislation should so provide.

(5) The Association supports the unified system of cl.-mss lives which mnay be
elected by taxpayers for assets placed In service after 1970 for the purpose of
determining the reasonable allowance for depreciation andl the repair
allowance.

ENDORSEMENT OF JOB DEVELOPMENT TAX CREDIT

Along with the vast majority of the American p~eop~le, ineiilbr comlponies
of this Association have committed themselves to carrying out the spirit, as
well as the letter, of President Nixon's recent economic proposals for combating
inflation.

Rapid and continuing Inflation such as our nation has exp~erieniced In recent
years is particularly difficult, for utilities whose charges and rates of return
are limited by federal and state regulatory agencies. Accordingly, the Association
wholeheartedly endorses programIs (designed toi lron-it e real1 economic piriogress
and to reduce the financial hardships borne by literally millions of citizens ats
a result of inflationi.

American Industry must continually modernize and expand inI order to Increaise
the pirodluctivity of the Amnerican worker, to create new jobs, and to permit our
nation to compete In the world's Inarkets. We understand that because of the
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President's desire to create a strong incentive for industry to accomplish these
goals its quickly as possible. lie has recomamendled prompt enactment of thle
Job Development Credit which is similar to the investment Tax Credit enlacted
lby the Congress in 1962 and a mended in 1964. Recognizing thle need for prompt
action, the(, Association eil(lorses the p)rogramI.

NEED) FOR FULL INCENTIVE FOR GAS COMPANIES '10 DEVELOP JOBS

Even though wve recogniize the uneed for p~romplt action, the Association would
he remiss, however, if it failed to express dlisapploimntment andl concern that
there is a failure in H1.R. 10947 as lpassedl ly thle House of Representatives to
recognize thle substantially (different situation confronting gas companies in
1971, as (list igiishied from 1962. This (different. situation fully justifies tile
same tax credit for gas coinpllmics as prloposed1 for ot her "egmlenits of tile business
-commnlmi ty3.

Ill brief, seine of thme current factors calling for a full) investment credit are:
(1) The t remlend~ous increase in the demand for gas service to mumeet the'

accelerating needs of industry for gas, result lag from thle increased ein-
phasis on tile use of clean energy by all Segments of our people ;

(2) Tile extensive capital Inlvestmenlts reqluiredl to satisfy such dlemands
(3) The ever-esca lattig cost1 t or construction and materials;

4 ) The escalating cost of gas supply ; and
(5) The emiphasis oil matters of ecology anid public safety wiich liai re-

qulired addlitionlal ecxpenltures of substantial amounts inl excess of normal
opera tlng requl eminent -11105 t of which expenditures will not coil tribute
new revenue but Nvill substantially increase calpitmal costs.

Probablly tile most significant factor is the circumstances that inl many areas
(f -our country gas companies (10 not have sufllcieuit gas ait this time to meet, the
full demands of their market. Thus, more and more capital ilmst be expended
Inl thle effort to correct this gas supp)~ly situation. The full tax credit would
assist inl tis effort and1( result ill develoldaiig jobs, to hell) allevi;0t the gas
.supplly crisis.

F~or' these reasons the Association's support of tile proposed lob) Ievclopinint
'Tax Credit should( not lie construed as acceptance of the principle that gas
companies (10 mot nieed tile full] amount of tile credilt as an Incentive to develop
jobs and to mleet t he gas Supplly crisis.

Thle Associationl earnestly requests the Commiiittee onl Finance to extend the
fiullI credit to gas comI1panlies.

NEED 'TO KEEP TiHE TAX CREITi TO DEVELOP J as8 RATHER THAN USING THLE TAX ('EMDI'
TO REI)Ut RATES

Tile legislation shildl( make umiequivocallly clecar that the Job) Development
Tax Credit is to be used to aid in f1inancing time construction of jol)-lrodluclulg
facilities. Therefore, 'to tile extent that the member companies of tiiis Associiation
have a Jot) Developmnt, Tax Credit availale~, it should be imde clear that tiiis
tax credit is not to lhe passed onl to the consumer in the foril of low(-, rates but
is to be available -to the comnpanlies for financing job-producig facilities. Regu-
latory agencies, bo0th federal mid1( state, shiouldI not lbe allowed to defeat the objec-
tive of tile legislation by converting the Job Development Tfax Credit into a rate
redluction for gas customers. Lower rates may lbe desirable to tile conivmer;
however, tiley will create no jobs.

The Ways and Means Comnmittee report at page 2 4 idicates that the Committee
considered It appropriatee to (dividle the 'benefits of the credit between the
customers of the regulated Industries and the Investors inl the regulated indus-
tries". No reason is suggested wvhy it is appropriate to treat regulated utilities
inl a manner different from unregulated industry. We believe that the critical
shortage of natural gas is a compelling reason to give the regulated gas com-
pa ides the full benefit of the erefli I in order to iduce them to create jobls In tile
business of developdig BOew soiirces of gas supply and ihisuriig the earliest dis'tri-
hutioln of tills cleanly fuel to tile miamy industrial users wh'io expect It to solve
ait least a part of their pollution problems.

NEED FOR FULL CREDIT TO DEVELOP NEW SUPPLY FACILITIES

AS suggestedI above, new conditions are conlfroniting the gas industry. With the
present shortage of gas from historical or conventional sources, many companies
are considering the construction of new types of facilities to augment their gas
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supply. These facilities include plants to liquefy natural gas for convenient
storage dUring periods of low demand, pliants to reform or synthesize streams of
liquid hydrocarbons into synthetic natural gas, and plants to p~rodulce gas from
coal. A reforming plant with a capacity 'of 230,000 Mef per day will cost many
millions of dollars and will create a substantial number of jobs. A coal gasifica-
lion plant will cost some $200 million and will create more jobs. Plants of this
kind would qualify for thle full tax credit if undertaken by a non-uitility with
the sale of the synthetic natural gas to the utility. Logically, this type of plant,
if constructed and operated by a gas company, should likewise qualify for the
full tax credit. This is, particularly true -since some of thes4. plants probably
will be constructed by nion-utility companies who will receive the full tax credit.
Tl'l gas companies constructing such phints should not be put at a competitive
disadvantage with respect to the tax credit. In addition to the job) developing
aspects, every reasonable in(cntilye should be provided for meeting the sharply
escalating encx-y needs so ess.ential for economic expansion. Natural gas and
synthietlit ga's serve ais that formi of ener-gy most compatible with our growing
eniviroznmental v4)ncerlls.

The Association respectfully requests that your Committee make clear that
ivestmnents in suich filfities ats these constructed by gas companies for storing

gas and for producing synthetic gas should he allowed the full tax credit of 7%
rather than the 4% now proposed.

ENDORSEMENT OF REVISION IN CODE PROVISIONS FOR REASONABLE ALLOWANCE FOR
DEPRECIATION AND REPAIRS

The Association has, noted wvith ;.itishiet ion that 11.11. 10947, as 1)aissed by the
H-ouse, seeks to put at, res;t the controversy that arose over the 'Treaisury's author-
ity to issue regulations providing for- the As~set Depreciation Rlange System.
This would he accomplished by establishing a new unified system of class lives
and allowing the Treasury to peimmuit taxpayers to use at useful life for one or
more classes of proper-ty which varies from the class life by up to 20 p~ercent.
Thel proposal also establishes standards for the determination of the deduction
aillow-aide for relpair-s. The Assoemaitmon endorses these provisions of H-IR. 109147
and ur-ges your Committee to adopt then and to insure that the variation nowv
in the proposal remains at 20 p~ercent.

We would he pleased to answer any questions suggested by the foregoing at
the convenience of the Commnittee or its Staff.

Very truly yours,
F. DONALD HART.

EM En-iw(ENCY CoNM ITTEE FOu AMERtIoicAN TRADE,
Wa~yhington, D.C., October 15. 1971.

Hion. RuSSELL B. L~ONG,
Chiairmaon, Conmnmittee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Old Senate Office Building,

IVashtington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CMAIRMAN: We regret that your schedule did not allow an oppor-

tunity for the E~mergency Committee for American Trade (BOAT) to appear
before your Committee In Its current hearing on H.R. 10947.

1 amn enclosing copies of t'he statement that BCAT submitted to Chairman Mills
of the H-ouse Ways and Means Committee onl the items of Interest to BOAT
contained in IIR. 10947. I respectfully request that a copy of our statement to
Mr. Mills be included in the record of -your Committee's present hearing.

Sincerely,
ROBERT L. McNEILL,

Excecutive Vice Chair-man.

HEIERGNCY Co~xMTTEE, FOR AMERICAN TRADE.
Washington-, D.C., Septemnber 17, 1971.

I-Ion1. WmLnull 1). MILILs,
Chairman, Coimmittee on. Ways and Means3, U.S. House of Representatives, Long-

worth House Ofice Bilding, W~ashington, D.C.
DEAR MN.l CHTAIRMAIN W~hen President Nixon announced his economic measures

onl August 1.5, the Emergency Committee for American Trade (EOAT) Issued a
statement onl the import surchairge in response to quieries from the press.

This statement, a copy of which is attached, recognized the need for the PresI-
dent's program and his objective of improving the competitiveness of American
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goods. It also emphasized the importance of early international consultation and
coordination concerning the new economic measures so that the surcharge could
be rescinded at anl early date. This concern about early removal of the surcharge
reflects the view of ECAT members that new restrictions onl trade can get out
of hand despite all good intentions and lead to spiralling retaliations, culmlinat-
lug in a world trade war that Is InI the interest of no one. It Is part of thie pur-
pose of ECAT to help p~revenlt that f rom happening.

We find in the legislative proposals of the Administration two matters that
concern us greatly. They aire the Domrestic International Sales Corporation
(DISC) and the so-called "Buy American" provisions of the Job Development
Credit proposal.

The DISC reconinienda ti o,,s receive on r wholehearted support. ECAT has
endorsed the concept embodied in DISC In Its testimony of May 18, 1970 before
your Committee. We saidl at the time: "We strongly recomnmendl vigorous aind
even costly action to improve the export side of the trade equ~ation." Trhe a rg-
mient s for and against. the DISC export incentive plan have been put forwa i'd
frequently in a number of forums, most- notably in your Commnittee. We heia' ve,
that In the pwesenit con1text InI which nations may be prone to ('mlisizfe thbe
import side of the equation, this recommendation addressed to the export sideC
Is more compelling than ever.

We are quite sure that action of this nature would be far more, accelptoblle
to our trading part ners in GATT than the continuation of 01(1 trade restrict ions
Or the imposition and continuation of new on('s. It is quite clear that other na-
tions employ methods similar in purpose to those embodied in the DISC proposals.
MNany European countries, for examplle, rebate Internal Indlirect taxes onl products
that are exp~orted.

Just ais we firmly support the DISC as an export generating device, wve have
great reservations a bout the tra de curt almen t provisions emb~odiled InI the Ad-
ministration's, Job1 Development Credit recomnmenda tions. And wve understa nd the
propose"l arrangement. impl-orts, would be( exclude1(d from the very b~roadI range of
capital equipment eligible for' tafx credit purposes as long as the Import surcharge
remained in effect. Tlhe economic wisdom of this proposed exclusion i,, ~o'st
questionable, particularly as it w-ould seem to (derogaite from the Johm Develop-
muent C'redit's purpose s of racing Ur.S. productivity andl InraimuPS oat-
pet itiveloss4 Inut ernaiolnalIly. It seems further quiest-lomnabhe to I ipose import
rest i'icf imis, oilt p l '(lii wlni!t Ili (47f1-i'lI ta ii o fiIlie I 'i1itOe 8IO tes oili pNiges
,-even andl eight. ('levemi and~ twelve, fourteen, fift een. and sixteen of the enclosedl
United States Depairtmient of Commerce publication, "Overseas Business Re-
port" (OBR, 71-009) issued] February, 1971 show enormous trade surpluses in
capital equipment. The enclosedl table ]lists by country amid region where some of
these balance of trade surpluses are earned.

It is easy to understand the Administration's desire to strengthen its hand In
bringing about reform In international monetary matters, but we believe, partic-
ularly in light of our competitive advantages, that this proposal will have the
effect of (.) being so distasteful to those trading nations which have treated
American products fairly that we w~ill lose much-needed goodlwill and support in
pursuit of our current International economic objectives and (2) the example
set by this measure will be seized upon by trading nations whose proclivities are
already protectionist as a rationale for -locking In their own practices of discrimil-
nation In favor of domestic producers.

In this connection, we suggest that the constructive approaches to government
procurement policies recommended by the President's Comin lssion onl In terna-
tional Trade and Investment and made public earlier this week would be made
most difficult by even temporary restrictive actions by the United States.

Sincerely,
DONALD NJ. KENTDALL, Chairman.

E MEROFtNCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE.
W~ashingt on, D.C., Avgumt 16, 19T1.

STATEMENT iDY DONALD M. KENDALL, CIrAInRMAN AND CHIEF E.,XicT-rn'E OrricF11,
PEPSICO, INC., CHAIRMAN, EMERGENCY COM-MITTEE Fomi AMERICAN TRADE

ElOAT regrets that the President has determined that conditions require a tem-
porary ten percent surtax onl imports.

Hopefully, the surtax will be short-lived and will meet the Administration's
expectations of improving the competitive position of American goods.
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Is7CAT further hopes that our trading Ipartncrs will not Iretaliate or take other
recriminatory actions because of the surtax. We urge tile Administration and
other governments to enter into immediate consultations using such institutions
as GATT and the IMPI to facilitate understanding and -ooperation.

Although the tax is to be temporary, it can lead to inequities and undue burdens
bo0th to American consumers and to foreign suppliers. These should also be the
subject of scrutiny and negotiation and action when necessary.

U.S. TRADE WITH MAJOR TRADING PARTNERS CAPITAL GOODS INCLUDING TRUCKS AND BUSES

11 n millions of dollars

Percent
United States

1966 1969 1970 1970 tota1

Australia:
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

Canada:
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Belgiu m-Luxembourg:
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

France:
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Germany (FOR):
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Im ports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Italy:
Exports-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports - - - - - - - - - - _ -- - - - - - -

Netherlands:
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EEC total:
Exports - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Imr ports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

United Kingdom:
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Japan:
Exports - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I m ports -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total:
Exports-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I r ports -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

307. 0
2.8

2,278. 3
629. 5

190.3
49.5

447.8
110. 7

488.7
358.9

210.2
89. 8

220. 5
42. 4

444. 3
6.0

2,825.0
1,384. 1

311.9
62.4

618.0
128. 1

490. 5
7.5

2,793.5
1,481.8

409. 1
75.9

748.2
137.7

746.1 1,031.1
417.7 666.8

445.6
158. 1

338. 4
65. 4

468. 1
176.8

392. 3
74. 4

(1, 557.5) (2, 460. 0) (3 048.8)
(651.3) (831.7) (1,131.6)

548.0
451.7

464.8
282.2

804.2 1,071.9 7
475.3 502.7 11

853.2 1,201.3 8
613.3 658.2 15

5,155.6 7,386.7 8,606.0 58
2,017.5 3,310.4 3,781.8 85

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce "Overseas Business Report-July 1971.'

TABLE 7.-U.S. EXPORTS OF SELECTED END-USE CATEGORIES

(Value in millions of dollarsi

Commodity 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Exports, total ------------------ 26,650 27, 521 30, 430 31,622 34, 6 36 38, 006 43, 226

Foods, feeds, and beverages ------------ 4,849 4,928 5,489 4,998 4, 813 4,688 5,826

Wheat and wheat flour ------------- 1, 533 1, 185 1, 536
Rice - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 206 245 230
Other grains and prepartiOnIS --- 1, 137 1,471 1,738
Fruits, vegetables, and preparations. 435 468 489
Soybeans ------------------------ 567 650 760
Other agricultural foods and bever-

ages - - - - _ - - - - - - - - 0 3 5
Fish and other nonagricultural food 90 83 65

and beverages------------------ 65 71 85

Industrial supplies and materials.---------9,185 8,917 9,613

Agricultural supplies and materials.. 1,564 1, 377 1,473

Raw cotton, including linters.--. 690 495 440
Unmanufactured tobacco ---- 413 383 482
Other agricultural supplies and

materials-- - - - - - - - -

1,207 1,101 831 1,112
316 348 348 306

1,474 1,373 1,337 1,640
472 447 504 524
772 810 q22 1,216

067 653 733 904

91 82 113 124

9,971 11,004 11,756 13,767

1.476 1,500 1,364 1,476

470 466 286 378
498 524 540 488

508 510 538 610499 551461
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TABLE 7.--U.S. EXPORTS OF SELECTED END)-USE CATEGOPIE-Continued

Commodity

Fuels anid lubricants
Iron ore, pig iron, and iron and steel

scrap -_ - _ --
Iron and steel - -- - - - -
Nonferrous ores, metal, and scrap.-

Aluminum --- . - - - -
Copper and alloys---. -
Silver-_.. ----.-----.....
Other nonferrous ------

Finishedt metal shapes ------Logs, lumber, plywood, millwork,
and copperage

Pa per base stocks, paper, and pro-
ducts .

Plastic and synthetic resin materials.
Fertilizers arid insecticides- ____
Industrial chenmicals, unfinished . --
Industrial chemicals, tinishad-
Textile yarn, waste, and manmade

fibers -- -- - ---.- -Fabrics and other testilp materials.-
Other nonagricultural supplies

Capital goods including trucks and buses-

Machinery..................----

Electrical machinery other than
consumer type..........--

Mining, drilling, and related
processing eqffipmen ----

Excavating and paving macbin-
e ry - - - - - - - - - - - -

Non-farmn tractors, parts, arid
attachments -- -----

Power generating machinery
other than engines for air-
craft and autos.------

Machin~o tools and metalwork.
ing machinery...........---

Other specialized Industrial
machinery..............

Commercial air-codtioning,
refrigerating, and central
heating equipment.---

[Value in millions of dollars[

1964 1965 1966

946 948

333 283
781 759
822 767

192 174
280 338
141 51
209 204

243 298

257 298

597 594
366 392
328 358
909 869
387 330

281 248
371 328
998 1,070

7,820 8,375

6, 399 6,796

1, 179

247

600

408

369

522

628

1, 144

285

592

431

430

440

634

977

270
699
876

190
332

243

339

330

666
433
486
911
370

249
345

1, 188

9, 259

7, 527

1,279

302

608

425

469

458

677

156 167 192 211 237 279 320

TABLE 8.-U.S. GENERAL IMPORTS OF SELECTED END-USE CATEGORIES

[Value in millions of dollars

Commodity 1964 1965 1 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

I mpo rts, total ------------------ 18, 749 21, 427 25, 618 26, 889 33, 226 36, 043 39, 963

Foods, feeds, and beverages -------- ---- 3,915 3,946 4,499 4,586 5,271 5,238 6,158

Green coffee --------------------- 1,197 1,062 1,067 963 1,140 894 1, 160
Sugar_.. ------------- 458 443 501 588 640 638 729
Meat products and poultry ------- 424 445 617 662 765 885 1,037
Fish and shellfish --------- 425 472 552 520 629 690 791
Fruits,' nuts, and preparations ---- 309 356 391 384 465 452 472
W~iis'(ey and other alcoholic bever-
ages.-------------- 387 430 497 528 626 648 725

Other foods, feeds, and beverags -- 715 739 874 941 1,006 1,031 1,244

1967 1968 1969 1970

1,052 1, 132

275 371
740 1, 127

1, 164 1,240

196 316
398 326
247 157
323 441

368 391

499 566

828 906
545 545
628 529

1,129 1,214
462 453

242 288
314 349

1,258 1,281

11,504 12,878

8, 642 9, 992

1, 557 1, 856

368 409

685 7h9

473 512

1, 106

324
702
844

207
262
96

279

356

402

72?
437
534
959
383

227
335

1, 163

10, 325

8, 115

1, 426

334

657

404

474

463

673

1, 596

547
1, 389
1, 444

352
494
49

549

428

645

1, 137
604
502

1,410
542

307
366

1,373

14, 926

11, 564

2, 078

488

831

584

614

572

931
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TABLE 8.-U.S. GENERAL IMPORTS OF SELECTED END-USE CATEGORIES-Continued

[Value in millions of dollars)

Inad

Electrical machinery other than
consumer type-------------- 203 301 477 535

Metalworking machine tools- - 53 77 158 232
Other specialized industrial

machinery --------- 7 2 1 5
Other industrial machinery and 17 23 33 35

components --------- 204 283 357 443
Farm tractors and machinery--- 191 247 329 353
Business machines and com-

puters- --- - - - - - - - - 8 1 5 8
Scientific instruments; mniscel- 4 10 5 8

laneous equipment --- -------- 108 116 139 154
Civilian aircraft and all aircraft

parts---------------------- 20 102 212 129

Trucks, buses, and special
vehicles:

From Canada..........--
From other countries.--

234 212 194

439 471 536

498 641 775
337 347 359

225 340 471

178 212 239

188 177 191

8 24 158 277 448 675 667
16 20 17 25 32 42 63

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION,
C~hicago, October 15, 1971.

Re: Proposed Job Development Investment Credit and Depreciation Revision.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Newv Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sins: This letter is sent to you in connection with certain aspects of the
Job Development Investment Credit and Depreciation Revision on behalf of the
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), a quasi-
governmental, non-profit organization of agencies concerned with the regulation

Commodity 1964 1965 1 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

usiial supplies and materials --------- 9,563 11,024 12, 162 11,856 14, 159 14,159 15, 117

Fuels and lubricants---------------- 2,015 2 212 2,247 2,233 2, 509 2,777 3,053
Paper and paper base stocks --------- 1, 227 1.301 1,448 1,386 1,431 1,595 1,578

Materials tor nondurable goods pro-
duction, n.c.s------------------- 2,084 2,368 2,644 2,371 2,749 2,658 2,8166

Textile fibers and yarns -.- 468 517 553 394 47? 366 429
Fabrics and twine-------------- 541 645 690 621 708 776 780
Hides, skins, and leather ---- 247 273 310 233 281 264 210
Tobacco, unnranutnctured ---- 142 123 137 162 148 117 111
industrial chemicass------------231 295 399 399 506 527 600
Fertiliners, seed, and other farm

materials-------- ---------- 159 184 207 215 216 220 29?
Other materials--------------- 293 332 349 346 417 388 444

Building materials other than metts- 705 722 784 754 1,072 1,1117 1,'16
Mnterinls for durable goods produc-

tion------------------------- 3,533 4, 421 5,048 5, 112 6,399 5,942 6,603

Iron ore, scrap, and termo-all oys 60? 670 7581 687 673 -~649 734
Iron and steel----------------- 825 1,273 1,312 1,422 2,123 1,914 2,093
Nonferrous ores, metal, anl

scrap --------------------- 1,298 1,592 1,882 1,939 2,335 1,992 2, 183

Aluminum----------------- 343 430 490 456 575 543 5E3
Copper--------------- 355 361 503 564 696 411 435
Lead--------------------- 68 86 110 118 101 100 1(,?
Nickel.------------------ 181 226 206 244 276 279 403
Tin ---------------------- 113 174 165 175 188 186 202
Zinc-------------------- 78 106 150 136 152 171 154
Silver---- ---------------- 64 63 76 77 138 120 104
Other nonferrous----------- 106 143 183 171 209 182 230

Finished metal shapes ----------- 164 215 347 320 399 368 464
Other materials--------------- 642 661 749 744 869 1,019 1, 129

ital goods including trucks and buses- 1, 063 1,502 2, 310 2,683 3,259 3,934 4,512

Machinery----------- ------------ 1,020 1,357 1,923 2,252 2,592 3,040 3,591

Cap
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of public utilities. It, in essence, updates my testimony on behalf of NARUC be-
fore the Ways and Means Committee of the I-ouse. The NARUC's principal
objective is to serve the public interest by seeking to improve the quality and
effctivenes-s of utility regulation. As the Job Development Tax Credit and Depre-
ciation Revision will have an important bearing on these responsibilities, we
submit our comments to you.

We (10 not here express views on matters of basic Federal tax and revenue
policy, but do wish to let the Committee knowv of our views on matters which
directly effect our responsibilities.

As the members of the Committee know, regulatory commissions In recent
years have had a difficult timie keeping uip with the utility industries' needs for
rate relief brought about by high costs of construction, tremendous new demands
for environmental Imp~rovement and1 pollution control expenditures, and high In-
tere:.4 rates. As these pressures underlying these needs for rate relief continue un-
abated, we regulators welcome fany relief by way of income tax mitigation that
will tend to assist these companies in the financing of their programs and relieve
he pressure for increases in prices for utility services.

The Job Development Investment Credit and Depreciation Revision reported
out of the House in H.R. 10947 wvill provide important measures of relief to reg-
ulated public utilities. Onl this basis we approve of the tax relief measures in-
volved in 1H.R. 10947 to public utilities. And, further, we endorse the method and
conditions tinder which these credits aire made available to these companies with
the exception of certain matters covered below. We, therefore, urge the Senate
Committee to adopt in principle, although not in all specific details, the measures
approved by the I-louse of Representatives.

We (10 note, however, that the House Bill provides that regulated utilities
effectively will receive a credit of 4%l whereas all other taxpayers effectively will
be entitled to a 7%/ credit. We regulators, from our iperspe" lyve, see a compelling
neced for equality of treatment for public utility companies under the Income tax
law. We believe it Is essential that Ipublic utility property should be treated on
a parity with that of all other property.

We believe this parity of treatment under the Income tax law Is necessary be-
cause utilities are, contrary to the view of only a few years ago, highly competi-
tive both in their sales and in their efforts to obtain capital In adequate quantities
at low cost. Today, electric and gas companies receive extensive competition In
tile market from other energy forms such as coal and oil. Regulated telecom-
munications companies now face extensive competition from competitive micro-
w~ave systems and (data transmission facilities. They also compete against
nonregula te(1 companies which sell anad install entire telecommunications systems
within buildings and complexes. All these forms of competition, some direct and
others that are subtle and Indirect, have convinced us that p~arity of treatment
under the income tax statutes is essential if the regulated industries are to main-
tain their ability to raise the huge quantities of capital that they need on terms
which are not unfavorable. If they are treated as "second class citizens" under
our income tax laws, their job and therefore ours, will become even more difficult
in the future.

We, therefore, urge the Senate Finance Committee to adopt the substantive
provisions of MIR. 10947 as it relates to public utilities, but that it provide parity
of treatment of the Job Development Investment Credit for utilities so that they
are not economicallIy (lisad(vantagedI.

We do request that if the provisions in 11.11. 10947 (Bill See. 100(e) (1) (A),
and Bill Sec. 106(e) (2) (A) ), which would establish certain ratemaking criteria
as a prerequisite to the availability of the credit to regulated companies, are
to be adopted, that they 1)e expanded to require a corresponding treatment for ac-
counting ipurlposes. We favor the inelaslon of requirements for correslpondence of
ratemaking and accounting treatment because, if left unclear, ai disparity between
the two can cause difficult regulatory problems. The favorable experience under
the liberalized depreciation sections of the income tax law which require cor-
responding ratemaking anld accounting treatments leads us to believe that the
Job D~evelopment Investment Credit should be treated in the game maju11Ier.

Additionally, we believe the Committee should consider the advisability of a
limitation on the time periods which can be effected by a regulatory order. Under
H.R. 10947, a change in regulatory ph#iloo5ph1y years after the realization of a
Job Development Credit could apparently cause its recapture thus creating sub-
stantial uncertainty as to thme ultimate realizat ion of the credit. We believe that
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the inipact of regulatory orders on the Job Development Investment Credit should
be limited to the credits realized in the time periods to which the regulatory rate
and accounting orders apply.

Five copies of this letter are enclosed. I respectfully request that tis letter be
included in the prIinted record of your proceedings.

Respectfully submitted,
DAVID H. ARMiSTRONG, Chairman.

HOPKINS, SUTTER, OWEN, AIULRY & DAVIS,
Cihicago, October 16, 1791.

Re: Section 307 of the Revenue Act of 1971 (11.1. 10947), Retroactively Dis-
qualifying Taxpayer,; from Western llemisphbere Trade Corporation Status
because of Virgin Island-Source Lacoic.

110on. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Cma irman, Committee on Fiva)nce, U.S. Senate,
lVashington, D.C.

BACKGROUND

DEAR MR. CHIAIRMAN : In 1921, Congress established the mirroro" system of
income taxation for the Virgin Islands, making the United States income tax
laws applicable in the Virgin Islands and allowing the Virgin Islands to collect
the tax attributable to Virgin Island-source Income. The purpose of the mirror
system of taxation w~as to encourage the Virgin Islands to become financially
self-sufficient -by allowigthe Virgin Islands to collect, for its own use, the snne
tax the United States would otherwise have collected oil Virgin Islands-source
income.

In 1954, the ,,chenie was slightly altered by giving the Virgin Islands the right
to collect all of the income tax due from its inhabitants (Virgin Islands, corpo-
rations and Individuals maintaining a permanent residence ii the Virgin Islands)
on all of their income regardlless of source.

Since 1942, Congress has granted tax relief to Western Hemisphere trade
corporations, i.e., "domestic" corporations doing business only in the Western
Hemisphere which meet two qualifying source-of-icome tests during the three
years immediately preceding the close of the taixable year: (1) Geographical
source of come test-95% of grossi income must be from non-United States
sources; and (2) lNatutre of income test-90%l of gross income mlust be from the
active conduct of a trade or business. This relief (currently a 14 percentage
point tax reduction) was designed to encourage American corporations doing
business in the Western Hlemisphere (outside the United States) and to alleviate
the competitive disadvantage they suffered vis-a-vis foreign corporations which,
ais a matter of tax policy were not taxed on income derived from sources outside
their home countries.

THE CHICAGO BIDGE & IRON CASE

The Virgin Islands8 Commissioner of Finance took the pos ition that, for V7irgin
Islands income tax purposes, only a Virgin Islands corporation was a "domestic"
corporation that could qualify for the Western Heisp~here trade corporation
deduction and that a United States corporation which otherwise met all of the
Western Hemisphere trade corporation qualifications-and wats entitled to take
the Western Hemisphere trade corporation deduction in computing its United
States tax liability-was not entitled to the Western Hemisphere trade corpo-
ration deduction in computing its tax liability to the Virgin Islands on its Virginl
Islands-source income. The Commissioner's theory was that only a domestici"
corporation e-anl be a Western IHemisphere trade corporation (IRC § 921) arid
that a United States corporation was "foreign" to the Virgin Islands because
Code § 7701 (a) (4) defines a "domestic" corporation as one "croated or organized
In the United States" and the mirror system of taxation requires that "Virgin
Islands" be substituted for "United States" in applying the Internal Revenue
Code as the income tax law of the Virgin Islands.

In Chicago Bridge & Iron Co., Ltd. v. 117heatley, 430 P. 2d 973 (3d Cir. 1970),
certiorari denied 401 U.S. 910 (1971), the Third Circuit rejected the Commis-

05-333-71-pt. 2-27
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sioner's interpretation because it would have distorted the Congressional px)Iicy
behind both the mirror system of taxation and the Western Hemisphere trade
corporation deduction :fThe Virgin Islands was trying to collect a larger tax
than the United States would have collected on the same Vrirgin Islands-source
income absent the mirror system; and, dependling onl whether or not a similar
substitution of "Virgin IslandIs" for "United States" was made in the geographic
source-of-income test of § 921, the Western Hemisphere tradIe corporation deduc-
tion would be available either to a Virgin Islands corporation doing all of its
business in the Virgin Islands (thus disc ri minati ng against aI United States
corporation similarly situated) or to a V1irgin IslandIs corporation (loig aill of
its business in the United States (thus creating the spectre of all United Stattes
business Incorp)oratin~g inl the V1irgin IslandIs to obtain a 14 point tax reduction)
The court felt that the policies of bo0th the mirror systein of taxation andl the
Western Hemisphere trad(I corpora tion deduct ion would be serve by readig
the Wesetrii Hemisphere trade corporation definition in § 0J21 literally and allow-
lag a qualified United States Western llemispqhere trade corporation to take the
deduction wvith respect to its AVirgim Islandls-source income as w~ell as its other
Income.

THE VIRGIN ISLANDS FINANCE COMMISSIONER'S COMPlLAINT

In a letter appen(Ied to, his petition for certiorari in the Chicago B~ridIge & Iron
case, 'the Virgin Islands Cominissioner of Finance predicted that, if all Virgin
Islands corporations doing business iii the Virgin Islands, re-Imcorporate(I in the
United States in order to take advantage of the Western Hemnisphlere trade cor-
lporationl deduction, the Virgini Islands would lose over $T,000,00J0 per year In
corporate income taxes-30% of all corporate income taxes, 11%1 of all income
taxes, and 9.6% of all taxes collected by the Virgin Ishuids. Trle accuracy of
these statistics has not been established, hut is accepted for the purpose of this
letter.

THlE HOUSE BILL'S RESPONSE TO TIIE VIRGIN ISLANDS COMMISSIONER'S COMPLAINT

Without any noticeto, the public or hearings, a provision was inserted inl 11.1.
10947 (§ 307) changing the three year 95% geographic source-of-income quali-
fication In § 921 of the C"ode from "sources without the United States" to "sources
without the United States and the Virgin Islands". The stated reason was to
deny, for taxable years beginning after the date of enactment, the 14 point tax
benefit both to United States corporations doing a " substantial volume" of busi-
ness (presumably more -than 5%l) in the Virgin Islands and to Virgin Islands
corporations with more than 5%1 of United States and Virgin Islands-source
Income. H. Rep. 02-533, pp. 49-50.

It is submitted that § 307 is neither appropriate to accomplish Its stated pur-
pose nor in accord with Congressional policy concerning the economic develop-
ment of United States possessions and the taxation of possessions-source income.

THE RETROACTIVE IMPACT OF TilE CHANGE IN THlE QUALIFICATION TEST

Although the amendment to § 921 is made effective prosp)ectively (for taxable
years beginning 'after the date of enactment), it has a pernicious retroactive
effect because the geographic source-of-income test spans a three year period:
95%l of a Western Hemisphere trade corporation's income must be from qualify-
Ing sources for three years Immediately preceding 'the close of the taxable year.
Thus, under § 307 of tho Ilouse Bill, as it now stands, a corporation which met
the geographic source-of-income test in 1970 and 1971, relying onl the fact that
Virgin Islands source-of-incomie wvas permissible, would be denied Western
Hemisphere 'trade corporation status In1 1972 because of the amendment-and
be powerless to 'restructure its affairs to avoid that result. It is one thing to
provide that Virgin Islands-source income will no longer qualify; quite another
to provide that it never did qualify. Surely, this retroactive, impact onl time quali-
fication formula was unintentional: 'Western Heinisphmere trade corporations,,
which have qualified in the past should at least he given anl opportunity to
restructure their affairs to qualify In the future by placing their Virgin Islands
operations in another corporation.
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OVERKILL: THE IMPACT ON TIHE UNITED STATES TAX LIABILITY OF WILTC'S

The apparent impetus for the change in the qualification formula is the Virgin
Islands complaint about the prospective los.s of revenue. But the amiendmient.
affects not only the Virgin Islanid., income tax liability of anl otherwvise-qualified
WIITC; It also applies to its United 'States tax Vability oil income from other
sources. The only solution for a WI-TC with more than 5% of it,: income from
Virgin Islands sources willl be to transfer its Virgin Islaiids operations, to another
corporation, which unnecessa rily complicates the adiistrative structure of
corporations designed to handle Western Hemisphere operations outsideQ of thle
United States.

Eveni if it were desirablee, as a inattew of tax policy, to (iciy the WIITC delic-
tion with respect to Virgin Islands-source income, there is no reason to force a
Structural change to avoid the Impact onl a WHTC's United States tax status.
There are easier and more direct approaches to the p~roblem. For example, it
might simply be provided that the WIITC deduction provisions (§§ 921 & 92)
shall not be a part, of the Internal Revemnue Code when appliedd as the immeomie
tax lawv of the Virgin Islands. This, indeed, was the appro-ach adlopted with
respect to Guam: § 31(a) and (b) of the Organic Act of Guam established thie
mirror System of taxation for Gluamn by providling that the U~nited1 States income
tax lawv shall be the Guami Tertra income tax law, but § 31(d) (1) provides
that § 931 of the Internal Revenue Code shall not be a part of the Guam incoillie
tax law. 48 U.S.C. § 1421 1 (a), (b) land (d) (1). § 931 p~rovidles that a United
States; corporation doing most of its business In a possession is, not taxable onl
any of its income except U~nited States-source income. And If § 9:31 were at part,
of the Guam income tax law, it would enable it United States corporation (doling
all of its business 1mm Guamn to avoid Income taxation both by the United States
and by Guam, which would have defeated the whole purpose of the Guamn income,
tax law. By simply reading § 931 out of the Guam Code, but retaining it III the
United States Code, a United State., "possessions" corporation pays tax to Guamn
on its Guamn-source income and to the United States onl its United States,-source
income, but retains Its immunity to tax onl Its lacomec from other sources, in
accordance with the policy underlying § 931. At the very least this would seem
to be a more reasonable approach to the Virgin Islands situation than requiring
a Western Hemisphere trade corporation to form a separate corporation for Its,
Virgin Islands activities.

STRAW MAN: A VIRGIN ISLANDS CORPORATION CANNOT BE A WIITC

-oOne of the stated reasons for § 307 of the H-ouse Bill is that "It Is, also possible,
interpret this 14-percentage-point tax benefit as applying to Virgin Islands

corpora tion s. " H. Rep. 92-533, p. 49. This simply is not true: The Third Circuit
specifically rejected the Virgin Islands Commissioner of Finance's, proposal to
substitute "Virgin Islands" for "United States" in § 921 because it inigiit have
led to granting WIITO status to Virgin Islands corporation,,. Under the court's
ruling-fort fied by the denial of certiorari by -the Supreme Court-§ 921 is to
be taken literally, which means that only a "domestic" corporation-onle orga-
nized under the law of any "state or territory"-can qualify as a WHTO. (Tme
Virgin Islands, being an unincorporated territory, does not qualify as a "terri-
tory" for this purpose.)

Indeed, Instead of resolving any doubt there may have been as to whether at
Virgin Islands corporation can be a WUTO, the House Bill actually engenders
confusion. The Committee Report (p. 49) states that § 307 Is intended to apply
"with respect to a Virgin Islands corporation's Virgin Islands tax liability with
respect to gross Income derived from the United States (or the Virgin Islands)."
This implies that a Virgin Islands corporation may qualify for WHTO treatment,
under Virgin Islands income tax law, with respect to Income from sources within
the Western Hemisphere other than the United States and the Virgin Islands-
a result precluded by existing law.

A SERIOUS POLICY CHANGE TOO LIGHTLY CONSIDERED

Bad as they are, the technical (difficulties with the H-ouse provision ar(' over-
shadowed by the stark change In Congress's fiscal and economic policy towards
United States possessions.
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For almost thirty years, there has been a tax incentive for United States cor-
porations to do business fix the Western Hemisphere outside the United States.
Now, it is p~rOosed to deny that incentive with respect to the Virgin Islands sim-
ply because the Virgin Islands is concerned with $7,000,000 a year in tax revenue.
Is this a sufficient reason? Does this change square with expressed Congressional
policy toward the economic development of United States possessions? These are
questions that should be fully aired before making a change that appears pri-
niarily to be just a response to a tax collector's cry for money.

Congress has long been concerned with encouraging the economic development
of United States possessions through tax incentives. § 931 of the Code expresses a
fundamental policy of not taxing a United States corporation deriving most
(80%) of its Income from the active conduct of at trade or business (50%l) within

a )osses-sion on any of its income other than TUnited States-source Income. Thev
Western Hemisphere trade corporation deduction has served essentially the same
purpose with respect to the Virgin Island.-. And Congress has recognized the need
-of the Virgin Islands to grant special tax incentives to encourage economic devel-
opment in § 934 of the Code. The avowed purpose of these provisions, as reflected
in this Committee's report on § 934, was "to encourage the development of the
economic resources of the possessions by citizens of the United States or by U.S.
corporations." S. Rep. No. 1767, 80th'Cong., 2d Sess. (1000), p. 3. Now, under the
guise of plugging a revenue loophole, the entire tax Incentive policy is to be
revised with respect to one United States possession- -the Virgin Islands. We ask,
rhetorically, is it really in the long-range interest of time Virgin Islands to dis-
courage United States corporations fromt doing business there and, predictably,
to divert business capital and] effort to other Western Hemisphere countries?

Are there not other ways to supply the Virgin Islands' immediate revenue needs
wviel better suit the ultinmate goal of economic self-sufficiency than abolishing the
WHTC deduction for Virgin Islands-source Income?

For example, the Virgin Islands now grants extensive subsidies to certain types
-of business. In a letter appendled to Its petition for certiorari in the Chicago Bridge
& Ironi case, the Commissioner of Finance cited one Virgin Islands corporation
that would have had an Income tax liability of $8,430,370 but for a 75%/ subsidy.
Denying that subsidy to that one corporation would almost compensate for the
Comnmi ssioner's estimate of revenue loss from the IVIITC deduction. Why should
not the Virgin Islands review its own subsidy program in the light of its revenue
needs, Instead of asking Congress to abolish the WHTO deduction across the
board? Also, the Virgin Islands has the power to levy taxes other than Income
taxes. Has it adequately explored these other sources of revenue?

At stake here, is the conflict between the desire of the Virgin Islands Comumis-
sioner of Finance to solve his immediate financial problems and the long-range
'Congressional policy of encouraging the development of the total economic
-resources of possessions by United States corporations through tax Incentives.
This conflict should not be resolved In favor of the bare need for tax money
without a careful consideration of the broader consequences and the possble
alternatives.

Because § 307 was passed by the House without hearings and opportunity for
public comment, these larger policy considerations have not been adequately
explored. We submit that § 307 should be rejected by the Committee on Finance
and that the entire subject should then be given the study It deserves.

Sincerely yours,
CIIARLES W. DAVIS.

NATIONAL GRANGE.
Washington, D.C., October 7. 1971.

l-ion. RuSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: The National Grange applauded the Presla ~nt's bold
action In announcing a change In the economic policies of his Administration.
Most, if not all, of his recommendations have been advocated by many economists
both Inside and outside of government for several years. In addition, many Con-
gressional leaders on both sides of the aisle have argued the logic of changing our
economic direction.

The new economic policy will improve our foreign trade and monetary position
throughout the world. The President's action bas already stirred the Industrial-
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izedl nations to seek la more equitable, more flexible international monetary sys-
tela-soniething which has been needed for a long, long time.

I think that it is well to remember that these new economic actions are Inter-
related parts of at total program, both at home anI abroad, to keel) our economy
strong. competitive and dynamic. To lose any part or to have any of the program
aippreciably altered to placate any self-interest group-be It labor or manage-
ment--wvill weaken the total program and place in serious jeopardy the antici-
lotted result s--Inflation control and Improvement of the U.S. balance of payment,-,.

'We cannot allow pettiness, greedl or obstructionism to stand In the waty of the
battle against Inflation or focusing the eyes of the industrialized nations of the
world upon the fact that they have a responsibility toward world leadIershlip and
aI world monetary system that is equal for all. We need a willingness on the part
of all p~eop~le to bring the new economic policies into full play for the good of all
p~eolple and for peace In the world.

We believe the total package, if enacted, will work to the benefit of American
farmers, labor and management, lbut making at Christmas tree out of the package
canl only result Ii further budget deficits, widen the economic gap between special
interest groups, and further deteriorate our position In world markets.

We are pleased that you and many members of your Committee have, In the
past, support such changes In our economic policy. Therefore, we are assured that
you will1 continue to have the best Interests of the nation foremost in your mind
during the hearings onl this vital and Important matter. We urge you to use your
influence and wvise counsel to guide the Committee to conclusions that will fortify
the President's economic policy.

Thank you for permitting us to make known the views of the National Grange.
We reslpeetifully request that this letter be iade a part of the hearing record.

Sincerely,
JOHN W. SCOTT, 1M1aster.

ACME-CLEVELAND CORPORATION,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 7, 1971.

lOIo. RITS5EL, B3. LONG,
Cihairinan, Senate Finance Conmittce, U.S. Sciiate, Senate Ofilce Bililding,

lU'(l.311ingt on, I).C.
lDsAR FSENATORo LONG: We wish to put onl records with you inl the most positive

terms we canl muster our support of the proposed "Revenue Act of 1971" as
p~assed,, by the House of Representatives which includes reinstatement of the
7% Investment tax credit and appIroval of a newv class life Depreciation System
(the AI)R system effected by Treasury Department regulations issued last

JTune)t. Both are needed(. Even with both, the United States will remain behind
the other important nations of the world in allowvanccs for faster recovery of

It would Lje tragic, in our viewv, If the progress malde in1 11971 toward more'
realistic capital recovery allowances should he sacrificed in a trade-off to secure
passage of the Invest meat credit. The opt ion providled by the ADR to choose
equipment~ lives Ii it 20%,/ range below the gtiidelini's will Ibe a substantial long-
runl help in augmenting the flow of capital funds,. Tis badly needed liberaliza-
tion of depreciationn rules has been called a giveaway to business. but it is imi-
iortant to bear in mind that larger recoveries In the early years of the life of
a piece, of capital equipment do not result !in the elimination of tax. onlly Ii its
lpostp~onvnient. If at business does not continue to reinvest Its larger cash flow
iii replacement equipment to start the cycle over (which action, most likely,
broad(ens the tax Ibase), its tax (deductions from capital recovery (dwindle away.
After all, no0 o1K' cani recover more thani 100%1 of the book value of at p)ice of
equipment ulnder any present system of allowvances.

Wet tire attachinig a copy of two tables clippledl from T'he 117ll1 Street .Joirniat
issue of October 6, 1971. patge 13, whichl show the (annual rate of increase Ii
ir(du(tivlty Ii recent easfor at gruop of ind(ustr'ializedl countries andl capital
inv-estment ast percentage of GNP~. They (lemons"tri-te the correlailIon between
capital investment aInd productivity, and it is significant that the U.S. is at the
bottomi of both.

Sincerely yours,
lli'.Y RvI. II.\'Cn 1 If. ~ccc

Att achment.
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[The WVall Street Journal, Oct. 6, 1971]

Output per- man-hour Yearly (Gain, 1965-70

Percent
JTapan ----------------------------------------------------------- 14. 2
Netherlands --------------------------------------- ----------- 8. 5
Sw eden - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - 7. 9
France----------------------------------------------------------- 6.60
Germany --------------------------------------------- ----------- 5. 3
Italy ----------------------------------------------- ---------- 5. 1
United Kingdom--------------------------------------------------- 3. 6
United States----------------------------------------------------- 2. 1

1960-69 an nual averayes-C api tat Inves tent as percent GNP
percent

Ja panl ------------------------------ ------------------------------ 27
Netherlands ------------------------------------------------------- 20
Germany---------------------------------------------------------- 20
Sweden-----------------------------------------------------------18s
France ------------------------------------------------------------ 18
Italy-------------------------------------------------------------- 14
United Kingdom--------------------------------------------------- 14
United States ----------------------------------------------------- 13

TitueK TRAIL.ER MNA NUFACTUwiERs ASSOCIATION,
lVashington, D.C., Septemnber 3, 1971.

lloii. RussELL, B. LONG,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENA'ron LONG: In his efforts to stimulate the economy andl expand1
production and employment inI the auto industry, President Nixon his requested
Congress to repeal the 7 percent manufacturers excise tax oil automobiles.
Unfortunately, however, his reconmmendation does not include any consideration
for the trailer manufacturing industry which has been involved In a severe
economic struggle during the last year and a half.

When Congress studies the President's tax proposals, we strongly urge you
to Introduce legislation that would repeal the discriminatory 10 percent manui-
facturers excise tax onl truck trailers. If the President's plan is to spur the
economy, then our Industry, too, could stand a shlot in the arm as Indicated by
the following figures:

TRAILER INDUSTRY SHIPMENTS

1st 6 months

1969 1970 1970 1971

Number of units--------------------- 171, 679 131, 847 74, 972 53, 371
'Dollar value------------------ ----- 808, 335, 000 647, 835,:000 357, 83i,000 283, 471, 000

We realize that the chief counter-argument for repealing the federal excise
tax onl commercial trailers is that these revenues have been 'dedicated' to the
Highway Trust Fund since 1956. But we also recognize that there have been
continuous attempts to divert these monies from their specified purpose and
that other recommendations have been made to eliminate the Highway Trust
Fund entirely in favor of n General Transportation Fund. A number of bills to
this effect have been introduced In Congress and we feel that the Highway Trust
Fund Is about to lose Its integrity and that now Is the appropriate time for
repealing the 10 percent tax onl commercial trailers.

One of the objectives of opponents to the Highway Trust Fund IS to obtain use
of Its Ilnes to finance urban mass transit. We would like to point out, however,
that the problems of urban mass transit were not created by truck trailers.
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Consequently, it would seem more appropriate to use auto import revenues for
this purpose rather than the excise taxes now levied on commercial vehicles. We
believe that monies collected from this source would more than offset any loss to
tile Fund by elimination of the excise tax onl truck trailers.

Our membership, in annual convention in April 1971, adopted a resolution
suggesting that revenue to finance urban mass transit be p~rovidedl through use
of the duty onl the hundreds of thousands of autos Imported into tils country
eaeli year. We feel it quite appropriate to repeat the suggestion at this time.

Another reason for advocating repeal of the excise tax is tile slicer complexity
of Interpreting and applying tile tax law and the regulations and rulings Issued
bmy tile Internal Revenue Service. We would venture to siay that tile value of time
and manpower expendled by trailer manufacturers, tax attorneys, Government
tax administrators, etc., ill dealing wvithi excise tax requirements and Its very
many ramifications possibly exceeds tile dollar value contributed by these specific
taxes themselves.

Attempting to Interp~ret anld comply with at lawv that wvas conceived for another
lIndustry and another distrilbution p~atterni (tile automobile wholesale and retail
sales inetliod) 112s placed a very serious administrative andl finlancial burden oil
the truck trailer manufacturing segniemit of the industry which does not have
at wvlolesaler-to-(lealer p~attermi but operates mainly onl at ianufacturer-to-user
concep~t.

The Tiruck TLrailer Manufacturer., Association, therefore, urges your support
lin Immediately enacting legislation that will achieve the followving:

(1) Repeal time 10 percent exci:-4' tax oi commercial truck trailers wit houat
retaliatory increas8es in the present dieCsel futci differential or highway use
taw('8 whiclh by themselves Inflict a treieilous financial burden onl the
trucking Industry.

(2) Use of the 10% Import (duty onl foreign cars for urban mass trans-
p)ortaltion purposes.

We make these recommendations so that oime segment of the Amierican tranis-
p~ortation industry willl not have to continue its economic struggle under undue
hardlship.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES J. CALVIN,

Managing Direotor.

AEROSPACE INDUSTRingS ASSOCIATION OFAMEIIICA, INC.,
117a8hi ngton., D.C., October 15, 1971.

I-Ion. RussEL B. LONG,
Chairman, Comimittee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR AIR. CHAIRMAN : On behalf of the nlationl's leading manufacturers of
aircraft, spacecraft, missiles and their components, tile Aemrspace Indlustries
Association of Amlerica, Inc., urge., passage of the job development investment
credit and Domestic International Sa~tes Corporation portions of H.R. 10947,
with the following suggested changes.I

Our Industry, ill particular, is acutely aware of the need to nmaintain anl np-to-
date, efficient productive capacity by utilizing the mlost modern research and
production facilities and by producing capital goods of tile most. advanced types.
Tile job development credit will facilitate technological progress and widespread
benefits for our national economy by stimulating both of these areas.

However, there is one aspect of the tax credit portions of H.R. 10,947 which we
strongly urge the F inance Committee to change. lit lieu of the partial credits for
Items having usieful live's of 3-7 years, full tax credit for all eligible prope-rty
having useful lives of four years or longer should he allowed, with recapture
only for dispositions prior to thle expiration of four ydlars. This would reduce
considerably tile record-keeping anmd other administrative burdens associated
with partial credit arrangements. More Importantly, this change would encourage
the prompt ordering of all type-s of eligible property whenever needed and would
avoid penalizing those In highly technical Industries where technological progress
makes facilities obsolete before they are worn out. Prompt replacement of obso-
lescent Items and those with useful lives of less thanl seven years requires addi-
tional investment and keeps tile nation's tools of production modern amid efficient.
This should be encouraged rather thaml discouraged by the tax credit legislation.
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Because aircraft and related equipment. is the nation's sigle largest export
commnodity and Is facing increasing foreign comnpetiti on, the aerospace industry
is keenly cognizant of the need for DISC to assist in creating domestic employ-
mient and keeping industry competitive, thus Improving the balance, of pay-
inents. While we Strongly support tils portion of the bill, our members feel that
the provision limiting DISC benefts, to the excess of exports over 75 lpereecnt of
base period exports and the deemed distribution provision with respect to Income
from export sales upl to 75 percent of base period sales will tend to negate tile in-
tended benefits of DISC and could even produce results contrary to the Intent
of the legislation.

The law should be designed to motivate the production of goods In this country
for export, whether or not levels in excess of 75 percent of base period levels can
be achieved. Extending benefits only to exports over the 75-percent level provides
little motivation to maintain domestic production of goods for export unless It is
clear that tile 75-percent level will be exceeded substantially. Further, it pro-
vides none of the intended assistance In maintaining current levels of exports
against tile Inroads of increasing foreign competition. TVle deemed distribution
p~rovision, moreover, may encourage rather than discourage further off-shore
p~roduction, whether or not a taxpayer's exports can be expected to exceed the
75-percent level. In the interests of effecting overall Improvements In tile U.S.
balance of payments, tMlese two provisions should be deleted and DISC bePnefits
accordled to all export sales wvhich otherwise qualify.

We appreciate the Committee's taking time to consider these suggestions mind
we commend its swift action onl this legislation.

Your.- very truly,
KARL G ITARR, Jr.

STATEMENT OF CLAUDE E. I-onns, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ELECTRIC 'MANUFAC-
TrUiRS ASSOCIATION

The National Electrical TManufacturers Association (NEMA), 155 East 44th
Street, New York, New York 10022, submits this statement inl support of certain
aspects of President Nix'on's tax program, as announlced on August :15 and fmore
particularly explained by the Secretary of the Treasury before this Committee
on October 7, 1971.

The 4,R5 members of NEM1A are tile principal United States manufacturers of
electrcaW and related products used In the generation, transmlission, distribution,
and utilization of electrical energy.

The President's economic program to encourage the creation of neov jobs amnd
to arrest Inflation deserves tile support of the Congress and the country. We will
not repeat in detail what others have already said in support of tile program, but
we would like to comment particularly on two of the Pre.4ident's tax IropoNsals:

1. enactment of tile Job Development Credit, and
2. authorization of Domestic International Sales Corporationsl discSC.

JOBI DEVELOPMENT CREDIT

NXEMA urges prompt enactment of the 4,ob Development Credit for the, followv-
ing three reasons, as stated by Secretary Connally on September 8:

1. to Increase U.S. jobs,
2. to improve U.S. productivity, and
3. to increase U.S. competitiveness in international trade.

We believe that if tile Inlvestment tax credlif is to achmieve, 1- hcse desired kbjec-
tive4 it must be at a rate high enough to provide an incentive to Invest in equip-
nient, and inust lbe of suifficient duration to encourage orderly. leng-teril planning
for ne, wductive caplital equipment.. Accordingly. NEMA associates itself with
and endorses the recommendation of the National1 Association of Mlanufacturers
made to this Committee with respect to the needle for (a) a "perala neat commit-
nieat" to anl Investment credit, and (b) the credit. being retained "at at least a 5%
rate after 1972." Thlle 7% rate in 11.11. 10.947, which you are now considering, fully
ineets such criteria. We urge that tile 7% rate be permanently enacted.

TVhose NEMIA members wvho produce heavy equipment for tie generation amnd
transiission of electric power-the turbine genera torq, power transformers and
power circuit breakers which are at the very heart of this country's electric
power systelus-blave a particular Interest ill one aspect of the proposed Job
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Development Credit, i.e., the non-,allowanice of the credit to purchasers of foreign-
produced equipment (which, as exjplainied by Secretary Connally, means "prop-
erty p~roducedl abroad" and "prol)erty ' oducCel inl the United States if more than
50 percent of the value is attributable to Imported materials or components.")

NIX\IAX miemberts who manufacture heavy electrical equipment in the U.S. have
for many years faced unfair competition in the international trade of this
eqluipmnent. As we have told this Committee and other Congressional committees
as well as Executive Dep)artments and agencies on several occasions over the
Ipast tenl years, the trade of this equipment with the producer nations of Western
Euirope is. at one-way street: foreign-made high-technology electrical equipment
has,, colle Into the openly U.S. market In substantial and steadily increasing
quantities ; but, conversely, Similar' U.S.-made equil)ment is excluded from
European markets by the niationistie procurement policies and~ practices of the
government-owned or controlled electric utility systems of a number of European
countries. There are als;o restrictions, nopt necessarily formalt) hutt highly effective,
onl the purchase of such equipment by J'alaniese utilities.

Foreign competitors, based on an array of protective and restrictive Impijort
devices in their home markets and a variety of export aids and incentives to
penetrate the U.S. market in volume, should not have thme benieft of U.S. tax
credIit designed explicitly to increase U.S. jobs, U.S. productivity and U.S. comn-
petitiveness. For this fundamental reason of competitve equity NEMA strongly
recommllends

(a ) Thait no Investment credit should be allowed for foreign-produced equip-
mient, now or, ats proposed by Secretary Connally, beginning next year (at at rate
of 5 prcrent) , where unfair foreign competitive practices unrleason~ably burden
U.S.-produced eluilment;

(b) That. the duration of the non-allowvance of time investment credit with
respect to foreign-produced equiilment not be linked in anly way to the dlurat ion
of the Imp~ort surchairge. We believe that the( investment credit, and the surchairge
aim ait twvo different targets for twvo necessarily different per'Iiods of tie. Thle
Surcharge is admittedly temporaryry, and Its life is dependent on a number of
future, perhaps short-termn, level moments !in both time international trade and
monetary irenais. The surcharge Is not designed to increase U.S. productivity and
U.S. competitiveness in export markets. Thus, to tie the deeply-rooted policies
of foreign governments that give exclusive preference to their (lomesticimnanu-
facturers in certain baisic industries-policies which may take years to eraidicate-
to the temporary (but necessary) exp~edienlcy of thle surchlarge is unrealistic inl
terms of long-termn solutions to ant inequity that has airead. been allowed to
endure too long.

DO'MEs'rlc INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATIONS (DISC)

NE2MA reconiniencis prompt enactment of the DISC proposal substantially tin
thle formi submitted. by the President, although Individual miemlber companies of
NEMA may request certain aniendmnents which they believe to ibe Iiportant. We
believe the tax deferral principle requested with respect to exports from the
United States will provide a.n important Stimulus to increasing exports and
Improving our balance of imynents.

We believe It will at least partially equalize the competitive advantages
enjoyed by exporting notions with indirect tax systems. Corollary benefit to the
domlesite economy should Inhere by reason of inducement to U.S. firms to expand
their op~eramtionms and employment here! rather than locate facilities offshore. We
hop~e, moreover, that the high technology sector of the U.S. Manufacturing-
Industrial base would be at i)articular beneficiary of the DISC program. U.S.
eonlwtitiveaess and exl)ort expanmsion lie for the( long-termi In continued U.S.
technological leadership tin world trade. To the extent that time tax Inducements
of 1)ISC canl help IprotecL and enhance that leadership the United States will be
allocating its resources to very good advantage.

Soine of the member companies of NETAMA have noted that the base periodl in
-1.11. 10947 [Sec. 995 (e) (1) ] for establishing Ejxp~ort Gross Receip~ts Is sp~ecified

as the years 1968, 1969 and 1970. We believe that flexibility should be permitted
to avoid penalizing a company which happened to have an unusually large export
volume in one or more of those yedris. Such flexibility could b~e achieved by
permitting the taxpayer the option of substituting 1971 for 1968, or by somei other
method of modifying the categoric base period. We hope that flexibility of this
type will he written into the bill.
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In the light of these underlying objectives we hope the Congress will express
its clear and unmistakable legislative intent, In the statutory language and in
the committee reports, that the DISC program is not to be frustrated or inhibited
by rigid or unduly narrow administrative regulations and interpretations. The
statutory presumption should be in favor of expanded trade rather than re.stric-
tive eligibility requirements for qui1fica tion of a domestic international sales
corporation.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. PUGLIESE, GENERAL TAX COUNSEL, WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC CORP.

MNr. Chairman and members of the committee: Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion endorses the recommendation of President Nixon for the enactment of
legislation relating to Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISC). We
urge this Committee and Congress to enact this proposal which we believe is
Important to maintaining aind improving the volume of exports of industrial
equipment and other products from the United States.

We urge the Finance Committee and the Senate to restore the DISC proposal
to the form recommended by the President In order to accomplish the objective
of providing Incentive for increasing United States exports. If, however, It is
decided to adhere to the concept of applying tax deferral only to incremental
export sales, we urge a relaxing of the method of determination of the base
period.

The Tax Reform Act of 1971 (H1.R. 10947), as passed by the House, provides
for a limited amount of tax deferral for export-related profits of at Domestic
International Saleg Corporation or a "DISC". The amount of the deferral Is
limited since the DISC p~rovision allies on an Incremental basis to export
Income In excess of at specified base. Specifically, the advantages of the DISC
proposal are to lbe available only for export Income attributable to sales in
excess of 75 percent of the average export sales of the corporate group to which
the DISC belongs for the year 1f068, 1969 and] 1970.

iHistorically, the major objection to Incremental type provisions Is that It Is-;
Impossible to establish a base period which will fairly applly to all taxpayers.
This objection can be met, in part, by: (1) using an average base period concept:
and, (2) permitting the base period to be altered or adjusted if It contains at
significant variation from normal experience. The House p~assedI bill permits the
averaging of the base period years experience but does not provide a basis upon
which the base period can be adjusted If It contains a significant variation from
normal experience which distorts the base periodl.

During one of the base period years one Westinghouse contract generated
approximately 20 percent of that year's gross export sales. As a result of Including
that sale in the base period, the base period average for time three years Is higher
than the export experience In any of the three years with the exception of the
distorted year.

There are a number of methods which could be adopted to permit modification
of the base period so as to adjust it for significant di,4tortions. One method would
be to permit at taxpayer to use the year 1971 !in lieu of the distortion year. It
would appear that If the base period to be used was the most recent years, the
use of 107.1 would be consistent with tlint concept. We understand that the year
1971 was not chosen for the base period because of a concern that this might
cause exporters to delay their sales until nevxt year. 'That concern is not well-
fownded primarily because the advantage which might be gained is minimal and
it would create major admanistra tive lprobleins.

The option to use, 1971 in lieu of .196,R Could be grantedl by the following change,-
In Section 995(c) (2) (page 89, line 1, of the bill):

"(2) Elections With. Respect to Erport Gross Receipts--
"(A) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), a taxpayer may elect (under rules

prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) to compute his base p~eriodl
export gross receipts by taking into account only those sales. leases, or rentals
of property which would have been export property if heold by at DISC.

"1(B) For purposes of computing base period export gross receipts, under
paragraph (1), at taxpayer may use taxable years 1909, 1970 andl 1971 in lieu
of taxaible years 1968, 1909 and 1970."
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INDEPENDENT NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION or AMERICA,
Washington, D.C., Oct. 1.5, 1971.

H0o1. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Conintittee on F inance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CIAIR-MAN: I am writing on behalf of the Independent Natural Gas
Association of America, often referred to as 'INGAA", to express our concern
about the provisions of section 106 of H.Rt. 10W, 7, as adopted by the House of
Representatives, that permit regulatory agencies to reduce the incentive value of
the Job Development Investment Credit.

INGAA is it non-proft Industry organization whose membership Includes
virtually all the major interstate natural gas pipeline companies In the United
States. While our Association is primarily pipeline oriented, we also have I)ro-
ducer and distributor company members.

Our pipeline member companies today serve all of the lower 48 states, with the
exception of Vermont, through an underground Ipllellne network now totaling
more than 200,000 miles. They account for 90 percent of the total interstate sales
of natural gas and provide the vital transportation link between the gas p~rodulcer
at the wellheadi amid the distributor who makes final delivery of gas to the
consumer.

As'time country's major transporters of natural gas, we are acutely sensitive to
the overall question of natural gas supp~ly. Our customers now mnced andl will
re(Juirp more gaw' than we can presently deliver. We. !in turn, are exlpending, every
effort possible to guarantee future supply and development of ii reserves.

The lack of energy is at crisis !in the United States today. 'Without energy In
growing amounts this nation Inevitably will decline. The crisis Is particularly
serionq with respect to natural gas which Is In extremely short supply. 'With
natural gas nowv providing over one-third of the nation's total energy require-
muents, there Is a critical need for new gas suppllies to meet unprecedented (lenianio
lby residential, Industrial, and commercial consumers. These facts are recog-
nized by (1) the President of the United States; (2) all segments of thep gas
I ndustry-proolucer, pipeline aind distributor, and (3) spokesmen for the Interior
IDepartment, the Federal Power Commission, and State Regulatory agencies
whose National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioner-- on JTuly 17,
1969, adopted a resolution acknowledging the existence of and need to solve the
supply problem.

On June 4, 1971, 'the President issued a Mlessage to Congress inI which he( out-
lined a large number of programs that are required to provide the energy required
"to sustain healthy economic growth and Improve the quality of our national
life." 'While referring to the role of government inI meeting the nation's expanding
energy needs, the President emphasized that private Industry "will still pIly the
major role In providing our energy" and concluded that the success of the effort
will depend In large part "on the willingness of Industry to mevet It-, respons-
bilties In serving customers and In making necessary capital investmlents to meet
anticipated growth."

Recently the Federal Power Commission, In Its Order No. 598 issued July 16,
:1971, In Area Rate Proceeding, et al. (South Louisiana Areai). Dock"'t Nos.
AR6l-2, et al., found ". . . a critical shortage of gas !i the United States." And
on September 5, 1971, the Commission announced that natural gas reserves avail-
able for shipment through Interstate pipelines declined by 17.P, trillion cubi1c feet
In 1970.1

If the pip~eline Industry Is to assist In alleviating the critical gsisupply
shortage. It has to raise massive sums of capital to replace, supplement and
expand our traditional sources of gas supply. Vor example, the July. 19471. Interim
'Report of the National Petroleum Concill to the Secretagry of the Interior on the
United States Energy Ontlook lprolCets requiired capital expenditures for gis
transportation alone of $21 billion, in 1970 dolars, dlurin- the period 1971 thlirough
1985. Many bilions of additional dollars will he required for the construct i1-onl of
plants to gasify coal, naphtha and other hydrocarbon feed stocks. fIndeed. the(-
Petroleum Councl's Interim Report estimates that during- this same 1 5-yv.ar
period, capital requirements for the gastiiction of coal will he approximately

I'FiPC Newsiv Release No. 17749. Issued SeptemiberS ,1071.
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$8,700,000,000. Thus I he pipelinle industry, wvhichi has at gross patof i;)iit S,21I
billion today, is faced with the necessity of raising approximately one and( one-
half times that amount of capital over the next 15 years Ii ills efforts to ineet our
Nation's ecseiitial requirements for additional gas supplies.

The problem should not be coiIsidel'ed solely fil the Context of futume dellnfl.
It is an urgent I)1oblien today, as evidlencedl iy thme fact that several major pip-e-
lines must curtail deliveries lbelowv contract obligations during the 1971--72 wia~er.
Major additions to supply are needed noir to provide (leliverailiity for even
today's needs. As to tomorrow, the National Petroleunm Council estimates that,

asuVn no0 gais supply limitations or changes in the energ-y pricing st ruct ure.
demand for gas would create at supply shortfall of 7.848 trillion PITII's by 197.5,
12.220 trillion BTIT's by 1980 and] 17,939 trillion BTU's by 19S5.' It is clear that
vigorous effort must be elicitedl as p~romptly' as possible Ii order to start solving-
the problem for bo0th the imar-term and the long-term.

As evidenced by the magnitude of capital required Ii the future, the Comlhete
avallility of the 76/% investment credit to the pipeline industry still repre-
sents only a limited, but essential, source of the required funds. If 11.11. 10947
permits a "flow-through" of this essential capital to conisumlers, there is at best
only a niminial, wholly inadequate, source of funds to pipeline c'ompilaies. In
short, it is of for greater significance to vonsumiers to have an adequate supply
of energy available than it Is to have a possible nominal reduction In their
monthly bills. This Is particularly true since piossile reductions from flow-
through may be fully offset- lby Increased costs of borrowed capital that would
be horne by customers.

Contrary to the situation which existed in 1962 when the prior Investment
credit was Instituted, or In 1964, when It. wais amended, futunrc growth In the
national economy wvill le determined by the supply of energy available to suplpor't
that growth. Thus, the econoiny cannot be expected to grow and to create addi-
tional jobs at the desired rate if the supply of energy adequate to support that
rate of g-rowth is not available.

As recognized by Congress Ii 1962 amid 1904, p~pelies are involved In suib-
stantial competition for supplies and markets, both between themselves and with
nion-regulated industries. Additionally, unlike utilities, pipelines have no "fran-
chises" (therefore, no monopolies of service area) andl are not legally required
to expand their facilities. Notwithstanding the lack of obligation to expand.
the pipeline industry has historically made every effort to satisfy the demand
for gas in] today stands ready and willing to continue that effort Ii the public
interest. It is Ii the public interest to utilize the economic advanlta ges of thle
existing network of pipelines and to provide the availability of gas to the greatest
number' of consumers by encouraging the pipelines to continue and t~o Increase
their efforts to supply additional energy.

Based on every indication of the future, mon-utility characteristics of the
lpipelines will be increasing ais they are required to go far field geogrphcal
on d t('chnologilcally Ii their efforts to sa1tiSfy the demlands for energy Ii gaseous
formn. This wvill put the pipelines In a position of competing more and more with
non-regulatedl industry, both for supplly sources and for tho' capital required to
develop these sources. Since the chiallange of providing adequate energy for the
future requires all resources available, the p~ipeline Industry should not lbe placed
u1'1(('1 a c~omptitive burden vis-a-vis the non-regulated sector of the economy,
which will enjoy the full benefit of the credit. The nation's effort to provide an
a(eiuate and reliabile energy supply for its present and future ' ne in ifl
cannot. be so handicapped.

Accordingly, it is respectfully reque'sted that the Committee take such action as
will assure that pipeline comnifes will be able to retain the full bolleflts of the
investment tax credit.

Very truly yours,
WALTER E4.. loGmis, P~residen t.

2 J'o1ume1 one July 1071 Interim Report on U.S. Energy Outlook, p. 34.
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STATEMENT oF, T[HE tINITEI), STATES-JAPAN TI)AIE COUNCIL

Thie United States-Japan Trd Council, Inc., is a nion-profit trade
association with a membership of over 700 firms Ii the United
States interested Ii fostering trade relations between the two coun-
tries. Because at substantial contributing member, the Japan Trade
Promotion Office, 39 Broadway, New York, New York, is financed lby
the Japanese government, the Council is registered with the Depart-
ment of Justice under provisions of 22 U.S.C. See. 611 et seq. as an
agent of ;uchi foreign principal. Copies of the Council's registration
statement are available for public inspection in Department of Jus,-
tice files. Registration does not Indicate approval of the contents of
this communication by the United States Government.

I'lie following statement is submfittedl i connection wilth this Committee's
consideration of Hl.R. 10947, the Revenue Act of 1971. The United States-Japan
Trade Council members Ii Its membership approximately 900 firms Ii the United
States which are Interested Ii andl concerned about trade between,1 the United
States and Japan. As this Committee knows, the Council is registered wvith the
Department of Justice as an agent of a foreign principal. The views here ex-
p~ressed have been formulated by the staif of the Counill In Washinigton as
reflecting the Interests and opinions of the Council's members In the United

We urge this Committee to use its Influence with the Administration to limit
the duration of the supplemental duty on imports and the q017 pr~o qu/o for its
removal. As many well qualified commentators ha%"e pointed out, the value of
the surcharge will be lost, If It is allowed to remain Ii effect so long that It
becomes a part of the American trade structure. Vested Interests of United
States industries that benefit will cluster around it. Trhe net losers will be thq.
American consumers and thbe momentum of the International trading community
toward freer trade. Contiation ot the surcharge will be used to justify restric-
tive practloxbs of foreign countries, whether they be recent or well -established, and
from this seed could grow new and even more strangling Impediment% to the free
movement of goods.

The United States-Japan Trade Council believes that removal of the surcharge
should be related only to the achievement of new relationships between the
dollar and other world currencies, and that negotiations to this end should be
given the highest priority. If thesk negotiations are to succeed, thors will have
to be considerable flexibility on all sides, Including the United States. Ini the
main, the Council believes that some action was necessary in both the domestic
and International economic sectors. We believe that either the Import surcharge
or the severance of the gold-dollar link wvas advisable, but not both. As Tres.
ury Secretary Connally said In his address to the IMF on September 30, the
U.S. Import surcharge may well prove to be a "disturbing Influence" in the Inter-
national effort to obtain an appropriate exchange rate realignment. By ending
the Import surcharge, the U.S. would not only demonstrate Its commitment to
building a new world trading system, but would also be encouraging a move
toward the American goal of "clean" exchange rate floats, devoid of intervention
and controls.

The present statement Is addressed primarily to that novel feature of the
Investment credit which is directly aimed at the limitation of Imports, namely,
the preference for domestically produced goods. H.R. 10047, Sec. 103. An in-
vestment credit canl be expected to have a favorable Impact on the foreign trade
of the United States If It leads to greater productivity and greater competitive-
ness. For this reason, the Council supports a non-discriminatory Investment
tax credit. Since American Industry should be encouraged to purchase time most
efficient available equipment, which many not in fact be a United States product,
the Council opposes the provisions of the tax credit discriminating against for-
eign goods. Although the In~ estmnent credit approved by the House ameliorates
the strictly discriminatory proposals of the Administration, the bias against
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'Investment in foreign goods remains, and if enacted a new non-tariff barriers
wvill be created.

The reasons given by Secretary of the Treasury Connally for the investment
tax credit, in his testimony before this Committee on October 7, all support a
non-discriminatory Investment tax credit such as the one enacted in '1962. The
merits of denying thme credit to foreign equipment during the life of the supple-
mental duty were not stated, and, wve suggest, cannot persuasively be articu-
lated. Indeed, the House amendment authorizing the President. to make the
credit available for foreign made equipment when to (10 s0 would be "in the
public interest" is a recognition of the place of foreign goods Ii tihe domestic
production base.

As it now stands, the availability of the credit for foreign goods will depend
,u1)0n a Presidential determination as to the "public Interest". If this means the
'credit will be available according to Informed business judgment with respect
to the best buy Ii equipment, this provision will have little effect onl purchasing
patterns and should be omitted as useless language. If it does not mean this,
then the power of the President to exempt articles from the discrimination will
probably accomplish little or nothing to dilutee the discrimination.

There have not been, to our knowledge, any estimates of the number of jobs
the discriminatory investment tax p~rovision in Itself would create, nor hals It
been indicated howv selective discrimination against foreign equipment will spur
productivity gains fin the domestic economy. Indeed, within the announced
purposes of tile proposed legislation, It is hard to discover a place for this (us-
criminoation. Productivity is not stimulated by denying a manufacturer an invest-
ment credit 0i1 at more efficient machine because it is mamde Iii another country.
Moreover, the bill provides that the discriminatory Investment provision will
last only for the duration of the supplemental Import (duties. It is unrealistic to
suppose that jobs arc made by creating a tax preference for domestically made
goods for the unknown duration of the supplemental duties.

Presumably, this aspect of tile Administration's proposals, marching lockstep
as it does with the supplemental duties, Is intended to be an added Incentive
to other countries to realign their exchange rates with the dollar. If so, It Is
surely a tactic of marginal effectiveness or p~ersuasiveness i view of the dollar's
divorce from gold, the imposition of the supplemental duties, and tile mere 1)0si-
tive tone of discussion at the recent IMF meeting. It is surely also an unneces-
sary Irritanlt which obscures tile validity of the basic position of the United
States, just as it Is Inconsistent wilth the economic stimulus which thle Investment
tax credit is Intended to give.

The discrimination against foreign made goods discourages a buyer from pur-
chlasing tile mlachilnery or equipment best sited to his business purposes and
hence most likely to stimulate productivity. If comparable but less efficient
equipment is made in the United States, and If the 10 percent credit makes the
foreign built machine marginally more expensive for Income tax accounting
purposes, then possibly a businessman aight Invest !in thme domestically made
machine. But le might just its well defer the purchase of a machine until the
supplement 'al duty is removed, and then buy a less expensive, comparable for-
eign made macline onl which lie call presumably then take the investment tax
credit. If, onl tile other hand, comparable goods are Ilot produced in the United
States, then tile buyer compelled to buy abroad must either seek a Presidential
exemptions (at burden both to himself and to the agencies of government), or
line will be deprived of a tax benefit which others enjoy.

Given the uncertainty of the duration of the supplemental duties and of the
likelihood of ain eventual exemptionl by tile President, new industries wvill not
be created Ii tile United States by denying foreign competition a tax credit,
nor will Inefficient industries be strengthened. Venture capital to embark on
newv production is likely to be attracted to areas of mnore-assured, lonlg-term
advantage. As for the weak amld inefficient Industry, adjustment assistance,
training programs, etc., are more likely to be effective In stimulating efficiency,
expanding production, and creating jobs.

Finally, the discriminatory investment credit provisions of the Administra-
tiomi's proposals would appear to be clearly incompatible with the "national
treatment" provisions of the various treaties of friendship, commerce and navi-
gationm to which the United States Is a party. Artile XVI of that wilth Japan
is typical.
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"1. Products of either Party shall be accorded, within the territories of the
other Party, national treatment and most-favored-nation treatment in all matters
affecting internal taxation, sale, distribu tion, storage and use."

The Congress has the power to abrogate this country's treaty obligations through
legislation enacted subsequent to the treaty. However, we very much doubt,
and wve urge this Committee seriously to wveigh, whether the insubstantial,
temporary, and uncertain benefits which the discriminatory provisions of the
tax credit may achieve counterbalance the unilateral abrogation of mutually
advantageous "national treatment" obligations of the United States and other
nations.

,Should this nation step away from its treaty obligations for the sake of gain-
ing petty leverage to negotiate great questions? The wisdom or propriety of a
government's "buy national" policies, such as those reflected in the Buy Ameri-
can Act, presents one order of questions in the field of non-tariff trade barriers.
The proposal in H-.R. 10947 would, given the size of this market, create a non-
tariff trade barrier of much greater consequence.

The effective exchange rate differential resulting from the combination of
the import surcharge amid the discriminatory investment credit proposal Is a
clear case of economic overkill. For example, even without the enactment of
the present bill, Japanese goods of all kinds are already at a prices disadvantage
of 19 percent in this market (supplemental duty plus the current appreciated
value of the yen), as compared with their competitive position a month ago.
E1nactinent of the discriminatory investment credit would result In an additional
10 percent potential price effect. Although these measures would establish the
level of price disadvantage at 29 percent for equipment for wvhich the credit
would be available. No good reason, or reason of any kind, has been given or
can be given for enacting legislation to establish such an artificial and
Inflationary price disadvantage.

It is respectfully submitted that this Committee should oit from any In-
vestment tax credit provisions which it may propose a discrimination against
goods of foreign origin, whether or not alleviated by the possibility of a Presi-
dential exemption from the discrimination.

NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION,
Washington, D.C., Oct. 18, 1971.

lion. RussELIL B. LONG,
0hairnian, Senate Committee on~ Finance,
New Senate 0/lce Building, Washingtont, D.C.

DEAR Mn. CHAIRMAN : The National Milk Producers Federation wishes to
point out that It is in favor of the House version of the Revenue Act of 1971
with the modi fixation s herein suggested.

In their efforts to supply the nation with a wholesome mand p~lentiful Supply
of high quality dairy products, dairy farmers and dairy processing plants must
keep pace with new technological developments. Keeping pace demands the
acquisition of modern equipment and the purchase of new facilities. The in-
vestment credit wvas a helpful cost offset to (dairy farmers, and the Federation
is delighted that the House version of the Revenue Act of 1971 provides for a
7 percent Investment credit. We do not feel that the three principal differences
from the credit previously allowed would he detrimental to our nation's
dlairymen.

We are hopeful that the House conclusion that the eligibility of livestock
for the investment credit will be continued. We do, however, question the treat-
ment of livestock as not being "new property" when, for example, a cowv is used
for dairy purposes and later used for breeding. We cannot see the rationale for
making the prior use the test for new property when, in fact, a breeding cow
would be a new investment even though that cowv was previously used for dairy
purposes. We feel that the purpose of the buyer should control rather than prior
use.

Farmers' cooperatives are taxed on the same general basis as partnerships
and small corporations In the sense that one level of tax Is collected from the
partners, from the stockholders of small corporations, and from the members
of cooperatives.
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In the case of partnerships and small corporations, thle benefit, of the invest-
mient credit is passed through to the partners and the stockholders since they pay
the tax. The same principle should be applied to farmers' cooperatives.

The farmers that own the cooperatives, and pay taxes onl any net savings
the cooperatives make for them, should likewise have the benefit of the invest-
mient credit passed through to them. In effect, the farmers arc making tile
equipment investments in their own plants.

Sincerely,
PATRICK B. H-EALY, Secretary, National Milk Producers Federation.

W~ashington, D.C., October 15, 1971.
Re Repeal of 20 Percent Limitation on Investment Credit Carryover.
lion. RUSSELL 13. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Financ,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIR'MAN : I would like to call your attention to a problem in the
applicable dates in the provisions of H-.R. 10947 that rep~ealed the 20% limitation
onl Investment credit carryovers. Suggestions are contained In this letter for the
correction of this problem.

The Report of the Ways and Means Committee on Section 107 (e) of 11.11. 10947
explains tile repeal of the 20%l' limitation on investment credit carryovers as
follows:

When tile Investment credit was repealed in 1909, anl additional limitation
was Imposed onl tile use of carryovers of unused credlits to reflect the fact
that new credits would Ilot generally arise In future years and, thus, in the
absence of a limitation, there could be a substantially greater 11s f umi~lsedl
credit carryovers which would have significantly delayed the Impact of tile
repeal. Generally, it was provided tllat the amount of unused credit Carry-
overs which could be used In 1969 and later years could not exceed 20 percent
of tile aggregate amount of carryovers to 1969. * * *

In view of tile fact the allowance of a credit for newly acquired property
will place a limit onl the use of carryovers similar to that provided in prior
law, your committee believes that tile special 20 percent limitation should
be removed In the case of carryovers, to future years. As a result the bill
provides that this special limitation Is not to be applicable to carryovers to
taxable years ending after December 31, 1971.

When the 20 percent limitation (contained In section 46(b) (5) of tile Code)
wvas Imposed, It was, In the case of calendar year taxpayers, fully effective In
the year of termination of the credit. Tils suggests tilat tile repeal of thle 20
percent limitation should also be fully effective In the year of reinstatement of
tile credit, or 1971. Additionally, It may be noted tilat the effective date for tile
removal of the 20%1 limit, as contained In the House bill, provides more favorable
treatment for fiscal year taxpayers tllan for calendar year taxpayers. For
example, tile repeal of tile limitation, as presently drafted, would not be effective
for calendar year 1971, but would be fully effective for taxpayers with fiscal years
ending January 31, 1972.

At a minimum tile repeal of the limitation should be effective for periods after
August 15, 1971, or, In the case of calendar year taxpayers, for % of 1971. This
is because the reason for tihe existence of 20%1 limitation, as explained by thle
Committee Report, is applicable only during those periods when no new credits
are being generated, and, under the Bill, new credits are generated after
August 15, 1971.

An August 15, 1971 repeal date for the 20%1 limitation could be given effect
by applying thle 20 percent limitation (as well as the 50%1 limitation), In the case
of a calendar year taxpayer, only with respect to %/ of the taxpayer's tax liability
for the year of 1971, and applying the 50%l limitation (but not the 20%l llnita-
tion) to tile remaining %/ of the tax liability for calendar year 1971.

I will appreciate the consideration of the above suggestions by your Comn-
mittee. I have taken the liberty of enclosing a draft of a proposed amendment
to Section 107 which Incorporates the recommendation made above.

Sincerely,
F. CLEVELAND HEDRICK, Jr.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 107 OF REVENUE ACTr OF 1971. (11.11. 10947)
TO REMOVE THE 20 PERCENT LiITATION ON USE OF CARRYOVERS AND CARRY-
BACKS WITH RESPECT TO 1971
(A) by striking out the heading an Inserting: " (5) CERTAIN TAXABLE1"

YEARS ENDING IN 1969 or.1970.-", and
(B) by striking out "ending after April 18, 10(69," and inserting Ii lien thereof

"ending after April 18, 1969, and before January 1, 1971,".

STATEM, \ENT OF ROBERT S. McFARLANE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL FARM AND I'ONVEH

EQUIPMENT DEALERS ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

The Revenue Act of 1971-II.R.-.,0947) -- restores thle 7%1 Investment Tax
Credit to depreciable equipment. The investment credit Is not restoredl i thle
case of foreign produced equipment during the period of the application of thle
10%l~ additional duty Imposed by the President at the time of the Iisuance of
the f~reez/e order. The 10%l~ additional dluty did not, apply to items 114) linoil bet w('PI
thle United States and other countries duty free wvhich Is the case with respect
to farm equipment. Request is made that the 7% Investment Tax Credit be miade
available for duty free items by amendment to Section 103 of thle Bill.

This statement Is presented to the Committee onl behalf of the wiuiebers of
the National Farm and Power Equipmnent Dealers Association by Robert S.
McFarlane, President of the McFarlane Company, Sank City, Wisconsin, andl
President of the National Farm and Power Equipment Dealers Association.

The National Farrm and Powver Equipment Dealers Association Is composed
of approximately 10,900 retail equipment dealers throughout- the Unlited Staltes.
A majority of these dealers sell equlipmlenlt and provide part,, and~ service to
farmers and are a key link Ii tihe nation's agriculture. Also, many of the members
sell equipment and service It to small contractors,

Thisj statement is presented to the Commliittee Inl connection with the( hearings
and deliberations relating to the Revenuec Act of 1071 as pansscd by the Ilomsc of
Representatives In Its Bill II.R. 10947. We direct- our Coninlents to the restoration
of the 7%/' Investment tax credit (provided In Section 101 of tile Bill aanl Sectionis
49 and 50 of the Code) and more particularly to tihe linitation of the (' redIt to
domestic products (Section 103 of tile Bill1 and Section 48(a) of thle Code).

Tile nmenmbers of our Association are, unanimous Ini believing tilat thle restora-
tion of the 7%1 lllves tmient tax credilt will be most helpful to farmers who are
operating today Ii a cost-p~rice squeeze Ii many sections of the country. It will
also be helpful to small contractors. It will boost thle economy of all Smaill rural
comumuiies and smaller cities by encouraging the p~urchlase of newv equipment by
farmers and contractors.

Tile House passed Bill provides that the 71% Investmenlt tax credit is not to
apply to any foreign produced property during tile period that the 1017 additional
duty proclaimed by the President remains In effect. Practically all domestic farm
equipment manufacturers have factories in Canada and certain other countries,
Tractors, combines and other items of farm machinery move back aind forth
between tile United States and these countries duty free.

The 10% additional duty Imposed by tile President does not apply to farm
equipment on which there is no duty. Ili spite of the fact tilat tractors and other
items of farm equipment move Into the United States duty free and tile addiional
10%l~ duty does not apply, tile Bill restoring the 7% Investment tax credit prohibits
the use of tile tax credit to foreign produced property, Including duty free farm)
equipment.

Purchasers of machinery and equipment have tile obligation of establishing
for tax purposes that the property qualifies for tile credIit. Where there ar'e filly
questions buyers canl request warranties from the seller thant tile Item was Ilot
foreign produced. If thlis Is done, -then where the tax is disallowed by the IlitCelial
Revenue Service because It Is discovered tilat tile Iteml w~as foreign produced, the
dealer will be required to reimburse tile buyer Ii the amount of thle tax
disallowed.

Dealers lave no way of telling In many cases whether fill iteml new or used,
Is foreign produced or made In this country. All Impossible situation is, thlereby

6-9-333-71-pt. 2-28
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about to be created which will react to the detriment of farmers and dealers of
farmn equipment and will create anl extreme hardship for both.

It is our belief that the I-ouse didn't intend to exclude equipment from the
investment tax credit where the eqaipment moves duly free as Ini the ease of farm
equipment. This is indlicatedl ly the Bill tying the exclusion to the period of the
10%l additional duty imposed by the President which does not apply to duty free
Items.

We, therefore, urge your Committee to revlse Section 103 of the Bill to restore
the 7% investment tax credit to those foreign produced items which move between
the United States and other countries duty free.

REPORT OF THlE Niaw YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION TA-X SECTION ON H1.R. 10.947
The following coniments are a synthesis of comments developed Iby the Special

Commiittees onl Tax Incentives, Income Taxation of Estates and Trusts and
Reorganization Problems:

SECTION 1 02 (d1 (3) -EFFECTIvE DATE OF HECAPTITRE PROVISION WITH[ iaEsPEC' TO
r-OREION USED AIR(CRAFTr

Section 102(c) of the Bill reduces to three and a half years the permissible
amount of foreign use of aircraft leased for use outside thle United States for
purposes of the recapture prIovisions. Section 102(d) (3) of the Bill provides that
this amendment Shall apply to leases executed after April 18, 11)69. It Is believed
that, In the case of property which qualified for credit under existing law, time
amendment should apply only to leases executed after 'September 29, 11171 (or, If
earlier, the (late onl which the Ways and Means Committee made public Its dcci-
Sioni with respect to such amendment). This modification Is believed necessary to
protect thle lessor who entered into a lease of property which qualified for credit
under existing lawv In reliance onl the four year provision of Section 47(a) (6) (A)
of the Code. For example, the lease might permit the lessee to use the leased]
property outside the United States for four years and the lessor would be helpless
to comply with the new requirement.

SECTION 108 (a) -CASUALTIES TREATED AS DISPOSITIONS

Section 108(a) (1) of the Bill repeals Sections 46(c) (4) and 47(a) (4) of thle
Code (dealing with exceptions to the recapture rules for casualties, thefts and
other dispositions). Section 108(a) (2) provides thant such repeals are applicable
to casualties and thefts occurring af ter August 15, 1971.

It Is believed that such repeals should not apply to property, eligible for
Investment credit under existing law, which wvas leased after April 18, 1969 and
before September 29, 1971 (or, if earlier, the date on which the Ways and Means
Commrittee made public Its decision with respect to such repeals), If thle casualty
or theft occurs while the lease Is binding onl the lessor. Under amendments to
the Code contained In the Tax Reform Act of 1969, there Is no recapture of
investment credit In the ease of a casualty or thef t occurring after April .18, 1969.
In many cases, owners of property have entered into leases whlich do not provide
for Indemnity against recapture of Investment credit In the case of a casualty
or theft, In reliance on existing law (as amended lby the Tax Reform Act).

SECTION 1 09-AvAILARILITY OF CREDIT To CERTAIN LESSORS

Section 109 of the Bill denies the Investment credit to non-corporate lessors
except In certain limited circumstances. TVhe Ways and Means Committee Report
(onl page 29) may be read as idicaitig thiat such (lenial should apply to a
ipartnershil) as well as to the partners. Thus corporations which are members
of a partnership would not qualify for the credit Ini circumstances where they
would qualify had they made the Investment directly.

There sc(NUS to line 110 reason for 'this In coi sstency In treatment and It Is
strongly urged thiat It be made clear, either by statute or In the Finance Coin-
mittee Report that partners which are corporations will be entitled to, their
allocable shares of the Investment credit.

A similar problem existed with respect -to an earlier version of Code Section
163(d) disallowing certain investment interest (added by the Tax Reform Act
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of 1969) and this problem was solved by the addition of Section 163(d) (4) (B),
which made It clear that interest would not be disallowed to corporate partners.

New Section 46(d) (3) (B) adds the additional requirement for a 'Corporate
lessor to receive 'the Investment ecdit that thle term of the lease is less than
50 percent of the useful life of the Property and that-

"for the pelodl consisting of the first 12 mlonthis after the date onl which the
property is'transferred to the lessee the suin of the deductions with respect
to such lprop~erty which are allowable to tile lessor solely by reason of
Section 102 (other'than rents and reiiursed amounts with respect to such
property) exceeds 15 percent of the rental income produced by such p~ropety."

Since expenses of the lessor which tire pl~ad by a lessee either directly or
through reimbursement may be considered additional rent for Income tax pur-
p~oses, It is recommended that 8uch reimbursed expenses not be so considered
for purposes of the 15 percent requirement. If such reimnbursed expenses are to
1)e excluded from the numerator of thle fraction, they should also be excluded
from 'tie denominator Ii determining whether the 15 percent test has been met.

SECTION 301-STANDARD DEDUCTION AND PERSONAL EXEMPTION OF INDIVIDUAL RECEIV-
ING CERTAIN TRUST INCOME

Section 301 is a p~rovision whlicih would add a new Section 280 to tile Internal
Revenue Codle wholly or partially denying tile standard deduction and personal
exemption to Individuals receiving Income from reversionary trusts of which
the grantor Is related to the taxpayer. There may well be room for legislation
to prevent use of maultip~le standard deductionn, and exemnptions Ii the case of
wealffiy grantors of trusts for minor children whlere 'time income from tile trusts
maty Indirecly beneft thle grantor Ini tiny case. section 677, which Is designed to
deal with the problem of trusts whose income Is used to discharge- support and
other obligations of the grantor, may Ilot be lprecsie enough 'to forbid avoidance.
Tile proposed legislation, however, seems 'to be a case of overkill.

Inemo reversionary trusts are commonly used to provide anl Income for life
to agedi parents or collateral relations whose other income, age or health may
not p~ermnit them to fully provide for 'themselves. rhe grantor Ini such cases mnay
be moved by a sense 'of filial or family love rather than any state law obligations
of support. His ability to provide Income to such relations m:Iay require him to
retain a reversionary Interest so that hie in'turn may rely upon the income from
the assets upon his own retirement or disablement. It would seem unlwise for
Congress to discourage tile establishment of such trusts either by p~enalizinlg
the grantor (unless lie Is discharging a support obligation wvithini the meaning
of Section 677 (b) ) or by imposing ain Increased tax burden on the Impecunious
Income beneficiary.

At most the proposed Section 280 of the Code should( be restricted to trust
Income received by a minor child or stepcild of tile grantor, since thiis Is the
area in which 'the abuse which concerns flie House really lies.

Even when restricted to the case of reversionary trusts for minor children,
the proposal Is still of doubtful soundness. The approach seems to be to Increase
the tax burden of the minor children. Presumably, the legislation means to
strike at the grantor indilrectly on the assuiition thiat the beneficiary's tax wvili
lhe paid by the grantor. While this assumptilon Is probably more valid In the
case of minor chilldren of the grantor than the other relationships covered by the
bill as It currently reads, It breaks down Jf the children are In tile custody of a
spouse divorced from the grantor.

r1~e whole provision seems to be a piecemeal auld rather arbitrary and Inconi-
pletely thought-out attack onl a much broader problem which Is the taxation of
the family as a unit. It is urged that tile proposal be si ricken from the 1)11
entirely in the hope that the general study of the questions of capital gainus at
deaths and general revision of Subchapter J of time Code can encompass the
problem to whichl Sectionl 301 reacts-and do so Ii a more comprehensive and
balanced manner.

SECTION 3 OS-AMORTIZATION OF CERTAIN EXPENDITURES FOR ON-TI E-JoB TRAIN ING
AND CHILD CARE FACILITIES

'Section .303 provides for a 60 -month write-off of expenditures for a facility
for on-the-job training of employees (or prospective employees) of tile taxpayer
or for child care primarily for children of employees of the taxpayer. Considera-
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tiofl shold~ be given to extend~ing the alnort izu tion provision to) facilities which
tire jointly utilizedl by tw(o o1r mlore emalo~ cs. Also it would seemi thut, the
amifortizat ion0 provisionl shlottil Ie applica ble to property acquired or 4colistiieted
lby persons operating the facility for the specified purposes for one o1' lioi'e
employers.

SECTION 30%--IMNITATIoN ON CARRiYONVEJ{5 01? UN USE! CRLDITS1 AND) CAPITAL LOSS5ES

Section 302 (b) wold addl~ it new'~ Sectioni 3S3 to the Code whlic(h. mide-r reguhi-
tions p~rescribied by the Secretariy or his~ delegate, would apply the rules of
Section .382 (a) (1) aind Section 382(b) (1) (Bi) %%ithI respect to tile disuallowitlice
of niet op~eratinlg loss catrryovers to uwilsel ivestnn met reodlt ciirryo%,ei- under'
Section .16(b), exce.,s fou'elgn tax credit cairryovers unmder- Section 901) (d) ilm](
net caita~ttl loss carryovers undler Section 1212.

It Is recomnmendled that this ainendlinent be maude by amnendling Sect ion .382
Inisteaid of eniactinig it sepa rule section, So tha t all I le a rells covel\ed wilt bo In
one place and thereby wvill, avoid the possibility of' 1aiyonle being isled. Th'lis
could be accomplished by adding referenices; to tile other earrymvers inillitiltelyN
after the reference.s to no(t. operain g loss (-irryovers Ill Sectlon :382.

lFurthiermore, the broad dleegat ion of autiorit y to Issue regutuihons Is tun-
necessary ando undlelrutite. 'J'll( authority to issue normal Interpre'tationi ri'l-
lations is adequately granted by Sect ion T805 and nieed 110t be specifically
started iii the new sectioni. To the extent thalt at specific tantliorzatio101 Is Ili-
terpreted ats a grant of at wider dliscretion then thait granllAtdller Sect loll 7805,
It Is undesirable. No such special delegatiloln Is conltalncd In Sect ion :382.

SECTION 304-DEFINITION OF NET I.EASES

.Section 304 pr'ovides I liat Ini del eriniling whether o'xpjimses oft 11 1e59r ex('eed
15%1 of his r-ental Income, eXliwnl5C rehllursed by the lessee siall not be ('on-
sidere1 115 part of the explenses of tile les4sor. Since expenses of the lessor whlich
tire p~aidl by a lessee either directly or through relniburselnet may be considered
additional rental income for Income tax jiurpoties, It Is reconllntended thait It be
made clear that they slitill not b~e so considered for pulrpo.4es of the 15% lest. In
other wvordis, they should be excluded from the num11erator aind denlomlInait Ior Ill
determining whether the 1501 test has becen met. A slimiltr comment w~as malde
above with respect to Section 109.

Section 304(c) provides that tile proposed amiendinents to tile nlet lease defi-
nition are to be effective as to the miniln tatx on tax p~referentces for taxable
years beginning after December 81, 1909 on the theory that this result was orig-
inailly Intended by Congress. However, in view of tile fact that a statutory
amendment was deemed desirable, It Is apparent. that tile prior law was possibly
misleading. Accordingly, It Is urged that the amendment be applicable to leases
executed after September 29, 1971 (or, if earlier, the date onl which the Ways
amid Mleans Committee made public Its decision with respect to such amend-
ment). With respect to leases entered into before this (late, It should be indi-
cated that no Inference Is Intended to be drawn from the effective (late as to the
treatment of such prior leases, thus leaving It to the courts to decide whether the
prior law had the same meaning.

SECTION 308-CAPITAL GAINS AND STOCK OPTIONS

Section 308 amends Section 58(g) (2) of the Code to provide that for pur-
poses of the minimum tax on tax preferences, preferential treatment should be
considered to be accorded to capital gains and stock op~tionl income attributable
to sources within a foreign country If the foreign country imposes 110 signifi-
cant amount of tax with respect to such items. Section 308(b) makes this
amendment effective retroactive to the original effective date of Section 58 (g) (2),
namely to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969. In view of the fact
that proposed Treasury regulations took a contrary position (until they were
amended), It Is apparent that the prior law was not sufficiently clear for tile
present amendment to be deemed merely a clarification. Accordingly, It Is stug-
gested that the amendment be applied prospectively, again with a p~rovisionl that
no Inference should be drawn thereform as to the treat ment under prior lawv.

Also, since a small amount of tax Imposed by the foreign countr-y will not
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prevent the minimum tax from being applicable, Consideration should he given
to allowing that foreign tax as a credit against the minimum tax In the event
it Is not otherwise allowable to the taxpayer as a foreign tax credit against hi1.
income tax.

rfIE AMELRICAN ASSOCIATION OF PO'RT AUrIlOnITIES,

Hon. uSSEL B. ONGXNef York, N.)Y., Oct. 1!/, 1971.

Glmairnzanz, Corninittee on IFinan ce,
U.k . Senate, W(Is hingrton, D.C.

DEAR _MR. CHIAIRMIAN: The American Association of Port Authorities, whose
members are responsible for developing and operating lport and terminal facilities
to accommodate the foreign commerce of the United States, appreciate this 0o)-
portunity to comment further onl the propo.scl Rtevenue Act of 1971 (HI.R. 10947)
p~resenitly under consideration by your Committee.

There are two provisions in that measure as approved lby the U.S. House of
Representatives that concern uts greatly. Thiese are the "Buly American" rcA nie-
tion in the Job) Development Credit proposal and the amended Domestic Inter-
national Sales Corporation (DISC) Plan to provide tax incentives to exporters.

The Administration has indicated that the purpose of the proposed investment:
credit is to stimulate spending on new productive equipment with concomlitanit
creation of new jobs, increased productivity andl improvement in the completi-
tive position of U.S. Industry and labor in anl Increasingly competitive world.

It is our conviction that the proposed restriction ,)f this credit to the purchase
of tloincsic products for the duration of the Import surcharge may actually prove
('ounter-prodluctive to the Administration's stated goals. If the purpose of this
legislation Is to accelerate modernization of U.S. industry, it should facilitate
procurement by American industry of the most modern equipment available and
at- the least possible cost. Certainly there are instances when foreign-made equip-
mient is, hest suited to a particular industry's needs. Yet, by making It unattrac-
tive for firms to buy the best equipment available anywhere at the least cost,
enactment of the "Buy American" restriction may actually spur the s9ame in-
flationary pressures which our nation has committed itself to containing.

The adoption of the "Buy American" provision would also Signal to the
International trading community that- the United States has ereete(I a new tand
highly restrictive non-tariff harrier. Thus, we would invite ret aliation with IT.ST.
-:tpitmml equiipmenlt exports, which have enjoyed healthy surpluses in the past,

especially vulnerable to counteraction by other nat ions.
Recognizing that differences; in tax systems between thle United States and

mother iijor trading nations ilace U.S. exports at a competitive dlisadlvantage.
this Association has adopted a standing resolution favoring the enactment of
tax legislation consistent with the rules governing trade between nations which
Nvotild provide tax incentives to US.exporters ats beneficial as those. provided
to their competitors by other countries. Consequently, we uirge your Commuittee
to restom(' t he D)ISC' I-oposal as amended by the Commnittee onl Ways and Meanis
to its4 miiginmU formn ,s proposed by the Adlninistration without the "Incremental"
teatire. Ccrtailly. granting relatively greater DISC benefits to nian'11"factmiremrs
wh o exportedo les.s ini the stipulated base per-iod would result in inequities to
ot i.-rs who actually many have contributed more in past years to emnpolymnent

n 1 rosperity in the U.S. by ex))ortiiag more.
While the U.S. ports have invested over $2 billion in termiinal and carqo

handling facilities since 'World II, a recent survey conducted by this, Associa-
tion lemnonsi ;rat('s that the p~hysical handling of cargo accounts for but a small
portion of the total numlbeor of a1(tiviti"., which must necessarily accompany
a foreign trade transaction. Research showvs that- activities related to the finanec-
imig. promotion, dovinmemita tion and hanidling- of for-eign tr.-de provideC emiploy-
lmo(nt for at least 1.137,000 person--s re.,idintc in port regions, throughout t he coun-
try. As por-ts tend to he the driving economic force in their hinterlands andi as
a gretit portion of 1U.S. industry and population is concentrated about ocean
and lake ports, it is our conviction that the economic interests of the members
of this Assoication In urging deletion of the "Buy American" provision in the
JTob Development Credit proposal and restoration of the DISC plan to Its original
forni closely parallel the national interest.
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The North Atlantic Ports Association, representing U.S. Atlantic Coast public
and private port interests from Maine to Virginia, concurs in these comments
and joins in requesting that the views of the U.S. ports on H.R. 10947 be included
in the record of hearings on that measure.

Sincerely,
CLIFFORD B. 0'HARA,

Chairman, Committee XI: Foreign Commnerce.

AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 14/, 1971.

H~on. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, W~ashington, D.C.

D)EAR CHAIRMAN LONG: The American Iron Ore Association is a trade associa-
tion representing companies which mine over 94 percent of the iron ore pro-
duced in the United States and Canada. The headquarters of the Association
tire located at 600 Bulkicy Building, 1501 Euclidl Avenue in Cleveland, Ohio.

The Amierican Iron Ore Association has followed with much interest the hlear-
ings that you are conducting on H.R. 10947 aind urge your Senate Finance Coin-
inittee to approve this important piece of legislation for consideration of the
Senate of the United States with the amiendmnents p~roposedl by the Admninistra-
tion on the first day of your hearings.

'We believe the economy of 1971 is confronted with many sdimilar situations and
lposibly even more serious ones than those that faced our country in 19(62 when
similar steps were recommended by your Committee.

If your Committee in its deliberations does decide to anendl H-.R. 10947, we
urge you to adopt the jolb development investment credit of ten percent for the
first4 year followed by the seven percent as provided by H.IR. 10947 as approved
by the House of Representatives,. We believe this would be a strong inducement
to providing more jobs quickly.

We appreciate this opportunity to subinit these comments and urge your
ppprov~il of H1.R. 109,47 amended as sug~gestedl ly the Adinnistration.

Sincerely,
JOHiN Ri. GIIEE,s

Chairman, Tax Coiniittre.

PATTON, BLOW, VERRILL, Bn.AND & BOGGS,
W~ashington, D.C., October 15, 1971.

110on. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Cit airman., Committee on Finance,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DKAmsMn CHAIR"MAN: As counsel to Machinery Dealers National Association
(MT)NA), we have been requested to Write the members of the Seniate Finance
Commiittee to explain MNDNA's position concerning the investment credit pro-
visions of H.11. 10947. MIDNA is composed of 300 members who supply small and
medium sized metalworking firms with modern usedl minifery and equipment.
There are 105,000 metalworking firms in the United States, 90,000 of which em-
ploy fewer than 100 persons. Such smaller firms operate 43% of the 2.8 mInllion
nin chine toolsz in use in the metalworking industry.

The '"'12 investment credit provision permitted the credit for annual purchases
of used property not exceeding $50,000 in value. HI.R. 10947 increases the $50,000
fimit to $65,000 to reflect increased price levels. Further, the House Bill annu-
ally "offsets" the amount of used property eligible for the credit by the amount
of aew investment credit property placed into service. The "offset" represents a
dollar for dollar reduction such that if a taxpayer places $50,000 of new property
inito service only $15,000 of used property purchases in that year are credit
eligible.

The reason for extending the credit to used property In the 1962 Revenue Act
and II.R. 10947 was to make the credit available to small business which tradi-
tionally has relied on used machinery and equipment to upgrade Its productive
facilities and we fully endorse the reasoning behind making the credit available
to used p~rop~erty. Nevertheless, wve believe the "offset" concept W~ill be detrimental
to Smaller businesses because there are many types of machinery which can only
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be purchased new; i.e., special Purpose machinery, pollution control facilities, etc.
In 1905, the last full year in which the credit was available and statistics have
been made public, approximately 180,000 corporations with under $5 million in
assets purchased 20.3% ($7.5 billion) of new credit eligible property and 89% of
credit eligible used property-sec Statistics of Income in 1965, Corporations
Income Tax Returns, a U.S. Treasury publication.

We submit that the House's attempt to limit the availability of the Investment
credit through the use of "offset" concept, can better be achieved by making the
investment credit available for used property purchases up to .$65,000 for cor-
porations which have less than $5 million in assets. Accordingly, wve request that
the "offset" concept contained in the House Bill be deleted and that the $05,000
limitation on used property be retained for corporations which have assets of less
than $5 million. In this way, wve feel that smaller businesses will be able to mod-
ernize and improve their productive facilities, consistent with the purposes of the
credit and their own ability to finance purchases of newv and used mnacinfery and
equipment.

MNLDNA is fully prepared to assist the Committee and its staff in attempting to
arrive at a workable solution to the problems, faced by smaller businesses in their
attempt to modernize and improve their productive base.

Sincerely,
TH-OMAS HALE BOGGS, Jr.

STATE-MENT SUBMITTED ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC., PAN AMERICAN
WORLD AIRWAYS, INC., AND UNITED Ai LINE S, INC., By T. F. QUINN, Jr., VICE
PRESIDENT, TAXES AND INSURANCE, AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.

NET OPERATING LOSS CARRYJIACKS REGULATED AIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES

This statement directs attention to a proposal for inclusion in H.R. 10947 which
would be an important step in affording some relief from the distressing financial
situation of an important segment of the notion's certified airlines, and in stimiu-
lating the sector of the airline economy along the lines envisioned in HI.R. 10947.

Under present law, airlines and other regulated transportation companies may
spread operating losses over a period of ten taxable years, with a cairryback of
three years and a carry-forward of seven years. Because of the length of time
between profit periods for airlines, the three-year carryback has proved Inade-
quate as an income averaging device. It has left several airlines,, unable to carry
back their heavy -1970 losses to the nearest uinutilized profit years, 1965 and 1966.

The proposal would allow airlines to carry back a net operating loss for a period
of five years preceding a loss year and then to carry forward any unused part of
the loss for a period of five years. This tO-year period corresponds to the 10-year
period for which airlines are now allowed to apply net operating losses, but the
proposal would permit the carrylmek period to begin five, instead of three, years
prior to the loss year, and would require the carryforward period to end five years
Instead of seven, after the loss year.

At the present time, net operating losses of regulated transportation corpora-
tions (including airlines) are first carried back and applied against Income of the
three years preceding the loss year and then carried over and applied against
income of the seven years succeeding the loss year. In contrast, unregulated cor-
p~orations generally arc allowed a three-year earryback and a five-year carry-
forward of such losses. The long,-er period for application of losses allowed to
regulated industries reflects their controlled p~rofitability situation even in good
years.

The refund allowed by a loss carryback, rather than subsequently reduced taxes
allowed by a loss carryforward, is particularly appropriate as a means of placing
funds in the hands of these regulated airlines at a time when they are incurring
losses and in serious need of cash resources to continue operations. The airline
profit and loss experience tends to lbe extremely cyclical in nature, so that even
a relatively mild general business recession can cause a substantial drop in air-
line traffic and profitability, and can put great pressure on the cash resources of an
airline at the lower points of the cycle. Moreover, the cycles are ot long duration;
the last period of general profitability approaching permitted rates of return
having occurred more than three years prior to 1970, with no Immediate prospect
of regaining these levels of profitability now in sight. Finally, airline earnings
have been extremely poor over the last decade, averaging well below the rate of
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return permitted by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Accordingly, when large losses
are, experienced, they can readily exceed the low earnings, if any, of the three
years immediately preceding the loss year.

lIn additin to being, in nmany cases, more useful to the recipient than a carry-
over would be, the carryback is also desirable from a fiscal standpoint, since it
tends t(-, bec countercyclical, paying out refunds in bad years when the airlines and
the ceclonmy nee'd stimulation. in contrast to the loss carryover, which has some
teiideney to accentuate the business cycle and increase inflationary pressure by
decreasing taxes in good years.

The airline industry, like other sectors of the economy, should beneft from the
economic stimulus to be expected from the President's New Economic Policy re-
flected in l1.R. 109417, now before the Senate Finance Committee. However, the
wain aid to business in the President's program is the Job Department Credit.
The credit, as provided in the H-ouse bill, will have a stimulating effect on the
econmfl)ly and( rateae added jobs but will amot cure the pressing current pleml~ls
whichi certain airlines are facing. The credit will be of little use to those airlines
whose 1971 earnings are minimal or nonexistent, and any .1972 or 1973 lprofits
NA ill be offset by carryovers of 1970 and 1971 losses unless the present proposal
is enacted permittig these losses to lbe earriedl back to 1965 and 1961.

The need for this relief is demonstrated by time recent history of three major
(0rir.Ba sed onl published figures, their net income (or loss) is as followNs -

fin millions)

1969 1970 1971 t

Pan American World Airways-- ----- --- -- - (25.9) (47. 9) (39. 5)
United Air Lines -- - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - 44.6 (40.9) (32. 1)
American Airline -- - -- - --- - - - - - - - -- - -- - 38. 5 (26. 4) (23.2)

16 months.

Unles's the present proposal is enacted, these airlines will bw unable to carry
Nack 1970 and any ultimate 1971 losses to 1965 and 196(6. and will1 have to carry
themi forward against the uncertain earnings lprosp~ects of future years.

At a time of (depressed earnings or heavy losses, the (luliouis prospect of a
carryforward provides no immediate cash relief to airlines faced with the prob-
lemi of servicing their existing aircraft acquisition obligations as well as mueet-
ilu- commintmeints to acquire aircraft in the near future. A five year carrylback,
however, Would greatly assist certain airlines to meet their current cosli n(edsl
for equipment acquisitions and thereby contribute to the stimulation of the
('0111Y .

Th' le proposal is limited to airlines, because other transportation corporations
do not generally have the airlines' extremely cyclical profit andl loss experience
with eachi cycle extending over a long period of time. Surface transportation
line,, have, therefore. r'xpressecl no interest: in having, available the proposed five
year en rryhack. 'Morpover, from the administrative point of view, an amnudent
limited to airlines will be far easier for the Internal Revenue Service to apply
tHum one applicable to (lhe mnch larger aumnber of railroad and( truck carriers.

Not all airlines lm,-ve 1970 or 1971 losses, that could advantageously be car-
ried hack Into 19635 or 1966. However, our proposal would not deprive suchl car-
riers of -any future benefits they might anticipate from the present three year
carryback-seven ,ear carryforward of losses already incurred.

Under the proposal, an airline would be permitted to continue to apply its
losses on tHie three back and seven forward basis until-evee after application
of thbe seven-year en rryforward of losses from prior years-the airline has hand
taxable income for two consecutive years. Losses Incurred thereafter would be
applied on the new five years back and five years forward basis. A regulated air
carrier could, however, elect the new five and five treatment at any time, begin-
ning with the year 1.970. Once on a five and] five basis, the airline would not be
lperinittedl to return to the three anrl seven years treatment. These rules arc in-
tendled to avoid hardship during the transition period.

The revenue effect of the proposal is -a current outflow of $64.8 million (based
on current estimates of 1971 losses), but, In reality, this is merely a revenue
deferral inasmuch as these losses would have been allowable in the future. It is
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respectfully submitted that this revenue deferral is not unreasonable in amount
in the iiliht, of the goal sought to be achieved lby the proposal. The st imulative
effect of this proposal is entirely consistent with the policy underlying the
changes in the tax structure now contained in 11. , ltl47, and is indeed nleces-
sary if many of the nation's largest airlines are to derive the anticipated stiniula-
tive benefit from the depreciation an(1 tax credit provisions of this measure.

A draft of an amendment to the Internal Revenue Code inten(d to carry out
the proposal herein outlined is attached to this statement.

A BILL To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to the treatment of net
operating losses of regulated transportation corporations

Be it enacted by the Senate and IHoite of R'prexcntatiuc's of thc Un ited
States of Amnerica in Congress Assem bled, That (a) section 17 2(1 b) (1) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to net operating loss deduction) is
amiended-

(1) jby striking out in subparagraph (A) (i) -.subparagmaphs (1))," ad~
inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraphs (C) , (D) ," ; anld

(2) by revising subparagraph (C) to real as follows:
"(C) Except as provided in subsection (j), in the case of a taxpayer

which is a regulated transportation corporation (as deiln-ed in s, ulsectionl
(J) (1)) a net operating lqss for any taxable year shall be-

"(i) a net operating loss carryback to each of the 3 taxable year., pre-
ceding the taxable year of such loss and a net operating loss carryover
to each of the 7 taxable years following the taxable year of suedi loss ,or

"1(ii) in -the case of a taxpayer to which subsection (J) (3-) applfies, a1
net operating loss carryback to each of th-e 5 taxable year., preceding
the taxable year of such loss and a net operating loss carryover to each
of the .5 taxable years following the taxable year of such loss."

(h) 'Section 172(j) of such Code (relating to carryover of miet opening loss
for certain regulated transportation corpora ti ons) is aniendeel-

(1) by striking out in 'the heading thereof "CARRYOVIE" 11( nsetn iii
lieu thereof "CARRYOVER AND CARRYBACK"

(2)) by striking out paragraph (3) and inserting in lieum tliereot the fo!-
lowing:

"(3) LiMtITATIONS.-
"(A) For purposes of 'subsection (b) (1) (C) Mi)-

'(i) a net ol)eratillg loss mnay not be a not operating los scary
over to the 6th taxable year following the lossN year un1les"s tile tax-
payer is a regulatedl transportation corporation for such 60t1 tax-
able year; and

"(1i) a net operating loss8 may 11Atfbe a net operating 11,' cni i
-over to) the 7th taxable year following the loss year unless, 01i ta1x-
payer is a regulated transportation corjpora lien for the Mb iaxu
year following the loss year and for such 7th taxable year.

"(B) For purposes of subsection (hi) (1) ( C) (ii)
"(i) a net operating loss way not be a net operating V(,s:;ary

hack to the 4th taxable year preceding the loss year unless the tax-
l),ay*er was a regulated air transportation corporation for sachl 41h
taxable year ; afind
"(1i) a net operating loss may not be a niet operatic loss try
,back to the 5th taxable year preceding the loss year unestie tax-
payer was a regulated air transportation corp~oral ion for tie -41
taxable year preceding the loss year .,n(, for such itli Iaxiibte vyear."

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following:
"(5) REGU LATIM) AmIR RANSPOITATION CORPORATIONS.-

" (A) Section 172 (b) (1) (C) (ii) shall apply to a regulate a~ oir
transportation corporation (as dlefinedl in subparagraph (B) ) if the
corporation-

"(i) elects (at such time and in such manner as the S.4ecretary
or his (delegate by regulations prescribe,-) to have a net operatig
loss for any taxable year beginning after Decemtber 31, 196i9, treated
lit the manner described therein;: or

"(iH) has taxable Income determinedd without regard to any
deductions under this section to the extent attributable to a carry-
back of a net operating loss) for the 2 consecutive taxable years
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beginning after December 31, 1970 immediately preceding the tax-
able year inl which it net operating loss occurs.

If a taxpayer elects under clause (1) or is subject to clause (I) for ally
taxable year, section 172b(l) (C) (ii) shall be applicable to all sulcceedI-
ing taxable years of the taxpayer.

"(B) For purposes of this subsection, a 'regulated air transportation
corporation' is at corporation which satisfies the conditions of subsec-
tion (j ) (1) without regard to subparagraphis (A), (C) (i), (F) , (G) or
(11) of section 770.1 (a) (33)."

SEC. 2. (a ) The aniendnments made by this Act shall apply with respect, to net
operating losses sustained in taxable years ending after Decenaijer 31, 1 969.

(b) Notwithstanding any law or rule of law, at tentative carryback adIjust-
nient under section 0,411 attributable to the amtendmients made by this Act mnay
be made or allowed if application thmerefor is filed wvithinl the period allowedl by
section 6111 or within 90 (lays after the enactment of this Act. No interest shall
be allowed with respect to any refund or credit of any overpayment attributable
to the anmiendnents made by this Act.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. MITCHELL, PRESIDENT, MASSEY-F YRGTUsON INC.

Certainly my company, and I am sure our (dealers and customers, support
restoration of the investment tax credit. I personally have no doubt whatsoever
that passage of the bill, like its predecessor, will have an Immediate, and Sub-
stantial, favorable impact upon our domestic economy. I am concerned, however,
that the impact of House Bill No. 10947 upon foreign produced, nol-dutiable
property, and in particular nonl-dutiable Canadian agricultural machinery, may
not be fully app~recia ted.

While Massey-Ferguson Is generally thought of as a company with strong
Canadian ties it is truly a multi-niational company with a significant conmmitmuent
to the United States. 'Massey-Ferguson Inc., our United States company, has
existed since 1928, as both a manufacturer and a distrib~utor of agricultural
machinery. Our- company's North American headquarters are located !in Des
M~oines, Iowa, and a major manufacturing facility is located in that city. Sub-
stantially all Massey-Ferguson agricultural tractors sold in North America are
produced in Detroit, Michigan. In terms of the criteria customarily employed
for such purposes, Massey-Ferguson's commitment to the United States, based
upon 1970 data, is substantial:
Total U.S. assets ------------------------------------------- $322, 000, 000
Total U.S. sales ------------------------------------------- $222, 000. 000
Total exports of U.S. manufactured product--------------------- $45, 000, 000
Total salaries/wages paid ----------------------------------- $47. 000, 000
Total U.S. dealers ---------------------------------------------- 1, 877
Total U.S. employment ----------------------------------------- 4, 798

For nearly 30 years, a totally free market has existed between the United
States and Canada in agricultural machinery. Given this long-standing common
market, and in reliance upon its continuation, some manufacturers of agricul-
tural machinery, and most particularly Mlassey-Ferguson, have located their
manufacturing facilities within the twvo countries in order to achieve the most
efficient total manufacturing system. Highly integrated manufacturing arrange-
ments have developed whereby, for example. a prime power source such as a
tractor may be manufactured in one country while the implements used with the
power source are manufactured in the other country. The farmer hias clearly
beniefited as a result of the economies derived from this manufacturing Integra-
tion. which could only have come about as a result of Canadian-United States
free market. Under this system the trade balance between the United States and
Canada in agricultural machinery has historically been favorable to the United
,States. It presumably has not been the Intention of the Administration to disrupt
this system since it did not choose to assess the import surcharge against non-
dutiatble agricultural machinery. I suggest that It is equally unlikely that the
House has consciously intended to burden such machinery with tax credit
disqualification and the disruptive consequences that would follow from that
action.
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'1'he consequences of denial of the tax credit on agricultural machinery im-
ported from Canada would be most severe. To the Integrated manufacturer, such
as Massey-Ferguson, denial of the tax credit would mean not only lost sales by
Massey-F erguson. Inc. but also a serious impairment of its capacity to continue
as an effective full-line competitor in the United States market. To the nearly
1500 independent agricultural machinery dealers of Massey-Ferguson In the
United States, denial could result in anl impairment of their capacity to Continue
in business as dealers in agricultural machinery. To the thousands of users of
Massey-Ferguson. products, denial of" the tax credit would result not only In eco-
noici loss, but also ultimately in a narrowing of product availability.

Under the House bill, the President may relieve tax credit disqualification when
in the national interest. While I would pursue such discretionary relief falling
the legislative action that I request, this approach is clearly Inadequate in view
of the character and magnitude of the problem. Given the consistent coupling of
tax credit disqualification with the existence of the surcharge, governmental
assurances of retroactivity of the credit, and also the qualification of foreign
property under prior law, many purchasers of Canadian farm machinery undoubt-
edly have assumed that the tax credit will be available. Thle long delays and
uncertainties likely to be involved in seeking administrative relief would further
aggravate this situation. Given continuation of this confused period In which
purchases of farm machinery may continue to be made In ignorance of tax credit
disqualification, the Administration must be given latitude to provide retroactive
relief under the discretionary power.

I ask that the Committee consider the practicability of fully qualifying Im-
ported agricultural machinery for tax credit. Should this broader approach not
be deemed appropriate, then I would ask that such qualification be extended to
Canadian produced agricultural machinery. Failure to legislatively extend this
narrower relief would seriously undermine the principle of free trade In such
products and jeopardize the financial commitments of not only manufacturers,
but countless dealers and farm customers who have relied upon continuation
of that system.

Finally, if legislative relief is not granted, I ask that the Committee authorize
retroactive Administrative relief from tax credit disqualification, and, further,
that the Committee, in its report, speefically identify non-dutiable products as a
class to which relief might be extended.

BITTEL LANGER BLASS & CORRIGAN,
Miami, Pie., October 11, 1971.

Senator Ru~sELL B. LONG,
Chairmna, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CnAIRMAN: We wish to call your attention and that of the Coin-
mittee on Finance to some problems In connection with Section 807 of H.R. 10947
(the pro-posed Revenue Act of 1971) as enacted by the House of Representatives.
Section 307 would add 4 words to Section 921 of the Internal Revenue Code.
However, In doing so, it would create 4 newv problems-one a policy question and
the others of a technical nature.

,The provision seeks to deprive U.S. corporations from Western Hemisphere
Trade Corporation benefits If they engage In substantial business in the U.S.
Virgini Islands. We have closely followed the progress of the recent court came
referred to on page 49 of the House Ways and Means Committee Report (No.
92-533) through the courts, to and including the denial of certiorari by the
United States Supreme Court.

The Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation provisions have been a part of
the Internal Revenue Code for nearly 30 years. An Internal Revenue service
ruling issued in 1945 (I.T. 3748, 1945 C.B. 152) made It clear that the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico were both eligible Western Hemisphere "countries". Not-
withstanding the clear Intent of Congress and the Internal Revenue Service
ruling, the Tax Division of the U.S. Virgin Islands Department of Finance has
taken the position that it was not possible to obtain Western Hemisphere Trade
Corporation benefits In the Virgin Islands. The matter was litigated and the
courts have held that Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation benefits are avail-
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ab~le In tho Virgin islands just as they are in Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone, and
elsewhere throughout the Western Hemisphere.

The basic argument of the Virgin Islands Government to the courts (and
presumably also to the Congress) appears to be that if the law is permitted to
remain as it Is, they will lose considerable revenue. It should be noted, however,
that the revenue they claim to be losing is actually revenue to which they were
never entitled in the first place. There appears to be no policy justification for
singling out the Virgin Islands for elimination of Western Hemisphere Trade
Corporation benefits.

Even If the Congress were to decide that there Is economic justification for
such an amendment, the provision as presently drafted 1Is technically deficient
for these reasons:

(a) Section 921 of the Code contains a 3-year test. Thus, a corporation seek-
Ing to qualify as a Western Hemisphere Trade Corpoirition during 1972 must
meet the Income requirements for the 1970-1972 period. There are a number
of companies engaged in business throughout the Caribbean area, including the
U.S. Virgin Islands. If the proposed provision is- enacted, these companies might
find It impossible to qualify as !a Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation during
1972 and 1973, even if they did no 'business In the U.S. Virgin Islands during
those years. simply because they had done such business during 1970 and 1971.
This would probably be true, for example, in the case of a company which
had done 10% of its business in the U.S. Virgini Islands during those years,
simply because they had done such business during 1970 'and 1971.

(b) The House Report indicates that the provision is directed toward those
companies "doing a substantial volume" of business in the U.S. Virgin Islands.
As drafted, the provision would deny Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation
benefits to a company doing 6% of its business in the Virgin Islands. It would
also deny such benefits-to a comphny doing only 2% of its business in thie V'irgin
Islands If such company did another 40/c of -its business elsewhere, either out-
side the Western Hemisphere or in the mainland United States. This could
hardly be deemed "doing a substantial volume" of business in the Virgin Islands.

(c) Although the provision is apparently directed toward helping the Treas-
ury of the "Government of the Virgin Islands of the United States," it talks
about the "Virgin Is-lands," a term which is, probably more accurately aI)plies
toward "The Virgin Islands," meaning the British Virgin Islands. We know of
several U.S. companies being operated wholly or in part within thie Britishi
Virgin Islands and there is certainly no policy reason why such companies
should be denied Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation benefits. If the provi-
Sion is enacted it -Oould clearly apply only to the U.S. Virgin Islands.

We do not- feel that there is a sufficient policy reason for changing Section
921 ait all. If, however, the Committee disagrees and feels that it Ahould b~e
changed, then suggest that the change be effected in a different manner so
as to eliminate the technical deficiencies set forth above. This could be done by
completely, eliminating the change made by the House of Represenitatives aInd
in lieu thereof adding a sentence to Section 921 of the Code reading substanl-
tially as follows:

"A corporation shall not qualify as a Western Hemisphere Trade Corpora-
tion for any taxable year during which more than 20%1 of its gross incomev is
(derivedl from sources within the Virgin Islands of the United States."

Yours sincerely,
MARSHALL J. LAkNGER.

FORD 'MOTOR CO.,
Washington, D.C., October 13, 197 1.

1Ho1. RUSSELL B. LONG,
('iian ~lf. Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate, W~ashington, D.C.

DFRu 'MR. CHAIR.MAIN : Word has come to mne tiatt persons outside F~ord "Motor
Company have alleged to members of the Senate Finance Committee that the
enactment of the JTob Development Investment Tax Credit would make no ap-
preciable difference in Ford's Investments.

In order to provide the Committee with the views of the Company on this
issue, I am enclosing a copy of a Statement which has been approved by Ford
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management for transmission to the members of the Senate Finance Committee..
I trust that this Statement will serve to eliminate whatever misunderstandings

may have resulted from the earlier allegations.
Sincerely,

RODNEY W. MARKLEY, Jr.

EFFECT OF INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
General

'Tne overall effect of an investment tax credit is to make all investments re-
latively more attractive. This effect acts as an investment stimulus in two ways-
directfly, by making previously marginal programs attractive enough for imi-
plementation, and indirectly, by making the basic business more attractive so
that continued reinvestment is encouraged.
IDirect Effects

The greatest direct Impact of an Investment credit would be in the "cost
savings" category, with modest direct effects on the reinvestment categories
(capacity, product, modernization, pollution control, etc.). From our experience
with the previous credit, we would estimate that our expenditures could increase
by about $25 million a year for this direct effect.
Indirect Bffects

In the case of Ford (and most established businesses), the -majority of our
spending programs are related to reinvestment In our basic businesses, and the
investment credit would have only a minor "direct" effect on these spending
plans. Basedlon the present state of the industry, we are planning to spend over
$500 million annually on cap~italized facilities in the U.S. over the next several
years, principally for reinvestment for capacity, product, and facilities miodern-
ization programs. For this reinvestment spending, the investment tax credit
woidld represent a substantial indirect incentive by increasing the basic attrac-
tiveness of reinvestment In the economy. Specifically, the tax credit would lie a
small offset to tobse other factors (cost/price squeeze, imports, recent recession,
etc.) that have severely depressed profit margins and returns iii the auto in-
dusiry and throughout most of the U.1S. business community. Given the unat-
tractive state of business profits, this indirect reinvestment stimullus could be
of more value than the more visible direct effects that Mr. Woodcock and others
seem to view as the only result of the proposed credit.

NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.,
New York, N.Y., October 15, 1971.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce B~uilding, Washington, D.i(7.

DEAR MIR. CHAIRMAN: The National Foreign Trade Council strongly supports
the Administration's original proposals for tax inducements contained in the
President's statement announcing his new integrated economic policy on
August 15th.

We look with favor upon the Adininistraton's proposal for the Job) Develop-
ment rTax Credit since wve believe it will improve the country's capacity to
export andl to meet foreign competition abroad. We would be equally satisfied
with the general principles of the 'Ways and MNeans Committee's version of the
Job Development Tax Credit which was enacted by the House of Represienta-
tives. However, we do have several technical amendments to suggest which
would lbe equally applicable to either version.

Our first suggestion relates to the fact the Job Development Tax Credit would
not apply to section 38 property which is used abroad. The presumed reason for
this rule is that Congress, did not want to export those jobs involved In the
utilization of this property to foreign areas. However, in certain cases there is
no alternative to the use of the section 38 property in foreign areas (examples
are offshore oil drilling equipment for use in the North Sea, West Africa, etc.,
and generating equipment ordered by American utilities operating abroad). In
such cases the failure to provide the benefits of the Job Development Tax Credit
could result in a decision to purchase the equipment from foreign manufacturers
thus resulting in the loss of U.S. employment in the manufacture of such equip-
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mont with no offsetting benefit. Therefore. it is suggested that (lie Job) Develp-
ment Tax Credit should apply to section 38 property manufactured in the U.S.
and used abroad In those cases where such property is used in an activity which
is not in competition with U.S. situated business.

Our second recommended change pertains to the interplay of the Job IDevelop-
ment Tax Credit and the Minimum Tax onl Tax Preferences. As presently drafted
it appears that the proposed Job) Development Tax~ Credit will cause anl increase
in the minimum tax liability of mainy taxpayers subject to the Minimum Tax
on Tax Preferences. It could be remedied by having the calculation of the Mini-
mum Tax on Tax Preferences be made before investment credit, i.e. by eliminat-
ing section 56(a) (2) (A) (ii1).

Under the present Minimum Tax on Tax Preferences (sees. 56-58 of the Code)
the base for the minimum tax is the total of the taxpayer's preference income
(over $30,000) reduceed by his normal Income tax liability after all credits,
which would apparently include the Job) Development T1ax Credit. If this formula
is retained the intended benefit from the Job Development Tax Credit will be
diluted. As noted above, the reason for this is that the tax base for the "tax
p~reference income", would be reduced by the taxpayer's normal income tax
liability after reduction by the Job Development Tax Credit.

The Job Development Tax Credit (like the prior Income Tax Credit) contains
a limitation of 50 percent of tax liability. The Minimum Tax on Tax Preferences
should lbe Included In this limitation base as the Internal Revenue Service con-
sidlers it as anl income tax. Treating the Minimum Tfax on Tax Preferences in
this manner would he consistent with the treatment of the recently expired tax
surcharge in the calculation of the Investment Tax Credit.

Another point regarding the Job Development Tax Credit relates to pollution
control facilities. We are convinced that an increasing problem for American
exporters will be the added cost burden resulting from pollution control installa-
tions required by law in the United States but which are not required In the
respective countries of their export competitors.

This general problem was given recognition In the Tax Reform Act of 1969
which Included a provision for a special five-year amortization of pollution con-
trol facilities. However, the House-passed version of the Job Development Tax
Credit denies the credit for those facilities for which a taxpayer elects the
sp~ecial five-year amortization. We believe this limitation is ill-advised for the
reasons stated above and we urge your Committee to eliminate it.

It is our belief that the Administration's original DISC proposal could pro-
vide anl effective means of increasing exports thereby helping to overcome the
country's balance of payments difficulties. In contrast we are concerned that
the DISC incremental approach passed by the House of Representatives might
do little toward Increasing export sales or even retaining the present level of
exports. In addition, the use of ti base period to measure Incremental exports
would bie exceedingly difficult to administer and would discriminate in favor of
new exporters at the expense of many of our member companies whlo have long
been established In the export field. In order to bring about a reversal inl thme
balance of payments situation it is as important to retain present export markets
as it is to establish new export markets. Both objectives were provided for In
the Ad ministration's DISC proposal which we strongly urge be reinstated.

However, we have certain amendments to suggest which we believe would
further the purpose of DISC by eliminating possible controversies between tax-
payers and the Treasury over transfer prices between the manufacturing parent
company and Its DISC. The proposed amendments relate to Section 994 of the
Internal Revenue Code and are as follows:

"SEC. 994. INTERCOMPANY PRICING AND RELATED RULES.

"1(a) SALES OF PROPET.-In the case of a transfer of export property to a
DISC by a person described in section 482, the price at which such property is
transferred to a DISC shall be deemned to comply with the provisions of section
482 if the taxable income of such DISC realized upon Its sale of such property
does not exceed an amount which Is the greatest of :

"g(1) 4 percent of the qualified export receipts on the sale of such property
by the DISC plus 10 percent of the export promotion expenses of such DISC
attributable to such receipts.
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"(2) 50 percent of the combined taxable income of such DISC and such
person wvhich is attributable to the qualified export receipts oil Such prop-
erty derived as the result of a sale by the DISC plus 10 percent of the export
p~romnotion expenses of such DISC attributable to such receipts, or

"(3) taxable income based upon the sale price actually charged (but
subject to the rules provided in section 482).

"(b) Co-THUSIsON.-Inl the case of a sale of export property by a person related
to a DISC as described in section 482 which, if sufch property had been trans-
ferred to a DISC and sold by the DISC, would have resulted in 'qualified export
receilpts' to the DISC, any commission payment made by sucht person to the
DISC with respect to the sale of export property by such person Ahall be deemed
to comply with the provisions of section 482 p~rovidedl that such commission does
not exceed the amount which is the greatest of :

"(1) 4 percent of the gross receipts from the sale of such property plus
10 percent of the export p~romiotion expenses of such DISC attrib~utab~le to
such receipts,

"(2) 50 percent of the combined taxable income of suchl DISC and such
person which is attributable to the qualified export receipts onl such property
derived as the result of the sale by such person plus 10 percent of the cx-
port promotion expenses of such DISC attributable to such receipts, or

"(3) the commission actually paid (but Subject to the rules provided
in section 482).

"(C) SERVIcs.-Where services are performed in behalf of a DISC by a per-
son described in section 482, the amount charged the DISC by such person as
consideration for the services performed Shall be deemed to comply with the pro-
visions of section 482 provided that the amount charged is not greater than the
amount determined to be an appropriate charge under section 482 without regard
to the provisions of this subparagraph.

"1(d) RENTALS AND MARGINAL COSTlNG.-The Secretary of his delegate shall
prescribe regulations setting forth--

" (1) rules which are consistent with the rules set forth in subsection (a)
and (b) for the -application of this section in the case of rentals and other
income, and

"(2) rules for the allocation of expenditures In computing combined
taxable income under subsections (a) (2) and (b) (2) In those cases where
'a DISC is seeking to establish or maintain a market for export property.

"(e) EXPORT PRO-MOTION E xPNEs.-For purposes of this section, the termi 'ex-
port promotion expenses' means those expenses Incurred, either directly by a
DISC or by a person described in section 482 in behalf of the DISC and charged
to the DISC, to advance the distribution or sale of export property for use, con-
sumption, or distribution outside of the United States, but does not Include
income taxes. Such expenses shall also Include freight expenses to the extent of
50 percent of the cost of shipping export property aboard ships documented
under the laws of the United States in those cases where law or regulations does
not require that such property be shipped aboard such Ships.

"1(f) APPLICATION OF SECTIONS 61 AND 209.-The provisions of sections 61 and
269 Shall not apply to a DISC or a person described In section 482 for the pur-
poses of making any reallocations of income, expenses, deductions credit or other
charges from a DISC to a person described in section 482."

Respectfully submitted,
MALCOLm ANDESEN,

Director, Taxc-Legal Division.

STATEMENT OF THlE AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION, INC., SUnMITIED B3Y GERALD
O'BRiEN, VICE PRESIDENT

JOB DEVELOPMENT CREDIT

American Impbrt.ers Association, the national organization of importers, offers
this statement to the Finance Committee of the U.S. Senate in connection with
the Investment Tax (Job Development) Credit proposal described by Secretary
of the Treasury Connally in his testimony before the Committee on October 7.

The proposed Investment Tax Credit could apply to a very wide range of Im-
ported goods. The FOB value in 1970 of imported articles of the types described
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In the tax credit proposal was over $17 billion (dollars. (Publication F.T. 990,
U.S. Dept. of Commerce.) When duty and other expenses are added, this figure
easily reaches $20 billion dollars or more. Thus the credit proposed Is of enor-
inous significance to the American economy. The Imlpact of the contemplated dis-
crimination against imports therefore affects a very large number of importers,
their U.S. customers, and their suppliers in foreign countries.

Machine tools are perhaps the most directly and seriously affected of all im-
ports. The views of AIA's Machine Tool Group have been presented to the Conm-
mittee separately in writing.

On behalf of other importers wvho will be adversely affected, the American Im-
porters Association presents the following arguments against eliminating imports
f romn the benefits of the Investment Tax Credit.

"BuyI American"
The duty surcharge and the increase in costs because of currency revaluation

are probably more than enough to accomplish the Administration's purpose of
rearranging our foreign trade structure. It is hardly necessary to add an addi-
tional sanction, namely, discriminatory tax treatment of foreign-made goods.
Since this discrimination is not really needed, this feature is nothing more than
a blatant and hardly disguised "Buy American" proposal, a form of protection-
Ism repudiated by this administration and every administration since 1932.
D iscrinzinc lion. Aga inst Certain Importers

Importers of merchandise which could be eligible for the tax credit are sub-
jiected to a burden not applicable to any other group of importers. The Import
surcharge and the additional cost arising out of foreign currency revaluation,
together, would normally come to 20% to 35%ll, depending on the ultimate extent
of revaluation. To this extent, a disadvantage is shared by all importers. Im-
p~orters of tax credit goods, however, are singled out for an additional burden,
namely, a deprivation of a tax advantage given to domestic manufacturers. This
discrimination has no justification and is without defensible economic reason.

Efficiency and Competition
Foreign equipment often is more efficient and more productive as well as some-

what chieap~er. If such goods are for all practical purposes eliminated from our
economy there will be a loss of efficiency, of productivity, and of Incentive to be
competitive.

Eniploymnent Loss
Under the proposed tax credit plan, some employment may be created for

workers making tax credit goods; but workers engaged In Importing such goods
will lose their jobs also.

Non importers Hlit
The proposed tax credit will affect not only the Importer but (domestic whole01-

salers and retailers not otherwise involved in importing.

Currencyl Revaluation
It is obvious that the discriminatory feature of the Investment Tax Credlit

Program is being usedi as a club to force our trading partners to agree to var-
ious adjustments in currency exchange rates and tariffs. We believe this is a
misuse of our taxing program, unfair to our suppliers aboard and to our
own importers, Pnd to other American sellers of imported goods who are not
Importers.

Favorable Trade Balance
Tax credit goods am-e exported by the U.S. in much larger quantities than imi-

p)orted Into the U.S. In such merchandise we have a large favorable balance of
trade-an even larger balance would result If imports of goods made by foreign
subsidiaries of U.S. companies were deducted. Discrimination against foreign
tax credit goods would surely Invite retaliation by foreign countries and a serious
loss in this favorable balance-ultimately a serious blow to the Administration's
program.
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Delayed Results
There is serious reason to believe that domestic manufacturers will be unable

In the near future to fill all orders for tax credit goods. Those whose orders are
not filled will undoubtedly wait for delivery In order to get the tax credit. This
in Itself could delay the purpose of increasing productivity and creating new jobs.

Violation of GATT
The Imposition of the duty surcharge Is Itself a violation of the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs & Trade. The tax discrimination feature Is still another violation
of GATT and also a new non-tariff barrier-a type of hindrance to foreign trade
which the administration has repeatedly said It wishes to abolish.
Violations of Treaties

The United States has treaties of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation with
all our trading partners which prohibit different treatment for Imported goods
from that given domestic goods. The present proposal represents a distinct viola-
tion of these treaties.
Violation of Due Process

There Is serious question as to whether such discrimination against importers
Is not in violation of the due process clause of the Constitution.
Added Inflation

It would surely not help the fight against inflation If reasonably priced. and
more efficient foreign goods were eliminated in favor of more expensive domestic
made equipment. Faced with the same problem, neither Germany nor France
made such a mistake.

American importers are certainly In favor of reasonably designed steps that
would help our country to solve its serious economic problems. The import
trade has even accepted special buridens which other elements of our economy
escape. But importers see no justification for singling out a special group of
importers for peculiar burdens which are unfair, unnecessary, possibly Invalid,
and in the long run self-defeating. AlA requests that the tax credit feature be
revised to remove any and all discrimination against Imports eligible for the
Investment Tax Credit.

LAKE MILLS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Lake Mills, Wis., October 141, 1971.

Senator RusSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee of Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Lake Mills, Wisconsin, Is a small town of 3500 people
located in rural Wisconsin, in the heart of America's dairyland. The merchants
in our city depend heavily on agriculture for their livelihood and would benefit
greatly from an Increased Investment tax credit should this be granted.

The City of Lake Mills and the Lake Mills Chamber of Commerce urges your
support for Senator Pearson's amendment to the present 7% Investment tax
credit.

Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

STEVEN C. QUANDT,
Secreta ry-Treas irer.

INDEPENDENT BUSINESS ASSOCIATION OF WISCONSIN,
Milwvaikee, IWis., October 14i, 1971.

RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee of Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: Regarding the 7% tax credit bill and the amendment to that
bill introduced by Senator Pearson of Kansas.

We, as a rural business, Lake Mills Concrete Products Co., in the small town of
Lake Mills, Wisconsin and a member of the Independent Business Association
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of Wisconsin would like to express our desire to see that 14% amendment as
Introduced by Senator Pearson go into effect.

We would like you to vote Ii favor of this amendment.
Sincerely,

KENNETH R. PERssoN,
Lake Mills Concrete Producets Co.

CRETNEY BUILDINGS, INC.,
Lake Mills, Whis., October 15, 1971.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Coimmit tee of Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Cretney Buildings, Inc. manufactures Pole Buildings
Ini Lake Mills, and markets them throughout the State of Wisconsin for distribu-
tion to farmers.

As a young company wvhic his Seriously affected by the amount of money farm-
ers can Invest Ii new feed handling equipment for their farms, we urge your sup~-
port for Senator Pearson's amendment to the present 7% Investment tax credit.

Thank you for your consideration.
Very truly yours,

ERNEST J. CRETNEY, President.

FIBERDO'ME INC.,
Lake Mlills, 11is., October 1I1, 1071.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Conzinitte of Finance,
Senate Office Butilding, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Fiberdomle, Inc. manufactures flberglasq silo roofs In
Lake Mills, and markets them throughout the United States for distribution to
farmers.

As a young company which is seriously affected by the amount of money farm-
ers can Invest Ini newv feed handling equipment for their farms, we urge i our
support for Seniator Pearson's amendment to the present 7% investment tax
credit.

Thank you for your conside-rationm.
Very truly yours,

STEVEN C. QUANDT,
Marketing Manager.

A'MERICAN TE~XTrILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE, INC.,
Washington, D.C., October 19, 1.971.

Re H.R. 10947.
Hion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Comninit tee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, ll"ashington, D.C.

D)EAR MuI. CHAIRMAN : The American Textile MNufaciiturers Institute, Inc. hias
relpeartedly urged the revision of our outmioded tax depreciation rules ili order
to b)Iing capital cost recovery ailloWances Ii this country to at level compla rable
with that allowed by other major industilized counties of the free world.
ATMNI welcomed the depreceiatd1on reform offered by the new ADR System,
and we are encouraged by3 the recent action of the House Ii approving time
basic core Of the newv ADR System. But, even Nvith ADR, the United States
lags far behind the capital cogit recovery lueritted by countries such as .Japan,
G;ermianiy, the United Kingdom and Canada. Thus, the reinistaltemlent, of the
investment credit, now being considered, "ffould not be viewed as a substitute
for AI)R, but raflher as anl additional mneanus of partially equalizing tbe tax
write-off p~rovisions of our law applicable to machinery and equipment with
those available to our foreign conlpetitors.

America de.nperatel3- needs modern, efficient lplanlts to compete inl the world
market's Ii the 1970's. Further, we believe that S8ecretiary Connally made a most
valid point in his testimony before the Commniititee when hie brought out the facet
that the overall effect of the 1909 Tax Reform Act, ADR, and H1.R. 10947, as
passed by the House. during the five-year period 1969-1973 is a reduction Ini
individual taxes of $30.4 bilh1ion whereas corpovaltIon taxes Ii the samie period
will have increased by $3.2 billion.
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ATMI urges that the basic core of the new ADR Sys temi-el imination of the
reserve ratio test, the elective depreciable life range and special salvage and
repair allowance rules-be retained. This relatively simple approach to capital
cost recovery is needed in order to help ellininaite time-consuming and wasteful
depreciat ion controversies between taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service.
In addition, since the House has reduced significantly the benefits available
to taxpayers; under the ADR System, wve believe that taxpayers should be given
the option of having their depreciation allowance determined under either the
old guideline rules or the new ADR System, at least for a limited transition
period.

In this connection, H.R. 10947, as passed by the House, provides for a class
life system to replace both ADR and the 1902 guideline life procedures for
property placed in .service after 1970 which falls within any class for which the
Treasury has prescribed a class life. This emerging of the two systems, while
generally a commendable step toward slimplificationi, will Inadvertently injure
substantial. numbers of taxpayers, w~ho in the past have been able to justify
shorter than ADR useful lives under the o1l1 guideline procedures.

Revenue Procedure 62-21, whieh Initially established the guideline deprecia-
tion rules on July 12, 1902, contains an entire seetlon detailing the conditions
under which taxpayers can use depreciation lives which are shorter than the
pirescribed guideline life for the guideline class in wvhichm the assets fall.

Under these rules many taxpayers, particularly in the case of buildings, have
usedl class lives which are considerably shorter than the lower limit permitted
under the 20 percent range of the Bill.

Thus, for example, under the 01(1 guideline rules, factory buildings were
assigned a guideline life of forty-five years. In numerous Instances in the textile
industry much shorter lives than this were allowed under 01ld Bulletin 14' under
the component method of depreciating building costs. Accordingly, the taxpayers
Involved were allowed to continue to use such shorter lives under the guideline
rules. Part 11, Sec. 3 of Rev. Proc. 62-21.

Under the proposed newv unified (lass life system, taxpayers who have con-
sistently written their industrial buildings off over periods ranging from twenty.
five to thirty-five years under the 01(1 guideline rules will suddenly find that
buildings placed in service after 1970 must be assigned a forty-five year life,
with apparently little likelihood that the 20 percent reduction of this class life
authorized by the Bill will lie put into effect until the Treasury completes a
study requested by Congress and the Congress has time to consider possible
amendments to the Sec. 1250 recapture rules.

A similar problem arises in the case of "subsidiary assets" which were treated
as a separate class under the old guideline rules, but which were merged into
the various Industry classes by the Treasury in Rev. Proc. 711-25 which prescribed
class lives under the ADR System. This "merger" has resulted in much longer
lives being assigned to subsidiary assets under ADR than were applicable under
the guidelines.

It is believed that more study is urgently needed of the problems facing
taxpayers whose class lives In the past have been shorter than those that can
he authorized under the new unified class life system. Buildings and subsidiary
assets are two classes of property where this situation clearly exists for large
numbers of taxpayers.

As a solution to the problem in the case of 'buildings, it is suggested that for
a limited transition period, say through 1974. taxpayers be permitted to use a
class for buildings placed in service after December 31, 1970 which is no longer
than the class life used by the taxpayer for buildings in the taxable year pre-
ceding the effective date of the new unified class life system.

In the case of assets such as jigs, dies, molds and patterns, it is understood
that the newv Office of Industrial Economics in the Internal Revenue Service is
studying the establishment of subsidiary asset classes on an industry by industry
basis, where data being compiled indicate such action is appropriate. Sinve no
guideline class life w~as prescribed for subsidiary assets under the old rules, it is,
important that the Treasury Department make timely determinations in this
area. Otherwise. for a shod~ transition period, taxpaiYers should lie permitted to
establish separate "subsidiary asset" classes with the lives being based upon the
taxpayer's own "facts and circumstances."

Respectfully submitted,
A. WVARD PEACOCK,

Chairnian, Pax Com-mittec.
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A-MERICAN TELEPHONE AND TrELEGRAPH CO.,
New York, N.Y., October 15, 1971.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Comm iittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wacsh ington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This statement is respectfully submitted onl behalf of
the Bell System Telephone Companies with respect to the Job Development In-
vestment Credit, as set forth in Title I of H.R. 10947.

The Report of the Committee on Ways and Means accompanying H.R. 1i)947
(H. Rep. No. 92-533) discusses the need for restoration of a tax credit under
today's conditions. The Bell System favors the enactment of time tax credit, be-
lieving that it would have beneficial consequences for the economy and hielp) the
nation hack to acceptable levels of economic strength. I will, accordingly, limit
my comments to certain provisions of the House Bill that concerns us.

Our p~rimnary concern is that the Bill would limit the credit extended to certain
types of public utilities, including telephone companies, to a 4 percent rate,
compared to the higher 7 per cent rate proposed for other regulated Industries
and business generally. As discussed below, we believe this is Improper and that
all regulated utilities should receive the credit on the same basis as business
generally. Additionally, we have a few limited proposals for modification of tile
House Bill to assure that the basic intent of Congress will be fulfilled, and wve
also urge that the U.S. Treasury Department's Asset Depreciation Range system
be retained in the law. Our other comments are largely of a technical clarifying
nature.

THE CREDIT SHOULD APPLY EQUALLY TO REGULATED AND
NONREGULATED INDUSTRIES

When the investment tax credit wvas incorporated In the Revenue Act of 1962,
Congress permitted only a credit or 3 per cent to certain utilities, Including tele-
phone companies, whereas the rate to other business was fixed at 7 per cent. This
reduced credit wvas based at the time on the reasoning that the utilities which
were granted the lower credit were not subject to substantial competition.

Since 1962, however, the situation has changed dramatically. The expressed
Federal policyr has been to expand competition in the communications field sub-
stanitially, particularly in the business communications market which ordinarily
provides about half of Bell System revenues. Federal Communications Comanis-
Sion policies have actively fostered and compelled interconnection and attach-
mient to the telephone system of equipment supplied by outside suppliers. This
means that business customers and agencies of government can acquire their own
equipment and even build entire communications systems for their owAn purposes
and have them attached to, or Interconnected with, the communications systems
of the companies subject to regulation.

Under this newv policy in the last two years, the Bell Systemn has lost over 1200
PBX systems and about 10,000 data sets to competition whose sales would quial.
ify for the f ull 7 per cent credit.

Since the changes in the interconnection provisions of our tariffs less than
three years ago, some 40.000 known connections of competitive equipment had
occurred by June 30, 1971. This figure is expected to double by the end of thle
year, that is, in only a six months' period.

Moreover, the Federal Comnmunications Commission recently has indicated that
it favors competition in the offering of regulated communication services, re-
gardless of possible duplication of facilities. The effect has been the filing of
more than 1,900 applications for authority to construct common carrier micro-
wave stations, to provide competing systems for private line, voice and data serv-
ices, and public switched network data services.

These are but examples. Competition nowv strikes across the broad variety
of service of the communications companies, from satellite communications to
switching equipment, private lines, private branch exchanges, call directors and
data sets. Almost half of the potential impact of competition will involve equip-
ment used in local exchange services, which has been commonly considered
entirely free from competition. The full thrust of the newv competitive phillos-
ophy, indeed, has not yet been felt. In a recent statement by the Director of the
Office of Telecommunications Policy of the White House, hie said that it is his
"intention that Govcrnmcent give far greater consiclerat ion. to policies which would
permit and encourage a more competitive self-regulatory environment in the



communnicationS 8crvicM illdutry." (Remarks before International Commnunica-
tions Association, June 2, 1071.)

The House itself observes that "regulated companies are encountering in-
creased competition from other regulated companies and, In the case of many of
their products, from unregulated companies as well." (H.R. Rep. No. 92-533, at
p. 24). We urge most strongly that the House Bill does not adequately recognize
the new competitive environment in which utilities must carry on their business.
Utilities would be placed at an unfair disadvantage In meeting competition from
companies which are free from governmental regulation if they are to receive a
substantially lesser tax credit than that available to their competitors. Common
fairness would indicate that the credit should be given to utilities at the same
rate that it Is given to their competitors.

There are additional reasons why the credit should be made available to all
utilities on the same basis as that given to other businesses.

It Is Important not to overlook the fact that time capital oulays of ullities are
far greater than those of other businesses. Annual capital outlays of utilities
as a whole have tripled in the decade of the 60's. Utilities have unprecedented
demands on them for newv capital at a time when inflation, high interest rates,
Increased competition and other factors are seriously affecting their ability to
raise required newv capital. The utilities' increasing problems in raising required
capital strongly indicate that, If the proposed law is to have its intended effect,
it is as Important to grant the full credit to utilities as to any other segment of
the economy. The economy can function with maximum efficiency only If utility
services of the highest order are promptly available as needed. M.Noreover, utility
services must normally precede the growth of other Industry which depends on
those services.

Another compelling reasons why the credit should be available to utilities onl
the same basis as Industry generally is that this would stimulate the construc-
tion of new and better communications plant which Is critically needed by the
nation. Regulated utilities have an obligation to provide communications serv-
ices to meet the demands of the public. However, expenditures for moderniza-
tion, which -are responsible In large part for improving productivity and mak-
ing innovations and Improvements in quality of service, are to a considerable
extent discretionary. Modernization projects could be accelerated with funds
made available by the credit. As the economy expands, more sophisticated com-
munications will be needed, particularly by Industry.

THE CREDIT SHOULD APPLY EQUALLY TO COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

If the Congress decides that it cannot forego the tax revenues which equal
treatment for public utilities would entail, it should not further penalize those
utilities in their competition with other regulated or nonregulaed suppliers.

Under the House Bill, a customer can purchase many telecommunications prod-
ucts from unregulated manufacturers and obtain a full 7 per cent credit,
whereas a public utility receives only a 4 per cent credit on similar purchases
and must price its services on that basis. This places the utility at a direct
economic disadvantage with those vendors wvho sell communications equipment in
competition.

The purpose of the Job Development Investment Credit is to stimulate in-
vestment; it does not seek to favor any particular industrial group or to create
glaring inequities In the tax burdens borne by competing Industrial groups.
Accordingly, we respectfully submit that, before the credit is enacted into lawv,
the House Bill be modified to assure that In any such case of direct competitive
products and services, the credit will apply without discrimination.

The Technical Supplement attached to this statement contains a form of
proposed statutory language which we believe should serve to avoid what other-
wvise will be unfair discrimination between competitive businesses.

STATUTORY SAFEGUARDS RELATING TO REGULATORY TREATMENT OF THLE CREDIT

Section 106(c) of the House Bill sets out specific limitations as to the avail-
ability of the credit In the case of certain regulated companies. We want to
emphasize that limitations along the line provided in the House Bill are Very
necessary. Tphe Bell System believes that these limiting provisions, in general,
should fulfill their intended purpose to assure that the tax credit will be available
In the case of regulated Industry as an Incentive for Increased utility investment,
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and furthering job opportunities. The need for statutory p~rov'isions along this
line bo0th Wvith respect to the investment tax credlit and~ accelerated tax (depre-
cijation allowances has been recognized by the Congress in the past,' and is fur-
tiler dliscussed by the Committee on Ways and Means in its Report accompanying
the House Bill pr1esenlty before your Committee.

There are, however, three specific aspects of the safeguarding iprovisionls as
set forth in the House Biti chat we respec~fudiy submit should be modified prior
to enactment into iaw:'

1. NEED TO ELIMINATE TRANSITIONAL HIATUS TO 'MARCII 31, 1972

The House Bill provides that public utility lproilert3' qualifies for the credit
from the effective (late of the Bill1, generally April 1, 1971 or August 16, 1971.
However, the safeguarding conditions apply only for any period after M.Narchi 31,
1972. The House Ways and Means Committee Report states (11. Rept. No. 92-533
at p. 26), that the purpose in providing for this deferred effective late for the safe-
guarding conditions is, to give state 1)11( local regulatory agencies timie to evaluate
and conform their practices to the conditions of the new law.

Whiie we agree that adequate lilac for evaluation of these new rules-wllil
atre,, by their Very nature, technical and compilex-is certainly applrolpriate, we
respectfully Submit that this purpose can be accomp~lishedl without tile risks that
are entailed in tile House 13111.

Rleglatory commissionn,, under the House Bill, would lbe free to "flow through"
tile entire credit related to property' which qlualifies after the effective dates of
tile credit but before April 1, 1972. This is contrary to the Bill's clear purpose to
prevent flow-througil for ratelakimlg purposes so tilat tile credit will be available
for Investmlent in plant to promote job opportunities and improve productivity.
It carries the risk of (lilimg tile mleed(l incentives for hlighler capital expendi-
tures in tile months Immediately ahead, when stimulus to the economy is so
vital.

Moreover, altihoughl commllissions fix rates for tile future, they Ilornially deter-
mile a public utility's revenue requlir(emlents oil tile basis of an historical test
year. If at commission were to determinee revenuel( requirements on tile basis of a
test year ending 'March 31, 1972 (or any test year which ile'lded a p~eriodl be-
tweenl tile effective dates of tile credit itut before April 1, 1972), tiley might deter-
mine revenue requirements on the basis that credits were available to the public
utility and could be flowed through to consumers. Tis would reduce tile rates
allowed for the future; since rate cases occur relatively infrequently, tile impact
of such an approach could be felt many years into tile future. Currently, tilere are
twenty-one (21) spending Bell Systeml rate cases predicated on test periods which
include a portion of tile April 1, 1971-MNardli 31, 1972 period.

We urge tilat tile full purpose of tile House Bill can be carried out better by
elimiailmting tile special March 31, 1972 provisions. Ill lieu thereof, we respectfully
propose that provisions be inlcludedl whicil establish a transitional presumption
tilat tile condlitionls of the Bill will be complied withl. I tittaci, in tile Tiechnlical
Supplement applended to tis statemlen~t, a forml of proposed statutory provision
to accomplish this purpose.

2. IMPACT Or DISQUALIFYING REGULATORY TREAT-MENT IS UNDULY SEVERE

If all agency takes regulatory actions inconsistent wviti tile safeguard standards,
Sectionl 106 of H.R. 10947 calls for a wide-ranging forfeiture of credits. Tile 13111
uses terms to tile effect tilat no credit Shall be allowed with respect to any
public utility property if tile prescribed regulatory action is mlot followed withl
respect to any portion of the credit. We believe tilese forfeiture provisions are
extreme and beyond what is reqluiredl to achieve tile Congressionlal p~urp~ose.

Under this language, agency a~ctionl could be inlterp~reted to den~y credits relat-
ing to property Ilot subject to its jurisdiction. Forfeiture of tile credit as to Suchl
property is no incentive for a regulatory agency to comply with tile qualifying
rateinaking treatment since suchit forfeiture would mnot affect cost of service
.subject to tile agency's jurisdiction.

Public utility p~rop~erty' may be subject to the jurisdiction of different public
bodies. For examlnpe, a central office switching mlacine Ilafy be used to provide

1 Safeguards for the Investment tax credits were Inclmded In Section 203(e) of the
Revenue Act of 1964 and for accelerated tax dlepreciation In Section 167(c) of the Internal
Revenue Code added for the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
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local exchange services, Intrastate toll services and interstate toll services. Por-
tions of the service may be subject to the regulation by a city government, a state
commission and the FCC. Suppose a local pubiie body should require initial year
flow through of the credit as to that portion of the property subject to its
jurisdiction. Arguably, the forfeiture provisions may apply to property or por-
tion., of property not subject to the regulatory agency'.,- jurisdiction.

Siniarly, some I)ublic utility property sucht as pole lines and cable are jointly
owned by dlifferenit companies. If one company loses the credit as to the portion
of the property it owns, some may argue that the Secondl taxpayer would lose
the credit with respect to the portion of the property it owns. An adverse deci-
sion by one regulatory agency could contaminate property' not subject to its
jurisdiction and the impact may be felt on other property of the same and differ-
ent taxpayers and in other jurisdictions.

"Moreover, the forfeiture provisions affect more taxable years than is necessary
to achieve the Congressional objective. rlThe House Report says that inconsistent
rate treatment will cause the utility to lose the credit "for that period and for
any taxable periods that are oipen at the time the limitations of the applicable
options are exceeded by the agency." (1-1. Rep. No. 92-533 at p). 26). We believe
that this penalty exceeds what is; necessary to achieve regulatory treatment con-
sistent with the statutory objectives and could have extreme and undeserved
effects on the utility.

Typically, a utility's tax returns may be open for a period of five or six years.
During this period, tax credit reserves could accumulate to hundreds of mnillions,-
of dollars. If a regulatory agency were to make a rate determination inconsistent
with the safeguard standards, even inadvertently, the utility would become !ime-
(liately liable for large deficiencies which it might have difficulty financing.

We believe that regulatory agencies will be sufficiently deterred from rate-
making inconsistencies with the statutory standards if the credits are foregone
commencing with the (late rates become effective which are fixed on the basis of
inconsistent ratemnaking treatment.

Moreover, under the Statute, inconsistent ratemaking may forfeit credits in-
definitely into the future. A regulatory agency may subsequently realize that such
ratemiaking p~enalizes the consumer andl utility alike and reverse itself in future
action. We believe commissions should be free to conform their practices to the
statute at any time whereupon utilities should again qualify for the credits.

The Tekchnical 'Supplement attached to this statement contains a form of ipro-
pmosedi statutory languItage which we believe is consistent with the purp)oses of the
House Bill but which would am('liorate the harsh consequences of the I-ouse Bill.

3. SAFEGUARDS SHOULD EXTEND TO ACCOUNTING AS WELL AS RATEMAKING
TREAT M ENT

The safeguarding conditions in the House Bill, relating to the availability of
the credit for public utilities, explicitly apply to treatment of the credit "for rate-
making purposes."

To assure that the Congressional purpose of encouraging investment will not
be thwarted under time regulatory process, we believe it is important that the
safeguarding conditions apply to the treatment of the credit for accounting pur-
p)oses as well as for ratemaking p~urp~oses. This two-fold condition-explicitly
covering regulatory treatment for both ratemaking and accounting purposes-
wvas contained in the analogous provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 cover-
ing the use of accelerated tax depreciation by public utilities, and we believe it
should also apply in the case of the proposed Job Development Investment
Credit.

The Technical Supplemient attached to this statement contains a form of pro-
posed statutory provision to avoid the possibly complicating problems that other-
wise may develop) under the regulatory process.

DEPRECIATION PROVISIONS OF hI.R. 10947

The House Bill contains several provisions relating to depreciation allowances.
Many of these provisions ar'e designed to achieve significant simplification in time
overall administration of the depreciation rules, by limiting areas in which (is-
putes frequently arise solely because of marginally different facts in idividutdl
situations. The Treasury IDepartmeont's Asset D~epreciation Range System (the so-
called "ADR" regulations), adopted earlier this year, similarly was designed
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in large part to provide helpful simplification for adnistrati, _n of technical and
complex provisions in the tax law. This, for example, is an lmijortant considera-
tion underlying the concept of "class lives" under which depreciation allow-
ances can lbe determined based on a range of 20 per cent above or below (lass
IIves speci fied by the Treasury Department. Certainly, for this purpose, the House
Bill-as well as the ADR regulations-are very constructive in their concept. 'We
urge that these provisions be retained in the law.

The House Bill, however, would eliminate the -o-called "three-quarter year
convention," provided under the ADR system, which in effect provides an addli-
tional allowance in the year property is placed service. The Committee on Waiys
and MAeans viewed this convention as aii incentive to business Investment andl
concluded it would not be appropriate to p~rovidle this incentive in addition to the
proposed tax credit. The House Bill would repeal the convention retroactively
to January 1, 1971.

Because of 'the lesser 4 per cent tax credit for utilities, the repeal of this con-
vention would likely have a discriminatory impact on public utilities. Business
generally will obtain an incentive at a 7 per cent rate under the House Bill. which
should more than offset the loss of the benefit from the convention. In contrast.
utilities which are granted only a 4 per cent credit under the Bill1, priobab~ly will
have an increased Federal tax liability in 1971, when the offsetting repeal of the
convention is taken into account.

In the case of the Bell System, for example, the convention would have reduced]
the Bell System's 1971 tax liability by approximately $100 million. whereas a 4
per cent credit wi'll result in only a $90 million reduction. Thus, in addition to
penalizing the Bell System competitively, the substitution of a per cent credit
for the convention will incrcasc its 1971 Federal income taxes by about $10 million.

The combined effect works (directly against the basic p)urpose of the legisl-
tion, which is to provide an incentive. We respectfully submit that If the convein-
tion is to be replaced, this in Itself Is justification for giving utilities the full 7 per-
cent credit that Is being given to business generally. In the alternative, wve sub-

it that the convention not be repealed for utilities that are to he given only the
reduced 4 per cent credit.

In any event, w-e urge that there is no justificution for retroacetive repeal1 of
the convention in the case of this limited class of utilities, and that repeal apply
lpropetlvehy on or after January 1, 1972.

OTHER TECHNICAL CLARIFYING CHANGES

In the Technical Supplement- attace(d hiereto, we suggest several other niodi-
fications to the provisions in the IHouse Bill that are needed to assure that the
basic intent of the legislation will be fulfilled. 'Sonec merely involve the substitu-
tion of different words or terms that, to our mind. might clarify the purpose' of
Congress. Others are more essential to Insure that the intent of ('ongress is not
thwarted. The items pertaining to the clarifition of services which aire regulated
and submarine cables fall Into the latter category.

Respectfully,
A. L. STOLT,

Vice Presiden t and CoiptrolIer.

TECHNICAL SUPPLEMENT TO STATEMENT OF A. L. STOTT

A. Proposed amendment to remove Inequality in competitive products and
services.

B. Proposed amendment to eliminate transitional hiatus to 'Marchl 31, 1972,
and to condition credit on accounting as well as ratemiaking treatment.

C. Proposed amendment to establish a transitional p~resummption of complliance
and to ameliorate the severe consequences of disqualifying regulatory treatment.

D. Other Modi fica tons.
1. Definition of "useful life."
2. Description of rate base.
3. Application of Special Rule.
4. Clarification of services which are regulated.
5. Application to submarine cables.
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A

Redefinition of "public utility property" to cover competitive products and
services

Section 46(c) (3)
(B) For purposes of subparagraph (A), the term "Public utility property"

means--
(I) Property used predominantly in the trade or business of the furnishing

or sale of electrical energy, water, sewage disposal services, gas through a
local distribution system, telephone services, telegraph services, or other
communication services, if the rates for such furnishing or sale, as the case
may be, are subject to regulation by a public body, such as a State or political
subdivision thereof, by an agency or instrumentality of the United States,
or by a public service or public utility commission or other similar body
of any State or political subdivision thereof, or

(Hi) Commiun icat ions property of the type usedl by companies engaged in
providing telephone, telegraph or other communication, services at rates
snbj( et to regulation by a public body, as referred to in. subparagraph (i)
hereof, where such property is used by the taxpayer for eommunieat ions8
purposes for himself or others.

B

(e) LIMITATION IN CASE OF CERTAIN REGULATED COMPANIES.-
(1) GENERAL RULE.-Except as otherwise provided, no credit Shall be

allowedI by Section 38 with respect to any property described in Seet ion 50 which,
b5s also public utility property (as (lcfied in paragraph (4) ) of the taxpayer-

(A) COST OF SERVICE REDUCTION.-If the taxpayer's cost of service
for ratenaking or- accounting purposes [for any period after'March 31. 1972],
is reduced by reason of any portion Of [thle] such1 credit [allowable by section
38] (determined without regard to this subsection) providled that, for ac-
couinting purposes, the taxpayer shiall increase its non-operating incomec by an,
amount equal to a ratable portion of such credit; or

(B3) RATE BASE REDUCTION.-If the base [on] to which the taxpayer's
rate of return for ratemaking purposes is [computed for any period after
March 31, 1972,] applied is reduced by reason of any portion of (the] sueh
credit [allowable by section 38] (determined without regard to this sub-
section) unless the reduction in rate base is restored not less rapidly than
ratably.

[Subparagraph (B) shall not apply if the reduction in the rate base is restored
not less rapidly than raitably.]

(2) SPECIAL RULE FOR RATABLE FLOW-THROTJGI.-If a taxpayer
makes an election under this paragraph within 90 days after the (late of the
enactment of this paragraph in the manner prescribed by th-,e Secretary or his
delegate, paragraph (1) shall not apply, but no credit .:hall be allowed by
Section 38 with respect to any property decribed in Section 50 which is also
public utility property (as; defined in paragraph (4) ) of the taxpalyer-

(A) COST OF SERVICE REDITCTION.-If the taxpayer's cost of serv'-
ice for ratemaking a)rd accounting purposes [for any period after "Marchl
31, 19733, is reduced 1ly more than a ratable portion of such credit (deter-
mined withoutregard to this sutbjection) , or

(B) RATE B3ASE REDUCTION.-If the base on to which the taxpayer's
rate of return for ratemaking purposes is [computed for any period after
March 31. 1972], applied is reduced by reason of any portion of the such
credit [allowable by :ection 38] (determined without regard to this Sub-
section).

PRESUMPTION CLAUSE

A taxpayer shall be deemed to have complied wtihi the requirements-, of para-
graphs (1) or (2) herc ,of, respectively. with respect to the allowance of the
credit referred to in those paragraphs unless andl until there is a final determina-
tion (after time date of ena(etmnent of this paragraph) with respect to the rates
of such taxpayer by the public body referred to in Section 46(c) (3) (B), Incon-
sistent with such requirements.
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CLAUSE LIMITING IN TERROREM EFFECT

Provided that, in the event of such a final determination, the taxpayer shall
be deenied not to have comll)ied wvith such requirements only as to thle credits
with respect to property placed in service in the taxable years, or portions
thereof commencing with the effective (late of rates determined on a basis
other than described in paragraphs (1) or (2) hereof, as appropriate, and
terminating with the effective (late of rates established after a final (letermina-
tion of iuch public body conAstent with such requirements.

CLAUSE LIMITING tIN TERROREM EFFECT TO JURISDICTIONAL PROPERTY

Provided further that any such final (let ermination shall apply only to cred-
itsq wtlh respect to lpropert yor 'aly portion thereof used by such public
body in determining the revenue requirements of -such taxpayer subject to
its jurisdiction.

OTHER 'MODIFICATION S

1. On page 5 of H.R. 10947, line 21, wye suggest that the word "period" be
.substituted for the words "useful life." This change is recommended to avol
the use of the, same term in (defining the phrase "useful life."

2. In the determination of a utility's total revenue requirements, regulatory
comissiOns allow a dlesignatedl rate of return on the total plant (or rate base)
of the utility. However, the rate of return is not dletermninedl from the rate base
but, rather, is dleterminedl on the basis of earnings requirements. After having
determined a fair rate of return, this is applliedl to the p~lanlt, or rate base,
of the utility. Accordingly, we suggest that the wordl "on," as it appears. in
line 18 of page 12, amid in line 12 of page' 13, lbe changed 'to "to." Further, we
suggest that the word "(compluted," as it appears in line 20 of page 12, andl
in line 14 of page 13, be changed to "applied."

3. In Section 106(c) of 'the Bill, both subparagraphs (A) andl (B) of the
new Section 46(e) (1), and subparagraph (1B) of the new Section 416(e) (2),
provide that credits are to be determineded without regardl to this section)"
see lines 16--17 and 22-23 o11 page 12, -aimd linies, 1W-17 on page 13. As wve iuder-
stand the provisions in subparagraph (A) of the new Section 46(e) (2), that
quialification also should be determinedly independently of the subsection. We
suggest the addition of a similar parenthetical phbrase following the word1 "cred-
it" in line 11 of page 13.

4. The H-ouse Bill modifies the definition of public utility property in Section
46(c) (3) (B) in order to encompass firms that provide miscellaneous 'types of
regulated communications services. Without such a provision, the 4%l, credit
would apply only to telephone and telegraphb companies. Even those competitors
whose rates are subject to regulation would le eligible for the 7% credit. How-
ever, even though the modification is intended to encompass such firms, they
might avoid the 4% limittion on the ground that their i'ates have 116t "bleeln
established or approved" by a regulatory agency. This could be argued per-
suasively where a company has merely filed tariffs with the appropriate regulatory
commil-sion covering tile communications services it offers time p~ublic. To medt
this situation, we suggest that Section 46(c) (3) (B) 1)e further modified to
substitute tile words "are subject to regulation" for the words "have bleeni
established or approved by."

5. In Section 104 of the House Bill, clarifying provisions are made to except
communications satellites from the rule for prolnerty used outside tile United
States. Tile Bell System utilizes both communications satellites aind submarine
cables in tile provision of international communications services and respect-
fully requests a similar exception for submarine cable systems. Wie bliJeve- this
is9 necessary to avoid any ambiguity arisincr out of this exialicit clarifying
language applicable to satellites. rind slntgest a cliangp in Section 104(b) (2)
of H.R. 10947 along the lines of that indicated on the following page.

SUGGESTED CHANGE IN SEC TION (b) (2) OF II.R. 10947

"1(2) Section 48 (a) (2) (B) relatingz to excentions from rule for pronerty used
outside thme United States) is amended hby striking out "aInd" at tile end of
clause (vi). iby striking out the period at tile end of elaulse (vii) nnl insertimig
in lieu thereof a semicolon and by adding at the end thereof the following new
clauses :
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"(viii) any communications satellite (as defined In section 103(3) of the
Coinmiunica tions Satellite Act of 1962, 47 U.S.C., sec. 702 (3) ), or any interest
therein, of a United States person," and

" (ix) any submarine cable system, or any interest therein, of a United
States person, which constitutes part of a communication link with the
United States and which is subject to regulation by an agency or instru-
mentality of the United States."

RCA GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS, INC.,
New York, N.Y., October 8, 1971.

Re The Need for Full Job Development Investment Credit for International
Telegraph Companies.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: RCA Global Communications, Inc. ("RCA Globcom")
wishes to take this opportunity to express its views with respect to the proposed
Job development investment credit.

RCA Globcom is an international communications common carrier engaged
in the business of furnishing communications services by radio, cable and satel-
lite facilities linking the continental United States directly with 78 other coun-
tries and overseas points. It does not provide domestic communication services
in the continental United States.

Under the Revenue Act of 1962, only a three percent investment credit was
i~rvded for "public utility property" in contrast to the seven lpercent credit

allowed for other property, including equipment used in international telegraph
operations. As noted, by way of example, in Senate Report No. 1881 on the Reve-
nue Act of 1962 (2 U.S. Cong. & Adm. Newvs '62 3317, 3446), in the case of property
which is used predominantly in international telegraph operations, the qualified
investment Is to be determined without reduction to the three percent level. The
full seven percent credit was allowed for equipment used in international tele-
graph operations- in recognition of the keen competition in this industry as Coin-
pared to the monopoly situation which exists in the domestic telegraph and
message telephone industries.

The Revenue Bill of 1971 (11.11. 10947) restoring the investment credit, would
increase the credit for public utility property to four percent but also provides
that property used p~redominantly in furnishing or selling of all telegraph serv-
,ices or other communications services is to receive the four percent credit. Thus,
the 1971 Revenue Bill, as reported by the House. would upset the prior deter-
mination by Congress that the international telegraph industry would be al-
lowed the full investment tax credit.

It is the position of RICA Globcom that international telegraph companies
should be allowed the full credit for amounts invested in new facilities to pro-
vide improved communications services to users within the United States in any
restoration of the investment tax credit. We believe this result is consistent
with the policy underlying the offering of tax incentives to industry for mod-
ernization awl] expansion to stimulate the domestic economy and improve the
p)ositionl of domestic business in the world economic conunity-as well as with
the prior law noted above which granted a full credit for otherwise qualified
property used predominantly in international telegraph operations.

We submit there is a compelling basis for distinguishing between the interna-
tional telegraph industry and domestic utilities which enjoy essentially monopoly
positions. Unlike domestic telegraph service which is provided exclusively by
Western Union and also. message telephone service in the United States which
Is operated on a monopoly basis, international telegraph service is Competitive.
The three principal United States international carriers-ITT World Comimu-
nications, Inc., Western Union International, Inc. and RCA Globeom -must per-
force contend for at limited innrket both wvith each other and with foreign inter-
national communications entities.

It is accordingly a matter of economic necessity for an international telegraph
carrier to constantly invest in new and innovative equipment and technology
and to improve rund extend its facilities in order to meet this dual Competition.
In this sense, the international telegraph field is more nnalozous to such regu-
lated industries as the airline and railroad industries which receive the full
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credit than it is to a local power or telephone company. The International tele-
grap~h business is thus deserving of treatment similar to these regulated indus-
tries in a reenactment of the investment tax credit.

The function of the job development investment credit is to provide an Incen-
tive to industry to Spur modernization and industrial growth to improve the
United States' competitive position abroad and create additional employment
and raise our standard of living at home. An extensive Investment in commu-
nication facilities to furnish international communications is required to main-
tain time p~reeminent position of the American international telegraph industry.
Extensi; e and complex foreign-owvned communication facilities are under con-
struction in addition to those already in existence. These facilities can be used
to furnish competitive communications services to those provided by the Amier-
ican carriers.

In order for an American international carrier to compete effectively with
foreign carriers, which are either directly or indirectly owned by their respective
governments and can rely on governmental funds for the necessary capital re-
quirements incident to expansion, Its facilities must be at least equal with those
of the foreign carriers. The failure to meet this foreign competition would have
a negative effect on our balance of payments and would be contrary to the
intent of the Investment tax credit.

We respectfully submit that the foregoing reasons amply justify applying
the job deve'opment Investment credit in full to capital Investment by the in-
ternational telegraph Industry.

We accordingly urge that the proposed amendment to Section 46(c) (3) (B)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which broadens the definition of public
utility property to include all communications services, be deletkd and the orig-
inal language of this section retained.

Very truly yours,
H. R. HAWKINS.

RE: JOB DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT CREDIT FOR INTERNATIONAL TELELGRAPH
COMPANIES

RCA Globcomi is an international communications common carrier competi-
tive'y engaged in the business of furnishing communications services by radio,
cable and satellite facilities linking the continental United States directly with
78 other countries and overseas points. It does not provide domestic communi-
cation services in the continental United States.

We are concerned that the House version of H.R. 10947 does not continue the
full 7% investment credit to the highly competitive U.S. overseans telegraph
companies for property invested in the U.S. as under prior law.

Congress granted, under prior law the full 7% credit for U.S. equipment
used in international telegraph operations in recognition of the keen competi-
tion in this Industry as compared to the monopoly which exists In the domestic
telegraph and message telephone industries which received, the lesser credit
of 301.

The present version of 11.11. 10947 restricts all telegraph services to the 4%l
credit thus upsetting the prior determination by Congress that competitive
industry should receive the full 7%/ credit while monopolies such as domestic
telegraph should receive the limited credit.

Overseas telegraph service must respond to a highly competitive market in-
cluding several U.S. International companies and with foreign international
communication entities, unlike domestic telegraph serve which Is provided ex-
clusively by Western Union and also message telephone service in the United
States which is operated on a monopoly basis.

To meet -this competition an International telegraph carrier needs to con-
stantly invest in new Innovative equipment and technology, and Improve and
extend its facilities. In this sense, the international telegraph field is more anal-
ogus to these regulated, industries such as the airline and railroad industries
which receive the full credit than It is to a noncompetitive domestic power or
telephone company.

The purpose of the job development investment credit is to provide am in-
centive to industry to spur modernization amid industrial growth to improve the
United States' competitive position abroad and create additional employment
and raise our standard of living at home.
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An extensive investment In communication facilities to furnish international
communications is required to maintain the preeminent position of the American
international telegraph industry. Extensive and complex foreign-owned comn-
mnunication facilities are under construction in addition to those already In
existence. These facilities can be used to furnish competitive comm nunica tions
services to those provided by the American carriers.

In order for an American international carrier to compete effectively with
foreign carriers, which are either directly or Indirectly owned by their respective
governments and can rely on governmental funds,, for the necessary capital re-
quiremients incident to expansion, its facilities must be at least equal with those
of the foreign carriers. The failure to meet this foreign competition would have
a negative effect on our balance of payments and would be contrary to the intent
of the investment tax credit.

We respectfully request that the full 7% job development investment credit
be applied to the capital investment in the United States by the International
telegraph industry.

STATEMENT or HENRY A. CORREA, CHAIRMAN, RAILWAY PROGRESS INSTITUTE AND
PRESIDENT, ACF INDUSTRIES, INC.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: On behalf of the Railway
Progress Institute, the national trade association of railway suppliers, I wel-
come the opportunity to heartily endorse the job development tax credit proposal
included in the President's dramatic program to strengthen the nation's economy.

No measure could be more beneficial to the general economic health of this
country than that proposal, particularly in regard to its effect on rail freight
transportation. For, as has been testified before your committee, some rail-
roads are having financial trouble, a problem that holds serious implications
for us all.

Most of the goods which we depend upon for our dlay to day survival, not to
mention comfort, are shipped by trains. And as Secretary of Transportation
John Volpe has reported, "85 percent of all freight traffic moving on the rail-
roads just cannot be handled in any other way."

For several years, the lack of government guaranteed financial programs have
been a major factor In preventing railroads from purchasing enough freight
cars and locomotives to handle present shipping demands, much less those that
have been projected for the future.

The Department of Transportation estimates that lby 1980 the railroads will
be called upon to carry one trillion, one hundred billion revenue toni mile,,, of
freight. This is approximately 44 percent more than they carried in 1970.

To satisfy this need, competent observers say, will require 100,000 new freight
cars and 2.600 locomotives annually, goals that the railroads' current purchas-
ing power are far from able to meet.

In 1969, freight car deliveries were only 69.000: in 1970, only 66.000. What's
more, freight cars were being retired at an average of 88,000 per year over the
past five years. The locomotive situation is equally disturbing. While newv
locomotive deliveries have averaged a little over 1,000 per year over the last
four years, locomotives were being retired at a rate in excess of 1,300 per year
(luring the same period.

To finance these requirements will cost at least $36 billion over the next
11 years, according to the America's Sound Transportation Review Organiza-
tion. Yet in 1970 the railroads' return on investment hit a rock bottom 1.47
percent.

Restoring the investment tax credit would make a significant contribution
toward helping the railroads make the equipment purchases so vitally needed.
That these expectations can be realized was previously demonstrated when
an investment credit was applied in 1962. That year the number of new loco-
motives jumped from 288 delivered in 1961 to 764, steadily growing until it
reached a peak of 1,419 in 1W06 before the credit was suspended, then revived
and finally repealed in 1969. The number of new freight cars jumped from
31,501 in 1961 to 36,454 the following year, to 89,899 in 1966, as total spending
for new equipment during those years rose from about 0.6 billion to almost
2 billion dollars.

RPI urges Congress to restore the tax credit so that railroads will be able
to modernize their plant and equipment to meet the expanding transportation
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needs of our country. We vigorously support the eloquent testimony plres'ented
earlier by Frank Ei. Ba9rnett, Chairmann of the Board of Directors of the Union
Pacific Railroad Comipany and ITn1jonl Pacific Corporation, on behalf of the
Assoclo tion of American Railroads.

As 'Mr. Barnett stated so clearly, the key to the economic streingthi of the
United States4 is Capital investment, and one of the most effective long-range
weapons against inflation i., to increase industrial capacity. It is axiomantic
that the incentives to Cap~ital investment now before this committee will, if
enacted. provide our Industry the wherewithal to reactivate its program of ex-
pansion and modernization which, out of economic necessity, we were forced
to curtail upon repeal of the 7 percent ivestinent credit in 1969. Such capital
investment would, of course, help increase employment in the railway supply
Industry which is a priime objective of the President',4 p~roposal.

We support the excellent legislation for restoring the tnx credit which w~as
recently passed by the House of Representatives anid earnestly hope your
Committee willl give favorable consideration to authorizing tis tp if inl-
vestment Incentive, not only for the good of the railroad Industry, but for the
econiomiy as a whole.

NATIO-NAL COAL AssOcIATroN,.
W1ashington. D.C., October 19, 1,971.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG.
Chairman. Senate Commnittee on Finance,
T.AS'. Sen ate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHTRVAN T1o.NP,: The National Coal Associatinn (NC'A). whichi repre-
sents most of the ma jor bituiinu, coal lprilducels aind coal soles comanies in
the United States. submits4 this stotement on behal1f of jt - memibel-shin in mrm~ort
of the .Jot) Development Tnvestment Credit and the proposal for Domestic Inter-
national Sales Corporations.

TO"s DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT CREDIT (JDIC)

N(-'A strnoly sunpl-orts thme nrnrmvsal for reenotinfr an investment tax eredlit.
In 19612 the Kennedy Administ-ntionl j~jojpe the in~oc-fltaoylt tax Poodit illnorier
to holster a Mlggine ecnonmy. The coal1 producers were the first major segment
of industry to lend their full support to the investment credit concept: andl the
credit aecomlishied the plurn-se for which it was intendled. The circumistances
which en'-endered flhe need for th~e credlit in 162n are again apparent. The economyv
has been slow to resnondl to normal stimuli :emnloyment figures are below expec-
tation, and investment in new enulpmient, is4 falling off. The re istanteml)enlt of the
investment tax credit will provide another stimulant to help) correct this situation.

In the case of coal, the denmnd is hielh-so hih that the coal Industry is
tralnlnf. to meet that demand. and the oipning- of new, mines is essenijal if that
objective is to be achieved. But the soisti1catedl and exTpnsive eaninmiont nec-
essary today to initiate new large-cale deep-mining operations Calls1 for huge
sums of investment capil. This is especially true since the indlstr-v' 5 ollin-ent
and mining methods retire cosqtly modification to compnly witht the new federal
health and safety legislation, which is still beige intermreted. 'Moreover, the coal
Industry is committed to the reclamation of lainds disturbed by surface mining
and additional cnnita is required simply to maintain reclamation and production
at the present high levels.

The traditional low nrofit mare-in of the coal industry, which Nas been further
reduced b~y the decline in productivity resulting from new safety legislotion. does*
not Permit the veneration of sufficient capital to maintain current production.
much less to permit expaqnQon at the sqnme time. And the conetitive nature of
the industry combined with the high risks involved are not conducive to attract-
Ing outside investment capital.

NCA. therefore. in the interest of the coal industry, an(] the riublin demand for
more energy. supports the cnceit of the investment tax credit. whie4-er a two-
step credit as proope by the Presidlent or rrerahl iol rdt spo
vided In Section 101 of H R. 10(47. The coal industry, as wvell as manny others,
requires long lead times for certain speil order p~roducition coonient. It is
common, for example, to face a two-year waiting lpriod from the time of a flim
and binding contract to the (late 01 lluwe draa'llne or shovel can be pnlaced in serv-
Ice. Similarly, underground locomotives must be ordered about two years prior
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to expected use. With a two-step credit as proposee(, the benefits of the first step
would not lbe realized oii such eqluiipment, even though the machine had been
ordered and work had begun on it. This problem wvill be fully remedied with a
simple one-step credit.

Another factor should ibe considered. Because of the interplay of the minimum
tax, the impact of the .JIC could be diluted. Present tax law provides that the
taxable base for minimum tax purposes is the sumi of the taxpayer's tax prefer-
ence items (Ii excess of $30,000) reduced by the taxpayer's regular income tax
liability after credits. If tis, formula is applied to the .11)1(, the intended benefit
will be offset by anl increase Ii minimum tax liability. This would occur because
the JDIC would reduce the regular income tax liability mnd thereby increase
the amount subject to the minimum tax. Different eTonioic( policy considera-
tions prompted the enactment of the iim'tuniii tax and the current need for the
.JDIC. Therefore, the two concepts should be free from interaction. To fliffill
the need for which it wats proposed, the JI)IC should not be restricted by the
impact of the mninimium tax.

Present tax law also excludes the minimum tax base to which is applied the
50 percent-of-tax limitation Ii determining the amount of the investment tax
credit allowed Ii a year. Since the minimum tax is, Ii fact, an added tax, it
would be inequitable to exclude it from the tax base Ii determining the JDIC,
percent limitation. To be fully effective, the income tax liability used Ii the
minimum tax calculation should be applied before reduction by the JDIC. Fur-
ther, the regular income tax and the minimum tax should be combined in apply-
ing the 50 percent-of-tax limitation.

There are those wvho maintain that the investment tax credit is undully favor-
able to business, p~articular-ly Ii light of the recently adopted Asset Depreciation
System (ADR). This reasoning cannot be defended. History indicates that the
investment tax credit will accomplish for the economy what is intended ; namely,
an immediate stimutlant at a point Ii time which will benefit the entire nation.
If more machinery and equipment are constructed, additional labor will be re-
quired. The country's unemployed will certainly be direct beneficiaries.

The tax credit complements the ADR. Whereas the benefits to the nation from
the tax credit will be immediate, the ADR effects will become apparent. more
slowly. It has gone far toward upgrading our obsolete depreciation system. In so
(doing, it will help make our nation's industrial complex more competitive with
foreign industrial countries such as Japan, Italy and Germany.

Action by the House of Representatives has already removed a large share
of the benefits under ADR as Initially instituted by the Department of Treasury.
If the ADR cannot be restored to the form conceived by Treasury, at the very
least, no further dilution of this very worthwhile adjunct to our depreciation
laws should take place In the Senate.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)

NCA is also in favor of the proposal for DISC. A mining company transferring
profits to a DISC, under certain. circumstances, may suffer a loss of the depletion
allowvances, but those companies engaged Ii exporting coal believe the proposed
treatment will operate to make available additional capital needed to expand
mining capacity to produce export coal. Export coa! -oday contributeks about a
billion dollars a year to our balance of trade.

The full effectiveness of the original proposal has been restricted by House
action. Nevertheless, Some incentive must be found to encourage exports to help
relieve the nation's trade deficit. The DISC proposal, as amended by the House
of Representatives, will be a small but affirmative reptthted

CONCLUSION

The National Coal Association supports those provisions of H.R. 10947 as they
affect the coal industry. Their adoption would benefit our membership, the labor
force, and the general public.

W'e ask that this statement be included in the printed record of the hearings
on 11.11. 10947, the Revenue Act of 1971.

Sincerely,
CARL E. BAGGED.
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ILLINOIS STATE CIA-MBER OF COMMERCE,
Chicago, Ill., Octo bcr 11, 197.1.

Hon. RUSSELL LONG,
Ch airm an, Sena tc Finance Commit tee,
U.S. Senate, Senate Office Building, Washington., D.C.

D)EAR SENATOR LONG: Ini connection with the hearings scheduled to begin by
your committee oil HR 10947, the Illinois State Chamber of Commllerce respect-
fully submits the following comments for your consideration:

1. JOB DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT CREDIT

As a means of stimulating investment by businesses, we are generally In favor
of the restoration of the job development investment, credit. We believe that
the credit will serve as a stimulus, particularly for small businesses which are
more likely to make Investment decisions oin a short range basis. We believe
that the credit should also be extended to equipment eligible for Special five
year amortization, especially since it provides Impetus to Industry to invest
Ini additional p~ollution control facilities.

While the legislative language is necessarily complex because of the continui-
Ing effect of the carry-over provisions from the previous law, wve believe that
every effort shouldI be made to correlate time various effective dates regarding
such carry-overs. For example, Section 107 of the bill removes the 20% limita-
tioni with respect to taxable years ending after December 31, 1971. However,
the changes in the order Ii whichl the credits are to be utilized and the 10 year
carry-over for u-nused credits apply with respect to taxable years beginning
af ter December 31, 1970.

2. CODIFICATION OF THlE ASSET DEPRECIATION RANGE SYSTEM

We have always been, and continue to be in favor of stimulating capital
investment by way of anl adequate capital cost recovery allowance. We believe
tho,,t the codification of the ADR system will act as such a stimulus and Is a
logical step toward a true capital cost allowance system.

3. DOM1LSTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION

We are Ini favor of the DISC concept as a mean-s of promoting exports and
providing additional employment and capital invest ment In the United States.
However, we believe that the inclusion of a base period concept will deter
rather than stimulate export sales and investment Ii equipment of export
manufacturers. The base period concept penalizes those businesses which have
done a good job in the past Ini the forign export area and could very well react
unfavorably to them by making it more advantageous to move their operations
overseas rather than expanding at home. In other words, the bill as presently
drafted minimizes the incentive to retain, much less expand, Investment Ii the
United States for export purposes.

Furthermore, a base period concept tends to complicate the administration
of DISC both from the taxpayers' and government's standpoint.

With the base period adjustment removed], we believe that DISC will ac-
coniplish the dual purpose of providing jobs at home for our own labor force and
assisting in the struggle to restore a favorable balance of payments.

Respectfully yours,
LESTER W. BRANN, Jr., President.

CRAvATIH, SWAINE, & MOORE,
New York, N.Y., October 13, 1971.

H.R. 10947.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Sen ate Finance Commit tee,
U~.S. Senate, 1Vaskington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: On behalf of certain of our clients, we would like to
express our objection to Section 308 of H.R. 109,47 as passed by the House of
Representatives.
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Section 308 of the Bill would amend Section 58(g) (2) of the Code to provide
that foreign source capital gains and stock options would be subject to the
preference tax imposed by Section 56 if they are attributable to a foreign country
which Imposes no "significant amount" of tax with respect to such items. The
proposed amendment would be retroactive to taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1909.

Section 58(g) (2) in its present form p~rovides that foreign source capital gains
and stock options are not subject to the preference tax If, under the tax laws of
the foreign country or possession in which realized, preferential treatment is not
accorded them. We think that the language makes it unequivocally clear that a
capital gain (or stock option exercise) realized In a foreign country which has
no lncoine tax at all, such as the Bahamas, is not accorded preferential treatment
,.ider the laws of such foreign country (because all items of income are treated
the same, i.e., are not taxed) and, therefore, is not subject to the preference tax.
This Interpretation was confirmed by the original proposed Regulations published
in the Federal Register on December 30, 1970, which contained a specific example
of a sale of a capital asset in the Bahiamas and stated that the gain was not
subject to the preference tax. On June 24, 1971, however, the Treasury Depart-
ment revoked the original proposed Regulations and proposed new Regulations
which took the position that a capital gain or stock option realized in a foreign
country would be subject to the preference tax unless a "significant amount" of
foreign tax was payable thereon, and the term "significant amount" was defined
as a tax of at least 3%.

This firm filed objections to the new proposed Regulations on the ground that
they could not be justified under the language of the statute. Moreover, we
submitted that, in any event, taxpayers who relied on the original proposed
Regulations and effected sales In a country such as the Bahamas (at not in-
considerable expense) should not have a tax imposed upon them retroactively.
In this connection, we point out that the original proposed Regulations consti-
tuted an Invitation to taxpayers to do just that.

The Treasury Department apparently has nowv concluded that the new pro-
posed Regulations cannot be justified under the present statute and, therefore, is
seeking legislation. We submit that the proposed change should not be retro-
active. It has not been the policy of the Congress to enact retroactive tax legis-
lation adversely affecting persons who relied on the language of existing law.
The policy against non-retroactivity should be particularly applicable In a case
such as this where the Treasury Department In its orizina1 1)roposed Regulations
encouraged taxpayers to sell in a country such as the Bahamas. At the very least,
if retroactive legislation is to be enacted. it should not apply to sales made prior
to June 24. 1971. that being the first late that taxpayers were put on notice that
the Treasury Department was no longer adhering to the original proposed
Regulations.

Very truly yours,
______ CRAvATIT, SWAINE & MO1ORE.

LAW OrFICEs. SiLVERSTETN AND MTJLLENS,
Washington, D.C., October 14, 1971.

Re Section 105 of H.R. 10947.
Mr. THOMAS VAIL.
(Thief Counsel, Committee on Finance,
NYew Senate Offce Building,
W~ashington, D.C.

DEARt MTR. V AIL: This letter is written on behalf of our client, GATX-Armco-
Boothe, to call your attention to the problem concerning the application of
section 109 of H.R. 10947, providing a limitation of the availability of the Invest-
mient credit to certain less~ors.

GATX-Armeo-Bo-othe Is a joint venture consisting of two corporations, GATX/
Boothe Corporation and Armco/Boothe Corporation. The joint venture is engaged
In the purchase and lease of aircraft and other major transportation equipment
to airlines and other users.

Section 100 of the Bill Imposes a limitation upon the availability of the Invest-
inent credit to "a person which Is not a corporation" with respect to property of
which such person is the lessor. While the provision is thus not Intended to apply
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to corporations, there Is some question as to whether the provision would be
applicable where the lessor is a joint venture, partnership or other entity owvnedl
entirely iiy one or more corporations.

I amn herewith enclosin_, a brief mnemoranduni indicating that the application of
section 109 to a joint venture such as GATX-Arinco-Boothe was not Intended by
the House and is not necessary to effectuate the purpose underlyhng such pro-
Vision. It is therefore respectfully requested that the problem be eliminated by
expressly providing, either in the statute or the SeaeFinance Committee
Report, that section 109 of the Bill will be inappl cable to a joint venture, part-
nership or other entity owned entirely by one or more corporations (other than
subchapter S corporationn; andl personal holding companies) . Suggested Language
for a statutory resolution of thi.s unintended Iproblem is,- attached to the enclosed
memorandum.

If there are any question,- with respect to this matter, or if additional infor-
mation is required Nvith respect thereto, please do not hesitate to contact the
undlersignedl.

Very truly yours,
SIrvERSTEIN AND MULLENS,
ARTh~UR H. SCHTREIBER.

Enclosure.
MEMORANDUM1

ELIMINATION OF ENTITIES OWNED BY CORPORATIONS FROM LIMITATION ON AVAIL-
ABILITY OF INVESTMENT CREDIT TO CERTAIN LESSORS

,Section 109 of H.R. 10947 as passed by the House imposes a limitation upon
the availability of the investment credit to "a person which is not a corporation"
with respect to property of which .;ueli person is the les,-sor. While the provision
is thus not intenldedl to apply to corporations, such application could nevertheless
result !in a factual situation wher-e the lessor is a joint venture, partnership or
other entity owned entirely by one or more corporations.

The Report of the House W~ays and Mleans Committee expressly indicates
that in adopting section 109, the Committee was concerned "about the extent
to which idividuals (sin-.ly or :is a group !in a joint venture) are able to utilize
the tax benefits of leasing transactions (the credit, and the depreciation and
interest deductionsi) as a mneauns to shelter from tax a substantial part of their
other income." (Emnphasis addled) . The Report further indlicates that the Com-
mnittee desired to prevent such result, which would otherwise occur by reason
of the restoration of the inve4nient credit, and thus felt it appropriate to limit
the extent to which the investment credit w~ill lie available to such lessors.

The action by the House, as evidenced by the Repo)rt of the Ways and M('ans
Committee, reflects a clear intention to exclude corporations (other than sub-
chapter S corporations) from the lim-itation on the availability on the investment
credit p~rovided( !in section 109 of the Bill. 'Thus,. a corporation engaged !in the bousi-
ness of leasing section 3S property would be entitled to claim the investment
credit with respect to such property without regard to the limitation 1)rovim(l
in section 109 of the Bill. Where, however, a corporate lessor for business reasons
joins with one or more other corporations !in a joint venture. partnership or other
entity to lease section 38 property, it is unclear whether the limitation p~rovidled
!in section 109 of the Bill wou'd lbe applicable to such entity.

It is suIbmitted thant where the lessor is a joint, venture, partnership or other
entity which is Owned entirely iby one or more corI)orations (other than sub-
chapter S r)orations or personal holding comipo'nies) . the limlitaition pi-ovide1
in section l100 of the Bill should lie inapplicable !i determining the av-ailability of
the investment credit with respxet to such joint Venture, partnership) oir other
entity. It is clear that the House did not intend that suchl limlit-Ition Woulmd be
alpplicabm e to a lease of section 38 property by at corporation. amnd there is no sub]-
stantive basis, for applying such limitation to a1 lease of s('ctioml 3s jrojierty by
a joint venture. p~artner-ship or other entity ownmed entirely by coriroritiomis. Since
the corporate ventures would iuot be subject to such limitation if they leased see-
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tion 38 property individually, the result should be the same where, for economic
consideration,;, they Join together In a joint venture, partnership or other entity
to lease section 38 lprolierty. The situation sought to he prevented by the House
in adopting section 1(09 of the Bill, i.e., the utilization by Individual taxpayers
of the tax benefits of leasing transactions, (does not exist where section 38 prop)-
erty is leased lby corporations either Indirectly or through a joint venture could
1)y themn since in either event the tax benefits are claimed by corporate taxpayers.

Application of section 109 of the Bill to the joint venture in the factual situa-
tion in question would produce anl anomalous result as to each corporate venturer
in thiat each would be entitled to the investment credit for section 38 property
leased directly by it in the conduct of its leasing business but wvouldl (assuming
neither test provided in section 10 is satisfied) be denied the Investment credit
where it joins with other corporations in such joint venture to lease similar or
idlenticai section 38 property. Moreover, application of such invitation to a joint
venture owned enti rely by corpora tions could have anl adverse economic effect
by precluding the lease of section 38 property where the corporate venturers are
unable or unwvilling to undertake the financial comimitment.4 and responsibilities
necessary to effect the lease of such property in their individual capacities. This
is particularly true with respect to aircraft and other major transportation equip-
mnent which require the Investment by the lessor of sub,3antial funds to acquire
such property.

The application of such limitation to the joint venture in the factual situation
in question would also adversely affect the airline or other user which leases
such equipment where it is unable to obtain the necessary financing to make
the acquisition directly. The airline industry, for example, is dependent upon
lease financing to satisfy eqiuilinent needs. The acquisition of new aircraft Is
necessary in order for the airline industry to kecp) iace within technological de-
velolenit and mleet the demnand1s of its passengers. The denial of the Investment
credit to the joint venture would have anl i'lationary effect by causing anl in-
crease in the cost to passengers anol would be detrimentall to the airline and
sipping industries as well as to the economy.

In viewv of the foregoing, application of section 109 of the Bill to a joint venture,
partnership or other entity owned entirely lby corporations (other than sub-
chapter 8 corporations, and per,,onal holding companies) , which was not intended
lby the House, is not necessary to effectuate the purpose underlying such provision
and would have a subst4antial adverse effect onl the airline and shipping industries
and onl the economy. Adoption (if the loroiw~d amevndmnit is therefore necessary~
to eliminate such unintended and] undesirable result.

H.R. 10947, SECTION 109

AVAILABILITY OF INVESTMENT CREDIT TO CERTAIN LESSORS

1. On Page 18, Line 18 of the Bill, isert after "poration" the following:
"or anl entity the entire beneficial interest in which is owned by one or more

corporations"
2. O n Page 19 , Line 8 of the Bill, insert before "sliall" the following:
"and a personal holding company (as defined in section 542)"

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BuSINESs AND EDUCATION RADIO, INC.,
W1(lJ.31ington, D.(C., October 141, 1971.

Hion. RuSSELL B3. LONG,
Chairman, Scvatc Fiacc Commnittee,

IJEAR SENATOR LONG : The Nationial Association of Business andl Educational
Radio, Inc-. (NABER) is a non-lprolit association organized in 1965 to provide
assistance to the 150,000 licensees in the Federal CUomnzunications Commission

68-333 0 - 71-pt. 2-- 31
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Business Radio Service. The members of NABER, of which 9001 are small busi-
ness organizations throughout the country, are greatly concerned that the tele-
phone companies are attempting to persuade your Comnnittee to delprive them of
the full 7% investment tax credit as recommended lby the House of Representa-
tives onl purchases of private communications equipment.

In his testimony before your Committee, M1r. Theodore F. Brophy of the Gen-
eral Telephone & Electronics Company, representing the United States Indc-
Ipendent Telephone Association, has attempted to make this Irrational and uin-
supp~orted point. There are certain things relating to this matter which you
should d be aware of :

1. Telephone companies have been granted monopoly franchises for their bas-ic
telephone lbusine~s in time states in which they operate and are guaranteed by
the Constitution to a fair rate of return onl their investment. No other company
c-an enter the basic central exchange telephone business in these franchised
areas.

2. To suggest that private mobile radio competes with telephone companies
is ridiculous . Telephone companies dto not and cannot satisfy the mobile radio
communications needs of our members. This proposition has always beenl recog-
nized by the Congress and the Federal Communications Commission in the provi-
sions for the grant of radio frequencies for industrial and public safety luses.
NABER members need two-way. mobile radio to communicate in remote areas,
and while in transit on the highways and streets across the Notion. Therefo.
to suggest that they can use a telephone for this purpose Is totally unrealistic,
and any Implication that mobile radio communications are competitive with
the telephone companies is wholly without foundation.

3. Often, the use of radio communications by a small businessman canl mean
the difference between a successful. competitive buslnevs operation, or a bulsiness
failure. Successful businesses will meani the success of the basic "jot) develop-
ment" purposes of the legislation. The telephone companies proposal will mean
reduced cm-edit to our members and will give less incentive to them to invest
in new or Improved communications equipment.

Business needs the 7% investment tax credit to permit expansion and com-
munications will be indispensable in accomplishing this goal-to reduce the
credit on private communications eqjuliment will only thwart the purpo-e of time
Bill by arbitrarily discouraging business from an investment urgently needed to
help expand our economy.

'Since private land mobile radio use by industrial and public safety entities
can In no wvay be presumed to be competi-tive to the telephone companies, we hope
your Committee will reject this proposal outright.

Very truly yours,
VAL J. WILLIAMS,

Executive Vice Presdiceat and General Manager.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMEfNT OF ECONOMICS,
New York, N.Y., October 18, 1971.

Hon. RUSSELL LONG AND OTHER. MEMnERS,
Committee on Finance, U.S. Sen ate, W1ashingtoii, D.C.

GENTLEMEN : Your invitation this morning to submit additional material regard-
ing the tax legislation you are considering prompts me to enclose a short article,
"Capital and Taxation," and excerpts from a longer one, "The Adaptatiomn of the
Tax System to the Needs of Contemporary Societies."

Time first includes some estimates which I made two years ago comparing
the probable needs for capital with p~rob~able supp)llies of savings. Clearly, at
least -to me, the anti-capital bias of present tax laws conflicts with thme deep~ly
entrenched expectations of time American people. More solidly b~asedl estimates
of the relation between capital need1s amid supplies ma~y lbe available illm the near
future. The subject certainly deserves serious attention in the muakinig of tax
policy.
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The second deals wilth basic Issues of the role of business and the taxation
of business. These, I trust, may be of help in your difficult task of molding tax
policy to the best long-run interests of the public.

Respectfully yours,
C. LOWELL HARRISS, Pro fessor of Economics.

[From the Tax Foundation's Tax Review, August 1969]
CAPITAL AND TAXATION

(By C. Lowell Harrisg, Economic Consultant, Tax Foundation)

The Tax Reform Act of 1909 wvas not deliberately designed as an "aniti -capital"
ineasure. Yet many features could be so designated without serious misrepresenta-
tion-large increases in taxes on incomes where savings tend to be high (over
$100,000), large reductions where savings are low (under $7,000), changes WVhich
adld to the burdens on particular industries (oil and other natural resources, real
estate, banking and thrift institutions), and repeal of thle investment credit which
affects all business. Even a biasedl search will have difficulty turning up at hand-
fuil of changes which favor capital formation or business and for only two of
them (rate reduction beginning in 1971 and amortization of anti-pollution facili-
ties) will relief exceed $100 million a year.

Proponents of the bill focused on removal of favoritismns which have enabled
s-omec taxpayers to escape burdens equal to those borne by others with the Same
"'income." References in the news media paid little or no attention to the p~rob-
able effects on production and grothtl. Profes.-ional economists also concentrated
on the equity aspects; if pressed, however, they would argue that removal of the
special features would improve the efficiency of the economy through better
allocation of productive resources, but hardly enough to be discernible.

The lack of attention to investment and the productive elements of our economy
contrasts strikingly with the emphasis !in 1961-62 which led to the investment
credit and that !in 1934 which brought at depreciation breakthrough. Taxation has
become so compllex that wve cannot possibly keep) all important issues before us
iii any one, tax p~rogram. Thus there is a reason for overlooking some of the
effects, of legislation aus major as that just passed by the House. Unfortunately,
ignoring problems will not make them go away-and wvill certainly not solve
them. One of these problems is America's need for capital In the years ahead.

As interest, rates rose to new heights in 19G8 and 1969, demand-supply factors,
got some attention, though scarcely enough. Disproportionate concern was devoted
to the Federal Reserve's influence on interest rates and to "tight money". From
week to week, it 14 true, the "Fed" can certainly influence interest rates. But its
power to affect the level over longer periods will be slight. The general level and
also the structure depend upon the forces of demand and supply.

Capital "Needs~" Estimates of the amount of newv capital "needed" to meet
reasonable aspirations must lack precision. The goals themselves are flexible.
Moreover, judgments about the productivity of capital differ considerably. For a
broad view, however, simple estimating can give helpful perspective.

First. capital for jobs-(a) to equip workers entering the labor force and (b)
to provide eqUin"1nent to raise the Incomes of present workers. Jobs In manufactur-
lng often have $20,000 of capital per worker-really good jobs, often very much
more. In retailing and construction the figures are lower, In utilities far greater.
For finance, government, mining, agriculture, and services estimating the amounts
presents many difficulties, such as allowing for the use of rented property which
represent s capital suppled by others. The amounts do range widely but f requently
are less than !in manufacturing. Over the whole economy, the new jobs which can
come close to meeting the expectations of the new generation will require much
more capital on the average than available today-more real capital bought at
prices hkzher than in the past.

The labor force will grow by about 1,400,000 a year in the near future. An
average of $15,000 capital per worker comes to $21 billion a year. An average of
$20,000 Involves $28 billion.
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How much capital will be needed to Improve the earnings of people already
working? Their productivity on the average will rise from the accumulation of
skills on the job. Longer vacations and other increases in leisure, however, will
continue to reduce somewhat the inpluts of mianhours. In general, increases in
annual real earnings of employees require additional capital per job. Let us
assume that $1.50 of capital once added to production facilities will generally
support, in addition to something for those who make the funds available, a rise
of $1 a year in employee earning. Such an assumption Is open to much debate.
But, let us see where it lead,,.

On the low side, we may think of employees getting $6,500 (about the present
average) and expecting a 4 percent annual imlprovemient-$260. Then capital
add~itionls each year would need to be $390 per employee. For a nongovernment
employed labor force of 66,000,000 the annual capital needed would be about $26
billion. But if we think of average earnings of $8,000 (still somewhat in the
future) and an expected increase of 5 percent a year (already perhaps rather
low'), the total swells-to $40 billion. Nothing in this total would add to the
capital used by 12,000,000 nonmilitary employees of governments; but relatively
more than is realistic is allowed for jobs with low ratios of capital to labor, e.g.,
household service.

BETTER HOUSING HIGH1 ON LIST

Another major need of a growing p~opulation whose aspirations are rising will
be better housing. Assume at rate of family formation of 1,100,000 at year and
$15,000 per housing unit. (Liand cost, in effect, is excluded; the average puts
heavy emphasis on apartments as distinguished from single family residences.)
Total cost, $16.5 billion.

For upgrading the existing stock of 60,000,000 units, think of only $300 a year a
unit for net improvement including the replacement of demolitlons-almost ridic-
ulously low ait present construction costs. Yet the total comes to $18 billion.

The two housing amounts come to $34.5 billion-only about 8 percent above
time present (1969) rate of expenditure on residential construction ; and it is
generally conceded to lbe inadequate. Therefore, this total would not really provide
enough net improvement.

The lower range of figures add to around $80 billion. Raising sights only slightly
ait each stage would put us more than a little above $100 billion a year. No allow-
anice is made for investment in durable consumer goods, which can absorb several
billions of savings in some years, or for capital exports.

Capital Supply Ontlook. If each of uts, for his company, were asked to fore-
cast the quantity of net newv Saving in the future, how many would wager much
on the accuracy of our best estimate for any year? Uncertainty would prevail.
Think how much depends upon the size of income itself!

The national Income accounts show net saving-personal saving (including
the growth of pension funds) plus undistributed corporate lprofits---of $65 billion
for 1968 (no increase over the year caller; estimates for 1969 to date show a
declinee. The governmental sector had a net deficit, a condition which has been
true for most of the postwar period. If the low figure of $80 billion of investment
"need" were to apply to, say, 1970. the normal growth of savings would not
yield enough. The shortfall might not seemi huge as Suich things go, but it would
cause much disappointment. Tme amounts needled for more ambitious notions of
net improvement would cost a lot more than our savings would finance.

Looking ahead, estimating net newv saving for the w'hoe economy must be done
with much caution. The dollar amounts will finance a rising level of per capita
income even for the population increase ahead. Yet comiplacency would be out
of order.

Much depends on corporate earnings retention. How large will profits be be-
fore taxes? How munch w~ill repeal of time investment credit reduce after-tax
earnings in the near future? With time present outlook for business taxes, at very
good level of business activity, one without ma serious "wage-profit squeeze," will
be needed to raise retained earnings by $3 billion a year.
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Personal savings out of disposable income, plus pension fund accumulations
which (10 not appear in disposable income, are not high enough to be consistent
with our implicit expectations about the rise of the standard of living plus1 popu-
lation growth. As incomes go up, of course, so (10 savings. Yet will the increases
be enough to finance the income growth which so many American., expect?

One reason for doubt grows out of a belief that steeply graduated personal
income tax rates create a bias against the growth of savings. Let us think of
the more prosperous groups who supply much of total personal saving. As pre-
tax income goes up from year to year, progressively more will be taken by Fed-
eral and state income taxes. This result is Sometimes viewed as a relatively pain-
less way to get more dollarss for rising governmental expenditure programs. The
channeling of more and1 more of rising income into governmental treasuries will
tend1, I suggest, to keel) personal saving from rising by as much as wve might
exp~ect. 'Moreover, many "reforms" of the 1969 act focus on tipper income groups;
iKer dllar of tax increase the substantial additions to lie paid would probably
reduce Savings by much more than consumption. Fortunately, rate reductions
scheduled for the 1970's will work in the opposite direction.

Inflation, if it continues;, will expand the flow of income into government treas-
uries-partly at the expense of saving. This result of graduated scales of tax
rates (personal income, estate, and gift taxes) which were set without respect for
inflation w~as unpremeditated. But we have no excuse for ignoring it. One effect
is a drift to relatively larger government. Another is some drop in the level of
private saving and capital formation.

The weight of evidence indicates that net new saving will fail to pay for as
much capital formation as our rising expectations lead us to hope for. The
shortfall, I fear, can be great enough to aggravate by more than a little both
social strains and personal disappointments.

INVESTMENT CREDIT SUPPORTS GROWTH

Role of Capital: Speeial Points. One special aspect of capital supply was em-
p~hasized (1961-62) by some supporters of the investment tax credit. Technologi-
cal progress plays a crucial role in economic growth. Much of the contribution
of advancing technology becomes availabe-.e., appears or is transmitted-in
new machinery, equipment, processes. New capital facilities embody the fruits of
scientific research which cannot otherwise be Iput to lise. ('apital formation,
therefore, brings advantages greater than the addition of more equipment. The
new things tend to be of best quality. Savings invested in new capital facilities
yield an extra "technological dividend."

Another point involves the role of the banking system. The Federal Reserve
can alter the speed at which commercial banks by extending credit can add to
the total of demand (deposits. The new dollars which become available through
such lending are just as good as, any others- for the borrower. ANhen the economy
has much unused productive capacity, there is merit in financing business ex-
pansion by an above-average growth of the stock of money (demand deposits).
The effects, how-ever, are quite different when, as at present, the economy is
p~ushling at the limits of productive capacity. The notion that the banking system
can substitute for new saving can be a source of trouble. Yet we hear this.
suggestion in proposals to "ease" financing, to help meet "credit needs" by Fed-
eral Reserve policy. And over the longer run not much of the capital funds
required by an expanding economy can be met by money creation as distinguished
from net saving.

Our economic welfare will (depend heavily upon the efficiency with which busi-
messes operate. Taxes are obstacles in the sense that they take from the tax-
payer without directly giving him an equivalent. Taxes on business firms cannot
help in the process of income creation. They can hurt. They can impede the
productive mechanisms,. not, of course, because lawmakers want to hurt the
proce.-s of production, lbut because an important side effect of taxation is the
change in conditions which face taxpayers. Inevitably, taxes lead some businesses
to act differently from what would otherwise be in their best Interests. If tax
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rates are low, the sacrifice of what Is essentially one's best Interest to save tax
wvill rarely be worthwhile. But when tax rates are in the range of 50 percent,
purely tax considerations canl be decisive. What Is basically a less efficient al-
ternative will sometimes seem best when taxes aire taken into account. Capital
Investment flows to take account of taxes as well as of productivity. Taxes at
high rates distort business decisions. Some loss of real Income for society results.

Despite the importance of capital for progress, our system taxes heavily the
returns to equity capital of corporations. This bias against capital results from
actions, over the years taken without much explicit regard for the realities of
capital as a source of productivity and progress.

The personal income tax applies to the earnings of unincorporated businesses,
enterprises which have no small role !in our economy and its growth. With tax
rate schedules as high and as steeply graduated as nlow scheduled, personal
income taxes take a bite out of business earnings more often, and in bigger
amounts, than the manl in the street would probably expect. Capital accumnula-
tion out of the earnings of successful enterprises must suffer.

Among thle capital needs pressing for high priority are those of cities. Huge
amounts of new capital, more than really Included In the estimates above, are
needed to rebuild the older parts of U.S. cities. MAore than allowe-d for would
also be required to keep) the quality of physical facilities of cities abreast of
the rising standards of a progressive civilization.

The obstacles we face are at combination which includes not only the amount
of capital but also the conditions for use. The property tax needs; basic re-
structuring. In an economic sense the tax onl real property is not one but two
axes. One falls onl land, the productive resource whdi in its basic sense is a
productt of nature." The space !in cities will not depart no matter how heavy
time tax onl land. 'Much of the value of urban land results from governmental
spending and the general development of society, not from the efforts and land
improvements of the owner.

The other part of the tax onl real property falls on buildings. The amount
Invested In new structures will depend upon tax rates. Burdens at present
levels of American cities put nlew construction at a competitive disadvantage
in bidding for new capital.

Assuming that no loss of revenue is a realistic possibility for the immediate
future, basic reform still is possible. The chief element would be a much higher
tax rate on land than onl improvements. The rate onl land, onl pure site value,
might be three, four, or even a bigger multiple of that onl improvements. Owners
of land would be under far greater pressure to p~ut it to most productive use.
The tax rate onl buildings would go down-such "detaxing" of improvements
is a major purpose of the proposal. The attractiveness of investment in new
urban structures would rise, drawing more capital. The logic is so convincing
thiat this aspect of tax reform deserves serious debate, and promptly.

One reason for urgency stems from a feeling that our concern with urban
problems will lead to special programs of aid, some outright subsidies, some
special tax concessions. Yet programs of urban aid which direct funds into
particular areas will tend to ramse land prices. 'Will not munch of the intended
benefit then be incorporated into gains for landowners? To the extent that land
prices absorb the worth of special aid, future residents and other users will get
much less advantage from urban subsidies and aids than Is intended. One proj-
ect's success will add to the cost of otlhers !in the neighborhood by raising nearby
property values.

To sum uip, rising expectations of a growing population wvill require more
capital formation than the probable flow of savings will finance. Modifications
of the tax structure to encourage saving would Involve issues not examined
here. Modi fixation s to encourage more productive use seem possible-and clearly
desirable. And moderation in encouraging aspirations may be a requirement of
statesmanship.
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EXCERPT FROM THE ADAPTATION OF THEm TAX SYSTEM TO THE NEEDS OF

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETIES

By C. Lowell Harriss

11. THE SUBSTANCE OF CONSTRUCTIVE ADAPTATION

Now let us look at some conditions and constituents of progress in
taxation.

A. A Fact to Remember: People Bear Taxes, All Taxes
Too much talk about issues of tax policy suffers from failure to

recognize a basic point: Things do not bear taxes; people do. Some
taxes reach us indirectly as higher prices for what we buy, others as
lower incomes from our efforts and our investment. The tax may
also appear as a direct charge on our income and wealth after we
get them. Whatever the form, however, every tax is paid by people.

For convenience, we often say that taxes fall on business, real
estate, corporations, liquor, or value added. True, in one sense, but
also seriously misleading - for the man in the street, the legislator,
and all too many whose "~shorthand" use of language does not have
the background support of a solid basis of economic analysis. The
important fact, however, is that whatever the first impact, every tax
affects people: owners, consumers, employees. Although a corporation
is in one sense a thing with its own existence, any taxes on it reduce
the income of its owners or raise the price of its products or cut the
payments to labor and suppliers (or some combination of these).
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Voters, and the officials of government, cannot escape the problem
of taxing human beings by pretending to tax things, such as business
firms or real estate or beer. The distinction between direct and in-
direct taxation can guide attention to the difference between the
first impacts of various taxes. But for most issues of significance
we need to know how the tax is shifted, and to whomn ultimately.

B. High Tax Rates as a Source of Troubles
High tax rates in themselves do more than hit some taxpayers

hard. Differences in high rates abound and complicate matters. High
and differential rates produce other effects, and, it seems to me,
call for explicit attention ini opening a discussion of the substance of
tax modernisation.

What is "high"? Examples abound - 50 % on income, 10 17- on
an employee's wage bill, 200 9o or more on cigarettes and liquor
and some imports and consumer goods, 3 %y a year on the capital
value of property, 60 9o on transfers at death; such are neither un-
common nor the peaks of their types in the modern world. Their
existence will make efforts to escape tax worthwhile, perhaps the
best way to use skill and time.

Individuals and businesses will take what would otherwise be a
second, third, or fourth choice in their investment, production
management, consumption, and general business decisions if by
doing so they can save a heavy tax. Economic distortions result.
"Excess burden" appears - or speaking more accurately, comes
into existence but rarely appears because it is hidden. What is it?
Loss to taxpayer and also to the economy is "excess burden", some-
thing not obtained that would otherwise have become available; it
is something to the disadvantage of the taxpayer which is not
matched by benefit to a governmental treasury. Adverse "third
party", "spillover". "neighborhood", or "external" effects of high
taxes can be very real even though neither measurable nor evident.
They correspond on the unwelcome side to some of the external
benefits which economists cite as justifications for government
spending.

What determines the height of tax rates? The level of spending
is obviously of prime importance, but the size of the tax base is also
crucial. The broadeLr the base, the lower the tax rate needed to
produce any given volume or revenue. The broader the base, the
greater the difficulty of manipulating it to save any substantial
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portion of the tax. Erosion of a tax base tends to make for higher
rates and then new distortions.

Avoiding high tax rates, therefore, takes on importance as a
goal of tax policy. Adapting a tax structure for better service in
the years ahead ought to include a deliberate attack on the highest
of tax rates. Not easy! Perhaps somewhat less difficult may be the
prevention of rates which are already high from going higher.

C. Fairness and justice
Adapting a tax structure to new conditions calls for thought

about the concepts of fairness and justice and equity. They un-
questionably, and properly, loom large in the writings with which
I am familiar. Not everyone getting about the same services of
government will pay the same tax. The differences in tax bills
(open plus hidden) can be large. They result, not from free choice
but from the decisions of rulers of the state. In taxation society
employs coercion. 'We want it to be used justly and fairly.

1. Some Problems of Definition
Like love, beauty, humor, and perhaps even heaven, justice,

vaguely conceived but earnestly sought, stands as one of man's great
aspirations. It is one of the chief goals which men seek through
government. justice will be one goal in adapting the tax system to
new conditions. But what does it mean? Are there generally accepted
principles of tax "justice" ?3

In appraising different possibilities of imposing tax, the criteria
for judging will assign high priority to the feeling that any use of

3 In the United States, "justice" is a word freely used, but ill defined. Trans-
lation to other languages presents great difficulties. The basic concept is the
rendering to individuals or groups what they are entitled to under predetermined
standards. On how standards come into existence, views can differ widely. One
possibility is legalistic, to make the standards whatever statutory and judicial law
provide. Another approach would derive the basic principles from absolute God-
given or "natural" rights. A more pragmatic approach accepts the standards as set
by the consensus of the time and place. Where tax-burden distribution is in
question, the legalistic approach gives no help, taxes result from laws, and the
inescapable conclusion would be that whatever burden distribution is produced by
a tax law Is ipso facto "Just" - obviously not what we seek. Elsewhere, I have
discussed 9 doctrinal bases which have been - and to varying extent still are -

used. W. J. Shultz and C. Lowell Harriss, American Public Finance, 8th ed.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1965, Chapter IX.
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compulsion should be governed extensively by consideration of
fairness and equity and justice. Ethical and moral value judgments
will be both explicit and implicit. The determination to make a tax
system fair seems to me worthy of the best in mankind's traditions
of humanity, of consideration for others as well as self'

As we come from different societies, what are the meanings of
the terms corresponding to "fairness" which we try most seriously
to put into practice? One thing which I hope this program will
encourage is discussion of the thinking in many countries, including
those where Marxian ideology exerts strong influence, about how
the costs of government ought to be divided among people. Looking
ahead, what kinds of tax changes would represent progress on this
score?

To repeat: Some people will pay very much more than others
toward the cost of government for all. They do so because of
coercion by the "state", more realistically, by the people who make
government decisions. What criteria, what sense of values, are
dominant in the theoretical, analytical, and philosophical thinking?
Or is there much concern about what "ought" to be, about what
would be better? With costs of government to be as burdensome
as seems inevitable, the importance of striving for ever greater
fairness seems to me of high priority. Progress requires thinking
about the constituents of tax justice.

Then additional considerations command attention. They take
many forms -the imbalance of political power, the complexities of
laws of property, the quality of administrative machinery, competition
from other economies, and many others.'4

4 The history of the growth of government Includes much In the search for
justice through law. But there are other objectives. Increasingly, men try to use
the process of government to get more things which are not necessarily associated
with justice - economic growth, education, subsidy for particular groups, health,
conservation of natural resources, recreation, equality, cleaner air, and so on. Some
of these goals are often said to fall within the scope of "social justice" or "economic
justice". Such usage of the term "Justice", however, can be misleading. For
example, it implies that the thing sought Is like legal justice. Government using
police and courts can give us legal justice (although the statutes may not seem
right to everyone). Use of.the term "economic justice" (or "tax equity") may lead
the unwary - or the person whose wishes make him accept as achievable what
he wants to believe - to feel that "Justice" In such a sense is as definable, and as
obtainable through government, as is legal justice.
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2. Enforcement of Law
On one aspect of tax justice there ought to be a consensus: "Every

taxpayer shall be treated according to legal rules which apply equally
to all taxpayers in the same class." Is this not a goal to which the
good society will aspire? Fairness requires that there be no prejudice,
whether by accident or design, in the application or administration
of the law. The higher the tax rate, the greater the practical
significance of this point because more money hangs on each action.
The adaptation of tax laws and practices to the requirements of
the future should conform increasingly to what can and will be
enforced. The achievement of more justice in this sense requires
modification of law, of administration, and taxpayer compliance.
Better enforcement of tax law deserves higher priority than it seems
to get.

3. Gradualness
A different kind of principle distinguishing the equitable in

taxation from the unfair, a principle which can help in making many
important decisions, is associated with continuity and gradualness.
Big changes, big breaks, large discontinuities in tax for relatively
small changes in conditions, are more likely to be a source of in-
justice than of justice. Is it not unfair if slight inequalities in personal
position create large inequalities in taxes?

Let me be clear: Justice does call for tax inequality. But it also
requires that the inequalities be related in quality and quantity, to
differences that have substance. A relatively small and insubstantial
difference should not give rise to a substantial difference in tax. If'
getting on one rather than the other side of a line - a legal formality,
the wording of a contract or a will or a trust, a year or two of age,
a few units of some measure of an auto, a small change of location -

makes a big dif ference in tax, the result seems more inequitable than
equitable. Some discontinuities, of course, may be a reasonable price
to pay for ease in administration or some other desirable objective.
In general, however, slight differences in conditions ought not to lead
to big differences in oux compulsory payments for government.

4. Horizontal Equity
Two other concepts can help in solving problems about the sharing

of the costs of government. Horizontal equity requires that "equals
be treated equally". Everyone on the same income level, or con-
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suming about the same things, or in essentially similar circumstances,
shall bear the same portion of the expense of government. When
their circumstances differ in ways that are significant for the sharing
of the costs of government - size of family or wealth or total of
charitable contributions, for example - fairness requires that tax
loads differ.

This principle will elicit widespread agreement, and properly so.
The equals-treated-equally guide can help in many cases. But many
44nonequal" situations arise. Which of them involve elements that are

relevant for dividing up the costs of government? This question leads
to a companion concept.

5. Vertical Equity
Vertical equity requires that people whose circumstances differ in

ways which are relevant for sharing the costs of government must
pay different taxes. How much of what differences will warrant how
much difference in tax? Little consensus will be found - except that
the unequal treatment of taxpayers must rest on reasonable, not
capricious, bases.

In sharing the expenses of government, is income a relevant
factor? Place of residence, source of income, wealth, health, number
of workers in a family, kind of property owned? Some as against
other items of consumption? Effort made in getting income? Height
or color of hair or age? Some technicality of a property contract? And
so on. Many of these and other elements always appear in com-.
parisons of people.

How must each thing we decide to take into account be weighted?
For example, do we achieve vertical equity in taxing more heavily
the $ 16,000 than the $ 15,000 Income when the extra $ 1,000 resulted
from the sacrifice of 200 hours of leisure and the input of 200 more
working hours? Many more truly perplexing questions can be raised
than can be answered to satisfaction. But the asking itself can
perhaps help in clarifying issues and avoiding mistakes.

In the United States today a few types of income are taxed less
heavily than others. Somewhat the same results may appear in other
lanis.

6. Ability to Pay
The notion that t "ax burdens should reflect "ability to pay" has

wide acceptance - but lacks clarity. It almost defies our ability to
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define. Behind the concept one finds the principle (implicit in what
has been said earlier) that government costs are incurred for the
benefit of everyone and should be imposed on the individuals who
compose the social unit in a manner which takes account of the hard-
ship in paying and seeks to minimize the personal sacrifice, or at least
to keep it "low".

What is the basis of "ability" as regards paying for government?
Perhaps property (wealth) is the best criterion of taxpaying ability.
More generally, today, income seems to be accepted as the major
standard of taxpaying ability. Yet "ability" is also attributed to
wealth, to inheritances and gifts, and to expenditures on consumption,
in total or of some types, e.g., "luxuries". Is there any good reason to
insist on a single base to measure ability? Of course not, quite the
contrary. Bu~t try to set up principles for meshing together two
different bases for ability to pay. Most of us would find easier
the moving on to another aspect of this troublesome subject, as I do
now.

Assume that we have agreed upon something as a base of ability.
How can it be used as a measure? If one individual has twice as
much property, or in the course of a year spends twice as much, or
receives twice as much income, as a second individual, does the first
person have exactly twice as much ability as the second? 50Or is the
proportion somewhat more than double, or somewhat less?

In one sense, however, there may be an objective application of
the "ability" principle - a guide of practical significance. The
amount needed to support a socially endorsed minimum standard of
living can be calculated. Below this figure, it can be said, no tax-
paying ability exists.

5 A business concern as such (as distinguished from its owners, employees, or
customers) has no independent impersonal taxpaying ability, or so it seems to me.
But the argument has been developed that business units do possess an impersonal
taxpaying "ability" measured by net income or by the relation of net income to
capital. This argument has been used to defend corporation income taxes. To me
it seems mostly nonsense. To find defensible reasons for taxing corporation
earnings, one must look elsewhere.

8 Life requires government no less than some other elements of a minimum
standard of living. In a strict sense, therefore, does not some payment for govern-
ment. some tax belong in every budget? Not in principle, it seems to me. For the
very poor, payment of costs of government by others seems much the same as
payment of welfare and other aid which Is provided on the basis of need.
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7. Progression, Proportionality, Regression
The literature of 'public finance, and certainly popular feeling in

my country and some others, generally accepts the view that the
tax system should impose its burden progressively.~ They believe that
the amount of tax payable expressed as a percentage of income (or
wealth or total consumption) ought to rise more rapidly than in-
come (or wealth or consumption). In fact, how-ever, the case for
progression is an uneasy one. 8 What basis is there for deciding
how much in taxes it is fair or economically wise to demand from
the family with an income of $ 10,000 compared with the almost
similarly situated family with $ 9,500 or $ 10,500? Ardent supporters
of progression as a device for discriminating to achieve equity may
disagree strongly on the fairness of a given set of tax rates. A scale
of progressive rates may be so steep as to be unfair, perhaps starkly
inequitable even in the eyes of someone who firmly believes in the
justice of some progression. Or so lacking in differentiation as to
be a sham. But when?

Intuitively, most of us are likely to resort at least a little to the
subjectivee sacrifice" doctrine in laying out and judging a set
of discriminatory rates. We may sense that it leads to equity, In-
come, property savings, or any other measuring rod of taxpaying
ability, it is said, has diminishing utility to its possessor. Consequent-
ly, a prosperous man's payment of a given sum in taxes entails less
sacrificec" than a poorer man's payment of an equal amount. (Other
things being the same. But just when are they the same?)

The basic postulates of this doctrine find less than the firmest of
support. Personal income, wealth,' saving, and expenditure have
values for more than one purpose - for example, as consumption
and as instruments of economic creation and social status. Not all
individuals have tastes and desires of approximately the same in-

7 Since the term "progress" also has meanings of a very different sort, its use
for taxation and tax rates should probably be supplanted by the term "graduation".
The term "graduated" to apply when tax rates rise with the size of the base has
at least one merit over "progressive". There is no implication that the rate
differentiation has clear relation to progress as such. Some observers would argue
that progressive tax rates can impede economic progress. Some people seem to
believe so uncritically in the desirability of progression that any scale seems
better than none. But if omne steepness seems generally fair, others which are quite
different must be inequitable.

8 W. J. Blum and H-. Kalven, Jr., The Uneasy Case for' Progressive Taxation,
Chicago 1953.
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tensity. Each person's own patterns change as experience builds on
experience. What reason do we have to believe that "sacrifice" can
be related meaningfully to increments of personal income, wealth,
or other measures for millions or tens of millions of people of all
ages, education, place of residence, and so on?

To provide a guide to tax-burden adjustment in which we can have
confidence, it would be necessary to establish a general formula for
the diminishing utility of personal income, wealth, or other measures.
Such is needed if subjective sacrifice is to be correlated with some
objective measure. No general law on this matter has been established
inductively. Nor can I see even a remote possibility of such an
achievement. (Getting political acceptance would present still more
problems.) Anyone who utilizes the "sacrifice" doctrine to attack or
defend a tax system must assume some arbitrary formula for the
diminishing utility of wealth or income that produces the conclusions
he desires. 11

Nevertheless, decisions must be made. But before saying more,
another aspect needs to be brought into our examination.

8. Benefit from Government Spending
Thinking of equity or justice as "giving every man his due", one

will find much appeal in the benefit (quid pro quo) doctrine. To
some extent the cost of governmental services should be apportioned
by taxation among individuals pro rata to the benefits derived. But
what is a proper measure for apportioning the benefit of govern-
ment services among individuals? The benefit doctrine in its most
general form assumes that the benefits of government flow to identifi-
able recipients. Governments, however, perform functions of which
the benefit is either entirely or largely collective so that it cannot
be apportioned individually. How, then, can there be any measures
of the value of government services by which the costs of such

9 Three conflicting "sacrifice" objectives have been formulated: equal, propor-
tional, and minimum. None so far as I know rests on a generally tested basis in
psychology. Although much more can be said than Is possible here, a few general
conclusions may illustrate the complexities. According to the formula employed
for diminishing utility of income or wealth, the "equal sacrifice" objective may be
made to justify regressive, proportional, or progressive taxation. Either propor-
tional or progressive taxation can be supported by the "proportional sacrifice"
objective. The "minimum sacrifice" objective can lead to progressive taxation and
possibly outright confiscation over a minimum figure.
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services can be apportioned among individuals? Assume equal benefit
for all? Many persons would not have money incomes large enough
to meet the bill. Simple arithmetic rules out such a "solution".

Yet the benefit principle may have more possible applications than
are generally used. Some government activities may produce measur-
able individual benefit along with collective benefit. In such case,
the activity may be organized as a government enterprise financed
in part by charges, tolls, or fees, imposed upon the individual
beneficiaries. Charging also brings the advantages (and dis-
advantages) of restricting quantity demanded. 10

A second application of the benefit theory occurs where the
collective benefit of the government activity inures primarily to some
identifiable group. A tax that rests exclusively upon this group can
claim "benefit" justification. Motorists derive a special benefit from
government expenditures on streets and highways. Hunters and
fishermen can be compelled to pay special license taxes whose
proceeds are spent for conservation. Social insurance presents
possibilities of great magnitude and scope.

A third application of the benefit principle is geographical.
(a) Local taxes for local benefits are fair, it seems to me, subject, of
course, to various exceptions. (b) Nonresidents who are employed or
possess property in a taxing area may derive benefits from the govern-
ment there; this consideration provides support for nonresident income
and estate taxes. (c) The benefit principle seems to me to provide
an argument against financing government services of a local nature
by a tax over a broad area. For example, does not the provision of
funds out of national taxes for services in a few cities seem a bit
hard to justify? Most of the collective benefit involved, let alone any
supplement-ary individual benefits, will have no application to many
taxpayers who are compelled to contribute the funds through
national taxation.

The benefit principle deserves considerable respect as economies
grow and develop. When it is used, the greater the value of the
services which a person gets, the more his taxes - somewhat like

'10 'Water, transit, electricity, sewer, and other products or services sometimes
supplied by governmexit-can be priced. The Issues of deciding on prices for op-
timumn results can become very complex. One reason is that individual and group
aspects cannot be disentangled readily. Sharing of fixed costs raises a range of
difficult questions along with the opportunities for constructive discrimination.
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market prices. 11 The constructive potentialities probably exceed the
realizations to date.

D. Some Thoughts on Progressive Taxation in the Years Ahead
1. Sympathy for the Poor

The proper concern is with the total tax system. One or more
elements must be progressive, but others can be proportional or even
regressive and still be useful parts of a good revenue structure. The
nature of the overall tax burden is what ought to command attention.12

Conditions today and aspirations for the future will differ from one
society to another and from person to person.

Humanitarian considerations alone, it seems to me, ought to be
highly persuasive in any discussion of taxing the very lowest income
groups. Is not an improvement in the conditions of the poor a mark
of genuine social progress? And is not one sign of such progress a
lowering, absolutely or relatively, of taxes on the (very) poor?
Consumption, general business, and payroll taxes inevitably burden
the poor. Therefore, a major tax which exempts this group has
appeal, for me at least, on humanitarian grounds. The personal in-
come tax and death taxes can do so.

This conclusion does not need to rest on considerations of fairness
or justice, but of mercy and compassion. Whatever one may think
about tax discriminations against those with high incomes - the
soakk the rich", even vindictive, attitude on which some people
base the arguments for graduation of tax rates - many of us will
endorse the aspect of progression that affords tax relief for those at
the bottom of the income scale. The personal exemption can do so.
An income tax with an exemption will accomplish this end, and
can do so with a flat rate - or even with regressive rates. 13

11One difference, of course, can grow out of the element of compulsion that
forces us to "buy" things through government which we would not purchase
otherwise - In quality, in quantity and even in kind. For example, the tax on
workers to pay for social insurance Is levied partly according to eventual benefit;
but we have almost no freedom to reject social insurance.

12 The effects of government spending, of course, bear upon the total. Who gets
the benefits of spending? A system with large emphasis on programs for the poor
would presumably tolerate more regression in the tax system than if spending of
government acts to spread benefits over the whole public more or less equally. One
disadvantage of big government and big taxes is the resulting use of taxes which
burden the poor heavily.

13 From my paper, "Progression Reconsidered, Tax Policy, April-May 1964,
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Intuitively, many of us may find that "ability" arguments do seem
to provide appealing reasons for graduation of overall tax burdens.
Personal - not business - income or wealth (as for death taxes)
may be subject, at least to some extent, to principles of diminishing
marginal utility. Taxes can be viewed as absorbing increments of
income, starting from the top margin and working downward. Each
higher income increment will be devoted to less vital spending than
the one just below; hence it embodies less value for the recipient.

A proportional (not necessarily a progressive) tax will take much
more from families with "high" than from those with "low" income.
It would presumably absorb less valuable income from the higher
income than from a lower one. Many of us may feel that proportional
rates over fixed exemptions are not enough to satisfy our standards
of fairness. In America one senses a general belief that only by
taking progressively larger fractions of higher incomes can the burden
per dollar of total revenue be kept from being needlessly high.

2. Caution: Moderation
Nevertheless, arguments against so framing a tax system that it

results in progressive overall burden deserve attention. For one
thing, rates may be unfairly steep. A rate scale from, say, 5 to 75
percent differs greatly from one of 20 to 50 or 40 percent (equal
yield assumed). If one scale is generally equitable, the others must
be inequitable. Larger incomes are to some degree due to n.0re
extensive and higher quality personal effort and greater contri-
bution to the general economic benefit. Is it not wrong from the
standpoints of both justice and economic efficiency to penalize such
effort and contribution through discriminatingly heavier taxation?

Incentive aspects are interwoven with others. High tax rates and
big differentials affect incentives to work, for thrift, and for
efficiency in resource allocation. The steeper the progression, the
stronger become the economic arguments, and to my personal way
of feeling also those arguments which have social and ethical bases,
against further sharpening the progressive elements at the high end
of the scale."1

p. 4. Consumption taxes can exempt some, or many types of buying. To exclude
entirely from the tax the very poorest families requires more complicated rebate
arrangements.

14 In the United States, I would argue, much inequity results from the steepness
and the height of tax rates. Both vertical and horizontal inequities are greater
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In some ways steep progression make. even crueler that "cruelest
of all taxes", inflation. If income taxes do really "bite", then a rising
price level makes the real burden heavier.

E. The Wisdom - or Folly, - of Taxing ""Business"
The United States, and many another country, could improve its

economic future by deemphasizing tax burdens on business firms.
Businesses are the organizations upon which noncommunist
economies rely to produce most of their output. Of course, the
efforts of teachers, judges, military personnel, and other employees
of government - as well as the ef forts of those who work for
private non-profit organizations - yield valuable results. Bu~t most
real income consists of what people accomplish through business
firms. They are the public's major agency for organizing labor and
capital to produce - and to produce more, rather than less, efficient-
ly.

Let me state, too briefly, some general points, some fundamentals,
to orient our thinking.

1. Role of Business
Businesses, whether or not incorporated, are groups of people

seeking to benefit themselves by serving others. Such services,
whether in producing and distributing things or in rendering services
directly, are what people want. The process of serving consumers
can be more or less efficient in terms of inputs per unit of output.
How do we hope to get ef ficiency? Most societies rely primarily upon
competition in markets to induce efficiency - and also to stimulate
growth. For it is in business organizations that we find, not only
the source of more of the old, but also most of the venturesomeness
and innovations that contribute so much to rising living standards.

The wellbeing of the public as a whole calls for each business to:
(1) turn ou~t products or services which are wanted more than some-
thing else, as reflected (a) in freely made consumer decisions ex-
pressed in the marke 't or (b) through government as the agent for
making collective decisions. Part of this responsibility of business
is to anticipate and to identify wants which will be satisfied by new

because of sharply differentiated income and death tax rates so high that "small"
differences can mean much in absolute amounts. The standard of gradualness is
often not met.

68-333 0O- 71 -pt. 2 -- 32
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types of goods and services; (2) produce by the use of methods
which economize on labor, materials, capital, and other "inputs"
according to their relative scarcity and productivity.

The total accomplishment of people working as business organi-
zations will depend upon many things: the training, inherent ability,
and acquired skill of workers; their willingness to exert effort; the
amount of capital - in the physical sense of buildings, equipment,
and inventory, and also in the financial sense of money, without
which transactions as we know them would rarely be possible; the
intensity and vigor of competition; the state of technology and speed
of scientific advance; the competence of management; and other
things. Among these "other" things are some for which government
is responsible. The system of law is one, enforcement is another.
The tax structure is still another, and one of great importance.

2. Economic Disadvantages of Taxing Business
Taxes are obstacles. They take from the taxpayer without directly

giving him an equivalent. Taxes do not help in performing the basic
economic job of production. Taxes on corporations or other business
firms do not improve the process by which consumers indicate the
relative importance of their desires. Taxes on business income do
not help indicate to managers the relative scarcities and productivities
of inputs. But taxes do affect the alternatives which a business
manager must consider - the incentive is to reduce taxes. In
adopting methods which cut the tax bill, however, a business does
not economize on the "input"' of government nor does it reduce in
any perceptible way government's use of resources. Reducing taxes
does not really increase a company'ts output per unit of input.

A business, in fact, may wisely adopt methods which are inherently
"second best" because the artificial factor of taxes makes such

methods the best under the circumstances. Taxes thus give rise to an
element of conflict between private and public interest as they in-
duce the manager to redirect the firm's activities away from what is
fundamentally most efficient. In this way taxes lead to results which
are less than optimal when judged on the basis of economic pro-
ductivity.

The distortion n~ay be only trifling, or of some importance.
Productive capacity -i not allocated to the uses, and in the propor-
tions, which are fundamentally best. Too much investment goes into
forms with less burdensome tax consequences; too little will then
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go where taxes are high. The economy loses some real income. The
loss is a burden - but one which is concealed, one which cannot
be measured.

3. Reasons (Excuses) Given for Taxing Business Income
How, then, can one explain the heavy taxation of business? Each

country's history will be somewhat unique. In the United States
both accident and temporizing to meet emergencies - notably war -

have, I submit, played a larger role than has the rational evaluation
of alternatives. Practices of some businesses, especially large ones,
have sometimes drawn sharp criticism from persuasive American
writers, and "fighting reformers". Whatever the validity of the
criticisms, school books, and writings of some persons who consider
themselves "intellectuals", have perpetuated attitudes which contain
no small hostility to business.

Strains of Marxist influence have exerted effects. Labor union
attitudes of the employer as an adversary have extended into govern-
mental policy debates. A deep-seated belief that "business" some-
how has taxpaying capacity - business or corporations as dis-
tinguished from people as stockholders, consumers, or employees -

such "shorthand"~ or "excuse for thinking" lives on with few
challenges. The big corporation, seeming to be so impersonal,
appears as an inviting target for the politician concerned about
votes. Moreover, on the assumption that the shareholder bears the
burden, and recognizing that the more prosperous members of so-
ciety are share holders, advocates of corporate taxation defend it as
progressive."11

High U.S. corporation tax rates went into effect during time
of war and postwar boom when employees, owners, and government
could all increase their "take" because total output was expanding
markedly; at the same time rates of tax on personal income were
rising and thus, it was argued (more persuasively than logically),

15 Any resulting graduation can be only crude; it Is not the type of progression
which can be defended as leading to either vertical or horizontal equity. Further-
more, it is not true that a corporation Income tax resting on shareholders imposes
no burdens on low income groups. Some shares are held by people with low
incomes. Large amounts are held by philanthropic, educational, medical, and other
organizations whose activities serve even the very poor. Moreover, pension funds
for employees of businesses, nonprofit organizations, and some state and local
governments are acquiring substantial holdings of corporation stock.
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justifying substantial increases in the rates on corporations. As the
years have passed, justification for continuing the high rates has
been found in the argument that taxes have been capitalized in the
prices of shares and in a sense constitute little or no burden on
present shareholders.

In the formative years of income taxation in the United States,
some economists argued from theory. Pure economic profit, they
said, is a true surplus. To tax it is not to burden the reward paid
for productive "effort", and not an essential cost of production.
Unfortunately, the income concept used for tax purposes is not the
concept of pure profit. Tax laws impose definitions of "taxable in-.
comne" which are much broader indeed than the notion of pure profit
as a true surplus. "I

Today's tax in the United States gets some support from another
fact. The corporation income tax qualifies as an "automatic stabilizer"
of considerable force, a feature which space limits will not permit
me to discuss here.

So far, my discussion reveals no merit in reasons for high taxes
on corporation income. But the story is not ended. To some extent
corporations are separate from their owners and in ways which can
have tax significance: (1) the comparative tax burden on in-
corporated and unincorporated activity; (2) the possibility of tax
avoidance. First, a few words about the second.

Not all corporation profit is paid out in dividends. Those retained
in the business are not subject to personal income tax. The owners
are not so well off, presumably, as if they had received the income
in cash, free of corporation tax; but at least those in control of the
company must expect to make it better off than if they had gotten
the earnings in cash and paid the personal income tax. The owner-
ship interest in the business becomes more valuable because of the
growth of assets. 17 Conversion into capital gains of what would

10 Wartime attempts to tax excess profit have tried (to varying degree) to
identify and reach that element of return to capital which is a pure surplus. The
history of these efforts illuminates the tremendous difficulty of identifying pure
profit.

IT Accretion of economic power In this form free of personal income tax seems
less than the ideal of fairness when other accretions, such as wages, are taxed. But
disagreement with this conclusion is easily found. Any argument starting with
questions of fairness will quiclr mnove to other considerations, notably capital
formation. Perhaps they deserve more weight than does Justice or equity. But how
can we balance all relevant considerations?
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be dividends obviously has tax significance. Consequently, the
existence of the corporation does make a difference in tax burdens.

Retained earnings do present a problem for tax policy. For
logical solution, however, one will hardly look to a tax on all cor-
poration earnings; for amounts which are paid ou~t to shareholders
get into their taxable income. (1) One solution is to tax (only)
undistributed profit, but this practice has effects of some importance
in themselves. (2) Another possibility is to require the shareholder
eventually to make a complete accounting for tax purposes of net
benefits from his share ownership. Needed for this result is an
effective tax on net capital gains, including those embodied in
transfers at death. (3) A third approach allows the dividend recipient
a credit for tax paid by the corporation. Management decisions about
business operations would still be influenced by the tax on the
corporation. None of these approaches can be fully satisfactory. The
guides of the market would not operate free from tax considerations
to determine the amount of saving and the direction of investment.

4. Who Really "Pays" the Tax on Business Earnings?
Two points need to be distinguished. One inquires about shifting

and incidence of the tax. The other looks farther to the effects which
follow. And, of course, the results in the short run may differ
significantly from those over the long run. Changes in the amount
of tax on the profit of a company - whether resulting from
fluctuations in pretax earnings or from a revision in the tax rate or
in the definition of the tax base - are likely to be reflected, for a
while, in what remains for stockholders. As time passes, :however,
adjustments take place.What is the process of responses to a change
in the rate of tax on profit?

Supplying business with equity (ownership) capital as contrasted
with debt costs something. The stockholder sacrifices the opportunity
to use his wealth in some other way. This sacrifice is an economic
cost. Although income tax law and traditional accounting do not
recognize this as a deductible expense of doing business, consumers
will not get equity, capital to work for them - and employees will not
get capital to work with -- unless the people who are able to provide
ownership capital firmly believe that the total net benefits for them
will equal those obtainable elsewhere.

Suppliers of capital, whether in debt or equity (ownership) form,
expect to be rewarded. What counts must be the reward al ter tax.
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A normal return on equity capital is an essential economic cost. The
net after-tax return which a supplier of equity capital will insist
upon will be as high a yield (conceived broadly as total net benefit)
as he could obtain from the best alternative use of his funds.

The equity capital already in a business, of course, is largely sunk,
at least in the short run; it must remain for a time, regardless of
actual returns. To get new capital, however, the business must offer
attractions which are equal to those otherwise available to the
suppliers of funds (debt in some cases, equity in others). Where
can the company expect to get dollars (francs or pounds) to reward
those who provide capital? From customers. If the corporation in-
come tax rate is 50 %y and if potential suppliers of new equity capital
insist upon an expected return of 8 %, then the corporation must
expect to get a price from customers which will yield 16 % before
tax. Only those new projects which offer a gross return (above all
other expenses) of 16 7b will get equity financing.

The corporation will not succeed in selling new stock unless the
prices which it expects from its customers will bring an adequate
after-tax yield (retained earnings raise possibilities calling for special
analysis). The expansion of output (in a growing economy) will lag
until prices are high enough to give profits which satisfy investors.
Over the long run, then, some or much of the corporation income
tax will be shifted to consumers. The indirectness of the process
conceals most of it; but the general result is a tax on consumption.
This tax, however, falls capriciously, unevenly, and fails to conform
to any concept of fairness familiar to me.

Corporations which are not growing and which do not seek new
capital, will have much more difficulty in passing on to customers
an increase in a tax rate?18 A reduction in tax on corporation earnings
will be followed by price reductions, but gradually rather than quick-
ly, because of the time needed to enlarge output, and not uniformly.

The actual shifting to consumers has more complexities. Some-
thing depends upon what happens to the total supply of, and total

18 Withdrawal of capital In the form of depreciation offers an opportunity to
reduce productive capacity and output and thus creates conditions for a price rise.
Throughout the disc'izsion, of course, we assume o 'ther things being the same. If
other revenue sources, § uch as personal Income or sales taxes, were relied upon to
raise revenue equivalent to that from a tax on corporations, demand and supply
conditions for' capital would be affected by many factors, not merely those of
business taxation.
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demand for, capital. The amount of capital available for new invest-
ment is not fixed - certainly not the amount available for equity
investment in corporations.

Let us assume that a tax increase on corporation earnings reduces
the prospective yield. The potential supply of equity capital (out of
a given total of funds for investment) will decline. Meanwhile, as
more of the total of savings seeks investment in debt form, the rate
of return on debt will fall. Thus the tax on corporation income tends
to reduce, not only the after-tax yield on equity capital (except as
passed on to consumers) but also the yield for suppliers of debt
capital. The corporate tax thus becomes a more generalized burden
on the suppliers of capital. The amount and the distribution of this
burden cannot be measured. Nor can they be compared with the
amount passed on to consumers. And who will be able to learn how
the amount of saving and the types of capital formation will change?

Any shifting operates in an environment in which conditions
constantly change. Lags and frictions slow the process. No single
set of forces has an opportunity to work itself out completely and
fully. Some corporations will be more successful than others in
getting a satisfactory after-tax return. Competitive factors differ
widely. For example, businesses competing with others which are
free from the tax - notably those operated by government -- must,
expect considerable difficulty in passing the tax to consumers through
the market process. Other factors affecting the relative position of
company are foreign competition, the extent of production from firms
with large proportions of debt finance, and special features of the
tax law.

A major tax whose economic effects are so difficult to identify
and measure - but some of which wise and good men would most
certainly shun rather than seek - can hardly be -the best that man
can devise.

* * * * * * *
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STATEMENT OF THlE AMERICAN ROAD ]BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION, SUBMITTED BY ]BURTON
F. MILLER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

IN RE: II.R. 10947, REVENUE ACT OF 1971, EXCISE TAXES ON LIGHT TRUCKS

Mr. ('hairinn and MIembers of the Committee : The American Road Builders-'
Association is opposed to the immediate emeluption of light trucks from the truck
excise tax principally onl the ground that the proposals has not b~eenI adequately
studied.

The proposal was tied to the proposed repeal of the seven percent excise tax
onl automnoiles in the House Ways anl 'Means Committee. As we understand it,
the case w~as made that light. panel trucks and p~ickulp trucks aire used mainly
for personal and] farm use and that, therefore, it would be reasonable and logical
to extend the tax relief granted to automobile users generally to the users of
these light utility vehicles.

Inl our judgment, the exemption of light trucks has ramifications which have
b~een overlooked or given little attention.

1. Unlike the automobile excise tax, the truck excise tax is one of the sources
of revenue accruing to the Highway Trust Fund. The loss of revenue to the
Highway Trust Fund will amount to almost $3,50 billion in fiseai year 1973
and to approximately $2.2 billion over the statutory life of the Highway Trust
Fund.

This loss of revenue can only result In a delay inl the highway improvement
program. The resulting increases in travel time, operating costs and( highway
hazards will be expensive to all highway users.

2. Adjuistmients inl the tax legi:-lation supporting the Highway Tru4 Fund
should be made. when necessary. in the context of (a) highway needs and~ (b) anl
equitable distribution of the highway tax burden among all classes of users.

Ani exhaustive National Transportation Needs Study will lie sub~mittedl to
Congress early in 1972. It is apparent that the report will show that there are
extensive and( urgent needs for all muodes of transportation, Including, highways.
The matter of financing transportation construction programs will be one of
the most serious problems confronting Congress next year.

The Administration has also recommended major changes inl the manner inl
which IFederal aid for transportation construction programs shall be administered.

In the light of major proposals spending and (lue to be supp~lementedl inl the
next several months, the light truck exemption seems premature, at the very
least.

3. Information regarding the proportions in which light trucks are used for
business purposes and recreational purposes is scanty. Some of the pertinent
questions which need to be answered are:

(a) To what extent will business purchasers of light truck,; beneft from the
p~rop~osedl investment tax credit? The businessman who canl charge off 7 percent
of his vehicle Investment Inl this way will enjoy a double tax benefit.

(b) Inasmuch as higher taxes oil heavy trucks, are justified because of the
highway cost Increment attributable to these trucks, shouno1Bt. recreational1
vehicles be treated similarly? The rapid increase inl the use of truck campers, bus
campers and recreational trailers has put heavy traffhe pressure on roads
serving recreational areas.

(o) Would farmers benefit more from a 10) percent reduction inl the price of
light trucks than they wouldI from inmlrove(l highway service?, The tax saving
to the farmer is somewhat illusory, lie pays $250-.$400 lesls. for his pickup truck,
depreciates it over a period of years, and hopefully increases his net income by
an equivalent amount over that period. This increase inl income is dimlinishied,
of course, by Federal and State income taxes.

Ill consideration of the foregoing, it is resp~ectfully recommended that the
proposed repeal of the Federal excise tax onl light trucks (10,000 14s, and under)
be ragged over spending further study.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT SHIPPING,
W~ashington, D.C., October 19, 1971.

lon. RUSSELL P. LONG,
Chairman, SenaUte Finance Committee,

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The enactment of the 1970 Merchant Marine Act fi
which you played it vital role signaled the beginning of at newv era of hope for
the UnitedI States Merchant 'Marine. We lin the Indlustry anticipated anl expanded
program of w11i1 construction which Nvould put both the sipl ope- rating industry
aind the shipl construction iiidlutl'y Iba(k inl Its rightl'ul place as at vigorous armn
of national defense find fiil esiselitial e oniocia(ii t transportation link between the
Unitedq -Sta0tes find the coniierce of the world.

17nfo taely, shipl conistr'uctioin under the new prlogram has, not priocee.dedl
ait at very s-atisfying pace. There are several reasons for this, Including the
general ,4tate of the U~nited States economy 011( the- (epressed state of lin-
terliational freight; rates. One important obstacle, however, has been the difil-
culty of securing adlequate financing for those vessel construction projects that
are III till active state. rphiQ slicer size, of the amount of capital required to launch
successfully at new shipping venture has reqiuired1 prosl)x-TtIve ship operator,, to
scour the financial markets for the necessary capital.

When the President announced his neov economic policy, which Included as4
anl essenojtial element the reinstatement of the investment tax credit, the shipping
Industry was very much encouraged. We Initially believed that the reinstate-
mnent of the Investment credit would facilitate our financing efforts anll( make
inive-4tment fin U.S.-fiag shipi)ping more attractive.

It now appears, however, that the investment tax credit will not be available
to many members of the sip cois~t ruct ion aind sipl operating industry. As at re-
suilt, the Unilted States Merchant 'Marine will not receive the economic stinula-
tioji provided by the invesmitient tax credit that the rest of United. States indus-
try will enjoy.

The Investment tax credit embodied lin the President's new economlic policy will
be of relatively little direct utility to a number of shipping concerns with limited
Income because of the current dlepressedl state of the industry's, earnings. These
comniaiies will have only at limited ability to absorb the credit generated by lin-
vestmenit III niew ships. Traditionally, thIs problem wvms avoided by passing the
tax credit through to a financial institution whli had suffliit income to miiakce
Immediate~ us* of the tax credit. The fhiancial Institution would own the vessel
aind lease It to the vessel operator. The financial institution, as owner of the vessel,
would be entitled to the inivestmeint tax credit afid the dlepreciationi on thme vessel.

The House Ways and 'Means Committee, lin Its report onl the investment tax
credit p~rovisions of the Revenue Act of 1971 (II.R. 10947), approved this practice.
It said:

"Your committee believes that making the investmentt tax] credit available to
the lessor is desirable, ats at general rule, as a way of making the investment credit
useful where the taxpayer has little If any tax liability. This is because the ibene-
fits of the credit normally are passed onl, li large Iart, o the lessee III the form of
reduced prices." 1). 28.

In the past several months, a niumuber of vessel construct ion projects under the
Merchant Marine Act have experienced great difficulty inll nding flincial institiu-
tionis willing to lease vessels to the prospective operator. The finanial Institutions
fire unwilling to advance funds lin the forin of at lease because of the operation of at
little known provision of the rules relating to the foreign tax cre dit providing by
time Internal Revenue ('ode of 19,34.

Ihider the United States income tax laws, companies subject to United 'States
taxation are taxed not only onl income earned(l in the UJnitedl States b~ut also income
earned through foreign operations. Income earned through foreign operations
may also be subject to taxationilunder the laws of at foreign country. To litigate
thle effect of double taxation by bothl time United lStaites aind at foreign country, the
United States tax code provides a limited credit agiulst United States income
tax for taxes paid to foreign countries. Thus, under the proper circumstances, at
company that pays tax to a foreign country oRl income derived fromt foreign opera-
tions may receive at credit, against the taxes it owes the United States for the
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taxes paid to the foreign jurisdiction. This credit Is limited, however, by a
formula which provides that thle amount of the credit may not exceed the pro-
p~ortioniate share of total United States, taxes payable by virtue of the foreign
operation.

Thue formula limitation canl ie calculated either onl a "country by country" basis
or onl a "worl(iwvide'' basis. If the limitation onl thle credit Is ciflculate10)on the
worldwide basis1, in~omie derived from providing at transportation service outside
the territorial limits of the United States is treated, lin large Imirt, ats foreign)
sou1rce Income.

Because of these provisions, the lease by at financial Institution of at United
States flang ship, built In the United Staltes, employing I united States seamenvi and
carrying goods between the Uniited S-tates and foreign countries reduces the( for-
elin tax credit that would otherwise have benti available to the financial
Institution.

The avaiilaiality of the foreign tax credit Is of great importance to these istitni-
tions. Ili recent" years, the Inmpositioni of balance of pitymntK c'ontrols o11ilInvest-
ient In foreign count ries by iTltedl Staltes comlpanies 1111(1 onl lns to foreign 01)'

('rations by Un'ilted States tii nelal Iinstittitons has l('( the hlarge money cen-lter
banks greatly to expand the operations of t heir foreign branches anad aflilites.
The (levelopienit of thle Et'urodollar financial mark1-et III which thle London
liraticls oif United States bankils have actively participated hits mepant thatthe
banks1( halve Inu('h greater amounts of foreign Sour'ce Income than they have ever
1111( before. Trhe( pairtic'ipat ion Ii these ninrkets by United Staltes., thli~ilhl iiistittI-
tlons1 has been4 enIc01urage9 by the ljilted St ates ballance Of paments11 C'ont rols
wich Imupose limi1tatioOn oi nvestment by Uilted St iites comlpanlies In foreign
einterpirises anid~ onl loans by Unlited( States bankI~s to foreign ('mit erprises. As at
result, If' the possibility exists that the lease of at U.S-tlig vessel, will reduce the
fist ilit louis' foreign tax vredlits, It %Vill muot (elte (I nto time triait ion.

If this situait ion Is not (orret('(, wve arie couuvimieel tha t hundreds of in illiouis
of (101lars of IT.',S.-fhalg ships, wVill go unlbuilt for' %'ait oif ad(equalte 11111nci011g, and1(
mnianly jobs tinat would have been filled1 by Aumerican semneit wVill go to foreiiznl
seaineui. At thle present tilie, wve are*( Jitware of 81111) couisti'luctionl projects Inivolv'ing
uiore thanl half at bill ion (dollars w~or'thI of vessels that will lbe, ait tile very least.
mnii1de iuiiiiieuisely unloue difficult by these provisions. Manly of thle these hirojeel s maly
lii' eolliile(tely thiwa rted duei( to thiesie I ax code provisouis. The nmbiier of Jobs III
tl(' 4111pyard Nvork force 1111(1 aniong sea fa ruing mn repiresentedi by tis (1(11liii'

Voluuuie of construction is Very ('onsidlerahle. The creation Of new~ Jobs 11"d the
lialitenlan('( of existing Jobs rep('mlied b)3 these Slil ('ou)st i'uct loll project s
would lie a very significant. contribution to the( ecoomiic recovery that our country
so q ii Xlously awaits.

Thle correction of thle tax code provision which ('Cause the li"Pi('et liffliulty
''olIhI(l not reslt In ainy unfair adv-intage to either thle tinanlitl i ist- ito11'4 or the
shipping lndlustry. Thle financial Institutions already have'( the b~enefit Of the
foreign tiix credit provisions aind wvill not forego thle benefit (if those provisions In
ord.(er to act as lp'55(IV5 of IT!*S.-flag ships. Trfjv.forQ 110 Ieveuiuc lo048 w'ill be aIt -
triblitabie to this Chiaiige In iawv. The change wvill mnerelyN i('uIit th l imiancal
liustitutionls to provide flinnig for IT, 5.-fllog ,11ijp), vi th lit closing Ihir existing
foreign tax credit benefits.

We haIve takeni th li( lberty oif prepa rling an1 amlendmlemit that w~ould( ehinilnate
tis obstacle from tilie pa tin of wii t plluni('s to bie eutragling (levelopimeuits
In the United States Shipbuilding program. This auunln'ilit is Iittf('hed t ogether
with at techiclal .xplammaIItoll of 'the proposed amnmliielit . We jir also enclosing
for y'ouir convenience at copy of th li deem maIt jlu of policy f'roni thle 1936 Merchant
Ma rine' Act ats It w'iis reafflrluie( by the 1 97(0 Merchaint Mit iiuie Act.

Th'le (denial of t he benefits of the( investilmeat1 tax ('redlit to t he( it ritiiie Industry
wouldl no~t- only be( Inc(onsistent within t he mii t iolial policy rcaffiriii('( lin the( Mce'-
(clint 'Marine. Act of 19)70, but It w~ouild Ils.-o seriously Iniilbit them 11ti l's iatte(mplhts
to lit'uu the mlaiiui decline of ourl me1rela t shipping. We therefore uu'ge t hat
thme Senaf e Fiance Conmitiltee take action to correct this siei'ous problem (during
Its conisderation of thle Revenue Act of 1971.

Sincerely,
JAMES J. flEYNOLnS, President.

EUnclosures.
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EXPLANATION OF AMENDMENT or, FOREIWN T~tx CREDIT LIMITATION To PERMIT
L~EASING OF IINITFI) STATESS VESSELS

The plopo. ('( amendment changes slightly the method of calculating the
iiiui1ta. ion implosed onl the use of the foreign tax credit provisions by Section 904
of the 19.5-i Internal Revenue Code. L. provides essentially that Income from U.S.
flag 111illlg, whiich is to he Inludl~ed ili time foreign tix credit calculation, shall
be calculatedl eparately from other types of Income reported by the -taxp~ayer.
The effect of this 'separalltiloll Is to Isolate the Inistanice Ili which a loss Is incurred
oil U.S. flag vess9els. Thle separate calculation prevenlts the loss incurred Ii
shipping (as4 Would b~e the eaIse- of at leased ves.,el ) from redlucing other foreign
souirce' Inconie u1sed III the calculation of the foreign tax credlit limitation.

The amendment appllies to1 vessels under UJ.S. flag documentation and (cargo,
(olitainers. Ini order to he documented under the U.S. flag, at vessel must lie owvnedl
by UT.S. ciJt izAIis and ImusIt empldoy at U.S. crw.'1le aineniinent provides that the
separate trieatmnt (if 1!.8. flag sipp)ling 1111( container earnings uimiy be electedl
ait thle option of thle taxpayer. Both the operator 1111( thme lessor are given the
opp ortmtity to make1( the elect ion provided for lby the aimemnienit. Thle selection Is
to be mmla1le oil it vessel-by-vess8el bamsis. Once-( the elect in is mladle with respect
to imuy vessel, It 11111y' not lbe chanigedl for the remnainider of the period tliat that
%*etsel remma inus iii tile lhanmds of the electilng taxpmiyer. If the vessel Is sol(1, thle
ipureuit hug toaxpayem' should( have the right to make thle election onive a1gainl.

If the election Is made and thle vessel Is generating Income, then at credit
will be allowed (only for foreign taxes actually Impliosed Ii respect of Income from
that U.S. flag vessel or container. Iii most eases, these foreign taxes will nlot
exist Ibecause of tax treaties between the United States. Ini some instances where
small amounts of tax mare impilosed by foreign countries, that tax canl still be takenl
as at credit against U.S. Income. Where the election is made with respect to a
parIt icular vessel, wh'len that vessel ceases to lose mIlouey aind becomles anl inicomne
generator, the election co0ul1( not be changed by thle electing taxpayer unless the
Secretary or his (delegate consenltedl to tile cllanuge.

Th'le e ection Is effective ony for taxabie years beginning after D~ecember 31,
1970. This (does not, however, mean that the election Is available Only with
respect to those ships placed Ii service after that datte. The electioui deals with
he recordinug of Income aceruedl from ships whlenever b~uilt. Thus, existing ves-

sels leased to liliuicmi institutions wvouldl qualify for this treatment if the financial
Institution so) electedl. Of cour-se, thle ('xisteice of thle lInvestmlenit tax credit onl
such at vessel would be dletermnitedl solely by the rules relatinug to the availability
of the investment tax credit under those Initenal Revenue Code sections dealing
with tile tax credit.

PRnOPOSED SECTION FOR INCLUSION IN SENATE, VERSION OF I1.11. 10947

Sec,
(a) The heading for section 904(f) relating to the separate calculationl of the

limitation onl foreign tax credit is amiemded to read as follows:
"(f) APPLICATION OP SECTION IN CASE OP CERTrAIN INCOMB.-"

(b) Subsectioin 904(f ) Is aiiieuded-
(A) by amninL-iig suibparaigraiph (1) to read as follows:

"(I) IN GENERAL.-The provisions of subsection (a), (c), (d), and (e) of
this section siall be applied separately with respect to-

(A) the interest Income described Iil paragraph (2),
(13) Inlcome other than tile Interest income (described Ii paragraph (2) and

In the case of at taxpayer who elects the separate treatment- p~rovidled by
subparagraphl (C) of this subsection, Income described Ii subparagraphl (C),
finid

(C) Ii the case of a taxpayer wvho elects tile limitation p~rovidled by luara-
graphl (2) of subsection (a) and who further elects the separate treatment
provided by this subparagrap~h (C), income, from:

(i) tile opierationi of any vessel documented under the laws of the
United States;

(ii) rentals from any vessel documented under the laws of the United
States;
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(iii) thle Ise of any container of a United States person which Is used
Ii the transportation of property to and from the United States ; and

(iv) rentals from any container of at United States person which Is
used Ii the transportation of property to and from thle United States."

(B) by adding after paragraph (4) the following new paragraph:
'". 5) EL4ECTiION FOR 81PARATE AL'PLICAION.-A taxpaper who elects

the limitation iprovidled by subsection (at) (2) may elect the separate treatment
pr1ovidled by p~aragrap~h (1) (C) for any taxable year beginning after Ieemnber 31,
19)70. Thel( election shall lie made separately with respect to each vessel or -onl-
tainler owned or leased1 by such taxpayer. An election under tlis~ paragraph for tiny
vessel or container for any taxable year shall remain fin effect for all sublsequienit
years except that It iiay be revoked wvithi the consent oif the Secretary or his
(delegate with respect to ainy taxable year."

'OM PAIIATIVE TEXT "411OWVlNG ('JANOES MADE IS SEcTIoN 9)04 (i4) OF THlE INTIERNAL~
REVENUE C'ODE, ( MATERIAL ADDED IN ITALICS AND OMITTED) MATERIALS. 8HOWN
IN (BRACKETS].)

(f) Application of section fin caise of certai Ii I imterestj Inlnic.-
(1) IN (W'NMIRAf.-Tlie provisions of subsections (at), (c) , (d) , and (e) of

this section shall be applied sepiara tely with reslet to--
(A) the Interest income described in paragraphl (2), [and]]
(B) laconmc other than the Interest Income dlescribedl in p)aragrap~h (2)

and in the ease of (a taxpayer ir/io elertsi the separaYte' treatment provided by
subparagraph (0) of this subsction, Income deceribled In subparagraph (0),
andi

(C) in the case of a taxp~aye/r who ce(ts f/ic limitationl pi'oiide(I by~ para-
graph, (2() of subs(etion (a) and wcho further elects thu separate treatment
provided by this subparagraph (C), income from:

(1) the operation of any vessel documented undecr the laws of t/ic
United States;

(Hi) ren1tals from11 any vessel (locumented under the laws of the United
States;

(Ili) the use of any container of a United States person which is used
In the transportation of property to and from the United States; and

(iv) rentals fromt any container of a United States person which, Is
usecl In the transportation of property to and fromt the United States.

(5) ELECTION FOR SEPA l?A419 TE A PPLJ CA TION.-A4 taxpayer whlo elects
the limitation, provided lby subsection (a) (2) may elect f/ic separate treatment
provided by paragraph, (1) (0) for any1 taxa ble year beginn ing after Deee'm be,' 31,
1970. The election shall be made separately wfith res8pect to each, vessvel or container
owneCd or- leased by such taxpayer. A n election under this paragraph for any Vessel
or container- for, any taxable year shalt remnain in effect for all subsequent yiears
except that it mtay be revroked with, the consent of the Secretary or his delegate
with respect to any taxable year.

MEItCIIANT MAINE, ACT, 1936

IICLAIIATION OF POLICY

Section 101. It Is necessary for the national (lefense-- aIId develoltiment, of Its
foreign and domlestic conmnerce that the U3nited States shall have at merchant
marine (a) sufficient to carry its (lomestic wvater-borne commerce and a substan-
tial portion of the wvater-borne export and1( inmport. foreign commerce of the
United States and1( to provide shiippinig service essential for maintaining the flowv
of 81uch dlomnestic and foreign wvater-bomne commerce at 1all times, (b) Capiable of
serving ats at naval 1111( military auxiliary In time of wvar or national emergency,
(0 ownedi and operated under tile Uni1tedl States flag by citizens of thle United
States Insofar ats nmay he iraclt icable, ((d) Composed of the best-equipped, safest,
find( Most silitalble tyl~es of vessels, 'on~structed i thle United States andl manned
with at train(,(d efficemint citizen p~ersonnmmel, finmd (e) supplemented by eticiemit
facilities for shiipbuildinig a1 ad ship repair. It Is hierebiy (decla redi to h)e thle pilcy
of thle United States, to foster the development and encourage the maintenance
of such a merchant marine,
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STATEMENT oF TI{ANS WOuRL AIRLINES, INC., 'SUBMITTED B~Y F. L. SALIZZONI,
VICE PIEIS IIEPNTr AND REAS URERI

There Is much uncertainity under the present Federal income tax law as to howv
lessors of aircraft, ships and1( other transportation (luilpiiCeit must determine the
source ( U.S. or foreign) of rental incomev within re.spect to equipiiient which is
iisedl both wit lili all without the Uniited1 Stales a1nd( the sour1ce of related dleduc-
t ions for (depreciatilon, Interest anl other expenses.

'i'l(- Aiiierican Inistituite of Merchant Shpes(AlMS) has proposed anl anondl-
ilietit to Section 90)4Mf of the Inaternal Revenue C1ode, which Is now before tile
'oiniiltte(c, to relieve thle Iequilty calused by this uiicertaiiity III tile case of

vessels (locullieilted ilil i lie law%%s of thet 17iiite1 States. It is our contenution
thait, thle lropo~sed aiiiendiuient, so far ats It relates to incoitie from rentals, 8110111(1
also be Iliall aplilcable to aircraft registered with the Federal Aviation Agency.
The iiianiuer iii which this uncertaitty Is ultimately resolvedl wiii have at (ir-ct
iliili(t oil the wii11"llaess of ni1aiiy of thle largest financial Institutions III thle
United States to continue providing capital to the transportation Industry inI the
foliaai of ieasedl e(Iuilleiit.

Tu'le prlopoasedell iculiiieiit Inusofar it s It relates toa renita i-n('ii, if aIl)Plitel to(
Ill lie irlies, w~oluldl prevent tile (l~loiiiieit (If ouditlolls which have diverted
a nil will ('1111iiiue t(o (divert it sublst antial liercenlt age of a vai lalile lease tlaian1ciiig
(d(o1lairs l'r(Iii t ranisporttilon eqhuiiiieit Inito other kinds of equiplinent or Into
activities It her than leasiiig,

The iiiobleiii facing l)otpiitiiil lessors of vessels its wvellits1 a aircraft Is the pos5-
sibilityv t lit the Interina1 Reveinue Service %v'ili Interpret existing tax laws as re-
quiring lessors to allocate it portion of reiitals andl relatedl deductions to foreign
sources baisedl on ile1age t raivlledl ily I lie pequliiiieit ou~tside the lliinited States.
Suchl alloation 1( wou~(ld~ adlversely 1aiftect a1 lessor's foreign tax credit Itlmitationl
because M1 thle lease typlicailly results iII tax losses iii thle early years, and11 (2)
to1 the extent that such losses were ati ritulbed 1(o sources outside the United
States, the ratio of foreign taxable in('oinev to total taxable Income would de-
cliiiep. T~herefore,, tile ability (If the lessor to Iabisorbi foreign tax credits, would lie
dhlninlshcd which inI turn would prompt thle lessor either to seek at compensating
Iincireaise Ill renitial rates (If sufilent iagnImtude to destroy the ecolinics of leas-
lug for the user or else to avoid leasing I ranjsportat ion eqllilpiuent which might
travel oIutsidle tile U nited States4.

Leasing (((lst ituite.; a significant soIurce (of capital for the airline Industry.
1,e1SIni~r at ((llillt iti' ye reitil I rtes ciiii reduce thle ((ost to the user (If financing
newv equipment (in part because (if the availability to the lessor of the tax beine-
fits oif (Iwiler-siip) . Ill the case (If thep airlines, the difference between tile cost of
bolrrowinig to purchase their equillilieiit and the lillillicit !lnancinlg cost of leasing
is cuist(Iiiarily lliilr(xiiiiit ely 3-3.5 percentage pinuts5.

The 1(oss (If this linilortant source of inancing for the airline industry could(
hiive at twoIfoIld iiliict u11101 the Inidust ry and upon the travelling public. First,
It could drive fianciuig costs subist antially higher, since the airline Industry will
have toI return to(Iits t raditionalI source of lebt financing oIll terms., (dictated by the
present realities of the market, place, TWA's recent financing experience is Inl-
dictive of the trend InI airline financing costs. TWA's current Imbedded cost of
i(Ing-teriii (debt is approxiiiately 5.8%/, which represents the coiiplete cost of all
(debt currently reflectedl iii TWA's capiital structure. SIce this cost relates to
debt, ((oitraeted for (luring tip 19610's, It aipir(Ixiuuiates the average cost of debt
to mvA for tivit lierioa. iio~vever, earlier in 19)71, TWA sold anl Issue of Guar-
iiiiteel Looani Certificates ( Secured obliga tions represent ing dlebt part icipati on
inI a lease transaction) h'Iiig a1 coupon rate (If 11%. While tis Is, iiot a typical
secu'l bond1( Inl thle trinditioinal sense, it represents the mo1(st senior form of debit
1h4ui iviii Issuled bv" tile aillines inI recent ve-irs, 1111 accurately reflects the
marketability of TWA's senior securities inI the public capital markets. Second,
thle loss (If lealse iluaiiciiig wld~ elinfivi te (Inc of the fewv sources (of additional
capital that Is still oiieii to the airlines. Private insurance eomipany debt is no
lowymer --vl l-ible ilo 111iy airlines because of' the inability of these airlines to
meet required earnings tests. Additional equity sales must await tangible evi-
(dence that the a irlimies have returned tlo profitallility. Public debt Issues are pro-
hibitively expensive-a result of the current financial pilight of the airlines.
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Without thle leasing alternative, many airlines will be hard ipressedl to meet their
equipmiient and3( service 01) iga tion.is In thle future.

There have been Instances III the last two years, fIn whichI major 3311 carriers
within routes outsic the United States have had great difiluly persuad1ing Iliuam-
cial Institutions to lease equipment to them onl a satisfactory basis largely be-
catise of the fear onl the part of the flinancial Institutions that anly tax loss geni-
erated1 might be treated by the Internal Rteveniue Service as., foreign source losses
iII part, with anl accompanying loss of foreign tax credit. Faced wvith this prob-
lelIII, ma33ny piotenltiail lessors have opted to avoid leases of eqluipmnent which may he
used onl routes outside the United States. Others have attempted to 'ond~it ion
their participmationm onl i(1e131i i1(3t lol agi Iost the adverse effects of anly alloca~tion,
ailt houigh iii most cases Indemifiatieiion wvotil( subject thle us~er to unac1ep'ltab~le
cost factors.

If the separate treatment of rental income provided InI the p~roposed1 aiiend-
uxeit is4 mnade applicle I (t the airlines, aill users who seek, find( therefore coziu-
pete for, lease 1ini3ling would be lacee] onl anl equal footing fromt it tax stand-
point-.

If the a11.rles are not iInclud~ed1, It is4 likely t hat lessors will discriminate
against fill carnrriers wh,)ose( iuwlmess Includes routes to points outside the
United States to any substantial (degree. The tax laws should not mnake it more
olililcuit or costly for at U.S. firl carrier within, for' examleh, 40% of Its passenger
n~ilA'5 logg(d'(l 1 routes outside the iUnited1 States to lelise eqipmen1W1t front at U.S.
lessor, although that sit uat ion seems to be developing under the existing stiuttite.

Finally, the iproposed1 anivendnmet Is not it taux relief provision, a1 subisiody (o1
sllecial incentive for lessors who are Ii kel y to Invest inI transp~orta tion equipmnt
in ainy event. It Is (designed to prevent major' lessors front being forced Into III-
vestmnts ot her th an t ranuspo3rtaltilon equipntent by fea r of adhverse afilld un war-
ranltedl tax (consequences. The amnendmnt does no more than to place lessors whlo
pay foreign taxes find( therefore must be0 concerneod Ibouit the' foreign tlix credit
imp'eati'ns of tralulsll(tiolns onl anl ('qual footing with les.4sors who (1( not pay
foreign taxes. It Is believed that this policy' is4 in the best interests of the entire
trauislortatioul industry f13n( the public which It serves.

TWA 817amES''m':o CJIANOES (ITALIC) TO I'JoPosiOi rEOTSIATION BiY TiiE, A MERICAN
INSTITUE'r OF MEII(IIANT Smh r o AMEND) SEX!T'lI()N 904(F) or' THE INTEJINAT,
RivFNuIJ CODE

Secion 904(f) APPLICATION OF SECTION IN CASE OF4 CERTAIN (IN-
TEUE'r) INCOME.-

(1) 1In general-The provisions of subsection (a), (c), (d), and (e) of this see-
tiomi shall be applied separately with respect to-
(A) tile' Interest Income dlesc'ribed1 inI paragrap)h (2), (31i1()
(B) Income other than the Inter(est Income dlescrib~ed InI paragraph (2)

find( In the case of ai taxpayer who (elects tih' separate treatment p~rovidled
by subpa~iragraphl (C) of this subisetionm, Income described fin subparagraph
(C), andl

(C) iII the ease of at taxpayer who elects the limitation p~rovidled by parai-
graph (2) of subsection (a) find( who further Oets the separate treatment
p~rovided1 by this subparagraph (C), Income fromt

(1) thie operation of tiny~ vessel dloculmentedl undl~er tile laws of the
United States;

(ii) rentals front any vessel documnented1 under the laws of the United
States, or from aniy (aircraft whtich/is1 registered( by fthe Administrator
of the Pco/cral Aviation Agecncy;

(111) the uise of any container of it Unitedl States, personl which Is
used iii tile tranlsportationi of p)rope(rty to 1111( fronti the Un1ited( States,
amid

(iv) rentals froin any container of a ITmilted States peCrson which) Is
used III the tramisportation1 of property to find( froml tile Unlitedl States.

Election for 'Separate Applieatiom.-A taxpayer whbo elects the llimitaitioni lro-
,vidled by subsection (i1) (2) may elect the separate treatment lprovIidid by plara-
gralph (1) (C) for amuy taxable year beginning after D~ecemnber 31, 1970. The ee-
tiomn shall lie made separately with respect to each vessel, aircraft, or coitainer
owned or leased by such taxpayer. An election under this paragraph for any
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vessel, aircraft or container for any taxable year shall remain tin effect for all
subsequent years except that it may be revoked with the consent of the Secre-
tary or his delegate with respect to any taxable year.

DEERE & CO.,
Moline, Mi., October 18, 1971.

lHon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairmaii, Setiate Finantce Commtnittee,
U.S. k4ewlttc, MVahitigtton, D.C.

1)EAH MuI. CHAIRIMAN: Ieere & Company is the leading manufacturer of farm
equipment in the Unlitedl States. My p~uripose tin writing you oil behalf of 1)eere
Is to express to you and the members of your Committee our strong support for
reenaci meat, of the Investment credit ats part of the tax legislation nowv under
consideration (lilt 10947).

At the present time farm equipment, sales are depressed. Unemployment In
the Indlustry is abnormally high. F~armners, generally, are caught tin a cost-price
squeezAe, their costs continuing to rise more rapidly than their Income.

Enactmen41101t, ot tli(' inlvestmjent credit, wouldl contribute significantly to imlprov-
lng this situation. It. would stimulate sales of farmn equipment because It would
operate to reduc(, thle effective cost of such eqiuipimnent. to the farmer. This favor-
able effect onl sales would translated Into Increasedl emplloymnent tin the farmn eqluip-
nieat iiIduistry. By easig the tw(iuisit toll of new equipment It would aidl the
farmer tin is continig battle against rising costs. To wvin this battle the fainter
must, Increase his eflicenclly andl to do tis lie needs niew mlnd implrovedl equipment.

For thle above reasons wve urge you to adI~opt it posit ion tin favor of the credit
aIs a lpormanent, part of the tax structure and ait mt rate of no less than 70/c.

We alpireciate having 1111( tihe opp~ort unity to pm'esemt. our views onl this subject.
We request that you give then careful consideration and that you Include tis
letter iii the record of the Committee's hearings onl these matter.

Very truly yours,
RI. W. WEEKs.

LAW OFFncEs, ARENT, Fox, KINTNER, PLOTKIN & KAIIN,
W~ashington, I).C., October20, 1971.

In re Statement onl application of Title IV of HI.R. 10947 to Certain Livestock
Trailers.

Mr. To~i VAIL,
Chic! Co11180l, Commnittee on Finance, U.S. Senate, lWa8hingt on, D.C.

l)EAI M1u1. %'AIL, This stt lit Is suibmlitted onl lell"'If of 'lidwell-Iflle Mmiii1-
ufacturing Comp~any, WVest 'Monroe, Louisiana and Hale Trailer Sales, Inc.,
S1hermnan, Texas. These companies aire manufacturers and sellers of horse,
catt'e, amid other livestock trailers. Of the( approximately 55,000D Ilvestock trailers
manufactured and sold annually in the United States, these companies account
for approxutitel v 2,jo/% 01i tite industry id 11, consequently, mare thle iernmis most
directly affected by the proposed excise tax changes. We are concerned over the
aipplicaitionl of certain excise tax reduction provisions nowv contained In lI.R.
10947 and the unfair distinctions it makes fin the taxation of trailers like ours
used by farmers and ranchers.

1. PRESENT LAW

Present law provides, under IRC § 4061 (a) (2), that a trailer which is4 suitable
for use tin connection wi'hi a passenger automobile Is subject to at 7%/ tax rate
(M the sale of the article. If the( livestock trailer Is not suitable for use wilth
a passenger car, It Is taxabe under the 10% rate provided for by present
§ 4061 (a) (1). The Internal Revenue Service takes the position that one and
two horse trailers are suitable for use with passenger automobiles and therefore
taxable at the 7% rate. It takes the position, without justification we believe,
that a trailer wi~th a capacity of more than two horses (or cattle) Is suitable for
use Willi a truck (rather than a car) and accordingly taxable at the 10%~ rate.
These positions are described in detail fin Rev. Rul. 68-584, Cum. Bull. 1908-2,
492, copy attached.
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It tias, long been our view that three and four horse trailers, and evenly those
caprtble of carrying upt to six horses, can better be pulled by passenger cars than
by light (duty trucks because the cars, transmission and gear rt;. io facilitate tow-
ing better than the transmission of many of your light duty trucks. Because mnany
farmers andl ranchers own only a pick upi truck (rather thant at passenger car
and pick upI truck) and use the truck for bo li personal trahnsIpo;-tation ats well as
for farm ailld ranch chores, the Internal Revenue Service Idenltities the three 1111d
four' horse trailers with' these trucks and disregards the fatthat passenger
cars are better towing vehicles and (10 i fact tow these trailers where the farm or
ranch family canl afford both a passenger car and at pick upt truck.

Most trailers which aire not used for hauling livestock tire used for personal
hauling of household goods tin(] other light moving andl hauling. You are pirob)-
ably faiiliar wi'lh the many franchised trailer vehicles available for rent t
service stations by families for personal moving and hauling chores. Because till
these trailers are Idlentified with passenger automobiles, the manufacturer pilys
only at 71/ ralte (despite thle fact that cubic capacity Is e'ssenltially the s4amle for
both types of trailers. This means, of course, that at trailer we manufacture for
livesto('k canl be taxed ait, a 10% ralte hauledd by pick up1 ri nIs) w~Il e tile samne
size, weight andl capacity -trailer usedl for personal moving and~ hauiling is taxed
.at at 7% rate. There Is of course no *ustifleation for this distinction but: we are
able to complete because the 3%1 differential Is not significant ats to materially
affect sales.I

We believe tile Internal Revenue Service' has Incorrectly construed § '1961 (at) (2)
wh'en It requires actual passenger car Ilse by our (clst omers rather thian mnetrely
looking to see whether, InI faict, thle trailer ctin be ha tiled by a passenger car. The
concept of ''suitable for uisp" con' alied lin present § 4001 (at) (2) Is a (designl test,
which should go only to whether or not thle tra 11cr Is fit for the purposes andl( not,
unlike the language lin present §4061 (at) (2), ordinarily or commonly ulsed lin
connectionon iith passenger car's. We believe the InaternalI Revenue Service takes
thle position flhat because most three or four (or more) livestock trailers are'
InI fact hauled by pick upt trucks, and1( owners using cars for such trailers, are only
anl Incidlental number of the total users, these larger livestock trailers are not
.suitable for use lin connection wilth passenger ('ars. Because ios4t, of your larger
passenger automobiles have the horse power andl transmission -which can1 haful
these trailers with the same or better facility than at pick up1 track, such trailers
are suitable for such car use though Ii fac-t thle dominant use mlay be In Conl-
nection with pick up trucks.

IT. EFFECT OF 11.11. 10047

Under the H-ouse version of the illI, trailer's which aire ulsed] with passenger
automobiles will lbe free from aill tax:

''Preealt la1W (.section 4001(it) (2) ) taxes las'sellger automobile traileris andt
semitrailers (iLe., small auto towved trailex's 'su1itable for ulse In connect ion with
passenger automobiles') ait the same rate of tax ats passenger automobiles. The
bill also repeals the tax onl those articles."'

Most of the references lin this report to automobiles apply also to thesesal
trailers.

wee, 11. Rep. 92-533, 92d Cong., 1st N-sess. ait pp. 51-52.
When the excise tax onl these personal t railers Is r'emovedl. the only light (lty

trailers subject to tax wili be Ilvestock trailer's. All personal trailers and house
trailers. Including camping trailers. us('( onl both p~assenlger' automobiles an1d(
pick upI trucks wVill be tax free. The effect of tis repieal Is that livestock trailers
which are the same size, weight anad c'apac'ity ats p~ersonal trailers will lill, tax
at the 10%ll rate' while the dent le-a triler,1 sold to gas stIltionls for TI 11aul1
servi('es or the like lin transporting personal11i goals, are free fromt tax. It won't
take long before r'anch'ers mind farmers will reallize' that these liersollal tt'aile)r,
with mniodiflclitions canl be converted( Into at I ivesto(k tnt lci' thei'el y sivi ng theml-
-selves the 10% tax.' Their 10%/ saving can put the present manufacturers of

I If a farm family cnn afford both at passenger car aind a nick tit trucek an atmonialousF
situation ciun result wlell 11103 (l(sire to traaisjort four (eittl('. If it bulys two of thle two-
horse trailers, one for the' car and] one for the tru('k, andl transports its liv~staokl in thnt
fashion, It will pay not ('11 ('enit In federill excise tax u'nder the pironoseol bill. But if tle
family calli 0111y afford it truck, and needs to transport thle silnic four livestock lin one
trailer. it pays at full lot)% tax onl a four-liors' trailer blealise of the rule nronisratedI by
Revenuue Rutling 68-584, clted above. Such ain absurdity should not be in our tax laws.
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livestock trailers out of busiiies because they canil't compete withl onle trailer
playing tax wh'ille another doesn'It. 2

1I1, SUGGESTED) RiIEEIY

TTinder, thle bill fit its present form, new 11W § '1061 (at) (2) will exempt bodies
and1( -luiasss suitable for use ill voltnlectio)n with at vehlicle with it gross vehicle
weight of 10 000 piids or' lev". If the( Finance C'ommiittee, tit the( )i')ttoin of this
prlostil, adds(1 the words:

TPruck find( Itis t railei' and( s('ilttrailci- (lissIs
Truck and( bais t railer id svinitrailer bodJ~ies

hleme livestoc'k t oilers Nvll enjoy the Samei( wempnition from takx whichi persionll,
haul11ig trailers wvill receive. livei se wve blieve that livestock trailers are, the(
only tiit lir uised Ill (oliii(ect tl with i ek 1ii) I ruckls which would lie Sublject to
ax Itit h ill plit~ Iles Iiits present forml we doii't (11h11k that t a ('01(111ionl iiIt.

lng the trailer exemption suggest ('( above to live Stock trailers1- IS Decessar1y. We
would nlot, liotvever, object to .such at limitat ion.

IV. CON ('LU1SION

Under thle House version of I1.11. 10017, pic upl truvcs were exempted because
they providled compa rable transport idioti to fitlil l'uad ru amitiilies which the
passenger ca r provides to urbl in td su~Ibli lo m famnil iles. It ma k11es Sense that
fit rut faitmlies should not be pienalized for their chlolce of 1 rimsportationl Should
t hey lie unable to liurehilase at ear for their t, I'll jsjortii t ioll needs, It necessity rily
f'ollowvs thait If tralilers plled by thlitse Samei( urban andlil suiburbant families biy
t heir passenger cars atire to (- i free from tax, thint the livestock trailers pulled
by the farlil families pick up1 truck he free from tax.

We would itppreeitte aniy conisiderat ion you give this matter.
Very truly youirs,

WVILLIANI J. L~i-AiwFFIA.

''re loverss" consIst lug (if t ruck or semulit ritilHer chaissis u11103 witiebl
itre Iltoili Iedl spetiith Iiiichiiies desigiied to dig upl and replanmt trees,
iire not Subject to time- tax onl chassis and b1od11ites or thle ta x onl parlt s and
accessories.

20 CFR 48.4001 (a) -i: Imosition of tax. Rev. Rul. 08-570
(Also S,4ection 4001 ; 48.4061 (b) -2.)

A company mnanufactutres and1( sells automotive a rticles (leigleti 'to move
trees. The completed units 'onisist (If either at truck diassis or a Seimit railer
('litssis uponl whlich IS illiiited it slieiitl miachiine dlesignied to dig ill ainid re-
idamit trees onl developmlient sties ori other oiiei arieats, Stnelli as parks, golf courses,
and1( nurseries. The chassis tire construct ('( without springs, and1( the chassis
fritmtes aire miotuntedl directly onl a reiar a xle iassemiily. The vehicles aire equtipp~ed
wvith off-hiighw~ay traction tr'eitt tires, andio anly highway uiste of the Vehicles is4
lIncidental to their jolisite function.

fl1, sie neit her the (descrlibed chassis mior the Special nutlelilie mounited
thereon Is primarily designedd for utse tin the transportation of iiersons or prop-
erty over the highway, the chassis iirie not, 111(1101 vehicle articles of at t ype
enunierated fin Sectio 1(110610(a (1) (If the( Internal IR(evenute (de (of 1954, no01
tire the triev digging main(imes auitomotilye pit0. i'ts (a'it((tssoiies, wit bin the ineaii-
lug (If section '10611 (b) (1) . A(ccordinigly, sales (of the described "tree miovters''
bly thle manufactur ier thereof iarie not Stubjec't to( the mamufacturiers excise taxes
imp~losed b~y these seetiotis.

One-horse anld two-hiorse trailers suitable foir use' with passenger au-
tomobiles tre taxable under section 4061 (at) (2) of the Code ; wvhereas,

2 Trhe Internal Revenue Service could rulle, of course. that the coimv4rsions from a personal
trailer to a livestock trailer wns an act of manufacturing by the farmer or rancher subject
to the 10% tax. rihe technical truth of thIs fact (ldes not, of course, reflect the realities
that IRS could never adminitster such at position 'flis Is little solace t,, a manufacturer who
Is wvatching hit, market go down the drain to know that sonte of hIs competitors customers
should be the excise taxpayers.

68-333 0 - 71 - pt. 2 -- 33
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three-hiorse and four-hiorse trailers and1 stock trailers designed primarily
ats carriers of livestock tire taxable under section 4061(a) (1) ;Revenue
Ruling i5i-358 sup~erseded.

26 CFR 48.401(a)-i: Imposition of tax. Rev. Rill. 08-584

Advice has licen requested rega rd ing appi lea tion of the manufacturers excise
tax Imposed~ liy sectiont 4061(a ) of the- internal Revenue (lode of 19)54 to sales
by the manufacturer of the trailers describedd below.

Itent. (1) . Stock trailers (lesilned f11indU mnufact uredl primarily for use by
farmerPIs a1s1 Carriers Oif livestock (such ats clitt le, hlogs, Sheep, hiorses. find goals)
Uad other loads, I nclulding loose or sacked grit in, bhaled bay, a1 11111111 salt. Or baitl-
dled feed. The trailers are,( used by farmers to tin sport livestock to at market
place, fromt pasture to pastutre, or to veterinarians. Somie modelsfit,( ae ('Ililwled
with at conivetional tongue ain 11(1I mti i tc find 11 other'1s are,( equipped with at
gomsemieck-tylie itch (designed to place the towing point fi tile ('('Itel of it licup
truck bed. Other eqtimiiien t me'1h(11 tides l In m 1n1sig1al. stodi)gl Is4, t1119S a11g) ,1and
suhl Options ats elect ri(c bra kek aindl a tot).

Iteml (2) One-ihorse, I wo-Imorse, three-horse, and1( four-horse tratilers dlesignedl
aind sold for transporting g hiorses over itlie highiwaiys. Sonme models of thoe
trailers haive mu~ch featurlles its at dressing r'o1om, i ck coiilpartlleitt. foed mnatiger,
or sleeping (.0ill pa rtilnemit. The One-horse aill(] t wo-hiorme trailers are eqtuii )pd %%'illI
a conventional tongue amid ball-type itch. Thel( thlree-horse aind four-hiorse trail-
ers aire equipped with either ai1)111-type or at gooseneck-i ype lilteli.

Section 4061 (it) (1 ) of tI( C (ode, Imnposes it tax tipomi I ie( sale by M le 1illitflt(

ttirer, pirodtucer, or lIporter'I of cei'tii enumnera ted ar1t ides Inch udiung ti rack I rail-
er aind semlitrI'Iler' chassis finid bodies. Section 40(61 (at) (2) of the (Code lililoses
a tax 111)01 sales of chaissis find( bodies for trailers find( semit railers (othler- thlii
house trailers) suitable for tise III connection With passenger atitoinobiles, In-
cluding lit each case pa rts find( accessories therefor sold onl or lii 'onniectionl
therewith.

Section 48.4001 (ut)-I (e) of the 'Manuifacturers fu11( Retailers E"'xcise. Tax Reg-
ulations provides that ta trailer or smitrailer chassis or body primliaily designedd
for highway use III (coilla1t tionl with at ta xablie Itruck, lw, or tractor Is subject.
to the tax Impiosedl by sect ion 4061 (a1) (1) of ithe('Code. That Sectioni fturt her pro-
vides tilat trailers find( semiitriailers which 11W stilt 11able for Itise In (ollibilit t Iloll
with passenger attoimobiles, hilt which arie not. house, trailers. are stiliject, to the
tmtx Implosedi by section 4061 (at ) (2). The regulations allso (clte as aii example
of a vehicle which Is4 not at I rI-iler, witlii the meaning of section 41061(a), it farmi
wagon primarily dlesignled for use onl faints, although It, maiy lie used onl the
highway.

As used in tHe foregoing statute and regulations, the termi ".suitable for use"
ineams' lpossessing actual an(1 practical fitness for use in connec-tion with passenl-
ger automobiles.

With respect to Item (1), thle facts Indicate that the stock trailers are not
farm wagons primarily desiguted for use onl farms, within thle meaning of section
48.401 (a)-i (e) of the regulations, but are trailers d1esigned' for viiriotis lives oil
tlle highwity. Fturthlermore, they are pimiiarily do-Igite for utse, in combination
within taxable trucks and (10 not have anll actual aind pritctical fitness for use III coma-
itination with passenger atitontobiles. Therefore, sales by3 the manufacturer of
such trailers titre subject to the manufacturers excise tax Imposed by section
4061 (a) (I1) of thle Code.

With respect to Item (2), the one-horse aiid two-horse trailers aire considered
to be stuitab~le for use( fix coitnectioin with paussenger aluttomobiles, Inlasmutchl its they
posss actual and p~racticail fitness for :stich uist,. Accordingly, males by tlle inllili-
facturer of these tratlet-s tire stubject to tax ait tile rate impolssed by sections 4061,
(at) (2) of the Code. However, horse trailers with a (iapacity for carrying more
thanl two horses, sthas the three-llorse find( four-horse trailers fin the Instat
case, are not considered to posess ac(tuliand p~ractical titniess for itse, inI coibi-
nation with p~assenlger automobiles. Therefore, they are concluded to be p)rimarly
dlesignted for highway use fin comlbinationt with taxable trucks. Accordingly, sale's
by the manufacturer of such trailers are subject to tax fit the rate Imp~osed by
section 4061 (a) (1) of the Code.

Revenue Rulinig 59-3158, C.B. 1959}-2, 2.54, holds that the sale by ia lianufact urer
of a horse trailer desigited to be attached to find( pttlled iby passenger automobiles
is subject to tax under section 4061 (at) (2) of the Oode. Simice that conclusion Is
incorporated herein, Revenue Ruling 59-358 Is hereby superseded.
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AN.IEHICAN INSTITUTE OF CE~RrIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
New York, N.Y., October 18, 1971.

Hon. RUSSELL. B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comnmittce,
Old Senate Office Building,
Wash ington, D.C.

D)EAR MRI. LONG : The D~ivision of Federal Taxation of thle American Institute
of ('ert illed P~ublic Accountants lias reviewed 11.1t. 10947, the "'Revenue Act of
19)71," ias passed ily thOe I-IoUM( of Re'presentatives. Based onl our limited review,
the fol lowinig comments hanve been developed:

HILM. SECTION 110(A)

Thle hill proposes to ehm:aetlu' thiree-quarter year convention Ii computing
(leJreciat loll loili)WIceM for tlei yeair Ii wichl at (epreeiahile asset Is p'ace~l i
service, under thle TreaIsury D epartmient's new Al il system. instead, this pro-
po ed legislation w~ou'( iliit filly first-year couivenltio0ui to one that Would not
"provide greater depreciation llo(wan(es during the taxable year Ii whichb the
assets atre pilacedl i service than would be piermitte'd If fiil assets were p~la-ed l i
service ratably throughiou t 1t year If deprecia tion allowa nees were comnputed
Without regalrd to anly convent ionl.'"

It is4 Hugge,:eel that the bill1 Include at saving provision to prevent the assess-
mevnt of any Interest or penalty (under Code sections (6001, 0054, (1055, or other-
wise) to the extent that suchi Interest or pe-nalty wouldl be attrilable to adjust-
ients required to he made under thie 1)i11 as it reflect ion of such it convention

Ii it return already filed Ii good faithi.

IMT SECTON 302

Whwre the owvnerslilp aind business of at corporation are changed in the manl-
iier (described l i sect ion 382(it) (1) or where there Is at change of owner rsh4ipl Ii
at reorganize tion, ats (leserihed Ii sect ion 3182(b) (1) (11), then section 382 prlo-
vides certain limiltations onl thie carryover of net operating losses. Section 302
of HI.R. 109)4T would 1(1( it new code sect ion 383 wvhichl would uItake thle section
:182 linmitat(ions also apple icable to carryovers of unused Investment credit, excess
foreign tax credit and1( net capital loss.

Althioughi we believe thep langginige of proposed new Code sectionl :83 would
probably accomiplishi tile congress oil i ntent, we suggest that the references
to sections 460), 904 (d) , aind 1212 are err'oneous aind should lie omitted. Un-
used Investment c-redit, excess foreign tax credit fill(] net capital losses may be
carried over to it later year of thie saine corporation. under the pirovisionis of these
three cited sectionsq. Iloweve-, at carryover oif excess Investment credit or net
capital loss to it later year of a successor corporations (Ii a reorganization to
WhIich thle lim1ittion oif section 382(b)) would apply) would be accomlnhishled
under tile provisionsm of sectionl :19i. There Is no clear statutory provision for thle
caiirryover of foreign tax (redhit to at successor corporation, lint thme Internal
Revenue' Nerv'ice htas ruled that there Is ivuch at carryover In it statutory merger,
subject to certain 1liitations1. (See Rev. Rul. (18-:50, 1908-2 CBI 759).

For these reasons, we recommhlend thiat proposed Code setion 883 be changed
to real as follows:

"(1) time ow nersipl and business of at corporation are changed In the manner
ole-vrihed InI section 382 (i) (1), of-

"(2) in1 the case of a reorganization speified Ii paragraphs (2) of section
381 (it), there Is at change In owlierlilip oes('rille(d In section 382 (b) (1) (11),
thoui thle limiitations provided l i sectionm :382 Ii suchi cases withi respect to thie
en rryover of net operating losses shall apply Ii thie samme manner, ats j'rovided
under regulations prescribed b~y thle Secretary or is (delegate, wivl respect to
any IInus-led Investment credit, any Cxceq8 foreign, talx credit, and. any net capital
loss of the corjpoation, which can otherwise be carried forivard.

As noted above, It appears that sections 381 aind 382(b) would not apply In
the Case of the carryover of exces s foreign tax credit to at successor corporation
i it reorganization. However, the priov'isionit in 1ev. Rud. 06-350. wichl ties thle
use of the carried-over foreign tax credit to the "excess Iflita tion" of the ac-
quiring corporation that Is a ttrihutabile to the foreign taxablhe Income resulting
from the continuation of the premnerger business of the transferor corporation,
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imposes at limitation much stricter than that of section 382(b). It prevents thme
eredlits from being taken against the foreign icenie of the acquiring corpo-
rationi's limsiness.

It should( be noted that It Is not ait all clear that the Internal Revenute Serv-
Ice wo'uldl follow Rev. Rill. 68-350 Ii it reorganization other than at statutory
ilerger or consolidations., Accordinigly, If It Is not ('01J51(el'ed feasible to legisla-
tively clarify thle carryover status of ex\Cess foreign tax credit In it reorganiza-
tion ait this time, we recommlendl that the( committee reports take cogilizalnce of
Rev. Ittl. 68-350, and( -state' at c lear. congressional plicty regardlig such at
('arr'yov('1 that could1( be givemi effect Ii regulations to be prepared by the T1reasury
1ei a rtilmmci t.

We hopet these tehiclal comuimemits will be helpful to you anmd your committee
Ini its voisidera tiomi of the bill.

8i cer'l y,
ROBJERT G. SKINNERI.

'OVISOTmOIN & BRnING,
111ashig nftonj, 1).(C., October 2,0, 10)71.

Re : Revenue Act of 1071 (11.11. 10947) Job) Developjuint, Credit-Productioni
of JTobs T1h rough Inivest ient b~y Telejihomie Industry.

I-lon. Russra, B4. LoNi,
Ohiale-mnan, on U? Itce on Finance,
U .N. Scilat(, 11'asi iflftofl, J).C.

DEAII AN. (1 HAIIMA N : 1h0 dis8cl- iiltm tory ('ffect of' tie( proposed Jot) D evelop-
ilncut Credit conita lied Inl 1R1. 101)47 tigaimist the( telephone liffdust ry wais ex-
phai med Ill ia wmittenl sta temlemit. amid oralI ('st i mommy 1 e-fore4 the Semia te Finan111ce
('oimnnlitt ee by Mr. Thevodore F. Blrophy, Execiitiv N'lce IPresileiit- ii d Oveneral
(toulms(,l of (lerai Telephone & Eletron I(*s Co t-or orn t toll. appea rIig on) in'Ial f of
thle Umill u'd states I idepenidemit Tveeldome Associa t loll. Mlr. Brophiy lils asked 118
to submit ilgilres based onl the ac(tuaiil experIence of )its compiimy as at supitl ment
to hlis wit I ii slat el('t andl te('51 ionly wichl dlmiomist r'i I thant teleploI ('0111-
jiuimy jiuvestimient, stimulated by at full] Job 1)evelopilelf Crevdit. will liaive at sig-
imitlciimit Iumplact onl increasing emaliloyinemit fit t ii" private sector of our economy.

At filie beg nil ng of IM95 there were iijilroxl mat ely 4,600,000 ma in stations lin
the GTE telephone syst eam is conmpaired to (I,740,000 ait fit ie n of 1070, andl

in~'esmmmhi in et telephione plant ait the lbegilmninml1 of M 95 amounted( to iap-
proximately $2.531 billion its compared to $5.755 billion at thle en(l of 1970. During
thle same11 period of time, the limimer of employees lin the GTE t elephomie system
lInceasedl from approximately 15.5,50() to tlinost 100,000. For each 1000 main
stations adldedl to tile system's plant duringg the pecriodl 1905 thirough 1970, an
average of 10.70 employees lilts been added to thle systelil's emaiploymiemit, Its
followHs

Numnber o1 efmplo)/cc8 added per 1,000 main '?tatio~iq (addeCd
Period:

105 tmm'i 1907 ----------------------------------------------- 10.31
108 thru 1970 -------------------------------- ------------- 17. 13
Six Year Total------------------------------------------------- 10.70

The dIoub~ling of Investmenmt lin the GTE telepome system duringg the six-year pe
Hod 190.5-1970 resulted1 ii lmi ierense of almost cqluml liroportions Ii eniplloymiient,
with the addition of apJproximately 415,000 imew jobs). Thus-, the purpose of thle
Jot) Development CIredit would clearly be well servedl by affording the tele-
phlonie Industry the same Job development credlit rate available to other Industries.

Sincerely,

cc: Hon. Clinton P. Anderson JiNB oEs r

lRon. Herman E. Talmadge Hon. Wallace P. Bennett
IHon. Vance flartke li-on. Carl T. Curtis
lon. J. W. FulbrIght lon. Jack Miller

lHon. Abrahiam A. ilbicoff lloin. Len B. Jordan
lon. Fred R. Harris I-loll. Paiul J. Fannin
Ilom. Harry F. Byrd, Jr. I-lo. Clifford. IP. Hansen
Hon. Gaylord Nelson Hon. Robert P. Griffin
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READING COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa., October 15, 1971.

Hion. RussEm. -B. LONG,
Chai rma(n of Senalqte Fin an (ce Comi Ittee, U.S & efa tc, Sena te Office Building,

lWa8hlnfgton, D.C.
DK'AII 'SENATIOlt LONG: It IN 1113 tinderstaiidlig tlint the Hiouse Bill1 reestab'isling

the 7% lnves4timeiit 'Valx Criedit restits the utse of the( credit to corp)orationis andi
that individual persolls who at-e lemsor4 to corp~orat ions will not I)e' perinitteol use
of the( ('e1'it.

In I 110 de, lberlitt bus of your auiguist ( oiiiittee (olieviu1g tis saime legislaitioni
w~ouuld you puleaise considerr the (11dlsriuuluatory effects of the ITouse Billits1
(described bleow:

The Readling (Company Is at relattively stmal Indlependient (Class I ritlronol which
haos not varn~ed at pr1ofit simice 1066. Hince that dat e thle, onlly l)Iulitilel financing
mulethod aviiilahile to at poor' credlit risk such ats ourselves Iuis )l,it the lease
financing method. By tis nilethool of flinning w~e -Aeek long termi funds fromt
Iistituit lomal investorsf 1111d1 equity eal1pit ili front privitte lInvestors to whom we
have been permit t('( to extendo the( prIiviI'ege of utse of thle tax Investment Credit
or 1150 of aceelem'ateol aniortizi~a on for depreciation.

B3y tis maethodl we halve Nbei able to filuance sorely tiveeeoquuIimient ait rela-
tivel y Peaono5011 ie rates of Interest.

If we fire(t 1)(b i denied the libiiit y to meek equity capital fromt privatte Investors
by our ithaillity to pass onl the Investment tax credit, I ami afraid that the Reading
Company will he 1imnoble to continue. the acquisitlonl of rolling stock and motive
power eqiuipilaet, sorely neededl for Its survivall.

We would, thermefore, app recilito e m rtest- considerat ion by~ your Commnittee of
hev role of the private fInvestor Ini supplying such nleeded1 funds u111d elimina11te

from the prpos)edl legislation1 this Very subtle form of discrimditilon against
lioth the l)Iivuit( Inves'to aPnd1( cotupililes such asH ourselves,

Very truly yours,
.T. It, GRUENE,

Vie PresiOlcn t-linan IfCe.

LPIEWITT-KINo FARMs,
dofloke, A rk., October 12, 1971.

1Lion. RUsEL . LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee, U.S'. 84eiate, New Senate Office Bumilding, 111a8h-

ington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR: I underVIstanld that, tie( Honorable James B. Pearson, United

States Senaitor fromt Kansas, wvill offer mi Amendment to the Revenue Act of
1971, H.R. 10947, wich would double the( Investment tax credit for rural areas.

I ami a small. manufacturer located Ii at predominantly rural ureal and I feel
tis legislation would help) stei the exodus of people front the rural community
into the already over crowded Inctropolitm areas sice I could enlarge my activi-
tics aind emlu)oy 111ore~ people.

I amn sure that other small manufacturers who are, Ili similar conditions would
welcome the opp~ortunities lpesenlted by this legislation.

I think this Amendment would Imlpove the Bill and1( 1 hope your Committee
will act favorably.

Yours very truly,
PRE WITT-KiNG FAUMS,
H. F. KING.
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I INTERNATIONAL EXECU'rIv's ASSOCIATION, INC.,

I-Io. RUSELL13. o~oNew York, N.Y., October 18, 1971.

C!ha irm an, Cornmmittee on. Finance, U.S. Secna te, Sena~lte 0/lce Bluildling,
Wa.4ingyton, D).C.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: Since 1917 the( iiitei'iitt loiiiil EX.('ltivt'5 A55'w)t'ilI 01
bais been'1 deili('tetl to furthering and striengtheing Aineica's4 export t rade, and1(
dulIilifig I hose fl fty-ti ve yeal is tite Ini'iiiers of oilr A H'-o(t I ()I h11 'e', lso "i '1 lt'tt Ivt'ly

high level.
During Its half ('('ltlry of 8ervite to IIIM hohe fhira14 et iv'ly 90 1nigd 114'h

e'xpor)t; tradee, th 1I( liti t'riut 1(41111 l'xt'iftive(' Associt'iiion has minained11 it striong

itrie t inies when'1 otll'alin 4's w~'ioht' faic '( of e'xpjort t radte Is4 in ili igel' of being
rii)Ix'(l aparlt, and tl )11 Association feels thaiit It vlii lon11ge'r i'tiiiti (111144 Oil
the 188iit's wlthic curllrenly1 fact' ou11' industry. Onue sucth Issuet whichI('ll 11 1141
bh~t1Sil ('()15ior of vitall Imupoirtane1 uitt'I ie( proposed le'gilatioin con)ucernuing thoi
D)omest ic Internaitonal Stiles Corporaion141.

Recently th(e inlterna1ftiona1 eX(cutiveg Assoct'ioi 'oniduc(te'd it 1)011 of its
500 miemibenrs i'elat lyt to thot mneasur'e which Is 1now being consideuvd by your
Co mmittee, find( I sincerly3 feel t hat y'ou, m11( thle membunlers of your~i (Commit tee(
should he made(14 atware of how, striouigly manyii3 of Met lenders of (o111 count ry's
e'xp)ort t rad(e feel about11 tile bill. TCwo bask. qutestionis were1't'skt'ol] of t it'- uiit'iners,

(A) Are y'oullit favor of the gt'no.rtil lrovI.Niols of tilt' proposedI DISC( bill ? find(
(1) Are y'oullii fav~or of thet Pr'esidet's~ proposal tto IIIjIike DI1SC fully t'ffectlive

1)y Janluary' 1st of ne'xt.3 yeair? 'Ih(' response1 to tHIPe 1st foi illIire left lit tl Itdoubt
am to how tilie meber1lship fe'lt, about tlit' prop~osedl le'gislaitioni. Iii liul'wt'i to tlit(%
first question over 94'%~ of thet mIembe)4rs IiiitatA' that, they were Ini favor of
DISC, find 92%A favored the( Jan1ury 1st elT'ttive(l ate.

Certainly 11o11 of those respontding to our- questionnaire ariet nalive enuoughi to
believe that DISC0 reprt'eetm tilny sorlt of lt'gislit ivo liulla't' for aill, o(41' e tif(l
significant peenltage of our- nation's t'xpor~t il1ls, btit ti )1'nic-iihels tdo feel that
the measure11' ii lllestion ll ight be lit least it parltlial anlswer' to sollt of thle
prioblemns. Ini the almost 2M1 veni's4 Of Auiier1l'S lusf tr'3 110) Con~grePs hais 1111111-
aged to devise a single lect' of legit ion which would proide thet en1tiret solu1-
tioln to ainy major Issuet, or' whicthl wou~lldtlea4ste tvt'1'yOno( t'oit'eed with that
Issue, but If tile DISI prioptosal mianages to elimina111te just it few of tile pre'(sent
tax ilefquiti4's Ii the exporIt tr'ade, 1111( prlomlotes5 even ilt)1 inr xpansion of t114'
Industry, its pa1ssAigt could the(ni be considered Justified. Ii view of this, the(
International lExecutives Asswoia tion respectfully requtests, your Collnlittee's fav-
orable conlsider'ationl of tile Domestic Inlternlati14)1a1 Sailes C'orporationi legislatiloll,
and urges that It he brought before tile Senate ait expx(litioIISy asg possible.

Very truly yours,JON1 MRUMT
PNxccutive Diretor.

FIRST FIDEIAL SAVINGS ANI) LOAN ASSOCIATION,
Mfadi8on, M..

lHon. RUSSEL LONG,
Chairman, Sen ate JPinance Corn ndit tee,
New Senate Office Blihngj, lWa8hington, D).C.

DEAR SHNATOR LO4NG: We have been following the progress of H1.R. 1M17,
the adininistl'ation's tax bill, anti front the analysis aind reports 'ye have r'ead~
onl this legislation, it appears that It would c'realte many~l 110w .101) wIthlt
adding to tile pressure of Inlflation, whiichl Is cer'tainlly a very (desirabhle objective.
Of course, there are many other' prIoposalls contained l i this bill that aire de(siralet.
hut we fire most enthusiastic about tile Ilet effect onl unlemploymlent alid relieving
the pressures of Inflation aild we support tis proposals lil Its present form.

We would appreciate It If you could have tils letter made a part of tile hearing
record.

Sincerely,
DALE A. NORDEEN, Preeideft.
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WISCONSIN SAVINGS AND LOAN LEAGUE,
Milwvaukcc, Wis.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chia irmnan, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Offc Building, IWashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I understand your Committee is considering H.R. 10947,
the Administration Tax Bill, which was passed by the I-ouse October 6. It
appears to me that this bill has many good features and that it would create
many new jobs without adding to the inflation problem. For these reasons I
would respectfully urge that every effort be made to pass the bill In its present
form. I would also like to request that my letter become part of the hearing
record.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

WILLIA'M D. BROUSE,
Ew~cutive 'Vice President.

DIRECT SELLING ASSOCIATION,
lWashington, D.C.

lHon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Coinimit tee, U. S. Senate,
Old Senate Office Bitilding, Washington, D.C.

D)EAR SENATOR LONG: Over a million and a half people sell products made or
distributed lby members of the IDirect Selling Association. Nearly all of those
salespeople depend onl the purchase and use of automobiles for their livelihood.
The repeal o1f the 7 percent excise tax onl automobiles is therefore of paramount
importance to them. For this reason, and because there is a critical need to stop
inflation and stabilize the dollar now, we urge that you act quickly and affirmi-
atively onl 11.11. 109,47.

We would also hope that members of your committee would not delay progress
of the bill by engaging in time-consuming debates over proposed amendments.
Rather, we hop~e that the national Interest willl override ally special interests
amif re nilt in quick action onl the House-passed measure.

I wouldI appreciate having this letter made a part of the hearing record onl
II.R. 109,47.

Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

J. ROBERT BROUSE.

NAT'KONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION,

14on. RUSSELL B. LONG, W~igoDC

Chairman, Sena te Finanve Committee, U.S. Senate,
Old Senate Office Building, lWashington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Consistent with our testimony before the Senate Finance
Committee on October 12, we respectfully urge you to vigorously oppose any
proposal to exclude Imported automobiles from the repeal of the 7% excise tax
approved In H.R. 10947.

IDenial of excise tax relief to purchasers of Import cnrs since August 16
would discriminate unfairly between purchasers of (lomnestic and Import cars.
Purchiasers of both (domestic and Imp~ort cars have been led to believe, as at
result of President Nixon's reconmmenda tion, stat emuents of other Administration
spokesman. Congressional leaders and action of the House of Representatives
in H.R. 10947, that repeal of the tax would be ex. tended to all newv car passenger
vehicles , domestic and ImpIorted.

Your support In resisting the exclusion of' import cars from the benefits of
excise tax relief will be most appreciated].

Sincerely,
WARREN J. MOELENEY.
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RUjBBEFR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,
lVa8Jtington., D.C., October 20, 1971.

l-101. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Cli a -mnan, Coin mittee on Fiace,
U.S. &cnate, IVashington, D.C.

D)EAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Rubber Manufacturers Association is compuirised1 of
aipproximately 200 domestic manufacturers of rubber products w~ho account for
over 90% of the total rubber consumption in the United States. lIn behalf of our
member companies throughout the nation, we submit this statement for the
records of your committee's hearings onl H.R. 10947, the proposed Revenue
Act of 1971.

The RMA memibership -,upports H.R. 109,17 which it recognizes as a means of
implementing the overall aimmus of the President's new economic policy contained
in his statement of August 15, 19711. Although the rubber manufacturing industry
firmly believes that the well-b~eing of this nation's economy and the viability of
Amprican business lin domesticc and world markets are greatest with a minimuni
of government involvement, we nonethmeless~ recognize the presence of economic
pressures which led to the initial stabilization program adopted by the President.

In respect of this economic environment, we support the President's program
ats a needled renmedly for the current ills lin the nation's economy.

lIt implementing the President's program by statutory provision for certpinl of
its tax aspects, HI.R. 10947 will (1) lessen the burden of Inflation on the low-income
taxpayer through acceleration of presently-scheduled Increases lin idi vidua 1
exemptions and deductions, (2) heighten consumer demand In one of the major
Industrial influences on the nation's economy by repeal of the 7% auto excise
tax on ears and the 10% tax applicable to small -trucks, and (3) stimulate the
current lag lin capital Investment levels through establi hinent of the job develop-
nment tax credit.

In recognizing the overall merit of H.R. 10947 as passed by the House of
Representatives, we direct your committee's particular attention to those provi-
sions of the bill concerning the job development tax credit for capital equipment
purchases and tile asset depreciation range system approved by the Treasury
Department earlier this year.

As members of a capital-sensitive Industry, domestic rubber manufacturing
companies support the provision of H.R. 10947 to establish the job development
tax cr ,dit. The report of the Ways and Means Committee itself-supporting of
the credit-shows the decline in domestic machine tool orders occurring since
1960 during periods when the Investment credit was not available to American
business.

Stimulation of capital spending has multiple benefits to the economy, a primary
one of which is "Job development". Orders for newv capital equipment 'are trans-
lated Into jobs for workers to fill those orders and for workers to use the
equipment once placed in service. The availability of modern production equip-
ment to American business-particularly in the heavy capital equipment areas-
will bring about greater efficiencies in production, providing a lower overall cost
at which American goods may be sold. These net cost reductions will in turn
stimulate greater consumer spending and will improve the competiti venless of
American goods in world markets. "JTob development" is9 thus a logical result of
stimulation of capital spending.

Additionally, we favor-as Is proposed in H.R. 10947--the single linle rate of
credit on a permanent basis rather than a two-tier credit as wvas contained lin
the President's August 15 statement. Uniformity lin the available rate of the Job
development credit will provide a greater long-range capital spending incentive
and wviil reduce the likelihood of immoderately heavy first-year outlays followed
by a -ustalned reduction of capital spending levels.

We suggest to the Senate Finance Committee that establishment of the job
development tax credit Is an effective starting point In removing the discrimina-
tion against UJ.S. producers caused by thle Capital spending incentives granted by
foreign governments to their producers, especially those for export purposes.

The Asset Depreciation Range System-adopted by the Department of Treasury
onl June 2,2. 1971 ond proposed to be legislated by H.R. 10947-is a needed s-D
lplemnent to the job development tax credit to assure that outdated and ineffl-
cient production machinery is replaced as rapl'y as ipo~sible. Critics of thle
A.D.R. system, wvho claim that its inclusion In Hl.R. 10947 causes an excessive
tax benefit to business, Ignore the fact that more realistic (lelreciation schedules
are absolutely necessary for capital formation to effect replacement of capital
goods.
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This is particularly true in the tire manufacturing industry where constant
imJ )rovements in manufacturing techniques necessitate the replacement of tire
production equipment with each new era of technology. Particular evidence of
this has been demonstrated i recent years during the gradual transition from
the "bias ply" tire construction to the "belted-bias" type of construction. An
even greater impact on production requipment replacement will come about as
the radial ply tire comes more prominently Into being.

Yet, whether American tire manufacturers have statutory tax Incentives to
purchase radial ply production equipment or not, market pressures may dictate
such purchases as a matter of competitive necessity. Mass capital spending for
radial ply production equipment without appropriate tax Incentives (as certain
foreign radial tire manufacturers appear to enjoy) could wvell'hinder the com-
petitiveness of the American radial tire in world markets.

We, therefore, support the A.D.R. system adopted by the Department of Treas-
ury, including the three-quarter first year convention providing for substantial
depreciation of assets during the first year of use. We suggest that H.R. 10947
be appropriately amended to contain the substance of the A.D.R. system as issued
by the Department of Treasury on June 22.

In conclusion, the membership of the RMA expresses Its support for the pro-
visions of H.R. 10947 with the suggested amendment concerning the Asset De-
preciation Range system and urges Its enactment. Even beyond enactment of
this bill, however, It is apparent that a properly balanced economic stabilization
p~rogramu as is sough by both the President's directive of August 15 and by 11.11.
10947 cannot be fully realized without prudent controls over the level of federal
spending. Fewv forces--if any-have such inflationary Impact on the nation's
economy as high levels of government spending. If the President's economic
stabilization program calls upon business and the American public to accept
temporary economic controls as a means of retarding Inflation, then similar
respect must be shown In the levels of government spending.

We, therefore, urge the Congress-along with enactment of H.R. 10947-to
exercise restraint In Its review and authorization of federal spending programs
In the present and forthcoming fiscal years.

Sincerely, ~ .SAS

Vice President.

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,
1619 Al assaehlusetts Avenue, NWV., Washington, D.C.

Subject: Eligibility for Job Development Investment Credit of Products Not
Subject to Import Surcharge (H.R. 10947).

Hon. RUSSELL B. L~ONG,
Chairman, Contmittee on Finance, U.S. Sen ate, N('w Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: We wvish to bring to your attention what we believe is

an unintended result of the technical provisions of the Job Development Invest-
mnent Credit as embodied In the bill passed by the House of Representatives. All
cars and trucks produced in Canada, and imported into the U.S. under the U.S.-
Canada Automotive Products Agreement, would be Ineligible for the credit. This
credit disallowance would have an extremely disrupting and unfair effect under
the Agreement.

The House bill would exclude foreign-produced goods from the credit (luring
the continuation of the import surcharge. Foreign -produced goods, which would
not qualify or the tax credit, would include all goods imported in an opera-
tive condition.

It Is respectfully submitted that this limitation would exclude, without any
justifiable reason, various Imports even though made primarily of U.S. mate-
rials and though free of the Import surcharge or other duty when shipped into
the United States. Since the dli squali flcation of fore ign-produced goods will apply
under the bill only so long as the import surcharge is in effect, it is difficult to
see why imports not subject to the surcharge should be disqualified. For ex-
ample, farm equipment is,, usually not dutiable and, therefore, not subject to the
import surcharge. Yet, farm equipment Imported in op~erative form would be
disqualified for the credit while the import surcharge is in effect. The same result
would apply to all assembled cars and trucks imported from Canada.
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The denial of the credit for vehicles imported from Canada would be particu-
larly inequitable because these vehicles are assembled predominantly from ma-
terials manufactured in the United States and exported to Canada. In many
vases, virtually all of the components of these vehicles are manufactured iii the
United States.

In an effort to meet the aimis of the Automotive Products Agreement (to
achieve industry efficiency, strengthen economic relations between the United
States and Canada, and permit the free flow of automotive products between
the two countries without duties or penaltiess, the industry has rationalized] Its
facilities and is virtually unable to rearrange Its production cap~abilities Ii the
short-run and without enormous expense. Consequently, a denial of the credit
would constitute a serious disruption of business and a harsh, inequitable
penalty.

Further, the practicalities of the situation would produce administrative diffi-
culties and Inequities as among purchasers. It Is common for United States
dealerships to have an Inventory of cars and trucks, some of which were produced
in Canada and others In the United States. If a purchaser who may not be tax-
alert orders a truck or car, hie may receive a vehicle produced in Canada, totally
unaware of the serious tax detriment involved. Another purchaser may specifi-
cally order a truck or car produced In the United States and the dealership may
be a ble to accommodate him, although such accommodation may be wasteful in
that it may involve shipping a vehicle from another distant dealership. The man-
ufacturers, In seeking to accommodate their scheduling to this result, might have
to Incur substantial freight costs and rescheduling costs which, if feasible at all,
would be extremely wasteful and serve no useful purpose. Some manufacturers
would find such rescheduling at this time totally Impracticable.

It is true that the House bill would authorize the President to exempt certain
classes of articles from the disqualification provisions applying to foreign-pro-
duced goods. It is respectfully submitted, however, that reliance upon a possible
future Presidential order for such exemption would not be a satisfactory solu-
tion to the present problem. Purchasers would be left wholly uncertain as to the
possible exemption. Moreover, under the House bill the exemption could not apply
to any period before the date of the Presidential order. It is clear that adir-tinistra-
tive problems would arise; manufacturers would be confronted with serious
scheduling difficulties and the assurance of clear Treasury regulations would be
hampered by the unforeseeable future periods of exemption or non-exemption.

It Is also submitted that exactly the same reasons for making the tax credit
available on a retroactive basis apply In the case of goods imported from Canada,
In accordance with the Agreement, as in the case of any other goods eligible for
the tax credit. The reason for applying the tax credit to goods ordered on or after
April 1, 1971, although placed in service before August 15, 1971, was the assur-
ance given by the Secretary of the Treasury, after discussions with Congressional
tax-wvriting leaders, that any restored credit would be made retroactive to this
extent. Purchasers In the United States of autos and trucks Imported from
Canada acted In reliance upon this assurance In the same manner as any other
purchasers. They had no reason whatever to expect or foresee that the avail-
ability of the credit would be affected in any way by the domestic or foreign
origin of the goods.

In view of the above considerations It Is respectfully urged that the p~rovisions
of the Job Development Investment Credit under the House bill be so amended
that Imported products not subject to the surcharge, includlnj products imported
from Canada under the Automotive Products Trade Act of 196i5, would be elifmible
for the tax credit. This eligibility should be made retroactive to Include orders on
or after April 1, 1971 In the same manner as In the case of properties producedI in
the United States.

We appreciate your consideration of this urgent problem, and If any additional
Information is desired, wve shall, of course, give the matter our Immuediate
attention.

We are taking the liberty of sending a copy of this communication to each
member of the Committee.

Very truly yours,C.BHOAD

Chairman, Tax~ation, Conmmittee.
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PEASODY, RiVLIN, GORE, CLADouIIos & LAMBERT,,
Washington, D.C.

THOMAS VTAIL, Esq.,
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, New Senate Offce Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. VAIL: Our firm Is counsel for the National Tool, Die and Precision

Machining Association, a small business organization representing some 8,000
metalwvorking firms in the United States. We understand that the Committee is
now considering the basis for modification of H.R. 10947 to permit more liberal
application of the Investment tax credit to used machinery and equipment, and
wve wanted to reiterate our views onl this very Important mutter. I enclose a
copy of our earlier testimony In the House onl this Issue.

The credit, we feel, should apply fully to used equipment. Small businesses
are quite adept at spreading their modest capital as far as posslbl to Improve
their productivity. "Modernization" is a good word, but to a small firm- thut point
is to increase production, lower costs, and improve profits. That's really what
modernization and the investment credit tire all about, and the small firmi really
doesn't need the wvise counsel of those who sell new equipment or the Infliience
of Congress to force It to improve with one newv machine if It know it cami get
more out of two used machines for the same total price. We say let the business-
man decide.

The $65,000 limit with the offset provision contained in the House bill is uni-
necessarily complex aimd restrictive. If Congress decides that some dollar limit
on the credit for used equipment is needed for the sake of "modernization", then
set a fiat ceiling, and don't confound the small business with an Intricate offset
formula that bears no relation to his needs and abilities.

NDTPMA has not conducted any survey of how the proposed offset provision
would work, but discm; sions with representative firms Indicate that a flat miaxi-
mnum without the offset, even at a lower figure, might well produce more benefits
for small uiness. But In any case, the offset as a concept makes no more sense
than ..the total exclusion first proposed by the Nixon Administration. It rises
fronm thme premise that used equipment does not further the goals of the credit,
and that premise negates the judgment and discretion that only the business
itself canl bring to the question of Improving productivity.

We respectfully urge that the Committee either give full application of the
credit to used equipment or at worst give a $100,000 ceiling on such purchases
without any offset.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM C. BRASHARES.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM HENZLER, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL TOOL, DIE AND
PRECISION MACHINING ASSOCIATION

My name is William Henzler. I am President of the Henzler Manufacturing
Corporation of Toledo, Ohio, and I am appearing today on behalf of the National
Tool, Die and Precision Machining Association ("NTDPMA") as Chairman of
Its Government Relations Committee. Appearing with me are William E. Hard-
man, Executive Vice-President of NTDPMA, and NTDPMA's General Counsel,
William C. Brashares, a member of the Washington law firm of Peabody, Rivilin,
Gore, Cladouhos & Lambert.

'NTDPMA has a membership of some 1,700 companies throughout the nation
but Is the recognized national spokesman for a total of some 8,000 companies in
the contract tool, die and precision machining field. These are small businesses,
very often owned and managed by inen who some years ago worked for other
companies as skilled toolmakers or machinists. The tool and die shop of Detroit,
Cleveland, Chicago and elsewhere has been a traditional source of most of the
tools for mass production in the automotive, appliance and other Industries. The
machine shop of Los Angeles, Dallas and other cities has been the source of
munch of the high precision hardware of America's aerospace Industry. Special
machines for automation, die cast products and thousands of other things made
of metal come from this small business Industry. It has always been considered
"the keystone of mass production" and a critical part of our national capability,
both In peace and war.
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Our industry represents over 250,000 highly skilled workers, men who Ii most
cases have gone through four-year apprenticeships. Due to company failures
and to work force reductions, many are unemployed today. For the past year
the trade journals have been filled with auction notices, particularly In the mlid-
wvest areas where automotive business has been far below customary levels and
on the West Coast where aerospace work has dropped significantly. In the
country as a whole, employment in the Industry as of June 1, 1971, was down
about 25%ll and backlogs were down by over 30%1 from a base period of June 1.
1970.

The contract tool, die and precision machining industry Is going through per-
haps the most critical-and In some areas painful-adjustmient in its history.
The capital goods sector as a whole is dIown and, being anl industry depending
very largely on overflow demand, we are affected first by decline and last by
recovery. Structural:T we see our two largest traditional mnarkets-automiotive
and aerospace--requiring less of our outp~ut. The autonkcrs are making less
frequent style changes, thus requiring less tooling. Aerospace, which is responsible
for much of our industry's creation Ii the West, has fallen far below the public
and fiscal priorities it had. O1? the other hand, wve are encouraged by steady
growth of our industry in the South and Southwest, seeking out new markets in
developing regions. The biggest new market of all-the export market-is the
subject of Intensive effort by many of our member companies, which, despite
their size, are confident they can have a hand In the tooling of new mass pro-
duction facilities abroad.

Our only hope of maintaining our industry's capability and reaching out to
these new markets is staying ahead Ini our skills and our equipment. This leader-
ship created our industry and has sustained It. The Investment tax credit Is
without question the greatest tool the Congress can provide to assist us In main-
taining this leadership.

Much is said about the questionable value of Incentives for new equipment
purchases when throughout our country there Is unused capacity. Our Industry's
situation should lay to rest those contentions. Volume of production Is not the
key to our success. We succeed or fall onl the basis of quality and productivity.
And nowhere is this truer than Ii our attempts to gain entry to export markets.
We must outperform on competitors abroad with better equipment and better
skills. Thus, companies with substantial Idle machine time are constantly up-
grading their equipment to Improve productivity and lower costs. In most cases
they do not have the backlog to justify It, but they know they must keep im-
proving their equipment or they might as well close their doors.

The real down-to-earth question for the small businessman Ii our industry is
how to find the dollars for constant upgrading of equipment. The sources are
extremely limited. The greatest attraction of the investment tax credit to our
industry was that It supplied a decisive form of financing assistance. The avail-
ability of the credit gave our Industry of small businesses a significant added
margin of capability to carry on this essential modernization proce.S

The stimulus of the tax credit has never been more needed. The machine tools
our companies must purchase have become increasingly sophisticated and costly
In the past decade. The advent of numerical controls has multiplied productivity
In long machining runs, but also multiplied the prices our small companies must
pay to stay abreast of this process. The transition to the metric system will
noticeably accelerate the upgrading and replacement demands In our Industry
over the next five years, and the residual value of our older non-metric equip-
ment can be expected to decline much faster than has been the pattern.

We would urge the Committee to take the following specific actions regarding
the tax credit:

(1) Make it 10 percent and make It permnanent. Write anl Ironclad commitment
in the legislative history of this bill that henceforth the tax credit Is not to lie a
political faucet turned off and on to appease any political faction.

(2) If there is a declining credit rate, eliminate any installation date require-
ment. The lead times on capital equipment differ greatly based onl size, Complexity
and uniqueness, and there Is no justification for penalizing the extended delivery
Items by an Installation date cut-off as to the higher credit rate.

(3) Extend the credit to used equipment. Modernization Is a major objective
of the investment credit. But limitation of the credit to newv equipment fails to
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recognize the fact that a great deal of highly-advanced, recently-manu factu red
capital equipment is available on the used equipment market. I mentioned earlier
the flood of auction notices in our industry. Thle recession of the past two years
has put many millions of dollars worth of relatively new machine tools on the
mariiet. The purchase of a used machine tool by a small tool and (lie shop will
frequently be-for that shop-a more radical modernization step than the pur-
chase of brand new equipment by a larger company. Moreover, many companies
simply will not be able to afford new equipment but could utilize the credit to
modernize through the purchase of used equipment.

11he exclusion of used equipment from the credit coverage, we feel, discrimi-
nates against smaller companies. It discriminates against new companies in
our industry that are springing up around the country. Moreover, the immedi-
ate purpose of this tax credit is p~rimnarily to get the business sector moving
again. 'Ihat means getting 'large, medium and small businesses to expand pro-
duction, Increase employment, and increase purchases from other parts of the
economy. T'he newv equipment limitation is undesirable and unnecessary in these
circumstances.

(4) The credit should not be limited to domestically manufactured equipment.
Our companies have a strong loyalty to American-mnade capital equipment, even
at higher prices and longer delivery dates in many cases. We have consistently
argued for tariff adjustments to eliminate unfair competition from abroad
based on substandard wages and working conditions, and wve will continue to
take this position. We support the President's temporary Import surcharge In
view of our serious balance of trade situation. We do not, however, feel that the
tax credit should be used to reduce our options as to foreign equipment pur-
chases. There is some equipment that as a practical matter can only be obtained
from abroad. And where delivery or other terms for domestic products are Im-
possible to accept, we need the option-without a tax penalty-to consider for-
eign products.

The tax credit is intended to stimulate spending, expansion, and new employ-
ment opportunities. It can be most effective if the Individual business has maxi-
mumn freedom to apply the credit in the manner of growth that fits his. circum-
stances. The more unrelated policies that are Incorporated In the credit, the less
useful It will be to business and the less effective it will be to the economy.

We support the President's tax proposals enthusiastically. We hope your Coin-
mnittee will con-sider them promptly and favorably, although with the modifica-
tions wve have suggested.

NATIONAL CRUSHED STONE ASSOCIATION,
Washingto, DX.

Subject: Investment Tax Credit, H.R. 10947-Revenue Act of 1971.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Sena te F inance Commit tee,
U.S. Senate,
IWashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The purpose of this letter is to advise you of the Na-
tional Crushed Stone Association's support of President Nixon's legislative
proposal calling for the reinstatement of the Investment tax credit ("Job Devel-
opment Tax Credit") Included as part of his economic program announced
August 15, 1971, or along the lines of the 7% Investment tax credit approved
recently by the House of Representatives and applicable In the 1960's.

Following the initiation of the investment tax credit during President Kennedy's
Administration, our economy received additional support th rough the encourage-
ment given to business to take added risks by increased Investment In produc-
tion facilities. The resulting increase In employment, in improvement of our
Nation's productive capacity and in our ability to produce goods at a com-
petitively lower cost provided strength to our economy, expanded employment
and had direct consumer benefits. In the long run, the health of our business
sector provides the best possible opportunity for Increased employment of our
Nation's work force.

Thus, the experience during the 1960's, until the repeal of the Investment
credit In 1969, confirmed the ability of the investment tax credit to make a direct
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contribution to the strength of our Nation's economy. In reviewing the testimony
presented to your Committee during your recent hearings on the President's
economic program, reference has been made by some to both the investment tax
credit and depreciation practices as being an out-right windfall to business.
There is no question that such tax benefits encourage business to make additional
Investment, and such encouragement is an Important factor in today's economy.

We encourage your Committee to give serious consideration to approving the
reinstatement of the Investment tax credit on a permanent basis.

We request that this letter be made a part of the record of your current
hearings so that the position of our Association can receive full consideration
in the Senate Finance Committee's deliberations on the President's economic
program and the House approved bill.

Sincerely yours,
W. L. CARTER,

_______ Executive Vice President.

WAURKESHrA SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION,
TVaukesha, M8s.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Commit tee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DER SENATOR LONG: I understand your Committee Is considering H.R. 10947,
the Administration Tax Bill, which was passed by the House October 6. It
appears to me that this bill has many good features and that it would create
many new jobs without adding to the inflation problem. For these reasons I
would respectfully urge that every effort be made to pass the bill In Its present
form. I would also like to request that my letter become part of the hearing
record.

Thank you for your consideration.
Yours very truly,

R. R. STAVEN, Pre81dent.
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(The following resolution was forwarded to the Committee on
Finance by Hlon. John F. Seiberling, a U.S. Representative in Con-
gress from the State of Ohio:)

RESOLUTION OF AKRON TIRE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

kKRON TIRE DEALERS ASSOCIATION,
714 Chitty Avenue, Akron, Ohio 44303.

Phone: 836-21,514.
RESOLUTION

Whereas the membership of the Akron Tire Dealers Association asks that con-
sideration be given to the repeal of the federal excise tax on all tires, tubes and
tread rubber, be It resolved that every effort be made to do so.

Whereas we believe this tax not only Imposes a hardship on the motoring
public its repeal should be considered In line with the removal of the excise
taxes on new automobiles.

Whereas this tax Is not a burden to the rubber manufacturers with their
company outlets, It represents a real hardship to the independent tire dealer wvho
must pay the tax when the tires and tread rubber are purchased, not when the
sale Is made.

We, as an association, unanimously resolve that this tax be repealed, In the
interests of President Nixon's economic program.

Passed this day, October 18, 1971, by the Officers, Directors and Members of
the Akron Tire Dealers Association, Akron, Ohio.

DAN BINGHAM,
President.

JOHN MOMILLEN,
Vice President.

CECIL TEUSCHER,
Secretary.

GLENN COLEMAN,
Treasurer,

LEO Ko'rTE,
Director.

ROBERT TURNER,
Director.

JOSEPH SKINNER,
Director.

JERRY JOST,
Director.

JAMES Hl. HEiscHMAN,
Executive Secretary.


